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PREFACE TO THE FINAL EIR
This document is the Final Environmental Impact Report for the Cihj of Santa Paula General Plan
Update, and has been assigned State Clearinghouse Number 97081084.

PURPOSE OF THE FINAL EIR
Prior to approving a project for which a Draft Environmental Impact Report (Draft EIR) has been
prepared, the State CEQA Guidelines require that a Lead Agency prepare and certify a Final EIR.
The Final EIR must include responses to all environmental comments received during the public
review period for the Draft EIR. The CEQA Guidelines set the standard for adequacy of the
responses to comments by requiring " ...good faith, well-reasoned responses to all comments on the Draft

EIR ... "
The Final EIR forms the environmental database that City decision-makers will use to evaluate
the proposed General Plan Update. The intent of the Final EIR is to:

•
•
•
•
•

Provide a forum to address comments pertaining to the analysis contained in the Draft EIR;
Explain the methodologies and rationale used in reaching the conclusions in the Draft EIR;
Make technical corrections or additions to the assessment in the Draft EIR, if necessary;
Expand upon mitigation measures contained in the Draft EIR; and
Allow the public, technical experts, and agency officials to voice concerns regarding
environmental impacts of the proposed project, and to establish the State-mandated public
record on which future decisions on the project will be based.

PUBLIC REVIEW PROCESS
In accordance with Section 15088 of the CEQA Guidelines, as amended, the City of Santa Paula, as
the Lead Agency, is responsible for reviewing and addressing all comments received on the Draft
EIR during the public review period. The City of Santa Paula took several steps to ensure that all
interested parties had an opportunity to comment on the Draft EIR. The Draft EIR public review
process for this project is outlined in the table below:

Date .
August 25, 1997 to September 24, 1997
September 3, 1997
November 22, 1997
November 5, 1997 to January 7, 1998
December 9, 1997

Pulilic Review Opportunity
30-day circulation period for Notice of Preparation (NOP)
Public Scoping Meeting for EIR
Meeting with Latino Town Hall Group
64-day public review period for the Draft EIR
Public meeting before the Planning Commission on the Draft EIR

During this process, several common issues were raised, reflecting areas of controversy or concern
to the public. The primary area of concern involved agricultural issues. Other frequently cited
concerns included water availability, natural resource protection, traffic, and socio-economic
effects. Please refer to Section 8.0, Comments and Responses, which addresses each of the comments
received in detail.
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CONTENTS OF THE FINAL EIR
Pursuant to Section 15132 of the CEQA Guidelines, which defines the required contents of a Final
EIR, this document consists of the following components:
•

The Draft EIR. The Draft EIR encompasses Section 1.0 through 7.0 of this document,
and is set apart by a divider tab for easy reference.

•

Comments received on the Draft EIR, with Responses. Section 8.0 of this document
includes a list of the commentors to the Draft EIR, and the entire text of their
comments. The section also includes responses to these comments, noting where
changes would be made to the Draft EIR, if appropriate. This section is set apart by a
divider tab, to facilitate easy use.

•

Changes to the Draft EIR. Section 9.0, Changes to the Draft EIR, of this document
summarizes the changes to the Draft EIR resulting from the responses to public
comments contained in Section 8.0, Comments and Responses. The pages that changed
from the Draft EIR are also included in this section and contain the letter "F"
preceding the page number to differentiate Final EIR pages from Draft EIR pages.
Users of the Final EIR should insert these pages into the appropriate locations of the
Draft EIR, replacing the old pages, to allow the Final EIR to be used as a reliable
reference document for plarming purposes. This section is set apart by a divider tab,
to facilitate easy use.

•

Appendices. The appendices from the Draft EIR are included in their entirety at the
conclusion of this document.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This section summarizes the characteristics of the proposed project, alternatives, environmental impacts,
mitigation measures, and residual impacts associated with the proposed project.
PROJECT SYNOPSIS
Project Applicant
The project applicant is the City of Santa Paula, Planning Department.
Project Description
The project is a General Plan update for the City of Santa Paula. The General Plan addresses
the community's vision for development during the planning horizon, identified as the year
2020. The General Plan includes a map of proposed urban boundaries and planned land uses.
It also contains goals, objectives and policies that will govern the growth of the City of Santa
Paula and the management of its resources. Six of the seven mandated elements are included
as follows: Land Use, Circulation, Conservation, Open Space, Noise, and Safety. The
Conservation and Open Space Elements are combined into one element. The seventh
mandated element, the Housing Element, is not included in the General Plan as it will be
updated in 1998.
An important feature of the General Plan is the amendment to the City's 1978 Sphere of
Influence to include six expansion areas with a variety of land uses. The intent of including the
proposed expansion areas into the City's Sphere of Influence is to make land available for
future growth. These expansion areas are planned for both urban development and open space
management. Planned land uses include residential, commercial, industrial, active parks and
recreation, passive open space, and golf courses, which includes hotels. A total of 9,570 acres
are proposed to be added to the City Sphere of Influence.

In addition to allowing buildout of the expansion areas, the General Plan allows for buildout of
vacant and under-developed lands within the City limits. Policies contained in the General
Plan are directed at improving the livability of existing neighborhoods and supporting local
planning efforts to improve the community such as the Downtown Revitalization Plan. The
General Plan also endorses and supports a variety of regional planning efforts, including the
Santa Paula Branch Line Recreation Trail, the Heritage Valley tourist development Downtown
Improvement Plan strategy, and the Santa Clara River Management and Enhancement Plan.
Finally, the General Plan encourages the incorporation of unincorporated County islands into
the City.

ALTERNATIVES
Four alternatives to the proposed project were selected for consideration. Alternative 1: General
Plan Buildout without Fagan Canyon, East Area 1, or South Mountain considers a reduced
development pattern as compared to the proposed General Plan. This alternative envisions
development within the City and its current sphere of influence, East Area 2, West Area 2, and
Adams Canyon at a similar intensity to the proposed General Plan. Buildout potential would be

r
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reduced by eliminating Fagan Canyon, East Area 1, and South Mountain from consideration as
expansion areas. Nevertheless, the goals, policies, and implementation measures contained in the
proposed General Plan would still apply to this alternative scenario (with the exception of those
that are not applicable, such as policies directed at land uses in Fagan Canyon, East Area 1, and
South Mountain).
Alternative 2: General Plan Buildout without Adams Canyon or South Mountain considers
another reduced development pattern as compared to the proposed General Plan. This
alternative envisions development within the City and its current sphere of influence, East Area 1,
East Area 2, West Area 2, and Fagan Canyon at a similar intensity to the proposed General Plan.
Buildout potential would be reduced by eliminating Adams Canyon and South Mountain from
consideration as expansion areas. Nevertheless, the goals, policies, and implementation measures
contained in the proposed General Plan would still apply to this alternative scenario (with the
exception of those that are not applicable, such as policies directed at land uses in Adams Canyon
and South Mountain).
No Project 1: Existing General Plan Buildout envisions the impacts of buildout of the existing
General Plan, and the maintenance of the 1978 Sphere of Influence. Buildout would involve
infill development consistent with the existing General Plan. There would be no expansion of
the existing Sphere of Influence and none of the goals, policies, and implementation measures
contained in the proposed General Plan would be adopted or implemented by the City of Santa
Paula.
The No Project 2: No Development alternative is the second of two no-project scenarios
considered in this analysis. Under this scenario, it is assumed that no further development
would occur within the City limits of Santa Paula or in expansion areas. Existing land uses
would remain.
While impacts would be much less under either of the No Project scenarios, neither addresses
the adopted goals and objectives for the proposed General Plan, and neither allows for growth
necessary to improve the socio-economic stability of the City. Of the " reduced" versions of the
proposed General Plan, Alternative 2 would result in overall fewer impacts, as it envisions
development of a lesser intensity than Alternative 1 or the proposed project. It is therefore
considered the "environmentally superior alternative" among those scenarios that implement
adopted goals and objectives for the proposed General Plan.
The alternatives analysis is described in further detail in Section 6.0, Alternatives.

SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Table FS-1 includes a brief description of the enviromnental issues relative to the proposed
project, the identified enviromnental impacts, proposed mitigation measures, and residual
impacts. Impacts are categorized by classes. Gass I impacts are defined as significant,
unavoidable adverse impacts which require a statement of overriding considerations to be issued
pursuant to Section 15093 of the State CEQA Guidelines if the project is approved. Class II impacts
are significant adverse impacts that can be feasibly mitigated to less than significant levels and
which require findings to be made under Section 15091 of the State CEQA Guidelines. Gass ID are
considered less than significant impacts, and Gass N are beneficial impacts. The following is a
listing of the impacts identified sorted by class:
City of Santa Paula
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Class I - Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

Agriculture: conversion of prime soils/ soils of statewide importance to urban uses.
Aesthetics and CommunihJ Design: alteration of the existing rural visual character;
alteration of the character of the City of Santa Paula to a more urban
environment.
Noise: increase in ambient noise levels particularly in rural areas; intermittent high
noise levels due to train activity affecting sensitive, adjacent land uses.
Biological Resources: reduction in available plant and wildlife habitat; impacts to
biological resources from flood control policies/projects; interruption of wildlife
corridors and habitat linkages.
Class II- Significant Impacts That Can Be Mitigated To Insignificant Levels

Agriculture: conversion of cultivated farmland; expansion into areas under greenbelt
agreement; land use conflicts between proposed urban uses and existing
agricultural operations.
Aesthetics and Community Design: introduction of development along sensitive viewing
corridors; introduction of new sources of light and glare; introduction of
potential visually intrusive features; development within "gateway" locations.
Transportation and Circulation: additional traffic on the City 1s roadway system;
additional peak hour trips at key intersections within the City; increased traffic
on local residential streets; increased demands for transit service within the City;
increased demands for pedestrian and bicycle facilities within the City.
Air Q'ualitt;: construction-related air emissions; exposure to pesticides and other
agricultural chemicals.
Noise: exposure of residents and other sensitive receptors to noise levels greater than 65
dBA CNEL; noise impacts to sensitive uses from operation of industrial and
commercial uses; impacts to residential and other noise sensitive land uses from
adjacent agricultural activity; individual project construction noise impacts to
adjacent land uses.
Safety and Geologic Hazards: ground shaking; fault rupture; liquefaction of soils; hazards
from landslides, mud and debris flows, and rock falls; expansive soils or soils
prone to settlement; soil subsidence; exposure to potentially harmful electric or
magnetic fields; hazards from oil activities; hazards associated with existing
crude oil and natural gas pipelines; hazards from potential accidents along the
highways or the railroad.
Flooding and Drainage: exposure to the 100-year and 500-year floods; localized flooding;
increased watershed runoff.
Biological Resources: impacts to habitat quality from construction runoff; impacts to
habitat quality from urban runoff; removal of native vegetation and wildlife
habitat for fire management purposes; introduction of night-lighting to natural
areas; escape of invasive, non-native plants into natural areas; impacts to
biological resources from recreational policies/projects.
Cultural and Historic Resources: impacts to unknown pre-historic archeological resources;
impacts to historic resources.
Public Services: development within the high or very high fire hazard zones; increased
demand for police services; location of existing police station in hazardous area;
City of Santa Paula
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potential increase in crime rate; shortage of parks and .recreational facilities;
impacts to existing schools from additional students.
Public Utilities: potential exceedance of capacity of the wastewater treatment plant and
the City's existing sewer system; inadequate water supply.
Class III - Less Than Significant Impacts

Transportation and Circulation: increased traffic on SR 126 due to cumulative, regional
growth.
Air Qualitt;: consistency with available AQMP population forecasts; air emissions from
cumulative development.
Noise: intermittent high noise levels from airport operations.
Safett; and Geologic Hazards: storage, generation, and disposal of hazardous materials.
Flooding and Drainage: point source contamination impacts on City storm drains and/ or
water quality in the Santa Clara River.
Public Services: impacts to library services; impacts to medical emergency response
service.
Public Utilities: increased demand for electrical power; increased demand for natural
gas; solid waste disposal; cumulative solid waste disposal.
Class IV - Beneficial Effects

Air Quality: reduction in PM-10 emissions.

Table ES-1. Summary of Environmental Impacts,
Mitigation Measures, and Residual Impacts
AGRJCULTURE
Buildout under the General Plan will result in the expansion of urban uses into areas that currently support
agricultural operations. Four types of agricultural impacts could occur: 1) loss of prime soils and lands of
statewide importance; 2) conversion of productive cropland to urban uses; 3) impacts to existing greenbelt
agreements; and 4) potential land use conflicts related to agricultural vs. urban uses. All impacts would be
significant, but only the loss of prime soils would be considered unmitigable. About 650 acres of prime soils and
1, 500 acres of intensive agriculture could be impacted by buildout under the General Plan. Many of the
mitigation measures proposed in the EIR are programs currently under consideration within Ventura County, but
some have not been formally adopted.
Impact
Impact AG-1. Buildout under
the proposed General Plan
would convert about 650 acres
of state-defined prime soils and
soils of statewide importance
to urban uses. This is
considered a Class I,

significant unavoidable
adverse impact.

Mitigation Measures
The proposed General Plan polices and
implementation measures would
effectively document the viable prime
agricultural lands, and minimize
development on such lands to the
extent possible. However, they would
not avoid the conversion of a substantial
amount of prime and statewide
importance agricultural lands, because
the City cannot expand without affecting
agricultural lands. The following
additional measures would further
reduce impacts to such lands. These

Residual Impact
Conversion of substantial prime
soils and statewide importance
soils to non-agricultural uses
would result in the unavoidable
loss of this land for agricultural
purposes. Impacts would remain
significant, even with the
recommended mitigation
measures.

City of Santa Paula
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Table ES-1. Summary of Environmental Impacts,
Mitigation Measures, and Residual Impacts
measures are programs that should be
incorporated into the General Plan.
Both programs could be added to the
language within Conservation and Open
Space Element Implementation
Measure 18. While these would
minimize impacts, no measures to fully
mitigate potential impacts are available,
because the City is surrounded by
agricultural lands.
AG-1(a) Agricultural Cluster
Development.
AG-1(b) Urban Growth Boundary
(UGB).
Proposed General Plan polices and
Impact AG-2 Buildout under
implementation measures would
the proposed General Plan
minimize the conversion of farmlands to
would convert about 1,500
a substantial extent. The financial
acres of land currently under
intensive cultivation (row crops support of land trusts (Conservation and
Open Space Element Implementation
orchard crops, and
Measure 19) is a concept currently
greenhouses) to urban uses.
Of this area, about 1,090 acres under consideration by Ventura County.
The following additional measures
are currently under LCA
would further reduce impacts to a less
contracts. Conversion of
than significant impact. These
cultivated farmland is
measures are programs that should be
considered a Class II,
significant but mitigable impact. incorporated into the General Plan . All
programs could be added to the
language within Conservation and Open
Space Element Implementation
Measure 18.

Use of proposed General Plan
policies and implementation
measures in conjunction with
recommended mitigation
measures would reduce potential
impacts to less than significant
levels. This assumes that
measures result in the
preservation and conservation of
a like amount of agricultural land
area to that being converted to
urban uses. Land used to
replace converted acreage
should be substantially equal in
agricultural quality to the area
converted to urban uses.

AG-2(a) Purchase of Agricultural
Conservation Easements (PACE)
Program.
AG-2(b) Agriculture and Open Space
District.
AG-1(a) Agricultural Cluster
Development.

Impact AG-3 Expansion into
East Area 1 and East Area 2
would require modification of
the City's existing greenbelt

AG-1(b) Urban Growth Boundary
(UGB).
Proposed General Plan polices and
implementation measures would
address potential greenbelt impacts, but
would not by themselves reduce

Use of proposed General Plan
policies and implementation
measures in conjunction with
recommended mitigation
City of Santa Paula
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Table ES-1. Summary of Environmental Impacts,
Mitigation Measures, and Residual Impacts
agreement with the
neighboring City of Fillmore.
Expansion in Adams Canyon
should be predicated on the
establishment of northern and
southern boundaries with
respect to the Ventura-Santa
Paula Greenbelt Agreement.
Greenbelt impacts are
considered Class II, significant
but mitigab/e.

potential impacts to a less than
significant level. The following
mitigation measures shall be included in
the General Plan, and could augment
existing language contained in
Conservation and Open Space Element
Implementation Measures 15, 16, and
Land Use Element Implementation
Measure 31.

measures would reduce impacts
to a less than significant level,
provided that measures result in
the addition of greenbelt area in
a like amount to that being
converted to urban uses. Land
used to replace converted
acreage should be substantially
equal in agricultural quality to the
area converted to urban uses.

AG-3(a) Amended Greenbelt
Agreement with Fillmore.
AG-3(b) Affirmation of Greenbelt
Agreement with Ventura.
AG-1(b) Urban Growth Boundary
(UGB).

Impact AG-4 Development
under the proposed General
Plan may result in land use
conflicts between proposed
urban uses and existing
agricultural operations. This is
considered a Class II,
significant but mitigable
impact.

AG-2(a) Purchase of Agricultural
Conservation Easements (PACE)
Program.
Proposed General Plan policies and
implementation measures would
address potential impacts related to
agricultural land use conflicts, but would
not by themselves reduce potential
impacts to a less than significant level.
The following mitigation measures shall
be included in the General Plan, and
could be included as new
Implementation Measures within the
Conservation and Open Space Element.
It is not recommended that undue
restrictions be placed on farmers,
including limiting hours of operation,
equipment types, and agricultural
practices, that could result in economic
hardships and decreased viability of
such operations.

Use of proposed General Plan
policies and implementation
measures in conjunction with
recommended mitigation
measures would reduce land use
impacts related to agricultural
operations to a less than
significant level.

AG-4(a) Right-To-Farm Ordinance.
AG-1(a) Agricultural Cluster
Development.
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AESTHETICS AND COMMUNITY DESIGN
Buildout under the General Plan will unavoidably alter the small town character of the City of Santa Paula.
Residential, commercial, and industrial development within East Area 1, East Area 2, and West Area 2 would
be highly visible from public viewing corridors, particularly SR 126, the major east-west highway serving the
City and the Santa Clara Valley. Although the General Plan includes ample measures to ensure high quality
development, protection of viewsheds, and maintenance of an attractive living environment, planned expansion
would transform the peripheries of Santa Paula into a less rural, more suburban character. Proposed
development in the canyons north of the City would not be visible from existing roadways that serve the City.
However, such development would change the open space and grazing land use patterns in those areas into a
more suburban residential environment. Overall, while potential visual impacts associated with individual
developments can be mitigated, the general change to the City's character cannot.
Impact
Mitigation Measures
Residual Impact
Impact AES-1 Buildout under Proposed General Plan polices and
With proposed design standards
the General Plan update would
introduce substantial new
development along sensitive
viewing corridors in the Santa
Paula area. Potential impacts
to such viewers are considered
Class II, significant but

mitigable.

implementation measures would
and mitigation measures,
effectively mitigate most potential visual
impacts would be less than
significant.
impacts associated with development
visible from existing viewing corridors.
The design standards for the expansion
areas and hillside areas include
provisions for cluster development,
open space protection , the use of
natural materials in flood control, and
appropriate buffering and setbacks.
These standards also protect views of
ridgelines, and enhance the urban
environment by promoting street trees
and other landscape features. The
standards for Harvard Boulevard and
the rail corridor similarly ensure
compatibility with the existing
development along those corridors. The
Downtown Improvement Plan would
also ensure that continued development
in the heart of the City enhances, rather
than detracts from, the visual
environment. One additional measure
is recommended to fully mitigate
potential visual impacts associated with
development in East Area 1, as
described as Mitigation Measure AES1(a) below. Language to this effect
could be added to Land Use Element
Implementation Measure 40, which
concerns design standards in East Area

1.
AES-1(a) Sound Wall Avoidance.
Impact AES-2 Proposed
development under the
General Plan would introduce

Proposed General Plan polices and
implementation measures would
minimize light and glare impacts to the

Proposed General Plan policies
and implementation measures, in
conjunction with the
City of Santa Paula
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new sources of light and glare
into the environment. Potential
impacts to existing
development would be Class II,
significant but mitigable.

extent possible. The design standards
for new development typically include
the use of non-reflective materials that
complement the natural environment.
Large parking lots are discouraged,
minimizing the potential for lighting
impacts. The use of street trees is
strongly encouraged under the
proposed General Plan, further reducing
potential light and glare impacts. The
standards also encourage the use of
small buildings, while discouraging large
wall expanses that could reflect light.
One additional mitigation measure is
recommended to fully mitigate potential
impacts, as shown below:

Impact AES-4 Buildout under
the proposed General Plan
could result in development
that is insensitive to the need
for high quality architectural
design, landscaping and public
art. It could also result in
visually intrusive features, such
as additional billboard
advertising . This is considered
a Class II, significant but
mitigable impact.

AES-2(a) Lighting Fixtures.
Proposed General Plan polices and
implementation measures ensure that
development in the rural areas would
have a high quality urban form. The
standards also encourage cluster
development. open space protection,
and the use of natural materials.
However. they would not alter the
essential change in character from rural
to suburban. No additional mitigation
measures are available to address this
impact, which would be significant and
unavoidable.
Proposed General Plan polices and
implementation measures ensure that
development includes sufficient
provisions for public art and distinctive
architecture. Measures related to the
placement and design of signs would
also contribute to high quality visual
environment. The following mitigation
measure, in conjunction with above
policies and implementation measures,
is recommended to minimize the
potential for visually obtrusive features.

Impact AES-5 Development
within East Areas 1 and 2 and
West Area 2 would occur
within "gateway" locations with

AES-4(a) Flood Control Project
Design.
Proposed General Plan polices and
implementation measures ensure that
development in gateway locations would
include elements to present a positive

Impact AES-3 Proposed
development in the expansion
areas (particularly Adams
Canyon, Fagan Canyon , East
Area 1, and West Area 2) will
unavoidably alter the existing
rural visual character of those
areas. Such impacts are
considered Class I, significant
and unavoidable.

recommended mitigation
measure, would reduce potential
light and glare impacts to a less
than significant level.

Impacts to the rural character of
Adams Canyon, Fagan Canyon,
East Area 1, and West Area 2
would remain significant and
unavoidable, even with proposed
policies and implementation
measures.

With proposed policies and
implementation measures
contained in the General Plan in
addition to the recommended
mitigation measure, impacts
would be less than significant.

With proposed policies and
implementation measures
contained in the General Plan,
impacts would be less than
City of Santa Paula
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respect to the City of Santa
Paula. The character of
development in these areas wil
play an important role in
shaping the way in which
passing motorists perceive the
City of Santa Paula. This is
considered a Class 11 ,
significant but mitigable impact.
Impact AES-6 Development
under the General Plan would
unavoidably alter the character
of the City of Santa Paula to a
more urban environment. This
is a Class I, significant
unavoidable impact.

visual first impression or visitors coming
to the City. No additional mitigation
measures are required.

All the General Plan policies and
implementation measures listed for
impacts AES-1 through AES-5 address
potential impacts to the City's character.
These policies and implementation
measures would reduce potential visual
impacts to the extent possible, but
would not be sufficient to fully maintain
the City's existing small town character.
No other mitigation measures are
available.
TRANSPORTATION AND CIRCULATION

significant.

Proposed development would
unavoidably alter the existing
character of the City. Impacts
would be reduced, but would
remain significant, even with
proposed General Plan
implementation measures.

Full buildout of the General Plan will generate approximately 98, 167 average daily trips (AD T) and 9, 730
peak hour trips (PHT). A portion of the trips generated in the expansion areas will interact with other land
uses within the City {internal trips), while a percentage of the trips will travel to and from destinations outside
the City (external trips) . The addition of traffic generated by General Plan buildout will impact several
existing roadway segments and intersections in the City, resulting in Class II, significant but mitigable
impacts.
Several improvements will be required to upgrade the City's existing circulation system and to provide for
future access to the proposed expansion areas. These improvements include roadway widenings,
completion of missing roadway links, construction of intersection improvements (including several
interchange modifications), installation of new traffic signals, and construction of new roadways and
intersections to serve the expansion areas.
In addition to the traffic increases on the C;ty's backbone street system, traffic volumes will also increase on
local streets serving primarily residential areas. This would be a Class II, significant but mitir, able impact. It
is recommended that the City develop a neighborhood traffic management program to address future
increases in traffic within residential areas.
Buildout of the General Plan will result in increased demands for transit, bicycle and pedestrian facilities
within the City which would not be accommodated by the existing system. This would be a Class II,
significant but mitigable impact. It is recommended that the City expand the existing transit, pedestrian and
bicycle network available to the community as General Plan buildout occurs, and that new development be
designed to accommodate enhanced transit, pedestrian and bicycle facilities.
Regional growth in the Santa Clara Valley in conjunction with growth associated with General Plan buildout
is not expected to result in significant cumulative impacts as traffic volumes would be adequately
accommodated by the existing 4-lane freeway (SR 126).

City of Santa Paula
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Impact
Impact T-1 Buildout of the
General Plan w ill add 98,167
ADT to the local roadway
system, and a proportion of
these trips will use the
County's roadway network.
This would result in a Class 11,
significant but mitigable impact.

Mitigation Measures
Proposed General Plan policies and
implementation measures would serve to
improve the City's circulation system.
However, the mitigation measures
identified below are recommended to
reduce impacts to less than significant
levels. Specifically, mitigation measures
T- 1(b) and T-1(c) are recommended to
upgrade the existing circulation system
by improving the roadways and
implementing a system of development
impact fees to offset improvement costs,
respectively.

Residual Impact
Implementation of the mitigation
measures which are directed at
roadway improvements would
reduce transportation and
circulation impacts to less than
significant levels.

T-1(a) Traffic Study Threshold/Scope.
T-1(b) Roadway Improvements.

Impact T-2 Buildout of the
General Plan will result in the
addition of 8,748 peak hour
trips to the key intersections
within the City. This would
resultin a Class II, significant
but mitigable impact, as many
of the key intersections would
operate below the City's LOS
standard assuming existing
geometrics and traffic controls.

Impact T-3 Buildout of the
General Plan may result
increased traffic on local
residential streets in the
existing and future areas of the
City. This would be a Class II
significant but mitigable,
impact.

T-1(c) Impact Fees.
The policies and implementation
measures contained in the proposed
General Plan, in conjunction with the
mitigation measure identified below
would mitigate potential impacts to key
intersections in the City. In addition, the
City should implement mitigation
measure T- 1(c) above to obtain funding
for intersection improvements to
maintairi the adopted LOS C congestion
standard.
T-2(a) Intersection Improvements.
Policies and implementation measures
contained in the General Plan would
serve to reduce traffic on local
residential streets. However, the
following additional mitigation measures
are recommended to further reduce
transportation and circulation impacts.

Implementation of the identified
mitigation measures would
reduce impacts to intersections,
thereby resulting in less than
significant impacts.

Implementation of the identified
mitigation measures would
reduce impacts to local
residential streets to less than
significant levels.

T-3(a) Traffic Studies.

Impact T -4 Buildout of the
General Plan will result in
increased demands for transit
service w ithin the City, which
may not be accommodated by

T-3(b) Neighborhood Traffic
Management Program.
The policies and implementation
measures contained in the General Plan
which are directed at providing public
transit services would serve to meet
some of the demand for public

Implementation of the identified
mitigation measure in conjunction
with the policies and
implementation measures
identified in the General Plan
City of Santa Paula
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the existing service. This
would be a Class II, significant
but mitigable, impact.

Impact T-5 Buildout of the
General Plan may result in
increased demands for
pedestrian and bicycle facilities
within the City, which may not
be accommodated by the
existing system. This would be
a Class II, significant but
mitigable, impact.

transportation. However, the following
mitigation measure is recommended to
fully meet the demand for transit
service.
T -4(a) Expanded Transit .Service.
The policies and implementation
measures contained in the General Plan
would meet some of the demand for
pedestrian and bicycle facilities.
However, the following mitigation
measure is recommended to expand
pedestrian and bicycle facilities, thereby
meeting the demand for such facilities.
T-S(a) Expanded Pedestrian/Bicycle
Facilities.

would reduce impacts to public
transportation to less than
significant levels.

Implementation of the
recommended mitigation
measures in conjunction with the
policies and implementation
measures contained in the
General Plan would reduce
impacts to pedestrian and bicycle
facilities and meet the anticipated
increase in demand for such
facilities. Therefore, impacts
would be reduced to less than
significant levels.

T-S(b) Non-Motorized Routes.
T-S(c) Non-Motorized Transportation
Systems.
T-5(d) Bicycle and Pedestrian Safe
Routes for Students.
Impact T-6 Regional growth in None required.
the Santa Clara Valley in
conjunction with growth
associated with General Plan
buildout will result in increased
traffic on SR 126. Traffic
volumes would be adequately
accommodated by the existing
4-lane freeway (SR 126),
therefore, cumulative impacts
would be Class Ill, less than

Cumulative traffic impacts would
be less than significant.

significant.
AIR QUALITY
The methodology for determining impact significance for air quality is based on the General Plan's consistency
with the Ventura County Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP) population forecasts. Adopted AQMP
population forecasts extend to the year 2005 but are not available beyond that time. Assuming maximum
buildout through 2005, the General Plan would generate a population of 5,808 bringing the total maximum year
2005 City population to 32,308. This maximum buildout population is less than the projected year 2005 AQMP
population adopted for the Santa Paula area. Therefore, the General Plan is considered to be consistent with
the AQMP and would have a Class Ill, less than significant air quality impact through the year 2005.
While it is not possible to definitively determine the General Plan's consistency with the AQMP beyond
2005, comparison of the full 2020 General Plan buildout to regional population forecasts suggests that the
General Plan will be consistent with future AQMP population forecasts provided that the City's Growth
Management Ordinance is implemented. Full buildout of the General Plan is projected to result in a citywide

r
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population of 37, 920 in the year 2020. This is consistent with Ventura County Organization of Governments
(VCOG) year 2020 population forecast of 38,496 for the Santa Paula area. It is noted that the AQMP
population forecasts have historically been consistent with VCOG forecasts.
Although implementation of the General Plan is not expected to result in significant long-term impacts on air
quality, subsequent individual projects would be evaluated against the AQMD's thresholds of significance.
Mitigation measures identified herein are intended to reduce individual project-related emissions to the
extent feasible.
Mitigation Measures
Impact
Residual Impact
Impact AQ-1 Population
None required.
Impacts to air quality are
anticipated to be less than
growth that could occur under
significant.
the General Plan would be
consi stent with the AQMP
population forecasts which are
available through 2005. AQMP
population estimates are not
available beyond 2005.
Therefore, a definitive
determination on consistency
cannot be made at this time for
that period beyond 2005.
However, it is noted that the
AQMP population levels have
historically been based on
VCOG forecasts and that the
population projected at full
buildout of the General Plan is
within VCOG 2020 forecasts.
Since growth associated with
General Plan buildout would be
consistent with available
AQMP population forecasts,
the General Plan is considered
to have a Class Ill, less than
significant impact on air quality.
Impact AQ-2 While buildout of While General Plan buildout would be
Ambient ozone concentrations
the General Plan is expected
consistent with AQMP projections and
will continue to exceed state
to result in a Class Ill, less than therefore less than significant, individual standards in the short term and
significant air quality impact
projects could exceed the 25 pounds
medium term, although the
because the projected growth per day APCD threshold for ROC and
Ventura County AQMP predicts
is anticipated to be within
NOx. The following mitigation measures attainment of the federal ozone
AQMP population forecasts,
are recommended for individual
standard by 2005. Development
subsequent buildout of
developments, where applicable. These within the proposed General Plan
measures could be incorporated as
individual projects under the
area would contribute to these
proposed General Plan would General Plan implementation measures
exceedances. However,
result in an increase in air
as well.
because buildout of the General
emissions within the Ventura
Plan would be consistent with
AQ-2(a) Preferential Parking.
County Air Basin. The
future AQMP population
significance of air quality
projections, the General Plan
impacts associated with
AQ-2(b) Parking Lot Design.
would not interfere with
City of Santa Paula
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individual projects will depend
upon the characteristics of the
projects and the availability of
feasible mitigation measures.
Further classification of air
quality impacts from individual
future projects is not possible
at this time. However, the
cumulative effect of such
projects is considered to be
Class 111, less than significant.

AQ-2(c) TOM Implementation.
AQ-2(d) Transit Provisions.

attainment of federal or state air
quality standards and would
therefore, have a less than
significant air quality impact.

AQ-2(e) Alternative Mode Funding.
AQ-2(f) Building Orientation.
AQ-2(g) Building Materials.
AQ-2(h) Low Sodium Lights.
AQ-2(i) On-Site Employee Services.

AQ-2(j) Bicycle/Pedestrian Access.
Proposed General Plan policies and
The recommended
Impact AQ-3 Buildout under
the General Plan would result implementation measures are not by
mitigation measures
themselves sufficient to mitigate
would reduce impacts
in construction-related
potential air quality impacts. All of the
emissions. These emissions
related to construction
measures included in the Ventura
activity to the degree
may result in short-term
APCD Guidelines to reduce
feasible. Because
adverse impacts to local air
construction-related emissions apply to
construction emissions
quality. However, such
construction activity associated with
associated with
emissions would result in
temporary impacts and can be General Plan buildout. These include
individual development
measures to limit emissions of both
mitigated on a specific
projects implemented
under the General Plan
development basis. They are ozone precursors (NOx and ROC) and
therefore considered Class II, fugitive dust (PM 10 ) and are identified
would be temporary,
significant but mitigable.
below. These measures could be
impacts are considered
incorporated as General Plan
less than significant with
implementation measures as well.
implementation of
Subsequent analysis of future individual recommended mitigation
projects implemented under the General measures.
Plan should include all of the relevant
mitigation measures identified below to
reduce construction-related emissions
to the lowest level feasible.
AQ-3(a) Ozone Precursor Control
Measures.
AQ-3(b) Fugitive Dust Control
Measures.

Impact AQ-4 General Plan
buildout would result in a
reduction in overall PM 10
emissions, due to a reduction
in the acreage of agricultural

AQ-3(c) General Dust Controls.
No mitigation measures are required.

Impacts associated with
reduced PM 10 emissions are
considered to be beneficial.

City of Santa Paula
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lands. From an air quality
perspective, this is
considered to be a Class IV,

beneficial effect.
Impact AQ-5 Urban

'

encroachment into agricultural
areas has the potential to
expose people to pesticides
and other agricultural
chemicals. The continued
monitoring and permitting
process of the Agricultural
Commission and pesticide
regulations identified in Title
26 of the California Code of
Regulations, will maintain this
as a Class II, significant but
mitigable impact.

Compliance with regulations concerning
pesticide usage in Title 26 of the
California Code of Regulations and the
continued monitoring and permitting
process on the part of the Ventura
County Agricultural Commission
minimize impacts due to agricultural
chemical usage. No further mitigation
measures are required.

Impacts associated with
pesticide emissions are
anticipated to be less than
significant.

NOISE
Buildout of the Santa Paula General Plan would result in a variety of noise related impacts to existing and
future noise sensitive land uses. There are five primary noise sources in the City: traffic, commercial and
industrial, agricultural, railroad, and airport. Noise from traffic is the most serious noise issue for the City. Noise
impacts from increased traffic associated with buildout would be considered a Class fl significant, but mitigable
impact for areas adjacent to the highways and major arterial roads in the City. The impact of increased traffic
noise on areas that currently experience low levels of ambient noise characteristic of their rural setting, such as
Adams Canyon, would be considered a Class I, significant and unavoidable impact. Commercial and industrial
areas are primarily planned for the edges of the City near the freeway. Commercial and industrial noise from
increased growth in the City would be considered significant, but mitigable. Agricultural noise is generally an
issue at the edges of the City where residential uses abut farms. Future growth is expected to result in more
interface of residential and agricultural uses. Agriculturally related noise impacts are considered Class II,
significant but mitigable. Increased railroad traffic in the future would change the noise environment for existing
and future uses near the rail line. This is considered a Class I, significant, unavoidable noise impact. Finally,
the Santa Paula Airport is not expected to significantly increase flights; thus noise from the airport is considered
a Class Ill, less than significant impact. Appendix D contains noise calculations used to determine existing and
future noise levels.
Impact
Mitigation Measures
Residual Impact
Impact N-1 The proposed
In addition to policies and
The identified
General Plan would result in
exposure of existing and
future residents and other
sensitive receptors to noise
levels greater than 65 dBA
CNEL. This is considered a
Class II, significant but
mitigable impact.

implementation measures contained in
the General Plan Noise Element, the
following mitigation measure are
recommended to further reduce noise
impacts to existing and future
developments.

N-1 (a) Speed Limits.
N-1(b) Truck Noise Reduction.
N-1(c) Noise Attenuation Strategies.

recommendations would
require subsequent detailed
noise analysis and mitigation of
any future project to reduce
impacts to a less than
significant level. In addition to
the use of the Noise
Compatibility Matrix,
implementation of the General
Plan Noise Element policies
and implementation measures,
and mitigation measures N-1(ae) would reduce roadway noise
City of Santa Paula
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N-1(d) Noise Studies.

Impact N-2 The traffic
associated with proposed
development in existing rural
areas, such as Adams
Canyon and Fagan Canyon,
would substantially increase
ambient noise levels. This is
considered a Class I,
significant unavoidable
impact.
Impact N-3 Operation of
industrial and commercial
uses associated with General
Plan buildout has the potential
to produce noise impacts to
sensitive uses. This is
considered a Class II,
significant but mitigable
impact.
Impact N-4 Buildout under
the General Plan may result
in noise impacts to residential
and other noise sensitive land
uses from adjacent
agricultural activity. This is
considered a Class II,
significant but mitigable
impact.
Impact N-5 Construction of
individual projects during the
buildout of the 2020 General
Plan could produce noise
levels ranging from 70 to 95
dBA at 50 feet from the
source affecting adjacent land
uses. This is considered a
Class II, significant, but
mitigable impact.
Impact N-6 Increased train
activity along the Santa Paula
Branch Line Railroad would
result in intermittent high
noise levels to existing and
future sensitive land uses
adjacent to the railroad line.
At this time is it not known
how many trains or what

N-1(e) Building Material Standards.
There are no available noise mitigation
measures that would reduce noise
levels to the currently low levels
experienced by the residents of rural
areas such as Adams Canyon.
However, proposed General Plan
policies and measures would contribute
to lowering noise levels.

impacts to a less than
significant level.
There are no available noise
mitigation measures that would
reduce noise levels to the
currently low levels
experienced by the residents of
Adams Canyon and the impact
to the noise environment would
remain significant.

Proposed General Plan Noise Element
policies and implementation measures
would ensure that future development of
commercial and industrial projects is
completed with no significant noise
impacts to the sensitive receptors in the
vicinity. No additional mitigation
measures are required.

Use of the General Plan Noise
Element policies and
implementation measures
would reduce noise impacts
from commercial and industrial
development to a less than
significant level.

Policies and implementation measures
of the General Plan Noise Element
would reduce noise impacts from
agricultural activity to a less than
significant level.

Use of the General Plan Noise
Element policies and
implementation measures
would reduce noise impacts
from agricultural activity to a
less than significant level.

The following mitigation measure would
be required in conjunction with the
proposed policies and implementation
measures of the General Plan Noise
Element to reduce potential impacts to a
less than significant level.

The General Plan Noise
Element policies and
implementation measures and
recommended mitigation
measures would reduce
construction noise impacts to a
less than significant level.

N-5(a) Construction Noise Mitigation.

Policies and implementation measures
in the General Plan Noise Element are
designed to limit the noise impacts of
train traffic.

Implementation of the General
Plan Noise Element policies
and implementation measures
would reduce train related noise
impacts, particularly if train
speeds, horns, and hours of
operation are limited (Policy
3.a.a, for operational
limitations) and railroad
City of Santa Paula
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types of trains would operate
along the line. However,
potential impacts are
considered a Class I,
significant unavoidable.
Proposed General Plan Noise Element
Impact N-7 Airport
operations would be expected policies and implementation measures
to increase minimally and
address potential impacts related to
airport operations. No additional
noise associated with the
measures would be required.
airport would produce
intermittently high noise
levels. This is considered a
Class Ill, less than significant
impact.
SAFETY AND GEOLOGIC HAZARDS

maintenance is high. However,
noise impacts would remain
significant and unavoidable.

No significant impact is
anticipated from airport related
noise.

This Safety and Geologic Hazards section has identified significant but mitigable impacts related to seismic
hazards (future seismic ground accelerations up to 0.64, fault rupture along the San Cayetano or Oak Ridge
Faults, and seismically-induced liquefaction of soil), slope stability hazards (landslides, mud and debris flows,
and rock falls), soil hazards, increased groundwater usage, exposure of residents to electric or magnetic fields,
safety hazards related to cu"ent and historic oil activities, and railroad and highway accidents. The storage,
generation, and disposal of hazardous materials by businesses within the planning area is considered a Jess
than significant impact, due to the permitting requirements through the County of Ventura and the control of the
Hazardous Materials Business Plans through the City of Santa Paula Fire Department.
Impact
Mitigation Measures
Residual Impact
Impact S-1 Future seismic
The implementation measures of the
After mitigation, the impacts
events could produce ground
proposed General Plan in addition to the related to ground shaking will
accelerations up to 0.64 g and following mitigation measure are
be reduced to the extent
adequate to mitigate Impact S-1.
possible, and will be less than
an MMI of XI in the Santa .
Paula Planning Area. This is
significant.
S-1(a) Retrofit Standards.
considered a Class II,
significant but mitigable
impact.
Impact S-2 Future seismic
The implementation measures of the
If the identified mitigation
events could result in fault
proposed General Plan are not
measures are implemented, the
rupture along the San
adequate to mitigate Impact S-2. An
impacts related to fault rupture
Cayetano or Oak Ridge
additional mitigation measure has been
will be reduced to the extent
Faults. This is considered a
identified below.
possible, and will be less than
Class II, significant but
significant.
S-2(a) Fault Investigation Ordinance.
mitigable impact.
Impact 5-3 Future seismic
The implementation measures of the
If the identified mitigation
events could result in
proposed General Plan are not
measures are implemented, the
liquefaction of soils in the
adequate to mitigate Impact S-3. An
impacts related to seismicallySanta Clara River Valley area additional mitigation measure has been
induced liquefaction will be
identified below.
within the Santa Paula
reduced to the extent possible,
Planning Area. Development
and will be less than significant.
S-3(a) Liquefaction Design
in such areas could be
Ordinance.
subject to liquefaction
hazards. This is considered a
Class 11, significant but
mitigable impact.
City of Santa Paula
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Impact S-4 Landslides, mud
and debris flows, and rock
falls could result in a geologic
and safety hazard in the
hillsides of the Santa Paula
Planning Area. This is
considered a Class 11,
significant but mitigab/e
impact.

The implementation measures of the
proposed General Plan are not
adequate to mitigate Impact S-4.
Additional mitigation has been identified
below.
S-4(a) Landslide Hazard Analysis.

If the identified mitigation
measures are implemented, the
impacts related to seismicallyinduced and naturally-occurring
landslides, mud and debris
flows, and rock falls will be
reduced to a less than
significant level.

S-4(b) Hillside Development Criteria
Ordinance.
S-4(c) Hillside Stability Requirement.
S-4(d) Grading "in Landslide Areas.
S-4(e) Diversion Basin Design.
S-4(f) Landslide Policy.
S-4(g) Setbacks from Landslide
Areas.
S-4(h) Hillside Grading Ordinance.

Impact S-5 Expansive soil
conditions or soil conditions
leading to settlement could
result in foundation and
building distress problems
and cracking of concrete
slabs. This is considered a
Class II, significant but
mitigable impact.

Impact S-6 Soil subsidence
could occur as a result of
overdraft conditions within the
Santa Paula Groundwater
Basin. This is considered a
Class 11, significant but
mitigable impact.

S-4(i) Grading Inspection
Procedures.
The implementation measures of the
proposed General Plan are not
adequate to mitigate Impact S-5.
Additional mitigation has been identified
below.

If the identified mitigation
measures are implemented, the
impacts related to expansive
soils or soils prone to
settlement will be reduced to
less than significant.

S-S(a) Expansive Soil Analysis.
S-S(b) Soil Settlement Development
Criteria Ordinance.
S-S(c) Expansive Soil Design.
The implementation measures of the
proposed General Plan are not
adequate to mitigate Impact S-6.
Additional mitigation has been identified
below.

If the identified mitigation
measures are implemented, the
impact related to soil
subsidence will be reduced to
less than significant.

S-6(a) Soil Subsidence Analysis.
S-6(b) Ground Water Basin Overdraft
Protection.
S-6(c) Soil Subsidence Investigation.
City of Santa Paula
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S-6(c) Soil Subsidence Investigation.

Impact S-7 Development of
houses has the potential to
expose residents to
potentially harmful electric or
magnetic fields. This is a
Class II, significant but
mitigable impact.

S-6(d) Soil Subsidence Information
Gathering Procedures.
The General Plan does not contain any
policies or implementation measures
pertaining to electric or magnetic fields.
Therefore, mitigation is identified below.
S-7(a) EMF Policy.
S-7(b) EMF Siting Criteria.

Impact S-8 Current and
historic oil activities in the
Planning Area could be a
health and safety hazard to
persons and residential
development. This is a Class
II, significant but mitigab/e
impact.

Impact S-9 Existing pipelines
within the boundaries of the
City of Santa Paula pose a
health and safety hazard to
persons and critical facilities.
This is a Class 11, significant
but mitigable impact.
Impact S-10 Facilities that
store, generate, and dispose
of hazardous materials exist
within the Planning Area.
This is a Class III, less than
significant impact.
Impact S-11 Railway and
highway accidents could
potentially involve hazardous
materials and create a public
safety hazard. This is a Class
II, significant but mitigable
impact.

The implementation measures of the
proposed General Plan are not
adequate to mitigate Impact S-8.
Additional mitigation has been identified
below.

Because electric and magnetic
fields attenuate with distance,
setbacks at least to the end of
the right-of-way should
minimize the exposure to
electric and magnetic fields
generated by the transmission
lines. If the identified mitigation
measures are implemented, the
impact related to electric and
magnetic fields will be less than
significant.
If the identified mitigation
measures are implemented, the
impact related to historic and
current oil activities in the
Adams Canyon area should be
reduced to less than significant.

5-8(a) Oil Code Amendment Policy.
5-8(b) Oil Code Amendment
Implementation Measure.
The implementation measures of the
proposed General Plan are not
adequate to mitigate Impact S-9,
therefore additional mitigation has been
identified below.
5-9(a) Oil Code Amendment for
Pipeline Abandonment.
Because no impact has been identified,
no mitigation measures are necessary.

The implementation measures of the
proposed General Plan are not
adequate to mitigate impact S-11 ,
therefore, the following mitigation
measure is recommended.
S-11(a) Response to Hazardous
Material Spills.

If the identified mitigation
measures are implemented, the
impact related to existing crude
oil and natural gas pipelines
within the City limits should be
reduced to less than significant.

Impacts would be less than
significant.

If the identified mitigation
measures are implemented, the
impact related to potential
accidents along the highways
or the railroad within the
Planning Area would be
reduced to less than significant.

City of Santa Paula
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FLOODING AND DRAINAGE
All impacts identified in this section related to flooding, drainage, NPDES permits/point source discharge,
and watershed runoff, due to new development in the proposed expansion areas, are considered significant
but mitigable. The Santa Clara River is the major drainage feature through the City. Santa Paula Creek is
the largest tributary to the Santa Clara River, and is the largest source of flooding within the City limits.
The historic nature of the City has resulted in a system of storm drains of various compositions and sizes.
Many of the storm drains do not meet current design standards, and consequently there are storm drain
deficiencies within the City and unincorporated areas surrounding the City.
Stormwater runoff in the proposed expansion areas is anticipated to increase as a result of new
development. Flood control improvement projects will need to be completed in Santa Paula Creek, Adams
Canyon, Fagan Canyon, and West Area 2 prior to implementation of new development and/or as part of any
proposed development in these areas. Peak flows from these areas should not exceed current, predevelopment flows (as measured by the Ventura County Flood Control District) into all drainages after new
development is completed. In addition, new and/or improved storm drains within the City limits will need to
be considered prior to and/or as part of any proposed development in East Area 1, East Area 2, and West
Area 2.

Impact
Impact F-1 New
development within the 100year and 500-year flood
zones could be subject to
flooding. This is considered a
Class II, significant but
mitigable impact.

Mitigation Measures

Residual Impact

The policies and implementation
measures stated in the General Plan for
new development affected by the 100and 500-year flood zones are adequate
for the proposed expansion areas that
encompass the canyons. However, the
following mitigation measures are
needed to reduce or eliminate the flood
hazard in other proposed expansion
areas within the planning area, or to
augment the implementation measures
stated in the General Plan for the
canyon areas.

After mitigation, the impacts
related to new development
within the 100- and 500-year
flood zones will be reduced to a
less than significant level.

F-1 (a) Santa Paula Creek Flood
Control Project.
F-1(b) Adams Canyon Flood Control
Improvements.
F-1(c) Evaluation of Adams Canyon
Drainage Impacts.
F-1(d) Hydrologic and Hydraulic
Design Standard.
F-1(e) City's Floodplain
Management Ordinance.
F-1 (f) VCFCD Flood Warning
System.
City of Santa Paula
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F-1(g) Emergency Flood Evacuation
Plan.

Impact F-2 The City contains
areas with localized flooding
problems. Development in
such areas would result in a
Class II , significant but
mitigable impact.

F-1(h) Fagan Canyon Flood Control
Improvements.
The policies and implementation
measures stated in the General Plan for
deficient drainage systems address the
immediate need related to the current
drainage configuration within the City
limits. However, the following mitigation
measures are needed to reduce or
eliminate the drainage deficiencies
within the Planning Area.

If the mitigation measures
above are implemented, the
impacts related to drainage
deficiencies within the current
City limits, and in proposed
West Area 2, would be reduced
to less than significant.

F-2(a) City Storm Drainage System
Upgrade.
F-2(b) Todd Lane Drainage.

Impact F-3 Point and nonpoint sources of
contamination could affect
City storm drains and/or water
quality in the Santa Clara
River. However, given that
discharges would occur in
compliance with NPDES
permit requirements, impacts
are considered to be Class Ill,
less than significant.

Impact F-4 The proposed
development within the
expansion areas will increase
watershed runoff. This is
considered a Class II,
significant but mitigab/e
impact.

r

F-2(c) Capital Improvement Plan.
Given that future development would be
required to cooperate with the Regional
Water Quality Control Board and obtain
a General Permit for discharges of storm
water, impacts are not expected to be
significant. In addition , the City is a copermitee to NPDES Permit No.
CAS063339 and is required to address
storm water pollution from all land uses
and other sources. However, the
following mitigation measure is
recommended.
F-3(a) Ventura Storm Water Quality
Management Program.
All proposed General Plan policies and
implementation measures listed for
Impacts F-1 and F-2 also apply to this
impact. The anticipated increase in
watershed runoff due to development in
Adams Canyon and West Area 2 may
be mitigated by implementation of flood
and storm drain improvements as
discussed under Impact F-2. Additional
mitigation should be incorporated into
the General Plan in an attempt to
decrease the anticipated watershed
runoff for East Area 1, East Area 2, and
Fagan Canyon.

Impacts related to point and
non-point sources of
contamination within the current
City limits, and in proposed
East Area 2 and West Area 2,
would be less than sign ificant
given compliance with State
regulations.

If the mitigation measures
above are implemented, the
impacts related to watershed
runoff in the proposed
expansion areas should be
reduced to less than significant.

City of Santa Paula
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F-4(a) Detention/Retention Basins.
BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
Plant communities within the proposed expansion areas are predominantly non-native, annual grassland and
orchards. Native plant communities within the areas include oak woodlands, oak savanna, walnut woodland,
riparian communities, coastal sage scrub, and small areas of chaparral and cactus scrub. Wetlands occur in
the bottom of ravines and adjacent to intermittent and perennial drainages within Adams Canyon, Fagan
Canyon, and along both sides of the Santa Clara River corridor. Numerous species of plants and animals
listed as rare, threatened, or endangered, along with several plant communities considered sensitive, are
known or expected to occur in the vicinity of the expansion areas.
Full bui/dout within the expansion areas could result in the direct loss of plant communities, and the potential
loss of sensitive species. Buildout would also result in the loss and fragmentation of wildlife habitat,
including the interruption and disruption of wildlife migration corridors.
Indirect impacts of the suburban development of the expansion areas could include the spread of invasive,
non-native plant species into natural areas, where they out-compete native plants and reduce wildlife habitat
values, and the harassment of wildlife by domestic pets, particularly cats and dogs. Urban runoff from
impeNious surfaces could adversely impact water quality within riparian and wetland areas, indirectly
reducing the biological value of these sensitive habitats.
Impact
Mitigation Measures
Residual Impact
Impact B-1 Project
The General Plan policies and
Beyond substantial reductions in the
mitigation measures would
development would reduce
size of the project, no mitigation
measures are available to effectively
the amount of plant and
serve to reduce impacts to
wildlife habitat available within reduce the significant impact of losses to biological resources, however,
the Adams Canyon, Fagan
biologically sensitive communities and
impacts will remain significant.
Canyon, and South Mountain
general habitat that currently exists in
expansion areas. Substantial
the expansion areas. Specific mitigation
decreases in locally and
measures must be developed at the
regionally significant
time that development is proposed.
biologically sensitive
communities may occur. This Proposed General Plan policies and
is considered a Class I,
implementation measures would reduce
losses to habitat. In addition, the
significant unavoidable
following mitigation measure should be
adverse impact.
implemented.

Impact B-2 Runoff during
construction could enter
natural drainage corridors,
reducing habitat quality for
aquatic wildlife and plants.
This is considered a Class II,
significant but mitigable
adverse impact.

B-1 (a) Protection of Native Trees.
Proposed General Plan polices and
implementation measures address
potential impacts from construction
runoff.

Implementation of the General
Plan policies and
implementation measures, in
addition to compliance with
NPDES permit requirements
and the Ventura County
Stormwater Quality
Management Plan, would
reduce impacts from
construction runoff to less than
significant levels.
City of Santa Paula
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Impact B-3 Urban runoff
from newly developed areas
could enter natural drainage
corridors, reducing habitat
quality for aquatic wildlife and
plants. This is considered a
Class II, significant but
mitigable adverse impact.
Impact B-4 Required fire
clearance zones adjacent to
all residential and urban
development in the Adams
and Fagan Canyons and
South Mountain expansion
areas would result in the
removal of native vegetation
and wildlife habitat. This is
considered a Class 11,
significant but mitigable
adverse impact.
Impact B-5 Development
adjacent to natural areas
would introduce night-lighting
to areas with little ambient ·
light, resulting in potentially
significant adverse impacts to
native wildlife. This is
considered a Class II,
significant but mitigable
adverse impact.
Impact B-6 Escape of
invasive, non-native plants
into natural areas, resulting in
a potentially significant
impact. This is considered a
Class II, significant but
avoidable adverse impact.

Impact B-7 Flood control
policies of the General Plan
may result in significant
adverse impacts to biological
resources. This is considered
a Class I, significant
unavoidable adverse impact.

Proposed General Plan polices and
implementation measures address
potential impacts from urban runoff.

Implementation of the General
Plan policies would reduce the
identified impacts to less than
significant levels.

No proposed General Plan policies
directly address this impact. The
following implementation measures shall
be incorporated into the General Plan:

Impacts can be reduced to less
than significant levels through
implementation of these
me~sures and careful planning.

B-4(a) Vegetation Clearing.
B-4(b) Consideration in Subsequent
Analysis.
B-4(c) Use of Fire Resistant Native
Plants.
No proposed General Plan policies
directly address this impact. The
following implementation measures shall
be incorporated into the General Plan:
B-5(a) Buffer Zones.
B-S(b) Shielded Night Lighting.
B-S(c) Limitations on Excessive
Night Lighting.
The General Plan shall include the
following additional implementation
measures:

The residual effect of this
impact is dependent on the
specific development proposals
and their relationship to
important regional movement
corridors or migratory corridors.
In most cases, adherence to
the above measures can
reduce impacts to a less than
significant level.
Adherence to these measures
would reduce impacts to less
than significant levels.

B-6(a) Native Plant Landscaping.
B-6(b) Invasive Plants.
B-6(c) Grants for Vegetation
Removal/Restoration.
The City should consider preparing a
Master Environmental Impact Report
with mitigation measures for all future
flood control efforts that would address
and mitigate these issues while allowing
necessary flood control improvements.
The following additional implementation
measures shall be incorporated into the
General Plan:

Permanent loss of sensitive
riparian and wetland habitats is
likely to result from flood control
projects, resulting in an
unavoidable, adverse impacts
to these resources.

City of Santa Paula
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B-7(a) Review of Flood Control
Projects.
B-7(b) Habitat Loss.
B-7(c) Flood Control
Recommendations.
B-7(d) Culverts.

Impact B-8 Recreation
policies of the General Plan
regarding trails within Adams
and Fagan Canyons, small
canyons, and flood control
channels may result in
secondary adverse impacts to
biological resources. This is
considered a Class II,
significant but avoidable
adverse impact.

B-7(e) Project Scheduling.
No proposed General Plan policies
directly address this impact. The
following mitigation measures should be
incorporated into the proposed General
Plan to reduce impacts from trail
development to less than significant
levels.

Proper planning should reduce
anticipated impacts to less than
significant levels.

B-S(a) Avoidance of Biological
Resources.
B-S(b) Trail Locations.

Impact B-9 Development of
the project could cause an
indirect impact to regional fish
and wildlife resources
because of the interruption of
wildlife corridors or habitat
linkages. This is considered
a Class I, significant
unavoidable adverse impact.

B-S(c) Horse Hitchracks and Bicycle
Racks.
No proposed General Plan policies
directly address this impact. The
following mitigation measures are
required.
B-9(a) Migration Corridors.

Buildout and the accompanying
loss and restriction of habitat
will necessarily result in some
residual adverse impact to
wildlife movement. Impacts
would remain significant.

B-9(b) Design of Wildlife Movement
Corridors.

B-9(c) Resident Wildlife Education.
CULTURAL AND HISTORIC RESOURCES
A Cultural Resources evaluation (Wlodarski, 1997) was prepared for the City of Santa Paula and proposed
expansion areas of the General Plan update. The objectives of this study were to: 1) perform a thorough
archival-background research phase utilizing data on file at the South Central Coastal, Information Center,
UCLA Institute of Archaeology; 2) document all previously recorded prehistoric and historic archaeological
resources within the proposed Sphere of Influence; 3) review existing reports, site records, historical
information, and historical maps that are publicly available for the proposed Sphere of Influence; 5) identify
all cultural resource within the proposed Sphere of Influence; 6) assess the potential impacts of land use
alternatives identified in the project description on the cultural resource base, and; 7) provide mitigation
measures which aim at preserving, protecting, and enhancing the cultural resource base through a cultural
resource management plan.

r
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The records search indicated that no prehistoric archaeological sites or isolates have been identified within
the proposed Sphere of Influence; one historic site (concrete footings for structures in the Santa Paula
Railroad Yards) has been recorded; and no historical isolates have been recorded. Thirty-five current local
historic resources are located within the proposed Sphere of Influence. Current state historic resources
listed within the proposed Sphere of Influence include the Union Oil Building (1891) and the Portola
Expedition Campsite (1769). Current National Register of Historic Places eligible properties located within
the proposed Sphere of Influence include: The Ebel/ Club House (1917); Union Oil Building (1891); Glen
Tavern Inn (1910), and the Southern Pacific Milling Company (1890). A number of known and potentially
significant historic resources are located in the proposed Sphere of Influence, although additional work is
necessary to substantiate their eligibility as significant resources on a local, state, and/or national level.
While twenty-eight surveys and/or excavations have been conducted within the proposed Sphere of
Influence, 95% of the area has not been surveyed for archeological resources. Consequently, impacts
related to new development are considered potentially significant, but mitigable.
Mitigation Measures
Residual Impact
Impact
The proposed General Plan policies and With the identified mitigation
Impact CH-1 Buildout of the
implementation measures serve to
General Plan could adversely
measures, policies, and
impact unknown pre-historic
protect unknown pre-historic
implementation measures,
archeological resources. This archeological resources. The following
impacts to unknown pre-historic
is considered a Class II ,
additional. mitigation measures will serve archaeological resources would
significant but mitigable
the City of Santa Paula as proactive
be less than significant.
planning tools aimed at preserving and
impact.
protecting the heritage resources within
the proposed Sphere of Influence as
well as complying with applicable laws
and policies as they pertain to the
identified cultural resource base.
Planning should attempt to standardize
the implementation of guidelines,
policies, and procedures with regard to
heritage resources; aid in reviewing and
responding to public and scientific
concerns; ensure the adequacy of each
phase of archaeological work; and
control the costs associated with all
subsequent planning review phases.
CH-1(a) Preliminary Project
Evaluation.
CH-1(b) Phase 1 Archaeological
Study.
CH-1(c) Cultural Resource
Evaluation Phase/Post Phase 1.
CH-1(d) Phase 2 Archaeological
Study.
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CH-1(e) Phase 3 Archaeological
Study.
CH-1(f) Report Preparation.
Impact CH-2 Buildout of the
General Plan could adversely
impact known or unknown
historic resources. This is
considered a Class II,

significant but mitigable
impact.

Mitigation measures CH-1(a-f) described
above in addition to the policies and
implementation measures described for
impact CH-1 , would serve to mitigate
potential impacts to historic resources.
However, the following additional
measures are recommended to further
protect and preserve existing identified
historic buildings, landmarks and
districts in the City.

With the implementation of
identified measures, impacts to
historical resources would be
reduced to less than significant
levels.

CH-2(a) Historic Districts.
CH-2(b) Historic District
Development Guidelines.
PUBLIC SERVICES
The General Plan's policies and implementation measures will reduce impacts related to development in
high and very high fire hazard zones, and related to the allotted amount of park lands and libraries per
capita, to less than significant. The projected increase in population could adversely affect the crime level
and put a burden on current police services within the City. However, by implementing the mitigation
measures identified herein, the impacts related to police services will be reduced to less than significant.
Santa Paula Elementary School District, Briggs School District, Mupu School District, and Santa Paula
Union High School District provide school facilities within the corporate boundaries of the City of Santa
Paula and within the proposed expansion areas. Enrollments within most schools in these Districts are over
their physical capacities. General Plan buildout will generate approximately 1,615 students in grades K-5,
669 students in grades 6-8, and 762 high school students. Addition of these new students to schools that
are over capacity will result in significant adverse impacts to the school districts unless mitigated. The
General Plan proposes to make land available for three new school facilities in the expansion areas. School
impact fees and the addition of new facilities will partially offset these impacts. A mitigation agreement
between the City and the school districts is recommended to mitigate school impacts to less than significant
levels.
General Plan buildout would increase demands for medical emergency response personnel and equipment.
Adherence to City and County requirements would compensate for an increased demand for such
services, and no significant impacts are anticipated.
Impact
Mitigation Measures
Residual Impact
Impact P-1 New ·
Implementation of the General Plan
After the General Plan policies
development within the high
or very high fire hazard zones
could create a public safety
hazard . This is considered a
Class II, significant but
mitigable impact.

policies and mitigation measures would
result in less than significant impacts. In
addition, implementation measure 45 of
the Land Use Element is directed at
adopting a developer impact fee system
and would assist the City in funding
additional fire infrastructure. No
additional mitigation is required.

and implementation measures
are implemented, development
in the high and very high fire
hazard zones will be less than
significant.
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Impact P-2 Buildout under
the General Plan will increase
the City's population by about
11,420 persons. This
population increase will put a
burden on existing police
services in the City. This is
considered a Class II,
significant but mitigable
impact.

The implementation measures of the
proposed General Plan partially mitigate
Impact P-2. In addition, implementation
measure 45 of the Land Use Element
would assist the City in providing
additional police protection by
establishing a developer impact fee
system. The following mitigation
measures have been identified below.

If the identified mitigation
measures are implemented, the
impact related to the number of
sworn police officers per capita
after the City's population has
increased would be reduced to
a less than significant level.

P-2(a) Police Protection Threshold
Policy.

Impact P-3 The City's one
police station is located in the
100-year flood , dam
inundation, high liquefaction ,
and high soil settlement
hazard zones. This is
considered a Class II,
significant but mitigable
impact.
Impact P-4 An increase in
population could adversely
contribute to the crime rate in
the City. This is considered a
Class II, significant but
mitigable impact.

Impact P-5 The City
currently has a shortage of
parks and recreational
facilities for its current
population. The City's
projected population increase
will exacerbate this shortage.
This is considered a Class II,
significant but mitigable
impact.

P-2(b) Additional Police Officers.
The policies and implementation
measures of the proposed General Plan
fully mitigates Impact P-3. No additional
mitigation measures are required.

The implementation measures of the
proposed General Plan are partially
adequate to mitigate Impact P-4.
Proposed development under the
General Plan particularly industrial
development, will improve the local
economy by providing additional jobs
and tax base. The improved economy
will help further reduce the City's crime
rate. Because no policy has been
established in the General Plan that
partially corresponds to implementation
measures 71 and 72, an additional
policy is recommended.
P-4(a) Building Design Policy.
Proposed General Plan policies and
implementation measures would partially
mitigate potential impacts. Particularly,
policy 11 .h.h. above, directed at
establishing joint use agreements
between the City and school districts for
use and development of recreational
facilities, would provide more
recreational opportunities by making
school recreational facilities accessible
to the general public. In addition,

With proposed General Plan
policies and implementation
measures, the impacts related
to the City's current police
station location will be reduced
to less than significant.

If the identified policies,
implementation measures, and
mitigation measures are
implemented, the impacts
related to the City's current and
potential crime rate will be
reduced to less than significant.

After the General Plan policies
and implementation measures,
and mitigation measures are in
place, the impact related to the
shortage of parks and
recreational facilities currently,
will be less than significant.
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implementation measure 45 of the Land
Use Element would assist the City in
providing additional recreational
opportunities by establishing a
developer impact fee system. However,
additional mitigation as described below
would be required.

P-S(a) Additional Parkland.
P-S(b) South Mountain Recreational
Opportunities.
Impact P-6 The addition of
1,615 students in grades K-5,
669 students in grades 6-8,
and 762 high school students
will significantly impact
existing schools which, in
some instances, are
operating above their
enrollment capacity. This
impact can be mitigated by
the provision of additional
schools as identified in the
General Plan, contribution of
development fees, and other
measures deemed necessary
by the School Districts. It is
therefore considered ·a Class
II, significant but mitigable
impact.

The addition of schools as indicated in
the General Plan, combined with
development fees, will partially offset the
project demand for facilities but may not
fully mitigate the district-wide capacity
deficiencies. In addition to development
fees and providing additional facilities,
the school districts can further offset
project impacts by implementing the
following:
•
•

•

Provided that a mitigation
agreement is negotiated
between the City and the
school districts and the General
Plan includes this agreement,
the proposed project is not
expected to significantly impact
school facilities.

Year round school;
Continuing to secure general
obligation bonds to mitigate
existing deficiencies; and
Working cooperatively with the
City to mitigate school impacts
as developments occurs.

The implementation measures of the
proposed General Plan are not
adequate to mitigate Impact P-6. More
land for facilities should be provided
under the General Plan. Therefore,
additional mitigation has been identified
below.

P-6(a) Additional Impact Fee
Mechanism.
P-6(b) Additional School Sites.
P-6(c) Unified School District.
Under recent court decisions, school
districts can require additional mitigation
beyond the required development fees,
($1 .84 per square foot) if necessary, to
City of Santa Paula
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Impact P-7 The City's one
library, Blanchard Library, is
currently large enough to
accommodate approximately
44,000 people. Should the
City's population increase
beyond 44,000 people, there
would be a burden on the
current library. This is
considered a Class 111 , less
than significant impact.
Impact P-8 Full buildout of
the 2020 Santa Paula
General Plan would require
additional medical emergency
response personnel and
equipment. City and County
requirements for service
providers would ensure that
standard levels of service are
achieved. This is considered
a Class 111, less than
significant impact.

mitigate physical project impacts to
schools, provided the General Plan
includes language that additional fees
would be necessary (the "Mira Rule").
Inclusion of the above mitigation
measure in the General Plan would
trigger the Mira Rule. Based on this, it is
recommended that a mitigation
agreement be negotiated between the
City and the districts and approved by
the School Boards.
The General Plan policy and
implementation measures provide
mitigation for Impact P-7.

The City and County will monitor
response times to emergency medical
calls and will ensure that adequate
service is provided as required by
agreements with the County of Ventura.
Established monitoring and level of
service agreements would reduce
impacts to emergency medical service
to a less than significant level. No
mitigation measures are required.

Impacts related to the need for
future library accommodations
will be less than significant.

Impacts to emergency medical
services would be less than
significant.

PUBLIC UTILITIES
This section addresses the effect of General Plan buildout on infrastructure and utilities serving the City
including: electrical power, natural gas, solid waste, water, and sewage.
Electrical power supplies are provided by Southern California Edison (SCE). The projected General Plan
buildout would not result in significant effects on electrical power.
The Southern California Gas Company (SCG) supplies natural gas to the City. Natural gas supply and
infrastructure would also be adequate to serve the projected buildout of the General Plan. Effects on
natural gas supply would not be significant.
Solid waste collection and disposal services are provided by the City and through contracts with two private
haulers. Effects of General Plan buildout on waste collection, disposal and landfill services would not be
significant. Measures are recommended for recycling and source reduction of the City's waste stream.
Water is supplied by the Santa Paula Public Works Department. The City's infrastructure and water supply
City of Santa Paula
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resources are anticipated to be adequate to meet the increased demand associated with General Plan
buildout. Effects on water supply would not be significant.
City of Santa Paula owns and operates over fifty miles of sewer lines and a 2. 55-million-gallon-per-day
(mgd) capacity wastewater treatment plant. The existing sewer system for the City would not be adequate
to serve the increased demand associated with General Plan buildout. General Plan buildout would
increase sewage flows to Santa Paula Waste Water Treatment Plant. Sewage generated throughout the
City is anticipated to exceed the capacity of the City's main sewer lines or the treatment facility. In order to
adequately serve the projected General Plan buildout, a waste water stripping plant or waste water
treatment plant would be necessary.
Impact
Mitigation Measures
Residual Impact
Impact PU-1 Buildout under
Proposed General Plan policies and
Impacts on electrical power
supplies would be less than
the General Plan would result implementation measures in the
Conservation and Open Space Element
significant.
in an increased demand for
electrical power by about 85.9 address potential impacts. No additional
mitigation measures are necessary .
million kilowatt-hours per
year. However, SCE
indicates it will be able to
serve future development.
Impacts are anticipated to be
Class Ill, less than significant.
General Plan policies and
Impacts to natural gas service
Impact PU-2 Build out of the
would be less than significant.
implementation measures described
General Plan would increase
the demand for natural gas by under Impact PU-1 would also address
this issue. No mitigation measures are
about 822 million cubic feet
required, as impacts are less than
per year. However, the
significant.
Southern California Gas
Company indicates it would
be able to meet this demand.
This is considered a Class Ill,
less than significant impact.
Impacts associated with an
While impacts to landfill capacity are
Impact PU-3 General Plan
increase in solid waste
expected to be less than significant, to
buildout would generate
further increase the amount of waste
additional solid waste, but
generation would be less than
recycled by the City and to reduce solid
existing landfills have
significant with continued and
waste and sources of solid waste the
adequate capacity to
expanded use of recycling and
following mitigation measure is
accommodate projected
implementation of a source
increases. This is considered recommended to augment proposed
reduction program.
General Plan implementation measures.
a Class Ill, less than
significant impact.
PU-3 (a) Recycling Program.
Cumulative solid waste impacts
Impact PU-4 Regional
Provided that the solid waste recycling
would be less than significant.
cumulative development would and waste reduction programs continue
to be implemented by the City of Santa
generate additional solid
Paula, no other mitigation measures are
waste. Disposal facilities in
required.
conjunction with existing and
possible future solid waste
reduction programs could
accommodate an increase in
solid waste generation. This is
City of Santa Paula
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Table ES-1. Summary of Environmental Impacts,
Mitigation Measures, and Residual Impacts
considered a Class Ill, less
than signfficant impact.
Impact PU-5 Buildout under
the General Plan would
increase urban water use by
about 35% , to about 9,000
acre-feet per year (AFY).
Because this exceeds the
current water supply available
to the City, a Class II,
significant but mitigab/e
impact would occur.

Policy 9.1.1 above does not have any
corresponding implementation
measures. However, the mitigation
measures below would serve to
implement this policy.

If the identified mitigation
measures are implemented, the
impacts related to water supply
will be reduced to a less than
significant level.

The proposed General Plan adequately
addresses the need for grey-water
retrofits and infrastructure upgrades.
The following additional mitigation
measures are required to reduce
potential impacts to a less than
significant level.
PU-S(a) Additional Water Supply.
PU-S(b) Water Rights Annexation
Ordinance.
PU-S(c) Ground Water Recharge
Facilities.
PU-S(d) Water Conservation Fee.

Impact PU-6 New
development under the
General Plan would increase
wastewater flows by about
2.2 million gallons per day
(mgd), to a total of 4.2 mgd.
This exceeds the 2.75 mgd
capacity of the wastewater
treatment plant. In addition,
the City's existing sewer
system could not serve the
increased demand. Potential
impacts are considered Class
II, significant but mitigab/e.

PU-S(e) Reclaimed Wastewater.
The proposed General Plan adequately
addresses the need for grey-water
retrofits and infrastructure upgrades,
and impact fees. The following
additional mitigation measure is required
to reduce potential impacts to a less
than significant level.

Impacts would be reduce to
less than significant with
proposed mitigation measures.

PU-6(a) Additional Wastewater
Treatment Capacity.

City of Santa Paula
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This document is a Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) that evaluates the City of Santa
Paula's General Plan update. Evaluation of the proposed project in this EIR includes two
components: physical buildout under the General Plan, and the effects of policies proposed
within the General Plan. The General Plan not only guides future development within the
existing City limits, but also within several expansion areas surrounding the City.

1.1 PURPOSE/LEGAL AUTHORITY
This EIR has been prepared in accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA), and the State CEQA Guidelines. In accordance with Section 15121 (a) of the State CEQA
Guidelines (California Administrative Code, Title 14, Division 6, Chapter 3), the purpose of an EIR
is to serve as an informational document that:

will inform public agency decision-makers and the public generally of the significant
environmental effect ofa project, identify poss£ble ways to minimize the significant
effects, and describe reasonable alternatives to the project.
This EIR fulfills the requirements for a Program EIR. As provided in Section 15168 of the State

CEQA Guidelines, a Program EIR may be prepared on a series of actions that may be characterized
as one large project. The use of a Program EIR can allow a Lead Agency to consider broad policy
alternatives and program-wide mitigation measures at an early time when an agency has greater
flexibility to deal with basic problems or cumulative impacts.

1.2 SCOPE AND CONTENT
In accordance with the provisions of the State CEQA Guidelines, the City of Santa Paula Planning
Department prepared an Initial Study on the proposed project. The Initial Study, contained in
this Draft EIR as Appendix A, determined that the proposed project could result in significant
adverse effects on the environment and, therefore, an EIR is required.

The Initial Study was circulated with a Notice of Preparation (NOP) of an EIR on August 26, 1997.
Responses to the NOP are contained in Appendix A. The following issues were identified by the
Initial Study as having potentially significant impacts.

• Agriculture
• Aesthetics and Community Design
• Transportation and Circulation
• Air Quality
• Noise
• Safety and Geologic Hazards
• Flooding and Drainage
• Biological Resources
• Cultural and Historic Resources
• Public Services
• Public Utilities
City of Santa Paula
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Tiris EIR evaluates potential impacts in each of these areas. It addresses both site-specific and

cumulative impacts of the proposed project in accordance with the provisions set forth in the State
CEQA Guidelines. (It should be noted that because the project includes development of an entire
General Plan, project impacts are equivalent to cumulative impacts.) The focus of this EIR is to
address potentially significant environmental issues identified in the City's Initial Study and to
recommend feasible mitigation measures, where possible, that reduce or eliminate significant
environmental impacts. A discussion of potential growth-inducing impacts of the project is also
provided, as required by CEQA.
The alternatives section of this EIR has been prepared in accordance with Section 15126(d) of the
CEQA Guidelines. The alternatives analysis examines a range of reasonable alternative uses that
could feasibly attain the basic objectives of the proposed project and are capable of eliminating or
reducing some of the significant adverse environmental effects associated with the project.

1.3 LEAD AND RESPONSIBLE AGENCIES
The City of Santa Paula is considered the lead agency in preparing this EIR and will
be responsible for the approvals that would allow the development.
Section 15381 of the State CEQA Guidelines defines a "responsible agency" as:

a public agency which proposes to carry out or approve a project, for which a Lead
Agency is preparing or has prepared an EIR or Negative Declaration. For purposes of
CEQA, responsible agencies include all public agencies other than the lead agency
that have discretionary approval authority over the project.
The proposed project would also require discretionary approval by the Ventura Local Agency
Formation Commission (LAFCO) because a Sphere of Influence boundary adjustment would be
required. Therefore, Ventura LAFCO is considered a responsible agency for the project.

1.4 INTENDED USES OF THE EIR
This EIR is intended to be used as an informational source that provides full disclosure of the
environmental consequences associated with the discretionary actions required to implement the
proposed project. Tiris EIR will be used by the City of Santa Paula, other reviewing agencies and
the general public in their review of the proposed project.

City of Santa Paula
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2.0 PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The proposed project is an update of the City of Santa Paula's General Plan. The General Plan
addresses the community's vision for development during the planning horizon, identified as
the year 2020. The General Plan includes a map of proposed urban boundaries and planned
land uses. It also contains goals, objectives and policies that will govern the growth of the City
of Santa Paula and the management of its resources. The General Plan update includes six of
the seven mandated elements as follows: Land Use, Circulation, Conservation, Open Space,
Noise, and Safety. The Conservation and Open Space Elements are combined into one.
The General Plan is the fundamental land use policy document of the City of Santa Paula. This
plan was developed with iriput from the General Plan Advisory Committee, who came together
at six workshops from January to July 1997 to provide direction and input. Many other
committee meetings were held from 1994 to present.
An important feature of the General Plan is the amendment to the City's 1978 Sphere of

Influence to include six expansion areas, which would accommodate a variety of land uses.
The intent of including the proposed expansion areas into the City's Sphere of Influence is to
make land available for future growth. These expansion areas are planned for both urban
development and open space management. Planned land uses include residential, commercial,
industrial, active parks and recreation, passive open space, and golf courses, which includes
hotels. A total of 9,570 acres are proposed to be added to the City Sphere of Influence.
In addition to allowing buildout of the expansion areas, the General Plan allows for buildout of

vacant and under-developed lands within the City limits. Policies contained in the General
Plan are directed at improving the livability of existing neighborhoods and supporting local
planning efforts to improve the community. The General Plan also endorses and supports a
variety of regional planning efforts, including the Santa Paula Branch Line Recreation Trail, the
Heritage Valley tourist development Downtown Improvement Plan strategy, and the Santa
Oara River Management and Enhancement Plan. Finally, the General Plan encourages the
incorporation of unincorporated County islands into the City.
The specific characteristics of the project, including the project applicant, proposed land use
pattern and buildout, proposed general plan goals, and project objectives, are described in
greater detail below.

2.1 PROJECT APPLICANT
City of Santa Paula
Planning Department
P.O. Box569
Santa Paula, California 93061

2.2 GEOGRAPHIC EXTENT OF THE PROJECT AREA
The City of Santa Paula is located 65 miles northwest of Los Angeles and 14 miles east of
Ventura. It is the geographical center of Ventura County situated in the rich agricultural Santa
City of Santa Paula
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Clara Valley. The City is surrounded by rolling hills and rugged mountain peaks, in addition
to orange, lemon, and avocado groves. Santa Paula is referred to as the "Citrus Capital of the
World". It is a major distribution point for citrus fruits in the United States. The region is also
noted for major avocado producing and processing. Figure 2-1 shows the regional location of
Santa Paula.
In 1997, the population of Santa Paula is approximately 26,500 inhabiting 4.5 square miles
within the City limits. Santa Paula prides itself in being a bicultural community where citizens
work together for the betterment of the City. Approximately 59% of the people have Hispanic
origins. The community was part of a Spanish land grant to Rancho Santa Paula and Saticoy in
1840. In the 18601s, it was subdivided into small farms. Some of these farms were further
subdivided as .the town began to take shape. After important oil discoveries in the late 19th
Century, the Union Oil Company was founded in Santa Paula in 1890. This industry, along
with agriculture, became the economic mainstay of the community. The City was incorporated
in 1902.

2.3

EXISTING CONDITIONS

2.3.1 Overview of Existing General Plan
The existing General Plan for the City underwent its last comprehensive update in 1978. Since
that time, several amendments have been processed, and the Housing Element was updated in
1995. However, the basic policies and development parameters of the plan have not changed
since that time. The consequences of continued development under the existing General Plan
will be examined in greater detail as the No Project (Existing Plan Buildout) Alternative, which
is discussed in Section 6.0, Alternatives, of this EIR. The generalized land use pattern and
buildout characteristics of the existing General Plan are described below.
2.3.2 Land Uses and Buildout Potential under the Existing General Plan
The existing distribution of land uses in the City reflects over 100 years of building, much of
which was developed before the advent of zoning controls. This circumstance has led to the
City's physical appearance, with mixed uses tightly integrated within a grid-patterned street
network. On the other hand, this development pattern has also led to some land use
compatibility issues. There are also areas where the actual land use and the General Plan land
use designations differ.
In Santa Paula, the basic land uses that are needed to maintain the community are all located
within a compact, 4.5 square-mile (2,908-acre) area (Fugro-West, Inc., 1994). This compact area,
plus the grid-pattern street system and mixed residential and commercial development
encourage walking and bicycling and generally lend a human-scale to the community. The
outward expansion of the City of Santa Paula has been gradual. The growth has been slow and
steady and the City has not experienced the booms that have characterized many of the larger
cities in Ventura County. Santa Paula's growth has mostly been internally generated and
supported by local agriculture and the oil industry. The growth of the City has consisted
mostly of infill development particularly due to the geography of the area. Hills to the north,
Santa Paula Creek to the east and the Santa Clara River to the south have directed most of the
growth to the west and slightly northerly.
City of Santa Paula
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Residential development is the single largest land use, encompassing over 37% of the City lands
(Fugro-West, 1994). Of the residential development 80% is single-family homes. Commercial
development comprises less than 5% of the City's area and industrial uses comprise about 6%.
Table 2-1 illustrates the land use distribution within the City limits.

Table 2-1. Existing Land Use Distribution
Acreage

Land Use
Residential
Single-Family Residential
Mu/ti-Family Residential
Mobil Home
Subtotal Residential:
Commercial
General Commercial
Commercial Office
Hotels/Motels
Subtotal Commercial:
Industrial
General Industrial
Warehouse/Storage
Subtotal Industrial:
Vacant
Parks and Recreation (public &
private)
Agriculture
Mining
Public Facilities
Open Space
Infrastructure (privately-owned)
Other
Total:

Number of
Parcels

Percentage of
Area

809
165
97
1,071

4,041 (5,632 du)8
700 (1,969 du)
344 (824 du)
5,085 (8,425 d u)

27.8

110
22
137

220
65
6
291

3.7
0.8
0.2
4.7

130
29
159
285
36

125
12
137
286
13

4.5
1.0
5.5
9.8
1.2

105
2
273
141
102
596

10
1
138
16
87
77

3.6
0.1
9.4
4.9
3.5
20.5

2,908

6,142

100.0

5

5.7
3.3
36.8

Source: General Plan Update Base/me Conditions Assessment, November 1994.
a Dwelling Units (du) obtained from Department of Finance, 1994.

As the table illustrates, there is little vacant land left within the City limits, and what is
available for development is constrained by various environmental factors. Along the north
edge of the City, and into Santa Paula Canyon, a number of hillside parcels remain that are
suitable only for higher-cost single-family housing. West of town, mostly south of Telegraph
Road, are a number of parcels designated and zoned for industry but the flood threat from
Adams Barranca and the cost of providing engineered flood control inhibits further
development. A number of vacant parcels exist between the freeway and the Santa Clara River.
Again, development is difficult due to the cost of building infrastructure to safeguard against
flood threats. Finally, there is some vacant land between the railroad tracks and the freeway,
east of Santa Paula Creek. Flood threats hinder major development in this area. In town, there
are a few sites available in and near the Santa Paula Shopping Center -- one large parcel near
the Weyerhaeuser plant on Santa Barbara Street and a few other scattered properties. The City
City of Santa Paula
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of Santa Paula has been repeatedly advised by prospective industries that the lack of
contiguous vacant parcels is an impediment to locating potential businesses within the City. In
general, there are a few vacant sites available for all land use categories.
Santa Paula has now built out the majority of the vacant land within the City limits except for
the difficult or constrained lands. This is due primarily to long-standing policies that
encourage infill development within the City before considering major outward expansion.
Vacant land is different than "open space." Vacant land refers to undeveloped areas slated for
more intensive use under the General Plan. Open space refers to lands that are planned to
remain undeveloped. The amount of existing vacant land within the City is estimated to be 285
acres, however, 81 of these acres are within the flood zone of the Santa Clara River (Rincon,
1997; County Assessor, 1994). Therefore, only 204 acres of existing vacant land within the City
are potentially developable. Table 2-2 indicates the amount of vacant land in each land use
category and the resulting buildout potential. Figure 2-2 illustrates the locations of low density
or vacant infill parcels within the City's existing 1978 Sphere of Influence.

Table 2-2. Existing Buildout Potential on Vacant City Lands
Developable Vacant
Land (Acres)
50
33
15
106

Land Use/Density
Single Family Residential
Multi-Family Residential
Commercial - FAR 0.35
Industrial - FAR 0.25

Buildout •
153 Dwelling Units
54 Dwelling Units
228,690 sq. ft.
1, 154,340 sq. ft.

Buildout potential is taken from calculations in the Final Long-Range Land Use Absorption Study,
1994 to 2020, Hausrath Economic Group, January 1997 and from the City of Santa Paula Planning
Deparlment estimates.

2.3.3

Existing Population and Growth Characteristics

a. Growth Management. The City's Growth Management Ordinance was adopted in
1985 and provides for development of 124 residential units each year. For the next 23 years, the
planning period of the General Plan update, the total number of units that would be allowed
under the current Growth Management Ordinance would be 2,852 units. There is also
currently an accumulation of 944 units (City of Santa Paula, Staff Report to the City Council,
April 1997) that have not been used in the previous years. This brings a grand total of 3,796
units that could be constructed by the Year 2020 in accordance with the Growth Management
Ordinance.
The current General Plan assumes a 1.0 to 1.5% population growth rate, which has been
exceeded over the past years. Since the 1980 census, growth has averaged about 2.0% per year.
The Growth Management Ordinance limits residential growth to approximately 124 dwelling
units per year, or a population of about 372 people per year, based on 3.0 persons per dwelling
unit, which is a typical household size. Overcrowding is experienced within the City and
indicates that although the City can attempt to control development, there is no effective way to
control population.
b. Population. In 1997, the State of California Department of Finance estimates Santa
Paula's population to be 26,500 (State Department of Finance, 1997). Over the next 23 years
City of Santa Paula
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NORTH

Low Density or Vacant Infill Parcels
Within the City's 1978 Sphere of Influence
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approximately 3,796 dwelling units could be built according to the Growth Management
Ordinance. If population growth were to be controlled exclusively by growth management, the
new residential development could result in a population increase of 11,388. Full buildout
under the proposed General Plan would result in a similar population increase, with the
addition of 3,807 dwelling units and 11,420 persons. Added to today's population of 26,500 this
could result in a population of approximately 37,920 by the year 2020. This is similar to an
independent estimate of 38,300 projected by a 1997 study (Hausrath Economics Group, Final
Long Range Land Use Absorption Study).

·2.4 PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS
The EIR analysis will focus on two primary components of the proposed General Plan update:
physical buildout potential, and proposed policies/ implementation measures. Physical buildout
potential (including proposed roadway modifications) will form the basis of potential impacts
related to resource use, traffic, public services, utilities, agricultural conversion and other issues
directly affected by increased development. The physical changes envisioned by the General Plan
are described primarily within the Land Use and Circulation Elements.
Proposed General Plan goals, objectives, policies and implementation measures are also part of
the proposed project, and are included to guide how development occurs. Many of these directly
address potential environmental impacts that could result from growth. Within the framework of
the EIR, the policies and implementation measures will be discussed as part of an overall
mitigation strategy, if applicable for a given issue. Many of the mitigation measures proposed in
this document will either be additional policies or implementation measures that should be
incorporated into the proposed General Plan, or modifications of those already proposed.
Proposed polices discussed in this EIR are drawn from each element under consideration within
the General Plan update process.
2.4.1 Proposed General Plan Goals, Objectives, Policies and Implementation Measures
Each element of the proposed General Plan includes goals, objectives, policies, and
implementation measures that guide future development within the City.
GOAI.5 are statements that provide direction and state the desired end condition. The
OBJECTIVES state a specific step toward goal achievement. POLICIES are specific statements
that guide decision-making. They indicate a clear commitment by the City and generally serve
as mandatory criteria. The IMPLEMENTATION MEASURES support the Goals, Objectives
and Policies by providing specific programs and standards to carry out the Land Use Element.

Each section of the impact analysis includes references to the relevant policies and
implementation measures that pertain to a given issue. The full text of the proposed General
Plan goals, objectives, policies, and implementation measures are available within the General
Plan document itself.

r

City of Santa Paula
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2.4.2

Proposed Land Use Categories

The General Plan update includes 21 land use categories and five special study overlay
categories. The proposed General Plan and Land Use Map illustrating the proposed land uses
within the City and 1978 Sphere of Influence are available for review at the City of Santa Paula
Planning Department located at 200 South Tenth Street, Santa Paula, California 93060. The
purpose of the Land Use Categories and the Land Use Map are to provide designations to
guide the general distribution, location and extent of the various types of land uses in the City.
The Categories also describe density and intensity criteria for physical development.
The following descriptions of the Land Use Categories are identified as illustrated on the Land
Use Element. Table 2-3 summarizes each land use category, its general location within the City,
and the associated development density or intensity.

Table 2-3. General Plan Land Use Categories
Category

'
Principal Use
Development Intensity/Density

Locations

Open Space I Passive
and Golf Course

Adams Canyon, Fagan Canyon, East Area
1, South Mountain Expansion Areas.
Expansion areas to be addressed through
Specific Plans.

Natural land, creeks, barrancas, rivers.
Golf Courses. Limited development
allowed. No minimum parcel size.

Open Space/Parks
and Recreation

Existing City Parks, creeks and barrancas;
Expansion areas to be addressed through
Specific Plans.

Natural land, landscaped open areas,
developed parks and recreational uses.
Park and recreation/sport-related
development allowed. No minimum
parcel size.

Agriculture

West of Peck Road and north of Telegraph
Road; south of 12th Street, west of South
Mountain Road (Lemon Road).

Land for crops, limited livestock
production, limited agriculture,
incidental and supportive agricultural
uses, structures and storage. Minimum
parcel size is 20 acres.

Hillside Estate
Residential

Adams and Fagan Canyon Expansion
Areas. Expansion areas to be addressed
through Specific Plans.

Single family residential and .accessory
uses. 1-10 gross acres/unit. Clustering
is encouraged to protect hillsides and
habitats. Minimum Parcel Size is one
acre.

Hillside Residential

Areas with a slope of 10% or more,
including Adams Canyon, Fagan Canyon,
and northern in-town neighborhoods.
Expansion areas to be addressed through
Specific Plans.

Single family residential and accessory
uses. 0-3 units/gross acre. Minimum
land area per unit is 10,000 square feet
for all new development. Planned
development clustering is allowed.

Single Family
Residential

Adams Canyon Expansion Area, Fagan
Canyon Expansion Area, East Area 1
Expansion Areas, and various City
locations. Expansion areas to be addressed
through Specific Plans.

Single family residential and accessory
uses. 4-7 units/gross acre. Minimum
land area per unit is 6,000 square feet.
Planned development clustering is
allowed.

Medium Density
Residential

Adams Canyon Expansion Area adjacent to
village center areas; East Area 1 adjacent
to village center area and various City
locations. Expansion areas to be addressed
through Specific Plans.

Single family and multi-family
residential with accessory· uses. 8-15
units/gross acre. Minimum land area
per unit is 3,000 square feet.

City of Santa Paula
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Category

-

.

-

Locations

Principal Use
Development Intensity/Density

Medium High Density
Residential

Adams Canyon expansion area village
centers, and various locations throughout
the City. Expansion areas to be addressed
through Specific Plans.

Single family and multifamily residential
with accessory uses. 16-21 units/gross
acre. Minimum land area per unit is
2,000 square feet.

High Density
Residential

Adams Canyon expansion area village
centers, and various locations throughout
the City. Expansion areas to be addressed
through Specific Plans.

Single family and multifamily residential
with accessory uses. 22-29 units/gross
acre. Minimum land area per unit is
1,500 square feet.

Mobile Home Park

West side of town along Telegraph Road;
and various locations throughout the City.

Mobile homes on permanent
foundations. 0-10 units/gross acre.
Minimum 1O acre parcel.

Mixed Use:

Select locations in southeast neighborhood;
downtown area; select locations along
Harvard Boulevard corridor; and East Area
1 expansion area village center area.
Expansion areas to be addressed through
Specific Plans.

Multi-family residential and commercial
uses. 0-12 units/acre.

Select areas east of 1om Street, and south
of Santa Paula Street.

Uses are allowed to mix to reflect the
heavy commercial character of East
Main Street.

Neighborhood
Commercial

At travel nodes/primary intersections
citywide.

Convenience shopping and personal
services. 0.25 FAR.

Commercial Office

Downtown, 1om Street corridor.

Professional offices, banks, medical
clinics. FAR is 0.50

Commercial

Citywide along arterial roadways; East Area
1 village area, West Area 2. Expansion
areas to be addressed through Specific
Plans.

Retail and services for the entire city,
auto sales and other highway-oriented
commercial uses. FAR is 0.35 except
in the Downtown Improvement Area
where the FAR is 1.0.

Industrial Park

East Area 2 and West Area 2. Expansion
areas to be addressed through Specific
Plans.

Administrative and production uses;
research and development uses, and
supporting commerce and production
uses. FAR is 0.35.

Light Industrial

East Area 2; West Area 2; Santa Paula
Street Corridor east of 1 oth Street; South of
West Telegraph Road. Expansion areas to
be addressed through Specific Plans.

Administrative headquarters, other
commerce and manufacturing. FAR is
0.30.

Industrial

West Area 2, south City near airport.
Expansion areas to be addressed through
Specific Plans.

General industrial , custom
manufacturing, assembling,
compounding, neighborhood
commercial uses. FAR is 0.35

Airport Operational

Santa Paula Airport.

Airport operations.

Airport Related

South of State Route 126, adjacent to
Santa Paula Airport.

Airport-related commercial sales and
service, airport-related industrial uses.
FAR is 0.35

Institutional/Civic

All current school, park, and utility office
sites. Hospital and City offices.

Hospitals, community centers,
government offices, cemeteries, public
service facilities.

Downtown
Improvement District
Overlay

City center area.

Office I Residential

Mixed Use:

Commercial I Light
Industrial

Overlays and Special Study Areas

r

Enhancement of Downtown core
through special design and public
amenity development. An underlying

City of Santa Paula
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Category

Principal Use
Development Intensity/Density

Locations

land use designation exists.
Downtown Historical
District Overlay

City center area.

Protection of Buildings/Neighborhood
with Historic Merit. An underlying land
use designation exists.

Mining Resource
Overlay

Areas of Santa Paula Creek; Santa Clara
River

Protection of State-Designated Mineral
Resource Areas

Special Study Areas

Overlays for Harvard Boulevard Corridor,
Southeast Neighborhood; Railroad Corridor;
City Entrances, and floodways.

Areas where special policies and
standards are indicated.

2.4.3

Physical Development Under the Proposed General Plan

The proposed General Plan envisions substantial additional growth, both within the existing
City limits, and also within an expanded Sphere of Influence. This section describes the nature
of future development under the updated General Plan. Particular emphasis in this discussion
will be given to the proposed expansion areas, which hold much of the City's future growth
potential.
a. Area of Interest and Sphere of Influence Defined. The Ventura County Guidelines
for Orderly Development allow a City to consider expansion into its Area of Interest when
developing long-range plans. The Area of Interest is the City's ultimate planning area, which
includes not only the City and its Sphere of Influence, but a large area well beyond the City's
current jurisdiction. Santa Paula's Area of Interest encompasses 74 square miles (Fugro-West,
Inc., 1994) bounded on the south by the ridgeline of South Mountain and on the north by the
ridge line of Sulphur Mountain between Santa Paula and the Upper Ojai area. On the west, the
boundary is between Wheeler Canyon and Aliso Canyon. To the east, the boundary is Hall
Road near the Sycamore Tree Monument. Figure 2-3 illustrates the Area of Interest boundary.
The Land Use Element addresses lands that are closest to the existing urban area of Santa
Paula, where the d elivery of community services can be carried out efficiently and effectively as
envisioned by the Guidelines.
The Sphere of Influence that is established by the Ventura County Local Agency Formation
Commission (LAFCO) designates the probable ultimate urban boundaries for the City for the
foreseeable future. If the City intends to expand its corporate boundaries into this area it must
first process annexation applications through LAFCO. Currently, the City's 1978 Sphere of
Influence is almost contiguous with the City limit line. The sphere currently contains about 460
acres, however, but very little is vacant non-agricultural land. Much of the remaining acreage
is within the floodway of the Santa Clara River and is not considered developable. The City's
existing 1978 Sphere of Influence boundaries are illustrated in Figure 2-3.
b. Expansion Areas: Sphere of Influence Amendments and Potential Land Uses. The
General Plan update envisions an amendment of the City of Santa Paula's existing Sphere of
Influence to include six Expansion Areas, as illustrated in Figure 2-4, with a variety of land
uses. These uses and buildout limits were developed by the City and consultant team with
input from the General Plan Advisory Committee in a series of workshops conducted in 1994
and in January, February, and March 1997. The ultimate buildout of residential units will be in
accordance with the City's existing Growth Management Ordinance.
City of Santa Paula
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The proposed Sphere of Influence and Expansion Areas are illustrated in Figure 2-4. These
Expansion Areas, known as Adams Canyon, Fagan Canyon, East Area 1, East Area 2, and West
Area 2, are planned for urbanization and development. South Mountain is planned for
recreational uses.
·
For the Expansion Areas that will accommodate urban development, Specific Plans will be
required to be developed in accordance with Government Code section 65450 et. Seq. The
Specific Plan will reflect the land use buildout and other development policies as described in
this General Plan. Details of siting, design, infrastructure, provision of open space, and
financing will be established through each Specific Plan. In addition, the City will require a
market and fiscal analysis to determine the feasibility of the Specific Plan developments that are
under consideration at the time of application.
The development densities identified in the proposed General Plan represent maximum
densities. Development constraints identified in this EIR and subsequent environmental
documents may limit the ability to achieve those maximum densities.
Annexation would occur on a case-by-case basis after the completion of a Specific Plan and a
market and fiscal evaluation. Environmental review in accordance with the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) would be required for each annexation action. Subsequent
analysis may be tiered from this EIR, which will serve as the baseline document for further
environmental review.
The following is a description of the expansion areas:
Adams Canyon. Approximately 5,413 acres of land are located northwest of Santa
Paula within this canyon. Most of the land is north of a relatively narrow canyon mouth. Some
additional hillside land to the east of the canyon mouth overlooks the west end of Santa Paula.
Primary access would be taken from Foothill Road, with an orientation to Peck Road and on to
State Route 126 (SR 126). Segments of Peck Road would require widening. Upper Peck Road
and Foothill Road may require widening, depending upon the scope of development. A
secondary access road may be required out to State Route 150(SR150)/ 0jai Road. Extension of
sewer service and other utilities would be required. The impact on agriculture would be
relatively low due to the predominantly low-value grazing use of the canyon. The impacts on
wildlife could be significant due to the amount of habitat involved, depending upon the extent
of the future development proposals. The site is not considered to be within an established
greenbelt. Drainage would follow Adams Barranca to the Santa Clara River. Major flood
retention facilities would be required within the canyon. With the retention facility, flood
threats in the areas west of town adjacent to SR 126 would be reduced and the water used for
irrigation and fire protection.
Fagan Canyon. Approximately 2,173 acres of land are located directly north of Santa
Paula, within this canyon. Primary access would be taken from Santa Paula Street via a
widened Cemetery Road. Additional access would be from existing and future hillside roads
on either side of the canyon mouth, along with a possible connection east over the hill to SR
150/0jai Road. Low-density development would have minimal traffic impacts, but higher
densities in the canyon could impact Santa Paula Street. Extension of sewer service into the
City of Santa Paula
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canyon would be moderately difficult due to the lack of a trunk line in the immediate area.
Other utilities would be relatively easy to provide. The impact on hillside orchard crop
agriculture could be moderate, depending on the areas developed. The impacts on wildlife
could be significant depending on the amount of habitat involved. The site is not within an
established greenbelt. Drainage would be to the Santa Clara River via Fagan Barranca.
Depending on the amount of development, a flood retention facility would be needed. With
the installation of on-site improvements there should be no flood impacts on the City.
East Area 1. Approximately 541 acres of land are located to the east of Santa Paula
Creek to Haun Creek, the eastern boundary. Most of the land is located to the north of the
railroad tracks and SR 126. Primary access to town should be taken by extending Santa Paula
Street. Additional road connections to SR 126 should also be developed. A multi-purpose trail
should link East Area 1 to neighborhoods in Santa Paula Canyon via a trail-only bridge
spanning Santa Paula Creek. The development would have minimal impacts on traffic on SR
126. Extension of sewer service to this site would be costly due to its distant location from the
treatment plant and trunk lines. Other utilities, however, would be relatively easier to provide.
Expansion into East Area 1 would result in the conversion of existing agricultural lands. The
site is within the Santa Paula-Fillmore greenbelt, so an amendment to the agreement would be
necessary. The impact on wildlife would be low because of the area's current agricultural use,
which provides no significant habitat value. Drainage would be to the Santa Clara River
without significant impact on the City. The site is in the Santa Paula Creek flood plain. Santa
Paula creek is slated for improved flood control facilities in 1997-1998 and 1998-1999 by the
Corps of Engineers. In addition, Haun Creek, located in East Area 1, has a history of flooding
and would need flood control facilities.
East Area 2. This area involves the addition of approximately 26 acres to be added to
the City's 1978 Sphere of Influence in the southeast portion of the City. It is located south of the
Ventura County Transportation Commission railroad right-of-way and east of the current City
limits, surrounding the incorporated South Hallock Drive area. The southern boundary of this
expansion area is the public levy and bank protection line of the Santa Clara River. Primary
access to East Area 2 would be taken from the SR 126. Extension of sewer service to this site
would be difficult due to its distant location from the treatment plant and trunk lines. Other
utilities, however, would be easier to provide. There could be some impacts on agriculture
depending on the quality of land involved. The impact on wildlife would be low because of the
already existing impacts or urban land uses in the area. Portions of this area are within the
Santa Paula-Fillmore greenbelt. Drainage would be to the Santa Clara River without significant
impact.
West Area 2. Approximately 125 acres of land are located between Adams Barranca
and Peck Road to be added to existing lands within the 1978 Sphere of Influence (68 acres). The
southern boundary of this expansion area is the public levy and bank protection line of the
Santa Clara River. This area includes 68 acres that are already within the City's 1978 Sphere of
Influence. Primary access would be off of Peck Road from SR 126 and Telegraph Road.
Widening of Peck Road to four lanes would be required. Sewer service and other utilities
would be relatively easy to provide. Though not in an established greenbelt, urban expansion
into West Area 2 would result in the conversion of some agricultural land. The impacts on
wildlife would be relatively low. Drainage would be to the Santa Clara River without
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significantly impacting the City. Existing flood problems north of the freeway would be
required to be resolved prior to development of this area.
South Mountain. The majority of the 1,292-acre South Mountain area would retain its
current land use pattern, which consists of a mixture of residential, agricultural, and open space
uses. The purpose of including this area is to provide the City with the opportunity to develop
limited recreational and open space uses. The City would develop six soccer fields, requiring
about 15 acres. There is also the opportunity to enhance the entrance to Willard Canyon, a
scenic area on the north side of South Mountain. About 100 acres near the mouth of the canyon
would be set aside for passive open space uses, serving as a staging area for hiking trails into
Willard Canyon. The extension of additional infrastructure into the South Mountain expansion
area is not anticipated.
Table 2-4 illustrates the land uses types, amounts, and buildout planned for the expansion
areas.
c. Land Use Changes within the Present City Limits. In addition to expansion areas
around the edges of the City, impacts related to infill development will be considered in this
EIR. With recommendations from the City of Santa Paula Planning Department and input from
the Santa Paula community through the General Plan Advisory Committee facilitated in a
series of workshops, several land use issues have been identified. These issues are addressed in
the policies and implementation measures in the Land Use Element. These changes are as
follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Land use changes, development projects and public improvements identified in the
Downtown Improvement Plan should be implemented.
Commercial uses on the 10th Street corridor between SR 126 and Santa Paula Street
should be encouraged.
Heritage Valley/ tourist uses should be encouraged along the railroad corridor.
A bicycle/hiking trail should be encouraged along the railroad corridor.
Landscaping and linear park should be encouraged along the railroad right-of-way.
Airport area land uses must be compatible with airport operations.
There is a need to locate soccer/ball fields within the City.
A Civic, Park or Open Space designation, should be put on all public lands and
facilities.
·
Designate the southerly half of New Street between Ojai and Oak Streets as Medium
High Density Residential.
Reconcile the latest flood map with the designation of "River," "Open Space," and
"Special Study Areas" as appropriate.
Designate all mobile home parks with a Mobile Home Park designation.
Provide for the annexation of all existing County "pockets" in and adjacent to the
current City lands.
Remove the "Reserve" and "Phased Reserve" designations.
Adopt a Historic Overlay Zone for portions of the downtown and surrounding historic
neighborhoods.
Develop a Mixed Use land use designation and apply it in certain areas.
Expand auto sales and other regional retail uses in the Hallock Drive area.

City of Santa Paula
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Table 2-4. Development Potential within the Expansion Areas
Expansion Area
Adams Canyon:
5,413 acres

Fagan Canyon
2,173 acres

East Area 1
541 acres

East Area 2*
26 acres (plus 110
acres in 1978 SOI)

West Area 2*
125 acres (plus 68
in 1978 SOI)

Acreage/Use

Buildout

Gross Density

4694 acres/SFR

1980 dwelling units

0.42 du per acre

15 acres/MFR
5 acres/MFR
1O acres I neighborhood
comm.
25 acres/schools
34 acres active parks
230 acres resort hotel with
golf course
150 acres/hotel and golf

180 dwelling units
90 dwelling units
152,460 SF

13.3 du per acre
20 du per acre
0.35 FAR

2 schools
park and recreation
hotel/golf course

12.5 acres per school
n/a
200 room hotel

Golf course/recreational
amenity
open space

n/a

450 dwelling units

0.23 du per acre

76,230 SF

0.35 FAR

park/recreation
open space

n/a
n/a

742 dwelling units

2.2 du per acre

20 acres/MFR
5 acres/MFR
1O acres/school
13.5 acres active park
150 acres/hotel and golf
50 acres/Highway
commercial

90 dwelling units
68 dwelling units
one school
park and recreation
hotel and golf
544,500 SF

5 du per acre
15 du per acre
10 acres per school
n/a
n/a
0.25 FAR

55 acres/Light lnd./R+D
31 acres/ Industrial
125 acres/Light Ind./ R+D

718,740 SF
337,590 SF
1,905,750 SF

0.30 FAR
0.25 FAR
0.35 FAR

220 acres/passive open
space
1953 acres/SFR
5 acres/ neighborhood
comm.
7 acres/active parks
208 acres/passive open
space
342 acres/SFR

n/a

68 acres/Industrial
740,520 SF
0.25 FAR
15 acres I active parks (6
park/recreation
n/a
soccer fields)
Approx. 100 acres I
park/recreation
n/a
regional park
(staging area for canyon
hiking trails)
remainder retains current
current uses
n/a
uses
Source: Santa Paula General Plan Advisory Committee, City of Santa Paula Planning Department, Rmcon
Consultants. Total housing buildout is 10% lower than Advisory Committee recommendations to accommodate
Growth Management Ordinance caps through the 2020 planning horizon. Note that Single Family Residential use
category includes all land not designated for other uses. Therefore, gross densities are low because of incorporation
of undevelopable hillside and open space areas. * Buildout of East Area 2 and West Area 2 incorporate 1978
Sphere of Influence acreage that is vacant or developed in agricultural uses.
South Mountain
1,292 acres
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17.

Re-designate certain industrial parcels on the westside of town to multi-family
residential use and encourage the development of senior housing.
Re-designate certain portions east of 10th Street and south of Main Street from industrial
to residential and neighborhood commercial to reflect the existing land use patterns.
Accommodate a transition from industrial to mixed industrial and commercial uses in
the area east of 10th Street, south of Santa Paula Street, and north of Main Street.
Accommodate a grocery store to serve the east side of town.
Accommodate a teen center, skating rink, or other use in the City.

18.
19.

20.
21.

The Land Use Element addresses the issues listed above through policies and implementation
measures. In response to a number of the objectives listed above, the Land Use Map that would
accompany the General Plan update has been revised. Many of the revisions simply reflect
existing land use patterns and do not represent actual changes to land uses. These revisions
also reflect the City's desire to allow a mix of land uses consistent with proposed General Plan
policies. Additionally, the Land Use Map has been updated to reflect changes in zoning and
land use designations which have occurred in past years. Moreover, the EIR analysis also
accounts for the incorporation of several small County islands located within the existing
Sphere of Influence and surrounded by the City of Santa Paula itself. These changes will be
analyzed as appropriate within the body of the EIR.

d. Buildout Potential and Population Growth Under the Proposed General Plan. The
Land Use Element of the General Plan describes buildout potential of existing City lands as
well as potential expansion areas. Table 2-5 summarizes the development potential of the six
expansion areas. Table 2-6 incorporates this information, and summarizes development
potential upon full buildout of the General Plan. Buildout envisions a 25% increase in
commercial square footage, a 117% increase in industrial area, and about 45% more residential
units than currently exist. The type and amount of development that actually occurs will
depend on market forces and an aggressive marketing plan by the City. The total industrial,
commercial and residential buildout may not occur within the 2020 horizon of the General
Plan. However, for the purpose of this EIR, it is assumed that full buildout would occur by
2020, in order to evaluate all potential impacts associated with development.

Table 2-5. Summary of Potential Development in Expansion Areas
Area
Adams Canyon
Fagan Canyon
EastArea 1
East Area 2
West Area 2
S. Mountain

TOTAL

Residential

Commercial

Industrial

"
2 ,250 DU
450 DU
900 DU

152,460 SF
76,230 SF

-

-

-

544,500 SF

3,600 DU

773,190 SF

-

Active Park/
Recreation
34 acres
7 acres
13.5 acres

Passive' Open
Space/Golf
600 acres
208 acres
150 acres

-

-

-

15 acres

100 acres

-

3,702,600 SF

69.5 acres

1,058 acres

3 schools

1,056,330 SF
2,646,270 SF

-

Schools
2 schools

1 school

City of Santa Paula
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Table 2-6. Total Buildout Potential
Land Use

Existing
Development
in City

Potential Development
Subtotal of
Potential
Potential
Potential
Growth
within
Growth
Development
within City
Expansion
Areas
Limits

'Total Upon
Buildout
(Existing plus
Potential)

Residential

8,441 DU

207DU

3,600DU

3,807 DU

12,248 DU

Commercial

4,017,000 SF

228,690 SF

773, 190 SF

1,001,880 SF

5,018,880 SF

Industrial

4,124,000 SF

1, 154,340 SF

3, 702,600 SF

4,856,940 SF

8,980,940 SF

36 acres

3 acres

69.5 acres

72.5acres

108.5 acres

141 acres

n/a

1,058 acres

1,058 acres

1,199 acres

Active Parks and
Recreation
Passive Open
Space I Golf

12 schools
n/a
3 schools
3 schools
15 sch ools
..
Existing Residential 1s from Department of Finance, January 1997. Existing Commercial and Industrial estimates are
from Ventura County Assessor, 1994. Commercial and Industrial do not include storage or warehouse space.
Existing Parks and Open Space are from Baseline Conditions Assessment. Existing schools include those outside the
City that serve the City's population. Potential growth within City limits is from Santa Paula Community Development
Department. Potential growth in Expansion Areas is summarized from Table 2-4 above.

Schools

Population. The population projection in 2020 assuming buildout of the proposed
General Plan would not exceed population limited under the City's Growth Management
Ordinance. Consistent with the Ordinance, it allows about 3,800 additional dwelling units, or
the same as would be allowed by the Ordinance through 2020. Based on 3.00 persons per
household, full buildout of the updated General Plan would allow 3,807 additional dwelling
units resulting in a population of about 37,920, or a 43% increase over the 1997 population of
26,500.

Employment. It is estimated that there are about 6,600 employment opportunities
currently in the City (Hausrath Economics Group, 1997). Full commercial and industrial
buildout would accommodate about 10,950 additional employment opportunities in the City.1
However, based on the economic analysis for the General Plan update, far less non-residential
area than proposed in the General Plan will be absorbed by 2020. While nearly all proposed
commercial square footage would be absorbed by 2020, only about 21 % of the proposed
industrial expansion will be occupied by that ti.me. Based on projected absorption rates used in
the Hausrath study, about 4,280 new employment opportunities _c ould be expected by 2020.
Projected population and employment under the General Plan update are shown in Table 2-7.

Projection is based on 1997 the Hausrath Economics Group study, which uses factors of 600 square feet
per industrial employee, and 350 square feet per commercial employee.

1
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Table 2-7. Projected Population and Employment at Buildout
Population
26,500

Existing*

~ob

Opportunities
6 ,440

Based on General Plan Buildou( Additional Accommodated Under
General Plan
Total at General Plan Buildout

11,420

10,950

37,920

17,390

Expected Absorption by 2020 * Additional Expected (1997-2020)
based on Market Analysis
Total by 2020 (based on Market
Analysis)

11,420

4,280

37,920

10,720

* Population from Department of Finance, 1997; Employment from Hausrath Economics Group,

1997.
** Population assumes continuation of Growth Management Ordinance, and 3.00 persons per

dwelling; employment is based on Hausrath rates, 350 SF per commercial worker and 600 SF per
industrial employee.
*** Employment figures are from Hausrath Economics Group, 1997.

e. Modifications to the Circulation System
Changes to Existing Roadways. The General Plan includes several modifications to the
City's existing circulation system in order to accommodate potential growth. Road widenings,
reclassifications, and road closures are all proposed under the Circulation Element. In some
instances, filling gaps on existing roads is also proposed. These changes are summarized in
Table 2-8, but described more fully in Section 4.3, Transportation and Circulation, of this EIR.
Proposed Roadways to Access Expansion Areas. The extension of existing roadways
and construction of new roadways will be required to serve the expansion areas identified in
the Land Use Element. A discussion of the roadway improvements that would be required for
each expansion area is provided below. Figure 2-5 illustrates the proposed circulation system
under the General Plan update, showing connections to the various expansion areas.

Adams Canyon. Primary access for Adams Canyon would be provided via an arterial roadway
extending northerly into the canyon from Foothill Road. An emergency access connection to
SR 150 is also anticipated. A one-way couplet with two travel lanes in each direction extending
from Foothill Road into the canyon may provide access to the pockets of development - or a
more conventional four-lane roadway may be developed. Anticipated improvements on
existing streets include widening Foothill Road from Peck Road to the Adams Canyon access
road to four lanes and widening Peck Road from SR 126 to Foothill Road to four lanes. The
Foothill Road/ Peck Road intersection would be modified to include a sweeping curve and the
Foothill Road/ Adams Canyon intersection may also be designed with a sweeping curve to
encourage the use of Peck Road.
Fagan Canyon. Access to this area would be provided by a network of connections to existing
streets, which taken collectively, would serve the canyons needs. Anticipated connections
City of Santa Paula
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Table 2-8. Proposed Modifications to Existing Roadways
Roadway

Type of Modification

Notes

SR 150

Widening

Mostly sidewalk and parkway improvements

Santa Paula Street

Widening

A small section on the south side of Santa
Paula Street near 14th Street

Harvard Boulevard ffelegraph
Road

Widening

Upgrade to Major Arterial east of Santa Paula
Creek

Peck Road

Widening

Upgrade to Arterial or Major Arterial

Santa Barbara Street

Roadway Gap Closure

Fill gap near Cemetery Road

Foothill Road

Roadway Gap Closure

Fill gap between Ridge Crest Drive and
Hardison Street

Santa Cruz Street

Roadway Gap Closure

Fill gap

Santa Clara Street

Roadway Gap Closure

Fill gap between 11th and Oak Streets

Main Street

Roadway
Reclassification

adja~ent

to Fagan Barranca

Change to Major Commercial/ Industrial
Collector (from 4-lane Arterial) between 7th
and 12th Streets

Mill Street/9th Street

Closure

Close between Santa Barbara Street and
Railroad Avenue

Ventura Street

Closure

Close between Mill Street and 1Qth Street

include Ridge Crest Drive, Lassen Drive, Shasta Drive, Atmore Drive, Cemetery Road, Glade
Drive, and 10th Street. Additional emergency access may also be provided by a connection to
SR 150 via an extension in the Hillside Drive area. 1bis street system would also provide a
secondary access connection to the hospital located on 10th Street.

East Area 1. Regional access for East Area 1 would be provided by improving the existing SR
126 intersection at South Hallock Drive. A secondary connection may also be provided for
inbound traffic traveling on SR 126 from the east. Local access would be provided by the
extension of Santa Paula Street easterly into the site. Anticipated improvements on existing
streets include widening of Harvard Botilevard, Main Street, and Telegraph Road. The internal
street system within the expansion area may be designed as a traditional grid or curvilinear
system depending on the ultimate land use plan developed for this area.
East Area 2. Regional access for East Area 2 would be provided by the SR 126/Hallock Drive
intersection. Secondary access required for additional circulation and emergency access would
be provided by the extension of Santa Clara Street to Lemonwood Drive. Anticipated
improvements include providing additional lanes at the SR 126/Hallock Drive intersection,
widening of sections of Santa Clara Street, Harvard Boulevard, Main Street, and Telegraph
Road.

City of Santa Paula
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West Area 2. Regional access for West Area 2 would be provided by the existing SR 126
interchange at Peck Road. Local access to West Area 2 would be provided by the southerly
extension of Peck Road and construction of an east-west industrial collector road in the
southern portion of the expansion area. The east-west road would also extend easterly from
Peck Road to connect with Santa Maria Street, which provides a secondary access connection to
Palm Avenue. Additional access would be provided by the existing SR 126 undercrossing at
Todd Lane. This link would connect to Faulkner Road, which is planned to be completed
between the existing segments to the east and west of Todd Lane. Beckwith Road would be
extended southerly across the Southern Pacific Railroad tracks and connect with
Faulkner Road.
South Mountain. Primary access to the South Mountain expansion area would be via the 12th
Street bridge. No improvements are proposed, as only low-intensity open space and park uses
are proposed within this expansion area.
·

Expanded Trail Facilities. There is a growing understanding of the importance of
providing for travel with modes other than motorized vehicles. An important part of any
circulation system is the accommodation of facilities for pedestrians and bicyclists. Most cities,
including Santa Paula, have long provided sidewalks for pedestrians. But since World War II,
sidewalks have declined in size relative to right-of-way areas provided for automobiles and
other motorized vehicles. Tiris has been a response and a symbol of our communities' growing
reliance on vehicular travel.
The development of the Santa Paula Branch Line recreational trail through Santa Paula
represents a major opportunity to develop a comprehensive non-motorized transportation
system in the City. Its central location along an east-west axis forms a spine of non-motorized
right-of-way through the City, and becomes a trail link to the communities of Fillmore and
Ventura, as well as points beyond. As such, it will provide an important link to Santa Paula's
neighborhoods, the northern canyon areas, and the river.
Tiris Circulation Element endorses the concept of developing a comprehensive bicycle and
pedestrian circulation system in the City. The system is illustrated in Figure 2-6, Bicycle and
Trail Plan.
f. Other Physical Changes Resulting from the Proposed General Plan. Most of the
physical changes under the updated General Plan would be associated with the Land Use and
Circulation Elements. The Noise, Safety, and Conservation and Open Space Elements provide
policy direction that guide the nature of land use and circulation changes. The effect of each
element on the physical environment is described briefly below.

Conservation and Open Space Element. Tiris portion of the General Plan is primarily
concerned with the protection of natural resources, including open space, biological resources,
water and mineral resources. Its goals also include the protection of agriculture, historic
resources and the scenic qualities of the area. Similar to the Safety Element, its effect on the
built environment is to minimize development in areas that could affect such resources. The
Conservation and Open Space Element also includes implementation measures for park
requirements that in part affect the circulation and land use patterns of the City. Such
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measures call for a linear parkway along the railroad corridor, many new bicycle/ pedestrian
trails, and the development of new recreational facilities.
Safety Element. The Safety Element includes goals to minimize risk from both natural
and manmade hazards, including earthquakes, fires, floods, airport operations, hazardous
materials and crime. Implementation measures are designed to mitigate potential impacts
arising from such hazards, particularly in new development. For example, the element calls for
restricted land uses in areas where known hazards (such as earthquake faults or airport
approach zones) occur. The Safety Element also includes measures that apply to building
construction to safeguard them from such hazards. Evacuation routes are described as well.
While no physical changes to the land use or circulation patterns of the City are proposed in
this element, the Safety Element guides future land uses by directing them away from high
hazard areas.
Noise Element. The Noise Element describes the existing noise sources affecting the
City, and includes goals and policies to minimize their impact on surrounding sensitive land
uses. Primary noise sources include major roadways, airport operations, and commercial or
industrial uses. While it does not propose physical changes to existing land use or circulation
patterns, its recommendations include restricted land uses near such noise sources and
implementation of numerous improvements within the City to mitigate noise impacts. In this
sense, it guides the future land use pattern by separating incompatible land uses.

2.5 PROJECT OBJECTIVES
California State Law, Government Code Section 65300, requires that each city and county adopt
a comprehensive general plan. The proposed project fulfills this requirement by updating the
City's existing General Plan, which was last comprehensively updated in 1978. This document
defines the framework by which the City's physical and economic resources are to be managed
and used in the future. This General Plan's planning horizon is the year 2020. City decisionmakers will use the plan as a blueprint for:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Choices about the use of land;
Conservation and development of new housing;
Provision of supporting infrastructure and public and human services;
Protection of environmental resources;
Protection of people and property from natural and man-made hazards;
Allocation offiscal resources; and
Expansion of Citt; boundaries.

The General Plan clarifies and articulates the City's intentions with respect to the rights and
expectations of the community, including residents, property owners, and businesses. Through
the Plan, t..1-ie City informs these groups of its goals, policies, and standards, thereby
communicating expectations of the public and private sectors for meeting community
objectives.

City of Santa Paula
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2.6 REQUESTED DISCRETIONARY ACTIONS
The EIR and other studies related to the General Plan update will provide information
necessary for the City of Santa Paula and Ventura Local Agency Formation Commission
(LAFCO) to consider amendments to the City's Sphere of Influence to allow growth as
envisioned in the Plan. Table 2-9 identifies, in order, the necessary discretionary actions and
the agency responsible for their implementation.

Table 2-9. Sphere of Influence Adjustment Process and Approvals
Item#

1
2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9
10

Action

Agency Responsible

Certification of EIR
Pre-General Plan (Land Use)
Pre-Zoning
Adoption of Sphere Boundary Amendment Program
Approval of Sphere Boundary Amendments
Adoption of specific plans for each expansion area
Adoption of Annexation program
Approval of tax distribution
Approval of annexations
Authorization for City to annex

City
City
City
City
LAFCO
City
City
City and County
City
LAFCO

This EIR provides an analysis of the proposed amendment to the City's sphere boundary at a
level of detail sufficient to meet the requirements of the Cortese/ Knox Act and will enable
LAFCO to make decisions on proposals over which it has jurisdiction. This EIR provides a
basis for recommendations for planned land uses, public facilities and public services for the
area under consideration.
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3.0 ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING
This section describes the current environmental conditions in the Santa Paula area. More detailed
setting information is included within the impact analysis for each issue area.

3.1

LOCATION

The City of Santa Paula is located 65 miles northwest of Los Angeles and 14 miles east of
Ventura. It is the geographical center of Ventura County situated in the rich agricultural Santa
Clara Valley. The City is surrounded by rolling hills and rugged mountain peaks, in addition
to orange, lemon, and avocado groves. Santa Paula is referred to as the "Citrus Capital of the
World". It is a major distribution point for citrus fruits in the United States. The region is also
noted for major avocado producing and processing.

3.2

PHYSIOGRAPHY AND CLIMATE

Most of the City is located on the flatlands on the north side of the Santa Clara River. The City
slopes gently upward to the north, away from the river. Some residential areas are located on
hillsides overlooking other urban uses to the south. The City has also developed along the west
side of Santa Paula Creek, which flows from Santa Paula Canyon southward toward its
confluence with the Santa Clara River. The creek and river form major natural boundaries to
the City's current eastern and southern edges.
The Santa Paula area exp eriences a mild Mediterranean climate, w ith warm dry summers, and
cool wet winters. Because of its inland location, it often is slightly warmer than the coastal
communities of the Oxnard Plain. Typical summertime highs are in the 80s, with wintertime
temperatures generally in the low 60s. Average annual rainfall is about 15 inches, most of
which falls between November and April.

3.3

DEMOGRAPHICS

In 1997, the population of Santa Paula is approximately 26,500 inhabiting 4.5 square miles
within the City limits. Santa Paula prides itself in being a bicultural community where citizens
work together for the betterment of the City. Approximately 59% of the people have Hispanic
origins. The community was part of a Spanish land grant to Rancho Santa Paula and Saticoy in
1840. In the 1860s, it was subdivided into small farms. Some of these farms were further
subdivided as the town began to take shape. After important oil discoveries in the late 19th
Century, the Union Oil Company was founded in Santa Paula in 1890. This industry, along
with agriculture, became the economic mainstay of the community. The City was incorporated
in 1902.

3.4

GENERALIZED LAND USES IN THE PLAN AREA

The existing distribution of land uses in the City reflects over 100 years of building, much of
which was developed before the advent of zoning controls. This circumstance has led to the
City's physical appearance, with mixed uses tightly integrated within a grid-patterned street
network. On the other hand, this development pattern has also led to some land use
City of Santa Paula
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compatibility issues. There are also areas where the actual land use and the General Plan land
use designations differ.

In Santa Paula, the basic land uses that are needed to maintain the community are all located
within a compact, 4.5 square-mile (2,908-acre) area (Fugro-West, 1994). The outward expansion
of the City of Santa Paula has been gradual. Santa Paula's growth has mostly been internally
generated and supported by local agriculture and the oil industry, the direction of which has
been controlled by the geography of the area. Hills to the north, Santa Paula Creek to the east
and the Santa Clara River to the south have directed most of the growth to the west. Using
1994 data, residential development is the single largest land use, encompassing over 37% of the
City lands. Of the r esidential development 80% is single-family homes. Commercial
development comprises less than 5% of the City's area and industrial uses comprise about 6%.
Table 2-1inSection2.0, Project Description, shows the land use distribution within the City
limits.
Six areas are being considered for urban expansion under the General Plan update: Adams
Canyon, Fagan Canyon, East Area 1, East Area 2, West Area 2, and South Mountain. Irrigated
agriculture characterizes the areas within the valley east and west of the city, while the canyons
north of the City typically support non-irrigated pasture and grazing activities, in addition to
orchard production. The canyons also support substantial wildlife habitat, and include oak
woodland and grassland communities. The expansion areas are described in more detail
within Section 2.0, Project Description.
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4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS
This section contains a discussion of the possible environmental effects of the proposed project
for the specific issue areas that were identified through the Initial Study process as having the
potential to experience significant impacts. "Significant effect" is defined by the State CEQA
Guidelines §15382 as "a substantial, or potentially substantial, adverse change in any of the
physical conditions within the area affected by the project including land, air, water, minerals,
flora, fauna, ambient noise, and objects of historic or aesthetic significance. An economic or
social change by itself shall not be considered a significant effect on the environment, but may
be considered in determining whether the physical change is significant".
The assessment of each issue area begins with an italicized introduction that summarizes the
environmental effects considered for that issue area. This is followed by the setting and impact
analysis. Within the impact analysis, the first subsection identifies the methodologies used and
the "significance thresholds", which are those criteria adopted by the City, other agencies,
universally recognized, or developed specifically for this analysis to determine whether
potential effects are significant. The next subsection describes each impact of the proposed
project, mitigation measures for significant impacts, and the level of significance after
mitigation. Each effect under consideration for an issue area is separately listed in bold text,
with the discussion of the effect and its significance following. Each bolded effect listing also
contains a statement of the significance determination for the environmental effect as follows:

Class I. Significant and Unavoidable: An impact that cannot be reduced to below the threshold
level given reasonably available and feasible mitigation measures. Such an impact requires a
Statement of Overriding Considerations to be issued if the project is approved per §15093 of the
State CEQA Guidelines.
Class II. Significant but Mitigable: An impact that can be reduced to below the threshold level
given reasonably available and feasible mitigation measures. Such an impact requires findings
to be made under §15091 of the State CEQA Guidelines.
Class III. Not Significant: An impact that may be adverse, but does not exceed the threshold
levels and does not require mitigation measures. However, mitigation measures that could
further lessen the environmental effect may be suggested if readily available and easily
achievable.
Class IV. Beneficial: An effect that would reduce existing environmental problems or hazards.
Following each environmental effect discussion is a listing of recommended mitigation
measures (if required) and the residual effects or level of significance remaining after the
implementation of the measures. In those cases where the mitigation measure for an impact
could have a significant environmental impact in another issue area, the secondary impact is
discussed as well.
As a general plan, the proposed project includes policies and implementation measures
designed, in part, to reduce potential environmental impacts. For each impact, the applicable
policies and measures are listed within a table at the outset of the discussion of mitigation
measures. They are discussed as mitigation for physical impacts associated with developm:nt.
City of Santa Paula
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If additional mitigation is required, these are called out as separate measures, which are
intended as modification to the proposed policies listed previously.

Cumulative impacts refer to those that are the result of collective development in an area. Since
the proposed project is a general plan, it includes all foreseeable development within the Santa
Paula planning area. As such, project impacts are considered equivalent to cumulative impacts
within this EIR. However, in some specific cases, activity outside of the Santa Paula planning
area contributes to the cumulative scenario, thus resulting in cumulative impacts. Therefore,
the cumulative impacts analyzed and in Section 4.3 Transportation and Circulation, Section 4.3
Air Quality, and Section 4.11 Public Utilities (solid waste) address development not only
associated with implementation of the proposed General Plan, but also collective development
outside of the Santa Paula planning area.
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4.1 AGRICULTURE
Buildout under the General Plan will result in the expansion of urban uses into areas that currently
support agricultural operations. Four h;pes ofagricultural impacts could occur: 1) loss of prime soils and
lands of statewide importance; 2) conversion of productive cropland to urban uses; 3) impacts to existing
greenbelt agreements; and 4) potential land use conflicts related to agricultural vs. urban uses. All impacts
would be significant, but only the loss of prime soils would be considered unmitigable. About 650 acres of
prime soils and 1,500 acres of intensive agriculture could be impacted by buildout under the General Plan.
Many of the mitigation measures proposed in the EIR are programs currently under consideration within
Ventura County, but some have not been formally adopted.
4.1.1

Setting

a. Introduction. This section addresses potential impacts related to the conversion of
agricultural land to urbanized development. Impacts related to noise and aesthetics are discussed
in Section 4.2, Aesthetics and CommunihJ Design, and Section 4.5, Noise, of the EIR. A discussion of
land use policy consistency is included in Section 5.0, Long Term Impacts.
b. Overview of Agriculture in the Santa Paula Area. Agriculture has historically played
an important role in the economy and land use patterns in the Santa Oara River Valley. The
valley is an important contributor to Santa Paula's agricultural productivity and has been host to
intensive agricultural use for over 100 years.
Agricultural Productivity. Ventura County is one of the leading agricultural areas in the
nation, and Santa Paula is in the heart of the County's most productive area, the Santa Oara River
Valley. The combination of fertile soil and mild climate allow high value crops (including lemons,
avocados and oranges) to be planted year round. In all, gross revenue sales of agriculture in
Ventura County in 1993 were approximately $848 million (Ventura County Agricultural Land
Trust, 1996). This continues a steady trend that has shown the increasing value of agriculture in
the County; since 1970, the County's annual crop value has doubled.
The most important crops to the local economy are avocados, oranges and lemons, a fact reflected
in the official seal of the City of Santa Paula. All three crops have an extremely high value per ton.
Avocados in particular stand out, as they had the highest value per ton ($604/ ton) of any crop
grown in the County in 1993, except strawberries ($844/ton) (Ventura County Agricultural Land
Trust, 1996). Together, these three crops had a combined countywide value of about $311 million
in 1993, or 37% of the entire value of crops grown in the County that year. Table 4.1-1 shows the
approximate 1993 value of crop production within the City's Area of Interest. It is interesting to
note that the Area of Interest supports about 9% of the total value of all crops grown countywide.
Agricultural Land Use Pattern. About 78% of the City's 47,310-acre Area of Interest is
devoted to agriculture (Ventura County Assessor, 1994). The rest supports urban uses, open
space, or mining operations. More than half of the agricultural area is used for grazing and
pasture. The remaining area is generally used for growing irrigated crops, including avocados,
lemons, oranges, and other orchard and row crops. Table 4.1-1 shows the distribution of irrigated
agriculture throughout the City's Area of Interest. The discussion below focuses on the portion of
the Area of Interest considered for expansion under the proposed General Plan.

r
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Table 4.1-1. Value of Crops within Santa Paula's Area of Interest, 1996
Crop

Acres

V~lue

$7,902
$4,053
$2,980
$5,209

2,062
2,972
1, 131
8,244

$16.3 million
$12.0 million
$3.4 million
$42.9 million

-

14,409

$74.6 million

Value per Acre
<

Lemons
Avocados
Oranges
All Other Crops
Total

Source: Ventura County Agncultural Comm1ss1oner's Office, 1996. Acres are from County Assessor,
1994. "Oranges" reflects the value of Valencia Oranges. Value per acre for "All Other Crops" is
considered the average value of all vegetables grown in the County.

Existing Citlt and Sphere of!nf[.uence. About 75% of the 460 acres currently in the City's Sphere of
Influence are under agricultural production (Ventura County Assessor, 1994). The largest parcels
are either against the hills to the north (east of Steckel Road), adjacent to Santa Paula Creek, west
of the City north of SR 126 (part of West Area 2), or east of Santa Paula Creek near Hallock Drive
(most of East Area 2). In addition, about 105 acres of land within the City is devoted to
agriculture, most of which is planted with orchard crops. Of the ten agricultural parcels in the
City, four are devoted to mixed orchards, two are in avocado production, and one is planted in
oranges (Ventura County Assessor, 1994).
Expansion Areas. Because the City is surrounded by agricultural uses, nearly all of the area
currently being considered for expansion by the City is in agricultural production or grazi.J:i.g land.
In all, about 9,570 acres are within the six expansion areas, much of which contains high value
crops, including lemons, avocados and oranges (about 650 acres of this land is considered prime
agricultural land or soils of statewide importance). Based on County Assessor records (1994),
Adams Canyon includes substantial orchard production, mostly adjacent to the low-lying
drainage through the middle of the canyon. About 100 acres of productive land are located on
prime soils (see discussion below regarding soil suitability). Much of the lower reaches of Fagan
Canyon support avocados. Of this area, about 50 acres are located on prime soils, again, near the
low-lying drainage in the canyon. Nearly all of 541-acre East Area 1 supports productive
farmland, from Santa Paula Creek to Haun Creek. Avocados are the primary crops grown in this
area. Over half the area is underlain by prime soils. As mentioned previously, East Area 2
includes a portion of the existing Sphere of Influence. Much of the 136-acre area supports oranges
and orchard crops. Of West Area 2' s 193 acres, 68 acres are already within the City's Sphere of
Influence. Nearly all of it includes prime soils under agricultural production, mostly lemons and
other orchard crops. The South Mountain area supports orchard production and various other
crops, little of which will be affected by proposed open space, agricultural and recreational uses
near the base of the mountains. However, playing fields planned in this area could result in the
removal of some orchards.
Soils Suitability. The suitability of soils for agricultural use depends on many factors,
including fertility, slope, texture, drainage, depth, and salt content. A variety of classification
systems have been devised by the State to categorize soil capabilities. The two systems that have
been most widely used are the Capability Oassification System and the Storie Index. The first
system classifies soils from Oass I to Oass VIII based on their ability to support agriculture, Oass I
City of Santa Paula
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being the highest quality. The Storie Index takes into account other factors such as slope and
texture to arrive at a rating.
Based on either system, most soils in the Santa Paula area are highly suitable for agriculture, due
to their high mineral content, good drainage, and loamy quality. The State of California's
Important Farmlands Inventory (!FI) is based in part on the two classification systems described
above. According to the !FI (1996), much of the planning area is considered to have prime
farmland potential. The County periodically updates the !FI maps to reflect new urbanization
which has resulted in areas being taken out of agricultural use. The next updated version is
anticipated sometime next year. The IFI system is described more fully below.
Important Farmlands Inventory. The State of California Department of Conservation
Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program classifies lands that have agricultural value. The
mapping system generated by the program is called the Important Farmlands Inventory (IFI).
This system classifies land based upon the productive capabilities of the land, rather than the
mere presence of ideal soil conditions. Land is divided into several categories of diminishing
agricultural importance. Figure 4.1-1 shows the distribution of Important Farmlands within the
City of Santa Paula's Area of Interest, based on 1996 IFI maps currently used by Ventura County.
The areas considered to have the highest agricultural potential are classified as Prime or of
Statewide Importance. Prime farmland includes areas with irrigated soils (Oass I and II) at least
40 inches deep, a water holding capacity of at least 4 inches, and with the capability of producing
sustainable high yield crops. Farmland of Statewide Importance is land other than Prime that
have a good combination of physical and chemical characteristics, but without minimum soil
depth and water holding capacity requirements. About 18% of the City's Area of Interest (8,727
acres) are classified as Prime or of Statewide Importance.
Other productive farmlands are classified as Unique, or of Local Importance. Unique farmland
is land other than prime or statewide importance that supports high value food and fiber crops.
Farmland of Local Importance includes dry farming and other non-irrigated lands. Lands that
have lesser agricultural potential are classified as 11 Grazing 11 , 11 Urban11 or 110ther. 11 The latter
classification includes areas that are generally unsuitable for agriculture because of geographic
or regulatory constraints.
c. Regulatory Framework for Agricultural Preservation. Several mechanisms to preserve
agriculture are already in place within the County, including greenbelt agreements and Land
Conservation Act (LCA) contracts. Other mechanisms have been considered by the County
including a Right-to-Farm Ordinance which has recently been adopted. This discussion describes
currently adopted and proposed measures to preserve agriculture in the region.
Greenbelt Agreements. In Ventura County, greenbelts are agreements, adopted by
resolution between public agencies with land use control. Greenbelts are not synonymous with
"prime land" (see Section 4.1.1.b). Instead, they represent a form of mutual agreement between
two or more jurisdictions concerning urban form, the protection of farmland and open space
land, the future extension of urban services/facilities and annexations. These greenbelts are
intended to operate as "community separators" or "buffers" and participating cities agree not
to extend municipal services into the greenbelts nor annex greenbelt lands. Consequently,
City of Santa Paula
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greenbelts may contain non-prime farmland . The following list includes features typical of
greenbelt agreements.
The duration ofgreenbelt agreements is usually for an indefinite time period.

•

•
•

Generally, the lands within a greenbelt area are designated "Agricultural" or "Open Space."
Greenbelt agreements have no binding legal authorihJ to regulate land uses. That authoritt;
is found in the jurisdiction's general plans and zoning ordinances. Greenbelts, together with
other planning and regulaton; tools have functioned as a deterrent to the premature
development offarmland and open space lands. Greenbelts, however, do not provide for
permanent conservation or preservation.
• Any party to a greenbelt agreement may elect to terminate or modify their participation in
the polietj agreement at any time.
• Establishing a greenbelt does not require the consent of the affected property owners.
• Greenbelt lands are not public open space, the lands are privately owned.
• Because the lands within a citt/s Sphere of Influence are intended for eventual annexation to
a citt;, greenbelt agreements usually involve lands outside a city's Sphere of Influence.

Santa Paula is a partner in two Greenbelt Agreements that affect lands that are contiguous to
the City on the east and west as illustrated in Figure 4.1-1:
•

The Santa Paula and City of San Buenaventura Greenbelt Agreement was adopted in
1967. This agreement covers approximately 8,349 acres from the Adams Barranca
westward to the Franklin Barranca. There are no defined southern or northern
boundaries. A map prepared by Ventura County Resource Management Agency shows
the western greenbelt line extending from the Santa Oara River northward to the
canyon lands above Foothill Road. Some interpretations indicate that the agreement
was intended to cover the flat prime agricultural lands south of Foothill Road and not
the northern canyon lands as they contain little or no prime agricultural lands.

•

The Santa Paula and Fillmore Greenbelt Agreement was established in 1980. This
agreement covers approximately 34,200 acres and is the largest greenbelt in Ventura
County. The eastern boundary lies at Sespe Creek adjacent to Fillmore and the western
boundary runs along Santa Paula Creek, around the City's eastern Sphere of Influence
line to an extension of 12th Street. The southern boundary is the South Mountain
ridgeline. The northern boundary is coterminous with the Los Padres National Forest
boundary.

Land Conservation Act (LCA) Contracts. In recognition of the importance of agricultural
resources and production, the State of California enacted the Land Conservation Act, also known
as the Williamson Act. This act established a land contract procedure whereby a landowner could
voluntarily enter a contract with the local governmental authority (typically, a county) to
maintain a property in an agricultural preserve in exchange for a reduction in property taxes. The
contracts entered into under this act are intended to encourage the preservation of the state's
agricultural resources. Each year the contract is automatically renewed for a new ten-year
period, unless the landowner notifies the local government of a desire not to renew with the
filing of a Notice of Non-renewal. In that case, the land use restrictions remain in effect until
the remaining nine years of the contract have passed.

City of Santa Pauia
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There are also provisions for canceling the contract if cancellation is consistent with the
purposes of the Williamson Act or otherwise found to be in the public interest. Contracts may
be cancelled early by the landowner only if the governing body makes one of the following
findings:
•
•

The cancellation is in the public interest; or
The cancellation is consistent with the purpose of the Williamson Act.

If a contract is cancelled in this manner, the governing body may impose fees and taxes as
allowed under the Williamson Act. A cancellation fee and deferred taxes, which under some
circumstances can be waived, must be paid upon cancellation. The fee would be 12.5% of the
cancellation value of the property, with property taxes assessed at the fair market value of the
property at the time of contract cancellation. If it is found to be in the public interest, the
governing body may waive any payment, or extend the time that such payments may be made.

Alternatively, the governing body may also cancel a contract by using its eminent domain
powers, if it makes a finding that the land is needed for public purposes.
Within the City's Area of Interest, 196 parcels totaling 13,570 acres are under LCA contracts
(Ventura County Assessor, 1994). This is about 40% of all the agricultural acreage in the planning
area. Almost all of this area is outside the City's 1978 Sphere of Influence. No land within the
existing City limits is under LCA contract, and only 94 acres within the City's existing Sphere of
Influence are under contract. Within the proposed expansion areas, most of East Area 1 is
currently under LCA contract, particularly the large avocado orchards; however, LCA contracts
within East Area 1 will expire as of 1998. Portions of West Area 2 are also under contract, mostly
citrus groves near the Santa Clara River. The large avocado and lemon orchards in lower Fagan
Canyon are currently under contract as well. However, none of the existing agricultural land in
Adams Canyon is presently under LCA contract. Figure 4.1-2 illustrates the lands under LCA
contracts within the proposed Sphere of Influence.
Current Political Initiatives. Ventura County is currently considering, but has not
officially adopted, several strategies to address on-going agricultural impacts. These have been
presented to the Agriculture Policy Working Group, which includes 23 members representing a
range of public and private interests in the County. Together, the group's purpose is to help
determine long-term agricultural preservation policy in the County.
The County recently adopted a Right-to-Farm Ordinance. This ordinance would protect
commercial agricultural development against nuisance lawsuits, and require disclosure to
potential land buyers that agricultural operations are protected from such actions. To resolve
potential land owner disputes, the Agricultural Commissioner's office would provide nonbinding mediation. As currently proposed, it would only affect agriculture in unincorporated
areas.
The Save Openspace and Agricultural Resources (SOAR) initiative is a proposed ballot measure
that is intended to ensure that agricultural, rural, and open space lands are not prematurely or
unnecessarily converted to other more intensive development uses. If the initiative passes,
agricultural and open space lands in the County (with some exceptions) may not be
redesignated for urban uses without a vote of the people. It is uncertain at this time what the
City of Santa Paula
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effects of this initiative would be on the land use regulatory agencies within the County. If
enough signatures are collected by June of 1998, the initiative will be put on the ballot in
November 1998.

4.1.2 Impact Analysis and Mitigation Measures
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. The issue of impacts to agriculture as it
pertains to CEQA is a complex one. Most jurisdictions in California, including Santa Paula,
have no significance thresholds to determine whether a project's impacts to agriculture are
significant.
The State CEQA Guidelines, however, are clear in their statement that the development on or
removal of state-classified prime soil is a Class I, unavoidable significant impact. The County
of Ventura has its own significance criteria. They are more stringent than the State CEQA
Guidelines, in that they call out "lands of statewide importance" as well as "prime lands" as
significant, if they are developed for uses other than agriculture. These criteria deal directly
with soils - political, economic, or land use considerations are not involved.
Agricultural impacts can also relate to the conversion of productive farmland, the alteration of
greenbelt agreements, and land use conflicts related to agricultural operations. For this EIR, the
removal of land under agricultural production is considered a significant impact. Any actions
that would infringe on established greenbelts, or result in conflicts between existing agriculture
and proposed urban uses, would also be considered significant. Finally, it is assumed that
significant impacts could occur where agricultural operations abut urban uses, particularly
residential development.
b. Project and Cumulative Impacts. This section describes four primary impacts related
to agriculture. They are summarized below.
•

•

•

•

Impact AG-1. Impact to Soils/Soil Classification (SC). This impact would involve calculating a
total acreage of state-defined prime and statewide importance land that would be precluded from
future active cultivation by the development of an urban use within the planning area.
Impact AG-2. Removing lands from Agricultural Production (AP). This impact would occur if
land in intensive cultivation (row crops, orchard crops, or greenhouses) would be converted to an
urban use. Grazing land would not be included in this impact type.
Impact AG-3. Greenbelt Modification (GB). This impact would be defined by the need, as a
result of the project, to modify or cancel an existing greenbelt agreement due to plans for
development under the General Plan.
Impact AG-4. Creation of Compatibility Problems to Existing Agricultural Operations (CP).
This impact would oceur if a planned land use would result in conflicts with an adjacent
agriculture.

Many of the applicable mitigation measures are agricultural preservation programs that apply
to more than one of these impacts. In some cases, these programs require the cooperation of
several agencies. Table 4.1-2 summarizes the applicability of the proposed mitigation measures
to the four impacts (by the two-letter abbreviations shown above), and lists the agencies whose
cooperation would be required for their successful implementation. An analysis of each impact
and mitigation measure follows this summary.

City of Santa Paula
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Table 4.1-2. Summary of Mitigation Measures Related to Agricultural
Impacts
Basic Concept

Program

·implementing
Body

Potential to Mitigate
Impact Type

Local Ordinances
Right-to-Farm Ordinance

Legislated ag protection

City

Property rights transfer

City and private
parties

Property rights transfer

City and/or
County

CP

Other Local Mechanisms
Purchase of Agricultural
Conservation Easement
Program
Ag Cluster Development

AP, GB

AP, CP, SC

Multi-Jurisdictional Agreements
Redefined Greenbelt
Agreements
Urban Growth Boundary

Non-binding land restriction

Multi-agency

GB

Binding land restriction

Multi-agency

SC, AP.GB

Land acquisition body

City and/or
County

Organizations
Ag/Open Space District

Impact AG-1

AP

Buildout under the proposed General Plan would convert about 650
acres of state-defined prime soils and soils of statewide importance
to urban uses. This is considered a Class I, significant unavoidable
adverse impact.

Implementation of the proposed General Plan would result in a long term commitment to nonagricultural uses in areas that currently support prime soils, particularly within the flatland
expansion areas (West Area 2, East Area 1, and East Area 2). Portions of Adams Canyon and
Fagan Canyon also support high quality soils, mostly within their lower reaches, particularly in
natural drainage areas. Since the location of proposed land uses within the expansion areas has
not been established, it is assumed that all prime soils within these areas could be impacted. In
all, future development could result in the loss of about 650 acres of state-defined prime soils and
soils of statewide importance. This net loss of 650 acres of high quality agricultural soils, while
only a small percentage of the total prime and statewide importance agricultural land in Ventura
County, is considered both individually and cumulatively significant. Table 4.1-3 on the
following page summarizes the impacts of farmland conversion.

City of Santa Paula
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Table 4.1-3. Summary of Farmland Conversion Impacts by Area
Area

Cropland to be
Converted
(acres)*

Prime and Statewide
Importance Soils
Converted (acres)*

LCA Contract
Lands
Affected
(acres)*

Notes

Existing
City/Sphere **
Adams Canyon

About150

Almost none

About 90

Mostly infill development

About200

About 100

None

Fagan Canyon

About300

About 50

About 500

East Area 1

About500

About300

About 400

East Area 2

About150

About50

About 50

West Area 2

About200

About 150

About50

South Mountain

Unknown***

Unknown***

Unknown***

Most prime soils are in
low lying canyon bottom
Most prime soils are in
low lying canyon bottom
High quality avocado
production, mostly under
LCA contracts
Most crop production is
east of Hallock Drive
High quality mixed crop
production, some under
LCA contracts
Only low-intensity
recreational uses near
canyon and 6 playing
fields; crops should not
be substantially affected.

TOTAL

About 1,500

About650

About 1,090

-

* Approximate +/- 20% based on 1994 County Assessor data showing the extent of farm production by parcel.
- Does not include 110 acres of Sphere of Influence that are in East Area 2, and 68 acres in West Area 2 totals.
-- The general plan would include 6 soccer fields (about 15 acres) and passive recreational uses in this area. The South Mountain area
includes prime soils, cultivated farmland, and LCA contract lands. While proposed recreational uses could convert some farmland, it may
be possible to minimize potential impacts by locating such uses on non-productive land.

Mitigation Measures. The following relevant General Plan policies and implementation
measures address potential impacts to prime agricultural lands. Refer to the General Plan for a
complete listing of all policies and implementation measures directed at agricultural issues.
Policy
3w.w.

3a.a.

Implementation Measure

(Land Use Element) Preserve viable
agriculture and prime agricultural lands as
a greenbelt and buffer around the City.
Remove the agricultural land use
designation on the parcel south of SR 126
within the City and replace it with a
commercial/industrial designation
consistent with the West Area 2 Sphere
Amendment. (IM 13)
(Cons/OS Element) Preserve viable
agriculture and prime agricultural lands as
a greenbelt and buffer around the City. (JM
13-19)

39. (Land Use Element) The following development
standards for the Adams Canyon and Fagan
Canyon expansion areas shall be implemented
through a Specific Plan(s) and subsequent
development approvals .... Clustering of
development is required to protect open space,
agriculture and habitat.
40. (Land Use Element) The following development
standards for the East Area 1 expansion area
shall be implemented through a Specific Plan(s)
and subsequent development
approvals .... Clustering of development is
required to protect open space, agriculture and
habitat.

City of Santa Paula
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Policy
3c.c.

(Cons/OS Elemenf) Develop a transfer of
development rights program that provides
for easements for the preservation of
agricultural land areas within the City's
Area of Interest. (JM 18, 19)

Implementation Measure

13.(Cons/OS Elemenf) Review all development
proposals adjacent to agriculture for impacts on
agricultural land and crops.
14. (Cons/OS E/emenf) Require any new
development on designated agricultural lands or
designated prime agricultural soils to provide
information on the viability of the agricultural soils
and operations prior to requesting approval for
urban land uses.
18. (Cons/OS Elemenf) Utilize land use planning
tools such as transfer of development rights, land
trusts and agricultural planned development to
protect agricultural lands, prime agricultural soils
and viable agricultural operations.
19. (Cons/OS Elemenf) Applicants for development
of land in agricultural production that is in an
existing greenbelt. .. shall provide funds to the
Ventura County Agricultural Land Trust for the
purchase of agricultural lands and/or easements
within the Santa Paula Area of Interest.

Italicized text indicates text of the General Plan which has been revised dunng the EIR process.

The above polices and implementation measures would effectively document the viable prime
agricultural lands, and minimize development on such lands to the extent possible. However,
they would not avoid the conversion of a substantial amount of prime and statewide
importance agricultural lands, because the City cannot expand without affecting agricultural
lands. The following additional measures would further reduce impacts to such lands. These
measures are programs that should be incorporated into the General Plan. Both programs
could be added to the language within Conservation and Open Space Element Implementation
Measure 18. While these would minimize impacts, no measures to fully mitigate potential
impacts are available, because the City is surrounded by agricultural lands.
AG-l(a)

Agricultural Cluster Development. The City shall adopt Agricultural
Cluster Development as a farmland preservation tool. This concept is
similar to the Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) concept, except that
it is usually limited to the immediate lots rather than identifying noncontiguous "sending" and "receiving" properties. The strategy usually
provides for clustering homes on relatively small parcels instead of
dispersing them over larger parcels. Clustering shall be cognizant of
existing parcels boundaries, striving to cluster development on smaller or
non-viable parcels. Agricultural Clustering could include density
bonuses; in exchange, the remaining land could be protected by a
conservation easement (see Mitigation Measure AG-2(a)).

AG-l(b)

Urban Growth Boundary (UGB). The City shall adopt the Urban
Growth Boundary concept in its General Plan as a long-term
City of Santa Paula
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conservation strategy. This is a regulatory tool, and is an officially
adopted line on a map that divides urban growth from conservation
areas. It is based on specific criteria that must be established before its
implementation. Development may not occur outside the boundary line.
It is, in effect, a greenbelt agreement "with teeth." A UGB is designated
for a specific amount of time. Successful implementation must be
coordinated with neighboring jurisdictions, including Fillmore, Ventura,
and Ventura County. Validation of a UGB can come through the ballot
box and/ or by binding joint powers agreements between jurisdictions.
Significance After Mitigation. Conversion of substantial prime soils and statewide
importance soils to non-agricultural uses would result in the unavoidable loss of this land for
agricultural purposes. Impacts would remain significant, even with the recommended mitigation
measures.
Impact AG-2

Buildout under the proposed General Plan would convert about 1,500
acres of land currently under intensive cultivation (row crops,
orchard crops, and greenhouses) to urban uses. Of this area, about
1,090 acres are currently under LCA contracts. Conversion of
cultivated farmland is considered a Class II, significant but mitigable
impact.

Most of the area currently being considered for expansion by the City is either in agricultural
production, or is used as grazing land. In all, about 9,570 acres are within the six expansion areas,
much of which contains high value crops, including lemons, avocados and oranges. Since the
location of proposed land uses within the expansion areas has not been established, for the
purposes of this EIR analysis it is assumed that all land supporting crop production within these
areas could be impacted. In all, about 1,500 acres of productive farmland under intensive
cultivation could be converted to urban uses (Table 4.1-3). This impact would be significant if not
mitigated. In addition, about 1,090 acres are under LCA contracts (Table 4.1-3). While conversion
of LCA lands is not a significant impact, such contracts place a constraint on land development
until such time that the contracts expire.
Nearly all of the expansion areas on the valley floor (East Area 1, East Area 2 and West Area 2)
currently support high value cropland, most of which could be converted to urban uses. When
combined with farmland currently in the City and its Sphere of Influence, about 1,000 acres of
productive cropland in the valley floor could be converted. Including the existing Sphere of
Influence, almost 600 acres of this farmland within these areas are currently under LCA contracts.
The large canyon areas to the north (Adams and Fagan) predominantly support grazing and
pasture land. However, there are also orchards, particularly in the low-lying portions of the
canyons. About 500 acres of cropland within the canyons could be impacted. In addition, the
large parcels in lower Fagan Canyon are currently under LCA contracts, totaling about 500 acres.
While the South Mountain area also includes substantial crop cultivation, most of it would remain
unaffected by the proposed General Plan, which envisions only limited recreational and open
space uses in a portion of the area. The remainder of the area would retain its existing land U.Se
pattern. Table 4.1-3 summarizes the potential farmland conversion impacts associated with
development in the expansion areas.
City of Santa Paula
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Mitigation Measures. The following relevant General Plan policies and implementation
measures address potential impacts to intensively cultivated agriculture. Refer to the General
Plan for a complete listing of all agriculture-related policies and implementation measures.
Implementation Measure

Policy
3w.w.

3a.a.

3c.c.

4.w.w

(Land Use Element) Preserve viable
agriculture and prime agricultural lands
as a greenbelt and buffer around the
City. Remove the agricultural land use
designation on the parcel south of SR
126 within the City and replace it with
a commercial/industrial designation
consistent with the West Area 2
Sphere Amendment. (IM 13)
(Cons/OS Element) Preserve viable
agriculture and prime agricultural lands
as a greenbelt and buffer around the
City. (IM 13-19)
(Cons/OS Element) Develop a
transfer of development rights program
that provides for easements for the
preservation of agricultural land areas
within the City's Area of Interest. (IM
18, 19)
(Land Use Element) The Santa Paula
Canyon area (west of Santa Paula
Creek) West Area 1 and the South
Mountain area are designated "target"
areas for agricultural land preservation
through land acquisitions and
easements. (IM 31)

13.(Land Use Element) Complete a comprehensive
revision of the Zoning Ordinance to reflect the land
use policies and to be consistent with the land use
map.
39. (Land Use Element) The following development
standards for the Adams Canyon and Fagan Canyon
expansion areas shall be implemented through a
Specific Plan(s) and subsequent development
approvals .... Clustering of development is required to
protect open space, agriculture and habitat.
40. (Land Use Element) The following development
standards for the East Area 1 expansion area shall
be implemented through a Specific Plan(s) and
subsequent development approvals .. .. Clustering of
development is required to protect open space,
agriculture and habitat.
13. (Cons/OS Element) Review all development
proposals adjacent to agriculture for impacts on
agricultural land and crops.
14.(Cons/OS Element) Require any new development
on designated agricultural lands or designated
prime agricultural soils to provide information on the
viability of the agricultural soils and operations prior
to requesting approval for urban land uses.
18. (Cons/OS Element) Utilize land use planning tools
such as transfer of development rights, land trusts
and agricultural planned development to protect
agricultural lands, prime agricultural soils and viable
agricultural operations.
19.(Cons/OS Element) Applicants for development of
land in agricultural production that is within an
existing greenbelt. ..shall provide funds to the
Ventura County Agricultural Land trust for the
purchase of agricultural lands and/or easements
within the Santa Paula Area of Interest.

31. (Land Use Element) Adopt new formal greenbelt
agreements for the Santa Clara River Valley to the
east of town.
. .
Italicized text indicates text of the General Plan which has been revised during the EIR process.

The above polices and implementation measures would minimize the conversion of farmlands
to a substantial extent. The financial support of land trusts (Conservation and Open Space
Element Implementation Measure 19) is a concept currently under consideration by Ventura
City of Santa Paula
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County. The following additional measures would further reduce impacts to a less than
significant impact. These measures are programs that should be incorporated into the General
Plan. All programs could be added to the language within Conservation and Open Space
Element Implementation Measure 18.
AG-2(a)

Purchase of Agricultural Conservation Easements (PACE) Program.
The City shall implement a program, referred to as the Purchase of
Agricultural Conservation Easements (PACE) program, that facilitates
the establishment and purchase of Agricultural Conservation Easements
(ACE) within the expansion areas and, if the County is amenable, on
lands outside the expansion areas within the County's jurisdiction. The
program would apply to development on lands currently within
greenbelt areas while the easements may be purchased on lands within
the expansion areas and/ or lands outside the expansion areas under the
County' s jurisdiction. A coordinator at the City shall oversee and
monitor the program, which will involve property owners, developers,
the City (or its Agriculture and Open Space District, formed pursuant to
Mitigation Measure AG-2(b)), and possibly the Ventura County
Agricultural Land Trust (VCALT). The City shall coordinate with
VCALT in order to implement a PACE program that works within the
framework of the existing VCALT program. Funding for the PACE
program would be provided by developers.

An ACE is a deed restrictions granted by a landowner to another party
that limits the future development of a parcel. In exchange, the
"acquiring entity" reimburses the property owner for the difference
between the fair market value of the land as it could have been
developed, and its value when limited to agricultural uses. The
development rights are then extinguished, but the landowner retains title
to the property.
An ACE is typically entered into by a private property owner, who
retains title to the land while selling or donating a perpetual easement to
a government entity or non-profit organization. It is similar in many
respects to the Land Conservation Act (LCA) easement; the local tax
incentives are similar, for example. Its chief difference is that the
easement remains in perpetuity, while an LCA contract is limited to a
"rolling" ten-year period.
AG-2(b)

Agriculture and Open Space District. The City shall establish an
Agricultural and Open Space District, pursuant to a policy to this effect to
be included in the General Plan. Its purpose is to acquire and manage
open space and agricultural lands for public use or protection, similar to
a Land Trust. The District could include lands designated for agriculture
(such as that included in the South Mountain expansion area), designated
conservation (passive) open space areas (such as lands within the South
Mountain expansion area), or lands within the current City limits most
appropriately maintained as agriculture or open space. This district shall
City of Santa Paula
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be governed by a board of directors (possibly the same body as the City
Council), and will administer agricultural preservation efforts for the
City. It will also act as the liaison to the County and other agencies in the
pursuit of multi-jurisdictional agricultural conservation initiatives. The
establishment of the District would be privately funded, from proceeds
raised through developers. This measure shall be coordinated with any
similar programs administered by Ventura County.
AG-l(a)

Agricultural Cluster Development. See discussion under the Mitigation
Measures for Impact AG-1.

AG-l(b)

Urban Growth Boundary (UGB). See discussion under the Mitigation
Measures for Impact AG-1.

Significance After Mitigation. Use of the above policies and implementation measures in
conjunction with recommended mitigation measures would reduce potential impacts to less
than significant levels. This assumes that measures result in the preservation and conservation
of a like amount of agricultural land area to that being converted to urban uses. Land used to
replace converted acreage should be substantially equal in agricultural quality to the area
converted to urban uses.
Impact AG-3

Expansion into East Area 1 and East Area 2 would require
modification of the City's existing greenbelt agreement with the
neighboring City of Fillmore. Expansion in Adams Canyon should
be predicated on the establishment of northern and southern
boundaries with respect to the Ventura-Santa Paula Greenbelt
Agreement. Greenbelt impacts are considered Class II, significant

but mitigable.
Expansion into East Area 1 and 2 would urbanize about 565 acres that are currently within the
Santa Paula and Fillmore Greenbelt Agreement. This would be a significant impact. Under the
General Plan, the City intends to amend the agreement to remove this area from the greenbelt.
Policies in the Plan would initiate an agricultural land or easement purchase program that
would be funded by fees collected from development within existing greenbelt areas.
Alternative measures that provide equal or improved mitigation, such as agricultural lands
added to the greenbelt, can be considered. The potential for such proposed policies to mitigate
greenbelt impacts is discussed below.
The Ventura-Santa Paula greenbelt covers approximately 8,349 acres from the Adams Barranca
westward to the Franklin Barranca. The existing agreement does not define southern or
northern boundaries. The City's interpretation is that the agreement was intended to cover the
flat prime agricultural lands south of Foothill Road and not the northern canyon lands, since
they contain little prime agricultural land. Under this interpretation, development in Adams
Canyon would not affect the existing greenbelt agreement. However, to avoid confusion, it is
recommended that the boundaries of the greenbelt agreement be more precisely defined
because of the City's expansion into Adams Canyon.

City of Santa Paula
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Mitigation Measures. The following relevant General Plan policies and implementation
measures address potential impacts to greenbelts. Refer to the General Plan for a complete
listing of all policies and implementation measures related to greenbelts.
Implementation Measure

Policy
3a.a.

(Cons/OS Element) Preserve viable
agriculture and prime agricultural lands as
a greenbelt and buffer around the City. (IM
13-19)

4.o.o.

(Land Use Element) Add new lands into the
greenbelt to compensate for lands that may
be removed from the greenbelt for Sphere
of Influence amendments. (IM 31)

15. (Cons/OS Element) Adopt new forma l greenbelt
agreement for the Santa Clara River Valley east
of town.
16.(Cons/OS Element) Work with the City of
Ventura to define northern and southern
boundaries for Ventura-Santa Paula Greenbelt.

31. (Land Use Element) Adopt new formal
greenbelt agreements for the Santa Clara River
Valley to the east of town.

Italicized text indicates text of the General Plan which has been revised during the EIR process.

The above polices and implementation measures would address potential greenbelt impacts,
but would not by themselves reduce potential impacts to a less than significant level. The
following mitigation measures shall be included in the General Plan, and could augment
existing language contained in Conservation and Open Space Element Implementation
Measures 15, 16, and Land Use Element Implementation Measure 31.
AG-3(a)

Amended Greenbelt Agreement with Fillmore. The City shall initiate a
formal amendment process for its greenbelt agreement with the City of
Fillmore. For each acre removed from the existing greenbelt as a result of
development in East Area 1 and 2, one acre shall be added to the
greenbelt in other appropriate locations within the City's Area of Interest.
One such location might be in the vicinity of Rancho La Cuesta, near
Highway 150.

AG-3(b)

Affirmation of Greenbelt Agreement with Ventura. The City shall
initiate and work with representatives of the City of Ventura and the
County of Ventura to affirm the existing greenbelt agreement between
Santa Paula and Ventura. The result of this process should include a
defined northern and southern boundary for the greenbelt area. It is
reconunended that this issue be resolved in the near future, to help
facilitate the City's proposed expansion into Adams Canyon.

AG-l(b)

Urban Growth Boundary (UGB). See discussion under the Mitigation
Measures for Impact AG-1.

AG-2(a)

Purchase of Agricultural Conservation Easements (PACE) Program.
See discussion under the Mitigation Measures for Impact AG-2.

Significance After Mitigation. Use of the above policies and implementation measures in
conjunction with recommended mitigation measures would reduce impacts to a less than
significant level, provided that measures result in the addition of greenbelt area in a like

r
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amount to that being converted to urban uses. Land used to replace converted acreage should
be substantially equal in agricultural quality to the area converted to urban uses.
Impact AG-4

Development under the proposed General Plan may result in land
use conflicts between proposed urban uses and existing agricultural
operations. This is considered a Class II, significant but mitigable
impact.

As development occurs within the expansion areas, there will likely be potential conflicts between
existing agricultural operations and new non-agricultural (mostly residential) uses. Detrimental
effects could occur to both the residential and agricultural uses. Typical land use conflicts are
described below.

Impacts to Residential Uses. Residents living adjacent to farmland commonly cite odor nuisance
impacts, noise from farm equipment, vehicle conflicts, dust and pesticide spraying as typical land
use conflicts. Conflicts between farm vehicles and high-speed automobiles used by residents on
adjacent roadways can lead to accidents. Pesticide spraying can result in health hazards, while
odor and noise are nuisances that can affect the enjoyment of private dwellings. Increased dust
from soils and farm equipment can be both a nuisance and a health hazard. These conflicts can
result in decreased property values along the interface with agricultural uses. Such impacts are
considered potentially significant.

Impacts to Agricultural Uses. Urban development adjacent to farmland can have several negative
impacts on continued farm operations. Direct physical impacts include vandalism to farm
equipment or fencing, and theft of fruits and vegetables. Soil compaction from trespassers or
equestrians can also damage crop potential. These can result in indirect economic impacts. A
recent study showed that crop production in the first two rows adjacent to urban uses is about
20% lower than the rows beyond (Ventura County Agricultural Land Trust, 1996). Decreased air
quality from adjacent urban development can also result in impacts to adjacent farmland. These
impacts are considered significant.
Other indirect impacts to agriculture from nearby urban uses can affect the long-term viability of
such operations. Increased regulations and liability insurance to protect the farmer from adjacent
urban uses cost time and money. Some farmers sensitive to nearby residences voluntarily limit
their hours of operation and do not intensively use the portions of their property closest to urban
uses, in effect establishing informal buffer zones on their own property. This has the effect of
lowering the crop yield, and therefore the long-term economic viability, of the agricultural
operation.
Mitigation Measures. The following General Plan policies and implementation
measures address potential impacts related to residential/ agricultural land use conflicts.

.

Policy
5a.a.

(Noise Element) Work with the agricultural
industry to address conflicts on a case-bycase basis and develop noise mitigation as
practicable. (IM 17)

Implementation Measure

,...

~. ~

17. (Noise Element) Worl< with farmers in and
around the City to address any identified noise
problems related to the use of farm equipment
such as frost protection equipment and farm
machinery routes on City streets through
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Implementation Measure

Policy
3b.b.

(Cons/OS Element) Erosion of soils should
be controlled and prevented during
agricultural use, during storms and
especially during the construction phase of
new development. (JM 13, 14)

implementation of a Right-to-Farm ordinance.

13. (Cons/OS Element) Review all development
proposals adjacent to agriculture for impacts on
agricultural land and crops.
14.(Cons/OS Element) Require all proposed
development adjacent to agricultural uses to
provide a buffer (setback, landscaping,
recreational uses, street, etc.).

Italicized text indicates text of the General Plan which has been revised dunng the EIR process.

The above policies and implementation measures would address potential impacts related to
agricultural land use conflicts, but would not by themselves reduce potential impacts to a less
than significant level. The following mitigation measures shall be included in the General Plan,
and could be included as new Implementation Measures within the Conservation and Open
Space Element. It is not recommended that undue restrictions be placed on farmers, including
limiting hours of operation, equipment types, and agricultural practices, that could result in
economic hardships and decreased viability of such operations.
AG-4(a)

Right-To-Fann Ordinance. The City shall adopt a Right-To-Farm
Ordinance which would include specific requirements to preserve
existing and encourage new agricultural land use and would require
disclosure to potential land buyers that agricultural operations are
protected from nuisance lawsuits. It should be modeled after the
ordinance recently adopted by the County. The City should also support
the County's ordinance, which applies only to unincorporated areas
(which currently includes the City's expansion areas) . The ordinance
would require all new development to be informed about the nature of
commercial agricultural operations near the City. Moreover, it would
call for a buffer between agriculture and new urban development, the
size of which would be determined on a case-by-case basis. The buffer
area would be included on the land slated for new development. Finally,
the ordinance should include provisions to resolve disputes between
landowners.

AG-l{a)

Agricultural Cluster Development. See discussion under the Mitigation
Measures for Impact AG-1.

Significance After Mitigation. Use of the above policies and implementation measures
in conjunction with recommended mitigation measures would reduce land use impacts related
to agricultural operations to a less than significant level.

r
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4.2 AESTHETICS and COMMUNITY DESIGN
Buildout under the General Plan will unavoidably alter the small town character of the City of Santa Paula.
Residential, commercial, and industrial development within East Area 1, East Area 2, and West Area 2
would be highly visible from public viewing corridors, particularly SR 126, the major east-west highway
serving the City and the Santa Clara Valley. Although the General Plan includes ample measures to ensure
high quality development, protection of viewsheds, and maintenance of an attractive living environment,
planned expansion would transform the peripheries of Santa Paula into a less rural, more suburban
character. Proposed development in the canyons north of the City would not be visible from existing
roadways that serve the City. However, such development would change the open space and grazing land
use patterns in those areas into a more suburban residential environment. Overall, while potential visual
impacts associated with individual developments can be mitigated, the general change to the City's
character cannot.

4.2.1

Setting

a. Visual Character of the Santa Paula Area. The City of Santa Paula is nestled between
the foothills of the Santa Paula Mountains to the north and the Santa Clara River, which forms
the City's southern boundary. The rugged peak of South Mountain is located south of the City,
across the river. Citrus and avocado orchards and fields of row crops border the City to the
east and west. Creeks and barrancas slice through the urban lands. Views of these resources
are available from many locations throughout the City.
Santa Paula has developed physically in a traditional style, with a grid-pattern street system,
prominent buildings of architectural interest, an identifiable downtown, and tightly-knit
surrounding residential neighborhoods. The community maintains a small town image, which
makes it a desirable place to live. The City is compact, with a "hard edge" to development that
clearly delineates the urban area from the surrounding farmlands. It has a dense development
pattern compared to more sprawling suburban cities. Most buildings are 1-2 stories tall with a
small number of 3-story buildings. Many old oak trees in town have been preserved, especially
in the northeastern part of the City. The City has an ordinance to protect native oaks,
sycamores and other trees of historic or cultural significance. These characteristics define the
"urban form" which is the physical and aesthetic characteristic of the City.
b. Primary Viewing Corridors. Principal travel corridors are important to an analysis of
aesthetic features because they define the vantage point for the largest number of views. SR 126
and SR 150 are the primary regional highways serving the area. Harvard Boulevard and Main
Street are major east-west roadways within the City, primarily serving commercial
establishments. Foothill Road, Telegraph Road and Peck Road are major roadways on the
peripheries of the existing City limits. The existing rail line traversing the City will become an
increasingly important view corridor as passenger service is re-established in the future. The
principal features of each viewing corridor are described below.
State Route 126. The Santa Paula Freeway is the primary regional route serving the City.
It traverses the Santa Oara River Valley between Ventura and Santa Oarita, providing scenic
views of the green fields in the foreground against the dramatic backdrop of rugged mountains
that frame the valley on the north and south. In its 40-mile run, SR 126 provides high quality
views of one of the southern California's only remaining river valleys that support intensive
City of Santa Paula
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agriculture. The roadway is elevated through Santa Paula, allowing travelers to see the excellent
background views, unobstructed by foreground views of urban development or sound walls.
Through the City, residential development is visible on the foothills to the north, with much of the
downtown area visible in the foreground below the level of the freeway.
State Route 150. SR 150 is the primary route linking Santa Paula with Ojai. Within the
City it is called 10th Street and Ojai Road. The heavily traveled route traverses the downtown area
before heading northward through housing areas into Santa Paula Canyon. Most views from this
roadway are of urban uses, with the peaks north of the City visible in the background. North of
the City, the road follows Santa Paula Creek into the canyon before climbing into the Upper Ojai
area.
Main Street. Main Street is the major east-west arterial bisecting the downtown area.
Mixed commercial and residential uses characterize the land uses adjacent to the roadway.
From its junction.with Peck Road through the western portions of the City, abutting land uses
include light industrial, commercial development and residential units. The City is currently in
the process of redesigning the downtown segment of Main Street between 7th Street and 12th
Street to incorporate pedestrian amenities, and improve the visual quality of the area by adding
architectural and landscaping features.
Harvard Boulevard. This is the primary east-west commercial arterial serving the City.
As such, it is considered visually sensitive, because of the number of travelers using the route.
However, most nearby views are of low quality, with the elevated freeway to the south, and small
businesses typified by nondescript, commercial development along its length.
Telegraph Road. This two-lane road connects Santa Paula and Ventura, and was the old
SR 126 before the completion of the freeway in 1964. Today, this roadway serves as an
alternative route to the freeway for traffic traveling to and from the Ventura area. West of the
City, the roadway traverses intensively cultivated agricultural land. East of the City, the
roadway ends in East Area 1.
Peck Road. Peck Road is a north-south arterial located in the western portion of the
City. Peck Road serves the industrial and commercial uses located adjacent to the SR 126
interchange. The majority of abutting westerly land to the north is in agricultural use, with
residential development to the east.
Foothill Road. This east-west roadway links Santa Paula and Ventura along a route at
the base of the foothills. Because of its elevated location, it has outstanding views across the
valley floor to the south, with the Santa Clara River and South Mountain clearly visible in the
distance. Urban development within the City is also visible to the southeast. Views to the
north are obstructed by the foothills, which rise sharply from the roadway.
Rail Corridor. Limited freight traffic uses the existing rail corridor through Santa Paula.
However, plans are in place to re-establish the link between Ventura and Santa Clarita for
passenger service. Currently, the line is used for tourist excursions between Santa Paula and
Fillmore, in part because of the scenic value of the corridor. The rail line traverses orchards
outside the City, while urban views within the community include industrial operations that have
been traditionally served by rail, including agricultural packing plants.
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c. Regulatory Setting. The City's General Plan provides the framework for evaluating
potential aesthetic impacts. The Land Use Element as well as the Conservation and Open Space
Element include policies to protect and enhance visual resources. The General Plan also includes
community design guidelines for potential expansion areas. The City's recent Downtown
Redevelopment Plan includes additional guidelines that pertain to that portion of the City.
The Zoning Ordinance implements the General Plan by establishing setback, parking and sign
standards, building height limits, hillside development restrictions, and building densities. The
existing greenbelt agreements with Ventura and Fillmore also provide some protection of visual
resources by discouraging urban development in the rural lands between those cities (see Section
4.1, Agriculture, for further discussion). The City's Tree Preservation Ordinance provides
substantial protection for the native oaks and sycamores as well as any other trees of significance.
Finally, the existing Historic Preservation Ordinance provides protection for both individual
historic buildings and the City's historic district.

4.2.2 Impact Analysis and Mitigation Measures
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. The assessment of aesthetic impacts
involves qualitative analysis that is inherently subjective in nature. Different viewers react to
viewsheds and aesthetic conditions differently. This evaluation measures the existing visual
environment against the proposed action, analyzing the nature of the anticipated change.
An impact is considered significant if buildout under the proposed General Plan would result in
one or more of the following conditions:

•
•
•
•
•

Proposed development would adversely affect a viewshed from a sensitive public viewing area
(roadways and public parks);
New_light and glare sources are introduced that substantially alter the nighttime lighting of the
planning area;
An existing identified visual resource is adversely altered or obstructed by new development;
Proposed development is visually dominant or adversely modifies an existing public view; or
Development conflicts with visual resource guidelines in adopted City and County documents.
b. Project and Cumulative Impacts.
Impact AES-1

Buildout under the General Plan update would introduce substantial
new development along sensitive viewing corridors in the Santa
Paula area. Potential impacts to such viewers are considered Class II,
significant but mitigable.

Proposed development under the General Plan would result in increased urbanization along
sensitive viewing corridors identified in Section 3.0, Environmental Setting. Development
within East Area 1, East Area 2, West Area 2, and infill development within the City would all
be visible to large numbers of travelers moving through the City. Impacts associated with each
area are described below.

r
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East Area 1. Proposed residential development in this area would be highly visible from SR 126
and the rail corridor. Currently, these travel corridors have excellent views of the type of
agricultural uses that reflect the heritage of the region. At General Plan buildout, views in this
area would be transformed to suburban-style housing, averaging about 2.5 dwelling units per
acre. Views in this area would also include a new golf course and hotel, which, under
proposed General Plan policies, would be located relatively near the freeway and Haun Creek.
Visual impacts in this area are potentially significant.

East Area 2. Some of the proposed commercial and industrial development within this area
would be visible to travelers looking south from SR 126 at the eastern edge of the City.
However, development in this area would be fairly consistent with the existing visual character
of the area, which already includes a mix of commercial and industrial uses. The general
intensification of such uses could have adverse visual impacts, but is not expected to
substantially alter the aesthetic character of the area.

West Area 2. Proposed industrial development would replace existing agricultural uses that
currently characterize this area, located south of SR 126 on the western periphery of the City.
The area is highly visible from various residential parcels throughout the City and to travelers
looking south from the freeway, as well as to rail travelers moving between Ventura and Santa
Paula. Views of the area would also be prominent from Peck Road, south of the freeway. The
visual effect of development in this area would be to extend the urban environment westward
from the existing City limits, pronouncing the current commercial/ industrial character that
already exists north of the freeway west of the Peck Road interchange. Potential visual impacts
are significant.

South Mountain. The South Mountain area is visible from SR 126, across the Santa Clara River.
The area is characterized by a mixture of agriculture and open space, with limited urbanized
development. The low intensity of development allows unimpeded views of South Mountain,
which stands at the southern edge of the area. Portions of the South Mountain area are blocked
from freeway views by intervening industrial and residential development near the airport.
The visual impact of adding soccer fields and passive recreational uses is expected to be less
than significant.

Infill Development. There are about 204 acres of developable vacant lands within the City, which
could support a mixture of residential, commercial and industrial uses. A number of parcels
are located along the western portions of Main Street or Harvard Boulevard. Infill
development in this area would likely retain the existing commercial and industrial character
along these corridors. A second area of potential development is in the commercial area at the
east side of the City, south of SR 126. Again, infill development in this area (possibly including
mixed commercial/ industrial uses) would retain the existing character of the surrounding
business parks and commercial establishments. A third target for additional development
within the City is along the railroad corridor. Development along the corridor will likely
include both increased commercial/ industrial uses and tourist-related amenities. Without
adhering to existing and proposed design standards for development along the railroad
corridor and other infill areas in the City, potential visual impacts would be significant.

Other Areas in the City. Much of the City is already fully developed, but has inherent scenic
quality, either because of the historic architecture, tree-lined streets, or other urban design
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elements. At present, there is no mechanism to maintain, promote and enhance the high
quality visual character of the City. While this is not a significant impact, it is recommended
that the General Plan include policies that promote the scenic qualities inherent in the City.
Mitigation Measures. The following relevant General Plan policies and implementation
measures address potential visual impacts along sensitive viewing corridors. The full text of
policies and implementation measures can be found in the proposed General Plan.
Policy
4.q.q

(Land Use Elemenf) Policy direction for
development in East Area 1 and 2. (IM 33,
40, 41 )

4.r.r

(Land Use Elemenf) Policy direction for
development in West Area 2. (IM 35, 42)

9.f.f.

(Land Use E/emenf) Improve the visual
appearance of lands and development in
the railroad corridor as viewed from trains
on the railroad tracks and as viewed from
adjacent city streets. (lM 118, 120, 121)

Implementation Measure
.,
40. (Land Use Elemenf) The following
Development Standards for the East Area 1
(Teague/McKevett property) expansion area
shall be implemented through a Specific Plan(s)
and subsequent development approvals:

•

9.p.p.

9.q.q.

•
•

(Land Use Elemenf) Improve the visual
appearance of lands and development
along Harvard Blvd. (lM 127, 128)

•
•

(Land Use Elemenf) Maximize the use of
any excess right-of-way land to enhance
the corridor. (IM 127, 128)

•
•

•
•

Buffer the creek area and the east
hillsides as viewed from the city.
Require a park strip or open space
area aiong the creek and the eastern
property boundary with a hiking trail.
Clustering is required to protect open
space, agriculture and habitat.
The railroad corridor shall be kept
scenic and rural.
Require the use of architectural design
themes which complement and do not
dominate the setting.
Use building materials, colors and
forms that contribute to a
neighborhood character.
Use extensive landscaping,
xeriscaping, etc. 40% of all
lots/development shall be landscaped
or natural open space.
Require the inclusion of drainage and
flood control improvements designed
to be natural in appearance.
Keep development below the ridgeline .

41. (Land Use Elemenf) The following Development
Standards for the East Area 2 expansion area
shall be implemented through a Specific Plan
and subsequent development approvals:

•

•

.

r

The car sales lots should not dominate
the scene. Create the "virtual" car
sales area.
Establish a design theme for the area .
This theme should consider Santa
Paula's existing outstanding
architecture and capitalize on an
agricultural theme and small town
character.
Reduce the large parking lots. Hide
parking between and behind buildings.
Use smaller, scattered parking lots.
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Implementation Measure

Policy

•
•
•
•

~

Maintain non-urban space and
proportions.
Provide setbacks with tree-lined
streets.
Provide landscape screening for
buildings and parking lots.
Development shall be designed to fit in
the context of what defines Santa
Paula: small scale, historical detailing.

43. (Land Use Element) The following
Development Standards for the West Area 2
expansion area shall be implemented through
a Specific Plan and subsequent development
approvals:

•

•
•
•
•

•

Establish a design theme for the area .
This theme should consider Santa
Paula's existing outstanding
architecture and an agricultural theme.
Reduce the large parking lots. Hide
parking between and behind buildings.
Use smaller, scattered parking lots.
Maintain non-urban space and
proportions.
Provide setbacks with tree-lined
streets.
Provide landscaping screening for
buildings and parking lots.
Development shall emphasize the
small village concept with small
buildings.

54. (Land Use Element) Establish design standards
for various areas (downtown, railroad corridor,
city entrances/gateways, Harvard Blvd.) and
provide for design review and approval for new
development and remodeling of existing
buildings in these areas in accordance with the
Sp eci al Study Areas implementation
measures included below.

55. (Land Use Element) Develop design standards
for hillside housing that includes the following:

•

•
•
•
•

Set buildings into the hillside as (a)
part of a contour grading design plan
or (b) developed on piles to minimize
grading.
Keep development below the ridgeline
to avoid interruption of natural
ridgelines.
Conduct most of the grading under the
buildings.
Minimize exposed foundations and
undersides of structures.
Avoid excessive downhill cantilevers .
City of Santa Paula
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Implementation Measure

Policy

•

'

A void tall support columns for
overflanging areas.
Retaining walls should not exceed 50
feet in length and 6 feet in height.
Stepped grading should be used to
allow for minimal retaining wall height
and length.
Long continuous retaining wall or
screen walls should be undulated or
broken by buttresses, pilasters or
planters.
Retaining walls should be colored to
blend with the background.

•
•
•

•

56. (Land Use Element) Use the following design
standards for review of proposed infill
commercial and residential development that
includes the following:

•
•
•

•

Architectural style should be
compatible with the existing
neighborhood style.
The size, scale and bulk of new
development should be comparable to
existing neighboring buildings.
Avoid crowding or out-scaling
neighboring buildings through
appropriate review of massing of
proposed structures.
Avoid large expanses of building walls .

121 . (Land Use Element) New development and
remodels on Railroad Corridor lands that are
outside of the Downtown Improvement Plan
area shall be reviewed for consistency with the
following design principles:

•

•
•

•
•

•

r

Buildings should provide a backdrop of
railroad-related architecture reflecting
an early 20th Century civic industrial
style.
Buildings should reflect the simple
forms of the citrus industry packing
houses and railroad support buildings.
Buildings should incorporate larger one
and two-story masses with pitched
roof, overhangs and heavy rustic
detailing.
Building design should highlight rather
than hide structural elements such as
rafter ends, trusses and attic vents.
Design elements can be massive and
exaggerated in scale to highlight their
obvious functions.
Utility areas, storage yards and
equipment must be screened from
view of the street and the railroad right-
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Policy

Implementation Measure

•

•
•

•
•

•

of-way by walls, fences or landscaping.
Building masses should be simple,
broken by occasional changes in wall
plane.
Buildings need not front on the public
street or the railroad right-of-way.
Highly prominent architectural features
are encouraged to provide landmarks
along the railroad line.
Residential buildings should reflect
traditional craftsman style and scale.
Each individual dwelling should be
expressed as a single identifiable unit
through pronounced roof forms,
changes in building mass, pronounced
entryways or front porches.
Garages and auto access shall be
used to separate residential units from
the railroad tracks to minimize noise
impacts.

127. (Land Use Elemenf) Implement public
improvements and streetscape improvements
for the Harvard Blvd. in accordance with a plan
to be adopted by the City Council.
128. (Land Use Elemenf) New development and
remodels in the Harvard Blvd. Corridor shall be
reviewed for consistency with the following
design principles:

•

•

.
•
•

•

•

Building size and scale shall be
compatible with the existing boulevard
buildings.
Where possible, buildings should front
on the street with parking to the side or
rear of the building.
Architecture should be reminiscent of
early 20th Century highway-related
architecture using brick, tile, smooth
ornamented stucco, chrome, stainless
steel and glass.
Open generous store front display
areas should be provided.
Avoid strip development by providing
buildings w ith no more than 50 feet of
frontage.
Buildings in excess of 50 feet in length
should be designed to appear as
several small buildings. Free-standing
buildings are encouraged.
Adaptive reuse of existing buildings is
encouraged.

41 . (Cons/OS Element) Establish a scenic route in
downtown Santa Paula with signage and
brochures.
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Implementation Measure

Policy
'

42. (Cons/OS Element) Develop standards for new
development along the scenic routes designated
in this element, including regulation of land uses
and intensities, requiring detailed site planning,
control of outdoor advertising, control of earth
moving, landscaping requirements, architectural
control and equipment/storage screening.
44. (Cons/OS Element) Establish the State
designation for scenic highways along SR 126
and 150.
45. (Cons/OS Element) The City should work with
Caltrans and the Federal Highway Administration
to seek funding to enhance the scenic quality of
SR 126 and 150.
46. (Cons/OS Element) Re-establish the scenic
drive through the City of Santa Paula scenic and
historic neighborhoods.

Italicized text indicates text of the General Plan that has been revised dunng the EIR process.

The above polices and implementation measures would effectively mitigate most potential
visual impacts associated with development visible from existing viewing corridors. The
design standards for the expansion areas and hillside areas include provisions for cluster
development, open space protection, the use of natural materials in flood control, and
appropriate buffering and setbacks. These standards also protect views of ridgelines, and
enhance the urban environment by promoting street trees and other landscape features. The
standards for Harvard Boulevard and the rail corridor similarly ensure compatibility with the
existing development along those corridors. The Downtown Improvement Plan would also
ensure that continued development in the heart of the City enhances, rather than detracts from,
the visual environment. One additional measure is recommended to fully mitigate potential
visual impacts associated with development in East Area 1, as described as Mitigation Measure
AES-l(a) below. Language to this effect could be added to Land Use Element Implementation
Measure 40, which concerns design standards in East Area 1.
AES-l(a)

Sound Wall Avoidance. The use of sound walls, or any other
architectural features that could block views from the freeway or other
view corridors, should be discouraged to the extent possible. Clustered
development in East Area 1 should be sufficiently setback from the
freeway to preclude the need for sound walls. The results of an
acoustical study for development in this area should be used as the basis
for design that minimizes both noise and visual impacts. Noise
mitigation should be achieved with setbacks and earthen berms.

Significance After Mitigation. With proposed design standards and mitigation measures,
impacts would be less than significant.

r
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Impact AES-2

Proposed development under the General Plan would introduce new
sources of light and glare into the environment. Potential impacts to
existing development would be Class II, significant but mitigable.

Buildout under the proposed General Plan would increase the ambient nighttime lighting and
daytime glare potential throughout the City. Increased lighting could come from street lights,
parking lot lights, and signage on business establishments. Increased glare could come from
building materials, roofing materials and windows reflecting sunlight. Potential impacts
throughout the planning area are considered significant.
Mitigation Measures. The following relevant General Plan policies and implementation
measures address potential light and glare impacts. For the full text of proposed policies and
implementation measures, refer to the proposed General Plan.
Policy
3.n.n

(Land Use Elemenf) Require that
all commercial development
provide buffers with adjacent
residential uses or residentially
zoned property, including:
decorative walls, landscaped
setbacks, restricted vehicular
access, proper siting and
screening of trash and service
areas and control of lighting. (IM
13, 20, 24, 29)

Implementation Measure
42. (Land Use Elemenf) Development shall
emphasize the small village concept with small
buildings.
Land Use Element Measures 39-41,43, 55 and 56
include architectural standards for new development
in the City and expansion areas.
42. (Cons/OS Elemenf) Develop standards for new
development along the scenic routes designated
in this element, including regulation of land uses
and intensities, requiring detailed site planning,
control of outdoor advertising, control of earth
moving , landscaping requirements, architectural
control and equipment/storage screening.

The above polices and implementation measures would minimize light and glare impacts to the
extent possible. The design standards for new development typically include the use of nonreflective materials that complement the natural environment. Large parking lots are
discouraged, minimizing the potential for lighting impacts. The use of street trees is strongly
encouraged under the proposed General Plan, further reducing potential light and glare
impacts. The standards also encourage the use of small buildings, while discouraging large
wall expanses that could reflect light. One additional mitigation measure is recommended to
fully mitigate potential impacts, as shown below:
AES-2(a)

Lighting Fixtures. New lighting that is part of residential, commercial,
industrial or recreational development shall be oriented away from
sensitive uses, and shielded to the extent possible to minimize potential
spill over and glare. This measure should be applied to design standards
specified for new development in the expansion areas as well as any infill
development.
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Significance After Mitigation. Proposed General Plan policies and implementation
measures, in conjunction with the recommended mitigation measure, would reduce potential
light and glare impacts to a less than significant level.
Impact AES-3

Proposed development in the expansion areas (particularly Adams
Canyon, Fagan Canyon, East Area 1, and West Area 2) will
unavoidably alter the existing rural visual character of those areas.
Such impacts are considered Class I, significant and unavoidable.

Buildout under the General Plan would convert large rural areas to urban or suburban uses.
Adams Canyon, Fagan Canyon, and East Area 1 would be the most highly impacted, as each
currently supports only agriculture and/ or open space. Impacts associated with each area are
described below.

Adams and Fagan Canyons. Currently, Adams and Fagan Canyons collectively include about
7,500 acres of open land, much of it used for ranching and grazing. The canyons are clearly
rural in character, largely inaccessible to the public. Implementation of the proposed General
Plan would result in low density residential development in both canyons. Adams Canyon
would support about 2,250 homes, while Fagan Canyon would support an additional 450. Both
areas would include other suburban amenities, including schools, parks, and a small
neighborhood commercial center. Adams Canyon would also include a resort hotel and golf
course. New roadways would be required to serve development in each area. About 200 acres
of passive open space (not including lands used for recreational purposes) would be preserved
within each canyon.
Development of this scale and magnitude would clearly change the rural nature of the two
canyons to a more suburban environment. Such impacts are considered significant.

East Area 1 and West Area 2. East Area 1 and West Area 2 currently support over 700 acres of
cultivated agriculture. The rural character of East Area 1 would be changed by development of
up to 900 homes, a school, parks, hotel and golf course. West Area 2 would be changed by
substantial industrial development. Such impacts are considered significant.
Mitigation Measures. The following relevant proposed General Plan policies and
implementation measures address potential impacts to the rural character of Adams Canyon,
Fagan Canyon, East Area 1, and West Area 2. Refer to the General Plan for a complete listing of
policies and implementation measures.

"'

Policy

4.p.p.

Policy direction for development in Adams
and Fagan Canyons. (IM 33, 39)

4.q.q

Policy direction for development in East
Area 1. (IM 33, 40, 41)

4.r.r.

Policy direction for development in West
Area 2. (IM 35, 43)

Implementation Measure

-

39. The following Development Standards for the
Adams Canyon and Fagan Canyon expansion
areas shall be implemented through a Specific
Plan(s) and subsequent development approvals:

•

r

T>

Development shall be designed and
sited to maintain the character of
significant open spaces, to maintain
views and vistas and to protect natural
habitat.
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Implementation Measure

Policy
,,

•
•
•

.
•
•

•

•

Require the use of architectural design
themes which complement and do not
dominate the setting.
Use building materials, colors and
forms that contribute to a
neighborhood character.
Clustering of development is required
to protect open space, agriculture and
habitat.
Use extensive landscaping,
xeriscaping, etc. 40% of
lots/development shall be landscaped
or natural open space.
Oil seeps shall be contained and
buffered.
Locate building pads and develop the
sites and roadways with minimized
grading and reduced amounts of cut
and fill slopes.
Require the inclusion of drainage and
flood control improvements designed
to be natural in appearance.
Avoid ridgeline development on
prominent ridgelines.

Land Use Element implementation measures 40
and 43 guide development in East Area 1 and West
Area 2, respectively.

The above polices and implementation measures ensure that development in the rural areas
would have a high quality urban form. The standards also encourage cluster development,
open space protection, and the use of natural materials. However, they would not alter the
essential change in character from rural to suburban. No additional mitigation measures are
available to address this impact, which would be significant and unavoidable.
Significance After Mitigation. Impacts to the rural character of Adams Canyon, Fagan
Canyon, East Area 1, and West Area 2 would remain significant and unavoidable, even with
proposed policies and implementation measures.
Impact AES-4

Buildout under the proposed General Plan could result in
development that is insensitive to the need for high quality
architectural design, landscaping and public art. It could also result
in visually intrusive features, such as additional billboard
advertising. This is considered a Class II, significant but mitigable
impact.

The proposed General Plan would allow substantial new development. This presents an
opportunity to improve the aesthetic quality of the City by the inclusion of public art,
distinctive architecture, and well-integrated landscaping. It also presents an opportunity to
improve other publicly visible features, such as signs. The potential for the proliferation of
visually intrusive signs, particularly billboards, would degrade the aesthetic character of the
City of Santa Paula
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City and Santa Clara Valley. Without adequate assurances built into the General Plan itself,

future development could degrade the visual quality of the City's built environment. Potential
impacts are considered significant.
Mitigation Measures. The following relevant General Plan policies and implementation
measures address potential impacts to the provision of public art, distinctive architecture, and
complementary landscaping. They also address sign-related issues. Refer to the General Plan
for a complete listing of all policies and implementation measures directed development design
features.
-·

"'

Policy

Implementation Measure

3.q.q.

(Land Use Element) Promote artist livework studios as a viable mixed use in
commercial areas. (JM 13, 19)

3kkk.

(Land Use Element) Provide incentives for
development that will:
• Contribute significant social and
economic benefits to the City and
citizens.
• Provide distinctive architectural design
and site planning.
• Incorporate streetscape and other
public urban design amenities which
contribute to a high quality image and
benefit the community. (IM 13)

48. (Land Use Element) When the freeway
interchanges are improved to provide more
capacity, incorporate public art, agricultural
theme elements, public space, and or natural
elements to promote the aesthetics. An art in
public places program may be developed to
assist in these efforts.
49. (Land Use Element) Develop a plan to promote
and enhance the Veterans Memorial Park as a
gathering place.
50. (Land Use Element) Develop an urban plaza
and amphitheater in the downtown to serve as a
community gathering and performing place.
51. (Land Use Element) Amend the sign ordinance,
as necessary to carry out the urban form goals,
objectives and policies and the signage program,
including:

•
•

Pursue the acquisition and removal of
billboards along major viewsheds as
funding is available.
Adopt an abatement program for illegal
signs and to phase out nonconforming signs over an acceptable
amortization period.

52. (Land Use Element) Develop a street tree
program to provide a master plan for street tree
placement and replacement to promote an urban
forestry program.
122. (Land Use Element) Design standards shall be
developed for new development, signage and
public improvements to be located at the
entrances to the City (at the Santa Paula
Freeway ramps, Main Street, Telegraph Road,
and Harvard Blvd.)
124.(Land Use Element) When the freeway
interchanges are improved to provide more
capacity. incorporate public art, agricultural
theme elements. public space, and/or natural
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Policy

Implementation Measure

..
elements to promote the aesthetics.
10. (Cons/OS Element) Expand the urban forest
through a City-sponsored Street Tree Master
Plan and "orchard" plantings in large new parking
lots.

Italicized text indicates text of the General Plan which has been revised during the EIR process.

The above polices and implementation measures ensure that development includes sufficient
provisions for public art and distinctive architecture. Measures related to the placement and
design of signs would also contribute to high quality visual environment. The following
mitigation measure, in conjunction with above policies and implementation measures, is
recommended to minimize the potential for visually obtrusive features.
AES-4(a)

Flood Control Project Design. Flood control projects should be designed
utilizing colors, materials, and other design features which allow the
projects to blend into the surrounding environment to the greatest extent
possible.

Significance After Mitigation. With proposed policies and implementation measures
contained in the General Plan in addition to the recommended mitigation measwe, impacts
would be less than significant.
Impact AES-5

Development within East Areas 1 and 2 and West Area 2 would occur
within gateway" locations with respect to the City of Santa Paula.
The character of development in these areas will play an important
role in shaping the way in which passing motorists perceive the City
of Santa Paula. This is considered a Class II, significant but mitigable
impact.
/1

Much of the City is adjacent to SR 126, a major regional traffic corridor. Buildout under the
proposed General Plan would include substantial development near the eastern and western
gateways to the City, particularly in East Areal, East Area 2, and West Area 2. Freeway
interchanges serving the City also function as gateways for motorists. Because of the high
visual sensitivity of gateway locations, particular emphasis should be given to development in
these locations. Potential impacts are significant.
Mitigation Measures. The following relevant General Plan Land Use Element policies
and implementation measures address potential impacts to gateway locations near the City.
Refer to the General Plan for a the full text of all policies and implementation measures.
Policy
9.r.r.

Promote aesthetics and visibility for the
City's freeway and arterial gateways. (IM
122, 123, 124)

Implementation Measure
Land Use Element Measures 40, 41, and 43 include
architectural standards for new development in the
East Area 1, East Area 2, and West Area 2.
122. Design standards shall be developed for new
development, signage and public
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Implementation Measure

Policy

improvements to be located at the entrances
to the City (at the Santa Paula Freeway
ramps, Main Street, Telegraph Road, and
Harvard Blvd.)
123. The following design principles shall be used
for the City gateway areas:

•
•

The east and west gateways shall
acknowledge and provide a differentiation
between the rural and urban environment.
The freeway gateways shall have a unifying
visual identity program that acknowledges
arrival and directs visitors. Features of natural
stone, wood, and brick are appropriate for this
civic sign/identity program.

124. When the freeway interchanges are improved
to provide more capacity, incorporate public
art, agricultural theme elements, public
space, and/or natural elements to promote
the aesthetics.

The above polices and implementation measures ensure that development in gateway locations
would include elements to present a positive visual first impression or visitors coming to the
City. No additional mitigation measures are required.
Significance After Mitigation. With proposed policies and implementation measures
contained in the General Plan, impacts would be less than significant.
Impact AES-6

Development under the General Plan would unavoidably alter the
character of the City of Santa Paula to a more urban environment.
This is a Class I, significant unavoidable impact.

Development within the Santa Paula planning area would alter the aesthetic character of the
City and region. Many areas at the edge of the existing City limits would be altered from a
rural agricultural character to a more urbanized environment. Adams Canyon and Fagan
Canyon would be transformed from open space and grazing lands into a more suburban
development pattern. In all, 9,570 acres of land that are currently in agricultural or open space
uses would be transformed into urban or suburban development under the General Plan. This
would unavoidably alter the compact, small town character of the City. Development would
instead change Santa Paula into a larger city with a small town core, surrounded by suburban
development. The change in character of the City is considered to be a significant unavoidable
impact.
Mitigation Measures. All the General Plan policies and implementation measures listed
for impacts AES-1 through AES-5 address potential impacts to the City's character. These
policies and implementation measures would reduce potential visual impacts to the extent
possible, but would not be sufficient to fully maintain the City's existing small town character.
No other mitigation measures are available.

r
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Significance After Mitigation. Proposed development would unavoidably alter the
existing character of the City. Impacts would be reduced, but would remain significant, even
with proposed General Plan implementation measures.
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4.3 TRANSPORTATION and CIRCULATION
Full buildout of the General Plan will generate approximately 98,167 average daily trips (ADT) and
9,730 peak hour trips (PHT). A portion of the trips generated in the expansion areas will interact with
other land uses within the City (internal trips), while a percentage of the trips will travel to and from
destinations outside the City (external trips). The addition of traffic generated by General Plan buildout
will impact several existing roadway segments and intersections in the City, resulting in Class II,
significant but mitigable impacts.
Several improvements will be required to upgrade the City's existing circulation system and to provide
for fu.ture access to the proposed expansion areas. These improvements include roadway widenings,
completion of missing roadway links, construction of intersection improvements (including several
interchange modifications), installation of new traffic signals, and construction of new roadways and
intersections to serve the expansion areas.
In addition to the traffic increases on the City's backbone street system, traffic volumes will also increase
on local streets serving primarily residential areas. This would be a Class II, significant but mitigable
impact. It is recommended that the City develop a neighborhood traffic management program to address
fu.ture increases in traffic within residential areas.
Buildout of the General Plan will result in increased demands for transit, bicycle and pedestrian facilities
within the City which would not be accommodated by the existing system. This would be a Class II,
significant but mitigable impact. It is recommended that the City expand the existing transit, pedestrian
and bicycle network available to the community as General Plan buildout occurs, and that new
development be designed to accommodate enhanced transit, pedestrian and bicycle facilities.
Regional growth in the Santa Clara Valley in conjunction with growth associated with General Plan
buildout is not expected to result in significant cumulative impacts as traffic volumes would be
adequately accommodated by the existing 4-lane freeway (SR 126).
4.3.1

Setting

a. Existing Roadway Network. The roadway network serving Santa Paula is generally
configured in a grid system comprised of regional freeways, State highways, arterial streets,
collector streets, and local streets. Figure 4.3-1 illustrates the major components of the City's
existing circulation system, and Table 4.3-1 lists the north-south and east-west facilities. The
following text provides a brief description of the major components of the City's existing street
network.
State Route 126. State Route 126 (SR 126) is a four-lane freeway, which runs in an eastwest direction and bisects the City south of Harvard Boulevard. This facility provides regional
access to Santa Paula, connecting to the City of Ventura and U.S. Highway 101 on the west and the
community of Fillmore and Interstate Route 5 on the east. Freeway interchanges are provided at
Briggs Road, Peck Road, Palm Avenue and 10th Street. East of the 10th Street interchange, the
Santa Paula Freeway transitions into a four-lane undivided highway. Additional access to the
eastern area of the City is provided via an at-grade signalized intersection at Hallock Drive.
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Table 4.3-1. Existing City Circulation Element Street Classifications
North-South Facilities
Freeways/State Highways
SR 150
Arterials
Peck Road
Palm Avenue
12th Street s/o Main Street
Hallock Drive
Collectors
Cameron Street
Steckel Rd
6th Street
8th Street
10th Street nlo Santa Paula Street
12th Street n/o Main Street

East-West Facilities

SR 126
Main Street
Telegraph Road
Harvard Boulevard
Faulkner Road (Peck to SR 126)
Foothill Road (e/o Peck)
Say Road
Virginia Terrace
Santa Paula Street
Santa Barbara Street
Santa Maria Street

State Route 150. State Route 150 (SR 150) is a major north-south arterial in the eastern
portion of the City. Within the City, this roadway is named Ojai Road and 10th Street. The route
distributes and collects freeway-bound traffic and accommodates intra-city trips. Access points
onto this route include many local streets within the City of Santa Paula. SR 150 connects with SR
126 via the 10th Street interchange. SR 150 extends north of Santa Paula connecting to the City of
Ojai.
Palm Avenue. Palm Avenue is a two-lane north-south arterial street serving both
commercial and industrial land uses, as well as residential development in the northern portion of
the City. Palm Avenue extends south of SR 126 providing good access to the existing and future
industrial lands located in this area of the City. Palm Avenue is centrally located within the City
and has a full access interchange at SR 126.
Peck Road. Peck Road is a north-south arterial located in the western portion of the City.
A full-access interchange is provided at the SR 126 freeway. Peck Road serves the industrial and
commercial uses located adjacent to the SR 126 interchange. The majority of abutting westerly
land to the north is in low intensity agricultural use, with residential homes to the east. Peck Road
extends south of SR 126 serving the industrial, agricultural and residential land uses in this area of
the City.
12th Street. 12th Street is a north-south arterial street serving residential, commercial and
heavy industrial uses north of Harvard Boulevard. The majority of this route is fully developed
with curb and gutter. South of Harvard Boulevard, this street provides an arterial connection
between Santa Paula and the South Mountain area.
Hallock Drive. Hallock Drive is a four-lane north-south arterial located adjacent to the
eastern City limits. This roadway provides access to the commercial and industrial land uses
located north and south of SR 126 in the eastern area of the City. Hallock Drive provides access to
SR 126 via an at-grade signalized intersection.
City of Santa Paula
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·M ain Street. Main Street is the major east-west arterial bisecting the downtown area.
From its junction with Peck Road through the western portions of the City, abutting land uses
include light industrial, commercial development and residential units. The western segment of
Main Street is presently two lanes wide except for a short four-lane segment between 7th Street
and Oak Street:
Main Street is two-lanes wide east of 12th Street. The City is currently in the process of redesigning
the downtown segment of Main Street between 7th Street and 12th Street to convert the exiting
four-lane street to a two-lane street with angled parking.
Harvard Boulevard. Harvard Boulevard serves as the City's major east-west arterial. This
facility parallels the north side of the freeway serving mostly commercial uses. This roadway also
provides regional access to the City, as it connects to Telegraph Road on the west side of the City
which extends westerly to the City of Ventura. Four lanes are provided with a left-tum median
between Peck Road and 10th Street. Traffic flows along Harvard Boulevard are the highest in the
City.
Telegraph Road. Telegraph Road is a two-lane facility, which extends westerly from Peck
Road, ultimately connecting to the City of Ventura. This roadway serves as an alternative route to
the freeway for traffic traveling to and from the Ventura area. A short segment of Telegraph Road
also extends easterly from the intersection of Main Street and Harvard Boulevard, terminating east
of Hallock Drive.
Faulkner Road. Faulkner Road is an east-west arterial which parallels the north·side of SR
126, is located in the western portion of the City. This roadway provides a connection between
Peck Road and the westbound SR 126 ramps located adjacent to the KMART shopping center.
b. Roadway Operations. Figure 4.3-2 illustrates the existing average daily traffic (AD'!)
volumes for the regional highways and arterial streets adjacent to and within the City. The
existing traffic volumes for the Santa Paula street system were collected in 1994, 1995and1996.
Review of the current traffic volume data indicate that traffic levels in the City have remained
relatively constant over the past few years.
In rating a roadway's operating condition, "Levels of Service" (LOS) A through F are applied. LOS
A and LOS B represent primarily free-flow operations, LOS C represents stable conditions, LOS D
nears unstable operations with restrictions on maneuverability within traffic streams, LOS E
represents unstable operations with maneuverability very limited, and LOS F represents
breakdown or forced flow conditions (more complete definitions of levels of service are included
in the Appendix B).

The operational characteristics of the study-area roadways were analyzed based on the City's
roadway classification system, which is presented in Table 4.3-1, and the corresponding roadway
design capacities, which are summarized in Appendix B. The operation of the SR 126 freeway
segments were calculated using the methodology outlined in the 1994 Highway Capacity Manual.
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The ADT volumes presented in Figure 4.3-2 indicate that the City's arterial streets currently
operate at LOS C or better. The freeway segments of SR 126 within the City currently operate in
the LOS B range.
c. Intersection Operations. Because traffic flow on the City's street network is most
restricted at intersections, evaluations of existing and future traffic volumes must consider the
operating conditions of key intersections during peak travel periods. The level of service grading
system discussed previously for street operations is also used to rate intersection operations.
Existing P.M. peak hour traffic volumes for 21 key intersections within the City were obtained
from counts conducted by ATE staff. A summary of the existing intersection peak hour traffic
(PHT) volumes is presented in Appendix B. Levels of service for the signalized study-area
intersections were calculated using the Intersection Capacity Utilization (ICU) methodology
developed by the Ventura County Transportation Commission for the Congestion Management
Program (CMP) (1991). A summary of this methodology is presented in Appendix B. Levels of
service for the two-way and all-way stop controlled intersections were analyzed using the
unsignalized calculation methodologies contained in the 1994 Highway Capacity Manual (HCM).
Level of service calculation worksheets are contained in Appendix B.
Table 4.3-2 lists the existing P.M. peak hour levels of service for each of the key intersections
analyzed in this report. The data presented in Table 4.3-2 indicates that the City's key
intersections connecting the highway, arterial and major collectors streets in the system are
currently operating in the LOS A-B range, which represent good operations. The SR 126
interchange at 10th Street operates at LOS C during the peak hour period, which is considered
acceptable by City standards.

4.3.2

General Plan Buildout Development Potential

a. Trip Generation. New trips will be generated by buildout of existing vacant and
undeveloped parcels located within the current City limits as well as development of the land
uses envisioned for the expansion areas outlined in the Land Use Element. Trip generation
estimates were developed for the General Plan buildout scenario based on the rates listed in the
Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) trip generation report (1995).
Table 4.3-3 summarizes the average daily and peak hour trip generation estimates developed
for the existing City area and the proposed expansion areas. A worksheet showing the detailed
trip generation calculations for the various land uses proposed in each area is included in
AppendixB.
The data presented in Table 4.3-3 indicate that General Plan buildout will generate a total of
98,167 ADT and 9,730 PHT. A portion of the trips generated in the expansion areas will interact
with other land uses within the City (internal trips), while a percentage of the trips will travel to
and from destinations outside the City (external trips).
b. Trip Distribution. The trips generated by buildout of the General Plan were
distributed onto the City's street network utilizing a traffic model developed by ATE for this
study. The model distribution assumed the roadway extensions and gap closures outlined in
City of Santa Paula
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Table 4.3-2. Existing Intersection Levels of Service
Intersection
Briggs Rd/Telegraph Rd
Peck Rd/Santa Paula St
Peck Rd/Main St-Telegraph Rd
Faulkner Rd/SR 126 WB Ramps
Peck Rd/SR 126 EB Ramps
Steckel Rd/Santa Paula St
Steckel Rd/Main St
Steckel Rd/Harvard Blvd
Palm Ave/Santa Paula St
Palm Ave/Main St
Palm Ave/Harvard Blvd
Palm Ave/SR 126 WB Ramps"
Palm Ave/SR 126 EB Ramps"
10th St/Santa Paula St
1oth St/Main St
10th St/Harvard Blvd
10th St/SR 126 WB Ramps"
10th St/SR 126 EB Rampsa
12th St/Main St
12th St/Harvard Blvd
Main St/Harvard Blvd-Telegraph Rda
Hallock Drive/SR 126

.
b

c

Control Type

ICU or Delay

1-Way Stop
4-Way Stop
Signal
4-Way Stop
4-Way Stop
4-Way Stop
4-Way Stop
Signal
4-Way Stop
Signal
Signal
1-Way Stop
1-Way Stop
Signal
Signal
Signal
1-Way Stop
1-Way Stop
Signal
Signal
1-Way Stop
Signal

5.4 Sec
0.21
0.63
0.18
0.37
0.38
0.40
0.30
0.44
0.35
0.45
7.6 Sec
13.8 Sec
0.55
0.47
0.61
5.6 Sec.
19.7 Sec
0.35
0.28
2.8 Sec
"

LOS
LOSC
LOS A
LOS B
LOSA
LOSA
LOS A
LOSA
LOSA
LOSA
LOSA
LOSA
LOS B
LOSS
LOSA
LOSA
LOS B
LOSS
LOSC
LOSA
LOSA
LOSA
LOS A/B

ICU not applicable. Level of service based on average delay per vehicle.
Level of service based on operation of 1Oth St/Harvard Blvd intersection due to close proximity.
ICU or delay not available.

the updated Circulation Element, as illustrated in Figure 4.3-3. Once distributed, the daily and
peak hour trips were assigned to the future City street network. General Plan buildout ADT
volumes forecast for the City street network are shown in Figure 4.3-4. The General Plan
buildout peak hour intersection volumes are illustrated in worksheets presented in Appendix B.

4.3.3 Impact Analysis
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. The City's Circulation Element
standards were used to determine the significance of traffic impacts generated by buildout of
the General Plan on the roadways and intersections located within the City. The City's
Circulation Element has adopted LOS C as the minimum service level for roadway and
intersection operations. Consequently, mitigation are required for operations at LOS Dor
worse.
b. Project and Cumulative Impacts. The following section reviews the potential
roadway and intersection impacts generated by buildout of the General Plan.

r
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Table 4.3-3. Trip Generation Estimates
Development Area/Land Use

Size

EXISTING CITY AREAS
Single Family Residence
Neighborhood Commercial
Industrial

1,977
6,508
4,894
13,379

178
123
681
982

1,905,750 SF
740,520 SF

8,080
3,140
11,220

1,124
437
1,561

742 Units
90 Units
68 Units
10 Acres
13.5 Acres
18 Holes

6,023
448
397
90
10
575
7,543

637
42
36
5
1
51
772

50 Acres
544,500 SF
718,740 SF
337,590 SF

15,000
20,381
3,047
1,431
39,859

1,200
1,933
424
199
3,756

1,980 Units
180 Units
90 Units
152,460 SF
25 Acres
34 Acres
230 Units
36 Holes

16,073
897
526
930
225
26
2,001
1,150
21 ,828

1,700
84
48
84
11
2
175
103
2,207

450 Units
76,230 SF
7 Acres

3,868
465
5
4,338

409
42
1
452

Subtotal
EAST1
Single Family Residence
Condominium
Apartment
School
Park
Golf Course
Subtotal
EAST2
Auto Sales
Big Box Retail
Research & Development
Industrial
Subtotal
ADAMS CANYON
Single Family Residence
Condominium
Apartment
Neighborhood Commercial
School
Park
Hotel
Golf Course
Subtotal
FAGAN CANYON
Single Family Residence
Neighborhood Commercial
Park
Subtotal
SOUTH MOUNTAIN
Passive Recreation I 6 soccer fields

15 acres
Total

Peak Hour
Trips
(PHT)

207 Units
228,690 SF
1, 154,340 SF
Subtotal

WEST2
Research & Development
Industrial

Average
Daily Trips
(ADT)

NA

NA

98,167

9,730

City of Santa Paula
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Impact T-1

Buildout of the General Plan will add 98,167 ADT to the local roadway
system, and a proportion of these trips will use the County's roadway
network. This would result in a Class II, significant but mitigable
impact.

Figure 4.3-4 shows the General Plan buildout ADT forecasts for the City's primary system of
highways, arterial and collector streets. Table 4.3-4 lists the existing and General Plan buildout
ADT volumes for the City's street network for comparison.

Table 4.3-4. Roadway Traffic Volumes
Average D_
aily Traffic
Existing
General Plan
Buildout

Facility

SR 150
n/o Say Road
n/o Santa Paula
n/o Main Street
s/o Main Street
SR 126
w/o Peck Road
w/o SR 150
e/o Hallock Drive
Peck Road
n/o Telegraph Road
s/o Telegraph Road
Palm Avenue s/o Main Street
12th Street
n/o Main Street
s/o Ventura Street
Main Street
w/o Palm Avenue
w/o 8th Street
Telegraph Road w/o Beckwith Road
Harvard Boulevard
w/o Steckel Drive
w/o Palm Avenue
w/o 8th Street
e/o Ventura Street
Foothill Road w/o Adams Canyon
Santa Paula Street
w/o Palm Avenue
w/o SR 150
elo 12th Street

3,600
12,000
14,000
12,600

7,000
14,500
17,800
19,000

35,000
26,500
21,000

68,900
62,600
26,000

4,100
11,400
8,700

13,000
20,400
15,800

7,600
4,400

11,700
6,700

6,900
8,000
6,600

7,300
10,400
7,200

10,800
16,200
14,700
2,500
1,400

15,300
19,200
17,700
14,900
10,000

6,300
4,600
2,500

12,100
7,600
4,300

The General Plan buildout projections illustrated in Figure 4.3-4 indicate that volumes on the
freeway segments of SR 126 adjacent to the City would increase to approximately 65,700 ADT
(on average), while the volumes on the undivided highway segment east of the City would
increase to 26,000 ADT. Volumes on the segment of SR 150 in the downtown area adjacent to
Main Street are expected to increase to between 14,900 and 17,800 ADT, while volumes on the
segments north of Santa Paula Street would increase to between 7,000 ADT and 14,500 ADT.
City of Santa Paula
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Harvard Boulevard, the City's main east-west arterial, is expected to carry approximately 19,200
ADT between Steckel Drive and Palm Avenue, and 17,900 ADT between Palm Avenue and 10th
Street. Other roads within the center of the City, such as Main Street, Palm Avenue and Santa
Paula Street, are forecast to carry 10,400 ADT, 15,800 ADT and 12,100 ADT, respectively. Peck
Road is forecast to carry between 13,000 ADT and 20,400 ADT. Towards the northwestern comer
of the City, Foothill Road is forecast to increase to 10,700 ADT.
As a result of the development of the expansion areas located along the perimeter of the City,
several new roadways will need to be constructed in order to provide access. The future roadway
providing access to Adams Canyon is forecast to carry 21,800 ADT. The extension of Peck Road
south of the SR 126 interchange is expected to carry 9,800 ADT as a result of development in the
southern portion of the City. Also, the extension of Faulkner Road, west of the KMART shopping
center is forecast to carrv between 2,400 ADT and 6,400 ADT. On the east end of the City, the
section of Hallock Dri' e north of SR 126, is forecast to carry 22,000 ADT, while the section south of
SR 126 is forecast to carry 15,700 ADT.
Based on the ADT forecasts, the following roadway segments would be potentially impacted by
General Plan buildout:
•

SR 150 (Ojai Road): North of Say Road to Oakdale Place

•

Santa Paula Street: Segments between SR 150 and 12th Street and from Citrus to Grant Line
Street

•

Harvard Boulevard/Telegraph Road: East of Santa Paula Creek and between 8th Street
and 12th Street

•

Peck Road: Harvard Boulevard to Foothill Road North of Fillmore Street

•

Foothill Road: West of Peck Road.

In addition to the impacts to the existing street segments, development of the expansion areas will
require the construction of new roads to facilitate access. These roadway extensions are detailed
below in mitigation measure T-1.

Mitigation Measures. The following relevant General Plan Circulation Element policies
and implementation measures address potential impacts to transportation and circulation. Refer
to the General Plan for a complete listing of all policies and implementation measures directed at
transportation and circulation issues.
Policy
7.b.b Sufficient funding should be obtained
to properly maintain, operate, and
improve the public street system.

Implementation Measure

5.

The City should implement a traffic
improvement fee program to offset the
capital improvement costs required to
accommodate new development.

6.

The City should consider all possible
alternative means of funding capital
City of Santa Paula
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Impact T-1

Buildout of the General Plan will result in the addition of 98,167 ADT
to the City's roadway system. This would result in a Class II,
significant but mitigable impact.

Figure 4.3-4 shows the General Plan buildout ADT forecasts for the City's primary system of
highways, arterial and collector streets. Table 4.3-4 lists the existing and General Plan buildout
ADT volumes for the City's street network for comparison.

Table 4.3-4. Roadway Traffic Volumes

-

Facility

'

Average Daily Traffic
General .Plan
Existing
Buildout

:,

SR 150
n/o Say Road
n/o Santa Paula
n/o Main Street
s/o Main Street
SR 126
w/o Peck Road
w/o SR 150
elo Hallock Drive
Peck Road
n/o Telegraph Road
s/o Telegraph Road
Palm Avenue s/o Main Street
12th Street
n/o Main Street
s/o Ventura Street
Main Street
w/o Palm Avenue
w/o 8th Street
Telegraph Road w/o Beckwith Road
Harvard Boulevard
wlo Steckel Drive
w/o Palm Avenue
w/o 8th Street
e/o Ventura Street
Foothill Road w/o Adams Canyon
Santa Paula Street
w/o Palm Avenue
wlo SR 150
elo 12th Street

3,600
12,000
14,000
12,600

7,000
14,500
17,800
19,000

35,000
26,500
21,000

68,900
62,600
26,000

4,100
11,400
8,700

13,000
20,400
15,800

7,600
4,400

11 ,700
6,700

6,900
8,000
6,600

7,300
10,400
7,200

10,800
16,200
14,700
2,500
1,400

15,300
19,200
17,700
14,900
10,000

6,300
4,600
2,500

12,100
7,600
4,300

-•"'"

The General Plan buildout projections illustrated in Figure 4.3-4 indicate that volumes on the
freeway segments of SR 126 adjacent to the City would increase to approximately 65,700 ADT
(on average), while the volumes on the undivided highway segment east of the City would
increase to 26,000 ADT. Volumes on the segment of SR 150 in the downtown area adjacent to
Main Street are expected to increase to between 14,900 and 17,800 ADT, while volumes on the
segments north of Santa Paula Street would increase to between 7,000 ADT and 14,500 ADT.

r
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Harvard Boulevard, the City's maill east-west arterial, is expected to carry approximately 19,200
ADT between Steckel Drive and Palm Avenue, and 17,900 ADT between Palm Avenue and 10th
Street. Other roads within the center of the City, such as Main Street, Palm Avenue and Santa
Paula Street, are forecast to carry 10,400 ADT, 15,800 ADT and 12,100 ADT, respectively. Peck
Road is forecast to carry between 13,000 ADT and 20,400 ADT. Towards the northwestern comer
of the City, Foothill Road is forecast to increase to 10,700 ADT.
As a result of the development of the expansion areas located along the perimeter of the City,
several new roadways will need to be constructed in order to provide access. The future roadway
providing access to Adams Canyon is forecast to carry 21,800 ADT. The extension of Peck Road
south of the SR 126 interchange is expected to carry 9,800 ADT as a result of development in the
southern portion of the City. Also, the extension of Faulkner Road, west of the KMART shopping
center is forecast to carry between 2,400 ADT and 6,400 ADT. On the east end of the City, the
section of Hallock Drive north of SR 126, is forecast to carry 22,000 ADT, while the section south of
SR 126 is forecast to carry 15,700 ADT.
Based on the ADT forecasts, the following roadway segments would be potentially impacted by
General Plan buildout:
•

SR 150 (Ojai Road): North of Say Road to Oakdale Place

•

Santa Paula Street: Segments between SR 150 and 12th Street and from Citrus to Grant Line
Street

•

Harvard Boulevard/Telegraph Road: East of Santa Paula Creek and between 8th Street
and 12th Street

•

Peck Road: Harvard Boulevard to Foothill Road North of Fillmore Street

•

Foothill Road: West of Peck Road.

In addition to the impacts to the existing street segments, development of the expansion areas will
require the construction of new roads to facilitate access. These roadway extensions are detailed
below in mitigation measure T-1.
Mitigation Measures. The following relevant General Plan Circulation Element policies
and implementation measures address potential impacts to transportation and circulation. Refer
to the General Plan for a complete listing of all policies and implementation measures directed at
transportation and circulation issues.
Policy

,,

7.b.b Sufficient funding should be obtained
to properly maintain, operate, and
improve the public street system.

Implementation Measure

5. The City should implement a traffic
improvement fee program to offset the
capital improvement costs required to
accommodate new development.

6.

The City should consider all possible
alternative means of funding capital
City of Santa Paula
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..
...

Implementation Me.a sure

Policy

-

..

improvements needed to meet traffic an
transportation needs generated by buildout
of the General Plan.

1Oa.a Transportation Demand Management
measures should be encouraged for
existing and new developments.

2. The City should promote traffic reduction

10e.e Street improvements should be
designed to reduce traffic congestion
and delay.

4. Street improvements which reduce traffic

strategies for new and existing
developments.
congestion and delay should be
encouraged by the City.

The above policies and implementation measures would serve to improve the City's circulation
system. However, the mitigation measures identified below are recommended to reduce impacts
to less than significant levels. Specifically, mitigation measures T-l(b) and T-l(c) are recommended
to upgrade the existing circulation system by improving the roadways and implementing a system
of development impact fees to offset improvement costs, respectively.
T-l(a)

Traffic Study Threshold/Scope. The following policy should be added into the
Circulation Element: The City should establish a threshold and standard work
scope for future traffic studies.

T-l(b)

Roadway Improvements. Several improvements will be required to upgrade
the City's existing circulation system and to provide for future access to the
proposed expansion areas. As detailed below, these improvements include
roadway widenings, completion of missing roadway links, and construction of
new roadways to serve the expansion areas. Table 4.3-5 presents a summary of
the proposed improvements.

Roadway Widenings.
SR 150 (Ojai Road). The two-lane segment of SR 150 north of Santa Paula Street varies in width
and does not contain curb, gutter and sidewalk in some areas. The existing right-of-way along
this roadway is predominantly 60 feet wide, with a pavement width of approximately 40 feet.
The General Plan buildout traffic volumes forecast for this roadway indicate that it would
operate acceptably with a ±50-52-foot curb-to-curb width on a 60 to 72-foot right-of-way (2
travel lanes, left-turn lanes, and parking).

In the north.em areas (from Oakdale Place north) several 12-foot widenings have been
completed on the west side. Completion of the west side widenings would therefore be
appropriate to achieve the revised 52-foot section in this area. The east side would be
completed (curb, gutter, sidewalk) within the existing right-of-way. South of Oakdale Place,
west side widenings could continue south to Say Road, but any widening further south of this
point on either the west side or east side would be very disruptive to adjacent properties and
very expensive. This lower section would be widened within the existing 60-foot right-of-way
to provide 50 feet of pavement.

City of Santa Paula
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Table 4.3-5. Roadway Mitigation Measures
Affected Roadway

Recommended Improvement
Roadway Widening

SR 150 (Ojai Road)
Santa Paula Street
Harvard BoulevardfTelegraph Road
Peck Road
Foothill Road

Roadway Gap Closures

Santa Barbara Street
Foothill Road
Santa Cruz Street
Santa Clara Street

Improvements for Expansion Areas

New connection to SR 126(East1)
Northerly extension of Hallock Drive (East 1)
Easterly extension of Santa Paula St (East 1)
Westerly extension of Lemonwood Dr (East 1)
Southerly extension of Peck Road (West 2)
Westerly extension of Faulkner Road (West 2)
Southerly extension of Todd Lane (West 2)
New connection to Foothill Road (Adams Cyn)
Various collector extensions (Fagan Cyn)
New connection to SR 150 (Fagan Cyn)

Santa Paula Street. The segments of Santa Paula Street between SR 150 and 12th Street, and from
Citrus Street to Grant Line Street, would require widening to match the existing fully-improved
section and to accommodate traffic increases generated by General Plan buildout. In general,
Santa Paula Street is constructed as a two-lane street approximately 50 feet wide with parking
and bicycle lanes. A small section of 12-foot widening remains to be completed on the south
side of Santa Paula Street near 14th Street. Between 10th Street and 12th Street, however, the
right-of-way is only 60 feet wide. The north property line aligns with adjacent street sections
but the south line does not. The existing pavement width is only 36 feet.
The preferred improvement strategy for Santa Paula Street is to widen the substandard sections
to ±50 feet within the existing 60-foot right-of-way. This would be the least costly method of
widening, but it would be somewhat out of character with the other sections to the west given
the reduced parkway widths.

Harvard Boulevard/Telegraph Road. The westerly segments of Telegraph Road and Harvard
Boulevard are generally developed with an 80-foot street section within a 100-foot right-of-way.
This is the recommended section between Peck Road to the western City limits.
Telegraph Road east of Santa Paula Creek has segments of 100 feet and 60 feet right-of-way.
The 88-foot major arterial street (within a 108-foot right-of-way) is recommended for this
section. The Santa Paula Creek bridge is four lanes wide. No widening is needed at this
structure. A short distance to the west, at Main Street, a small segment remains to be widened
to the 80-foot street width found elsewhere on Harvard Boulevard.
City of Santa Paula
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The most difficult segment of Harvard Boulevard to deal with is the section between 8th Street
and 12th Street, where the freeway has prevented the 20-foot widening on the south side found
elsewhere. West of 12th Street there is a 68-foot street width in an 80-foot right-of-way with
only 2 feet between the curb and the retaining wall on the south side. East of 12th Street, the 20foot northerly widening has not been accomplished, making the street width only 46 feet. A 20foot dedication and widening is needed through this section. This will be costly due to its
impacts on adjacent properties.

Peck Road. Widening Peck Road from Harvard Boulevard to Foothill Road to four-lanes should
be completed in order to accommodate future buildout volumes. The right-of-way on Peck
Road is generally 70-72 feet wide, with two sections only 60 feet wide. Given the future
development proposed for Adams Canyon, Peck Road will need to be improved to Major
Arterial or, at the very least, Arterial standards.
For the northern section of Peck Road (north of Fillmore Street), the recommended section
would include 70 feet of pavement on 82-83 feet of right-of-way. This would accommodate 4
travel lanes with left-tum channelization, bike lanes and no parking. For the segment of Peck
Road south of Fillmore Street, the recommended section would include 64 feet of pavement on
81 feet of right-of-way. This would accommodate 4 travel lanes with bike lanes and parking on
the west side of Peck Road. The west side of Peck Road north of Fillmore Street and the south
side of Foothill Road do not need sidewalk and parking because of the adjacent agriculture
uses. Only a few feet of right-of-way is needed behind the curb.
Roadway Gap Closures. Several of the City's streets are discontinuous, with gaps
between roadway sections. The existing roadway network should be completed in order to
facilitate traffic movement locally, and to accommodate General Plan buildout traffic volumes.
The following roadway links, included in the Circulation Element of the proposed General Plan,
would serve to mitigate potential transportation and circulation impacts.

Santa Barbara Street. The missing segment of Santa Barbara Street adjacent to Cemetery Road
should be completed in order to complete this collector and to provide adequate circulation in
the western area of the City. This link will require construction of a bridge over the Fagan
Canyon Creek.
Foothill Road. The missing segment of Foothill Road between Ridgecrest Drive and Hardison
Street should be completed in order to complete this collector and provide adequate circulation
in the western area of the City. This connection will allow Steckel Road to connect to the
westerly section of Foothill Road.
Santa Cruz Street. The missing segment of Santa Cruz Street adjacent to Fagan Barranca should
be completed in order to complete this local street and to provide adequate circulation in this
area of the City.
Santa Clara Street. The missing segment of Santa Clara Street between 11th and Oak Streets
should be completed in order to complete this local street and to provide adequate circulation in
this area of the City.
City of Santa Paula
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Improvements for Expansion Areas. The extension of existing roadways and
construction of new roadways will be required to serve the expansion areas identified in the
Land Use Element. A discussion of the roadway improvements that would be required for each
of the expansion areas is provided below.

East Area 1. Improvements to the SR 126/Hallock Drive intersection will be required to
accommodate future developments in this area. The current Loop Lane will be closed in
association with the northerly extension of Hallock Drive. A secondary inbound connection
from westbound SR 126 to the site is also recommended to relieve loading at the Hallock Drive
intersection. The easterly extension of Santa Paula Street is recommended to provide secondary
local access. Improvements to Harvard Boulevard, Main Street, and Telegraph Road will also
be required in this area of the City.
East A rea 2. As noted above, improvements to the SR 126/ Hallock Drive intersection will be
required. Secondary access will be provided via the extension of Santa Clara Street to
Lemonwood Drive. Improvements to the existing sections of Santa Clara Street, Harvard
Boulevard, Main Street, and Telegraph Road will also be required.
West Area 2. The southerly extension of Peck Road will be required to serve this area, as well as
construction of a new east-west industrial road from Todd Lane to Santa Maria Street.
Completion of the missing section of Faulkner Road between the existing segments east and
west of Todd Lane will be required, as well as the extension of Beckwith Road southerly across
the Southern Pacific Railroad tracks to Faulkner Road.
Adams Canyon. Primary access for Adams Canyon would be provided via an arterial roadway
extending northerly into the canyon from Foothill Road. A secondary access connection to SR
150 is also anticipated. Anticipated improvements on existing streets include widening Foothill
Road from Peck Road to the Adams Canyon access road to four lanes and widening Peck Road
from SR 126 to Foothill Road to four lanes. The Foothill Road/Peck Road intersection would be
modified to include a sweeping curve and the Foothill Road/ Adams Canyon intersection may
also be designed with a sweeping curve to encourage the use of Peck Road. The Foothill
Road/ Adams Canyon intersection will require signalization to accommodate the traffic volume
expected for that area.
Fazan Camion. Access to this area would be provided by several connections to existing streets,
which taken collectively, would provide access to the various development areas within the
canyon . Anticipated connections include Ridge Crest Drive, Lassen Drive, Shasta Drive,
Atmore Drive, Cemetery Road, Glade Drive, and 10th Street. Additional access may also be
provided by a connection to SR 150 in the Hillside Drive area.

T-l(c) Impact Fees. The City should implement a traffic improvement fee program to
offset the capital improvement costs required to accommodate new
d evelopment. Additionally, the City should participate in the County's regional
traffic mitigation fee program to mitigate impacts to the County's regional road
network.
City of Santa Paula
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As outlined in the preceding discussions, buildout of the General Plan will require an extensive
list of roadway improvements. The costs of these improvements will likely be greater than the
funding currently available to the City for capital improvement projects.
There are several options available to address funding shortfalls in this area. These include local
sales tax for transportation, which if approved by the electorate, could provide funding to the
County and cities for transportation infrastructure improvement purposes. This process must
be repeated every four years to continue. Other cities have utilized a utilities tax to fund
improvements.
An increasing number of local agencies are relying on user fees to help offset funding needs for
capital improvements. These fees are based in the degree to which development impacts create
the need for infrastructure improvements. In the case of the circulation system, such fees are
usually related to the daily or peak hour traffic, which will be added to the street system by the
development. These fees are used in combination with other available funds to implement the
transportation infrastructure improvements required to support the General Plan.

Significance After Mitigation. Implementation of the mitigation measures identified
above which are directed at roadway improvements would reduce transportation and
circulation impacts to less than significant levels.
Impact T-2

Buildout of the General Plan will result in the addition of 8,748 peak
hour trips to the key intersections within the City. This would result in
a Class II, sign.ificant but mitigable impact, as many of the key
intersections would operate below the City's LOS C standard assuming
existing geometrics and traffic controls.

Levels of service for the study-area intersections were calculated assuming the General Plan
buildout P.M. peak hour traffic volumes. Worksheets illustrating the buildout volumes for the
intersections are provided in Appendix B. Table 4.3-6 lists the results of the calculations and
compares the existing and General Plan buildout intersection capacity utilizations (ICU) and
level of service ratings for the P.M. peak hour. The data presented in Table 4.3-6 indicate that
several intersections would be significantly impacted by the buildout of the General Plan, as
listed below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Briggs Road/Telegraph Road - LOS F
Peck Road/Santa Paula Street - LOS D
Peck Road/Main Street-Telegraph Road-Harvard Boulevard - LOS F
Peck Road/SR 126 EB Ramps - LOSE
Palm Avenue/SR 126 EB Ramps - LOS F
10th Street/Harvard Boulevard - LOS E
10th Street/SR EB Ramps - LOS F
Main Street/Harvard Boulevard- Telegraph Road - LOS F

Mitigation Measure. The following relevant General Plan Circulation Element policies and
implementation measures address potential impacts to the transportation and circulation system.
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Table 4.3-6. Existing and General Plan Buildout Intersection Levels of Service
Intersection

Existing
ICU/LOS
5.4 Sec/LOS C
0.21/LOS A
0.63/LOS B
0.18/LOS A
0.37/LOS A
0.38/LOS A
0.40/LOS A
0.30/LOS A
0.44/LOS A
0.35/LOS A
0.45/LOS A
7.6 Sec/LOS B
13.8 Sec/LOS B
0.55/LOS A
0.47/LOS A
0.61/LOS B
5.6 Sec./LOS B
19.7 Sec/LOS C
0.35/LOS A
0.28/LOS A
2.8 Sec/LOS A
_ c/LOS A/B
..

Briggs Rdrrelegraph Rda
Peck Rd/Santa Paula St
Peck Rd/Main St-Telegraph Rd
Faulkner Rd/SR 126 WB Ramps
Peck Rd/SR 126 EB Ramps
Steckel Rd/Santa Paula St
Steckel Rd/Main St
Steckel Rd/Harvard Blvd
Palm Ave/Santa Paula St
Palm Ave/Main St
Palm Ave/Harvard Blvd
Palm Ave/SR 126 WB Ramps"
Palm Ave/SR 126 EB Ramps"
10th St/Santa Paula St
10th St/Main St
10th St/Harvard Blvd
10th St/SR 126 WB Rampsu
10th St/SR 126 EB Ramps"
12th St/Main St
12th St/Harvard Blvd
Main St/Harvard Blvd-Telegraph Rda
Hallock Drive/SR 126
d

b

c

General Plan
ICU/LOS
NA/LOS F
0.86/LOS D
1.15/LOS F
0.34/LOS A
0.95/LOS E
0.78/LOS C
0.51/LOS A
0.38/LOS A
0.65/LOS B
0.50/LOS A
0.79/LOS C
10.7 Sec./LOS C
NA/LOS F
0.76/LOS C
0.77/LOS C
0.97/LOS E
11.8 Sec./LOS C
NA/LOS F
0.62/LOS B
0.45/LOS A
NA/LOS F
0.77/LOS C

ICU n ot appflcable. Level of service based on average delay per vehicle expenenced at
the stop-sign controlled approaches.
Level of service based on operation of 10th St/Harvard Blvd intersection due to close
proximity.
ICU not available.

Refer to the proposed General Plan for a complete listing of policies and implementation measures
directed at circulation and transportation issues.
Policy
7.a.a. The City should adopt LOS C as the
minimum acceptable LOS for City
streets and intersections (weekday
pm peak period).
1Oe.e Street improvements should be
designed to reduce traffic congestion
and delay.

Implementation Measure
1. The City should adopt LOS C as the
minimum acceptable LOS for City streets
and intersections.
4. Street improvements which reduce traffic
congestion and delay should be
encouraged by the City.

The policies and implementation measures contained in the proposed General Plan, in
conjunction with the mitigation measures identified below would mitigate potential impacts to
key intersections in the City. In addition, the City should implement mitigation measure T-l(c)
above to obtain funding for intersection improvements to maintain the adopted LOS C
congestion standard.
City of Santa Paula
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T-2(a)

Intersection Improvements. Improvements will be required to upgrade
several of the key intersections which are forecast to operate at poor levels of
service with General Plan buildout traffic volumes. As detailed below, these
improvements include installation of traffic signals, geometric
improvements, and construction of new intersections to serve the expansion
areas. Table 4.3-7 presents a summary of the proposed improvements.

Table 4.3-7. Intersection Mitigation Measures
Recommended Improvement

Intersection

Intersection Signalization and/or
Geometric Improvements

Briggs Rd/Telegraph Rd
Peck Rd/Santa Paula St
Peck Rd/Main St-Telegraph Rd- Harvard Blvd
Peck Rd/SR 126 EB Ramps
Palm Ave/SR 126 EB Ramps
10th St/Harvard Boulevard
10th St/SR 126 EB Ramps
Main St/Harvard Blvd - Telegraph Rd
Hallock Dr/Route 126
Peck Rd/Foothill Rd

New Intersections

New westbound access from SR 126 (East 1)
New access connection to SR 150 (Fagan Cyn)
New access connection to Foothill Rd (Adams Cyn)

Intersection Improvements. The following text outlines the intersection improvements
required to accommodate buildout of the General Plan. Table 4.3-8 follows the discussion and
lists the mitigated levels of service for the impacted intersections assuming implementation of
the improvements.

Briggs Road/Telegraph Road. A signal would be required at this intersection to accommodate
volumes generated in the Adams Canyon area. In addition to signalization, the northbound
and southbound approaches would require widening to accommodate a left-tum lane. With
these controls, the intersection would operate in the LOS B range with General Plan buildout
volumes.
Peck Road/Santa Paula Street. Signalization would be required at this intersection to
accommodate the buildout volumes. The Peck Road approaches would be widened to four
lanes with left-tum channelization as part of the Peck Road corridor improvements. With these
improvements, the intersection would operate in the LOS A range with General Plan buildout
volumes.

Peck Road/Main Street-Telegraph Road-Harvard Boulevard. The northbound approach should be
widened to accommodate a free right-tum lane from Peck Road to Harvard Boulevard. With
this improvement, the intersection would operate in the LOS C range with General Plan
buildout volumes.

City of Santa Paula
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Peck Road/SR 126 East Bound (EB) Ramps. Signalization is required at this intersection. In
addition all approaches would require widening. The northbound and eastbound approaches
both need dual left-tum lanes while the southbound and westbound approaches will
accommodate buildout volumes with channelized right-turn lanes. This widening will require
reconstruction of the SR 126 overcrossing structure. With these improvements, the intersection
would operate in the LOS A range with General Plan buildout volumes.
Palm Avenue/SR 126 EB Ramps. This intersection would require signalization to maintain LOS B
operations with buildout volumes. In addition, the southbound approach would require
widening to accommodate a left-tum lane.
10th Street/Harvard Boulevard. In order to accommodate buildout volumes, the northbound,
southbound, eastbound and westbound approaches would require widening. The City has
planned for the widening of Harvard Boulevard in this area to four lane arterial standards. The
modifications to the northbound and southbound approaches would need to be coordinated
with modifications to the 10th Street/ SR 126 interchange, as discussed below.
10th Street/SR 126 West Bound (WB) Ramps. The existing stop-sign control at this intersection
would require signalization, which would need to be coordinated with the closely spaced
intersection at 10th Street and Harvard Boulevard. The interchange would require widening
including the undercrossing structure. Recommended modifications include widening the
southbound approach to provide for a through lane and a right-turn lane and widening the
northbound approach to provide two through lanes.
10th Street/SR 126 EB Ramps. This intersection would require signalization, and the interchange
would require widening including the undercrossing structure. Recommended modifications
include widening the southbound approach to provide a left-tum lane and a through lane and
re-striping the eastbound approach to provide a left-turn and a shared left-right-turn lane. This
would require two northbound lanes exiting the intersection.
Main Street/Harvard Boulevard - Telegraph Road. A signal would be needed at this intersection.
The City has planned for the widening of Harvard Boulevard in this area to four lane arterial
standards, which would provide for two through lanes on the eastbound and westbound
approaches. The southbound approach will require widening to accommodate a left-turn lane.
Hallock Drive/SR 126. This intersection would require improvements to accommodate volumes
generated by buildout of the East 1 and East 2 areas. The improvements include the addition of
dual left-tum lanes on the both north and eastbound approaches, a right-tum lane on the
southbound approach, and right-turn lanes on SR 126 on both east and westbound approaches.
Peck Road/Foothill Road. In conjunction with the development of the Adams Canyon area, the
geometrics at this intersection will be modified to provide a sweeping curve from Peck Road to
Foothill Road. This modification will encourage the use of Peck Road as the preferred route for
traffic entering and exiting the Adams Canyon area.
Significance After Mitigation. Implementation of the above mitigation measures would
reduce impacts to intersections, thereby resulting in less than significant impacts.
City of Santa Paula
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Table 4.3-8. Mitigated General Plan Buildout Intersection Levels of Service
General Plan

Intersection

Mitigated

ICU/LOS
ICU/LOS
Briggs Rd/Telegraph Rd"
NA/LOS F
0.61/LOS B
0.86/LOS D
0.25/LOS A
Peck Rd/Santa Paula St
Peck Rd/Main St-Telegraph Rd
1.151LOS F
0.79/LOS C
Faulkner Rd/SR 126 WB Ramps
0.34/LOS A
Peck Rd/SR 126 EB Ramps
0.951LOS E
0.48/LOS A
**
0.78/LOS C
Steckel Rd/Santa Paula St
**
Steckel Rd/Main St
0.51/LOS A
**
Steckel Rd/Harvard Blvd
0.38/LOS A
**
Palm Ave/Santa Paula St
0.65/LOS B
**
Palm Ave/Main St
0.50/LOSA
Palm Ave/Harvard Blvd
0.79/LOS C
**
10.7 Sec./LOS C
Palm Ave/SR 126 WB Ramps"
Palm Ave/SR 126 EB Ramps"
NA/LOS F
0.68/LOS B
10th St/Santa Paula St
0.76/LOS C
**
· 0.77/LOS C
10th St/Main St
10th St/Harvard Blvd
0.971LOS E
0.65/LOS B
10th St/SR 126 WB Rampsu
11 .8 Sec./LOS C
10th St/SR 126 EB Ramps"
NA/LOS F
0.46/LOS A
**
12th St/Main St
0.62/LOS B
12th St/Harvard Blvd
0.45/LOS A
**
Main St/Harvard Blvd-Telegraph Rda
NA/LOS F
0.40/LOS A
ICU not applicable. Level of service based on average delay per vehicle
experienced at the stop-sign controlled approaches.
b
Level of service based on operation of 1Oth St/Harvard Blvd intersection due
to close proximity.
*'* Intersections are anticipated to operate at acceptable levels without
mitigation, thus mitigation is not necessary.

-

-

.

Impact T-3

Buildout of the General Plan may result increased traffic on local
residential streets in the existing and future areas of the City. This
would be a Class II significant but mitigable impact.

Figure 4.3-4, presented previously, shows the General Plan buildout ADT forecasts for the City's
primary system of highways, arterial and collector streets. In addition to the traffic increases on
the City's backbone street system, traffic volumes will also increase on local streets serving
primarily residential areas. While these increases would likely be within the physical capacity
to the street sections, they may represent impacts based on "quality of life" or "liveability" issues
due to increased speeds, safety considerations, or neighborhood cut-through traffic.
Mitigation Measures. The following relevant General Plan Circulation Element policies
and implementation measures address potential impacts to transportation and circulation. Refer
to the General Plan for a complete listing of all policies and implementation measures.

r
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Policy

Implementation Measure

6. The City should implement a traffic

7.b.b Sufficient funding should be obtained
to properly maintain , operate, and
improve the public street system.

improvement fee program to offset the
capital improvement costs required to
accommodate new development.
7. The City should consider all possible
alternative means of funding capital
improvements needed to meet traffic an
transportation needs generated by buildout
of the General Plan.

7.d.d The City should place a high priority on
safety and the identification and
elimination of high accident locations.

4. The City should monitor accident data and

1Oa.a Transportation Demand Management
measures should be encouraged for
existing and new developments.

2. The City should promote traffic reduction

improve high accident locations.

strategies for new and existing
developments.

Policies and implementation measures contained in the General Plan w ould serve to reduce
traffic on local residential streets. However, the following additional mitigation are
recommended to further reduce transportation and circulation impacts.
·
T-3(a)

Traffic Studies. The following policy should be added into the Circulation
Element of the proposed General Plan: Where warranted, a traffic study
will be required which will analyze the effects of development on local
residential streets in the proposed project area.

T-3(b)

Neighborhood Traffic Management Program. A neighborhood traffic
management program should be developed by the City to address future
increases in traffic within residential areas.

Development of a Neighborhood Traffic Management Program would include the following
elements.
•

Establish a City threshold and standard work scope for traffic studies.

•

Establish a process which sets criteria to determine the need for traffic management
strategies, outlines the funding sources for implementation of the strategies, and
addresses the costs versus the benefits of the program.

•

Develop a toolbox of options available to address neighborhood traffic issues. These
options may include one or more of the following:
Speed humps (currently used in the City);
Street closures;
Partial street closures;
Chokers or diverters;
Raised intersections;
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Roundabouts;
Street trees;
Curb bulbs or bow-outs; or
Street design concepts.
•

Describe a process by which concerned community members can address
neighborhood traffic-related issues.

Significance After Mitigation. Implementation of the above mitigation measures would
reduce impacts to local residential streets to less than significant levels.
Impact T-4

Buildout of the General Plan will result in increased demands for
transit service within the City, which may not be accommodated by the
existing service. This would be a Class II, significant but mitigable,
impact.

Transit service is currently provided in the City by the VISTA dial-a-ride service. This door-todoor service has experienced substantial growth since its inception. The City is also served by
the VISTA commuter express bus service. The main transit facility serving the downtown area
is presently located on Ventura Street across from City Hall and adjacent to Veterans
Memorial Park. The service currently provided within the City generally satisfies the existing
demands for transit. It is clear that the increased population and employment levels which will
be generated by buildout of the proposed General Plan will significantly increase the demand
for transit service within the City and between the City and other regional destination areas.
Mitigation Measures. The following relevant General Plan Circulation Element policies
and implementation measures address potential impacts related to public transit. Refer to the
General Plan for a complete listing of all policies and implementation measures aimed at
transportation issues.
-

8.j.j

Policy

'

The City should work cooperatively
with private taxi services to ensure
that this method of transportation is
available to the citizens of Santa
Paula.

8.k.k The City should pursue land required
to development "park and ride"
facilities, either through dedications or
purchases.

Implementation Measure

1. The City should work with operations to
provide private taxi service to the citizens
of Santa Paula.

2. The City should identify sites for future
"park and ride" facilities as dictated by
community needs.

The policies and implementation measures contained in the General Plan which are directed at
providing public transit services would serve to meet some of the demand for public
transportation. However, the following mitigation measure is recommended to fully meet the
demand for transit service.
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T-4(a)

Expanded Transit Service. The City should expand the transit service
available to the community as General Plan buildout occurs. New
development should also be designed to accommodate transit service and
facilities.

The existing VISTA dial-a-ride and commuter services will require expansion to serve the
additional residential and employment centers planned in the Land Use Element. The City
should work with the regional service provider to enhance inter-City bus ridership, and the
operator of the local system to expand the dial-a-ride service to new areas of development.
A future multi-modal transit facility is planned along the north side of the Santa Paula Rail
Road (SPRR) right-of-way between 10th Street and 12th Street, which will serve as the
destination and transfer point for all VISTA buses in the area. There is the possibility that the
rail line may be re-established between Piru and Santa Clarita as part of the proposed Newhall
Ranch subdivision. This would allow the VISTA bus facility to interface with a future lightrail/ Metro-Link facility.
Another opportunity for transit improvement is an electric or gas shuttle trolley service in the
downtown area. With regularly scheduled service that would loop around Historic Downtown
Santa Paula, the trolley would be a convenient way for out-of-town visitors to get an overview
of significant historical buildings and points of interest such as the airport.
Significance After Mitigation. Implementation of the above mitigation measure in
conjunction with the policies and implementation measures identified in the General Plan
would reduce impacts to public transportation to less than significant levels.
Impact T-5

Buildout of the General Plan may result in increased demands for
pedestrian and bicycle facilities within the City, which may not be
accommodated by the existing system. This would be a Class II,
significant but mitigable, impact.

The City currently has a rudimentary bike system, with Class II bikeways (on-street bike lanes)
provided on Telegraph Road west of Peck Road, on Peck Road between Telegraph Road and
Foothill Road, on Santa Paula Street between Peck Road and 10th Street, on Palm Avenue
between Santa Paula Street and Santa Maria Street, and on Santa Maria Street between Steckel
Drive and 8th Street. A Class I bikeway (separated from the roadway) is provided on Cemetery
Road south of Santa Paula Street. Ojai Road north of SR 126 and SR 126 east of town are
regional state routes with bicycle use permitted . The majority of the City's arterial, collector and
local streets include sidewalks for pedestrian use. Pedestrian crosswalks are also present at
many of the City's arterial and collector road intersections.
The increased population and employment levels which will be generated by buildout of the
proposed General Plan will significantly increase the demand for bicycle and pedestrian
facilities within the City and between the City and other regional destination areas.
Mitigation Measures. The following relevant General Plan Circulation Element policies
and implementation measures address potential impacts to pedestrian and bicycle facilities. Refer
City of Santa Paula
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to the General Plan for a complete listing of all policies and implementation measures which
address pedestrian and bicycle issues.
Implementation Measure

Policy
11 .a.a The City should continue to develop
the depot facility at 10th and Santa
Paula Streets as a multi-modal
transportation hub.

1. The railroad right-of-way should be utilized
for a mixed mode corridor including bicycle
hiking trails and future rail transit. The City
should coordinate and work with the
Ventura County Transportation
Commission to ensure maximum utility and
quality of the facility.

11 .b. b The depot should be accessible by
bicycle from districts to the north and
south, which are not served by the
main multi-modal trail.

2. The City should encourage the
development of non-motorized routes
through coordination with the County of
Ventura in their Regional Trails and
Pathway Master Plan, consistent with the
Bicycle and Trail Plan of this element.

11 .c.c Adams and Fagan Canyon should be
developed with a Class I Bicycle path
providing access the length of the
canyon.

3. New development in all expansion areas
should be required to develop nonmotorized transportation systems, and
present these with roadway plans.

11 .d.d The Adams and Fagan Canyon
bicycle paths should connect to
Santa Paula Canyon, thereby
providing a loop opportunity to East
Area 1.

5. Site plans for new commercial and
industrial developments should include
pedestrian and bicycle facilities.

11 .e .e Sidewalks and pedestrian ways in
new development should be carefully
designed to remain clear of
obstructions, have appropriate
grades, and be accessible in order to
encourage pedestrian use.
11.f.f

The City should design new and
retrofit existing street systems to
encourage pedestrian activity.

11 .g.g New commercial and industrial
developments should provide welldesigned, convenient pedestrian and
bicycle parking facilities.

The policies and implementation measures contained in the General Plan would meet some of
the demand for pedestrian and bicycle facilities. However, the following mitigation measure is
recommended to expand pedestrian and bicycle facilities, thereby meeting the demand for such
facilities.
T-S(a)

Expanded Pedestrian/Bicycle Facilities. The City should expand the
existing pedestrian and bicycle network available to the community as
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General Plan buildout occurs. New development should also be designed to
accommodate enhanced pedestrian and bicycle facilities.
There is a growing understanding of the importance of providing for travel with modes other
than motorized vehicles. An important part of any circulation system is the accommodation of
facilities for pedestrians and bicyclists.
The Ventura County Regional Trails & Pathways Program initiated the preparation of a NonMotorized Transportation Plan in 1993. One of the goals was to link all of the communities in
the County via formal multi-purpose trail systems or designated bikeways. It also
acknowledged the bicycle and trail plans of each of the County's ten cities. The Board of
Supervisors accepted the plan in 1995.
In 1997, the Ventura County Transportation Commission began an 18-month process to develop
a recreational trail plan that is anticipated to be completed in 1998. The effort is being
conducted in conjunction with adjacent properties and the cities of Ventura, Santa Paula, and
Fillmore. The development of the Santa Paula Branch Line recreational trail through Santa
Paula represents a major opportunity to develop a comprehensive non-motorized
transportation system in the City. Its central location along an east-west axis forms a spine of
non-motorized right-of-ways through the City, and becomes a trail link to the communities of
Fillmore and Ventura, as well as points beyond. As such, it will provide an important link to
Santa Paula's neighborhoods, the northern canyon areas, and the river. Benefits of such a
system will include:
•
•
•

Providing increased options for movement for residents by improving opportunities
to use alternatives to the automobile;
Improving the livability of Santa Paula's neighborhoods and commerce districts by
reducing motor vehicle traffic and associated air pollution and noise impacts; and
Expanding the recreational opportunities for residents, visitors, and tourists by
providing additional recreation facilities, as well as additional connections between
existing facilities.

T-S(b)

Non-Motorized Routes. The City should encourage the development of
non-motorized routes through coordination with the County of Ventura
in their Regional Trails and Pathway Master Plan, consistent with the
Bicycle and Trial Plan of the proposed Circulation Element of the General
Plan, as illustrated in Figure 2-6 of Section 2.0, Project Description.

T-S(c)

Non-Motorized Transportation Systems. New development proposed
in the expansion areas should also be required to develop non-motorized
transportation systems, and present these with the roadway plans. Site
plans for new commercial and industrial developments should include
pedestrian and bicycle facilities.

T-S(d)

Bicycle and Pedestrian Safe Routes for Students. The City should work
with the school districts to designate safe routes to schools in the Santa
Paula area for students walking and bicycling to school.
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Significance After Mitigation. Implementation of the recommended mitigation
measures in conjunction with the policies and implementation measures contained in the
General Plan would reduce impacts to pedestrian and bicycle facilities and meet the anticipated
increase in demand for such facilities. Therefore, impacts would be reduced to less than
significant levels.
Impact T-6

Regional growth in the Santa Clara Valley in conjunction with growth
associated with General Plan buildout will result in increased traffic on
SR 126. Traffic volumes would be adequately accommodated by the
existing 4-lane freeway (SR 126), therefore, cumulative impacts would
be Class III, less than significant.

Regional growth in the Santa Clara Valley area will result in increased traffic on SR 126 through
the City of Santa Paula. Information presented in the Caltrans Route Concept Report prepared
for SR 126 indicates that volumes are expected to increase to approximately 55,000 ADT in the
City of Santa Paula by the year 2010. Additional growth generated by buildout of the General
Plan will increase volumes to approximately 75,000 ADT on the freeway segments. These
volumes would be adequately accommodated by the existing 4-lane freeway facility adjacent to
the City, therefore impacts are considered less than significant.
Mitigation Measures. None required.
Significance After Mitigation. Cumulative traffic impacts would be less than significant.
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4.4

AIR QUALITY

The methodology for determining impact significance for air quality is based on the General Plan's
consistency with the Ventura County Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP) population forecasts.
Adopted AQMP population forecasts extend to the year 2005 but are not available beyond that time.
Assuming maximum buildout through 2005, the General Plan would generate a population of5,808
bringing the total maximum year 2005 City population to 32,308. This maximum buildout population
is less than the projected year 2005 AQMP population adopted for the Santa Paula area. Therefore, the
General Plan is considered to be consistent with the AQMP and would have a Class III, less than
significant air quality impact through the year 2005.
While it is not possible to definitively determine the General Plan's consistency with the AQMP beyond
2005, comparison of the full 2020 General Plan buildout to regional population forecasts suggests that
the General Plan will be consistent with future AQMP population forecasts provided that the City's
Growth Management Ordinance is implemented. Full buildout of the General Plan is projected to result
in a dtywide population of 37,920 in the year 2020. This is consistent with Ventura County
Organization of Governments (VCOG) year 2020 population forecast of 38,496 for the Santa Paula area.
It is noted that the AQMP population forecasts have historically been consistent with VCOG forecasts.
Although implementation of the General Plan is not expected to result in significant long-term impacts
on air quality, subsequent individual projects would be evaluated against the AQMD's thresholds of
significance. Mitigation measures identified herein are intended to reduce individual project-related
emissions to the extent feasible.
4.4.1

Setting

a. Local Climate and Meteorology. The semi-permanent high pressure system west of
the Pacific coast strongly influences California's weather. It creates sunny skies throughout the
summer and influences the pathway and occurrence of low pressure weather systems that
bring rainfall to the area during October through April. As a result, wintertime temperatures in
Santa Paula are generally mild, while summers are warm and dry. During the day, the
predominant wind direction is from the west and southwest, and at night, wind direction is
from the north.
These predominant wind patterns are occasionally broken during the winter by storms coming
from the north and northwest and by episodic Santa Ana winds. Santa Ana winds are strong
northerly to northeasterly winds that originate from high pressure areas centered over the
desert of the Great Basin. These winds are usually warm, very dry, and often full of dust. They
are particularly strong in the mountain passes and at the mouths of canyons.
Daytime summer temperatures in the area average in the high 70s to the low 90s. Nighttime
low temperatures during the summer are typically in the high 50s to low 60s, while the winter
high temperatures tends to be in the 60s. Winter low temperatures are in the 40s. Annual
average rainfall in Santa Paula ranges from about 14 to 16 inches.
Two types of temperature inversions (warmer air on top of colder air) are created in the
Ventura County area: subsidence and radiational (surface). The subsidence inversion is a
regional effect created by the Pacific high in which air is heated as it is compressed when it
City of Santa Paula
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flows from the high pressure area to the low pressure areas inland. This type of inversion
generally forms at about 1,000 to 2,000 feet and can occur throughout the year, but is most
evident during the summer months. Surface inversions are formed by the more rapid cooling
of air near the ground at night, especially during winter. This type of inversion is typically
lower and is generally accompanied by stable air. Both types of inversions limit the dispersal of
air pollutants within the regional airshed. The primary air pollutant of concern during the
subsidence inversions is ozone, while carbon monoxide and nitrogen oxides are of greatest
concern during winter inversions.
b. Current Ambient Air Quality. Federal and state standards have been established
for ozone, carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (N02), sulfur dioxide (S02), particulates less
than 10 microns in diameter (PM10), and lead. California has also set standards for sulfates,
hydrogen sulfide, vinyl chloride, and visibility reducing particles. The standards for ozone,
CO, N04 and PM10 are shown in Table 4.4-1. Appendix C provides a summary of the state and
national ambient air quality standards and a description of the criteria pollutants and their
health effects. On November 27, 1996, the U.S. EPA announced changes to the National
Ambient Air Quality Standards for ozone and particulate matter. The proposed reduction in
the ozone standard to .08 mg/I and the change from a one hour averaging period to an eight
hour running average may affect progress toward attainment of the federal ozone standard.
The new particulate matter standard for 2.5 micron particulates could affect the County's
current federal attainment status for particulate matter.
Local air pollution control districts are required to monitor air pollutant levels to ensure that air
quality standards are met and, if they are not met, to develop strategies to meet the standards.
Air basins in which air pollutant standards are exceeded are referred to as "nonattainment
areas." The Ventura County Air Basin is a nonattainment area for both the federal and state
standards for ozone and the state standard for PM10.
The El Rio Station air quality monitoring station in Ventura measures ozone, carbon monoxide,
nitrogen dioxide, and PM10 in Ventura County. Table 4.4-1 summarizes the annual air quality
data over the past three years for the local airshed.
As indicated in Table 4.4-1, the pollutants of greatest concern in Ventura County are ozone and
PM10. Concentrations of both of these pollutants have exceeded state standards on one or more
days during each of the past three calendar years. Ozone is a secondary pollutant that is not
produced directly by a source, but rather is formed by a reaction between oxides of nitrogen
(NOx) and reactive organic compounds (ROC) in the presence of sunlight. Reductions in ozone
concentrations are dependent upon reducing emissions of these precursors. The major sources
of ozone precursors in Ventura County are motor vehicles and other mobile equipment, solvent
use, pesticide application, the petroleum industry and electric utilities.
Venhµ'a County also occasionally exceeds the state standard for particulate matter (PM10). The
major sources for this pollutant are road dust, construction, mobile sources and farming
operations. Locally, Santa Ana winds are responsible for entraining dust and occasionally
causing elevated PM10 levels.
c. Air Pollution Regulation. Both the federal and state governments have established
ambient air quality standards for the protection of public health. The United States
City of Santa Paula
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Table 4.4-1. Ambient Air Quality Data at the El Rio Monitoring Station
Pollutant

1993

1994

1995

Ozone, ppm - maximum hourly concentration (ppm)
Number of days of state exceedances (>0.09
ppm)
Number of days of federal exceedances (>0.12
ppm)
Carbon Monoxide, ppm - Worst 1 Hour/8 Hours
Number of days of state 1-hour exceedances
(>20.0 ppm)
Number of days of state 8-hour exceedances
(>9.0 ppm)
Nitrogen Dioxide, ppm - Worst Hour
Number of days of state exceedances (>0.25
ppm)
Particulate Matter <10 microns, maximum
concentration in µg/m3
Number of samples of state exceedances (>50
µg/m3)
Number of samples of federal exceedances
(>150 µg/m3 )
Annual Geometric Mean (state standard=
30µg/m 3 )
Annual Arithmetic Mean (federal standard =
50µg/m 3 )

0.14
8

0.12
7

0.12
7

1

0

0

5.0/2.7a
0

2.9/2.2
0

2.9/2.4
0

0

0

0

0.08
0

0.10
0

0.13
0

63

61

62

4

2

3

0

0

0

25.4

26.3

22.3

29.0

29.2

26.2

'

Source: Ventura County Air Pollution Control District.

Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) is the federal agency designated to administer air
quality regulation, while the California Air Resources Board (CARB) is the state equivalent in
the California Environmental Protection Agency. Local control in air quality management is
provided by the CARB through county-level Air Pollution Control Districts (APCDs). The
CARB has established air quality standards and is responsible for the control of mobile
emission sources, while the local APCDs are responsible for enforcing standards and regulating
stationary sources. The CARB has established 14 air basins statewide. Santa Paula located in
the Ventura County Air Basin, which is under the jurisdiction of the Ventura County Air
Pollution Control District (APCD).
The 1994 Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP) prepared by the Ventura County APCD
includes a number of air pollution control measures to reduce emissions and bring the region
into compliance with the federal ozone standard. The AQMP, including a 1995 revision, was
approved by the USEPA in September, 1996. This plan predicts attainment of the federal ozone
standard by 2005. To achieve full compliance with the federal ozone standard, the 1995 AQMP
Revision projects a 50% reduction in countywide emissions of reactive organic compounds and
a 37% reduction in emissions of NOx.1 Figure 4.4-1 shows the projected change in countywide

1

ROC and NOx are the two pollutants that are the primary precursors of ozone formation.

r
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ozone precursor emissions between 1990 and 2005, as well as the primary sources of precursor
emissions.

Figure 4.4-1. Countywide Ozone Precursor Emissions (tons/day)
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Source: Draft 1995 Air Quality Management Plan Revision.

In November of 1996 the EPA issued proposals to impose stricter air quality standards for
ozone and PM10. The existing significance thresholds for ozone, last revised in 1979, are set at
concentration levels of 0.12 parts per million (ppm) for a 1-hour period. PM10 threshold levels,
established in 1987, are 150 micrograms per cubic meter for a 24-hour period. The EPA has
proposed replacing the 1-hour ozone standard with a new 8 hour averaging time and lowering
the concentration level from 0.12 to 0.8 ppm. The EPA has also proposed revising the PM10
standard and changing the method for calculating PM10. The EPA proposes splitting the PM10
standard into two subclasses: a fine fraction (less than or equal to 2.5 microns in diameter) and
a coarse fraction (greater than 2.5 microns but less than 10 microns in diameter). The annual
PM2.s standard would be set at 15 micrograms per cubic meter, spatially averaged across an
area. The 24-hour PM2.s standard would be based on the 3-year average of the 98th percentile of
the 24-hour concentrations measured at each monitor station. The EPA has proposed an
interim policy leaving the existing ozone and PM attainment/ nonattainment designations in
effect until the EPA establishes new designations. This interim policy would remain in effect
until states have submitted and the EPA has approved new State Implementation Plans.
d. Sensitive Receptors. Ambient air quality standards have been established to
represent the levels of air quality considered sufficient, with an adequate margin of safety, to
protect public health and welfare. They are designed to protect that segment of the public most
susceptible to respiratory distress, such as children under 14; the elderly over 65; persons
engaged in strenuous work or exercise; and people with cardiovascular and chronic respiratory
diseases. The majority of sensitive receptor locations are therefore schools and hospitals. Santa
Paula Memorial Hospital is located at 825 N. 1Qth Street. School locations are identified in
Section 4.10, Public Services.
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4.4.2 Impact Analysis and Mitigation Measures
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. The analysis of the proposed General
Plan's air quality impacts follows the guidance and methodologies recommended in the
Ventura County APCD' s Guidelines for the Preparation of Air Quality Impact Analyses (Guidelines)
(1994), Air Quality Management Plan (1994), and Ventura County 1995 Air Quality
Management Plan Revision (1995). Stationary emission factors were taken from the South
Coast Air Quality Management District's CEQA Air Quality Handbook (1993).
APCD significance thresholds for citywide planning programs, such as the City of Santa Paula
General Plan, are based on whether the planning program exceeds regional growth forecasts
thus causing an impact in the attainment of regional air quality objectives. For the purposes of
this analysis, if a planning program is determined to be inconsistent with adopted AQMP
growth forecasts, then the program is considered to have a significant impact on air quality. If
the program is determined to be consistent with AQMP growth forecasts, then it is assumed
that the program will have a less than significant impact on air quality, since such growth has
been factored into regional air quality maintenance and mitigation programs.
This section also outlines how the significance of subsequent individual projects would be
evaluated and identifies project- specific mitigation measures that should be implemented,
where applicable. Implementation of the suggested measures would help to ensure consistency
with regional air quality planning objectives. To evaluate the impact of individual projects, the
APCD Guidelines identify the following thresholds of significance:

•
•
•
•

Daily emissions exceeding 25 pounds ofROC or NOx;
Emissions causing an exceedance or making a substantial contribution to an exceedance of
an ambient air quality standard;
Projects inconsistent with the Ventura County AQMP and emitting greater than 2 pounds
ofROC or NOx per day;
Directly or indirectly causing the existing population to exceed the population forecasts in
the most recently adopted AQMP.

APCD significance thresholds are not applicable to construction-related emissions because such
emissions are only temporary. However, because the region does not meet the federal or state
standards for ozone or the state standard for PM10, the APCD requires implementation of
standard mitigation for all phases of construction. The APCD has also indicated that
construction-related ROC and NOx emissions should not be included as project-related
emissions since they are temporary. However, if construction-related ROC and NOxemissions
exceed 25 pounds per day in a nonattainment area such as Santa Paula, appropriate mitigation
measures to reduce emissions are required.
b. Project and Cumulative Impacts.
Impact AQ-1

r

Population growth that could occur under the General Plan would be
consistent with the AQMP population forecasts which are available
through 2005. AQMP population estimates are not available beyond
2005. Therefore, a definitive determination on consistency cannot be
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made at this time for that period beyond 2005. However, it is noted
that the AQMP population levels have historically been based on
VCOG forecasts and that the population projected at full buildout of
the General Plan is within VCOG 2020 forecasts. Since growth
associated with General Plan buildout would be consistent with
available AQMP population forecasts, the General Plan is considered
to have a Class III, less than significant impact on air quality.

As indicated in Section 2.0, Project Description, the City of Santa Paula currently has a
population of approximately 26,500. This falls below the APCD' s population allocation for the
year 1997 of 28,679 for the City of Santa Paula (Ventura County APCD, 1994) thus the City is
currently consistent with the AQMP.
As noted above, the AQMP provides population forecasts through the year 2005. The AQMP' s
2005 population forecast for the City is 32,429. Assuming the full buildout allowable under the
City's Growth Management Ordinance (124 units per year), plus full buildout of all previously
unused housing allocation totaling 944 units before the year 2005, the City's 2005 population
would increase by 5,808 to 32,308. Therefore, the General Plan is considered to be consistent
with the AQMP at least through 2005.
To update and extend population forecasts through 2020, the APCD has historically relied on
data from the Ventura County Organization of Governments (VCOG). The most recent VCOG
2020 population forecast for the Santa Paula growth area is 38,496. The VCOG population
estimate for the combined growth and non-growth areas for Santa Paula in the year 2020 is
44,012 (Ventura County Organization of Governments, 1996). The most recent Southern
California Association of Government (SCAG) population projection for the year 2020 for the
city is 38,324 (Simon Choi, SCAG, 1997). Based on maximum buildout of the General Plan, the
City's estimated 2020 population is 37,920. Therefore, the General Plan is consistent with both
VCOG and SCAG population projections for the year 2020. Provided that the City continues to
implement its Growth Management Ordinance and that APCD' s updated population forecasts
are extended to the year 2020, using either VCOG or SCAG data, the General Plan's projected
year 2020 population will be less than AQMP' s updated population forecasts.
Mitigation Measures. None required.
Significance After Mitigation. Impacts to air quality are anticipated to be less than
significant.
Impact AQ-2

While buildout of the General Plan is expected to result in a Class III,
less than significant air quality impact because the projected growth
is anticipated to be within AQMP population forecasts, subsequent
buildout of individual projects under the proposed General Plan
would result in an increase in air emissions within the Ventura
County Air Basin. The significance of air quality impacts associated
with individual projects will depend upon the characteristics of the
projects and the availability of feasible mitigation measures. Further
classification of air quality impacts from individual future projects is
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not possible at this time. However, the cumulative effect of such
projects is considered to be Class III, less than significant.
Long term emissions associated with General Plan buildout are those associated with vehicle
trips and stationary sources (electricity and natural gas), as identified in Table 4.4-2.
Assumptions used in the mobile emissions analysis, including fleet mix, trip speed, trip length,
and hot/ cold starts were taken from the APCD' s Guidelines for modeling mobile air quality
emissions (see Appendix C for calculations). Stationary emissions from the use of on-site gas
and off-site electricity generation for on-site use were based on the SCAQMD Air Quality
Handbook (see Appendix C for calculations).

Table 4.4-2 Emissions Associated With
General Plan Buildout
Emission Source

.
Stationary Sources
Mobile Sources

Total
Ventura County APCD Significance
Thresholds For Individual Projects

Emissions (lbs/day)
ROC
NOx
2.4
276.9
480.7
1,263.3
1,540.2
483.1
25
25

Note: See Appendix C for calculations.

It should be noted that the emission totals presented in Table 4.4-2 likely overestimate the
actual emissions associated with General Plan buildout. This is because vehicle trips associated
with new residential and non-residential uses are assumed to be mutually exclusive in order to
provide a worst-case estimate of project emissions. Some of the trips generated by new
residential and commercial development would be expected to overlap.
Mitigation Measures. While General Plan buildout would be consistent with AQMP
projections and therefore less than significant, individual projects could exceed the 25 pounds
per day APCD threshold for ROC and NOx. The following mitigation measmes are
recommended for individual developments, where applicable. These measures could be
incorporated as General Plan implementation measures as well.

r

AQ-2(a)

Preferential Parking. Provide preferential parking spaces for carpools
and vanpools and a minimum vertical clearance of 7'2" in structure
parking facilities for vans.

AQ-2(b)

Parking Lot Design. Design onsite parking lots and egress/ ingress
routes to reduce vehicle queuing.

AQ-2(c)

TDM Implementation. Implement Transportation Demand Measures
(TDM) on a site-by-site basis.

AQ-2(d)

Transit Provisions. Provide for transit stops and turnouts in large
commercial and industrial developments. Provide benches and shelters
at transit stops.
City of Santa Paula
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AQ-2(e)

Alternative Mode Funding. Fund the use of electric and alternative fuel
transit shuttles.

AQ-2(£)

Building Orientation. Orient buildings to take advantage of solar
heating and cooling. Use extended eaves on the south and west sides of
buildings and deciduous trees in landscaping.

AQ-2(g)

Building Materials. Use energy efficient building materials that exceed
Title 24 requirements. Use double-glass paned or thermal efficient
windows.

AQ-2(h)

Low Sodium Lights. Permit only the use of energy efficient low-sodium
lights in parking areas.

AQ-2(i)

On-Site Employee Services. Within major office commercial and
industrial areas, permit the development of cafeterias, banks, and other
onsite employee services.

AQ-2(j)

Bicycle/Pedestrian Access. Provide for pedestrian and bicycle access
along and within major industrial, research and development, and office
commercial areas.

Significance after Mitigation. Ambient ozone concentrations will continue to exceed
state standards in the short term and medium term, although the Ventura County. AQMP
predicts attainment of the federal ozone standard by 2005. Development within the proposed
General Plan area would contribute to these exceedances. However, because buildout of the
General Plan would be consistent with future AQMP population projections, the General Plan
would not interfere with attainment of federal or state air quality standards and would
therefore, have a less than significant air quality impact.
Impact AQ-3

Buildout under the General Plan would result in construction-related
emissions. These emissions may result in short-term adverse impacts
to local air quality. However, such emissions would result in
temporary impacts and can be mitigated on a specific development
basis. They are therefore considered Class II, significant but
mitigable.

Construction activity that would occur over the next 30 years in accordance with the proposed
General Plan would cause temporary, short-term emissions of various air pollutants. NOx and
CO would be emitted by the operation of construction equipment, while fugitive dust (PM10)
would be emitted by activities that disturb the soil, such as grading and excavation, road
construction and building construction. Information regarding specific development projects,
soil types, and the locations of receptors would be needed in order to quantify the level of
impact associated with construction activity. However, as an example of the type of
construction-related emissions that an individual project can generate, a 200,000 square foot
one-story commercial retail development would typically involve the use of a bulldozer,
grader, scraper, front-end loader, water truck, and dump trucks during the rough grading
phase. The grading phase of development, which in this example would last for approximately
City of Santa Paula
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two weeks, uses the largest amount of heavy-duty construction equipment, which is the
primary source of emissions during construction. This would generate approximately 58
pounds per day of NOx, 5.1 pounds per day of ROG, 19 pounds per day of CO, 6 pounds per
day of SOx, and 5.5 pounds per day of PM10. This would result in an exceedance of NOx
thresholds.
Taken individually, construction activities are not generally considered to have significant air
quality impacts because of their short-term nature. However, given the amount of
development that the proposed General Plan would accommodate over the next 30 years, it is
reasonable to conclude that some major construction activity could be occurring at any given
time over the life of the General Plan. Impacts could also be complicated by the fact that
multiple construction projects could occur simultaneously in any portion of the City.
Therefore, construction-related impacts associated with General Plan buildout are considered
potentially significant, although incorporation of the measures recommended in the APCD
Guidelines as described below would serve to reduce impacts to a less than significant level.
Mitigation Measures. The proposed General Plan Conservation/ Open Space Element
includes the following relevant policies and implementation measures that address air quality
issues. Refer to the General Plan for a complete listing of all policies and implementation
measures directed at air quality issues.
Policy

:-1~

•

Implementation Measures

4.a.a. Work with the Ventura County APCD, as the
regional authority governing air quality, to
implement and carry out their policies. (IM 20,
21, 22)

20. Address air pollution from mining
operations on Santa Paula Creek and
the Santa Clara River.
21. Continue to implement the City's Growth
Management Plan.
22. In City purchasing, prioritize the
purchasing of low-emission and
alternative fuel vehicles and equipment.

The above measures are not by themselves sufficient to mitigate potential air quality impacts.
All of the measures included in the Ventura APCD Guidelines to reduce construction-related
emissions apply to construction activity associated with General Plan buildout. These include
measures to limit emissions of both ozone precursors (NOx and ROC) and fugitive dust (PM10)
and are identified below. These measures could be incorporated as General Plan
implementation measures as well. Subsequent analysis of future individual projects
implemented under the General Plan should include all of the relevant mitigation measures
identified below to reduce construction-related emissions to the lowest level feasible.
AQ-3(a)

Ozone Precursor Control Measures.
•
•

r

Equipment engines should be maintained in good condition and in
proper tune as per manufacturer's specifications.
Lengthen construction periods during the smog season so as to
minimize the number of vehicles and equipment operating
simultaneously;
City of Santa Paula
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•

AQ-3(b)

Fugitive Dust Control Measures.
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

AQ-3(c)

Use new technologies to control ozone precursor emissions as they
become available.

All material excavated or graded should be sufficiently watered to
prevent excessive amounts of dust. Watering should occur at least
twice daily with complete coverage, preferably in the late morning
and after work is done for the day.
All clearing, grading, earth moving or excavation activities should
cease during periods of high winds (i.e., greater than 20 mph
averaged over one hour) so as to prevent excessive amounts of dust.
All material transported off-site should be either sufficiently watered
or securely covered to prevent excessive amounts of dust.
Face masks should be used by all employees involved in grading or
excavation operations during dry periods to reduce inhalation of dust
which may contain the fungus which causes San Joaquin Valley
Fever.
The area disturbed by clearing, grading, earth moving, or excavation
operations should be minimized so as to prevent excessive amounts
of dust.
All inactive portions of the construction site should be seeded and
watered until vegetation cover is grown.
All active portions of the construction site should be sufficiently
watered to prevent excessive amounts of dust.

General Dust Controls.
•
•
•
•

On-site vehicle speed should be limited to 15 mph.
All areas with vehicle traffic should be watered periodically.
Use of petroleum-based dust palliatives shall meet the road oil
requirements of Ventura County APCD Rule 74.4, Cutback Asphalt.
Streets adjacent to the project site should be swept as needed to
remove silt which may have accumulated from construction activities
so as to prevent excessive amounts of dust.

Significance After Miti~ation. The above recommended mitigation measures would
reduce impacts related to construction activity to the degree feasible. Because construction
emissions associated with individual development projects implemented under the General
Plan would be temporary, impacts are considered less than significant with implementation of
recommended mitigation measures.
Impact AQ-4

General Plan buildout would result in a reduction in overall PM10
emissions, due to a reduction in the acreage of agricultural lands.
From an air quality perspective, this is considered to be a Class IV,
beneficial effect.
·
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Emissions associated with agricultural operations consist primarily of PM10, produced by tilling
and harvesting and generated by wind during fallow periods. PM10 emissions generated by
tilling are 7.76 pounds/ acre (EPA AP-42, 1985), assuming a 30% silt content. Harvestingrelated emissions include harvesting, loading, and transportation. Harvesting-related
emissions are typically much lower (approximately 0.01 pounds per acre) than tilling
emissions. The dust emissions created by wind blowing over agricultural fields may be
substantial; however, such emissions are difficult to estimate due to the large number of
variables that influence emission rates, such as the percent plant cover, silt content of the soil,
pattern of crop rotation, depth of tilling and soil moisture.
Full buildout of the General Plan would displace approximately 1,500 acres of agricultural land,
as indicated in Section 4.1, Agriculture. It is anticipated that replacement of agricultural land
with residential, commercial, and industrial development would significantly reduce the
overall rate of PM10 generation. For example, assuming that 10% of the agricultural lands are
being tilled in one day, this would generate approximately 1,140 pounds of PM1o2. This is a
substantially higher amount than the 189 pounds per day of PM10 (see Appendix C) that are
anticipated to be generated with full buildout of the General Plan.
Buildout of the General Plan, in reducing the amount of agricultural land by approximately
1,500 acres, would result in a substantial reduction in d,aily PM10 generation which is
considered to be a Class IV, beneficial impact.
Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures are required.
Significance after Mitigation. Impacts associated with reduced PM10emissions are
considered to be beneficial.
Impact AQ-5 Urban encroachment into agricultural areas has the potential to expose
people to pesticides and other agricultural chemicals. The continued
monitoring and permitting process of the Agricultural Commission
and pesticide regulations identified in Title 26 of the California Code
of Regulations, will maintain this as a Class II, significant but mitigable
impact.

Agricultural lands are commonly sprayed with herbicides and pesticides from the ground and
the air. The toxicity of agricultural chemicals is evaluated by the California Department of
Health Services and the Occupational Safety and Health Department of the Department of
Industrial Relations under the Food and Agriculture Code. The application of pesticides is
regulated by Title 26 of the California Code of Regulations. In addition, the Ventura County
Agricultural Commission regulates the use of agricultural chemicals via on-site monitoring and
the permitting process.
Currently, agricultural/residential interfaces exist along Peck Road, in East Area 1, and in the
valley areas. General Plan buildout may increase the amount of residential/ agricultural
interface areas, particularly in the areas of Adams Canyon, Fagan Canyon, and East Area 1.

2

Based on a 7.6 pounds of PM10 per acre tilling ratio, as identified in the USEPA' s Compilation ofAir
Pollutant Emission Factors, AP-42, Volume II, 1985.

r
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This may result in an increase in the number of persons exposed to pesticides. On the other
hand, the agricultural/ residential interface may become less of an issue if entire agricultural
areas are converted to other uses within the same timeframe or if an agricultural area converts

to a commercial use prior to an adjacent agricultural area converting to a residential use.
Quantification of this impact cannot be determined within the scope of this document
Mitigation Measures. Compliance with regulations concerning pesticide usage in Title
26 of the California Code of Regulations and the continued monitoring and permitting process
on the part of the Ventura County Agricultural Commission minimize impacts due to
agricultural chemical usage. No further mitigation measures are required.
Significance after Mitigation. Impacts associated with pesticide emissions are
anticipated to be less than significant.

City of Santa Paula
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4.5 NOISE
Buildout of the Santa Paula General Plan would result in a variety of noise related impacts to existing and
future noise sensitive land uses. There are five primary noise sources in the City: traffic, commercial and
industrial, agricultural, railroad, and airport. Noise from traffic is the most serious noise issue for the City.
Noise impacts from increased traffic associated with buildout would be considered a Class II significant, but
mitigable impact for areas adjacent to the highways and major arterial roads in the City. The impact of
increased traffic noise on areas that currently experience low levels of ambient noise characteristic of their
rural setting, such as Adams Canyon, would be considered a Class I, significant and unavoidable impact.
Commercial and industrial areas are primarily planned for the edges of the City near the freeway.
Commercial and industrial noise from increased growth in the City would be considered significant, but
mitigable. Agricultural noise is generally an issue at the edges of the City where residential uses abut
farms . Future growth is expected to result in more interface of residential and agricultural uses.
Agriculturally related noise impacts are considered Class II, significant but mitigable. Increased railroad
traffic in the future would change the noise environment for existing and future uses near the rail line. This
is considered a Class I, significant, unavoidable noise impact. Finally, the Santa Paula Airport is not
expected to significantly increase flights; thus noise from the airport is considered a Class III, less than
significant impact. Appendix D contains noise calculations used to determine existing and future noise
levels.

4.5.1

Setting

a. Overview of Sound Measurement. Noise level (or volume) is generally measured in
decibels (dB) using the A-weighted sound pressure level (dBA). The A-weighting scale is an
adjustment to the actual sound power levels to be consistent with that of human hearing
response, which is most sensitive to frequencies around 4,000 Hertz (about the highest note on
a piano) and less sensitive to low frequencies (below 100 Hertz). In addition to the actual
instantaneous measurement of sound levels, the duration of sound is important since sounds
that occur over a long period of time are more likely to be an annoyance or cause direct
physical damage or environmental stress. One of the most frequently used noise metrics that
considers both duration and sound power level is the equivalent noise level (Leq). The Leq is
defined as the single steady A-weighted level that is equivalent to the same amount of energy
as that contained in the actual fluctuating levels over a period of time. Typically, Leq is
summed over a one hour period.
The sound pressure level is measured on a logarithmic scale with the 0 dB level based on the
lowest detectable sound pressure level that people can perceive (an audible sound that is not
zero sound pressure level). Decibels cannot be added arithmetically, but rather are added on a
logarithmic basis. Based on the logarithmic scale, a doubling of sound energy is equivalent to
an increase of 3 dB and a sound that is 10 dB less than the ambient sound level has no effect on
ambient noise. Because of the nature of the human ear, a sound must be about 10 dB greater
than the reference sound to be judged as twice as loud. In general, a 3 dB change in community
noise levels is noticeable, while 1-2 dB changes generally are not perceived. Quiet suburban
areas typically have noise levels in the range of 40-50 dBA, while those along arterial streets are
in the 50-60+ dBA range. Normal conversational levels are in the 60-65 dBA range, and
ambient noise levels greater than that can interrupt conversations.

r
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Noise levels typically attenuate at a rate of 6 dBA per doubling of distance from point sources
such as industrial machinery. Noise from lightly traveled roads typically attenuates at a rate of
about 4.5 dBA per doubling of distance. Noise from heavily traveled roads typically attenuates
at about 3 dBA per doubling of distance.
The actual time period in which noise occurs is also important since noise that occurs at night
tends to be more disturbing than that which occurs during the daytime. The Community Noise
Equivalent Level (CNEL) recognizes this characteristic by weighting the hourly Leqs over a 24hour period. The weighting involves the addition of 5 dB to actual evening noise levels (7:00
pm to 10:00 pm) noise levels and 10 dBA to actual nighttime (10 p.m. to 7 a.m.) noise levels
account for the greater amount of disturbance associated with noise at these time periods.
Figure 4.5-1 presents the California Department of Health, Office of Noise Control, noise
compatibility guidelines for various land uses. The compatibility table illustrates the ranges of
community noise exposure in terms of what is "normally acceptable," "conditionally
acceptable," "normally unacceptable," and "clearly unacceptable." For the most sensitive uses
such as single family residential, 65 dBA CNEL is the maximum normally acceptable exterior
level. These guidelines are used to assess whether or not noise poses a conflict with land
development.
b. Sensitive Receptors. Noise exposure goals for various types of land uses reflect the
varying noise sensitivities associated with those uses. Residences, hospitals, schools, guest
lodging, libraries, and parks are most sensitive to noise intrusion and therefore have more
stringent noise exposure targets than manufacturing or agricultural uses that are not subject to
impacts such as sleep disturbance.
c. Existing Noise Sources.
Roadway Noise. SR 126 (the Santa Paula Freeway) is the primary east-west route crossing
the City. Traffic is relatively light for a freeway, ranging from 18,000 average daily traffic volume
(ADT) just east of the City to 34,000 ADT immediately west of town. In the vicinity of 10th Street,
the average distance to the 65 dBA CNEL noise contour from the freeway centerline in the
absence of any intervening barriers is about 458 feet. In general, current land uses adjacent to the
freeway are not noise sensitive. The exception is between Peck Road and Steckel Road, where
residential development is located on both sides of the freeway. North of the freeway, this
residential development extends nearly to Palm Avenue. Existing noise contours for the
highways are shown in Figure 4.5-2. These noise contours do not account for noise attenuation
due to barriers and as a result show worst case noise levels.
SR 150 is the primary access between SR 126 and Ojai, with traffic volumes of approximately
12,000 ADT. It is a major north-south corridor linking downtown Santa Paula with the residential
areas at the northern end of the City. Harvard Boulevard and Peck Avenue are the other major
streets in Santa Paula that carry enough traffic to currently be considered a significant roadway
noise source. Both are adjacent to residential development.
Commercial and Industrial Operations. Industrial development is located along
Telegraph Road, Peck Road, Main Street and south of the freeway adjacent to the airport. In
general, noise generated by plant operations and heavy equipment may impact nearby residential
City of Santa Paula
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LAND USE CATEGORY
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INTERPRETATION

l:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:-:1
NORMALLY ACCEPTABLE
Specified land use is satisfactory, based
upon the assumption that any buildings
involved are of normal conventional
construction, without any special noise
insulation requirements.

NORMALLY UNACCEPTABLE
New construction or development should
generally be discouraged. If new construction
or development does proceed , a detailed analysis
of the noise reduction requirements must be
made and needed noise insulation features
included in the design

V////////A
CONDITIONALLY ACCEPTABLE
New construction or development should
be undertaken only after a detailed analysis
of the noise reduction requirements is made
and needed noise insulation features included
in the design. Conventional co'nstruction, but
with closed windows and fresh air supply
systems or air conditioning will normally
suffice.

,..

CLEARLY UNACCEPTABLE
New construction or development should
generally not be undertaken.

Source: City of Santa Clarita Noise Element
of the General Plan, 1991.

·Noise Compatibility Matrix
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areas, parks, schools, and health care facilities. For example, some residents living near the
Calavo plant on Main Street near Peck Road have noted that there are periodic loud noises in the
early morning hours due to truck operations. The Weyerhauser plant located on Main Street west
of Palm Avenue is also noted as a noise source.
Agricultural. Noise from tractors and other agricultural equipment such as frost control
equipment are the major sources of agricultural noise. Many of these noise sources lie outside
the City and are related to seasonal operations. Packing operations, including refrigeration
trucks, and movement of farm equipment are sources of noise that have the potential to affect
sensitive receptors in the City, but are not a constant source of noise. Cross-town farm
equipment movement usually occurs on Santa Paula Street and Harvard Boulevard during
busy agricultural ti.mes of the year. While these sources may periodically affect City residents
they are usually outside the City's jurisdiction to enforce noise ordinances.
Santa Paula Branch Line Railroad. Historically the Santa Paula Branch Line Railroad was
heavily used. Now, however, regular rail traffic has stopped, primarily because the railroad
tracks have been removed between Piru and Santa Oarita, and the corridor in that area is
privately owned. The Fillmore Western Railroad operates three round trip excursion trains
(tourist oriented) during daytime hours on weekends between Fillmore and Santa Paula. The
railroad is also used by the Weyerhaeuser plant and local agricultural operations in Santa Paula
and occasionally by Hollywood film productions that use the City as a backdrop. Current
operations on the rail line have not created a serious noise concern.
The Santa Paula Branch Line was purchased by the Ventura County Transportation Commission
(VCTC) in 1995. The ultimate use of the rail corridor is uncertain. Part of the long-term strategy
being considered by both Ventura County and Los Angeles County is to revive the rail line for
commuter use, such as Metrolink. Increased freight use and expansion of the excursion trains
from Fillmore are goals of VCTC. A multi-purpose trail system may also be implemented within
the right-of-way.
Santa Paula Airport. Santa Paula Airport is an uncontrolled public-use, privately owned
airport encompassing about 38 acres south of SR 126. Its single 2,650-foot runway generally
supports private propeller-driven aircraft. No commercial service has been extended to the
airport. The airport's 52,000 operations in 1990 were the lowest number of any airport in the
County, and accounted for about 12% of all the operations countywide. Aerobatics are
periodically practiced east of the City.
The airport property is surrounded by industrial development on either end of the runway. The
Santa Paula Freeway provides a barrier to the north, while there is generally no development
immediately to the south due to the presence of the Santa Oara River and the mountain range.
d. Regulatory Setting. As required by Section 65302 of the Government Code of
California, desirable noise levels are embodied within the Noise Elements of General Plans.
Division 28 of the California Health and Safety Code requires that the State Office of Noise
Control within the Department of Health Services develop model elements and model noise
ordinances for consideration by local jurisdictions in developing noise standards. These noise
standards are contained in the Noise Compatibility Matrix, Figure 4.5-1.

r
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The City of Santa Paula Noise Ordinance (Chapter 8.32 of the Santa Paula Municipal Code)
regulates noise in the City. The ordinance regulates against loud or unnecessary noise, and
defines sources of such noise. Operation of machines, construction work, loud voices, and
other sources of noise are restricted by time of day and to the degree that they annoy or disturb
other people.
4.5.2

Impact Analysis and Mitigation Measures

a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. To determine the potential noise impacts
of the project, a significance threshold was established using state and local noise compatibility
criteria. An impact is considered significant if the proposed project would:

•
•
•
•
•

Substantially increase the ambient noise levels for adjoining areas;
Exceed the traffic noise-related standards contained in the Land Use Compatibility Matrix (refer
to Figure 4.5-1);
Cause predicted noise levels at outdoor activity areas to exceed 65 dB CNEL where proposed
residential development would occur;
In conjunction with other cumulative development, increase the noise levels at existing sensitive
receptors (residences, hospitals, churches, schools or parks) by 3 dB; or
Result in project construction activities occurring outside the hours of l am to 6pm Monday
through Saturday and 9am to 6pm on Sunday.

b. Project Impacts. Noise from traffic is currently the largest noise source for the City
and is anticipated to be the largest noise source in the future. Future noise contours for SR 126
and 150 in the City of Santa Paula are shown in Figure 4.5-3. Table 4.5-1 describes the roadway
noise increases that are significant and is used to describe impacts N-1 and N-2. Noise from
construction activities, agricultural uses, commercial/ industrial uses, and railroad are also
analyzed below.

Table 4.5-1. Change in Noise Levels with 2020 Buildout of the General Plan
On Selected Roadways
Roadway

Existing
ADT

ADT2020

Existing dBA
CNELat100
ft from
centerline

2020dBA
CNELat
100ftfrom
centerline

Increase
indBA
CNEL

State Route 126
State Route 150 between
Santa Paula and Say Road
Harvard Boulevard
between Steckel and Peck
Peck Road between Santa
Paula and Telegraph Road
Foothill Road between
Briggs and Peck Road
Adams Canyon

35,000
12,000

70,100
16,300

76.8
62.7

79.8
64.0

3.0
1.3

10,800

23,700

62.2

65.6

3.4

4,100

15,900

58.0

63.9

5.9

1,400

12,500

56.1

65.6

9.5

N/A

23,600

46.3

64.0

17.7
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lmpactN-1

The proposed General Plan would result in exposure of existing
and future residents and other sensitive receptors to noise levels
greater than 65 dBA CNEL. This is considered a Class II, significant
but mitigable impact.

State Routes 126 and 150. Increased traffic along SR 126 east of Peck Road associated with full
buildout of the General Plan would expose existing, unobstructed (i.e., without sound walls or
other intervening structures) residents within approximately 730 feet of this roadway to noise
levels greater than the normally acceptable level of 65 dBA CNEL. This would exceed
"normally acceptable" level of noise as described for residential uses in the Noise Compatibility
Matrix. This area is already exposed to high noise levels from the highway, and projected
General Plan buildout would result in an increase of approximately 3.0 dBA CNEL to existing
noise levels. This is considered a significant, but mitigable impact.
SR 150 would also experience increased traffic with full General Plan buildout. The speeds are
sufficiently low in the downtown area not to result in a noise problem. Further north, between
Santa Paula Street and Say Road, where speeds increase, the projected noise level would
increase by approximately 1.3 dBA to 64.0 dBA CNEL at 100 feet from the center line Some
residences along this route are set back less than 100 feet and would be exposed to noise levels
above the normally acceptable level (65 dBA CNEL) for residential use. Therefore, increased
traffic along SR 150 in this area is considered significant, but mitigable.

Arterial Road Noise. Increased traffic along Peck and Foothill Roads would increase noise
exposure in existing residential neighborhoods. A majority of this traffic would result from
buildout of the Adams Canyon expansion area to the north of Foothill Road. For Peck Road
between Santa Paula Street and Telegraph Road, the noise levels would increase by
approximately 5.9 dBA to 63.9 dBA CNEL and increase noise levels for Foothill Road by
approximately 9.5 dBA to 65.6 dBA CNEL (Table 4.5-1). For residents within 100 feet of
Harvard Boulevard between Steckel Road and Peck Road, the noise levels would increase by
approximately 3.4 dBA to 65.6 dBA CNEL (Table 4.5-1). These increases represent a significant
increase in the noise levels for the primarily residential areas along Peck Road and Harvard
Boulevard and for the more rural setting of Foothill Road. These noise levels would exceed
normally acceptable levels as described in the Noise Compatibility Matrix and would be
considered a significant, but mitigable impact.
Adams Canyon. Traffic is estimated to increase to 23,600 ADT at full buildout of the Adams
Canyon Expansion Area. Future residential development within 100 feet of the centerline of
Adams Canyon Road would experience a noise level of 64.0 dBA CNEL (Table 4.5-1). This
noise level would not exceed the normally acceptable level for future residential use as
described in the Noise Compatibility Matrix (Figure 4.5-1). Exposure to this noise level would
not significantly impact sensitive land uses adjacent to Adams Canyon Road at buildout of
area.
East Area 1. The future residents of East Area 1 within approximately 450 feet of SR 126 would
be exposed to traffic noise levels of greater than 65 dBA CNEL. This affected area is generally
the southeastern comer of East Area 1 (see Future Noise Contour Map 4.5-3 and Land Use Map
City of Santa Paula
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4.1-1). This noise level would exceed the normally acceptable level as described for residential
uses in the Noise Compatibility Matrix, Figure 4.5-1.
Mitigation Measures. The General Plan Noise Element provides policies and
implementation measures that address development of residential areas in the vicinity of noise
sources. Use of these relevant policies and implementation measures would provide mitigation
in the initial planning of developments and would guide project specific mitigation measures as
buildout occurs. Refer to the General Plan Noise Element for a complete listing of policies and
implementation measures.
.~·

Policy

....

Implementation Measure
,,

-

Establish exterior land use noise compatibility
standards in the Development Code for all new
development based on the guidelines shown
on Figure N-1 of this Noise Element.

1.a.a.

Use the land use/noise compatibility matrix
shown on Figure 4.5-1 to determine the
appropriateness of land uses relative to
roadway noise. (IM 2)

2.

1.a.b.

Work with Caltrans to landscape or install
mitigation elements along freeways and
highways adjacent to existing residential
subdivisions or noise-sensitive uses to
reduce noise impacts. (IM 18)

1.a.i.

Consider the use of rubberized asphalt
paving material for future road paving and
re-paving. Studies have indicated that
such paving material can result in a 3 to 5
dBA reduction in noise. (IM 10)

10. The City shall review the street layout of
proposed residential subdivisions with the
objective of reducing traffic volumes and
through trips as a means to reduce noise
levels. The use of road dips, diagonal parking,
one-way streets, speed humps, and other
traffic controls shall be considered to reduce
vehicular travel and speed, provided that
engineering and safety standards are met. If
determined to be feasible, rubberized asphalt
paving material shall be required for all new
roads.

1.a.j.

Consider the use of speed humps and
other "traffic calming" devices to reduce
traffic noise in residential areas. (IM 10)

1.a.e.

1.a.g.

Provide for the development of alternative
transportation modes such as bicycle paths
and pedestrian walkways to minimize the
number of automobile trips. (IM 24)
Work with local agencies and businesses
to provide public transit services which
reduce traffic and associated noise. (IM 24,
25)

18. Work with public agencies and institutions who
maintain facilities in the City to ensure that the
noise generated by their activities does not
spill over onto adjacent properties.
24. The City shall consider a program to
encourage the use of bicycles to reduce
vehicular traffic and associated noise in Santa
Paula as discussed in the Circulation Element.
The City shall properly maintain existing
bicycle routes, and accordingly, the proposed
program shall: encourage the use of bicycle
education programs; and initiate public
awareness programs to promote and
encourage the use of bicycles.
25. Implement Transportation Management Control
programs· to reduce vehicular travel and
associated noise in the City in accordance with
goals in the Circulation Element of the General
Plan.

In addition to policies and implementation measures contained in the General Plan Noise
Element, the following mitigation measure are recommended to further reduce noise impacts to
existing and future developments:

r
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N-l(a)

Speed Limits. Speed limits are legally set in accordance with the
prevailing speed of traffic based on engineering studies. However, when
feasible, consistent and necessary, the reduction of speed limits on
arterials should be used to decrease ambient noise levels. Noise levels
would be reduced by about 1 dBA for each 5 mile per hour reduction in
speed.

N-l(b)

Truck Noise Reduction. To reduce noise associated with truck traffic,
the City should implement the following noise reduction strategies:
a. The City, in cooperation with Caltrans, shall consider a truck noise
reduction plan for Highway 150 and any other roads that experience
truck traffic.
b. The City and Caltrans shall consider limitations on hours of operation
and other truck operations that could be limited to reduce noise
impacts.
c. The City should encourage the use of established designated truck
routes in accordance with Figure 4.5-4 that avoid residential areas
and confine truck traffic to major throughfares.
d. The City should post designated areas and times to prohibit the use of
jake brakes along established truck routes adjacent to sensitive uses.
For postings along SR 150 and SR 126, the City should work with
Caltrans to establish restrictions on the use of jake brakes.
e. The City shall consider incorporating truck noise restrictions into the
City Noise Ordinance.

N-l(c)

Noise Attenuation Strategies. When mitigation must be applied to meet
the policies of the General Plan, the following measures shall be
considered and preference shall be given where feasible to the measures
in the following order:
a. Site layout, including setbacks, open space separation and shielding
of noise sensitive uses with non-noise-sensitive uses.
b. Acoustical treatment of buildings.
c. Structural measures: construction of earthen berms or wood or
concrete barriers.

N-l(d)

Noise Studies. For new development within the generalized 65 dBA
CNEL noise contour as shown in the General Plan, project applicants
shall fund site-specific noise studies to mitigate project impacts. The
determination of whether a project site is within the 65 dBA contour is
the responsibility of the Planning Department.

N-l(e)

Building Material Standards. Within the existing 65 dBA CNEL noise
contour, new development must include building materials sufficient to
reduce interior noise levels to 45 dBA CNEL.
City of Santa Paula
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Significance After Mitigation. The above recommendations would require subsequent
detailed noise analysis and mitigation of any future project to reduce impacts to a less than
significant level. In addition to the use of the Noise Compatibility Matrix, implementation of
the above General Plan Noise Element policies and implementation measures, and mitigation
measures N-l(a-e) would reduce roadway noise impacts to a less than signilicant level.
ImpactN-2

The traffic associated with proposed development in existing rural
areas, such as Adams Canyon and Fagan Canyon, would
substantially increase ambient noise levels. This is considered a
Class I, significant unavoidable impact.

The existing low levels of ambient noise in rural areas, such as Adams and Fagan Canyons,
would be significantly and unavoidably affected by traffic noise associated with future
development. In Adams Canyon, traffic on the access road is estimated to be 23,600 ADT
which would result in approximately 17.7 dBA increase from 46.3 dBA CNEL to 64.0 dBA
CNEL near the roadway (Table 4.5-1). Introduction of residential development would
substantially increase ambient noise levels, and would result in a significant unavoidable
impact to the current rural sound levels experienced by the residents of this area. Similar
impacts would be expected in other primarily rural areas where suburban development is
proposed as part of the General Plan update.
Mitigation Measures. There are no available noise mitigation measures that would
reduce noise levels to the currently low levels experienced by the residents of rural areas such
as Adams Canyon. However, the following relevant proposed General Plan policies and
measures would contribute to lowering noise levels. Refer to the General Plan Noise Element
for a complete listing of policies and implementation measures directed at noise issues.
Policy
1.a.i.

1.a.j .

Consider the use of rubberized asphalt
paving material for future road paving and
re-paving. Studies have indicated that
such paving material can result in a 3 to 5
dBA reduction in noise. (IM 10)

Implementation Measure
10. The City shall review the street layout of
proposed residential subdivision with the
objective of reducing traffic volumes and
through trips as a means to reduce noise
levels. The use of road dips, diagonal parking,
one-way streets, speed humps, and other
traffic controls shall be considered to reduce
vehicular travel and speed, provided that
engineering and safety standards are met. If
determined to be feasible, rubberized asphalt
paving material shall be required for all new
roads.

Consider the use of speed humps and
other "traffic calming" devices to reduce
traffic noise in residential areas. {IM 10)

Significance After Mitigation. There are no available noise mitigation measures that
would reduce noise levels to the currently low levels experienced by the residents of Adams
Canyon and the impact to the noise environment would remain significant.

City of Santa Paula
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ImpactN-3

Operation of industrial and commercial uses associated with
General Plan buildout has the potential to produce noise impacts to
sensitive uses. This is considered a Class II, significant but
mitigable impact.

Development of commercial and industrial areas adjacent to or in the vicinity of residential or
other sensitive uses could result in a significant noise impact. Noise from loading docks, rooftop
heating and cooling systems, manufacturing, and general parking lot noise could be expected
from commercial and industrial development. Industrial activity would increase primarily on the
edges of the City in the East Area 2 and West Area 1. Existing industrial production is expected to
remain. Commercial land uses are expected to be developed within the existing City limits as
well as in the expansion areas. While no specific plans have been proposed, the potential exists
for significant noise impacts to sensitive receptors in the vicinity of commercial and industrial
development.
Mitigation Measures. The following relevant General Plan Noise Element policies and
implementation measures would ensure that future development of commercial and industrial
projects is completed with no significant noise impacts to the sensitive receptors in the vicinity.
No additional mitigation measures are required.

.

Policy

4.a.a.

Require that automobile and truck access
to industrial and commercial properties
adjacent to residential areas be located at
the maximum practical distance from the
residential area. (IM 11)

4.a.b.

Require that all parking for industrial and
commercial uses adjacent to residential
areas be enclosed within a structure,
buffered by walls, and/or limited hours of
operation. (IM 8, 10)

4.a.c.

4.a.d.

Implementation Measure

Limit the use of leaf blowers, motorized
lawn mowers, parking lot sweepers, or
other high-noise equipment on commercial
properties if their activity will result in noise
which adversely affects residential areas.
(IM 12)
Require that the hours of truck deliveries
to industrial and commercial properties
adjacent to residential uses be limited
unless there is no feasible alternative or
there are overriding transportation
benefits by scheduling deliveries at
another hour. (IM 11)

a..·

·"'

8.

The City shall review development proposals
according to their potential noise impacts on
abutting uses and impacts by abutting uses in
accordance with the standards and
requirements stipulated by this Plan and
incorporated into the Development Code.

9.

Development projects shall be reviewed in
accordance with maximum anticipated, or
"worst case" noise conditions as the basis for
land use decisions and design controls to
prevent future incompatibilities.

10. The City shall review the street layout of
proposed residential subdivisions with the
objective of reducing traffic volumes and
through trips as a means to reduce noise levels.
The use of road dips, diagonal parking, oneway streets, speed humps, and other traffic
controls shall be considered to reduce vehicular
travel and speed, provided that engineering and
safety standards are met. If determined to be
feasible, rubberized asphalt paving material
shall be required for all new roads.

11. The City shall evaluate the noise impacts of
truck deliveries on adjacent residential
properties as a part of the development and
environmental review process for all
commercial and manufacturing uses. Where
truck deliveries would have the potential to
create noise exceeding 65 dBA CNEL at an
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Implementation Measure

Policy
~

adjacent noise sensitive use, the inclusion of
noise mitigation techniques such as the use of
sound wall or enclosure of delivery areas shall
be required.

12. The City shall aggressively purse enforcement
of its Noise Ordinance to respond and mitigate
noise violations. Nuisance noise, such as
barking dogs and loud music, shall also be an
enforcement priority for the City.

Italicized text indicates text from the General Plan that has been revised during the EIR process.

Significance After Mitigation. Use of the above General Plan Noise Element policies and
implementation measures would reduce noise impacts from commercial and industrial
development to a less than significant level.
ImpactN-4

Buildout under the General Plan may result in noise impacts to
residential and other noise sensitive land uses from adjacent
agricultural activity. This is considered a Class II, significant but
mitigable impact.

Development of noise sensitive uses in the Expansion Areas of Adams Canyon, Fagan Canyon
and East Area 1 would be adjacent to agricultural lands and may result in noise impacts from
farm machinery, and other agricultural equipment activity. Agricultural noise is typically
sporadic and seasonal in nature depending on the crop. Machinery moving through the City in
route to packing facilities or farms would also contribute to the noise environment of Santa Paula.
This is considered a significant, but mitigable impact.
Mitigation Measures. The following relevant policies and implementation measures of
the General Plan Noise Element would reduce noise impacts from agricultural activity to a less
than significant level. Refer to the General Plan Noise Element for a complete listing of
implementation measures.
Policy
5a.a.

Implementation Measure

Work with the agricultural industry to
address conflicts on a case-by-case basis
and develop noise mitigation as practical
(IM 17).

17. Work with farmers in and around the City to
address any identified noise problems relating
to the use of farm equipment such as frost
protection equipment and farm machinery
routes on City streets.

Significance After Mitigation. Use of the above Noise Element policies and
implementation measures would reduce noise impacts from agricultural activity to a less than
significant level.
ImpactN-5

Construction of individual projects during the buildout of the 2020
General Plan could produce noise levels ranging from 70 to 95 dBA
at 50 feet from the source affecting adjacent land uses. This is
considered a Class II, significant, but mitigable impact.
City of Santa Paula
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Construction noise from individual projects associated with buildout of the General Plan could
have significant noise impacts to adjacent land uses. Since there are no specific plans or time
scale for individual projects, it is not possible to determine exact noise levels, locations, or time
period for construction.
In general, the grading phase of project construction tends to create the highest noise levels

because of the operation of heavy equipment. Noise levels associated with heavy equipment
typically range between 75 - 95 dBA at 50 feet from the source (EPA, 1971). Continuous
operation of this equipment during a nine-hour workday can cause high noise levels above the
present ambient levels. Construction noise would be a short term impact for any individual
project.
Mitigation Measures. The following relevant policies and implementation measures of
the General Plan Noise Element address noise impacts from construction activity.
,..

Policy

'

7.a.a.

Require that construction activities
adjacent to residential units be limited as
necessary to prevent adverse noise
impacts (IM 8, 12, 13).

7.a.b.

Require that construction activities employ
feasible and practical techniques which
minimize the noise impacts on adjacent
uses (IM 8, 12, 13).

Implementation Measure
8.

The City shall review development proposals
according to their potential noise impacts on
abutting uses and impacts by abutting uses in
accordance with the standards and
requirements stipulated by the General Plan
and incorporated into the Development Code.

12. The City shall aggressively pursue enforcement
of its Noise Ordinance to respond to and
mitigate noise violations. Nuisance noise, such
as barking dogs and loud music, shall also be
an enforcement priority for the City.
13. T he City shall monitor and enforce
implementation of noise mitigation requirements
imposed as part of the project permitting
process.

The following mitigation measure would be required in conjunction with the proposed policies
and implementation measures of the General Plan Noise Element to reduce potential impacts to
a less than significant level.
N-S(a)

Construction Noise Mitigation. The City shall consider use of
temporary noise barriers, limited hours of operation, limiting times of
year for construction near schools, and other feasible measures to reduce
construction noise to acceptable levels as a condition building permit
issuance.

Significance After Mitigation. The above General Plan Noise Element policies and
implementation measures and recommen ded mitigation would reduce construction noise
impacts to a less than significant level.
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ImpactN-6

Increased train activity along the Santa Paula Branch Line Railroad
would result in intermittent high noise levels to existing and future
sensitive land uses adjacent to the railroad line. At this time is it
not known how many trains or what types of trains would operate
along the line. However, potential impacts are considered a Class I,
significant unavoidable.

Part of the long-term strategy being considered by both Ventura County and Los Angeles County
is to revive the Santa Paula Branch Line Railroad for commuter use, such as Metrolink. Increased
train freight use and expansion of the excursion trains from Fillmore are goals of VCTC. The use
of the corridor for rail traffic would cause high noise levels intermittently as trains passed through
the City. Freight trains can be louder than passenger trains if they use more engines and are
longer. At this time it is not known how many freight, commuter or excursion trains would be
operating in the future. For future land uses along the train corridor, where residential and other
noise sensitive land uses are planned, rail road noise would be a significant, unavoidable impact.
Residences and other sensitive land uses already located along the rail line would experience high
noise levels from train traffic as well. Regular train traffic would change the noise environment
significantly for these existing adjacent land uses. This is considered a significant unavoidable
impact to existing and future sensitive land uses adjacent to the rail line.
Mitigation Measures. While the noise levels would be higher periodically during train
traffic, the City has developed the following relevant policies and implementation measures in
the General Plan Noise Element which are designed to limit the noise impacts of train traffic.
Refer to the Noise Element of the General Plan for a complete list of implementation measures.
Policy
3.a.a.

3.a.b.

3.a.c.

Implementation Measure

Work with all railroad operators and the
Ventura County Transportation
Commission to properly maintain lines and
establish operational restrictions during the
early morning and late evening hours to
reduce impacts in residential areas and
other noise sensitive areas. (/M 20, 23)
Work with all railroad operators to install
noise mitigation features where operations
impact existing adjacent residential or other
noise sensitive uses. (IM 18, 20, 23)
Consider the noise compatibility matrix
(Figure 4.5-1) when determining the
appropriateness of land uses in the rail line
vicinity. (IM 2)

¥

2. Establish exterior land use noise compatibility
standards in the Development Code for all new
development based on the guidelines shown on
Figure N-1 in the Noise Element (Figure 4.5-1 of
the EIR).
18. Work with public agencies and institutions who
maintain facilities in the City to ensure that the
noise generated by their activities does not spill
over onto adjacent properties.
20. Work with the Ventura County Transportation
Commission to coordinate noise control efforts
planning for current and future railroad
operations.

23. Work with railroad operators to determine
when noise controls may be necessary due to
the adjacency of railroad lines to residential
uses.
..
Italicized text indicates text of the General Plan which has been revised dunng the EIR process .

Significance After Mitigation. Implementation of the above policies and
implementation measures would reduce train related noise impacts, particularly if train speeds,
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horns, and hours of operation are limited (Policy 3.a.a, for operational limitations) and railroad
maintenance is high. However, noise impacts would remain significant and unavoidable.
ImpactN-7

Airport operations would be expected to increase minimally and
noise associated with the airport would produce intermittently
high noise levels. This is considered a Class Ill, less than
significant impact.

The Airport Land Use Plan indicates that the number of operations is not expected to rise
significantly by 2010, partly because the airport is uncontrolled, private, and the local geography
(mountains, city) severely limits its expansion potential.
Aircraft noise is generally not a problem in the City (noise levels for the airport are also illustrated
on Figure 4.5-2, Existing Noise Contours). The general traffic pattern zone is south of the City,
over the Santa Oara River. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) ordinance requires that
aircraft maintain an altitude of at least 1,500 feet above sea level when approaching or departing
the City. The primary noise concern noted by the public related to the airport are aerobatics.
Aerobatics are practiced sporadically east of Santa Paula and result in nuisance noise.
Mitigation Measures. The following relevant proposed General Plan Noise Element
policies and implementation measures address potential impacts related to airport operations.
No additional measures would be required.

lmpli mentation·Measure.

'Policy
2.a.a.

Coordinate with airport officials to address
operational noise as conflicts are identified
(IM 14).

2.a.b.

Work with airport officials to address noise
concerns from aerobatics and air shows on
a case by-case basis (IM 14).

2.a.c.

Consider the land use/noise compatibility
matrix (Figure 4.5-1) when determining the
appropriateness of land uses in the Airport
vicinity (IM 2, 14).

2. Establish exterior land use noise compatibility
standards in the Development Code for all new
development based on the guidelines shown on
Figure N-1 of the Noise Element (figure 4.5-1 of
the EIR).
14. The City shall work with the Santa Paula Airport
to ensure that local ordinances and state and
federal regulations regarding altitudes of
departing and arriving aircraft are met.

Significance After Mitigation. No significant impact is anticipated from airport related
noise.
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4.6

SAFETY and GEOLOGIC HAZARDS

This Safety and Geologic Hazards section has identified significant but mitigable impacts related to
seismic hazards (future seismic ground accelerations up to 0.64, fault rupture along the San Cayetano or
Oak Ridge Faults, and seismically-induced liquefaction of soil), slope stability hazards (landslides, mud
and debris flows, and rock falls), soil hazards, increased groundwater usage, exposure of residents to
electric or magnetic fields, safety hazards related to current and historic oil activities, and railroad and
highway accidents. The storage, generation, and disposal of hazardous materials by businesses within the
planning area is considered a less than significant impact, due to the permitting requirements through the
County of Ventura and the control of the Hazardous Materials Business Plans through the City of Santa
Paula Fire Department.

4.6.1 Setting
a. Topography. The City of Santa Paula is situated in the Santa Clara River Valley of
central Ventura County. The Santa Clara River Valley lies within the Transverse Range
Province which is evidenced by east-west trending mountains bounding the valley on the north
and south. The major drainages to the Santa Clara River within the City's Planning Area
include: Adams Canyon; Fagan Canyon; Santa Paula Creek; and Timber Canyon. The
developed portions of the City are located primarily on the Santa Clara River Valley floor and
on slopes of 0-20%, although a great majority of the City is on slopes of 5% or less. Steeper
slopes exist in the mountainous terrain to the south on South Mountain, and to the north
toward Sulphur Mountain and Santa Paula Ridge.
b. Regional Stratigraphy and Geologic Structure. The Santa Paula Planning Area lies
within the geologic boundaries of the Ventura Basin. The Ventura Basin has a remarkably thick
section of mostly marine sedimentary rocks, which totals more than 58,000 feet. The lithologic
stratigraphy beneath the Santa Paula area includes thick alluvial and unconsolidated sediments
accumulated beneath the Santa Clara River Valley, overlying Miocene- and Pliocene-aged
bedrock. The Miocene- and Pliocene-aged bedrock outcrops exist on South Mountain, and
south of Sulphur Mountain and Santa Paula Ridge. Eocene-aged bedrock outcrops exist on
Santa Paula Ridge, north of Sulphur Mountain, and north of the Santa Clara River Valley.
With the exception of the Saugus Formation (exposed along the northern boundary of the Santa
Clara River in the Planning Area) and the Sespe Formation (exposed northeast of Santa Paula
Ridge and adjacent to the Santa Clara River Valley on the south), the claystone, shale, and
sandstone bedrock exposed in the mountainous regions are sedimentary, relatively soft, and of
marine origin. The marine Eocene rocks exposed in the mountains north of the Santa Clara
River Valley, and within the Planning Area, consist of the harder Coldwater Sandstone, Cozy
Dell Shale, and Matilija Sandstone. Locally, soil cover and landslides occur on the hillsides.
The City of Santa Paula lies within the western Transverse Ranges geologic province of
southern California. This province is characterized by east-west trending folds, faults, and
mountain ranges-which are transverse to the northwest trend of most of the geologic features
in California. Regional east to west trending folds and faults traverse the western Transverse
Ranges, and high rates of deformation have resulted from probable Holocene movement along
east-west trending reverse faults in the Planning Area. The most prominent of these faults is
City of Santa Paula
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the San Cayetano Fault, located in the northern end of the Planning Area. The San Cayetano
Fault is a north dipping reverse fault, which has thrust older Eocene rocks on top of younger
Miocene, Pliocene, and Pleistocene rocks. The maximum amount of displacement observed is
about 9,000 meters at Sespe Creek, northeast of the City of Santa Paula and the Planning Area.
The San Cayetano Fault is considered an active fault.
The Oak Ridge Fault lies beneath the Santa Oara River and trends northeast-southwest through
the City of Santa Paula Planning Area. The Oak Ridge Fault is a south-dipping, reverse fault
which thrusts lower Miocene and upper Eocene strata over upper Pleistocene strata. South of
the City of Santa Paula, near the Saticoy area, the displacement of sediments by the Oak Ridge
Fault has caused a groundwater barrier. Evidence that the Oak Ridge Fault was active in the
Miocene can be seen in the Oakridge oil field, where the fault separates a thin Miocene sequence
on the south side from a thick Miocene sequence on the north side. The vertical displacement of
the Miocene Saugus Formation near Santa Paula (in the Oakridge oil field) is approximately 2.3
kilometers.
More recently, the Oak Ridge Fault has been called a "continuation" of the Northridge blind
thrust fault that caused the Northridge earthquake of January 1994 (Yeats and Huftile, 1995).
However, no primary surface rupture seems to have accompanied the Northridge earthquake.
Although the Oak Ridge Fault is not considered active based on the Alquist-Priolo Special
Studies Zones (1994) definitions (no evidence supporting surface displacement in the Holocene
- the last 11,000 years), its association with the Northridge blind thrust fault and the Northridge
earthquake of 1994 indicates that the fault should be considered as active for land use planning
purposes, particularly in the South Mountain area. In addition, the Fault Activity Map of
California and Adjacent Areas compiled by Charles W. Jennings for the Department of
Conservation, California Division of Mines and Geology (CDMG) (1994), indicates that
evidence for Holocene activity on the Oak Ridge Fault exists south of Fillmore, east of the City
of Santa Paula.
c. Seismic Issues. Seismic hazards that pose the greatest concern to the City of Santa
Paula include seismically-induced ground shaking, fault rupture, and seismically-induced
liquefaction.
Seismically-Induced Ground Shaking. Table 4.6-1 provides a listing of the closest and
most significant regional faults that are modeled herein to predict ground shaking that would
be produced within the Planning Area. Figure 4.6-1 shows the locations of these faults with
respect to the current City boundaries and the proposed expansion areas.
As shown in Table 4.6-1, the Oak Ridge Fault is anticipated to be capable of generating the
highest ground accelerations for known faults in the area. However, an earthquake along the
San Andreas Fault or the Ventura Fault, though anticipated to produce lower ground
accelerations, are estimated to generate a Modified Mercalli Intensity (MMI) in the Santa Paula
area equivalent to that generated from the Oak Ridge Fault. For those portions of the City of
Santa Paula located on the Santa Oara River Valley Floor, the ground accelerations would be 15
to 20% lower than those calculated in Table 4.6-1.
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Table 4.6-1 Estimated Ground Accelerations and Intensities
Fault Name

Active Faults
Northridge Blind Thrust
San Cayetano
Santa Susana
San Andreas
Ventura
Potentially Active Faults
Oak Ridge

.. .

Maximum
Credible
Earthquake1

Distance in Miles
from.City
Boundaries
(km)

Ac,eeleration4 ·
(g)2

.Maximum:
'·MMJ:·

6.9
6.8
6.6
7.8
6.8

30 (48)
0-10 (0-16)
10(16)
26 (42)
5-10 (8-16)

0.085
0.63-0.26
0.26
0.18
0.38-0.25

VIII-IX
IX-X
IX-X
X-XI
X-XI

6.9

0-10 (0-16)

0.64-0.26

X-XI

:.

1-CDMG, Probab1/1stic Se1sm1c Hazard Assessment for the State of Califom1a (1996)
2-ldriss (1985)
3-Krinitzsky and Chang, December (1977)
MM/ = Modified Mercalli Intensity
Note: Attenuation relationships developed by Idriss (1985), which are applicable for sites located on
bedrock, were used to calculate peak ground accelerations. Peak horizontal accelerations on rock and stiff
soil sites are almost identical over a wide range of accelerations. Accelerations on deep soil sites are
approximately 15 to 20% less than those on rock at acceleration levels between 0.2 g and 0.5 g (Idriss,
1985). MM/s were calculated for each fault using the relationship between MCE magnitudes and distance
from the epicenter (in this instance the distance from the City of Santa Paula limits and the nearest section
of each fault) (Krinitzky and Chang, 1977). MM/scan be influenced by site specific features, such as the
thickness of loosely consolidated alluvium and the depth to groundwater. These factors have not been
included in the calculation of expected MMls; thus, the actual intensities that are felt at a site could differ
from the levels extrapolated here.

The acceleration and intensity data presented herein is provided for general planning purposes,
not for specific design considerations. Site specific design studies are necessary to adequately
model ground accelerations and MMis for a particular structure and area.
The data by Krinitzsky and Chang (1977), Idriss (1985), and the CDMG (1996), indicates that the
greatest ground acceleration that the City would be subject to is a peak ground acceleration of
0.64 g, which would result in a MMI of X-XI. Such an event could be produced from a
maximum credible earthquake (MCE) of 6.9 occurring along the Oak Ridge Fault. In areas of
loosely consolidated alluvium or areas with a water table within 30 feet from ground surface,
MMI levels may be greater. In addition, although lower ground accelerations may occur in the
Planning Area from an earthquake generated on the San Andreas or Ventura Faults, a similar
MMI (X-XI) is anticipated.
The most recent modeling efforts of seismic experts (probabilistic modeling) have attempted to
evaluate earthquake potential for a given area by factoring all available potential fault sources.
The CDMG has estimated that in the next 50 years, there is a 10% chance of an earthquake
between magnitudes 6.5 and 7.0, and peak ground accelerations exceeding 0.7 g, within 0 to 5
km from the Santa Paula area. This corresponds to a MMI of VIII or greater.
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Fault Rupture. One potentially active, and one active, fault have been mapped, and
identified through the Alquist-Priolo Special Studies Zone Act, within the City of Santa Paula
Planning Area: the Oak Ridge Fault; and the San Cayetano Fault, respectively. According to
the CDMG (Treiman, 1997), the San Cayetano Fault, located in the northern portion of the
Planning Area, is within an Alquist-Priolo Special Studies Zone. The Oak Ridge Fault, though
not within an Alquist-Priolo Special Studies Zone in the Planning Area, has a section zoned
under the Alquist-Priolo Act south of Fillmore. The Oak Ridge Fault has not been zoned under
the Alquist-Priolo Act within the Planning Area predominantly because the fault is concealed
under the Santa Gara River. According to the CDMG (Treiman, 1997), the Oak Ridge Fault
should be considered active, and no critical facilities should be located in the vicinity of the fault
unless a special fault study is performed.
As geologic studies are performed, there is the possibility that additional active faults may be
identified. Santa Paula should follow the guidelines of the Alquist-Priolo Act for proposed new
development within the City. A setback from the mapped potentially active Oak Ridge Fault
should be considered for critical and lifeline facilities within the City. These constraints should
be considered prior to land use planning.
Seismically-Induced Liquefaction. Based upon the Seismic Hazard Mapping Act
criterion and the geologic maps for the Santa Paula and Santa Paula Peak Quadrangles (Dibblee,
1990and1992), areas within the City of Santa Paula and the surrounding Planning Area which
fall into a high hazard category for liquefaction due to seismically-induced ground shaking are
shown on Figure 4.6-2.
These areas were designated by the presence of unconsolidated alluvial sediments greater than
10 feet thick. Within this entire zone, it was assumed that depth to groundwater fluctuates but
likely rises to within 40 feet of the ground surface (the criteria for high liquefaction potential).
The geologic units (Qa and Qg) considered as potentially liquefiable sediments in this
evaluation, were mapped in the Santa Paula and Santa Paula Peak areas by Dibblee (1992 and
1990).
To more accurately determine the potential for liquefaction, site specific geologic studies are
required. These studies should be performed prior to new construction and for the retrofitting
of critical facilities. The studies should include site specific depth to groundwater and soil
composition. Areas having liquefiable sediments should be identified, and structures should be
properly designed to withstand the conditions.
d. Geologic Hazards. Geologic hazards that pose the greatest concern to the City of
Santa Paula include slope stability which includes landslides, debris and mud flows, and rock
falls, and soil related hazards.
Landslides. Numerous landslides have been mapped within the hillsides of the City of
Santa Paula (Dibblee, 1990and1992). Many factors contribute to the instability of hill slopes:
precipitation, soil and rock lithology and induration, seismic ground shaking, steepness of
slope, and manmade grading. Based on the Seismic Hazard Mapping Act criteria, the geologic
maps for the Santa Paula and Santa Paula Peak Quadrangles (Dibblee, 1990, 1992), and the
Planning Area Slope Map, areas within the City of Santa Paula and the surrounding Planning
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Area which fall into a high hazard category for landslides due to seismically-induced
groundshaking are shown on Figure 4.6-2.
Mud and Debris Flows and Rock Falls. The hillsides in the Santa Paula Planning Area
also are prone to debris and mud flows, and to rock falls. Land development near or at the base
of canyons, cliffs, or landslides should take these hazards into consideration during the
planning, construction and estimated life of the development. The areas which fall into a high
hazard category for mud and debris flows, and rock falls are also shown on Figure 4.6-2.
Soil Related Hazards. Soil related hazards include expansive soils, settlement,
subsidence, and hydrocompaction. This section focuses on areas within the City of Santa Paula
that have the potential for such failure.

Expansive Soil. According to the Soil Survey for the Ventura Area (Edwards, et. al., 1970), soil in
portions of South Mountain, Orcutt Canyon, Mud Creek Canyon, Timber Canyon, and Adams
Canyon, within the Planning Area, have a high shrink-swell potential. The soils within Santa
Clara River Valley, Santa Paula Creek, and the eastern portion of Timber Canyon generally
have a low shrink-swell potential. The remainder of the Planning Area has a moderate shrinkswell potential.
Figure 4.6-3 shows the areas of potential highly expansive soil. The areas mapped generally
correspond with "Group D" of the hydrologic soil groups defined in the Soil Survey of Ventura
County. However, because of the apparent complexity of factors affecting soil expansiveness,
the mapped areas are estimates only.

Settlement. Natural soils that are potentially susceptible to settlement can be found in the Santa
Clara River Valley, the east side of Timber Canyon, along Santa Paula Creek, and in a portion of
the South Mountain area south of the Santa Clara River and across from Santa Paula Creek. The
areas with a high potential for settlement are shown on Figure 4.6-3.
Subsidence. As yet, no recognized subsidence has occurred within the study area due to either
groundwater or oil extraction. Accordingly, the potential for subsidence in the study area is
considered to be minimal. If present, these hazards would be predominantly manifested in
areas of unconsolidated alluvium along the Santa Clara River Valley floor due to extraction of
groundwater from the Santa Paula Groundwater Basin during overdraft conditions within the
aquifer. It has not been determined definitively whether the basin is in overdraft (see the water
impact discussion in Section 4.11, Public Utilities) .
Large-scale regional subsidence has not occurred in the study area. Because of the limited
amount of groundwater currently being extracted from the basin, and the negligible amount of
oil extraction from the Santa Clara River Valley floor, the likelihood of significant subsidence
occurring in the study area is considered minimal.

Hydrocompaction. Areas of hydrocompaction have not been identified within the City of Santa
Paula. Hydrocompaction could potentially occur in areas of unconsolidated soils, particularly
along the Santa Clara River Valley floor.
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e. Groundwater Characteristics. According to the Ventura County Department of
Water Resources (Panaro, 1997), groundwater is withdrawn from the Santa Paula Groundwater
basin from an unconfined aquifer within Quaternary alluvial sediments and the San Pedro
Formation. The Santa Paula Groundwater Basin was adjudicated in 1996. For additional
information about the ground water basin, please refer to the water discussion in Section 4.11,
Public Utilities.
The majority of the wells currently used for groundwater supply are located in the Santa Clara
River.Valley floor, or on Santa Paula Creek. The groundwater from these wells is pumped to
water-supply pipelines and reservoir tanks utilizing electrically-operated pumps. Booster
pump stations are located in areas of steep terrain to pump the water to higher elevations.
Currently, there is a lack of pipelines to convey groundwater to many sections within the Santa
Paula Planning Area. Only municipal-supply wells are connected to pipelines to service
neighborhoods within Santa Paula.
f. Human Health. Potential hazards which may affect human health are those related
to high-voltage transmission lines (electro-magnetic fields), crude oil and natural gas pipelines
and facilities, business that handle hazardous materials; and railroad or truck accidents
involving hazardous materials.

High-Voltage Transmission Lines. High-voltage, 66 kilovolt (kV), transmission lines
exist along Ojai Street/SR 150, along a portion of 12th Street south of Orchard Street, and along
the south side of the railroad tracks east of 12th Street. A Southern California Edison substation,
the "Wakefield Substation", exists south of the railroad tracks at the intersection of 12th Street
and the railroad tracks. Transmission lines also cross Adams and Fagan Canyons. Electrical
lines and the substation are shown on Figure 4.6-4.

Electrical Fields. Electrical fields are created by objects that are electrically charged. The change·
in voltage over distance is known as the electrical field. Units used to describe electrical fields
are volts per meter (V/m), or expressed as 1,000 volts per meter (kilovolt per meter, kV / m).
Electrical fields become stronger as one approaches the charged object.
Electric transmission lines create electric fields. The strength of the field is a function of the line
voltage, distance between the line and the point of measurement, the desigri of the line, and the
electrical phasing characteristics. The largest transmission lines in California (500 kV) typically
have a maximum electric field directly under the conductors as high as about 7-9 kV/ m.
(Enertech, 1989)

Magnetic Fields. An electric current flowing in any conductor creates a magnetic field. The
magnetic field intensity is measured in units of Gauss, a measurement of the magnetic flux
density. Values are often reported in one-onethousandth of a Gauss (milligauss, written as
mG). Other than in the United States, magnetic fields are measured in Teslas (T), where 10,000
G is equal to one T.
As with electric fields, the strength of the magnetic field decreases as the distance from the
source increases.
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Magnetic fields on the ground measured under electrical transmission lines are usually smaller
than the magnetic fields associated with electrical appliances. This is primarily caused by the
attenuation of the field with distance. The height of the power line from the ground reduces the
field at ground level, whereas the strength of magnetic fields in household appliances can be
high if the measurement is taken near the source. Appliances that have the highest magnetic
fields are those that have high currents or high speed electrical motors.

Electromagnetic Spectrum. Electromagnetic fields are a part of the larger electromagnetic
spectrum. Other components of the spec.t rum include: X-rays, ultraviolet light, visible light,
infrared light, microwaves, and radio waves. The electrical fields associated with electrical
power transmission are referred to as extremely low frequency fields. Extremely low frequency
fields are defined as fields up to 3,000 Hz (engineers define it as ranging from 30 to 300 Hz).
Medical Effects of Electromagnetic Sources. Power lines emit very low levels of radiant energy.
Typical maximum power radiated by a power line is less than 0.001 microWatt per centimeter
squared (Moulder, 1996). 1bis is less than the power produced by a full moon on the Earth's
surface on a clear night (0.2 microWatts per centimeter squared).
Electric fields produce very little biological effects because these fields are not strong enough to
penetrate through structures or even human skin. In contrast, magnetic fields are able to easily
penetrate buildings and people. It is the development of magnetic fields by electric currents
that have the potential to affect biological systems. In general, magnetic fields are elevated in
structures near power lines whereas electrical fields are not.

Medical Studies. Some medical studies have focused on the relationship between
electromagnetic fields, cancer, and reproductive outcome. Cancer investigation of the
responses of animals and several types of cells in vitro (laboratory conditions) have not revealed
that growth, proliferation, or any other parameter that would be indicative of cancer-initiating,
cancer-promoting, or cancer progressing responses is affected to any significant extent by
exposure to 60 Hz electric and magnetic fields (Environmental Research Information, Inc., 1989).
Occupational studies on workers in high exposure environments have produced mixed results.
Some studies have shown slight, but statistically significant elevated cancer rates among
workers in electrical occupations, while other studies have not shown any association with
cancer and these occupations. Because of a lack of proper control of the variables in the studies
and the difficulty in measuring electric/ magnetic exposures, the studies have been inconclusive
as to the relationship between occupational exposure and cancer (Environmental Research
Information, Inc., 1989).
Several studies have focused on the relationship between the use of electric blankets, electrically
heated waterbeds, and ceiling cable heat and reproductive outcome. These studies did not
consider the electromagnetic effects from electric power lines. The experimental outcome has
not shown a link between exposure to electric and magnetic fields to health and pregnancy
(Environmental Research Information, Inc., 1989).

Exposure Levels. Table 4.6-2 lists the exposure standards developed by several agencies. Setback
guidelines adopted by the California Department of Health Services are 100 feet from 100-110
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kV lines; 150 feet from 220-230 kV lines; and 250 feet from 345 kV lines (California Department
of Health Services, 1992).
Table 4.6-2 Exposure Standards for Electric and Magnetic Fields
Agency"
Florida
Florida
Florida
NRPB-UK
NRPB-UK
ACGIH
ICNIRP
ICNIRP

Magnetic Field

Parameter
230 kV
500 kV (single circuit lines)
500kV (double circuit lines)
less than 50 Hz
60 Hz
60 Hz
continuous occupation of
structure
short term occupation of
structure

150 mG at edge of Right of Way
200 mG at edge of Right of Way
250 mG at edge of Right of Way
16 G
13.3 G
10 G
SG
50 G

Electric Field

12 kV/m
10 kV/m
10 kV/m
30 kV/m

" NRPB-UK- United Kingdom National Rad1at1on Protection Board
ACGIH- American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists
ICNIRP- International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection
Source: Moulder, J (1996) and Environmental Research Information, Inc. (1989)
G =Gauss
mG = milligauss

Crude Oil and Natural Gas. Crude oil and natural gas pipelines and facilities exist
within the Santa Paula Planning Area. Oil production was one of the founding industries of
Santa Paula, with an oil "tunnel" completed in 1866 on Sulphur Mountain. Oil seeps are still
active in the Sulphur Mountain area.
Four active oil fields exist within the City of Santa Paula Planning Area: the Saticoy Field; the
Santa Paula Field; the South Mountain Field; and the West Mountain Field. Union Oil has
numerous active, inactive, and abandoned oil wells, as well as oil collecting and staging
facilities, in the Santa Paula, South Mountain and West Mountain Field areas. The South
Mountain and West Mountain Fields lie south of the Santa Oara River in the South Mountains.
The Santa Paula Field lies in the Sulphur Mountain area, west of SR 150 and south of Ojai, in the
northern portion of the Planning Area. Sage-California and/ or Whiting Petroleum
Corporation, has numerous active, inactive, and abandoned oil wells in the Saticoy Field. The
Saticoy Field lies essentially south of SR 126, extending from approximately Todd Lane to the
eastern boundary of the City of San Buenaventura. The location of the oil fields, the active,
inactive and abandoned oil wells, and oil facilities are shown on the State of California Division
of Oil, Gas and Geothermal Resources Maps for Saticoy (Map No. 205), Santa Paula (Map No.
203), and West Mountain and South Mountain (Map No. 206). The locations of the pipelines
that exist within the City of Santa Paula are shown on Figure 4.6-4.
Hazardous Materials. More than 60,000 chemicals are produced in the United States.
Over 11,000 of these chemicals are used for commercial purposes. Within the County of
Ventura, over 5,000 manufacturing and service industries use or store hazardous materials,
including pesticides, acids, caustics, solvents, and heavy metals (County of Ventura, 1989).
Under Chapter 6.95, section 25503 of the California Health and Safety Code, Business Plans are
City of Santa Paula
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required from California businesses that handle a hazardous material in quantities equal to or
greater than the following:

•
•
•

•

55 gallons of a liquid;
500 pounds of a solid;
200 cubic feet ofa compressed gas; or
Extremely hazardous substances above Federal threshold reporting quantities

As part of the Business Plan, emergency response plans and procedures must be developed and
training sessions must be provided to employees. Businesses are periodically inspected by
local administering agencies (Santa Paula Fire Prevention Bureau) to ensure that handling,
storage, and waste disposal practices conform with appropriate laws and regulations.
According to the Santa Paula Fire Department (Araiza, 1997), 100 businesses use or store
hazardous materials in the City of Santa Paula (Table 4.6-3). These businesses include gasoline
stations, automotive repair facilities, dry cleaners, agricultural facilities, crude oil pipelines and
facilities, and miscellaneous commercial and industrial facilities. Industrial use of hazardous
materials is centered in the downtown Santa Paula area. Many of the commercial businesses
that store or use hazardous materials are located on Main Street or Harvard Boulevard. Specific
information regarding the location of businesses and types and quantities of hazardous
substances used or stored can be obtained through the Santa Paula Fire Department.

Table 4.6-3. Businesses and Facilities that Use or Store
Hazardous Materials
T

'o

Location

Number of Businesses

10" Street
Corporation Street
Harvard Boulevard
Main Street
Quail Court
Santa Maria Street
Santa Paula Street
Streets with Five or Fewer
Businesses

7

7
20
23

7
6
5
32

Total

107

Source: Santa Paula Fire Prevention Bureau, personal communication
with Assistant Chief Rick Araiza, 1997

Only one facility uses or stores acutely hazardous materials within the City of Santa Paula:
Baker Performance Chemicals located at 265 Quail Court. Extremely hazardous wastes (or
materials) are defined by California's Health and Safety Code as any hazardous waste or
mixture of hazardous wastes which, if human exposure should occur, may likely result in
death, disabling personal injury or serious injury because of its quantity, concentration, or
chemical characteristics.
In an effort to reduce impacts associated with a hazardous material incident, Ventura County
has developed a Hazardous Materials Emergency Response Plan. The goal of the plan is to
protect life, property, and the environment from the effects of a hazardous material release to
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air, land or water or a hazardous material fire. Procedures to be used in the event of an incident
and specific agency responsibilities are identified within the Plan. The Plan is activated by the
designated Incident Commander at the scene. Depending on the nature of the incident, this
could be either the appropriate law enforcement authority (City of Santa Paula Police
Department, Ventura County Sheriff's Department, or California Highway Patrol) or the Santa
Paula Fire Department.
Railroad or Highway Accidents. Because of the widespread use of hazardous materials
in our communities, minor and major hazardous materials spills and incidents occur. Most of
these incidents are related to the increasing transport of chemicals over roadways or through
industrial accidents. SR 126 and 150, and the Union Pacific Railway, are major transportation
corridors through Santa Paula.
The Ventura County Transportation Commission (VCTC) owns the railroad right-of-way
through Santa Paula. The City of Santa Paula leases the area of the station in Santa Paula, from
approximately 8th Street to 12th Street, and is responsible for maintenance of that section of rail
line. Currently the rail cars traveling through Santa Paula carry freight from the west to the
City of Santa Paula, but not eastward out of Santa Paula. There is currently only one freight
customer in the City of Santa Paula: the Weyerhauser Plant. The rail cars traveling eastward
out of Santa Paula carry passengers, with occasional west-bound passenger trips. According to
VCTC, no hazardous materials are allowed on the rail cars, and there have historically been no
major accidents within the City of Santa Paula Planning Area.
Traffic accidents involving large trucks hauling hazardous materials on one of the highways
passing through the City of Santa Paula could result in a public safety hazard. In addition to
traffic related incidents, hazardous materials spills could be caused by ground shaking
associated with a large earthquake or other soil related hazards (landslide, debris flow,
liquefaction, etc.). Hazardous material containers not properly secured could be tipped over
and/ or ruptured. Improperly segregated materials could result in toxic or explosive reactions.
g. Regulatory Setting. Section 65302 (g) of the Government Code Section specifies that:
The General Plan shall include a Safety Element for the protection of the community from any
unreasonable risks associated with the effects of seismically induced surface rupture, ground
shaking, ground failure, tsunami, seiche, and dam failure; slope instability leading to mudslides
and landslides; subsidence and other geologic hazards known to the legislative body; flooding;
and wild land and urban fires. Other pertinent sections of the California code pertaining to
geologic and seismic hazards include Government Code Section 65302.5 and Public Resources
Codes 2697, 2699, and 4102.
Ground Shaking and Fault Rupture. Public Resources Code Section 2621, California's
Alquist-Priolo Special Studies Zones Act of 1972, regulates the development and construction of
structures in the state. The act assures that public buildings, and all other structures for human
occupancy, are not built on active faults. Active and potentially active faults are to be
considered during construction within the state.
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Groundwater. The groundwater basin in Santa Paula is currently adjudicated and
usage is monitored by the United Conservation Water District and Santa Paula Basin Pumpers
Association.
High-Voltage Transmission Lines. Electromagnetic exposure standards have been
developed by the State of Florida, the United Kingdom National Radiation Protection Board,
the International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection, and the American
Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists. The California Department of Education
has adopted a policy which recommends minimum distances between new schools and the
edge of right-of-way transmission lines.
Crude Oil and Natural Gas. Crude oil and natural gas facilities are subject to the Santa
Paula Oil Code and the State of California Division of Oil, Gas, and Geothermal Resources
requirements. Crude oil pipeline safety is monitored by the State Fire Marshal.
Hazardous Materials. Hazardous Materials Busine.ss Plans (HMBP) are required under
set circumstances under Chapter 6.95, Section 25503 of the California Health and Safety Code.
Monitoring of the HMBf:' program is performed by the Santa Paula Fire Department.

4.6.2 Impact Analysis and Mitigation Measures
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. The County of Ventura has established
methodology and thresholds of significance for most geological conditions. .The Ventura
County Initial Study Assessment Guidelines (November 1992) contains guidelines for ground
shaking, fault rupture, liquefaction, landslides/mudslides, expansive soils, subsidence, water
resources, petroleum resources and pipelines, hazardous materials, public roadways, and the
railroad.
Ground Shaking. An impact is considered significant when considering development
of high-rise structures, critical facilities and projects of unique design not covered by the
ordinary provisions of the Ventura County Building Code.
Fault Rupture. An impact is considered significant when potential fault rupture is
determined to affect a site and either cannot be mitigated, or the mitigation is questioned by the
Public Works Agency.
Seismically-Induced Liquefaction. An impact is considered significant when the site is
definitely susceptible to liquefaction which poses a hazard that cannot be mitigated to a less
than significant level.
Landslides, Mud and Debris Flows. An impact is considered significant if the site is
affected by unmitigable landslide or mudflow hazards or possesses calculated factors-of-safety
of less than 1.5 and 1.10 for the static and pseudo-static case, respectively.
Expansive Soils. An impact is considered significant for any unique structures known
to be particularly susceptible to soil expansion on sites with a known expansion index of 91 or
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higher (Expansion Index = high to very high); or for pavement areas with subgrade soils whose
"R" value is below 15.
Subsidence. An impact will be considered significant if the project will cause or be
subject to an unmitigable subsidence hazard.
Water Quality. In hydrologic units where groundwater meets Basin 4A water quality
objectives contained in the most recent California Regional Water Quality Control Plan, water
use that individually or cumulatively causes the hydrologic unit to fail to meet these objectives
is a significant adverse impact.
High-Voltage Transmission Lines. The following conditions constitute an
electromagnetic hazard that have the potential to significantly impact the site:
•
•

levels of magnetic or electrical fields above regulated thresholds
levels of magnetic or electrical fields above scientifically conclusive health risk
criteria

Crude Oil and Natural Gas. Petroleum resource areas have been mapped by the State
Division of Oil, Gas, and Geothermal Resources. If a proposed project will not be located on or
adjacent to land located in an oil field or containing an oil extraction Conditional Use Permit .
(CUP), then the project would have no impact on the extraction of oil resources. However, if a
proposed project will be located on or adjacent to land located in an oil field or containing an oil
extraction CUP, then the Division of Oil, Gas, and Geothermal Resources should be consulted
and should review the project application. Significance must be determined on a case-by-case
basis.
The City staff person responsible for administering the project shall determine if the project
would be located over or near a pipeline facility or route. If the project is located near such a
facility, it will be necessary to contact the appropriate facility/pipeline owner. A project would
have a significant impact if it would substantially interfere with, or affect the operations of, an
existing pipeline or facility.
Hazardous Materials. The Fire Prevention Officer responsible for the project will
review lists of hazardous materials provided by the applicant as part of the project description
to determine consistency with Article 80 (Uniform Fire Code) and the State Health and Safety
Code (Chapter 6.95). A site visit may be necessary to determine compatibility to surrounding
areas. Whether the hazardous material impacts of a project are significant shall be decided on a
case-by-case basis.
Railroad and/or Highway Accidents. An impact will be considered significant, with
regard to the railroad, if the project will substantially interfere with an existing railroad's
facilities or operations. An impact is considered significant, with regard to highways (public
roads), if a project impacts an intersection where the State accident level is exceeded and
signalization is warranted.
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b. Project and Cumulative Impacts.
Impact S-1

Future seismic events could produce ground accelerations up to 0.64 g
and an MMI of XI in the Santa Paula Planning Area. This is considered
a Class II, significant but mitigable impact.

East Area 1, East Area 2, West Area 2, Adams Canyon and Fagan Canyon. According to data by
Idriss (1985) and Krinitzsky and Chang (1977), the largest ground shaking event in the Santa
Paula Planning Area would occur from a maximum credible earthquake of 6.9 on the Oak Ridge
Fault. A similar ground shaking event could potentially occur from a maximum credible
earthquake of 6.8 along the San Cayetano Fault. In addition, earthquakes generated along other
faults in the area (Northridge Blind Thrust, Santa Susana, San Andreas, and Ventura) could also
produce ground shaking in the Santa Paula Planning Area.
Urban Infill. In addition to the ground shaking probabilities mentioned above, according to the
Modified Mercalli Intensity (MMI) scale, many masonry buildings could be destroyed in an
earthquake which produces an MMI of X or greater. The downtown area of Santa Paula
contains numerous historical masonry buildings.
Mitigation Measures. The following relevant General Plan Safety Element policies and
implementation measures mitigate Impact S-1. Refer to the General Plan for a complete listing
of all policies and implementation measures.

•.

Policy
1.a.a.

1.b.b.

The City shall require, prior to approval of a
project located in a seismic hazard zone, a
geotechnical report defining and delineating any
seismic hazard. If the City finds that no undue
hazard of this kind exists, based on information
resulting from studies conducted on sites in the
immediate vicinity of the project and of similar
soil composition to the project site, the
geotechnical report may be waived. After the
report has been approved or a waiver granted,
subsequent geotechnical reports shall not be
required, provided that new geological datum,
or data, warranting further investigation is not
recorded. The City shall submit one copy of
each approved geotechnical report, including
mitigation measures, if any, that are to be taken,
to the State Geologist with 30 days of its
approval of the report. (State of California,
Public Resources Code Section 2697). (JM 2,
26)

The City, in preparing the Safety Element to its
General Plan pursuant to subdivision (g) of
Section 65302 of the Government Code, and in
adopting or revising land use planning and
permitting ordinances, shall take into account
the information provided in available seismic

2.

-~

Implementation Measure

Detailed site specific studies for ground shaking
characteristics, liquefaction potential (in areas defined
as being susceptible to liquefaction only), landslide
potential (in areas defined as being susceptible to
landslides), and fault rupture potential shall be
required as background to the development approval
process for Critical, Sensitive, and High-Occupancy
Facilities.

26. A central repository shall be established in the City, for
the collection and compilation of geologic and soils
engineering information related to faults and fault zone
studies, groundwater levels, soils characteristics,
susceptibility to landslides and liquefaction, and other
data as appropriate. The range of opportunities for
collection of new liquefaction and fault-related data
shall be identified, and a long-term program
development for geologic inspection of all significant
excavations in the fault zones. The cooperation of
other agencies should be sought, to help identify
additional opportunities for data collection. This
information shall be used to increase the knowledge
and insights of City reviewers and applicants alike, in
support of hazard mitigation.
3. Zoning regulations shall be amended to prevent
Critical Facilities from being located in the AlquistPriolo Special Study Zone of an active fault.
20. Any State adopted seismic revisions to the current
Building Code shall be reviewed for early adoption and
City of Santa Paula
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.rlmplementation Measure

Policy

hazard maps. (State of California, Public
Resources Code Section 2699). (IM 2, 3, 20,
26)
1.c.c.

Establish and update parameters for new
construction in identified seismic hazard zones
in Title 15 (Buildings and Construction) of the
City of Santa Paula Municipal Ordinance. (JM 13, 5, 9-10, 18, 21-25)

implementation. These standards, as recommended
by the Structural Engineers Association of California,
should be adopted on an interim basis for the design of
large buildings.
1. The building and zoning codes shall be amended to
incorporate specific standards for siting, seismic
design and review of Critical, Sensitive, and HighOccupancy Facilities.
9.

Existing Critical, Sensitive and High-Occupancy
facilities shall be reviewed for any significant siting,
design or construction problems that would make them
vulnerable in an earthquake. The findings shall be
incorporated into emergency operations plans as well
as addressed in longer-term programs of facilities
upgrading or relocation. A special committee
comprised of the City Engineer, and the Directors of
Planning, Public Works, Building and Safety, and
Emergency Services can formulate such plans.

10. Essential facilities within the City shall be surveyed for
seismic hazards and programs shall be developed as
appropriate for correction of any significant problems
that could jeopardize public health and safety or inhibit
effective emergency response. A special committee
comprised of the City Engineer, and the Directors of
Planning, Public Works, Building and Safety, and
Emergency Services can formulate such plans.

18. Technical reviews of groundwater, liquefaction
susceptibility, and fault zone data shall be conducted
every three to five years at a minimum, for potential
revisions in liquefaction susceptibility and fault zone
designations and related land-use and construction
policies.
21. Future revisions to the seismic building code shall also
receive early review and incorporation, as appropriate,
into the City Building Code.
22. The current development review procedures for
concrete tilt-up and composite pre-stressed concrete
construction shall be reviewed for consistency with
effective principles of seismic design, and revised as
appropriate to maintain the seismic integrity of new
construction.
23. The highest and most current professional standards
for seismic design shall be used in the design of
Critical, Sensitive and High-Occupancy Facilities, so
that the seismic design of the facilities will not become
substandard within a few years.
24. All components of the seismic design for Critical,
Sensitive and High-Occupancy Facilities shall be
subject to independent, third-party structural engineer
review by qualified professional standards for seismic
design of those types offaci/ities, based on the
development of appropriate criteria and procedures, if
required by the Building Official.
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lmplementatiQn Measui'e
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1.f.f.

1.i.i.

25. Effective review of seismic design for proposed
buildings of four stories or more in height, or 6, 000
square feet or more in ground level floor space shall
be conducted by on-staff structural engineers or
through third-party review by qualified engineers
responsible to the City, if required by the Building
Official.
11. Data on the current inventory of unreinforced masonry
buildings shall be maintained and updated.

Remove or rehabilitate structures which may be
expected to collapse in the event of an
earthquake including, but not limited to,
unreinforced masonry buildings pursuant to
Government Code Section 8875 et seq.,
bridges, and critical facilities. (JM 9- 15)

14. Strategies and program options shall be developed for
preseNation or replacement of the low- and moderateincome housing currently located in unreinforced
masonry buildings. Possible strategies include,
among others: community redevelopment programs;
low-interest loans for seismic rehabilitation of
residential buildings; preseNation of nonconforming
zoning rights for in-kind replacement of residential
buildings; and relocation assistance for any displaced
occupants.

The City should encourage the seismic upgrade
of unreinforced masonry buildings as required
by the State of California, Uniform Code for
Building ConseNation, Appendix Chapter One.
The City should strive to accomplish a seismic
design standard for a peak acceleration based
on the most current study available for upgrade
of reinforced masonry buildings, but the ultimate
design requirement for individual structures
shall be evaluated on a case by case basis by a
licensed structural engineer with final approval
by the City's building official. (IM 12-13)

15. Appropriate means of economic relief for commercial
buildings that are constructed of unreinforced
masonry, shall also be considered, such as:
preservation of non-conforming zoning rights for inkind replacement of commercial buildings, and
community redevelopment programs for the
coordinated upgrading of seismic, economic, and
general design characteristics of affected commercial
areas.
12. A strong, enforceable ordinance for upgrading of
unreinforced masonry buildings shall be utilized, and
tailored to the local conditions in the City. The
ordinance shall include:

a.
b.

c.
d.

Requirements for upgrading unreinforced masonry
buildings.
Incorporation of concepts and provisions of the
State Code for historic buildings, to provide
additional flexibility for preseNation of historic
buildings while protecting them from significant
earthquake damage.
A time schedule for enforcement with all
upgrading completed during that time.
Signs shall be posted and maintained on
unreinforced masonry buildings to wam occupants
of the potential hazard.

13. The following types of information should be
developed in preparation for the ordinance, to provide
a substantial basis for policy evaluations.
a. A disaster impact analysis of the City's
unreinforced masonry buildings, including an
assessment of potential casualties, damages, and
economic and social impacts in the event of an
earthquake. The disaster impact analysis could
be addressed through a CEQA document, such as
an Environmental Impact Report.
Text m italics md1cates text of the General Plan that has been revised dunng the EIR process.
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The implementation measures stated above in addition to the following mitigation measure are
adequate to mitigate Impact S-1.
S-l(a)

Retrofit Standards. The City should adopt an ordinance that establishes
and requires retrofit foundation standards and retrofit concrete tilt-up
building standards.

Significance After Mitigation. After mitigation, the impacts related to ground shaking
will be reduced to the extent possible, and will be less than significant. Data analysis, modeling,
stress and strain ratios and measurements, and historic earthquake activity, have provided
scientists with a basic understanding of earthquake probabilities. The most recent modeling
efforts have indicated that there is a 10% probability within the next 50 years of an earthquake
between magnitudes 6.5 and 7.0, and peak ground accelerations exceeding 0.7 g, Within 0 to 5
kilometers from the Santa Paula area. However, there is the potential for a larger magnitude
earthquake to result in higher ground accelerations. Santa Paula can only practically plan for
the maximuin credible earthquake expected for the Planning Area.
Impact S-2

Future seismic events could result in fault rupture along the San
Cayetano or Oak Ridge Faults. This is considered a Class II, significant
but mitigable impact.

Adams Canyon and Fagan Canyon. The San Cayetano Fault in the Planning Area has been
identified as an "active" fault in the Alquist-Priolo Special Studies Zones maps. The fault
transverses portions of Adams and Fagan Canyons. Development near this fault would be
subject to potentially significant impacts. A setback from this fault is required by law for all
new inhabitable structures.
Ur.ban Infill, East Area 2, West Area 2. Although the Oak Ridge Fault in the Planning Area is
considered a "potentially active" fault, the California Division of Mines and Geology suggests
that for the purposes of planning the Oak Ridge Fault should be considered "active". Impacts
to new development near the fault is therefore considered potentially significant.
Mitigation Measures. The following relevant General Plan Safety Element policies and
implementation measures address potential impacts. Refer to the General Plan for a complete
listing of policies and implementation measures directed at safety and geologic issues.
Policy
1.d.d.

Implementation Measure

Develop standards and restrictions within
Alquist-Priolo Special Studies Zones including
limits on allowable development, development
intensity, and setbacks from the fault trace. (JM
3, 4, 5, 6)

4.

No single-family residences, or other inhabitable
structures, shall be constructed within fifty feet (50')
of either side of an active fault.

5.

Within the Alquist-Priolo Special Study Zone,
Sensitive and High-Occupancy Facilities shall
require the discretionary approval of the Planning
Commission, and the sites shall be designed to
minimize the consequences of possible fault rupture.
Sensitive and High-Occupancy Facilities shall not be
allowed within 100 feet of either side of an active or
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Implementation Measure

Policy

potentially active fault.
6.

1.e.e.

1.h.h.

1.j .j .

Require a geotechnical evaluation, prior to site
development, of the potential for displacement
along identified active and potentially active
faults. (JM 5, 6, 7, 26)

7.

Alquist-Priolo Special Study Zone Reports shall be in
a standardized format through consultation with the
City Geologist and relevant City Departments. An
agreed upon design earthquake shall be formulated
for the San Andreas, San ·Cayetano, Oak Ridge, and·
Ventura faults and utilized in the reports to
determine ground shaking. Reports shall be
reviewed for adequacy by the City Geologist.
All construction excavations and trenches relative to
human occupancy and public works infrastructure of
five feet (5') or deeper in mapped fault zones shall
be inspected by the City Geologist for any evidence
of faulting.

26. A central repository shall be established in the City,
for the collection and compilation of geologic and
soils engineering information related to faults and
fault zone studies, groundwater levels, soils
characteristics, susceptibility to landslides and
liquefaction, and other data as appropriate. The
range of opportunities for collection of new
liquefaction and fault-related data shall be identified,
and a long-term program development for geologic
inspection of all significant excavations in the fault
zones. The cooperation of other agencies should be
sought, to help identify additional opportunities for
data collection. This information shall be used to
increase the knowledge and insights of City
reviewers and applicants alike, in support of hazard
mitigation.
Develop standards and restrictions such as the
17. Special review criteria shall be established for
limits on the types of allowable development,
Critical and Sensitive Facilities proposed in or near
development intensity/density standards, and
potential liquefaction or landslide areas. The criteria
subdivision design policies for sites subject to
should include such concerns as: blockage of road
seismically-induced landslides or liquefaction, or
access and interruption of essential utility service as
potential fault rupture areas for identified active
a result of liquefaction or landslides in the area.
and potentially active faults. (IM 12-26)
If evidence of faulting is observed during any
13. The following types of infonnation shall be
subsurface geologic or geotechnical
developed in preparation for the ordinance, to
provide a substantial basis for policy evaluations.
investigation at a site, a special fault
investigation shall be initiated following the
a. A disaster impact analysis of the City's
guidelines in the Alquist-Priolo Fault Rupture
Zoning Act. (IM 12-13)
unreinforced masonry buildings, including an

assessment of potential casualties, damages,
and economic and social impacts in the event of
an earthquake. The disaster impact analysis
could be addressed through a CEQA document,
such as an Environmental Impact Report.
Text m italics md1cates text of the General Plan that has been revised dunng the EIR process.

The implementation measures as stated above are not adequate to mitigate Impact S-2. An
additional mitigation measure has been identified below.
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S-2(a)

Fault Investigation Ordinance. An implementation measure should be
added to the General Plan to implement Policy 1.j.j. which would require
that the City establish an ordinance which states that if evidence of
faulting is observed during any subsurface geologic or geotechnical
investigation at a site, or if a site is located in an area of known active or
potentially active faults, a special fault investigation should be initiated in
accordance with the State Alquist-Priolo Special Studies Zone Guidelines,
in an attempt to determine and/ or confirm that the fault is active or
potentially active. The special fault investigation shall be performed
prior to the implementation of new construction, and the information
obtained from the investigation should be utilized for future planning
purposes.

Significance After Mitigation. If the mitigation measures above are implemented, the
impacts related to fault rupture will be reduced to the extent possible, and will be less than
significant. Although methods for locating and identifying faults have been improved over the
years, buried or unknown faults may exist beneath the Planning Area. Santa Paula can only
practically plan for fault rupture along those faults identified in current literature and
investigations, and on current maps.
Impact S-3

Future seismic events could result in liquefaction of soils in the Santa
Clara River Valley area within the Santa Paula Planning Area.
Development in such areas could be subject to liquefaction hazards.
This is considered a Class II, significant but mitigable impact.

Urban Infill, East Area t East Area 2, and West Area 2. Unconsolidated alluvial sediments greater
than 10 feet in thickness exist in the Santa Clara River Valley area of Santa Paula. The depth to
groundwater in this area of Santa Paula fluctuates, but likely rises to within 40 feet of the
ground surface. The unconsolidated alluvium and shallow groundwater conditions in the
Santa Clara River Valley area are conducive to seismically-induced liquefaction. These areas
would support substantial new development that could be subject to liquefaction hazards.
Such impacts are considered significant. Liquefaction is not considered a major hazard in
Adams Canyon, Fagan Canyon, or South Mountain.
Mitigation Measures. The relevant policies and implementation measures of the General
Plan Safety Element that provide mitigation for Impact S-3 are shown below. Refer to the
General Plan for a complete listing of policies and implementation measures directed at safety
and geologic issues.
Policy
1.g.g.

Implementation Measure

Require a geotechnical evaluation, prior to site
development, of the potential for seismicallyinduced landslide or liquefaction in areas where
such hazards have been identified. (JM 2, 16,
26)

2.

Detailed site specific studies for ground shaking
characteristics, liquefaction potential (in areas
defined as being susceptible to liquefaction only),
landslide potential (in areas defined as being
susceptible to landslides), and fault rupture potential
shall be required as background to the development
approval process for Critical, Sensitive, and HighOccupancy Facilities.
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Implementation Measure

Policy
1.h.h.

Develop standards and restrictions such as the
limits on the types of allowable development,
development intensity/density standards, and
subdivision design policies for sites subject to
seismically-induced landslides or liquefaction, or
potential fault rupture areas for identified active
and potentially active faults. (IM 12-26)

1.k.k.

Sites confirmed to be in an area prone to
seismically-induced liquefaction shall have
foundations designed by a structural engineer.
(IM 12, 13)

'''t

'

16. A liquefaction or landslide report shall be required for
proposed projects located in areas susceptible to
either liquefaction or landslides. The reports shall
be in a standardized format and utilize a design
earthquake on the San Andreas, San Cayetano,
Oak Ridge, and Ventura faults. Liquefaction and
landslide reports will be submitted prior to issuance
of construction permits. These reports will be
utilized to help assure that adequate liquefaction or
landslide mitigation is possible.
12. A strong, enforceable ordinance for upgrading of
unreinforced masonry buildings shall be utilized, and
tailored to the local conditions in the City. The
ordinance shall include:

Priorities for the sequence of enforcement as
appropriate to the use and occupancy types of
unreinforced masonry buildings in the City.
b. Structural standards for seismic upgrading
equivalent (at a minimum) to the State Uniform
Code for Building Conservation.
c. Options or requirements for early anchoring of
buildings, to provide an initial level of
reinforcement at an early stage of seismic
retrofit.
d. Incorporation of concepts and provisions of the
State Code for historic buildings, to provide
additional flexibility for preservation of historic
buildings while protecting them from significant
earthquake damage.
e. A time schedule for enforcement with all
upgrading completed during that time.
f. Signs shall be posted and maintained on
unreinforced masonry buildings to warn
residents of the potential hazard.
Text m 1tal1cs md1cates text of the General Plan that has been revised dunng the EIR process.
a.

The implementation measures as stated above are not adequate to mitigate Impact S-3. An
additional mitigation measure has been identified below.
S-3(a)

Liquefaction Design Ordinance. An implementation measure should be
added to the General Plan to implement Policy 1.k.k. stating: The City
shall establish an ordinance which requires that projects located in areas
identified as having a high potential for seismically-induced liquefaction
shall have foundations designed by a structural engineer.

Significance After Mitigation. If the mitigation measures above are implemented, the
impacts related to seismically-induced liquefaction will be reduced to the extent possible, and
will be less than significant. Current structural engineering methods for foundation design, in
areas prone to liquefaction, may not be sufficient to prevent a building's foundation to fail in a
larger earthquake resulting in stronger and longer ground shaking. Structural engineers can
only practically design foundations to withstand seismically-induced liquefaction based on the
probable maximum credible earthquake and ground shaking event estimated for the Santa
Paula Planning Area.
City of Santa Paula
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Impact S-4

Landslides, mud and debris flows, and rock falls could result in a
geologic and safety hazard in the hillsides of the Santa Paula Planning
Area. This is considered a Class II, significant but mitigable impact.

East Area 1, Adams Canyon and Fagan Canyon. Dip-slope landslides, and abundant mud and
debris flows, are present on steep slopes underlain by the Pico Formation in the Planning Area
to the north of the City. Rock fall conditions are present along the northern and southern
margins of the Santa Clara River Valley within the Planning Area. Development in such areas
would be subject to landslide hazards, which is a significant impact.
Mitigation Measures. The relevant policies and implementation measures of the General
Plan Safety Element which provide mitigation for Impact S-4 are shown below. Refer to the
General Plan for a complete listing of policies and implementation measures directed at safety
and geologic issues.
Implementation Measure

Policy
2.a.a.

Require a geotechnical evaluation, prior to site
development, of the potential for landslides,
mud or debris flows, rock falls , soil settlement or
soil expansion in identified hazard areas. (IM
16-18, 26)

2.b.b.

Develop standards and restrictions such as
density/intensity standards for slopes,
subdivision design policies, and generalized
performance standards for sites subject to
landslides, mud or debris flows, rock falls, soil
settlement or soil expansion. (JM 16-18)

2.f.f.

The stability of a proposed hillside building site
should be certified by a civil or geotechnical
engineer prior to the issuance of building
permits. (JM 6-10)

2.g.g.

The civil engineer and project engineering
geologist/geotechnical engineer should
coordinate efforts during construction grading at

18. Technical reviews of groundwater, liquefaction
susceptibility, and fault zone data shall be conducted
every three to five years at a minimum, for potential
revisions in liquefaction susceptibility and fault zone
designations and related land-use and construction
policies.
16. A liquefaction or landslide report shall be required for
proposed projects located in areas susceptible to
either liquefaction or landslides. The reports shall
be in a standardized format and utilize a design
earthquake on the San Andreas, San Cayetano,
Oak Ridge, and Ventura faults. Liquefaction and
landslide reports will be submitted prior to issuance
of construction permits. These reports will be
utilized to help assure that adequate liquefaction or
landslide mitigation is possible.
9. Existing Critical, Sensitive and High-Occupancy
facilities shall be reviewed for any significant siting,
design or construction problems that would make
them vulnerable in an earthquake. The findings
shall be incorporated into emergency operations
plans as well as addressed in longer-term programs
of facilities upgrading or relocation. A special
committee comprised of the City Geologist, City
Engineer, and the Directors of Planning, Public
Works, Building and Safety, and Emergency
Services can formulate such plans.
10. Essential facilities within the City shall be surveyed
for seismic hazards and programs shall be
developed as appropriate for correction of any
significant problems that could jeopardize public
health and safety or inhibit effective emergency
response. A special committee comprised of the
City Geologist, City Engineer, and the Directors of
Planning, Public Works, Building and Safety, and
Emergency Services can formulate such plans.
7. All construction excavations and trenches relative to
human occupancy and public works infrastructure of
five feet (5') or deeper in mapped fault zones shall
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Implementation Me~sure

Policy

...

"
be inspected by the City Geologist for any evidence
of faulting.
Hazards caused by project grading which may
6. Alquist-Priolo Special Study Zone Reports shall be in
2.h.h.
a standardized format through consultation with the
affect adjacent properties, such as erosion and
City Geologist and relevant City Departments. An
slope instability, will be mitigated before final
approval of the project is given by the City. (IM
agreed upon design earthquake shall be formulated
5-10)
for the San Andreas, San Cayetano, Oak Ridge, and
Ventura faults and utilized in the reports to
determine ground shaking. Reports shall be
reviewed for adequacy by the City Geologist.
Text in italics indicates text of the General Plan that has been revised dunng the EIR process.

a project site.(IM 5-10)

The implementation measures as stated above are not adequate to mitigate Impact S-4.
Additional mitigation has been identified below.
S-4(a)

Landslide Hazard Analysis. An implementation measure should be
. added to the General Plan to implement policy 2.a.a. stating:
Development within areas with a known high potential for landslides,
debris flows, mud flows, or rock falls should follow the appropriate
Building Code criteria and site specific studies should be performed prior
to development.

S-4(b)

Hillside Development Criteria Ordinance. An implementation measure
should be added to the General Plan to implement policy 2.b.b stating:
The City shall create an ordinance restricting the density/ intensity of
land use for slopes/hillsides in the Planning Area. The City shall also
establish generalized performance standards for sites subject to
landslides, mud or debris flows, rock falls, soil settlement, or soil
expansion based on the most current acceptable County or State
standards/ criteria.

S-4(c)

Hillside Stability Requirement. An implementation measure should be
added to the General Plan to implement policy 2.f.f. stating: The City
shall require certification as to the stability of any proposed hillside
building site, with relationship to adverse effects from rain and
earthquakes, prior to the issuance of building permits.

S-4(d)

Grading in Landslide Areas. An implementation measure should be
added to the General Plan to implement policy 2.f.f. stating: Sites
confirmed to be in a landslide area, or an area prone to seismicallyinduced landslides, shall be graded to increase the factor of safety, or the
landslide will be mitigated prior to construction at the site, as determined
by a civil or geotechnical engineer. If the landslide cannot be mitigated
through current engineering techniques, and if a factor of safety of 1.5 or
greater cannot be achieved through mitigation measures, the site will be
deemed unfit for development.
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S-4(e)

Diversion Basin Design. An implementation measure should be added
to the General Plan to implement policy 2.f.f. stating: The City shall
require the design and construction of mud and debris flow diversion
basins and/ or walls for sites subject to mud or debris flows, or rock falls.

S-4(£)

Landslide Policy. An additional policy 2.j.j. should be added to the
Safety Element of the General Plan stating: Project sites located at the base
of, or near the base of, hillside areas should be evaluated for potential
exposure to landslides, mud or debris flows, or rock falls.

S-4(g)

Setbacks from Landslide Areas. An implementation measure should be
added to the General Plan to implement the proposed policy 2.j.j. (above)
stating: The City should require a setback from the base of slopes known
to be prone to landslides, mud or debris flows, or rock falls.

S-4(h)

Hillside Grading Ordinance. An implementation measure should be
added to the General Plan to implement policy 2.g.g. stating: The City
shall establish an ordinance requiring the filing of a grading plan and a
final grading report for hillside projects and critical facilities prior to final
approval of the project, and prior to construction of any building
structures.

S-4(i)

Grading Inspection Procedures. An implementation measure should be
added to the General Plan to implement policy 2.h.h. stating: The City's
Civil Engineer or equivalent will inspect a project after the final grading
report has been filed. The project will not be approved for construction
by the City Engineer or equivalent until all hazards caused by project
grading which may affect adjacent properties, such as erosion and slope
instability, are mitigated to the City's specifications.

Significance After Mitigation. If the mitigation measures above are implemented, the
impacts related to seismically-induced and naturally-occurring landslides, mud and debris
flows, and rock falls will be reduced to a less than significant level.
Impact S-5

Expansive soil conditions or soil conditions leading to settlement could
result in foundation and building distress problems and cracking of
concrete slabs. This is considered a Class II, significant but mitigable
impact.

East Area 1 and Adams Canyon. The potential for expansive soils exists in the East Area 1 and
Adams Canyon. The shrink-swell characteristics of soils can vary widely within short
distances, depending on the relative amount and type of clay. Impacts to new development in
these areas could be significant. Detailed geologic studies are required prior to development to
evaluate the potential for expansive soils. If a site is found to have expansive soils, this can
usually be mitigated through proper foundation design.
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Urban Infill, East Area 1, East Area 2, and West Area 2. The potential for soil settlement could
result in significant impacts to new development in these areas. The potential for settlement
should be addressed during geotechnical studies prior to any new construction and
appropriately minimized or corrected, as necessary, during construction. Large-scale
settlement problems should not be an issue provided that adequate soils and foundation studies
are performed prior to construction and that Building Code guidelines are followed. Soil with a
high potential for settlement exists within these areas
Mitigation Measures. The relevant policies and implementation measures of the General
Plan Safety Element that provide mitigation for Impact S-5 are shown below. Refer to the
General Plan for a complete listing of policies and implementation measures directed at safety
and geologic issues.
Implementation Measure

Policy
2.a.a.

Require a geotechnical evaluation, prior to site
development, of the potential for landslides,
mud or debris flows, rock falls, soil settlement or
soil expansion in identified hazard areas. (JM
16-18, 26)

26. A central repository shall be established in the City,
for the collection and compilation of geologic and
soils engineering information related to faults and
fault zone studies, groundwater levels, soils
characteristics, susceptibility to landslides and
liquefaction, and other data as appropriate. The
range of opportunities for collection of new
liquefaction and fault-related data shall be identified,
and a long-term progr~m development for geologic
inspection of all significant excavations in the fault
zones. The cooperation of other agencies should be
sought, to help identify additional opportunities for
data collection. This information shall be used to
increase the knowledge and insights of City
reviewers and applicants alike, in support of hazard
mitigation.
Develop standards and restrictions such as
17. Special review criteria shall be established for
2.b.b.
density/intensity standards for slopes,
Critical and Sensitive Facilities proposed in or near
subdivision de!)ign policies, and generalized
potential liquefaction or landslide areas. The criteria
performance standards for sites subject to
should include such concerns as: blockage of road
landslides, mud or debris flows, rock falls, soil
access and interruption of essential utility service as
settlement or soil expansion. (IM 16-18)
a result of liquefaction or landslides in the area.
Areas identified to be in high expansive soil, or
6. Alquist-Priolo Special Study Zone Reports shall be in
2.i.i.
a standardized format through consultation with the
zones of soil settlement, and confirmed through
site geotechnical investigations, shall have
City Geologist and relevant City Departments. An
foundations designed by a structural engineer to
agreed upon design earthquake shall be formulated
withstand the existing conditions, or the site
for the San Andreas, San Cayetano, Oak Ridge, and
shall be graded under the supervision of a civil
Ventura faults and utilized in the reports to
engineer. (IM 5-10)
determine ground shaking. Reports shall be
reviewed for adequacy by the City Geologist.
Text m 1tal1cs mdtcates text of the General Plan that has been revised dunng the EIR process.

The implementation measures as stated above are not adequate to mitigate Impact S-5.
Additional mitigation has been identified below.
S-S(a)

r

Expansive Soil Analysis. An implementation measure should be added
to the General Plan to implement policy 2.a.a. stating: Development
within areas with a known high potential for expansive soil or soil
settlement should follow the appropriate Building Code criteria and site
specific studies should be performed prior to development.
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S-S(b)

Soil Settlement Development Criteria Ordinance. An implementation
measure should be added to the General Plan to implement policy 2.b.b
stating' The City shall create an ordinance restricting the
density/ intensity of land use for sites subject to soil settlement or soil
expansion based on the most current acceptable County or State
standards/ criteria or provide specific design standards to mitigate
against these hazards.

S-S(c)

Expansive Soil Design. An implementation measure should be added to
the General Plan to implement policy 2.i.i. stating: The City shall
establish an ordinance requiring that a structural engineer be obtained to
design foundations for building structures which are to be constructed on
project sites confirmed to be in highly expansive soil or in soil prone to
settlement; or the project site will be graded to mitigate the existing soil
conditions under the supervision of a civil engineer and with final
approval by the City Engineer.

Significance After Mitigation. If the mitigation measures above are implemented, the
impacts related to expansive soils or soils prone to settlement will be reduced to less than
significant.
Impact S-6

Soil subsidence could occur as a result of overdraft conditions within
the Santa Paula Groundwater Basin. This is considered a Class II,
significant but mitigable impact.

Urban Infill, East Area 2, West Area 2. Large-scale regional subsidence has not occurred in the
study area. As a result of the existing adjudicated agreement concerning the Santa Paula
Groundwater Basin, a long-term state of overdraft should be avoided. In the event that
overdraft occurs, soil subsidence could result in significant impacts to development in the
planning area.
Mitigation Measures. The relevant policies and implementation measures of the General
Plan Safety Element that provide mitigation for Impact S-6 are shown below. Refer to the
General Plan for a complete listing of policies and implementation measures.
Policy
2.c.c.

Require a geotechnical evaluation, prior to
development, of subsidence potential in areas
of known risk. (JM 5, 6, 7, 26)

Implementation Measure
5.

Within the Alquist-Priolo Special Study Zone,
Sensitive and High-Occupancy Facilities shall
require the discretionary approval of the Planning
Commission, and the sites shall be designed to
minimize the consequences of possible fault rupture.
Sensitive and High-Occupancy Facilities shall not be
allowed within 100 feet of either side of an active or
potentially active fault.
2.d.d. Develop standards and restrictions, such as
19. High groundwater problems related to any old,
limits on density and restrictions on water wells
improperly-abandoned water wells shall be mitigated
in areas subject to subsidence. (JM 6-10, 19)
wherever possible, by proper sealing and
abandonment procedures.
Text rn italics rnd1cates text of the General Plan that has been revised dunng the EIR process.
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The implementation measures as stated above are not adequate to mitigate Impact S-6.
Additional mitigation has been identified below.
S-6(a)

Soil Subsidence Analysis. An implementation measure should be added
to the General Plan to implement policies 2.c.c. stating: Development
within areas with a known potential for soil subsidence should follow the
appropriate Building Code criteria and site specific studies should be
performed prior to development.

S-6(b)

Ground Water Basin Overdraft Protection. An implementation measure
should be added to the General Plan to implement policy 2.d.d. stating:
The City shall continue implementing its ordinance controlling ground
water pumping for municipal and industrial uses.

S-6(c)

Soil Subsidence Investigation. Policy 2.k.k. shall be added to the Safety
Element of the General Plan stating: If soil subsidence is observed in a
portion of the Santa Gara River Valley within the Santa Paula Planning
Area, the Santa Paula Department of Public Works should initiate an
investigation to evaluate the cause for the subsidence, and to develop a
program to halt or retard the subsidence.

S-6(d)

Soil Subsidence Information Gathering Procedures. An
implementation measure should be added to the General Plan stating:
The City shall form a committee to gather information on soil subsidence
in the Planning Area, and to develop a program to halt or retard any
subsidence which is confirmed through field observations or testing.

Significance After Mitigation. If the mitigation measures above are implemented, the
impact related to soil subsidence will be reduced to less than significant.
Impact S-7

Development of houses has the potential to expose residents to
potentially harmful electric or magnetic fields. This is a Class II,
significant but mitigable impact.

Urban Infilli East Area 1, East Area 2, West Area 21 Adams Canyon, and Fagan Canyon. Neither the
State of California nor the Federal Government have established exposure criteria for electric or
magnetic fields. Thus, there are no recognized jurisdictional standards to evaluate the expected
levels of magnetic or electric fields below the existing electrical power transmission lines. To
date, experimental and field data are inconclusive regarding adverse health effects from
electrical or magnetic fields.
New development within the City of Santa Paula will probably require the installation of
additional high-voltage transmission lines. The proposed development will bring residential
development near the electrical power transmission lines.
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Mitigation Measures. The General Plan does not contain any policies or implementation
measures pertaining to electric or magnetic fields. Therefore, mitigation is identified below.
S-7(a)

EMF Policy. An additional policy 8.f.f. shall be added to the Safety
Element of the General Plan stating: State or Federal electric or magnetic
exposure levels and setback, if established, are to be followed.

S-7(b)

EMF Siting Criteria. An additional implementation measure shall be
added to the General Plan: The City shall adopt an ordinance stating:
State or Federal electric or magnetic exposure levels, if established, are to
be followed. In the absence of these exposure standards, no residential
structures or residential yards, schools, active parks, or recreational
facilities are to be built within the utility corridor right-of-way. In
addition, the following setback guidelines adopted by the California
Department of Health Services shall be adhered to: 100 feet from 100-110
kV lines; 150 feet from 220-230 kV lines; and 250 feet from 345 kV lines.

Significance After Mitigation. Because electric and magnetic fields attenuate with
distance, setbacks at least to the end of the right-of-way should minimize the exposure to
electric and magnetic fields generated by the transmission lines. If the mitigation measures
above are implemented, the impact related to electric and magnetic fields will be less than
significant.
Impact S-8

Current and historic oil activities in the Planning Area could be a
health and safety hazard to persons and residential development. This
is a Class II, significant but mitigable impact.

Adams Canyon. The proposed expansion of the City of Santa Paula will encroach upon an
historic and currently active oil area. As discussed previously, oil facilities exist in the Sulphur
Mountain area. Impacts to new development are potentially significant.

Mitigation Measures. The following policies and implementation measures of the
General Plan Safety Element provide mitigation for Impact S-8.

..

8.a.a.

8.b .b.

8.e.e.

Policy

Implementation Measure

Oil production facilities should be enclosed and
locked in a manner to prevent vandalism and/or
theft. (IM 75)
Where feasible, oil production facilities should
be moved out of the current City boundaries,
and particularly away from public schools. (IM
75)
The State of California Division of Oil, Gas, and
Geothermal Resources (CDOG) and the
applicable oil company should be contacted
when new development is proposed in an area
of historical or existing oil operations. The City
should follow the CDOG's requirements for
setbacks from active oil wells, abandoned oil
wells, and oil production facilities. (IM 75)

75. The City shall enact amendments to its Oil Code and
Building Code pertaining to development in historic
or existing oil fields including, but not limited to,
setbacks from active and abandoned oil wells, and
setbacks and land use restrictions adjacent to oil
production facilities.
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The implementation measures as stated above are not adequate to mitigate Impact S-8
Additional mitigation has been identified below.
S-S(a)

Oil Code Amendment Policy. An implementation measure should be
added to the General Plan to implement policy 8.a.a. stating: The City
shall amend its Oil Code to include an ordinance requiring all oil
extraction facilities/ structures including, but not limited to, oil derricks,
oil wells, and oil reservoirs, to be enclosed and locked.

S-S(b)

Oil Code Amendment Implementation Measure. An implementation
measure should be added to the General Plan to implement policy 8.b.b.
stating: The City shall amend its Oil Code to include an ordinance
restricting oil companies from placing large oil facilities or oil storage
facilities within the City limits, or adjacent to areas identified in the land
use plan for proposed residences or public schools.

Significance After Mitigation. If the above mitigation measures are implemented, the
impact related to historic and current oil activities in the Adams Canyon area should be reduced
to less than significant.
Impact S-9

Existing pipelines within the boundaries of the City of Santa Paula
pose a health and safety hazard to persons and critical facilities. This is
a Class II, significant but mitigable impact.

Urban Infill, East Area 1, East Area 2, and Fagan Canyon. Crude oil and natural gas pipelines exist
along Ojai Road/SR 150, along Telegraph Road/SR 126, along Harvard Boulevard, and Santa
Paula Street. These could pose a significant health impact to new development in these areas.
Mitigation Measures. The following relevant policies and implementation measures of
the General Plan Safety Element provide mitigation for Impact S-9. Refer to the General Plan
for a complete listing of policies and implementation measures directed at safety and geologic
issues.
Policy

-

~-

8.c.c.

8.d.d.

Abandoned oil or gas lines should be removed
by the responsible oil company, and
environmental monitoring and/or sampling
performed in the soil surrounding the pipeline.
(IM 44)
Pipeline conditions should be checked
periodically by the City in conjunction with the
State Fire Marshal, to ensure that no leaks or
spills, or fire hazards have occurred or currently
exist. (JM 74, 75)

Implementation Measure

·""F"

44. Adopt and enforce the County Hazardous Waste
Management Plan (CHWMP) through General Plan
or ordinance adoption.

74. Special emergency preparedness plans shall be
formulated for dealing with the possible effects of the
severance of the City's major lifelines in the event of
a major earthquake. For example:
a.

b.

r

....

-

~

rupture of the petroleum product pipelines within
the City limits, or to the north and south of the
City, could result in uncontrollable fires.
rupture of the main natural gas lines could
cause extensive fires and loss of natural gas
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-

Policy

Implementation Measu~
services to the City for extended periods of time.

75. The City shall enact amendments to its Oil Code and
Building Code pertaining to development in historic
or existing oil fields including, but not limited to,
setbacks from active and abandoned oil wells, and
setbacks and land use restrictions adjacent to oil
production facilities.

Text in 1tal1cs md1cates text of the General Plan that has been revised dunng the EIR process.

The implementation measures as stated above are not adequate to mitigate Impact S-9, therefore
additional mitigation has been identified below.
S-9(a)

Oil Code Amendment for Pipeline Abandonment . An implementation
measure should be added to the General Plan to implement policy 8.c.c.
stating: The City shall amend its Oil Code to include an ordinance that all
abandoned oil pipelines shall be removed from the subsurface, when
deemed feasible by the City, by the responsible oil company. Subsurface
monitoring and testing, in compliance with State laws, shall be
performed.

Significance After Mitigation. If the above mitigation measures are implemented, the
impact related to existing crude oil and natural gas pipelines within the City limits should be
reduced to less than significant.
Impact S-10 Facilities that store, generate, and dispose of hazardous materials exist
within the Planning Area. This is a Class III, less than significant
impact.

Urban Infill, East Area 2, and West Area 2. The City of Santa Paula Fire Department oversees the
Hazardous Materials Business Plan Program within the Planning Area, in conjunction with
permitting requirements through the County of Ventura. The permitting requirements, along
with the required periodic inspections by the Santa Paula Fire Department, are considered
adequate for the monitoring of hazardous materials storage, generation, and disposal. Impacts
. would be less than significant.
Mitigation Measures. Because no impact has been identified, no mitigation measures
are necessary.
Significance After Mitigation. Impacts would be less than significant.
Impact S-11 Railway and highway accidents could potentially involve hazardous
materials and create a public safety hazard. This is a Class II,
significant but mitigable impact.

Urban Infill, East Area 1, East Area 2, and West Area 2. The railroad which trends through the City
of Santa Paula is currently under the jurisdiction of the Ventura County Transportation
Commission (VCTC). According to VCTC, the trains which utilize this railroad are for nonCity of Santa Paula
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hazardous freight materials from the west to the City of Santa Paula, and for passengers from
Santa Paula eastward. VCTC would like to obtain more freight customers in the future, but
currently they do not allow the transportation of hazardous materials. However, it is possible
that the railroad could be used for transportation of hazardous materials in the future.
Therefore, railroad accidents related to hazardous materials spills are not anticipated, but
railroad accidents involving passengers are a possibility. Impacts to new development are
considered potentially significant.

Urban Infill, East Area 1, East Area 2, West Area 2, and Fagan Canyon. Accidents involving trucks
containing hazardous materials on one of the highways which go through the Planning Area
(SR 126 and 150) are possible. Impacts would be potentially significant.
Mitigation Measures. The relevant policies and implementation measures of the General
Plan Safety Element that provide mitigation for Impact S-11 are shown below. Refer to the
General Plan for a complete listing of policies and implementation measures directed at safety
and geologic issues.
Implementation Measure

Policy
5.a.a.

The City should maintain and upgrade policies
concerning the use, storage, and transportation
of hazardous materials within the City Planning
Area. (IM 43-52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57)

43. Assist the County Department of Environmental Health
Services (DEHS) in preparing and updating the
CHWMP.
45. Participate with the County DEHS in all task force,
study and review groups formed to implement and
update the CHWMP.
53. Appropriate disaster response and earthquake
response plans shall be maintained and updated on a
regular basis.
54. Disaster response plans shall include adequate
capabilities for heavy search and rescue, major medical
response, interim morgue, emergency shelter, traffic
and utility impacts, debris removal and disposal, as well
as hazardous materials response for any chemicals
stored or used in or adjacent to the hazardous ·
buildings.
55. Disaster response plans shall also include procedures
for access, traffic control, emergency evacuations, and
security of damaged areas.
56. The City shall maintain effective mutual aid agreements
for fire, police, medical response, public works, building
inspection, mass care, and heavy rescue.
57. Emergency preparedness exercises shall be conducted
at least once a year. Exercises shall be designed to
test and upgrade various disaster response plans.
Disaster planning scenarios and emergency response
plans shall include contingencies for:
a. possible ruptures on multiple faults, either
separately or simultaneously;
b. collapse of 50 buildings or more, including some
high-rise and/or mid-rise structures, some essential
City of Santa Paula
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Implementation ·Meas~re

Policy

'

c.

d.

5.b.b.

City policies concerning the use, storage and
transportation of hazardous materials, and
regarding underground or above ground storage
tanks, should reflect the County of Ventura
Environmental Health Division and the State
Regional Water Quality Control Board policies
and requirements. (IM 43-52)

facilities, and numerous unreinforced masonry
buildings;
sporadic ground failure due to liquefaction or
landslides, with major disruption of streets and
utilities in some areas, and serious damage to
homes and businesses; and
many aftershocks, continuing for several weeks or
months.

Emergency preparedness exercises shall not be limited
to earthquake response, but shall include other
potential disasters such as fire and flooding .
46. Establish procedures for processing projects which
involve the use, storage, transport, handling and/or
disposal of hazardous materials/wastes. These
procedures shall include provisions for the involvement
of DEHS (permits, site plan review, etc.), submittal of
additional information (such as a Business Plan, Waste
Minimization Plan, risk assessment, etc.) and
processing timeframes.
47. Amend project applications to include requirements for
submittal of information involving the proposed use,
storage, handling, transport and/or disposal of
hazardous materials/wastes and any previous use,
storage, handling and/or disposal of hazardous
materials/wastes.
48. Develop a listing of land uses which typically use, store
or generate hazardous materials/wastes, to be used by
the Planning Department to determine project
processing procedures.
49. Investigate and establish a procedure to identify
existing, expanded and new businesses in the City
which handle hazardous materials and/or generate
hazardous waste. These procedures shall include an
agreement with the County DEHS for both jurisdictions
to share compiled information.
50. Establish procedure for processing projects proposed
on identified contaminated sites. These procedures
shall include provisions for pre-application conferences
and discretionary review.
52. Require permits for the use, storage, handling,
transport or disposal of hazardous materials/waste
substances in accordance with applicable federal , state
and county laws/regulations.

Text m 1tal1cs md1cates text of the General Plan that has been revised dunng the EIR process.

The implementation measures above are adequate to mitigate impact S-11. However, the
following mitigation measure is recommended.
S-ll(a)

Response to Hazardous Material Spills. Implementation measure 54 of
the Safety Element should be revised to include response to hazardous
material spills along highways and the railroad.
City of Santa Paula
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Significance After Mitigation. If the above policies and implementation measures are
implemented, the impact related to potential accidents along the highways or the railroad
within the Planning Area would be reduced to less than significant.
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4.7

FLOODING and DRAINAGE

All impacts identified in this section related to flooding, drainage, NPD ES permits/point source
discharge, and watershed runoff, due to new development in the proposed expansion areas, are considered
significant but mitigable. The Santa Clara River is the major drainage feature through the City. Santa
Paula Creek is the largest tributan; to the Santa Clara River, and is the largest source offlooding within
the City limits.
The historic nature of the CihJ has resulted in a system of storm drains of various compositions and sizes.

Many of the storm drains do not meet current design standards, and consequently there are storm drain
deficiencies within the CihJ and unincorporated areas surrounding the City.
Stormwater runoff in the proposed expansion areas is anticipated to increase as a result of new
development. Flood control improvement projects will need to be completed in Santa Paula Creek, Adams
Canyon, Fagan Canyon, and West Area 2 prior to implementation of new development and/or as part of
any proposed development in these areas. Peak flows from these areas should not exceed current, predevelopment flows (as measured bt; the Ventura Counti; Flood Control District) into all drainages after
new development is completed. In addition, new and/or improved storm drains within the City limits
will need to be considered prior to and/or as part of any proposed development in East Area 1, East Area
2, and West Area 2.
4.7.1

Setting

a. Watershed. Development within the City of Santa Paula is primarily on the Santa
Clara River Valley floor and on slopes less than 10%. The watershed is defined by the Topa
Topa Mountains to the north (which includes Sulphur Mountain and Santa Paula Peak) and
South Mountain to the south. The Santa Clara River is the major drainage feature through the
City. This watercourse drains from the eastern limit of the Planning Area, westerly through the
Oxnard Plain and into the Pacific Ocean. Major tributaries of the Santa Clara River within the
Planning Area include Santa Paula Creek, Adams Barranca, Fagan Barranca, and Timber
Canyon located east of Santa Paula Canyon.
b. Storm Drains. The City of Santa Paula does not have a Master Plan of Storm Drains.
According to the City of Santa Paula Department of Public Works, problem areas include: Santa
Paula Creek; Fagan Barranca, Adams Barranca; Harvard Boulevard at Warren Avenue; Twelfth
Street above the railroad tracks; and Todd Lane. Future land development will affect drainage
needs on Todd Lane, in Adams and Fagan Barrancas, and in Santa Paula Creek.
Flood control is the responsibility of the Ventura County Flood Control District. The Flood
Control District has the authority to maintain and construct flood control facilities on all major
channels, including Santa Clara River, Santa Paula Creek, Adams Barranca, Fagan Barranca,
Todd Lane, and Peck Road. The network of tributary storm drain trunks and laterals that
collect and convey surface water from the urban areas to the major channels is the responsibility
of the City of Santa Paula Public Works Department.
Capacities. According to the City of Santa Paula, due to the age of the City, and the
various drain capacities and compositions, the storm drains within the City limits do not meet
City of Santa Paula
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current design standards. The antiquity of the City's storm drain system results in excessive
water flow into the streets. The major storm drains are shown on Figure 4.7-1.
System Deficiencies. Several deficiencies in the storm drainage system within the
current City limits, and west of the City under the County of Ventura Flood Control District
limits, have been identified by the City's Department of Public Works. Table 4.7-1 is taken from
the City of Santa Paula General Issue Papers #14, written by the City's Department of Public
Works, and shows the storm drainage needs and plarmed system improvements within the City
limits.

Table 4.7-1. Storm Drainage Needs and Planned System Improvements
within the City of Santa Paula
Limits

Estimated
Size

Estimated Cost

Ridgecrest Drive to Peck
Road
Debris basin to Atmore Drive
at Santa Paula Street
Harvard Boulevard at Warren
Avenue to Vernon Way at
State Route 126

36" diameter

$110,000

*

48" diameter

$130,000

*

5' by 2'

$400,000

Plans
completed and
construction
authorized.

Route

Foothill Road
Atmore Drive
Vernon Way

Eleventh Street
Twelfth Street

Ojai Road

Saticoy Street to Santa Paula
Street
Thirteenth at Santa Paula
Street to Twelfth Street at
Main Street
North of Amber Lane to north
of April Lane

* Project could be constructed

in

30" diameter

$60,000

48" diameter

$1,250,000

36" diameter

$170,000

Notes

Retention
basin also
needed.
In Caltrans
right-of-way.

coniunction with land development.

Table 4.7-2 shows the storm drainage needs and planned system improvements under the
County's jurisdiction within the Planning Area.

Table 4.7-2. Storm Drainage Needs and Planned System Improvements
Under the County's Jurisdiction
within the City of Santa Paula Planning Area
Route

Todd Lane

Limits

Calavo Street north of
Harvard Boulevard to the
Santa Clara River

Estimated
Size

Estimated Cost

Notes

8' by 5' to 15'
by 8'

$1,700,000

Relief drain for
undersized
Peck Road
drain

NPDES Requirements/Water Quality. According to the City of Santa Paula,
Department of Public Works, the quality of the groundwater extracted from the Santa Paula
groundwater basin is good. However, the groundwater does have to be treated at the City's
iron/manganese plant for manganese concentrations which exceed the State of California
maximum allowable levels for secondary drinking water standards.
City of Santa Paula
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The National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits are issued to point
source dischargers of pollutants to surface waters and are issued pursuant to Water Code
Chapter 5.5 which implements the Federal Clean Water Act. Examples include, but are not
limited to, public wastewater treatment facilities, industries, power plants, and groundwater
cleanup programs discharging to surface waters (State Water Resources Control Board, Title 23,
Chapter 9, Section 2200). Discharge limits, under the NPDES permits, for minerals and
pollutants are established and regulated by the California Regional Water Quality Control
Board.
c. Flood Hazards. Flood hazard areas of the City of Santa Paula are subject to periodic
inundation which can result in destruction of property, loss of life, health and safety hazards,
and disruption of commerce and governmental services. Encroachment onto floodplains, such
as artificial fills and structures, reduces the capacity of the floodplain and increases the height of
flood water upstream of the obstructions. Floodplain management involves the balancing of
economic gain associated with land development within the floodplain against the increased
flood hazard.
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) establishes base flood heights for 100year and 500-year flood zones. The 100-year flood zone is defined as the area that could be
inundated by the flood which has a 1 percent probability of occurring in any given year. The
500-year flood is defined as the flood which has a 0.2% chance of occurring in any given year.
Figure 4.7-2 illustrates areas of the City that could be inundated by the 100- and 500-year flood
(FEMA, 1997). Smaller watersheds, including Santa Paula Creek, are most affected by short,
high-intensity storms, while the larger watersheds, including the Santa Oara River, are affected
by longer, lower-intensity events.
The largest flood area is caused by Santa Paula Creek. Major development on the east bank of
the creek should not be considered without resolution of the flood problems. Future
development on the west side of Santa Paula Creek is regulated by a City ordinance which
requires that building structures be constructed at elevations above the anticipated flood level.
In 1994, the Corps of Engineers completed a study of Santa Paula Creek. The Corps of
Engineers has since authorized a project that will eliminate 100-year flooding from Santa Paula
Creek. The project will be completed in 1999.
The City has completed a study of Fagan Barranca that has identified improvements that will
eliminate that source of flooding as well. These improvements are also anticipated to be
completed in 1999. After the flooding potential is eliminated from Santa Paula Creek and Fagan
Barranca, the only 100-year flood zone that would remain would be that from the Santa Oara
River, south of SR 126.
Flood hazards associated with the Santa Clara River cannot be fully mitigated through drainage
design. Flood protection facilities constructed in the past in.dude: 1) rock groins at Haines
Barranca in 1969; rock groins at Fagan Canyon in 1979; three rock groins along the north bank of
Santa Clara River at the Santa Paula Airport in 1970; and two rock groins on the south bank of
the river upstream of Willard Canyon in 1970. These protection facilities are owned and
City of Santa Paula
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maintained by the Ventura County Flood Control District (VCFCD). In addition, there are
numerous privately owned flood protection facilities which have been constructed and are
maintained by individual land owners.
The draft Santa Oara River Enhancement and Management Plan (1996) stipulates that future
flood protection facilities should include a public levee and bank protection along the north
bank of the Santa Clara River, based on the 100-year frequency ultimate condition discharge. In
addition, a 25-year protection and encroachment limit line is indicated south of the river, which
is typical for rural agricultural lands. The south side of the Santa Clara River is intended for
non-urban uses.

4.7.2 Impact Analysis and Mitigation Measures
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. The County of Ventura has established
methodology and thresholds of significance for most flood control/ drainage conditions. The
Ventura County Initial Study Assessment Guidelines contain guidelines for flood
control/ drainage facilities under the jurisdiction of the VCFCD and for other natural channels
and facilities not under the jurisdiction of the VCFCD or the Ventura County Flood Plain
Management Ordinance.
Flood Contro1/Drainage Facilities under VCFCD Jurisdiction. According to the
County of Ventura, the VCFCD' s Comprehensive Plan defines those channels subject to the
District's regulatory authority. In addition, the Ventura County Flood Insurance Study and
associated maps define areas of special flood hazard that are subject to the authority of the
Ventura County Flood Plain Management Ordinance. To evaluate the impact of a project on
flood control and drainage, the following need to be considered:
1. The Design Manual ofVCFCD.
2. The Flood Plain Management Ordinance.
3. The state of improvement of the channel.
4. The potential velocities offlow within the channel and the prospect oferosion of the channel
bed and banks.
5. The possibility of deposition of sediment and debris materials within existing channels and
allied obstruction offlow.
6. The capacity of the channel and the potential for overflow during design storm conditions.
7. The potential for increased runoff and the effects on areas of special flood hamrd and
regulatory channels both on and offsite.

In addition to the above criteria, the potential for individual projects to improve the channel
needs to be considered as well.

Flood Contro]/Drainage Facilities not under VCFCD Jurisdiction. To evaluate the
impact of a project on flood control and drainage for a channel not under the jurisdiction of
VCFCD or the Ventura County Flood Plain Management Ordinance, Numbers 5 through 7 need
to be addressed.

City of Santa Paula
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b. Project and Cumulative Impacts.
ImpactF-1

New development within the 100-year and 500-year flood zones
could be subject to flooding. This is considered a Class II,
significant but mitigable impact.

Urban Infill. Much of the City is within the 100-year flood plain of Santa Paula Creek. A project
is now authorized that will eliminate 100-year flooding from Santa Paula Creek. This data was
submitted to FEMA for incorporation into new FIRMs which were effective on September 3,
1997. The Corps of Engineers project will be completed in 1999. However, any urban infill
projects located south of SR 126 will be within the 100-year flood zone of the Santa Oara River.
Impacts to development in such areas would be potentially significant.

Adams Canyon. The 100-year flood zone within Adams Canyon is confined to a narrow strip of
land along the drainage course. New development in Adams Canyon is not anticipated to be
impacted by flooding. Downstream, localized flooding occurs within the valley where Adams
Barranca is backed up by SR 126 and the railroad bridge, affecting existing residential and
agricultural uses on the western edge of the City, north of the freeway.
Fagan Canyon. The 100-year flood zone within Fagan Canyon is confined to a narrow strip of
land along the drainage course. Proposed development in the canyon is not anticipated to be
significantly impacted by flooding. However, downstream of the canyon, runoff from Fagan
Barranca currently affects existing development in the western portion of the City. The City has
completed a study of Fagan Barranca that has identified improvements that will eliminate the
source of flooding. These improvements are anticipated to be completed in 1999. The primary
improvement will be an enlarged culvert at Santa Paula Street.
West Area 2. A portion of West Area 2 is within The 100-year flood plains of the Santa Oara
River and Fagan Barranca. The western edge of the area is also within the 100-year flood zone
of Adams Barranca. Proposed flood control improvements on Fagan Barranca (date for
completion in 1999) would eliminate the primary source of flooding in the area.
East Area 1. Portions of East Area 1 are within the 100-year flood zones of Santa Paula Creek
and Haun Creek. As discussed previously, the Army Corps of Engineers project on Santa Paula
Creek will eliminate the 100-year flood potential along this water course by 1999. However,
development near Haun Creek would be potentially impacted by flooding.
East Area 2. This proposed development area is located south of the Ventura County
Transportation Commission railroad right-of-way and east of the current City limits. The area
is in the Santa Clara River 100-year flood zone.
Mitigation Measures. The relevant policies and implementation measures of the General
Plan Safety Element which provide mitigation for Impact F-1, are identified below.
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· Implementation Measure

Policies

l"i.''

"'"

3.a.a . . Develop standards and restrictions within
identified floodplains or areas subject to
inundation by a 100-year flood . These might
include subdivision design, setback
requirements, and development
intensity/density standards. (IM 27)

3.c.c.

Develop .Policies to complete flood
improvements on Santa Paula Creek, Adams
Canyon, and Fagan Canyon prior to issuance of
any new building permits, or in conjunction with
new development design. (IM 27, 28, 31, 32)

3.g.g.

Develop policies and restrictions for
development of land south of SR 126. (IM 27,
28)

27.

Development proposals for projects within the
100-year flood plain shall be reviewed for
consistency with Federal Emergency
Management Agency requirements as adopted
by the Santa Paula Municipal Code. Projects
not consistent with the Municipal Code may
require modification to be consistent.

28.

A site specific flood protection study which
meets the standards of the City of Santa Paula
and the Ventura County Flood Control District
shall be prepared by a qualified civil engineer as
a prerequisite to the approval of major projects.
The study shall be reviewed by the City
Engineer. Staff recommendations regarding the
facilities necessary to mitigate flooding hazards
resulting from project implementation and/or
impacts to flood facilities shall become
conditions of project approval. Mitigation
against flooding hazards must be provided prior
to the issuance of certificates of occupancy.

31 .

Flood improvements should be expedited along
Santa Paula Creek to reduce the 100- and 500year flood zones north of SR 126. The
necessity for new or relocated critical facilities
would be lessened if the flood zone area was
reduced through improvements to Santa Paula
Creek.

32.

Flood improvements to all canyon areas should
be performed prior to grading and development
of those areas.

The policies and implementation measures stated in the General Plan for new development
affected by the 100- and 500-year flood zones are adequate for the proposed expansion areas
that encompass the canyons. However, the following mitigation measures are needed to reduce
or eliminate the flood hazard in other proposed expansion areas within the Planning Area, or to
augment the implementation measures stated in the General Plan for the canyon areas.
F-l(a)

Santa Paula Creek Flo.o d Control Project. Development within the
portions of East Area 1 that are in the 100-year flood plain should not be
allowed and/ or considered until the completion of the Army Corps of
Engineers flood improvement project along Santa Paula Creek.

F-l(b)

Adams Canyon Flood Control Improvements. Flood improvements
should be made in Adams Canyon prior to any new development along
Adams Barranca. Channel improvements or multiple flood retention
basins placed in Adams Canyon would reduce or eliminate the need for
flood improvements on Adams Barranca below Telegraph Road.

F-l(c)

Evaluation of Adams Canyon Drainage Impacts. The City Department
of Public Works should evaluate any major proposed projects in the
Adams Canyon area for effects on drainage. Drainage issues should be
City of Santa Paula
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evaluated concurrently with proposed flood improvement projects in the
Adams Canyon area.
F-l(d)

Hydrologic and Hydraulic Design Standard. New development projects
and new and replacement flood control projects should be constructed in
accordance with appropriate hydrologic and hydraulic design standards.

F-l(e)

City's Floodplain Management Ordinance. New construction and
substantial improvements to existing construction should comply with
the City's floodplain management ordinance.

F-1(£)

VCFCD Flood Warning System. Santa Paula should continue to
participate in the Ventura County Flood Control District's flood warning
system.

F-l(g)

Emergency Flood Evacuation Plan. An emergency flood evacuation plan
should be prepared and publicly distributed or announced.

F-l(h)

Fagan Canyon Flood Control Improvements. Flood control
improvements in accordance with the current Fagan Canyon study shall
be implemented prior to development in portions of the City within
Fagan Canyon.

Significance After Mitigation. After mitigation, the impacts related to new development
within the 100- and 500-year flood zones will be reduced to a less than significant level.
Impact F-2

The City contains areas with localized flooding problems.
Development in such areas would result in a Class II, significant but
mitigable impact.

Urban Infill. Areas within the City limits have been identified as having insufficient drainage.
These areas include: Foothill Road from Ridgecrest Drive to Peck Road; Atmore Drive at Santa
Paula Street; Vernon Way from Harvard Boulevard and Warren Avenue to Vernon Way and SR
126; Eleventh Street from Saticoy Street to Santa Paula Street; Twelfth Street from Thirteenth
Street at Santa Paula Street to Twelfth Street at Main Street; and Ojai Road from north of Amber
Lane to north of April Lane. Such areas are currently subject to periodic flooding after intense
storm events. Temporary road closures commonly occur, and minor flooding of nearby
structures can result. New development near these areas may be potentially impacted.
West Area 2. County drainage deficiencies identified include Todd Lane from Calavo Street
north of Harvard Boulevard to Santa Clara River. Proposed development in this area could be
subject to significant flooding impacts.
Mitigation Measures. The relevant policies and implementation measures of the General
Plan Safety Element which provide mitigation for Impact F-2, are identified below.
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Implementation Measure

Policy
3.f.f.

Develop a Master Plan of Storm Drains for the
City. (IM 29, 30)

29.

A Master Plan of Storm Drains should be
prepared by the City, for use by the City and the
Ventura County Flood Control District.

30.

If not already developed, Storm Drainage and
Flood Control Programs should be developed
and implemented.

The policies and implementation measures stated in the General Plan for deficient drainage
systems address the immediate need related to the current drainage configuration within the
City limits. However, the following mitigation measures are n eeded to reduce or eliminate the
drainage deficiencies within the Planning Area.

F-2(a)

City Storm Drainage System Upgrade. The City should establish
projected completion dates to upgrade drainage deficiencies identified
within the City limits. Urban infill projects in flood-prone areas should
not be implemented prior to upgrading drainage needs within the City.

F-2(b)

Todd Lane Drainage. The City should work in conjunction with the
County to establish a projected completion date for implementation of the
Todd Lane drainage improvements. New development in flood prone
areas should not occur prior to upgrading drainage needs in that area.

F-2(c)

Capital Improvement Plan. The City should develop a long-range plan
for improvements such as a Capital Improvements Plan. The plan should
identify improvements, funding needs, and funding sources over a 7 year
period for capital improvement projects, such as storm drain system
upgrades, required to accommodate new development.

Significance After Mitigation. If the mitigation measures above are implemented, the
impacts related to drainage deficiencies within the current City limits, and in proposed West
Area 2, would be reduced to less than significant.
Impact F-3

Point and non-point sources of contamination could affect City storm
drains and/or water quality in the Santa Clara River. However, given
that discharges would occur in compliance with NPDES permit
requirements, impacts are considered to be Class III, less than
significant.

Discharge of pollutants from any point source is prohibited unless the discharge is in
compliance with a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination Permit (NPDES) issued by the
Regional Water Quality Control Board. Point sources of pollutants of the greatest concern to the
Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board include nutrients (ammonia and nitrate),
heavy metals, toxic chemicals, chlorine, and salts. Non-point sources of pollutants, which are
also regulated under NPDES permits, include agricultural and urban runoff which is carried to
City storm drains and/ or natural drainages. Permit provisions require control of storm water
discharges through implementation of Best Management Practices (BMPs). A permit has been
City of Santa Paula
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issued to Ventura County, and cities within the County are currently implementing BMPs. The
General Permit requires the development and implementation of a Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan and Monitoring Plan, and submittal of an Annual Report to control storm
water discharges.

Urban Infill. Discharge of water into City storm drains under NPDES permits occurs in some
industrial areas within the City limits. Such waters ultimately discharge to the Santa Clara
River.
East Area 2 and West Area 2. Light Industrial and Research and Development facilities are
proposed in East Area 2 and West Area 2. In addition, 68 acres are proposed for industrial
development in West Area 2. New development in these areas could result in surface water
discharges to the Santa Clara River.
Mitigation Measures. Given that future development would be required to cooperate
with the Regional Water Quality Control Board and obtain a General Permit for discharges of
storm water, impacts are not expected to be significant. In addition, the City is a co-perrnitee to
NPDES Permit No. CAS063339 and is required to address storm water pollution from all land
uses and other sources. However, the following mitigation measure is recommended.
F-3(a)

Ventura Storm Water Quality Management Program. Santa Paula
should continue to actively participate in the Ventura Countywide
Stormwater Quality Management Program and to implement the
measures recommended by that program, thereby mitigating non-point
sources of pollutants.

Significance After Mitigation. Impacts related to point and non-point sources of
contamination within the current City limits, and in proposed East Area 2 and West Area 2,
would be less than significant given compliance with State regulations.
Impact F-4

The proposed development within the expansion areas will increase
watershed runoff. This is considered a Class II, significant but
mitigable impact.

An assessment of change to runoff patterns in the Planning Area after development in East Area
1, East Area 2, West Area 2, Adams Canyon, and Fagan Canyon was made utilizing information
obtained from Urban Hydrology for Small Watersheds, 2nd Edition (U.S. Soil Conservation Service,
June 1986). The assessment indicated that the proposed development in East Area 1, East Area
2, West Area 2, Adams Canyon, and Fagan Canyon would result in an increase in runoff as
described below.

East Area 1. Based on the proposed development in East Area 1, watershed runoff will be
increased by approximately 125%.
East Area 2. Based on the proposed development in East Area 2, watershed runoff will be
increased by approximately 110%.
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West Area 2. Based on the proposed development in West Area 2, watershed runoff will be
increased by approximately 30%.

Adams Canyon. Based on the proposed development in Adams Canyon, watershed runoff will
be increased by approximately 25 %.

Fagan Canyon. Based on the proposed development in Fagan Canyon, watershed runoff will be
increased by approximately 100%.
Based on our general analysis, East Area 1, East Area 2, and Fagan Canyon will have the largest
percentage increase in watershed runoff due to proposed development. The Ventura County
Flood Control District has a policy which states that new development cannot increase the peak
water discharge into the Santa Oara River. Consequ ently, potential runoff impacts are
considered significant.
Mitigation Measures. All proposed General Plan policies and implementation measures
listed for Impacts F-1 and F-2 also apply to this impact. The anticipated increase in watershed
runoff due to development in Adams Canyon and West Area 2 may be mitigated by
implementation of flood and storm drain improvements as discussed under Impact F-2.
Additional mitigation should be incorporated into the General Plan in an attempt to decrease
the anticipated watershed runoff for East Area 1, East Area 2, and Fagan Canyon.

F-4(a)

Detention/Retention Basins. Incorporate the use of sufficient detention
and/ or retention basins or other flood control technology such that peak
water discharge to the Santa Clara River from proposed development in
Fagan Canyon, East Area l , and East Area 2 does not exceed existing
peak discharge conditions.

Significance After Mitigation. If the mitigation measures above are implemented, the
impacts related to watershed runoff in the proposed expansion areas should be reduced to less
than significant.
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4.8 BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
Plant communities within the proposed expansion areas are predominantly non-native, annual grassland
and orchards. Native plant communities within the areas include oak woodlands, oak savanna, walnut
woodland, riparian communities, coastal sage scrub, and small areas of chaparral and cactus scrub.
Wetlands occur in the bottom of ravines and adjacent to intermittent and perennial drainages within
Adams Canyon, Fagan Canyon, and along both sides of the Santa Clara River corridor. Numerous
species of plants and animals listed as rare, threatened, or endangered, along with several plant
communities considered sensitive, are known or expected to occur in the vicinity of the expansion areas.
Full build-out within the expansion areas could result in the direct loss of plant communities, and the
potential loss of sensitive species. Buildout would also result in the loss and fragmentation of wildlife
habitat, including the interruption and disruption of wildlife migration corridors.
Indirect impacts of the suburban development of the expansion areas could include the spread of invasive,
non-native plant species into natural areas, where they out-compete native plants and reduce wildlife
habitat values, and the harassment of wildlife by domestic pets, particularly cats and dogs. Urban runoff
from impervious surfaces could adversely impact water quality within riparian and wetland areas,
indirectly reducing the biological value of these sensitive habitats.
4.8.1 Setting
The following section is based on limited literature available regarding the existing biological
resources within the proposed expansion areas, and a brief field visit by car of Adams and
Fagan Canyons conducted in September, 1997. A field survey was conducted of Adams
Canyon in 1983 (Burgess & Smith, 1983) and is incorporated by reference, with pertinent
sections summarized. Information is also included from the Baseline Conditions Assessment
(Fugro, 1994) and from personal communication with knowledgeable sources.
a. Vegetation. Plant communities within the proposed expansion areas are
predominantly non-native, including annual grassland and orchards. Native communities
include oak woodlands, oak savanna, riparian communities (willow woodland, willow scrub,
willow-cottonwood woodland, Southern California black walnut woodland, and mulefat
scrub), coastal sage scrub, wetland communities, and very small areas of chaparral and cactus
scrub.
Grassland. Extensive expanses of non-native annual grassland occur within the study
area, particularly in Fagan Canyon, where annual grassland is the dominant covertype. Adams
Canyon also contains large areas of annual grassland. Introduced annual grass species
dominate this community, with common species including wild oats (Avena spp.), bromes
(Bromus spp.), fescues (Vulpia spp.), and mustards (Brassica ssp.). Additional non-native species
encountered within this community include dove weed (Eremocarpus setigerus), horehound
(Marrubium vulgare) and wild lettuce (Lactuca serriola). Large Peruvian (also called California)
pepper trees (Schinus molle) are scattered along the hillsides.
No native perennial bunchgrasses were found during the brief field survey; however, they
could occur on-site since suitable habitat is present. Purple needlegrass (Nasella pulchra) was
reported within Adams Canyon by Burgess & Smith (1983), and is likely to occur along with
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foothill needle grass (Nasella lepida) . Several species of native annual and perennial wildflowers
may also occur, including mariposa lilies (Calochortus spp.). The ongoing cattle grazing reduces
the amount and diversity of native plants within the grassland community.
Coastal Sage Scrub. The most widespread native plant community within the
proposed expansion areas is coastal sage scrub, dominated by large homogenous areas of
coyote bush (Baccharis pilularis), pure stands of purple sage (Salvia leucophylla), and large
patches of giant wild rye (Leymus condensatus). Additional common species include California
sagebrush (Artemisia californica), yucca (Yucca whipplei), California buckwheat (Eriogonum
fasciculatum), and small amounts of coast goldenbush (Hazardia squarrosus) and monkey flower
(Mimulus longiflorus). The non-native tree tobacco (Nicotiana glauca) is also found in this
community, along with non-native annual grasses in areas where the scrub cover is
discontinuous. A mixed community occurs, with numerous laurel sumac (Malosma laurina)
interdigitated with typical coastal sage scrub species.
A unique type of coastal sage scrub known as cactus scrub occurs in very limited amounts in
the northern portion of the Fagan Canyon expansion area, and potentially occurs elsewhere in
the study area. It is characterized by dominance of prickly pear species (Opuntia littoralis) and
cholla (Opuntia prolifera).
Oak Woodland. Coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) occur in both woodlands and in open
savanna with annual grassland throughout the Adams Canyon and South Mountain expansion
areas. Dense woodlands occur primarily on north and east-facing slopes, and contain well
developed understory except in areas with extensive cattle grazing. Typical understory species
include hummingbird sage (Salvia spathacea), heartleaf penstemon (Keckiella cordifolia),
snowberry (Symphoricarpos mollis) and redberry (Rhamnus crocea). No oak woodlands and few
oaks occur in Fagan Canyon.
Riparian and Wetland Communities. Two drainages of regional importance traverse
Santa Paula; the Santa Clara River and Santa Paula Creek. The Santa Clara River flows along
the southern portion of the city, dividing the South Mountain expansion area from the
remainder of the city. This river extends for approximately 100 miles, with headwaters in the
San Gabriel Mountains and its terminus at the Pacific Ocean. Santa Paula Creek flows from the
upper Ojai area (to the north of the City) generally southward into the Santa Clara River.
Several other perennial and intermittent drainages cross through the study area. These include
drainages within Adams Canyon (including Salt Marsh Canyon), Fagan Canyon, O'Hara
Canyon, Orcutt Canyon, Haun Creek, and several unnamed drainages originating along the
north facing slope of South Mountain. All of these drain to the Santa Clara River.
Wetland communities occur in areas contiguous to the Santa Clara River as well as adjacent to
other drainages in the study area. Wetland seeps were also encountered within Adams Canyon
(including Salt Marsh Canyon) and Fagan Canyon. Seeps were dominated by salt grass
(Distichlis spicata), with large areas of yerba mansa (Anemopsis californica) common at the seeps
along with borders of mulefat (Baccharis salicifolia). A vernal pool has been reported in the
eastern portion of O'Hara Canyon, immediately west of Adams Canyon (Burgess & Smith,
1983). The presence of this vernal pool indicates the suitability of the geologic and hydrologic
conditions for additional such wetland communities in the vicinity of the study area.
City of Santa Paula
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The most common riparian communities within the study area appear to be southern willow
scrub and mulefat scrub, which are found in the Santa Clara River, Santa Paula Creek, and in
the other drainages. Four distinct types of riparian woodland are present in the study area;
coast live oak riparian forest, southern walnut woodland, California bay riparian forest, and
cottonwood-willow riparian forest. Coast live oak riparian forest and California bay riparian
forest are present along SR 150 in the Sulphur Springs area, and may occur elsewhere within
the expansion areas. The coast live oak riparian forest is a highly diverse community,
dominated by coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) along with western sycamore (Platanus
racemosa), and California walnut (Juglans californica). This community is present as open to
dense forests with diverse shrub and understory composition. The California bay forest is a
much less diverse habitat dominated by California bay (Umbellularia californica) and few other
species. This condition results from the oils and tannins contained in bay trees which
substantially inhibit the growth of other plants. As a result, the shrub layer and groundcover in
the bay riparian community is composed primarily of sapling bay trees and poison oak.
Patches of southern walnut woodland, dominated by southern California black walnut (Juglans
californica), occur in the Adams Canyon and South Mountain expansion areas and along east
facing slopes along SR 150, adjacent to the oak and bay riparian woodlands. Cottonwoodwillow riparian forest occurs intermittently along the Santa Oara River and Santa Paula Creek,
with willows forming the doininant overstory, interspersed with occasional cottonwood
(Populus sp.) and western sycamore (Platanus racemosa).
Invasive, non-native plants are common within riparian communities, particularly those
experiencing ongoing disturbance from cattle grazing. Species such as castor bean (Ricinus
communis), tree tobacco (Nicotiana glauca), and milk thistle (Silybum marianum) are typical
within the canyon areas, while giant reed (Arundo donax) is very common within the Santa
Clara River. These plants, particularly the giant reed, out-compete native plants through
aggressive growth habits, thus threatening native communities.
Chaparral. Chaparral is one of the least common plant communities within the
expansion areas. Chaparral typically forms a very dense, impenetrable thicket, frequently with
low plant species diversity. In the Santa Paula vicinity, chaparral is usually dominated by pure
stands of chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum) with various types of ceanothus (lilac), including
bigpod ceanothus (Ceanothus megacarpus) and greenbark ceanothus (Ceanothus spinosus).
Because of the density of the shrub cover in chaparral communities, very few other plant
species occur. This community is scarce within the expansion areas, and contains low species
diversity where is found. Small patches were noted in the upper portions of Adams and Fagan
Canyons, where occasional large laurel sumac (Malosma laurina) are found interspersed with
coastal sage scrub and /or annual grassland.
Anthropogenic Communities. Anthropogenic areas are those created by humans, such
as orchards, agricultural lands, and other converted or developed areas. Such areas occupy a
large percentage of the total acreage within all of the expansion areas. These communities
include orchards (active and abandoned), roadways (paved and unpaved), detention basins,
reservoirs/ponds, flood control channels, tree windrows, landscaping, and both residential and
urban areas. Anthropogenic areas typically contain few, if any, native plants. In Santa Paula,
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they often include windrows of non-native eucalyptus trees (Eucalyptus spp.). These areas are
discussed in the following section on wildlife.
b. Wildlife Habitats. A variety of wildlife habitats occur within the expansion areas.
These are described below based on vegetation communities.
Annual Grassland. Although grasslands are low in plant species diversity, they often
support a large number of individuals of a few vertebrate species. The lack of cover and the
open foraging areas characteristic of grassland habitats tends to limit the overall species
diversity of vertebrates. During the winter months, flocks of European starling, western
meadowlark, savanna sparrow, horned lark, and house finch are expected to occur in the
grasslands of the study area. Several species of raptors rely on open expanses of grasslands for
hunting, including the northern harrier, red-tailed hawk, white-tailed kite, American kestrel,
and common barn owl. Grasslands that are bordered by woodlands are particularly important
for raptors, because the birds can use the large trees as "hawking" sites to observe the activities
of prey within nearby grassland habitats.
Pacific chorus (tree) frog and black-belly slender salamander are the only amphibians expected
to occur in grasslands. Western skink, western fence lizard, southern alligator lizard, common
kingsnake, western rattlesnake and gopher snake are the most common species expected to
frequent grasslands. Southwestern pond turtles will dig their shallow nest burrows in
grassland communities adjacent to riparian communities, frequently on gentle north or
northwest facing slopes.
Small mammals expected to use the grasslands in the study area include California ground
squirrel, Botta1s pocket gopher, western harvest mouse, and California vole. Mammalian
predators, including coyote, long-tailed weasel and American badger depend on grasslands for
foraging and denning sites. Grassland edges are an important foraging habitat for mule deer
and for mountain lions which prey on deer. Grasslands which are bordered by woodlands or
dense brush are excellent foraging areas for small mammals such as cottontail and brush
rabbits and mice.
Coastal Sage Scrub. California quail, Anna's and Costa's hummingbirds, bushtit,
wrentit, Bewick's wren, California thrasher, spotted and California towhees, and house finch
are characteristic breeding species of coastal sage scrub. Amphibians are uncommon in this dry
environment, with ensatina, black-belly slender salamander, and Pacific chorus (tree) frog
being the most likely to occur, and then generally in the wetter winter months. Common
reptiles expected to occur include western fence lizard, western skink, striped racer, and
western rattlesnake.
Coastal sage scrub is an important habitat for mammals. Small mammals utilize the dense
cover, in turn providing prey for raptors and mammal predators. Common mammals in this
habitat include California pocket mouse, agile kangaroo rats, California mouse, deer mouse,
and desert and dusky-footed woodrats. Typical carnivores of this habitat include coyote,
raccoon, long-tailed weasel, western spotted and stripped skunks, and bobcat. Dense stands of
brush also provide shelter and browse for mule deer.
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Oak woodlands. Oak woodlands provide important foraging and nesting habitat for a
wide variety of birds. The oak woodlands in the study area are generally inhabited by
widespread species of birds such as acorn woodpecker, Nuttall1s woodpecker, downey
woodpecker, scrub jay, plain titmouse, bushtit, ruby-crowned kinglet, house wren, Hutton's
vireo, orange-crowned warbler and dark-eyed junco. Raptors such as great-horned owl, redtailed, red-shouldered and Cooper1s hawks are drawn to oak woodlands for roosting and
foraging. The moist characteristics of oak woodland understory provides suitable habitat for
several species of amphibians and reptiles including black-bellied slender salamander,
ensatina, arboreal salamander, Pacific chorus (tree) frog, western fence lizard, western skink,
southern alligator lizard, and ringneck snake.
The moist nature and protective cover provided by oak woodlands attracts a fairly diverse
mammal fauna. Some of the more common small mammals which use this habitat include
broad-footed mole, Botta1s pocket gopher, California mouse, dusky-footed woodrat, deer
mouse, and brush mouse. Large oaks, both live and dead trees, provide daytime roosting
habitat for bats, which may forage over all habitats. Mule deer use this habitat extensively for
foraging and resting, with acorns providing an important seasonal food source. Wide-ranging
carnivores like coyote, badger, gray fox, striped skunk, bobcat, black bear, and mountain lion
are expected to forage in oak woodlands throughout the study area. The larger mammals
would be most likely to occur in those areas containing and contiguous with large open space
areas and undeveloped lands, such as in the northern portions of Adams and Fagan Canyons
adjacent to Sulphur Mountain, and along the south side of South Mountain, south of developed
areas.
Riparian Habitats. Riparian habitats are known to support the highest diversity and
abundance of wildlife of any habitat found in the study area. This is due in part to the complex
nature of this community that is created by the presence of fresh water, dense leaf litter, dense
understory shrubs and thickets, and a variety of vertical habitats for nesting and foraging.
These characteristics combine to provide high quality habitat to a wide variety of species
representing the entire food chain, from algae and invertebrate fauna at the bottom to the top
predators. Riparian habitats are critical to wildlife because they provide: a permanent or
seasonal source of water; a greater diversity of microhabitats for nesting and feeding due to
their rich structural diversity; food, water, and protective and thermal cover important to
mammals; and important movement and dispersion corridors. Riparian woodlands have
declined throughout California during the past century and now only occur in a disjunct form
along streams, rivers and in foothill canyons.
Of the riparian corridors that traverse the study area, the Santa Clara River provides
unrestricted movement opportunities for fish and wildlife (with the exception of the Freeman
Diversion, located southwest of the study area, and which includes a fish ladder). The Adams
Canyon barranca is a natural and man-made open channel to the River, with large box culverts
that are sufficient for large mammal movement located under major roadways and SR 126.
Fagan Canyon barranca enters an underground storm water drainage system at Main Street,
continuing toward the River. Thus, this drainage does not provide wildlife movement
opportunities between the foothills and the River and South Mountain. Orcutt Canyon and
Haun Creek, in the eastern portion of the study area, convey drainage via aboveground manmade systems to the River with large culverts under roadways, and therefore provide nearly
unrestricted movement opportunities between the foothills and the River. Many other smaller
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drainages enter the River from the South Mountain vicinity, generally flowing through culverts
under roadways and otherwise remaining relatively unrestricted.
Riparian woodlands support a diverse assemblage of resident and migrant land birds. Some of
the characteristic nesting species in this habitat include hairy, downy, and Nuttall's
woodpecker, black phoebe, western wood pewee, western flycatcher, Hutton's vireo, common
yellowthroat, black-headed grosbeak and song sparrow. Migrant landbirds are numerous in
this habitat; some of the more common winter visitors include ruby-crowned kinglet, hermit
thrush, American robin, and yellow-rumped warbler. This habitat supports many sensitive
species of birds, which are further discussed below.
Riparian woodland habitats support many species of amphibians and reptiles in the study area.
Some of the more common species include black-belly slender salamander, Pacific chorus (tree)
frog, western toad, western fence lizard, western skink, southern alligator lizard, western
aquatic garter snake, southwestern pond turtle, and western rattlesnake. Several fish species
occur in the Santa Clara River and Santa Paula Creek, and may occur in other smaller
drainages. Non-native fish tend to be the most numerous within the system, including fathead
minnow, mosquito fish, green sunfish, and prickly sculpin. Native fish include at least three
sensitive species, which are discussed separately below.
Numerous species of mammals are expected to occur in riparian woodlands in the study area.
Some of the more common species of small mammals known to occur in this habitat include
Trowbridge and ornate shrews, Betta's pocket gopher, California mouse, deer mouse, brush
mouse, dusky-footed woodrat, and California vole. Riparian woodlands also provide excellent
habitat for a number of large mammals such as brush rabbit, Virginia opossum, raccoon, longtailed weasel, striped skunk, bobcat, mule deer, and black bear. Mule deer frequent riparian
habitats during the dry summer months for water and to escape the hot sun. They also use
riparian corridors for protective cover and for dispersal/movement between lowland and
highland foraging areas.

In areas with ongoing cattle grazing (Adams Canyon and Fagan Canyon), the habitat quality of
riparian and wetland communities within the drainages has been degraded by years of cattle
trampling, browsing, and depositing of waste. The result is a low degree of plant diversity,
reduced water quality (increased turbidity, increased water temperatures, reduced oxygen),
unvegetated areas, and heavily browsed trees and scrubs resulting in higher water temperature
and algae blooms. Such conditions limit the use of these drainages by wildlife sensitive to
disturbance, such as amphibians and aquatic species which require high water quality, stable
water temperatures, and suitable protective vegetation. Water quality has also been impacted
by natural tar and oil seeps, generally within the upper reaches of Adams Canyon adjacent to
Sulphur Mountain at the northern extent of the proposed expansion areas. These conditions
also function to reduce habitat values.
Chaparral. Birds characteristic of chaparral habitats located in vicinity include
California quail, greater roadrunner, Anna's and Costa's hummingbirds, Bewick's wren, scrub
jay, wrentit, California thrasher, white-crowned sparrow, rufous-sided and California towhees,
and lesser goldfinch. Amphibian diversity in chaparral is relatively low because of its arid
character. In contrast to the amphibians, numerous reptiles are known to inhabit the dense
stands of brush characteristic of chaparral communities. The western fence lizard, side-

r
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blotched lizard, striped racer, western terrestrial garter snake and western rattlesnake are
among the commonly occurring chaparral associates.
Chaparral supports a reasonably diverse assemblage of mammals. Some of the more common
species include Botta's pocket gopher, California pocket mouse, agile kangaroo rat, California
mouse, desert and dusky-footed woodrats, and brush rabbits. Because of the wide diversity
and abundance of rodent prey, and the dense protective cover provided by chaparral, many
large, wide-ranging carnivores frequent this habitat. The most common species include coyote,
gray fox, striped skunk, and bobcat. Mule deer utilize chaparral for cover and forage .
Anthropogenic Habitats. The wildlife habitat values provided by disturbed areas are
dependent on the level of on-going disturbance and the type of plants present. For example,
unpaved access roads that receive very little human traffic are used by reptiles as sunning
locations and by large mammals as movement corridors (particularly through areas of dense
chaparral). Birds may also use dirt roads for dusting and for obtaining gravel needed in their
digestion.
Active orchards generally provide low quality habitat for wildlife, and are used primarily for
feeding and some movement. Other wildlife uses such as nesting or roosting are typically
absent from orchards due in part to the activities of humans and machines, and efforts to
protect crops from predation. Various types of animals take advantage of the easily available
food provided in orchards. This includes nectar feeding animals such as bees, butterflies and
other insects and hummingbirds which utilize the flowers, and mammals such as opossum,
raccoon, and black bear that eat the fruit. Avocados are especially popular with black bear
during seasons when natural food sources are scarce.
Several tree windrows comprised of planted eucalyptus (Eucalyptus spp.) are present
throughout Santa Paula. These windrows provide important habitat for many species of birds,
which use the trees for nesting, feeding, roosting, and hawking sites. Flycatchers, kinglets,
vireos, warblers, sparrows, orioles, red-tail hawk, owls, and American kestrel would all be
expected to utilize the eucalyptus trees. Wintering monarch butterflies and other nectivores use
these trees during the lean winter months when nectar food sources are typically scarce and
eucalyptus are among the few plants in flower.
Reservoirs and created ponds may provide wildlife values depending on the presence of native
plants and the accessibility to mammals for drinking. Birds such as black phoebe, common
egret, killdeer, and waterbirds may use such ponds for feeding. Excessive use by cattle often
limits the wildlife value of reservoirs.
c. Sensitive Biological Resources. The term sensitive is used herein to describe all
plant and wildlife species listed as rare, endangered, or threatened by the state and federal
governments, species that are proposed or candidates for such listing, plants listed by the
California Native Plant Society (CNPS), and species or communities of local concern.
Information regarding possible occurrences within the study area was based on the presence of
suitable habitat and known occurrences in the vicinity and is summarized in Table 4.8-1.
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Table 4.8-1 Sensitive Plants Potentially Occurring in the Santa Paula Vicinity
Common Name

Scientific Name

Status

Distribution Notes

Plummer's
baccharis
Round-leaved
boykinia
Catalina mariposa
lily
Late-flowered
mariposa lily

Baccharis plummerae
ssp. plummerae
Boykinia rotundifo/ia

CNPS4

Calochortus catalinae

CNPS4

Riparian corridors, mesic canyons, mesic
oak woodlands.
Riparian habitats, creek corridors, very
close to water.
Grasslands, clay soils.

:;

CNPS4

Arid, thin soils, chaparral. Locally known
from south side of Santa Paula Peak.
May be locally common after fires.
Fritillaria ojaiensis
CNPS1B North-facing, shale slopes, oak
Ojai fritillary
woodlands, often near maples, mesic
areas. Locally known from Sisar Cyn. ,
Gridly Cyn., Wheeler Gorge, Big Cone
Campground, Santa Paula Canyon.
Vernal barley
Hordeum intercedens
CNPS3
Vernal pools, dry saline stream beds,
alkali flats.
Jug/ans californica var.
CNPS4
Southern California
Riparian corridors, mesic hillsides,
californica
generally north-facing. Locally known
black walnut
from Adams Cyn, Sulphur Springs, South
Mountain.
Southwestern spiny Juncos acutatus ssp.
CNPS4
Moist saline places, salt marshes and
leopoldii
rush
alkaline seeps.
Ocellated Humboldt Lilium humboldtii ssp.
CNPS4
Riparian areas, locally common after
lily
ocellatum
fires.
California Orcutt
Orcuttia californica
FE/CE
Restricted to vernal pools. Known from
grass
CNPS18 only one location in Ventura County in
Moorpark.
Fish's milkwort
Polygala cornuta var.
CNPS4
Mesic oak woodlands, drainage
fishiae
corridors.
Sida/cea neomexicana
CNPS2
Alkaline and mesic areas. Known from
Salt spring
checkerbloom
higher elevations but could occur.
Woolly seablite
Suaeda taxifo/ia
CNPS4
Margins of salt marshes, coastal bluffs.
Known from South Mountain vicinity at
very low elevation.
Sources: CDFG, July 1997; CNPS, 1994; Rick Burgess, local botanist; rare plant coordinator for CNPS Channel Islands Chapter;
personal communication, September 17, 1997.
Definitions: CNPS 1B= Plants rare, threatened, or endangered in California and elsewhere; CNPS 2 = Plants rare, threatened,
or endangered in California but more common elsewhere; CNPS 4 = Plants of limited distribution; a watch list. CE= California
endangered; FE= Federally endangered.
Ca/ochortus weedii var.
vestus

CNPS1B

Vegetation. The California Natural Diversity Data Base (CNDDB) lists about 125 plant
commurdties in California as "highest inventory priority," a listing done because the CDFG
considers these communities "rare enough to merit inclusion in the inventory." These
communities are not formally protected, but do constitute a working list of the comparative
rarity of a particular community type. Sensitive communities within the expansion areas
include southern willow scrub, coast live oak riparian forest, cottonwood-willow riparian
forest, and southern walnut woodland. Southern willow scrub is the most common sensitive
community within the expansion areas, occurring to some extent in all drainages. Coast live
City of Santa Paula
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oak riparian forest occurs in small pockets within Adams Canyon and Santa Paula Creek, and is
possible in other areas. Cottonwood-willow riparian forest is found primarily in the Santa
Clara River and in portions of Santa Paula Creek. This community was not encountered within
other drainages in the study area. Southern walnut woodland is found in canyon bottoms and
on generally east or north-facing slopes within the Adams Canyon and South Mountain
expansion areas, and along SR 150.
Wetlands are the primary communities of concern because of substantial state-wide losses, with
over 90% of the wetland acreage formerly present in southern California having been
eliminated by agriculture and urbanization. Several wetland communities are present in the
study area, including several man-made retention basins which may function as wetland
communities. Wetland communities generally occur in the bottom of drainage corridors in
association with intermittent and perennial drainages, but also occur on seeps on hillsides. One
vernal pool has been reported in O'Hara Canyon, adjacent to the Adams Canyon expansion
area (Burgess & Smith, 1983).
Wildlife. The following summary information is intended to indicate the generalized
habitat preferences of sensitive species that are likely to occur in the Santa Paula vicinity, where
suitable habitat is present. The potential for a species occurrence in the project area was based
on discussions with knowledgeable biologists and the California's Wildlife series published by
the CDFG as part of the California Statewide Wildlife Habitat Relationships System. Specific,
focused surveys for sensitive species would be required to verify the presence or absence of
these species. It should also be noted that listing status and regional rarity changes over time;
thus, the status of each species as defined in Table 4.8-2 is periodically updated by regulatory
agencies. Species with federal status must be surveyed utilizing specific survey protocol
established by the US Fish and Wildlife Service. California Species of Special Concern are those
animals listed by the Department of Fish and Game because of declining population levels or
naturally rare levels that may be under population stress; listing under this category is informal
and does not provide any additional protection status to the species.

Grassland Habitats. Several sensitive bird species forage over grassland, including ferruginous
hawk, white-tailed kite, northern harrier, Cooper's hawk, merlin, prairie falcon, burrowing owl,
short-eared owl, tree swallow, horned lark, and grasshopper sparrow. American badger is the
only regionally rare or declining mammal known to rely on grassland habitats. However,
sensitive bat species forage over grassland as well as most other habitats. Southwestern pond
turtles nest in shallow burrows dug in grassland habitats adjacent to riparian corridors, and
may travel up to 1/ 4 mile away from their aquatic habitats to nest. Western spadefoot toads
occur in grasslands with shallow temporary ponds or vernal pools. No other sensitive species
of amphibians or reptiles are expected to occur in grassland habitats in the study area.
Coastal Sage Scrub Habitats. Ferruginous hawk, white-tailed kite, northern harrier, Cooper's
hawk, merlin, prairie falcon, burrowing owl, and short-eared owl would be expected to forage
over this community. Loggerhead shrike and rufous-crowned sparrow nest in this habitat.
Badgers, ringtail, and mountain lion are sensitive species of mammals expected to utilize this
habitat. Coast horned lizard, coastal western whiptail, and coastal patch-nosed snake may
occasionally occur in coastal sage scrub habitats in the study area.
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Table 4.8-2. Sensitive Wildlife Species Potentially Occurring in the
Santa Paula Vicinity
Common Name
Southern steelhead
Santa Ana sucker a
Arroyo chub a
Western spadefoot toad
Arroyo southwestern toad
Southwestern pond turtle
California red-legged frog
Coast horned lizard
Coastal western whiptail
Silvery legless lizard
Coastal patch-nosed snake
Two-striped garter snake
California condor
Western least bittern
White-faced ibis
Cooper's hawk
Sharp-shinned hawk
Golden eagle
Bald eagle
Osprey
Ferruginous hawk
Swainson's hawk
Northern harrier
White-tailed kite
Merlin
Prairie falcon
Western yellow-billed cuckoo
Long-eared owl
Burrowing owl
Southwestern willow
flycatcher
Vaux's swift
California horned lark
Bank swallow
California coastal
gnatcatcher
Loggerhead shrike
Least Bell's vireo
Tricolored blackbird
Southern California rufouscrowned sparrow
Bell's sage sparrow
Yellow warbler
Yellow-breasted chat
Pallid bat

Scientific Name

•

Oncorhynchus mykiss gairdneri
Catostomus santaanae
Gila orcutti
Scaphiopus hammondi
Bufo microscaphus californicus
Clemmys marmorata marmorata
Rana aurora draytonii
Phrynosoma coronatum frontale and P.
c. blainvillei
Cnemidophorus tigris multiscutatus
Aniel/a pulchra pulchra
Salvadora hexalepis virgultea
Thamnophis hammondii
Gymnogyps californianus
lxobrychus exilis hesperis
Plegadis chihi
Accipiter cooperi
Accipiter striatus
Aquila chrysaetos
Haliaeetus leucocephalus
Pandion haliaetus
Buteo regalis
Buteo swainsoni
Circus cyaneus
Elanus caeruleus
Falco columbarius
Falco mexicanus
Coccyzus americanus occidentalis
Asio otus
Speotyto cunicularia
Empidonax trail/ii extimus

State Status

Federal Status

csc
csc
csc
csc

FE
None
None
None
FE
None
FT
None

csc
csc
csc
csc
csc
csc
csc
SE

csc
csc
SE

csc
csc
SE

csc
csc
ST

csc
csc
csc
csc
ST

csc
csc
SE

None
None
None
None
FE
None
None
FE
None
None
FE
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
FE

Chaetura vauxi
Eremophila alpestris actia
Riparia riparia
Polioptila californica californica

csc
csc

Lanius ludovicianus
Vireo be/Iii pusillus
Agelaius tricolor
Aimophila ruficeps canescens

csc
SE

csc
csc

FE
None
None

Amphispiza be/Iii be/Iii
Dendroica petechia brewsteri
lcteria virens
Antrozous pallidus

csc
csc
csc
csc

None
None
None
None

ST

None
None
None
FT
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Common Name

Scientific Name

California mastiff bat
Pale big-eared bat
San Diego black-tailed
jackrabbit
San Diego desert woodrat
American badger
Mountain lion

State Status

Federal Status

Eumops perotis californicus
Plecotus townsendii pallescens
Lepus californicus bennetti

csc
csc
csc

None
None
None

Neotoma lepida intermedia
Taxidea taxus
Fe/is concolor

csc

None
None
None

*
*

a Introduced to Santa Clara River drainage.
CSC = California Species of Special Concern
* Taxa that are biologically rare, very restricted in distribution, declining throughout their range.
SE= State Endangered, ST= State Threatened
FE Federally Endangered, FT Federally Threatened
Source: California Department of Fish and Game, August 1994; April 1997; Reed Smith, Ventura Audubon Society,
personal communication, September 17, 1997.

=

=

=

Oak Woodland. Cooper's hawk is the only sensitive bird species, and mountain lions the only
sensitive mammal likely to occur within oak woodland habitats. Silvery legless lizard may
occur within the duff under oak trees, and is the only reptile expected to occur within oak
woodlands or savannas.
Riparian and Wetland Habitats. Several sensitive species of birds use riparian habitats. These
include yellow-billed cuckoo, long-eared owl, willow flycatcher, Cooper's hawk, Swainson' s
hawk, yellow-breasted chat, least bell's vireo, tricolored blackbird, yellow warbler, and blue
grosbeak.
Several listed species as well as regionally rare or declining animals rely on riparian habitats.
Amphibians and reptiles include red-legged frog, arroyo southwestern toad, western spadefoot
toad (vernal pool wetlands), two-striped garter snake, silvery legless lizard, and southwestern
pond turtle. Coast homed lizards may be found in sandy washes within the riparian habitat.
Sensitive fish species known to occur in the Santa Clara River include southern steelhead, Santa
Ana sucker, and arroyo chub. The latter two species also may occur in Santa Paula Creek while
southern steelhead have been identified as occurring in Santa Paula Creek. It is noted that both
the Santa Ana sucker and arroyo chub, while listed as sensitive, were introduced to the Santa
Clara River drainage and are not native to this area.

Chaparral Habitats. Sensitive bird species expected to forage over chaparral include northern
harrier, Cooper's hawk, ferruginous hawk, prairie falcon and tree swallow. Mountain lion and
ringtail are the only regionally rare or declining species of mammal expected to occur in
chaparral habitats. Coastal western whiptail is the only regionally rare or declining reptile
potentially occurring in chaparral habitats in the study area.
Anthropogenic Habitats. Several different raptors are expected to utilize eucalyptus windrows
for nesting and as "hawking" sites.
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Wildlife Movement Corridors. Wildlife movement corridors, or habitat linkages are generally
defined as connections between habitat patches that allow for physical and genetic exchange
between otherwise isolated animal populations. Such linkages may serve a local purpose, such
as between foraging and denning areas, or they may be regional in nature. Some habitat
linkages may serve as migration corridors, wherein animals periodically move away from an
area and then subsequently return. A group of habitat linkages in an area can form a wildlife
corridor network.
It is important to distinguish between a specific migratory corridor and general movement
pathways within a habitat linkage. Certain animals follow specific corridors as part of an
evolutionary pattern or as seasonal movements and have little ability to modify their behavior
in the event of physical changes to the route. Examples of this are certain amphibians that
follow specific routes between aestivation sites and breeding pools, steelhead trout and salmon
that tend to return to specific nativity streams, and caribou that follow specific trail routes
between breeding and wintering grounds. Movement pathways are simply a route that an
individual highly mobile animal such as a mountain lion, coyote, or mule deer may travel
between seasonal resource areas. Such pathways typically follow drainage patterns, ridges,
and passes, but the individual animal, and the population as a whole, can choose to take a
different route between the resources provided that alternatives are available.
Habitat linkages are generally areas by which larger, separate areas of similar habitat values are
connected physically. The habitats within the link do not necessarily need to be the same as the
habitats that are being linked, it merely needs to contain sufficient cover and forage to allow
temporary inhabitation by ground-dwelling species. Typically habitat linkages are contiguous
strips of natural areas, though dense plantings of landscape vegetation can serve for certain
urban-tolerant species. Depending on the species intended to utilize a corridor, specific
physical resources (such as rock outcroppings, vernal pools, oak trees) need to be located
within the habitat link at certain intervals to allow slower-moving species to traverse the link.
For highly mobile or aerial species, habitat linkages may be discontinuous patches of suitable
resources, spaced sufficiently close to permit travel along a route in a short period of time.
The City of Santa Paula lies along the Santa Clara River, a regional habitat linkage connecting
the San Gabriel Mountains with the Pacific Ocean, and all habitats in between. Large animal
(deer, coyote, mountain lion) movement would most likely follow a network of movement
pathways along drainage channels. Existing urban and residential development at the
southern margin of Adams Canyon and the northern side of South Mountain would tend to
reduce movement opportunities and funnel wildlife into the remaining drainages that traverse
major roadways, such as Foothill Boulevard, SR 126, and South Mountain Road. Wildlife
movement within the Adams Canyon, Fagan Canyon, and South Mountain expansion areas is
largely unrestricted. The Santa Clara River is also a required migratory corridor for the
steelhead trout.

4.8.2 Impact Analysis and Mitigation Measures
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. Project impacts to flora and fauna may
be determined to be significant even if they do not directly affect rare, threatened or
endangered species. The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), Chapter l , Section
21001 (c) states that it is the policy of the state of California to: "Prevent the elintination of fish
City of Santa Paula
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and wildlife species due to man's activities, ensure that fish and wildlife populations do not
drop below self-perpetuating levels, and preserve for future generations representations of all
plant and animal communities..." Environmental impacts relative to biological resources may
be assessed using impact significance criteria encompassing CEQA guidelines (1996) and
federal, state and local plans, regulations, and ordinances.
Significant impacts to biological resources may occur if a project action would:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Omflict with local or regional conservation plans or state goals (CEQA, Appendix G(a);
Substantially affect rare, threatened or endangered species (App. G(c);
Interfere substantially with the movement of any resident or migratory fish or wildlife species
(App. G(d);
Substantially diminish habitat for fish, wildlife or plants (App. G(t);
Involve the use, production or disposal of materials which pose a hazard to animal or plant
populations in the area affected (App. G(v); or
Have impacts which are individually limited, but cumulatively considerab"/e (App. F, XX.I(c); or
involve the alteration or conversion of biological resources (locally important species or locally
important communities) identified as significant within the county or region.

When assessing or applying these threshold guidelines, plants and animals may be considered
locally important if any of the following criteria are met:
•

The species, subspecies or variety is limited in distribution in the county or region, and endemic

•

The species population is at the extreme limit of its overall distn'bution or is disjunct from the

(limited to a specific area) in the region;
•

•
•

known overall range;
The species potentially affected by project actions has habitat requirements or limitations which
makes it susceptib"/e to local extirpation as a consequence of those actions, the introduction of
barriers or restrictions to movement, changes in ambient conditions, or increases in human
activity;
Populations which exhibit unusual localized adaptations, or are high quality exampks of the
species overall;
Taxa which are considered sensitive by recognized biological experts and monitoring groups,
such as the C,a.lifornia Native Plant Society and Audubon Society.

Plant communities or series may be considered locally important (usually at the discretion of
the affected jurisdiction) if they meet any of the following criteria:

•
•
•
•
•

Formations or habitat types of singular or limited occurrence within the jurisdictional
boundaries;
Formations or habitat types which provide critical or essential support resources for rare,
threatened or endangered or locally important species;
Formations, habitat types or geographic areas which serve as wildlife movement routes or habitat
linkages between substantial, intact open space areas;
Formations or habitat types which are recognized or designated as pristine or highest quality
examp"/es ofa particular type within a jurisdiction;
Specific sites which are type localities for plant or animal species;
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•

Formations or habitat types considered sensitive by recognized biological experts and monitoring
groups, such as the California Native Plant Societt;, California Natural Diversity Data Base,
The Nature Conservancy, or Department of Fish and Game;
Ephemeral or perennial wetlands which have been defined as areas which sporadically, seasonally
or perennially serve to transmit, conduct or impound water, making it available for use by
wildlife and/or facultatively dependent associations of plants and animals (such as vernal pools).

•

b. Project and Cumulative Impacts. Because of uncertainty of both the extent and
timing of potential future development within the proposed expansion areas, specific impacts
and mitigation measures cannot be fully defined within this report. The following are therefore
intended to provide guidance regarding the generalized effects of development in the area and
for future impact analysis of specific development proposals when they are submitted to the
City for consideration. Information contained in this EIR regarding the potential occurrence
and listing status of sensitive species of plants and wildlife and plant communities must be
updated at the time of specific project analysis.
Impact B-1

Project development would reduce the amount of plant and wildlife
habitat available within the Adams Canyon, Fagan Canyon, and South
Mountain expansion areas. Substantial decreases in locally and
regionally significant biologically sensitive communities may occur.
This is considered a Class I, significant unavoidable adverse impact.

Project development would result in signilicant adverse impacts to native plant communities
and wildlife through direct removal of habitat. Development in the expansion areas would
result in the removal of natural plant communities, potentially including native trees and tree
windrows. This would result in the commensurate loss of wildlife habitat, crowding wildlife
into the remaining natural open space areas. Certain animals, such badger, bobcat, mountain
lion require large territories to successfully feed and reproduce, and such crowding will result
in a decrease in the local population levels of these species. Impacts within East Area 1, East
Area 2, and West Area 2 are not expected to be significant given that these areas are
predominantly in agricultural use.
Mitigation Measures. Beyond substantial reductions in the size of the project, no
mitigation measures are available to effectively reduce the significant impact of losses to
biologically sensitive communities and general habitat that currently exists in the expansion
areas. Specific mitigation measures must be developed at the time that development is
proposed. The relevant General Plan policies and implementation measures which would
reduce losses to habitat are listed below. These policies and implementation measures should
be expanded to include all native trees and tree windrows. Refer to the General Plan for a
complete listing of policies and implementation measures directed at biological issues.

-

Policies

Implementation Measure

5b.b. (Land Use Element) Preserve important natural
features such as barrancas, tree rows, wetlands,
ridgelines, and wildlife movement corridors. (IM
52,55)
5.b.b (Cons/OS Element) Oak woodlands shall be
protected and preserved for their own value and

52. Develop a street tree program to provide a master
plan for street tree placement and replacement to
promote an urban forestry program.
55. Develop design standards for hillside housing ...
27. Development adjacent to stream/barranca corridors
shall minimize removal of vegetation, minimize
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Implementation Measure

Policies

erosion, sedimentation and runoff, provide for
natural vegetation buffers.

for wildlife habitat and aesthetic purposes. (IM 24,
26, 27, 29)

29. Require biological surveys/reports of new
development on or adjacent to native habitat areas.
27. (above)

5.e.e (Cons/OS Element) The diversity of native plant
species and their habitats should be protected
and invasive, non-native species, such as the
false bamboo (Arundo donax) should be
eradicated whenever possible and from upstream
and downstream to reduce re-establishment. (JM
22, 27, 28, 38)
27. (above)
5.f.f. (Cons/OS Element ) Rare and endangered plants
and animals and their habitat must be protected as
· required by Federal and State law. (IM 22, 27)
27. (above)
5.g.g. (Cons/OS Element) Riparian and oak woodland
habitat should be protected and enhanced. (IM 22,
27)
Italicized text indicates text of the General Plan which has been revised dunng the EIR process.

In addition, the following mitigation measure should be implemented.

B-l(a)

Protection of Native Trees. Adopt policies to protect native trees which
meet protection criteria and define specific replacement ratios for
removal of trees that cannot be avoided. ·

The goal should be to reduce the amount of native trees removed for development within the
expansion areas. For example, oak trees larger than six inches in diameter at breast height
should be replaced on a minimum 3:1 basis. All native trees should be protected, becau se they
provide important wildlife habitat.
Significance After Mitigation Measure. The policies and mitigation measures identified
above would serve to reduce impacts to biological resources, however, impacts will remain
significant.
Impact B-2

Runoff during construction could enter natural drainage corridors,
reducing habitat quality for aquatic wildlife and plants. This is
considered a Class II, significant but mitigable adverse impact.

Excessive amounts of silt and/ or sediment entering natural drainages would result in the direct
loss of vegetation. This type of disturbance ·p romotes the growth of non-native, invasive plants,
that are adapted to rapid growth under disturbance condition. This would cau se a secondary
adverse impact through the invasion of non-native plants and the resultant loss of native
plants. These effects combine to remove wildlife habitat through the direct and indirect
removal of native plants. Sediment entering drainages where water is present would reduce
water quality, adversely impacting aquatic animals and plants. Spills of toxic or hazardous
contaminants, such as fuel, brake fluids, or radiator fluid, within construction areas that are
allowed to be washed off into adjacent drainages would have a direct impact in reducing
aquatic life. These significant adverse impacts could be reduced to acceptable levels throu gh
mitigation measures.
City of Santa Paula
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Mitigation Measures. The following relevant polices and implementation measures of
the General Plan Conservation and Open Space Element address potential impacts from
construction runoff. Refer to the General Plan for a complete listing of implementation
measures related to biological issues.
Implementation Measure

Policies
3.b.b. Erosion of soils should be controlled and
prevented during agricultural use, during storms
and especially during the construction phase of
new development. (IM 27)
5.a.a. Prevent the misuse and/or degradation of natural
resources. (IM 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29)

None have been developed. Implementation Measure
27 (below) would apply to this policy.

27. Development adjacent to stream/barranca corridors
shall minimize removal of vegetation, minimize
erosion, sedimentation and runoff, provide for
natural vegetation buffers.

Italicized text indicates revisions to text of the proposed General Plan whzch have occurred dunng the EIR process.

Significance After Mitigation . Implementation of the General Plan policies and
implementation measures listed above, in addition to compliance with NPDES permit
requirements and the Ventura County Stormwater Quality Management Plan, would reduce
impacts from construction runoff to less than significant levels.
Impact B-3

Urban runoff from newly developed areas could enter natural drainage
corridors, reducing habitat quality for aquatic wildlife and plants. This
is considered a Class II, significant but mitigable adverse impact.

Runoff during construction and occupation of newly created impervious surfaces associated
with urban land uses will flow into natural drainages, potentially introducing sediment and
household wastes, such as detergents (from car washing), oily waste (from street runoff and car
washing), litter, and other residential and urban waste materials. This would cause adverse
impacts to water quality and potentially significant secondary impacts to natural vegetation,
with the overall effect of reducing wildlife habitat values.
Mitigation Measures. The following relevant polices and implementation measures of
the General Plan Conservation and Open Space Element address potential impacts from urban
runoff. Refer to the General Plan for a complete listing of all policies and implementation
measures related to biological resources.
Policy

Implementation Measure

5.a.a. Prevent the misuse and/or degradation of natural
resources. (IM 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29)

9g.g. Standards should be set regarding the type and
intensity of development in or adjacent to the river
and creeks. (IM 38, 39)
9h.h. Local watersheds and aquifer recharge areas

27. Development adjacent to stream/barranca corridors
shall minimize removal of vegetation, minimize
erosion, sedimentation and runoff, provide for
natural vegetation buffers.
29. Require biological surveys/reports of new
development on or adjacent to native habitat areas.
38. The City should participate in and support the
Santa Clara River Enhancement and Management
Plan and provide for its local implementation.
29. Require biological surveys/reports for new
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Implementation Measure

Policy
should be protected and enhanced and standards
set for development in those areas. (IM 28, 29,
40)

development on or adjacent to native habitat areas.

Italicized text indicates revisions to text of the proposed General Plan which have occurred dunng the EIR process.

Significance After Mitigation. Implementation of the policies described above would
reduce the identified impacts to less than significant levels.
Impact B-4

Required fire clearance zones adjacent to all residential and urban
development in the Adams and Fagan Canyons and South Mountain
expansion areas would result in the removal of native vegetation and
wildlife habitat. This is considered a Class II, significant but mitigable
adverse impact.

Fire clearance zones would result in a secondary adverse impact of buildout within natural
areas of the noted expansion areas. Clearance zones of 100 feet from structures are typically
required for construction within high fire hazard areas. 1bis clearing could result in the direct
loss of oaks and other significant native trees, as well as other native plants. Secondary impacts
would include the invasion of non-native plants into the continually disturbed fire clearance
zone, which could then invade adjacent natural open space areas, further reducing habitat
values. These impacts are considered potentially significant.
Mitigation Measures. No proposed General Plan policies directly address this impact.
The following implementation measures shall be incorporated into the General Plan
Conservation and Open Space Element.
B-4(a)

Vegetation Clearing. Future design and lay-out of proposed
developments within these expansion areas shall avoid sections of dense
brush and/ or woodlands to minimize the need for vegetation clearing to
satisfy fire safety requirements.

B-4(b)

Consideration in Subsequent Analysis. 1bis impact shall be considered
in the biological analysis of each proposed project as a part of the
cumulative impact of the project.

B-4(c)

Use of Fire Resistant Native Plants. Native plants considered fire
resistant by the City and experts shall be considered for planting within
the fire clearance zones to reduce invasion of these areas by invasive nonnative plants.

Significance After Mitigation. Impacts can be reduced to less than significant levels
through implementation of these measures and careful planning.
Impact B-5

r

Development adjacent to natural areas would introduce night-lighting
to areas with little ambient light, resulting in potentially significant
adverse impacts to native wildlife. This is considered a Class II,
significant but mitigable adverse impact.
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Night lighting from street lights, houses and cars could cause sensitive wildlife to avoid these
areas, potentially impacting their traditional feeding and movement habits. Impacts could be
significant depending on the amount and intensity of development, and its location in relation
to important wildlife habitat areas, such as regional movement corridors.
Mitigation Measures. No proposed General Plan policies directly address this impact.
The following implementation measures shall be incorporated into the General Plan:
B-S(a)

Buffer Zones. A buffer zone of n ative vegetation shall b e maintained
between residential or urban development and adjacent sensitive native
habitats.

B-S(b)

Shielded Night Lighting. Night lighting shall be fully shielded and
designed to prevent light from shinning into adjacent areas and to
prevent glare and spill over.

B-S(c)

Limitations on Excessive Night Lighting. Land uses requiring excessive
night-lighting, such as ball fields and tennis courts shall not be located
adjacent to natural areas or other sensitive wildlife habitats, such as
regional movement corridors.

Significance After Mitigation. The residual effect of this impact is dependent on the
specific development proposals and their relationship to important regional movement
corridors or migratory corridors. In most cases, adherence to the above measures can reduce
impacts to a less than significant level.
Impact B-6

Escape of invasive, non-native plants into natural areas, resulting in a
potentially significant impact. This is considered a Class II, significant
but avoidable adverse impact.

Many non-native plants are aggressive and invasive, and can overwhelm a natural area
quickly. The result is often the complete loss of native plants, and a resultant reduction in
habitat values for native wildlife. An example of this impact is the spread of giant reed (Arundo
donax) within the Santa Clara River. Giant reed (also called false bamboo) provides very little
habitat value and has replaced native plants. Landscaping of residential and urban areas
frequently contains species chosen for qualities such as color, maintenance, and drought
tolerance, without consideration of the plant's ability to spread into natural areas. Significant
adverse impacts can result when non-native plants take over natural plant communities,
particularly when the non-native plant provides little or no wildlife value.
Mitigation Measures. The following relevant General Plan Conservation and Open
Space policy addresses this issue. Refer to the General Plan for a complete listing of
implementation measures directed at biological issues.
Policy

Implementation Measure

5.e.e. The diversity of native plant species and their
habitats should be protected and invasive, nonnative species, such as the false bamboo (Arundo

27. Development adjacent to stream/barranca corridors
shall minimize removal of vegetation, minimize
erosion, sedimentation and runoff, provide for
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Policy
donax) should be eradicated whenever possible
and from upstream and downstream to reduce reestablishment. (IM 22, 27, 28, 29)

Implementation Measure
natural vegetation buffers.
29. Require biological surveys/reports of new
development on or adjacent to native habitat areas.

Italicized text indicates revisions to the text of the General Plan which have occurred during the EIR process.

The General Plan shall include the following additional implementation measures:
B-6(a)

Native Plant Landscaping. Landscaping adjacent to permanent open
space/natural areas shall use native plants that occur in the vicinity.

B-6(b)

Invasive Plants. Plants considered to be invasive by the local chapter of
the California Native Plant Society shall be prohibited from use in these
areas.

B-6(c)

Grants for Vegetation Removal/Restoration. The City shall seek grant
funding and support from community groups for the restoration of the
barranca' s and natural areas in the Planning Area.

Significance After Mitigation. Adherence to these measures would reduce impacts to
less than significant levels.
Impact B-7

Flood control policies of the General Plan may result in significant
adverse impacts to biological resources. This is considered a Class I,
significant unavoidable adverse impact.

Flood control projects within natural drainages courses would result in the direct removal of
native riparian and possibly wetland plants and wildlife habitats, and the temporary and
possibly permanent disruption of wildlife movement corridors. Flood control activities may
include grading, shaping, desilting, brushing, and spraying of herbicides. These actions have
the potential of resulting in a variety of significant adverse impacts to plant communities and
wildlife habitats. Some of these include: 1) loss of shading from the removal of canopy trees
and shrubs, increasing water temperatures and resulting in reduced oxygen and algae growth,
adversely effecting aquatic invertebrates, amphibians, fish, and other wildlife; 2) reduction in
plant and animal diversity through direct and indirect loss of habitat; 3) loss of vertical
habitats, exposing wildlife to greater predation by domestic pets; 4) invasion of non-native
plants into newly disturbed areas, outcompeting native species and reducing wildlife habitat
values; and 5) reduction in the quantity and quality of wildlife movement corridors, potentially
including structures that could trap and kill animals (such as ungrouted riprap that could trap
turtles; drop culverts that trap small mammals, etc.) or that would prevent or deter wildlife
passage (such as long culverts). These adverse impacts are potentially significant.
Mitigation Measures. The following relevant General Plan Land Use Element policies
address the need to protect drainage corridors; however, no implementing measures have been
developed.

r
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Implementation Measure

Policy
8.c.c. Encourage the continued improvement of flood
control areas and projects.
89.g. Flood control projects should be carried out in a
manner that leaves streams and barrancas as
natural as possible.

None have been developed; refer to mitigation below.
None have been developed; refer to mitigation below.

Italicized text indicates text of the General Plan which has been revised dun ng the EIR process.

The City should consider preparing a Master Environmental Impact Report with mitigation
measures for all future flood control efforts that would address and mitigate these issues while
allowing necessary flood control improvements. The following additional implementation
measures shall be incorporated into the General Plan:
B-7(a)

Review of Flood Control Projects. Flood control projects within or
adjacent to natural areas shall be reviewed for potential biological impacts.

B-7(b)

Habitat Loss. Efforts shall be made to reduce the amount of native
habitat lost. Native wetland habitat lost shall be compensated for
through the development of additional functional wetlands, preferably at
the site or otherwise within the proposed Sphere of Influence.
Revegetation of temporarily disturbed areas shall utilize native plants. In
gen eral, for newly developed areas, a 100-foot buffer is recommended.

B-7(c)

Flood Control Recommendations. Flood control channels shall
incorporate natural earthen bottoms and embankments of natural earth
stabilized with native vegetation. Biotechnical methods of bank
stabilization are environmentally preferrable. The use of concreted
riprap or large rock is discouraged. Design of the flow channel should
account for the natural morphology of the creek. The use of check dams
to reduce flow velocities between channel segments may be applicable.
The use of loose rock or gabions/rock blankets shall be discouraged.

B-7(d)

Culverts. Culverts under roadways shall be sized to allow the passage of
wildlife, and shall be designed such that daylight is visible at both ends
(wildlife will not pass through a culvert unless daylight is visible).

B-7(e)

Project Scheduling. Project scheduling shall consider the sensitive
reproductive periods of wildlife and avoid disturbance to natural habitats
during critical breeding, nesting/ denning or fledging periods.

SiVUficance After Mitigation. Permanent loss of sensitive riparian and wetland habitats
is likely to result from flood control projects, resulting in an unavoidable, adverse impacts to
these resources.
Impact B-8

Recreation policies of the General Plan regarding trails within Adams
and Fagan Canyons, small canyons, and flood control channels may
result in secondary adverse impacts to biological resources. This is
considered a Class II, significant but avoidable adverse impact.
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The development of trails within sensitive drainage corridors could result in the removal of
sensitive native plants and habitat for sensitive wildlife species. The introduction of
recreational trails could also bring horses and domestic dogs into contact with wildlife,
reducing overall habitat values.
Mitigation Measures. No proposed General Plan policies directly address this impact.
The following mitigation measures should be incorporated into the proposed General Plan to
reduce impacts from trail development to less than significant levels.
B-8(a)

Avoidance of Biological Resources. Recreation planning shall consider
the location of sensitive biological resources and shall avoid direct and
indirect disturbance of these areas.

B-S(b)

Trail Locations. Trails shall follow existing paths, fencelines, and
previously disturbed areas to the greatest extent feasible, and shall
minimize grading and the removal of native vegetation.

B-8(c)

Horse Hitchracks and Bicycle Racks. Horse hitchracks and bicycle racks
shall be located away from sensitive resource areas. For example, horses
should be excluded from entry into wetland and riparian areas.

Significance After Mitigation. Proper planning should reduce anticipated impacts to
less than significant levels.
Impact B-9

Development of the project could cause an indirect impact to regional
fish and wildlife resources because of the interruption of wildlife
corridors or habitat linkages. This is considered a Class I, significant
unavoidable adverse impact.

When habitat linkages are too small or narrow, they may collapse ecologically due to
encroachment or edge effects. An example is a corridor intended for deer movement that is so
narrow that adjacent residential lighting is too bright for deer to tolerate crossing open pools of
light. For small mammals, such as rodents and reptiles, habitat linkages need to be sufficiently
wide to decrease the predatory effects of domestic dogs and cats associated with suburban
development. In general, the larger a link is, the better it functions for the movement of
animals and genetic material between major areas of open space.
Buildout of the expansion areas as envisioned would interrupt local movement pathways and
major migratory routes. The latter is found within Adams and Haun Barrancas, which provide
direct connection to the Santa Clara River, including movement opportunities under SR 126
and other major roadways. The significant adverse impacts that would result are only partially
mitigable.
Mitigation Measures. No proposed General Plan policies directly address this impact.
The following mitigation measures are required.
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B-9(a)

Migration Corridors. Natural migration corridors shall be protected and
preserved, with planning for the safe passage of wildlife under busy
roadways. Adams Barranca, which presently offers nearly unrestricted
movement opportunities from the foothills to the Santa Clara River
drainage, shall be maintained in a condition to promote wildlife
movement.

B-9(b)

Design of Wildlife Movement Corridors. New passages intended for
use as wildlife movement corridors (i.e., under roadways) must be
designed to direct or 'funnel' large animals toward the passageway. This
may be achieved through a combination of fencing and dense barrier
plantings, as well as the placement of drinking water and vegetative
screening for cover.

B-9(c)

Resident Wildlife Education. Homebuyers of property in the Adams
Canyon and Fagan Canyon shall be issued educational literature
describing the types of wildlife habitat in which they live, and the
appropriate methods of interacting with such animals, including coyotes,
deer, mountain lions and various smaller mammals, birds, reptiles and
amphibians. Appropriate methods of reducing disturbance to such
animals, including lighting, landscaping and fencing methods, shall be
addressed. Such literature shall be developed at the expense of the
developers of these areas. This mitigation measure will be included in
Specific Plans for these expansion areas.

Significance After Mitigation. Buildout and the accompanying loss and restriction of
habitat will necessarily result in some residual adverse impact to wildlife movement. Impacts
would remain significant.
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4.9

CULTURAL and HISTORIC RESOURCES

A Cultural Resources evaluation (Wlodarski, 1997) was prepared for the City of Santa Paula and
proposed expansion areas of the General Plan update. The objectives of this study were to: 1) perform a
thorough archival-background research phase utilizing data on file at the South Central Coastal,
Information Center, UCLA Institute of Archaeology; 2) document all previously recorded prehistoric and
historic archaeological resources within the proposed Sphere of Influence; 3) review existing reports, site
records, historical information, and historical maps that are publicly available for the proposed Sphere of
Influence; 5) identify all cultural resource within the proposed Sphere of Influence; 6) assess the potential
impacts of land use alternatives identified in the project description on the cultural resource base, and; 7)
provide mitigation measures which aim at preserving, protecting, and enhancing the cultural resource
base through a cultural resource management plan.
The records search indicated that no prehistoric archaeological sites or isolates have been identified

within the proposed Sphere ofInfluence; one historic site (concrete footings for structures in the Santa
Paula Railroad Yards) has been recorded; and no historical isolates have been recorded. Thirty-five
current local historic resources are located within the proposed Sphere of Influence. Current state
historic resources listed within the proposed Sphere of Influence include the Union Oil Building (1891)
and the Portola Expedition Campsite (1769). Current National Register of Historic Places eligi'ble
properties located within the proposed Sphere of Influence include: The Ebell Club House (1917); Union
Oil Building (1891); Glen Tavern Inn (1910), and the Southern Pacific Milling Company (1890) . A
number of known and potentially significant historic resources are located in the proposed Sphere of
Influence, although additional work is necessary to substantiate their eligibility as significant resources
on a local, state, and/or national level.
While twenty-eight surveys and/or excavations have been conducted within the proposed Sphere of
Influence, 95% of the area has not been surveyed for archeological resources. Consequently, impacts
related to new development are.considered potentially significant, but mitigable.

4.9.1 Setting
This section represents a summary of information from the General Plan Update Baseline
Conditions Assessment (1994) and the technical report prepared by Wlodarski (1997), which is
incorporated herein by reference. All information contained within the technical report is
considered strictly confidential. The technical report may be reviewed by a qualified person(s)
only on a "need-to-know" basis at the City of Santa Paula Planning Department. The specific
locational information contained within the cultural resources report is not made available to
the general public due to the need to protect all cultural resources from damage or destruction.
Cultural resources include: prehistoric resources which represent the remains of human
occupation prior to European intrusion; historic resources which generally represent remains
after European intursion and may be part of a "built environment," including man-made
structures used for habitation, work, recreation, education and religious worship, and may also
be represented by houses, factories, office buildings, schools, churches, museums, hospitals,
bridges and other structural remains; and Native American concerns which include
ethnographic elements pertaining to Native American issues and values.
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a. Prehistoric Archaeological Resources. The City of Santa Paula is within the historic
territory of the Chumash Native American group. The Chumash occupied the region from San
Luis Obispo County to Malibu Canyon on the coast and inland as far as the western edge of the
San Joaquin Valley, and the four northern Channel Islands. They were credited with an
extensive and elaborate material culture, trade networks, and social and religious systems. The
most important Chumash site in proximity to the project area was the village of Mupu. Mupu
was probably located in the vicinity of the confluence of Santa Paula Creek and the Santa Clara
River. Mupu appears to have been the largest village for miles around, with a population of
around 40 people occupying the village at the time of Spanish contact.
The results of the records search indicated that no previously recorded prehistoric
archaeological sites lie within the proposed Sphere of Influence. However, eight archaeological
sites have been recorded adjacent to the proposed Sphere of Influence along Santa Paula Creek.
Since approximately 95% of the project area has never undergone a systematic archaeological
reconnaissance, and areas directly adjacent to the proposed Sphere of Influence along Santa
Paula Creek contain prehistoric archaeological resources, which were located within a similar
physiographic context, it can be postulated that the potential for encountering additional
resource remains within the unsurveyed portions ·of the proposed Sphere of Influence is
extremely high.
b. Historic Resources. A number of eligible, and potentially eligible historic resources
exist within the proposed Sphere of Influence (a directory of properties in the Historic
Properties Data File are included in the technical report by Wlodarski (1997). Additionally,
there may be potentially buried historic archaeological resources within the proposed Sphere of
Influence. Downtown Santa Paula, as well as adjacent areas contain a wide variety of structural
remains reminiscent of a rich agricultural, social, economic, and political heritage. Santa Paula
has one of the best collection of historic structures in Southern California. Numerous historic
resources related to the founding of the City, and reflecting its growth and development
between 1873 and 1945 are located within the present City limits. The development of Santa
Paula's historic downtown followed the traditional, pre-World War II pattern, with narrow lots,
rear alleyways and one- and two-story buildings with three-part facades constructed adjacent
to the front property lines. Although the original structures, have often been somewhat
modified, buildings retain important scale elements and provide visual clues to the original
building materials and architectural intent.
Seven informal historic districts within the City's existing boundaries have been identified in
the proposed General Plan. The Downtown Commercial area contains historic resources
including commercial buildings, churches, fraternal halls, clubhouses, railroad and industrial
buildings. The Downtown Residential area of historic resources represents the City's best
preserved section of residential development. Historic resources include the lot pattern, period
residences, sheds/ garages on alleys, street furniture, parkways, streetlights, stone curbs,
sidewalks and mature landscape features, such as street trees. A small portion of the
Downtown Residential area has been designated as the City's only historic district. Of
particular historic importance are the residential areas known as the McKevett Heights tract
and the Oaks subdivision. The McKevett Heights tract of the 1920s is distinguished from the
Downtown Residential area by virtue of its elevation, curvilinear street pattern, and
architectural character. The architectural styles represented here are primarily late California
Bungalows and Period Revivals. The residential subdivision known as The Oaks, developed
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during the mid-1920s, is characterized by narrow, irregular streets, mature oak trees, river rock
walls and generously sized lots.
A number of ranch buildings and residences dating from circa 1910-20 are located adjacent and
east of the Teague-McKevett Ranch, along Orcutt Road and Peres Lane. A significant number
of additional resources representing historical themes related to early agriculture, water
development, and homesteading, including ranch residences, barns, foreman residences, wells,
fencing, foundations, and worker housing may exist in previously un-surveyed lands within
the proposed Sphere of Influence. The proposed Sphere of Influence also contains numerous
oil derricks, sheds, tanks, worker residences, utility buildings, tunnels, bridges, tanks, and other
resources related to oil production and extraction. The following is a list of known current
local, state, and federal (NRHP) properties within the proposed Sphere of Influence:
•

Current Historic Archaeological Resources: Concrete footings for structures in the Santa
Paula Railroad Yards are recorded within the proposed Sphere of Influence.

•

Current Local Historic Resources: The Southern Pacific Railroad Depot (1887); Isbell
Middle School (1926); Santa Paula Union High School (1936); Ebell Club House (1917);
Baker House (1990); Unitarian Universalist Church (1892); Oddfellows Hall (1905); Union
Oil Building (1891); Teague Mansion (1924); Logan House (1885) Glen Tavern Hotel (1910);
Southern Pacific Milling Company (1890); Balcom House (1885); McKevett School (1910);
First Christian Church (1900); Santa Paula Citrus Fruit Association (1923); Sheldon House
(1903); Underwood House (1895); Teague House (1900); Mill Park; Hardison House (1884);
Barbara Webster School (1925); Rice House (1890); Tanner House (1873). These resources are
currently listed as potentially significant resources.
According to the City of Santa Paula, the following additional resources are listed as local
historic landmarks: Moreton Bay Fig Tree; Odd Fellows Town Clock; Familia Diaz Cafe Site;
Peoples Lumber Company; County Fire Station; The Mill; Underwood House; Anna M.
Logan House; Faulkner Home; Santa Oara "Little Red" Schoolhouse; and The Sharp Home.

•

Current State Historic Resources: The Union Oil Building (1891) and Portola Expedition
Campsite (1769) are currently listed as a State Historic Landmarks. The Union Oil Building
located at 1003 E. Main Street was the birthplace of the Union Oil Company and served as
its headquarters until 1900. In 1950, it became the site of the Union Oil Museum. The
Portola Expedition Campsite, located at the Santa Paula Boys and Girls Club Recreation
Center in the 1400 block of Harvard Boulevard, was a site used by the Portola expedition in
1769.

•

Current National Register of Historic Places Resources: Ebell Club House (1917), Union
Oil Building (1891), Glen Tavern Inn (1910), and Southern Pacific Milling Company (1890)
are currently listed as eligible or potentially eligible National Register resources.

The technical report (Wlodarski, 1997) includes a list of numerous known and potentially
historic sites within the plan area.
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4.9.2 Impact Analysis
a.
Methodology and Significance Thresholds. Evaluation of significance under
the California Environmental Quality Act is based on guidelines established by the National
Register of Historic Places (NRHP). The NRHP is an effective planning tool for both the long
term and short term cultural resource management considerations. An evaluation of
significance in prehistoric and historic sites is usually measured by a number of variables
which reflect their applicability to present and future research questions posed by scientists in
describing and explaining culture change.
As a means of evaluating a resource(s) potential to yield significant data, a criterion of
eligibility has been established from which general research goals can be proposed to address
the specifics of a site or feature. These goals are aimed at examining and documenting such
broad behavioral patterns as: ethnicity, acculturation and interaction; the organization and
utilization of space by individuals or groups; changing land use patterns; the length and
duration of occupation; technological advances and contributions; and, specialized activities
and occurrences.
Archaeological materials are extremely fragile and non-renewable, thus any activity which
alters the surface of the land, inducing archaeological pursuits, can impact these resource
remains. Consequently, all cultural resources can be considered significant to some extent
because they are finite in number, unique, and non-renewable. However, that cultural
resources should be considered significant only because they are finite, is an inadequate
justification for managing or mitigating these resources. This evaluation process requires that a
resource, or the information it represents, be related to some framework held in common by all
archaeologists, and ~us provide a measure of reference for determining the potential
significance of similar resources. This framework usually addresses research orientation, and
geographic, cultural and temporal questions within the context of significance.
Impact CH-1 Buildout of the General Plan could adversely impact unknown prehistoric archeological resources. This is considered a Class II,
significant but mitigable impact.
The records search did not identify any previously recorded prehistoric archaeological
resources within the proposed Sphere of Influence. However, based on the fact that areas
directly adjacent to Santa Paula Creek contain prehistoric archaeological resources, which exist
within a similar physiographic context as the project area, it can be postulated that the potential
for encountering additional resource remains within the unsurveyed portions of proposed
Sphere of Influence is extremely high. Potential impacts are assumed to be significant,
particularly near watercourses, including Santa Paula Creek.
Mitigation Measures. The following Conservation and Open Space Element General
Plan policies and implementation measures address potential impacts to cultural and historic
resources.
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Policy

-

6.a.a.

Activities and development that could damage
or destroy archaeological, historic, or
architectural resou rces are to be avoided. (IM
30-34)

6.b.b

Historic, cultural, and archaeological resources
should be evaluated in the CEQA process and
full mitigation provided. (IM 30-34)

Implementation Measure 30. Continue to implement a Historic Overlay Zone for
portions of the downtown and surrounding historic
neighborhoods.
31 .

Complete a comprehensive historic preservation
study for Santa Paula.

32.

Establish a program to increase the number of
residences protected as historic structures.

33.

Consider and evaluate cultural and archaeological
resources in the CEQA process and provide full
mitigation.

34. Pursue federal designations for all historic districts
eligible under the National Trust for Historic
Preservations.

The proposed General Plan policies and implementation measures serve to protect unknown
pre-historic archeological resources. The following additional mitigation measures will serve
the City of Santa Paula as proactive planning tools aimed at preserving and protecting the
heritage resources within the proposed Sphere of Influence as well as complying with
applicable laws and policies as they pertain to the identified cultural resource base. Planning
should attempt to standardize the implementation of guidelines, policies, and procedures with
regard to heritage resources; aid in reviewing and responding to public and scientific concerns;
ensure the adequacy of each phase of archaeological work; and control the costs associated with
all subsequent planning review phases.
CH.,.l (a)

Preliminary Project Evaluation. The preliminary project evaluation phase
shall include all actions by the case planner prior to the first new case
meeting. An initial evaluation of the project area in relation to potential
cultural resources shall be prepared by the case planner. This may involve a
physical inspection of the project by the case planner to visualize the nature
and extent of any prior impacts as well as provide familiarity with the
location, and shall in all cases involve consulting existing sensitivity maps on
file in the Planning Department (whether computer based or in a map file); a
review of any existing files or documents pertinent to the project involving
cultural resources; and the performance of a quick check to ensure the an
accurate determination as to which type of cultural resource review will be
required.
All non-exempt projects shall require a Phase 1 Archaeological Study, except
where a prior cultural resource study has been performed, or where
adequate information has been obtained from the Archaeological
Information Center to confirm that no additional work is warranted within
the project area. However, there are some instances where the cultural
resource sensitivity of the area is such, that the field phase conclusions
cannot completely rule out the potential for buried cultural resource remains.
In such cases, a condition for monitoring may be required during excavation
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activities within a specified area on the project site until a predetermined
depth has been obtained. This condition may be recommended any ti.me
during the cultural resource management process.
All projects with a potential to directly impact a known heritage resource
(whether exempt or not) or indirectly impact a known heritage resource
(within 50 meters-150 feet) should be assessed according to the procedures
outlined below. Some exempt projects include: categorical exemptions;
single family dwellings and second unit dwellings; specified minor
developments and agricultural developments; minor projects involving
grading or earth disturbance activities and not affecting more than half an
acre; and non-discretionary entitlement requests, except those that which
explicitly require cultural resource studies.
A case waiver may occur during the initial evaluation process when it is
determined that the project will have no adverse impact on significant
cultural resources, resulting in no further archaeological review for the
project. Projects to be considered for a waiver shall include, but shall not be
limited to: projects proposed on previously disturbed ground or fill material;
steep slopes; and, where previous, adequate archaeological studies have been
conducted and no cultural resources were discovered. If the proposed
project has never undergone a systematic archaeological reconnaissance, or if
pertinent information is lacking in order to make an accurate determination
regarding the nature and extent of prior cultural resource information, then a
Phase 1 Archaeological Study shall be completed. At that ti.me, the project
applicant shall be provided a list of qualified archaeologists to complete the
Phase 1 Archaeological Study.
CH-l(b)

Phase 1 Archaeological Study. A Phase 1 Archaeological Study shall begin
with a thorough records search obtained by the archaeologist from the South
Central Coastal Information Center, UCLA Institute of Archaeology, Los
Angeles. Additionally, depending on the scope of a particular project, a
reply form and USGS topographic quadrangle delineating the project area,
should be forward to the appropriate Native American group(s) from a list
provided by the NAHC or the City of Santa Paula in order to notify them of
the impending project and hopefully obtain a response as to their specific
concerns or recommendations which are to be included within the context of
the report.

CH-l(c)

Cultural Resource Evaluation Phase/Post Phase 1. A procedural
determination shall be made by the case planner after the results of the Phase
1 Archaeological Study have been completed by the archaeologist and
submitted to the case planner. If no cultural resources were located during
the Phase 1 Study, then this aspect of the project is completed with regard to
further cultural resource concerns, and no further work is warranted. If
cultural resources were encountered during the Phase 1 Archaeological
Study, then the potential impacts to the resource(s), both direct and indirect,
must be addressed by comparing the proposed development plans against
City of Santa Paula
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the location(s) of the cultural resource(s). If direct impacts will occur to the
resource(s) by the implementation of the project, then the management
options within the Phase 1 Archaeological Study should be followed.
Mitigating the loss of archaeological resources that may be impacted by
development can be achieved through a number of methods including: (1)
avoidance of the area; (2) the salvage of data from the resource, or; (3) a
combination of both avoidance and salvage.
A redesign of a project to avoid impacts to cultural resources is in most cases,
preferable to mitigation through data salvage programs. The California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), Appendix K, Section II states that public
agencies should seek to avoid damaging effects on an archaeological
resource whenever feasible. If avoidance is not feasible, the importance of
the site shall be evaluated using the criteria outlined in Section III, as follows:
(a) In-situ preservation of a site is the preferred manner of avoiding damage
to archaeological resources. Preserving the site is more important than
preserving the artifacts alone because the relationship of the artifacts to each
other in the site provides valuable information that can be lost when the
artifacts are removed. Further, -preserving the site keeps it available for more
sophisticated future research methods. Preservation may also avoid conflict
with religious or cultural values of groups associated with the site; (b)
Avoiding damage may be accomplished by several approaches, including:
•

Planning construction to avoid archaeological sites;

•

Planning parks, greenspace, or other open space to incorporate
archaeological sites;

•

•

Capping11 or covering archaeological sites with a layer of soil if
the soils chosen for coverage will not suffer serious compaction;
the covering materials are not chemically active; the site is one in
which the natural processes of deterioration have been effectively
arrested; and, the site has been recorded and the boundaries
delineated; and
11

Deeding archaeological sites into permanent conservation
easements.

In some cases, when cultural resource boundaries are unclear, additional
resource delineation may be warranted (in the case of prehistoric resources,
the extent of visible surface manifestations do not always reflect the
magnitude of subsurface remains, and; with historic resources, where
standing remains are no longer visible or only partially visible as in the case
of foundations, significant features may remain buried and undetected). If it
is the conclusion of the archaeologist, that surface remains do not provide
enough information to accurately define the limits of the resource(s), and the
applicant chooses to avoid the site, yet still build within the proposed Sphere
of Influence, then further archaeological work is necessary. Additional work
City of Santa Paula
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designated by certain agencies as a Phase 1.5 Archaeological Study, shall be
aimed at delineating the exact surface and subsurface boundaries of the
resource(s) by the most advanced scientific techniques available for the
express purpose of preserving the resource(s) through avoidance. A report
shall be presented documenting the results of the study. The City Planning
Department shall ensure that the applicant adheres any restrictions placed
on the project parcel. If the option of avoidance is not acceptable to the
applicant, additional archaeological work will be necessary to address the
site significance.
CH-l(d)

Phase 2 Archaeological Study. A Phase 2 Archaeological Study shall be
conducted by a qualified archaeologist and a Native American
representative. The City Planning Department shall evaluate and approve
any archaeological proposal prior to the implementation of a Phase 2
Archaeological Study. A non- biased, third party reviewer may be hired to
provide input, clarify, or re-scope the archaeological proposal if the case
planner feels that it may be inadequate or lacking in methodology or
approach.
If human remains are discovered before the City of Santa Paula has
completed the CEQA process, then the City shall work with the NAHC and
the applicant to develop an agreement for treating and disposing, with
appropriate dignity, of the human remains and any associated grave goods.
Action implementing such an agreement is exempt from the following: (1)
The general prohibition on disintering, disturbing, or removing human
remains from any location other than a dedicated cemetery (California
Health and Safety Code Section 7050.5); or (2) the requirements of CEQA.

CH-l(e)

Phase 3 Archaeological Study. A Phase 3 study occurs in the planning
process after the results of the Phase 1.5 or Phase 2 Archaeological Studies
have been completed. If the resource(s) is/ are not considered significant
under the existing applied criteria (CEQA: Appendix K; NRHP Section 106),
then no further work may be warranted, or further restrictions including
monitoring may be imposed on the project. Where significant cultural
resources may be adversely impacted, the City shall require mitigation of
these impacts through the implementation of a Phase 3 Archaeological
Study. This phase shall be conducted by a qualified archaeqlogist and
Native American representation. The purpose of the Phase 3 assessment is to
treat and alleviate adverse impacts to significant cultural resources. A
proposal to conduct field work must be guided by a scope of work and
research design that plainly and clearly identifies the goals of the study and
describes in detail, the proposed methods of data collection and analysis. A
non- biased, third party reviewer may be hired to provide input, clarify, or
re-scope the archaeological proposal if the case planner feels that it may be
inadequate or lacking in methodology or approach.

CH-l(f)

Report Preparation. All cultural resource studies within the proposed
Sphere of Influence of the City of Santa Paula, shall be filed with the South
City of Santa Paula
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Central Coastal Information Center, UCLA Institute of Archaeology, Los
Angeles. All artifact, field notes, maps, photographs, Native American
correspondence (either pertaining to research, field work or monitoring),
reports and/ or information provided by other archaeologists shall be
catalogued in accordance with the United States Department of the Interior
Guidelines.
Significance After Mitigation. With the above mitigation measures, policies, and
implementation measures, impacts to unknown pre-historic archaeological resources would be
less than significant.
Impact CH-2 Buildout of the General Plan could adversely impact known or
unknown historic resources. This is considered a Class II, significant
but mitigable impact.
A number of eligible and potentially eligible historic properties exist within the proposed
Sphere of Influence as described above. However, the nature and extent of historical
development and land use patterns since the 1800s suggests that a number of standing and
buried historical archaeological resources, either individually, or as a district, exist
undocumented or minimally documented within the proposed Sphere of Influence.
A small residential portion of the downtown area has already been designated as a formal
historic district. Several informal historic districts have also been identified within the existing
City limits, including The Oaks, the Richmond Tract, McKevitt Heights, Park Street, the
Downtown Commercial area, Downtown Residential area, and South 7th Street. Collectively,
the downtown districts include most of the area west of lQth Street, east of Palm Street, between
Virginia Terrace and Main Street. The McKevitt Heights and Park Street districts include the
hillside areas north of downtown, mostly west of Ojai Road. The Oaks and Richmond Tract
include large neighborhoods east of SR 150, with the Oaks in particular covering a large area of
several square blocks, bounded roughly on the north and south by Forest Drive and Say Road.
The Richmond Tract is smaller, including two blocks centered on Sycamore Street, between
Richmond Road and Orchard Street. Infill development within these areas (shown in the
proposed General Plan) could affect the historic integrity of existing structures in these areas,
particularly within downtown Santa Paula, where some vacant land exists. These impacts are
considered potentially significant.

Mitigation Measures. Mitigation measures CH-l(a-f) described above in addition to the
policies and implementation measures described above for impact CH-1, would serve to
mitigate potential impacts to historic resources. However, the following additional measures
are recommended to further protect and preserve existing identified historic buildings,
landmarks and districts in the City.
CH-2(a)

Historic Districts. The City should formally recognize seven new
historic districts: Downtown Commercial District, Downtown Residential
District, South 7th Street, McKevitt Heights, Park Street, The Oaks, and
Richmond Tract. The boundaries of these districts are shown in the
proposed General Plan, but no policies or implementation measures
regarding their formal adoption have been included in the proposed
City of Santa Paula
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General Plan. Protection afforded to historic resources described in
proposed Conservation and Open Space Element implementation
measures 30-34 should be extended to existing development within these
districts.
CH-2(b)

Historic District Development Guidelines. The City shall implement
standards that guide new development and alterations to existing
structures within historic districts. Such guidelines shall be developed by
a qualified historian, and shall address architecture, landscaping, streets,
and hardscape elements within these districts. Standards should be
developed such that they address the particular character of individual
districts.

Significance After Mitigation. With the implementation of above measures, impacts to
historical resources would be reduced to less than significant levels.

City of Santa Paula
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4.10 PUBLIC SERVICES
The General Plan's policies and implementation measures will reduce impacts related to development in

high and very high fire hazard zones, and related to the allotted amount of park lands and libraries per
capita, to less than significant. The projected increase in population could adversely affect the crime level
and put a burden on current police services within the City. However, by implementing the mitigation
measures identified herein, the impacts related to police services will be reduced to less than significant.
Santa Paula Elementary School District, Briggs School District, Mupu School District, and Santa Paula
Union High School District provide school facilities within the corporate boundaries of the City of Santa
Paula and within the proposed expansion areas. Enrollments within most schools in these Districts are
over their physical capacities. General Plan buildout will generate approximately 1,615 students in
grades K-5, 669 students in grades 6-8, and 762 high school students. Addition of these new students to
schools that are over capacity will result in significant adverse impacts to the school districts unless
mitigated. The General Plan proposes to make land available for three new school facilities in the
expansion areas. School impact fees and the addition of new facilities will partially offset these impacts.
A mitigation agreement between the City and the school districts is recommended to mitigate school
impacts to less than significant levels.
General Plan buildout would increase demands for medical emergency response personnel and
equipment. Adherence to City and County requirements would compensate for an increased demand for
such services, and no significant impacts are anticipated.

4.10.1 Setting
Public services and infrastructure for the City of Santa Paula include the Santa Paula Fire
Department, the Santa Paula Police Department, parks and recreation facilities, and public
schools and libraries. These public services are described below.
a. Fire Protection. Fire prevention and suppression services are provided by the City of
Santa Paula Fire Department (SPFD). The SPFD was organized by local businessmen in 1903.
In 1989 the fire chief became a full time appointed City employee. There is also a full time
Assistant Chief/Fire Prevention Officer. Two fire stations exist in the City of Santa Paula: one
located at 114 South 10th Street which is manned 24-hours a day, and one located at 536 West
Main Street manned only during emergencies for which a full fire department is dispatched.
In 1995 six full-time firefighting positions were created and Fire Station 1 is now staffed 24hours a day with one Captain, one Engineer, and (in the evenings, weekends and holidays) a
part-time firefighter. It has been suggested by the SPFD that another fire station be opened on
Ojai Road above Mill Park to take advantage of the closer availability of firefighters who live in
that area. There are 27 part time/ paid call firefighters.
Station 1 was constructed prior to the enactment of strict seismic structural codes and is of
masonry construction. However, according to the SPFD (Skeels, 1997), the engine room of
Station 1 was seismically upgraded in 1987, and has recently been remodeled to include
upgraded office space and living quarters for firefighters. Fire stations are considered critical
facilities that must be functional in the event of an earthquake or other disaster to minimize loss
City of Santa Paula
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of life and property damage. Currently both existing fire stations are located within the 100year flood, dam inundation, and high liquefaction potential hazard zones. The hillside areas in
the Santa Paula planning area are a high and very high fire hazard due to the dry vegetation
and the access problems for the SPFD in the canyon areas. The fire hazard zones are shown on
Figure 4.10-1.
The SPFD requires that the water supply for new developments be equivalent to 1,000 gallons
per minute (gpm) for buildings less than 3,600 square feet. For larger buildings, the flow
requirements are between 1,500 gpm and 8,000 gpm, with a duration capability of 2 to 4 hours
(City of Santa Paula, 1994). Applicants for new development projects in the City must verify
that the City can provide the required volume at the project.
The SPFD has established some standards pertaining to road widths and clearances for
development projects, which include fire access roads and number and type of turnaround
areas and means of ingress and egress. The SPFD standards identified include: 1) access roads
shall be unobstructed and at a minimum width of 20 feet, with an unobstructed vertical
clearance of 13 1/2 feet; and 2) turnarounds will be at a width which will accommodate the
turning radius of the largest fire engine in the City.
According to the Santa Paula Department of Public Works (Wilkinson, 1997), the Santa Paula
Groundwater Basin has a storage capacity and safe yield large enough to supply water, during
peak.load water requirements, for the current population and new development. The majority
of the wells currently used for groundwater supply are located in the Santa Clara River Valley
floor, or on Santa Paula Creek. The groundwater from these wells is pumped to water-supply
pipelines and reservoir tanks utilizing electrically-operated pumps. In the event of an
emergency, the groundwater supply would not be an issue, but the amount of water available
in reservoir tanks, the condition of the main water lines leading to and from the reservoir tanks,
and the electrical supply available to pump the groundwater to the reservoir tanks and/ or
booster pump stations would be critical. Additional back-up electrical-supply generators,
additional pipelines, additional upgradient water reservoirs and booster pump stations, and
installation of additional groundwater wells, must be considered prior to implementation of
new development within the proposed expansion areas.
b. Police Protection. In 1923, the Santa Paula Police Department (SPPD) was formed
and the first Police Chief, Lee Sheppard, took office. The SPPD currently has 29 sworn law
enforcement officers; 20 reserve officers; nine full-time civilian employees; and eleven part-time
civilian employees. In addition, a Citizens Patrol Unit comprised of 25 volunteer members has
been formed, and the department now has six full-time dispatchers. The Citizens Patrol Unit
performs various duties including evening patrols and reporting (they do not perform any
police action, only reporting of possible crimes), traffic control during major events such as
parades, and disaster aid.
There is currently one police station in the City of Santa Paula located at 214 South 10th Street.
The police station is located within the 100-year flood, the dam inundation, the potentially high
liquefaction, and the potentially high soil settlement hazard zones.
From 1988to1992, the rate of serious crime in Santa Paula increased by 43%. The department
City of Santa Paula
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also experienced a 49% increase in the number of emergency calls for service in the same
period. However, the number of sworn police officers, reserve officers, and full-time civilian
staff for the Police Department either did not change during this five year period, or was
slightly reduced (City of Santa Paula, 1993).
According to the Santa Paula Police Department (Adair, 1997), overall crime rates in Santa
Paula decreased in 1995 compared to previous years, and the Part One (homicide, rape, robbery,
assault, burglary, theft, auto theft, and arson) crime rates in 1996 decreased by 1.8 % compared
to 1995.
c. Parks and Recreation. The City of Santa Paula currently has one Community
Center, a Boys and Girls Club, and nine public parks totaling 36.5 acres. George Harding Park
is the largest at 13 acres, and includes 4 night-lighted fields. Most of the other parks range in
size between 1 and 6 acres, and would be considered neighborhood or community facilities.
Table 4.10-1 identifies the acreage of the City parks. The location of the parks and the
Community Center are shown on Figure 4.10-2.

Table 4.10-1. Park and Recreational Facilities
Acres

Facility

6.0

Charles M. Teague Park
Community Center
George Harding Park
Obregon Park
Ebell Park
Veterans Memorial Park
Las Piedras Park
Mill Park
Other

2.6

13.0
2.6

0.8
3.0
4.5

1.0
3.0

The local schools also serve as recreational facilities. Santa Paula High School has lighted tennis
courts, a swimming pool, lighted soccer and baseball fields, and indoor basketball courts. Most
of the schools in the City have outdoor basketball courts and playing fields. The Santa Paula
Community Center is used for instructional classes and other activities. The facility is also
available to local civic groups and residents on a rental basis to hold planned meetings, dinners
and receptions. Additionally, the Boys and Girls Club is used for recreational programs and
community meetings.
A number of natural and man-made corridors in the Santa Paula planning area serve as linear
recreation systems. These systems link together parks and open space areas as part of an
overall network. Such systems include: bicycle routes; trails; Santa Paula Creek; Fagan
Barranca; the Santa Clara River; and the railroad right-of-way.
National standards for the desirable amount of parkland have been established by the National
Recreation and Park Association. These define acceptable ratios of park space per capita based
on national averages. The standard for local parks is 5 to 8 acres of total parkland p er 1,000
residents. The standard for neighborhood parks is 1 to 2 acres per 1,000 residents.
City of Santa Paula
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Using a ratio of 5 acres of park land per 1,000 capita, the City of Santa Paula should provide
132.5 acres for its estimated population of 26,500. The City currently provides 1.33 acres of local
parks per 1,000 residents. This is a shortfall of approximately 96 acres for local parks. This
shortfall is lessened somewhat by the fact that there are some regional parks adjacent to Santa
Paula and many school sites provide recreational activities and open space. Also, the presence
of the Los Padres National Forest just north of Santa Paula provides year-round active and
passive recreational opportunities. Nonetheless, ther e is a deficiency in local parks.
d. Public Schools. As illustrated in Figure 4.10-3, four School Districts are located
within the proposed expansion areas and City limits: Santa Paula Elementary School District,
Briggs School District, Mupu School District, and Santa Paula Union High School District.
Portions of other Districts are also within the Planning Area, however, their service area
boundaries do not extend into any of the proposed expansion areas and are not anticipated to
be impacted by future growth in the proposed Sphere of Influence. It should be noted that the
boundary of the Ojai Unified School District does extend into the northernmost portion of the
Adams Canyon expansion area. However, given the topography in this portion of the canyon,
no development is anticipated to occur within the District's boundary which would affect the
Ojai Unified School District. Schools that may be affected by buildout of the General Plan and
their current emollments and capacities are shown in the following table.

Table 4.10-2. Summary of Existing School Capacity Utilization
District/School
Santa Paula Elementary School District
Thelma Bedell School (K-5)
Blanchard School (K-5)
Glen City School (K-5)
McKevett School (K-5)
Grace Thille School (K-5)
Barbara Webster School (K-5)
Isbell Middle School (6-8)
Briggs School District
Briggs Elementary School (3-8)
Olivelands School (K-3)
Mupu School District
Mupu Elementary School (K-8)
Santa Paula Union High School District
Santa Paula Union High School

Student
Capacity

1996/97
Enrollment

% Capacity
Utilization

222
270
548
360
330
318
1,036

416
371
584
310
324
509
1,206

187.3
137.4
106.6
86.1
98.2
160.1
116.4

308
180

275
166

92.2

130

122

93.8

1,600

1,386

86.6

89.3

Source: Randy Chase (Santa Paula Elementary School D1stnct), Mrs. Leslie (Bnggs School Dtstnct), Judy Heart
(Mupu School District), and Paula Drisco (Santa Paula Union High School District).

Santa Paula Elementary School District. The Santa Paula Elementary School District
primarily serves the incorporated Santa Paula area. Current enrollment of 3,720 according to
Table 4.10-2 indicates the district is over capacity by 636 students and will continue to exceed
capacity in the future. Portable classroom are utilized at some schools to accommodate current
emollment. The district previously maintained a standard of one classroom per 30 students
district-wide, meaning that the average classroom size in the district did not exceed 30 students.
City of Santa Paula
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However this standard has been exceeded in most classrooms with the exception of Kindergarten,
first, and second grades which have been limited to 20 students per classroom. The district plans to
install seven portables by November of 1997 which will not accommodate any additional students,
but will allow the district to achieve the State mandated standard of 20 students per classroom for
grades K-2.
Briggs School District Briggs School District generally serves the area west of the City of
Santa Paula. Two schools operate within the district. Briggs Elementary School is located at 14438
West Telegraph Road and has a current enrollment of 275. Olivelands School, located at 12465
Foothill Road, currently enrolls 166 students. District officials indicates that neither school has
reached capacity.
Mupu School District. The Mupu School District serves the northern portion of the City's
Areas of Interest including parts of the City itself in the vicinity of State Route 150 north of Amber
Drive. Only one school is located in the district. Mupu Elementary School is located at 4410 North
Ojai Road north of the City limits and has a current enrollment of 122. Although the District is not
yet at capacity, the District desires to keep enrollment below 120 students. The District is seeking to
decrease classroom overcrowding and is committed to finding ways to implement Oass Size
Reduction. There is no room for expansion.
Santa Paula Union High School District. The Santa Paula Union High School District
serves the Santa Paula area, and accepts students from the three elementary School Districts serving
the area. Santa Paula Union High School (9-12) is located at 404 North Sixth Street and has a
current enrollment of 1,386 students. The current capacity is approximately 1,600 students. District
officials indicate that the school could accommodate additional students by utilizing the 10 empty
portable classrooms located on the school grounds.
The district also operates the Renaissance Alternative High School and an adult school located at 333
North Palm.
e. Community Libraries. Santa Paula currently has one public library: the Blanchard
Community Library located at 119 North 8th Street. The library was founded in 1909 as a City of
Santa Paula Department Library. In 1968 the library moved to its current location and became a
Special District Library with a jurisdiction of 108 square miles, which includes unincorporated areas
outside of the boundaries of the City of Santa Paula. The library is approximately 22,000 square feet
and employs three full-ti.me employees and 18 part-ti.me employees. In addition, more than 100
volunteers work at the library in one of three groups: Friends of the Library; literary tutors; and
operational aids.
A standard planning ratio of 0.5 square feet of library space per capita can be used to evaluate the
current library's ability to accommodate the current and projected population. The 22,000 square
foot library is presently designed to accommodate a service area that would include approximately
44,000 persons. This indicates that the library is currently large enough to accommodate the current
population of 26,500, with room for a 66% increase in population.
f . Emergency Medical Service. The County of Ventura is required to provide access to
emergency medical services. Emergency medical service is provided by American Medical
City of Santa Paula
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Response (AMR) ambulance company and the Santa Paula Fire Department. AMR is under
contract to the County to provide emergency service to the Santa Paula area. A response time
of 10 mfuutes to 90 percent of the emergency calls is the standard level of service. Meeting this
level of service is the responsibility of the SPFD and AMR. The SPFD is trained in basic life
support (BLS) and to a lesser degree in advanced life support (ALS). AMR is fully trained in
ALS.

4.10.2 Impact Analysis and Mitigation Measures
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. The County of Ventura has established
methodology and thresholds of significance for fire protection, police protection, parks and
recreation, and public schools and libraries. Since the City has not established similar
thresholds, the County's are used in this analysis.
Fire Protection. According to the County of Ventura, development in a high fire hazard
area may have a significant impact. Development not located within a high fire hazard zone
will not have a significant impact. The project distance from a full time paid fire department is
considered a significant impact if the project is in excess of five miles, measured from the apron
of the fire station to the structure or pad of the proposed structure. In addition, the County of
Ventura indicates that a response time in excess of 12 minutes would result in a significant
impact. However, the City's goal is to keep the Fire Department's response time to 5 minutes or
less.
Police Protection. According to the City of Santa Paula Police Department (Issue Paper
#22, December 10, 1993), the number of sworn officers per 1,000residentsin1993was1.08. This
is equivalent to one sworn officer per 1,080 residents. Based on the County of Ventura
guidelines, this is above the minimally acceptable level for the Sheriff's Department in Ventura
County (1 officer to 1,270 persons). Therefore, any increase in population greater than 190
persons within the Santa Paula Plaruting Area poses a significant impact to police protection.
Ventura County's goal for police facilities is approximately one patrol facility every 20 miles.
Therefore, expansion within the Santa Paula Plaruting Area beyond 20 miles from the existing
police station would be considered a significant impact.
Parks and Recreation. Ventura County's threshold criteria for parks includes a
stipulation for 5 acres of developable park land (with a slope of less than 15 %) per 1,000
population for local and regional parks and facilities, and 2.5 miles of regional trails or corridors
per 1,000 population. A project will have a significant impact if there is not enough acreage
allotted to parks and recreation for population increase, or if the project will impede future
development of recreational parks and facilities and/ or regional trails and corridors.
Public Schools and Libraries. A project will have a significant impact on school
facilities if it would substantially interfere with the operations of an existing school facility, or
would put additional demands on a school district which is currently overcrowded for which
monetary mitigation measures, as allowed by State law, would not reduce the impacts to an
insignificant level. A project will have a significant impact on public library facilities and
services if it would substantially interfere with the operations of an existing public library
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facility, or would put additional demands on a public library facility which is currently
overcrowded.
Emergency Medical Service. A project would have a significant impact on emergency
medical service if incorporated areas of Santa Paula experienced a service level below 10
minutes for 90 percent of the emergency calls.
b. Project and Cumulative Impacts.
ImpactP-1

New development within the high or very high fire hazard zones
could create a public safety hazard. This is considered a Class II,
significant but mitigable impact.

Adams Canyon and Fagan Canyon. Development in the canyons north of the City of Santa Paula

would be subject to a high to very high fire hazard, because these include steep slopes covered
with grassland and chaparral-type vegetation. This is considered a significant impact.
Mitigation Measures. The following relevant General Plan Safety Element policies and
implementation measures address potential impacts related to fire hazards.
Policy 4.a.a.

4.b.b.

4.c.c.

Implementation Measure

Develop new and/or maintain existing policies,
and upgrade these policies, standards, and
restrictions which reduce the risk of urban and
wild/and fires to a reasonable level, including:
design, reservation, and requirements regarding
evacuation routes; peakload water supply
requirements and performance standards for
urban, suburban, and rural development;
minimum road widths; clearances around
structures; fire equipment response time; land
use intensity/density standards; subdivision
design for fire safety; fire safe landscaping; and
fire safe building materials. (IM 33-42)
Require that all fire safety standards conform
with those established by the State Board of
Forestry for state responsibility areas (State of
California, Public Resources Code Section
4290) including: road standards for fire
equipment access; standards for signs
identifying streets, roads, and buildings;
minimum private water supply reserves for
emergency fire use; fuel breaks and greenbelts;
land use policies and safety standards that take
into account the recurrent nature of wild land
fires; design standards establishing minimum
road widths and clearances around structures;
and emergency preparedness protocol and
procedures. (IM 33 - 42)
The City should consider a future fire station
location(s) closer to the urban/wildland interface
currently existing along Highway 150, or in
canyon areas proposed to be developed, and

33. Incorporation of the provisions of the Ventura
County and City of Santa Paula Fire Hazard
Reduction Program providing for the siting of
structures, site access, availability of water supply,
use of fire retardant vegetation, maintenance of
landscape, incorporation of setbacks from natural
vegetation, erosion control, and other measures to
reduce fire hazards.
34. The City of Santa Paula Fire Department's
measures for wildland fuel management, erosion
control, street signage/identification, roadside and
building vegetation clearance, and water supply
requirements shall be implemented.
35. Continue and expand, as appropriate, the City's Fire
and Building Code requirements for the design of
structures to minimize fire hazard designated risk
areas. These shall include, but not be limited to, the
following: fire resistant construction; noncombustible roofing, fencing, and decking; fire walls;
adequate placement and screening of vents; interior
and exterior fire sprinkler systems; and safety
window glass.
36. At least once each three years the City shall review
its Fire and Building Codes to evaluate its
effectiveness in mitigating fire hazards and reflection
of current technologies and construction methods.
As appropriate the Code shall be revised to include
best available methods and materials.

37. Proposed development projects in the High and
Very High Fire Hazard Areas shall be reviewed for
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Policy

Implementation Me.asure

outside of the 100-year flood zone, dam
inundation, and seismically-induced liquefaction
hazard areas. (IM 42)

4.d.d.

The City should continue to enforce the current
Fire Code; the City of Santa Paula ordinances
pertaining to fire prevention and suppression;
the California Health and Safety Code Division
12, parts 2. 7 and 5; and the California Health
and Safety Code Sections 25501 through
25510. (IM 37)

'

their conformance to the policies contained in this
Plan and standards and requirements of the Fire
Code and the Building Code.
38. Installation of new water reservoirs, pipelines, and
booster pump stations will need to be addressed by
the City Department of Public Works and the Santa
Paula Fire Department prior to developmentin the
High and Very High Fire Hazard Areas.

39. The City shall ensure that potential incidents
resulting from fire conditions are addressed in the
City's Emergency Preparedness Plan.
40. The City shall conduct a study to determine the
means of establishing a buffer separating residential
development in the foothills from chaparral and other
native vegetation. This may include property
easements and setbacks in new subdivisions,
acquisition of lands adjacent to existing
development, establishment of a ""Fire break" or
National Forest lands, or other techniques. Methods
to fund acquisition and maintenance of the "buffer"
shall be identified.
41. Pursue enforcement of the City's code requirements
for weed abatement, site maintenance, and other
fire hazard mitigations.
42. The City should pursue development of a Fire
Station along Highway 150/0jai Road, north of Mill
Park, out of the 100-year flood, dam inundation, and
liquefaction hazard zones. Additional fire stations
should be considered in canyon areas prior to
implementation of development (eg. Adams
Canyon).

..

Ital1C1zed text indicates text of the General Plan which has been revised dunng the EIR process

Implementation of the above policies and mitigation measures would result in less than
significant impacts. In addition, implementation measure 45 of the Land Use Element is
directed at adopting a developer impact fee system and would assist the City in funding
additional fire infrastructure.
Significance After Mitigation. After the General Plan policies and implementation
measures are implemented, development in the high and very high fire hazard zones will be
less than significant. No additional mitigation measures are required.
Impact P-2

Buildout under the General Plan will increase the City's population by
about 11,420 persons. This population increase will put a burden on
existing police services in the City. This is considered a Class II,
significant but mitigable impact.

The number of sworn officers in the City per 1,000residentsin1993was1.08. This is equivalent
to one sworn officer per 1,080 residents. Based on the County of Ventura guidelines, this is
City of Santa Paula
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above the minimally acceptable level for the Sheriff's Department in Ventura County (1 officer
to 1,270 persons). Therefore, any increase in population greater than 190 persons (1,270 minus
1,080) within the Santa Paula Planning Area poses a significant impact to police protection. It
should be noted that none of the expansion areas would accommodate development that would
be located greater than 20 miles from the police department. However, buildout under the
General Plan would result in a population increase of about 11,420, substantially more than the
significance threshold. This is considered a significant impact.
Mitigation Measures. The following relevant policies and implementation measures of
the General Plan Safety Element which address police protection impacts are shown below.
Policy

Implementation Measure

7.a.a.

The city should develop a policy to utilize
volunteers in the community for a citizens patrol,
for assisting the police department, and for
aiding the police department in emergency
disaster situations. (IM 67-70)

7.b.b.

The City should develop a policy to utilize and
support a retired senior-citizen volunteer
program to aid the police department with
various civilian-type duties. (IM 69)

63. The City shall maintain a police force capable of
providing adequate protection and criminal
prevention services to the citizens of Santa Paula
and their property.
64. The City shall conduct an annual assessment of
Police Department services that shall evaluate:
infrastructure conditions in all existing facilities and
equipment; personnel staffing conditions; and
facilities, equipment and personnel needs for the
coming fiscal year, based on anticipated population
growth, level of service, and the crime rate.
65. Establish a program that will monitor crime
prevention programs and identify funding sources for
law enforcement on the Federal, State, and local
level.
66. The City shall continue and periodically review its
cooperation agreements with the County of Ventura
and adjacent jurisdictions for mutual assistance.

The implementation measures stated above partially mitigate Impact P-2. In addition,
implementation measure 45 of the Land Use Element would assist the City in providing
additional police protection by establishing a developer impact fee system. The following
mitigation measures have been identified below.
P-2(a)

Police Protection Threshold Policy. A policy should be added to the
General Plan in the Safety Element as 7.c.c. stating: The City should
establish a baseline for the number of police officers required per capita.
The baseline should not be lower than the current ratio of one sworn
police officer per 1,080 persons.

P-2(b)

Additional Police Officers. Additional police officers shall be hired
proportional to population increases. At full buildout, about 11
additional officers would be required.

Significance After Mitigation. If the mitigation measures above are implemented, the
impact related to the number of sworn police officers per capita after the City's population has
City of Santa Paula
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increased would be reduced to a less than significant level.
Impact P-3

The City's one police station is located in the 100-year flood, dam
inundation, high liquefaction, and high soil settlement hazard zones.
This is considered a Class II, significant but mitigable impact.

The City's critical facilities should be located outside of safety hazard areas when possible.
Should a large disaster strike the City, full access to critical facilities, such as police station,
needs to be maintained. Because the City's only police station is in the 100-year flood area, a
significant impact would occur.
Mitigation Measures. The relevant General Plan Safety Element policies and
implementation measures that address Impact P-3 are shown below. Refer to the General Plan
for a complete listing of all policies and implementation measures.
~

Policy

"·:':

-

Implementation Measure

3.c.c.

Develop policies to complete flood
improvements on Santa Paula Creek, Adams
Canyon, and Fagan Canyon prior to issuance of
any new building permits, or in conjunction with
new development design. (IM 27-32)

3.g.g .

Develop policies and restrictions for
development of land south of State Route 126.
(IM 27-30)

27. A site specific flood protection study which meets
the standards of the City of Santa Paula and the
Ventura County Flood Control District shall be
prepared by a qualified civil engineer as a
prerequisite to the approval of major projects. The
study shall be reviewed by the City Engineer. Staff
recommendations regarding the facilities necessary
to mitigate flooding hazards resulting from project
implementation and/or impacts to flood facilities
shall become conditions of project approval.
Mitigation against flooding hazards must be
provided prior to the issuance of certificates of
occupancy.
31.

Flood improvements should be expedited along
Santa Paula Creek to reduce the 100- and 500-year
flood zones north of State Route 126. The
necessity for new or relocated critical facilities
would be lessened if the flood zone area was
reduced through improvements to Santa Paula
Creek.

32.

Flood improvements to all canyon areas should be
performed prior to grading and development of
those areas.

..

Italzczzed text indicates text of the General Plan which has been revised dunng the EIR process .

The policies and implementation measures stated above fully mitigates Impact P-3. No
additional mitigation measures are required.
Significance After Mitigation. With proposed General Plan policies and implementation
measures, the impacts related to the City's current police station location will be reduced to less
than significant.
lmpactP-4

An increase in population could adversely contribute to the crime rate
in the City. This is considered a Class II, significant but mitigable
impact.
City of Santa Paula
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The City currently has the second highest crime rate in Ventura County (60.2 crimes per 1000
residents), but a lower than average number of employees and officers per 1,000 residents. The
City's crime rate generally increased in the early 1990s, but has stabilized somewhat in the past
two years. However, crime rates are directly related to the City's economic health in two ways:
1) Increased tax base can pay for improved police protection; and 2) a healthy economy implies
generally better employment rates and income levels, factors which discourage theft related
crimes. Since the City is among the poorest in the County, current high crime rates would be
anticipated to continue. 1bis is a significant impact.
Mitigation Measures. The relevant policies and implementation measures of the General
Plan Safety Element that provide mitigation for Impact P4 are shown below.
Implementation 'Measure

Policy

~

·>

7.a.a.

The City should develop a policy to utilize
volunteers iri the community for a citizens patrol,
for assisting the Police Department, and for
aiding the Police Department in emergency
disaster situations. (IM 67-70)

7.b.b.

The City should develop a policy to utilize and
support a retired senior-citizen volunteer
program to aid the Police Department with
various civilian-type duties. (IM 69)

67. The City, through the Police Department, shall enact
an ongoing Outreach Program to existing
Neighborhood Watch groups to provide support and
assistance in self-help programs, and identify
residential areas without neighborhood watch
programs and assist them to initiate and continue
watch programs. A structure for similar program for
commercial areas in the City shall be established
that may be effectuated by the Chamber of
Commerce and other similar organizations.
68. The City, through the Police Department, shall
establish an ordinance to allow for utilizing
volunteers in the community for citizens patrol,
assisting the Police Department, and aiding the
Police Department in emergency disaster situations.

69. The City, through the Police Department, shall
establish a program, to establish and support a
retired senior-citizen volunteer program.
70. The City, with the assistance of the Police .
Department, shall assist the Santa Paula Unified
School District and other educational agencies in
establishing an early intervention program that will
include, but not be limited to, sports, arts and crafts
activities, job training and counseling for high sChool,
junior high and elementary students who are having
identified academic and social problerns.
71. The City shall enact amendments to the Building
code and incorporate in the City's design review
process for development projects requirements for
defensible space design in all new projects that
ensure maximum visibility and security for
entrances, pathways and corridors, open space
(both private and public), and parking lots/structures.
72. The City shall maintain an adequate complement of
building code compliance inspectors who will work
with the Police Department in order to eradicate
building conditions which enhance criminal activity.
..
Italietzed text indicates text of the General Plan which has been revised dunng the EIR process
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The implementation measures stated above are partially adequate to mitigate Impact P-4.
Proposed development under the General Plan particularly industrial development, will
improve the local economy by providing additional jobs and tax base. The improved economy
will help further reduce the City's crime rate. Because no policy has been established in the
General Plan that partially corresponds to implementation measures 71 and 72, an additional
policy is recommended.
P-4(a)

Building Design Policy. A policy should be added to the General Plan as
7.e.e. stating: The City shall establish a policy requiring all new building
projects to incorporate design elements that discourage criminal activity
and incorporate Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design
(CPTED) principles.

Significance After Mitigation. If the policies, implementation measures, and mitigation
measures above are implemented, the impacts related to the City's current and potential crime
rate will be reduced to less than significant.
Impact P-5

The City currently has a shortage of parks and recreational facilities for
its current population. The City's projected population increase will
exacerbate this shortage. This is considered a Class II, significant but
mitigable impact.

Based on a standard of 5 acres per 1,000 population, there is a current shortage of about 96 acres
of active parks (26,500 population, and 36.5 acres of parks). At buildout, the City's population
will be 37,920, with 108.5 acres of active parks and recreation facilities. To maintain a ratio of 5
acres per 1,000 population, about 190 acres would be required to be provided to the public
based on National standards. The proposed General Plan would therefore result in a shortage
· of 82 acres of active parks citywide given the projected population increase. This is considered
a significant impact. This shortfall is lessened by the fact that about 1,000 acres are identified as
passive open space in the Adams Canyon, Fagan Canyon, and South Mountain expansion areas.
However, passive open space cannot be substituted for active park areas, as active parks
include ballfields, playgrounds, and other activity areas utilized by the public for family,
neighborhood, and community gatherings.
Mitigation Measures. The relevant General Plan Conservation and Open Space Element
policies and implementation measures which provide mitigation for Impact P-5 are shown
below. Refer to the General Plan for a complete listing of policies and implementation
measures directed at recreational issues.

'
11.a.a.

Policy
Provide local parks at a ratio of 5 acres per
1,000 people in the City. (IM 47-64)

Implementation Measure

-

50. Develop an urban plaza and amphitheater in the
downtown.
51. Provide for a bike/hike trail along the railroad.
52. Implement a landscaping and linear park program
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Implementation Measure

Policy
-·

"

for the railroad right-of-way.
53. Work with the VCTC to implement their plans for the
railroad corridor.

54. Develop a plan to provide a soccer field, swimming
pool, bandstand, equestrian arena, and tennis courts
in the City and/or expansion areas to serve
residents.
63. Designate bike routes along flood control channels,
along Ojai Road, along Santa Paula Street and
along Harvard Street.

64. Designate hiking and equestrian trails along flood
control channels and Edison right-of-ways from the
mountains to the river.
11 .b.b. Require new development in the expansion
areas to provide park land at a minimum ratio of
5 acres per 1,000 residents for new residents.
(IM 66, 67)

11.c.c.

Establish a plan for land development in the
canyon lands north of the City, including Adams
Canyon, Fagan Canyon, and the small canyons
immediately north of the City. The land use
designations and densities established for lands
shall include, as a minimum, 110 acres of park
and recreation land and golf course/major
recreational facility. (JM 56-60)

66. Develop a Quimby Ordinance to establish a
mechanism to ensure park land development.
67. Prepare and adopt a five-year Capital Improvement
Plan to provide for needed park and recreation
supply.
56. Develop a plan for a multi-purpose trail in Adams
Canyon to be implemented upon annexation of the
lands.
57. Develop a plan for a multi-purpose trail in Fagan
Canyon to be implemented upon annexation of the
lands.
58. Develop a plan for a multi-purpose trail in the small
canyons to be implemented upon annexation of the
lands.
59. Develop a plan for a multi-purpose trail in the East
Area 1 to be implemented upon annexation of the
lands.

11.d.d. Establish a plan for land development in the
Santa Clara River Valley between Santa Paula
Creek and Haun Creek. The land use
designations and densities established for these
lands shall include a minimum of 25 acres of
park and recreation land and golf course/major
recreational facility. (IM 48, 55)
11.e.e.

11.f.f.

Require developers of residential subdivisions
to provide fee or land contributions for parkland
acquisition/development. (IM 67)
Fund new parks from Quimby fees and
consider the use of special taxes, sale of bonds
or assessment districts for park development.
(JM 66)

60. Develop a plan for a mufti-purpose trail from the
northern-end of Adams Canyon out to the Santa
Paula Creek Trail to be implemented upon
annexation of the lands.
48. Require the dedication and development of
pedestrian/bicycle linkages to and along the Santa
Clara River at the time of annexation.

55. Develop a plan for a hiking trail along the Santa
Clara River from Santa Paula Creek to 1th Street
and then from Palm Street to Peck Road and
ultimately to Adams Barranca.
67. Prepare and adopt a five-year Capital Improvement
Plan to provide for needed park and recreation
supply.
66. Develop a Quimby Ordinance to establish a
mechanism to ensure park land development.
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Policy

Implementation Measure
67. Prepare and adopt a five-year Capital Improvement

11.g.g. Neighborhood parks should be developed to
serve all new residential development of
significant size. (IM 67)
11.h.h. Establish joint use programs between schools
and parks for use of school recreational
facilities. (JM 62)

Plan to provide for needed park and recreation
supply.
62. Continue to solicit funds and donations for the
Community Center Endowment Fund.

11.i.i.

Continue offering the various youth, adult and
senior activities at the Community Center on a
user-pay basis so as to keep the cost of these
programs to a minimum. (IM 62)

11.j.j.

Continue to offer the Recreation Departments
youth and adult activities on a user-pay basis so
as to keep the cost of these programs to a
minimum. (IM 62)

Italicized text indicates text of the General Plan which has been revised during the EIR process.

Proposed General Plan policies and implementation measures would partially mitigate
potential impacts. Particularly, policy 11.h.h. above, directed at establishing joint use
agreements between the City and school districts for use and development of recreational
facilities, would provide more recreational opportunities by making school recreational facilities
accessible to the general public. In addition, implementation measure 45 of the Land Use
Element would assist the City in providing additional recreational opportunities by establishing
a developer impact fee system. However, additional mitigation as described below would be
required.
P-S(a)

Additional Parkland. Approximately 82 additional acres of land shall be
designated for active recreation or park uses to maintain park standards
at General Plan buildout. Some of this acreage should be in West Area 2
to accommodate the recreational needs of adjacent residences and
employees in that predominately industrial area.

P-S(b)

South Mountain Recreational Opportunities. To implement policy
11.d.d., the following implementation measure should be added to the
General Plan Open Space and Conservation Element: Develop a plan for
the establishment of 15 acres of active parks and 100 acres of regional
park in the South Mountain expansion area. In addition, the City should
explore the option of establishing passive recreational opportunities in
Willard Canyon (commonly known as the Grand Canyon or the
Amphitheater), located in the southernmost portion of the South
Mountain expansion area.

Significance After Mitigation. After the General Plan policies and implementation
measures, and mitigation measures are in place, the impact related to the shortage of parks and
recreational facilities currently, will be less than significant.
Impact P-6

Th e addition of 1,615 students in grades K-5, 669 students in grades 6-8,
and 762 high school students will significantly impact existing schools
City of Santa Paula
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which, in some instances, are operating above their enrollment
capacity. This impact can be mitigated by the provision of additional
schools as identified in the General Plan, contribution of development
fees, and other measures deemed necessary by the School Districts. It
is therefore considered a Class II, significant but mitigable impact.

According to the Santa Paula Elementary School District Developer Fee Justification Study
(1996), the Ventura County Board of Supervisors estimates that each new residential unit will
generate 0.6 students (0.424 students at the K-5 grade level and 0.176 students at the 6-8 grade
level). A statewide average of 0.2 high school students are generated for each new residential
unit. As a worst case scenario, these factors were used to determine the total projected students
that would be generated with development of 3,807 dwelling units (3,600 dwelling units within
expansion areas and 207 dwelling units within City limits) as proposed by the General Plan .
Based on these student generation factors and the anticipated number of dwelling units,
buildout of the General Plan will generate 1,615 new students in the K-5 grade levels, 669
students in the 6-8 grade levels, and 762 high school students.
Table 4.10-3 identifies the additional students that will be generated in proposed expansion
areas and within City limits. Because the specific location of future residential development
within district boundaries is not known at this time, for the purposes of this analysis we have
assumed that all students in Adams Canyon, East Area 1, and within the City limits would
attend schools in the Santa Paula Elementary School District. However, it should be noted that
in practice, some students located within the City limits in the northern portion of the City may
attend Mupu School District. Because approximately half of Fagan Canyon is located in the
Mupu School District area and half is located within the Santa Paula Elementary School District
boundary, it is assumed that half of the students generated in Fagan Canyon would attend the
Mupu School District with the remaining half of the students attending schools in the Santa
Paula Elementary School District. Development within East Area 2, West Area 2, and South
Mountain expansion areas does not include residential units that would generate a demand for
school facilities. The table is based on District's current student enrollment and assumes
buildout in the expansion areas and city limits.
The additional students generated by General Plan buildout will impact districts that are
already operating over their capacities. Table 4.10-4 summarizes the project impacts on affected
local school districts.
Each of the school districts affected by General Plan buildout will exceed their current capacities
at full buildout. Mupu School District is not currently over capacity, however full buildout of
the General Plan will generate an additional 135 students who would attend Mupu Elementary
School. The additional students would exceed the current capacity by 127 students. There is no
room for expansion at the Mupu Elementary School site (Smith, et al, 1997).
Most of the schools in the Santa Paula Elementary School District are already over capacity.
Buildout of the General Plan would generate 2,149 students who will attend schools within the
Santa Paula Elementary School District.
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Table 4.10-3. Projected Student Generations
Additional
Dwelling
Units

Area and Affected District

Adams Canyon:
Santa Paula Elementary School District
Santa Paula Union High School District
Fagan Canyon:
Mupu School District
Santa Paula Elementary School District
Santa Paula Union High School District
East Area 1:
Santa Paula Elementary School District
Santa Paula Union High School District
City Lands:
Santa Paula Elementary School District
Santa Paula Union High School District

Project Student
Generation
K-5

6-8

9-12

2,250

954

396

450

450

191

79

90

900

382

158

180

207

88

36

42

3,807

1,615

669

762

Total

Table 4.10-4. Summary of 2020 School Capacity Utilization
in Affected Districts With Buildout of the General Plan
District ·

Mupu School District
Santa Paula Elementary
School District
Santa Paula Union High
School District

Current
Enrollment
(1996/97)

Year2020
Projected
Student
Generation

Year2020
Total
Projected
Enrollment

Current
Student
Capacity
(1996/97)

Enrollment

122
3,720

135
2,149

257
5,869

130
3,084

127
2,785

1,386

762

2,148

1,600

548

~ceeding

Current
Capacity

Santa Paula High School would serve all of the project-generated students as no other high
schools are located within the Planning Area. Although the high school is not operating over
capacity at this time, full build out as envisioned in the General Plan would generate an
additional 762 students, thereby exceeding the current capacity by 548 students.
The generation of a total of 3,046 students to districts serving the Santa Paula area will further
exacerbate current capacity problems within the districts and cause a significant adverse impact
to the school districts and affected schools unless additional capacity is made available.
The General Plan proposes to establish two schools (12.5 acres each) in the Adams Canyon
expansion area and one school (10 acres) in Fagan Canyon. It is not known at this time where in
the expansion areas the proposed schools would be located or what grades the schools would
serve. The addition of the new schools will reduce the capacity utilization's as students are
City of Santa Paula
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diverted to the n ew facilities. In all, the three new schools would accommodated an estimated
1,500 to 3,000 students, depending on the types of schools built. The establishinent of an
elementary school could accommodate an additional 500-600 students. Two additional
elementary schools would accommodate most of the 1,615 K-5 students that would be
generated by full buildout of the General Plan. A middle school which typically accommodates
1,000 students would accommodate the 669 project-generated students from grades 6-8. The
addition of a high school could accommodate approximately 1,500 students.
The three schools proposed under the General Plan would likely accommodate most students
generated by new development. How ever, assuming that the new schools would include two
elementary at one 6-8 facility, the existing high school would experience over-enrollment. In
addition, the new schools would not fully accommodate new enrollment, nor would they
address existing over enrollment, particularly in the Santa Paula Elementary School District.
Therefore, impacts would be significant.
Mitigation Measures. The relevant General Plan Land Use Element policies and
implementation measures as shown below address potential school impacts. Refer to the
General Plan for a complete listing of all implementation measures .
Policy
3.b.b.b Provide for the continuation and enhancement
of schools, school-related uses and school
grounds within the City. (JM 3)

. Implementation Measure
3. Analyze all new residential development for impacts
from population growth on public services,
infrastructure, and schools.

3.c.c.c

Provide for the development of new school
facilities to serve new development in the
expansion areas. (JM 3)
4.p.p.
Establish a plan for land development in the
32. Amend the Sphere of Influence to include7,586
canyon lands north of the City, including Adams
acres of land in the canyon lands north of the City
Canyon, Fagan Canyon, and the small canyons
including Adams Canyon and Fagan Canyon.
immediately north of the City. The land use
designations and densities established for lands
are as follows: Adams Canyon, 25 acres for
two schools. (IM 32)
4.q.q.
Establish a plan for land development in the
33. Amend the Sphere of Influence to include
Santa Clara River Valley between Santa Paula
approximately 541 acres of land in the Santa Clara
Creek and Haun Creek. The land use
River Valley north of the VCTC rail right-of-way
designations and densities established for these
between Santa Paula Creek and Haun Creek (East
lands are as follows : East Area 1, 10 acres for
Area 1).
one school. (IM 33, 34, 40, 41)
. .
Ital1cized text indicates text of the General Plan which has been revised dun ng the EIR process.

The addition of schools as indicated in the General Plan, combined with development fees, will
partially offset the project demand for facilities but may not fully mitigate the district-wide
capacity deficiencies. In addition to development fees and providing additional facilities, the
school districts can further offset project impacts by implementing the following:

•
•
•

Year round school;
Continuing to secure general obligation bonds to mitigate existing deficiencies; and
Working cooperatively with the CihJ to mitigate school impacts as developments occurs.
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The implementation measures stated above are not adequate to mitigate Impact P-6. More land
for facilities should be provided under the General Plan. Therefore, additional mitigation has
been identified below.
P-6(a)

Additional Impact Fee Mechanism. Revise Implementation Measure 45
to include schools as follows: "Adopt a system of impact fees and/ or
development agreements to assess land development projects for the
costs of public facilities, utilities, and infrastructure needed to serve such
projects, including but not limited to the following: fire, police, roads,
sewers, flood control, recreation, schools, and water." Implementation
Measure 45 should implement Policies 3.b.b., 3.c.c., 4.p .p., and 4.q.q.
above.

P-6(b)

Additional School Sites. The three schools proposed under the General
Plan are insufficient to address existing over enrollment as well as
proposed increases in elementary school enrollment. It is recommended
that two additional school sites should be added under the General Plan,
and could be located in Fagan Canyon, which does not currently include
a school site. State standards for school site acreage should be adhered
to.

P-6(c)

Unified School District. The following implementation measure should
be incorporated into the General Plan: A Unified School District should
be established to provide for working relationships between individual
districts.

Under recent court decisions, school districts can require additional mitigation beyond the
required development fees, ($1.84 per square foot) if necessary, to mitigate physical project
impacts to schools, provided the General Plan includes language that additional fees would be
necessary (the "Mira Rule"). Inclusion of the above mitigation measure in the General Plan
would trigger the Mira Rule. Based on this, it is recommended that a mitigation agreement be
negotiated between the City and the districts and approved by the School Boards.
Significance After Mitigation. Provided that a mitigation agreement is negotiated
between the City and the school districts and the General Plan includes this agreement, the
proposed project is not expected to significantly impact school facilities.
Impact P-7

The City's one library, Blanchard Library, is currently large enough to
accommodate approximately 44,000 people. Should the City's
population increase beyond 44,000 people, there would be a burden on
the current library. This is considered a Class III, less than significant
impact.

The proposed expansion within the City of Santa Paula planning area is projected to increase
the population by approximately 11,420 persons. This population increase would bring the
total population of Santa Paula up to approximately 37,920 persons. Based on the standard
planning ratio discussed as 0.5 square feet of library per capita, the Blanchard Library is
City of Santa Paula
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currently large enough to accommodate the current and projected population.
Mitigation Measures. The General Plan Land Use Element policy and implementation
measures which provide mitigation for Impact P-7 are shown below.
Policy
3.g.g.

Implementation Measure

Permit the continuance and enhancement of
library sites and services. (JM 3, 14)

3.

Analyze all new residential development for
impacts from population growth on public
services, infrastructure and schools.

14. Prove an "Institutional/Civic" or "Open
Space" designation, as appropriate, for all
public buildings and land.

Italicized text indicates text from the General Plan that has been revised dunng the EIR process.

Significance After Mitigation. Impacts related to the need for future library
accommodations will be less than significant.
Impact P-8

Full buildout of the 2020 Santa Paula General Plan would require
additional medical emergency response personnel and equipment.
City and County requirements for service providers would ensure that
standard levels of service are achieved. This is considered a Class III,
less than significant impact.

The SPFD and AMR have a responsibility to provide response to emergency medical calls in 10
minutes for 90 percent of the calls. In addition, if Santa Paula's population grows to more than
35,000, a response time of less than 10 minutes is required. The SPFD and AMR response time
performances are constantly monitored by the City and County, respectively. AMR is bound by
a contract to the County to provide the standard response to emergency calls as population
increases. The SPFD would also be required by the City to provide emergency services as the
need increases. For expansion areas, such as Adams Canyon, that lie substantially outside the
current limits of the City, the SPFD and AMR may need a new station to provide adequate
emergency services. It is anticipated that as the City grows, emergency services will be
monitored and augmented to provide the standard of emergency care as needed.
Mitigation Measures. The City and County will monitor response times to emergency
medical calls and will ensure that adequate service is provided as required by agreements with
the County of Ventura. Established monitoring and level of service agreements would reduce
impacts to emergency medical service to a less than significant level. No.mitigation measures
are required
Significance After Mitigation. Impacts to emergency medical services would be less
than significant.
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4.11 PUBLIC UTILITIES
This section addresses the effect of General Plan build.out on infrastructure and utilities serving the City
including: electrical power, natural gas, solid waste, water, and sewage.
Electrical power supplies are provided by Southern California Edison (SCE). The projected General Plan
build.out would not result in significant effects on electrical power.
The Southern California Gas Company (SCG) supplies natural gas to the City. Natural gas supply and

infrastructure would also be adequate to serve the projected buildout of the General Plan. Effects on
natural gas supply would not be significant.
Solid waste collection and disposal services are provided by the City and through contracts with two
private haulers. Effects of General Plan build.out on waste collection, disposal and landfill services would
not be significant. Measures are recommended for recycling and source reduction of the City's waste
stream.
Water is supplied by the Santa Paula Public Works Department. The City's infrastructure and water
supply resources are anticipated to be adequate to meet the increased demand associated with General
Plan buildout. Effects on water supply would not be significant.
City of Santa Paula owns and operates over fifty miles of sewer lines and a 2.55-million-gallon-per-day
(mgd) capacity wastewater treatment plant. The existing sewer system for the City would not be
adequate to serve the increased demand associated with General Plan buildout. General Plan build.out
would increase sewage flows to Santa Paula Waste Water Treatment Plant. Sewage generated
throughout the City is anticipated to exceed the capacity of the City's main sewer lines or the treatment
facility. In order to adequately serve the projected General Plan build.out, a waste water stripping plant
or waste water treatment plant would be necessary.

4.11.1 Setting
a. Electrical Power. Electricity in Santa Paula is supplied by Southern California
Edison (SCE). SCE obtains its power from a variety of sources, including hydroelectric power
from the Sierra Nevada and the Colorado River, nuclear power from San Onofre in Orange
County and fossil fuel power from numerous generating plants, including the Mandalay Beach
and Ormond Beach plants in Ventura County.
High-voltage, 66 kilovolt, transmission lines exist crossing Ojai Road (SR 150), along a portion
of 12th Street south of Orchard Street, and along the south side of the railroad tracks east of 12th
Street. A Southern California Edison substation, the "Wakefield Substation", is located south of
the railroad tracks at the intersection of 12th Street and the railroad tracks. Refer to Figure 4.6-4
in Section 4.6, Safety and Geologic Hazards, for locations of transmission lines.
b. Gas. The Southern California Gas Company (SCG) provides natural gas service in
Santa Paula. Like the Edison Company, SCG serves much of southern California with a
network of transmission and distribution lines. Nationally, the supply of natural gas has
increased, and prospects of a shortage are unlikely. Major pipelines connect California to Texas
and the other major supply regions. According to SCG, an existing 12-inch high-pressure
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supply-line runs east-west in Telegraph Avenue (SR 126). This line feeds two pressure
reducing stations supplying the City at "distribution pressure" of 40 pound per square inch
(psi) or less. One is located at Harvard and 12th Street and the other is at Harvard Boulevard
and Sheppard Road. Three major distribution lines run from the "Reg-Stations": a 6" medium
pressure line in 10th Street, a 6" medium pressure line in Harvard Boulevard, and a 6" medium
pressure line in Santa Barbara Street. These in turn, branch into the network of smaller gas
mains in all of the streets. Refer to Figure 4.6-4 in Section 4.6, Safety and Geologic Hazards, for
locations of gas lines.
c. Solid Waste/Recycling. The City provides refuse collection and disposal service
itself and through contracts with two private hauler's. The refuse is currently disposed of at the
privately owned Chiquita Canyon Landfill located at 29201 Henry Mayo Drive in Valencia,
California. However, the Toland Landfill located at 3500 North Toland Road in Santa Paula, is
also available for the City to use during the planning period. The General Plan includes
policies that support recycling to reduce the amount of solid waste sent to the landfill. The City
operates its refuse collection service as an enterprise fund. Residents and businesses in the City
pay the full cost of providing the service through monthly billings.
Currently, the City generates approximately 22,000 tons of solid waste a year (Wilkinson, 1995).
The Chiquita Canyon Landfill has a capacity of 1.05 million tons a year for the next 22 years.
The daily average intake at Chiquita Canyon Landfill is 3,500 tons/ day and the capacity of
5,000 tons/ day. The Toland Landfill has recently increased its capacity to 0.52 million tons a
year for the next 29 years. The Toland Landfill has an average daily intake of 1,400 tons/ day
and a capacity of 1,500 tons/ day.
The City of Santa Paula has a comprehensive curbside recycling program. Glass, metals,
plastics, magazines, newspapers and cardboard are collected every other week. Yardwaste is
collected on alternate weeks as the recyclable materials. In addition household hazardous
wastes, illegal wastes, and construction wastes are collected on designated weeks. This
recycling effort is response to overall solid waste reduction goals.
d. Water. Water service is provided by the City of Santa Paula. The primary water
source for the City is ground water from the Santa Paula Ground Water Basin. The Ground
Water Basin is approximately 2,000 feet thick based on oil well logs, can potentially hold up to
4,915,000 acre-feet of water. The Santa Paula Basin is one of a series of interconnected ground
water basins underlying the Santa Clara River Valley.
Adjudicated Ground Water Basin Agreement. Water availability is complicated by the
fact that the actual safe yield of the ground water basin is not known. Disagreement over the
issue between the United Water District (the primary water allocation agency) and the water
users, including the Cities of Santa Paula and Ventura, led to the an adjudicated agreement
between the parties. The agreement "divided" the use of ground water in the basin between
the City of Ventura and the Santa Paula Pumpers Association, which is a consortium of water
users in the Santa Paula area, including the City of Santa Paula and farming interests. The
United Water District is also party to the agreement, as the water purveyor. Table 4.11-1 shows
how the ground water basin is adjudicated.
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Table 4.11-1. Santa Paula Ground Water Basin Adjudicated Agreement
..

,,

•.

"·~,'t/

Water Oser

!.\

:
Y.

-

Santa Paula Pumpers Association:
- City of Santa Paula
- Farmers Irrigation Company
- Limoneira
- Alta Mutual Water Company
-All Other SPPA Users

-

_,.

. __..

All<>cation (AFY)
.

-

6,085
9,406
3, 173
758
8,078
27,500
3,000
3,000

Subtotal SPPA:
City of Ventura:
Not Allocated:

TOTAL

33,500

Source: Frank Brommenschenke/, 1997.

The agreement is based on the assumption that safe yield within the basin is 33,500 acre-feet
per year (AFY). However, since that is only an estimate, the agreement includes a "safety
factor" of 3,000 AFY, which is not allocated to any water user. The purpose of this is to allow
adjustments to the agreement once safe yield is determined with more certainty.
Under the agreement, a seven-year study period will form the basis for determining safe yield.
That period began on March 7, 1996. After 7 years, water use data will be analyzed to refine the
current 33,500 AFY safe yield estimate. This will likely result in an adjustment to the current
agreement.
For the purpose of this EIR analysis, it is assumed that the City's current allocation of 6,085 AFY
is the total ground water available for urban uses. At the same ti.me, it should be recognized
that this is based on a legal agreement, and that this amount could be adjusted if the agreement
is modified, or if the City acquires additional water rights from areas subject to development,
and other users within the Santa Paula Pumpers Association.
Additional Surface Water Rights. In addition to its ground water allocation, the City
also currently holds the surface water rights to 500 AFY or more from Santa Paula Creek.
However, the surface water quality is inadequate for urban uses unless treatment is provided.
To take advantage of this water right, the City is considering the possibility of exchanging this
surface water right to farming interests for a like amount of useable, potable ground water or
injection of this water into the groundwater basin. If implemented, this would bring the City's
total existing water supply to 6,585 AFY.
Existing Water Infrastructure. The City is served by a variety of water lines ranging
from 2-inches in diameter to greater than 14-inches in diameter. Water is piped into the tanks
from wells and then supplied to the public by gravity flow. During warm periods, water is
used from the tanks faster than it can be replenished. During prolonged h eat waves, the
potential for temporary shortages exist. With no water pressure, the risk of introducing
contaminants into the system increases, and fire fighting becomes difficult or impossible.

r
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It is currently estimated that storage capacity does not fully meet the City's current needs.
Additional capacity will soon be added in the form of new tanks or more wells. The City is
working on developing the new capacity by drilling wells to replace wells that were lost due to
age or poor water quality. The well drilled in 1992, which is in the Lemonwood Industrial Park
(Well 12) and near the river, did not meet the State water quality standards and could.be used
for drinking water only after a plant for the removal of manganese was constructed. Since
then~ Wells 13and14 have been drilled near Fagan Barranca, and will also require manganese
removal. A central removal plant will be built in 1998.

e. Wastewater. The City of Santa Paula owns and operates over fifty miles of sewer
lines and a 2.55-million-gallon-per-day (mgd) capacity wastewater treatment plant, located at
905 Corporation Street, south of SR 126. There have been some minor improvements to the
facility, which increased the capacity to approximately 2.75 mgd average dry weather flow.
The current flow from existing development is about 2.0 mgd (General Plan Issue Papers, 1994).
The maintenance and operation of the treatment plant is contracted to the Ventura Regional
Sanitation District (VRSD).
The sewer system is in generally good condition. The exception is about 14,000 feet of concrete
pipe that was installed in 1923. However, a series of projects designed to replace the
substandard pipe has been initiated.
The sewer lines in Santa Paula generally flow to the south (toward the Santa Clara River) and
west. The major trunk lines flow to the treatment plant. One is located in Harvard Boulevard,
while the other is south of SR 126. Major developments in the eastern half of the City must rely
on these lines. There is the potential for insufficient capacity in these lines, depending on the
load added by new development. Projects in the western half of the City can also impact sewer
lines, but the proximity of the treatment plant makes upgrading the system easier.

4.11.2 Impact Analysis and Mitigation Measures
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. Impacts to electrical power services, gas
services, solid waste services, water services, or sewer services are considered significant if the
demands associated with General Plan buildout exceed existing or planned capacity or if
substantial infrastructure improvements would be required.
Electrical Power Services. General Plan buildout is considered to have a significant
impact on electrical power services if it would add demands that would exceed existing or
planned capacity or if substantial infrastructure improvements would be required.
Gas. Impacts to natural gas services are considered significant if the City's expansion
demands exceeded existing or planned capacity or if substantial infrastructure improvements
would be required.
Solid Waste. A significant impact would occur if solid waste generated by General Plan
buildout exceeds the capacity of landfills where such waste would be disposed.
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Water. General Plan buildout would have a significant effect to water supplies if
demand exceeds the available supply, thereby causing water shortages during average or peak
demand periods.
Wastewater. Impacts on the sewer system are considered significant if sewage
generated by General Plan buildout will exceed the existing or planned capacity of the sewage
collection or treatment system, or require extension of a trunk line with capacity to serve new
development.
b. Project and Cumulative Impacts.
Impact PU-1 Buildout under the General Plan would result in an increased demand
for electrical power by about 85.9 million kilowatt-hours per year.
However, SCE indicates it will be able to serve future development.
Impacts are anticipated to be Class Ill, less than significant.
New development would result in an estimated electrical demand of about 85.9 million
kilowatt-hours per year. According to SCE, it is anticipated that SCE could supply sufficient
electric power to accommodate anticipated growth in Santa Paula (Rupp, 1997). Consequently,
no significant impacts are anticipated. Table 4.11-2 shows projected electrical demands for the
City of Santa Paula.

Table 4.11-2. Projected Electrical Demands (million kWh/year)

-

Land Use

Potential Increase
;

-

Residential
Commercial
Industrial

21.4
13.6
51 .0
Total

85.9

Based on 13.55 kWh/sf/yr for commercial; 10. 5 kWh/sf/yr for industrial;
and 5626.5 kWh/DU/yr for residential

Mitigation Measures. The following relevant General Plan policies and implementation
measures in the Conservation and Open Space Element address potential impacts to energy
usage. No additional mitigation measures are necessary.

-

r

"

Policy

Implementation Measure

7.a.a

The environment and public safety should be
protected from adverse impacts by utilities.
(IM 35)

7.c.c.

Energy and water conservation should be
promoted as part of land development
projects. (IM 35)

7.d.d.

Solar energy use is encouraged. (IM 35)

.

35. Provide design standards to promote energy
efficiency.
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Significance After Mitigation. Impacts on electrical power supplies would be less than
significant.
Impact PU-2 Buildout of the General Plan would increase the demand for natural
gas by about 822 million cubic feet per year. However, the Southern
California Gas Company indicates it would be able to meet this
demand. This is considered a Class III, less than significant impact.
Proposed gas supply to the City of Santa Paula is adequate for existing and anticipated future
demands. The SCG has sufficient (Lifeline) facilities to serve the Planning Area and the City of
Santa Paula (Shirley, 1997). No significant effect to natural gas supply or infrastructure of the
City is expected.
New development would result in an estimated natural gas demand of about 822 million cubic
feet per year. According to SCG, it is anticipated that SCG could supply sufficient gas to
accommodate anticipated growth in Santa Paula. Consequently, no significant impact is
anticipated. Table 4.11-3 shows projected natural gas demands.

Table 4.11-3. Projected Natural Gas Demands (million cubic feet per year)
Land Use
Residential
Commercial
Industrial

Potential Increase
'

304
349
169

Total

822

Based on 2.9 cf/sf/yr for commerc1al and mdustnal; and 6,665 cf/DU/yr
for residential.

Mitigation Measures. General Plan policies and implementation measures described
under Impact PU-1 would also address this issue. No mitigation measures are required, as
impacts are less than significant.
Significance After Mitigation. Impacts to natural gas service would be less than
significant.
Impact PU-3 General Plan buildout would generate additional solid waste, but
existing landfills have adequate capacity to accommodate projected
increases. This is considered a Class Ill, less than significant impact.
New development under the proposed General Plan would generate about 34,500 tons of
additional solid waste, assuming none is diverted from the waste stream. The City currently
generates approximately 22,000 tons a year of refuse. The Toland Landfill has the capacity of 15
million tons over the next 29 years (0.52 million tons/year), and the Chiquita Landfill has the
capacity of 23 million tons over the next 22 years (1.05 million tons/year) . Currently the Toland
landfill has a daily capacity of 1,500 tons/ day and the average daily intake is 1,400 tons/ day.
Therefore, the Toland Landfill has a surplus of 100 tons per day. The Chiquita Landfill has a
daily capacity of 5,000 tons/ day and the average daily intake is 3,500 tons/ day. The Chiquita
City of Santa Paula
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Landfill has a surplus of 1,500 tons/ day. This daily capacity is expected to be fully utilized by
the end of 1998 and would include a portion from Santa Paula. The buildout of the General
Plan would increase the solid waste by 94.4 tons per day without recycling and reduction
programs. These reduction programs will help meet the City's overall goal of total solid waste
reduction while preserving natural resources as well. With the Toland landfill there is a
surplus of 100 tons/ day and the Chiquita Landfill has a current surplus of 1,500 tons per day.
Consequently, the City will be adequately served by both landfills which would accommodate
anticipated growth in Santa Paula through the year 2020. The following Table 4.11-4 shows the
projected solid waste generation from future development.

Table 4.11-4. Projected Solid Waste Generation
Development

Solid Waste (tons/year)

Existing
New development
Total at Buildout
Less 50% diversion
Remaining Annual Landfill
Capacity

22,000
34,500
56,500
28,250
401,500

Mitigation Measures. The following proposed General Plan Land Use Element policy
and implementation measures address recycling.
Policy
8.h.h.

Support recycling . (IM 104, 105)

Implementation Measure
104. Establish an automated curbside recycling
program.
105.Establish an automated greenwaste recycling
program.

While impacts to landfill capacity are expected to be less than significant, to further increase the
amount of waste recycled by the City and to reduce solid waste and sources of solid waste the
following mitigation measure is recommended to augment proposed General Plan
implementation measures:
PU-3 (a)

Recycling Program. A long term plan for recycling should be developed
with specific collection goals for each recyclable material category and a
method to track quantities of materials. The goal should be a 50% waste
stream diversion.

Significance After Mitigation. Impacts associated with an increase in solid waste
generation would be less than significant with continued and expanded use of recycling and
implementation of a source reduction program.
ImpactPU-4

Regional cumulative development would generate additional solid
waste. Disposal facilities in conjunction with existing and possible
future solid waste reduction programs could accommodate an increase
City of Santa Paula
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in solid waste generation. This is considered a Class III, less than
significant impact.

Cumulative development is expected to affect landfill capacity. The Toland landfill is expected to
have approximately 20 to 30 years of remaining capacity and the Chiquita Canyon Landfill is
expected to have approximately 29 years of remaining capacity. The Chiquita Landfill receives
solid waste from the Santa Clarita Valley, San Fernando Valley and Ventura County. As Chiquita
and Toland reach capacity in 20 to 30 years, other potential landfill capacity may be available at
the Simi Valley Landfill and Sunshine Canyon Landfill. Development of materials recovery
facilities (MRF) that sort and recover recyclable materials, such as the Del Norte Regional
Recycling and Transfer Station in Oxnard, may also be developed in the region as landfill capacity
is fully utilized. With source reduction plans, current facilities, potential for diversion and other
regional landfill capacity, solid waste generated by cumulative growth would be expected to
create a less than significant impacts to solid waste facilities.
Mitigation Measures. Provided that the solid waste recycling and waste reduction
programs continue to be implemented by the City of Santa Paula, no other mitigation measures
are required.
Significance After Mitigation. Cumulative solid waste impacts would be less than significant.
Impact PU-5 Buildout under the General Plan would increase urban water use by
about 35%, to about 9,000 acre-feet per year (AFY). Because this
exceeds the current water supply available to the City, a Class II,
significant but mitigable impact would occur.

The City's current water demand is about the same as its available supply. However, General
Plan buildout would increase existing municipal water demand of about 6,000 AFY by 2,775
AFY which represents a 35% increase. Water demand at General Plan buildout would be
approximately 9,000 AFY (Table 4.11-5). Most of this 3,000 AFY increase is due to proposed
residential uses. Without additional sources of water, buildout development would result in a
water demand that exceeds available supply by about 2,500 AFY, assuming the City
implements a water conservation program. This is a significant impact.
The City has several viable options for increasing its cmrent water supply to offset potential
demand. The City's existing surface water right on Santa Paula Creek could yield 500 AFY if
exchanged for usable ground water rights. The acquisition of ground water rights of
agricultural land converted to urban uses could yield up to 3,000 AFY. This assumes 1,500
irrigated acres would be converted, at an average existing consumption rate of 2AFY/acre.
Finally, about 2,000 AFY of State Water could be made available through an allocation from the
United Water Conservation District. In all, an estimated 5,500 AFY could be added to the
existing water supply of 6,085 AFY. However, only about 2,500 AFY in additional supplies
would be needed to meet anticipated water demand at General Plan buildout.
It should be noted that the table does not include an estimated 2,500 to 3,000 AFY of reclaimed
wastewater, which could be used for irrigating parks, golf courses and other open lands.
However, the use of such water should allow sufficient flow to the Santa Clara River to support
habitat that depends on a steady water flow.
City of Santa Paula
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Table 4.11-5 Projected Urban Water Demand and Supply (AFY)
Potential Development

Existing

Land Use

Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Subtotal: Gross Water
Demand
Potential Savings: Water
Conservation Program
Net Water Demand

Urban Water Demand
4,304
1,687
330

Total upon
Buildout

*
1,942
421
412

6,246
2 ,108
742

6,321

2,775

9,096

0

500

500

6,321

2,275

8,596

6,085

0

6,085

0

500

500

0

3,000

3,000

0

2,000

2,000

6,085

5,500

11,585

(236)

(2,275)

(2,511)

Urban Water Supply **
Existing Adjudicated Ground
Water Rights
Santa Paula Creek Surface
Rights Transfer (potential)
Water Rights Transfer after
Ag Land Converted to Urban
Use (potential)

State Water (potential)
Net Existing and Potential
Water Supply
NET SURPLUS OR
SHORTFALL (without new
water sources)

NET SURPLUS OR
(236)
SHORTFALL (with new water
3,225
2,989
sources)
* Source: City of Santa Barbara, Water Demand Factor and Conservation Study, 1989. Factors:
Residential- 0.51 AFY!DU; Commercial-0.42 AFY/1,000 SF; Industrial 0.08 AFY/1,000 SF. Water
conservation savings estimate from City of Santa Paula. Existing demand does not assume conservation
measures that are already in place. Actual demand may be slightly less.
** Potential supply from converted ag land based on assumption of 1,500 irrigated acres converted to urban
use, with a current ag water demand of 2 AFY/acre.

Mitigation Measures. The following relevant General Plan policies and implementation
measures address potential water consumption impacts caused by anticipated development.
Refer to the General Plan for a complete listing of all policies and implementation measures.
Implementation M~asure

Policy
8.d.d. (Land Use Element) Review all new
development and annexation proposals to
ensure that the City can provide sufficient
water production, treatment, and storage

98.

Implement a phased program to replace
substandard water mains, fire hydrants
and facilities.

City of Santa Paula
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Implementation Measure

Policy
capacity to meet acceptable standards. (JM
98,99, 100, 107)

9.h.h. (C/OS Element) Local watersheds and
aquifer recharge areas should be protected
and enhanced and standards set for
development in those areas. (IM 28, 29, 40)
9.i.i

The conservation of water supply should be
encouraged and supported. (IM 40)

9.j.j.

Creation of a wetlands using the sanitary
treatment plan effluent should be studied and
implemented if feasible as a way to provide
additional wildlife habitat, further filtration and
local groundwater recharge. (IM 28)

99.

Acquire additional water rights sufficient
for future needs.

100.

Upgrade water collection, storage,
treatment, and conveyance systems in
conjunction with development in the
Expansion Areas.

107.

Adopt a system of impact fees and/or
development agreements to assess land
development projects for the costs of
public facilities, utilities, and infrastructure
needed to serve such projects, including
but not limited to the following: fire, police,
roads, sewers, flood control, recreation ,
and water.
Creation of a wetlands using the sanitary
treatment plan effluent should be studied
and implemented, if feasible, as a way to
provide additional wildlife habitat, further
filtration and local groundwater recharge.

28.

29.

Require biological surveys/reports for
new development on or adjacent to
native habitat areas.

40.

Pursue the development of a grey-water
ordinance for such projects as golf
course developments, etc.

9.1.1

Water shall be made available for all new
development prior to approvals.
Italicized text indicates text of the General Plan which has been revised dunng the EIR process.

Policy 9.1.1 above does not have any corresponding implementation measures. However, the
mitigation measures below would serve to implement this policy.
The proposed General Plan adequately addresses the need for grey-water retrofits and
infrastructure upgrades. The following additional mitigation measures are required to reduce
potential impacts to a less than significant level.
PU-5(a)

Additional Water Supply. The City shall acquire additional water
supply to serve new development. An estimated 2,500 AFY would be
required. Potential sources include: 1) transfer of existing Santa Paula
Creek surface water rights for ground water rights (about 500 AFY); 2)
acquisition of ground water rights from agricultural land converted to
urban uses (as much as 3,000 AFY); and 3) State Water (about 2,000 AFY).
A combination of these methods would likely be required.

PU-5(b)

Water Rights Annexation Ordinance. The City shall adopt a water
rights annexation ordinance that would require transfer of existing
groundwater rights to the City as a condition of annexing land for
development.
City of Santa Paula
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PU-S(c)

Ground Water Recharge Facilities. The City should install a recharge
basin near the Santa Paula Creek in the floodplain.

PU-S(d)

Water Conservation Fee. The City should adopt a water conservation fee
for new connections and implement a toilet replacement program
utilizing revenues from that fee to provide financial incentives for
replacement of old, high water consumption toilets with modem, low
consumption units. Other water conservation efforts should be increased
also, such as education and low flow water shower heads distribution.

PU-S(e)

Reclaimed Wastewater. The City should implement a program to reuse
the water discharged each year from the wastewater treatment plant for
such things as golf course irrigation, or for recharging the groundwater
basin with construction of appropriate spreading grounds. The program
should balance the use of reclaimed wastewater with the need to
maintain wildlife habitats that depend on adequate flows in the Santa
Clara River.

Significance After Mitigation. If the mitigation measures above are implemented, the
impacts related to water supply will be reduced to a less than significant level.
Impact PU-6 New development under the General Plan would increase wastewater
flows by about 2.2 million gallons per day (mgd), to a total of 4.2 mgd.
This exceeds the 2.75 mgd capacity of the wastewater treatment plant.
In addition, the City's existing sewer system could not serve the
increased demand. Potential impacts are considered Class II,
significant but mitigable.
New development accommodated under the General Plan would increase wastewater
generation by about 2.2 mgd, more than doubling existing wastewater flows. The total
wastewater flow at buildout would be about 4.2 mgd. The Santa Paula Wastewater Treatment
Plant has a capacity of 2.75 mgd, given average dry weather flow. Because projected flow
exceeds existing capacity, a significant impact would occur. Table 4.11-6 shows projected
wastewater flows and treatment capacity.

Table 4.11-6. Projected Wastewater Flow
Development

Wastewater Flow (mgd)

Existing Wastewater Treatment Plant Capacity

2.0
2.2
4.2
2.75

NET CAPACITY SHORTFALL

1.45

Existing
Potential Development

Total upon Buildout

In addition to inadequate wastewater treatment capacity, existing sewer line infrastructure is
inadequate to accommodate projected development in the expansion areas. This is also a
significant impact.
City of Santa Paula
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Mitigation Measures. The following relevant General Plan Land Use Element policy
and implementation measures address potential wastewater generation impacts caused by
projected development.
Policy

Implementation Measure

8.e.e. Review all new development and annexation
proposals to ensure that the City can
provide sufficient wastewater treatment
capacity, to meet acceptable standards. (IM
102, 107, 109, 110)

102.

Implement a program for beneficial use of
treated wastewater including but not
limited to wetlands, industrial use.
irrigation, and ground water recharge .

107.

Adopt a system of impact fees and/or
development agreements to assess land
development projects for the costs of
public facilities, utilities, and
infrastructure needed to serve such
projects, including but not limited to the
following: fire, police, roads , sewers,
flood control, recreation, and water.

109.

Minimize public expenditures for services
and infrastructure needed by new land
development projects through the use of
owners associations, private facilities,
and project designs that minimize costs.

110.

Enter into land development agreements
for major new projects to assure
significant contributions towards meeting
existing and future community needs.

The proposed General Plan adequately addresses the need for grey-water retrofits and
infrastructure upgrades, and impact fees. The following additional mitigation measure is
required to reduce potential impacts to a less than significant level.
PU-6(a)

Additional Wastewater Treatment Capacity. In order to adequately
serve new development, the wastewater treatment capacity must be
increased by an estimated 1.45 mgd. This can be accomplished either
through expansion of the existing plant, or through the construction of a
new facility.

Significance After Mitigation. Impacts would be reduce to less than significant with
proposed mitigation measures.
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5.0 LONG TERM IMPACTS
This section describes the long-tenn effects of implementation of the proposed General Plan update. As
required by CEQA, this evaluation includes discussions ofgrowth inducing effects, significant
irreversible effects, and the relationship between the short-tenn use of the environment and long-tenn
productivity. This section also includes a discussion of potential internal General Plan policy
inconsistencies with proposed long-tenn development.

5.1

INTERNAL POLICY INCONSISTENCIES

The impact analysis for each issue area discusses proposed policies and implementation
measures that are relevant to the issue. For the most part, these measures provide mitigation
for potential impacts that could arise as a result of future development. In addition, each
section discusses the plan' s consistency with relevant regional or local ordinances that direct
growth, including the City's Growth Management Ordinance and the County's Air Quality
Management Plan. Growth under the proposed General Plan was found to be consistent with
regional population forecasts (see Section 4.3, Air Quality) .
This section focuses on internal inconsistencies between the land use pattern and policies

contained in the proposed General Plan. The proposed development pattern is generally
consistent with the adopted goals and objectives of the general plan. Further, the proposed
land use pattern responds directly to the policies and implementation measures included in the
plan. Nevertheless, several policies and implementation are potentially inconsistent with the
intensity, location, and pattern of development. These are summarized in Table 5-1, and
described in greater detail below.

Table 5-1. Potential Internal Policy Inconsistencies

.

Proposed Statement *
Goals
None
Objectives
5(b) (Cons/OS Element) Preserve important
natural environments including barrancas,
tree rows, wetlands and wildlife movement
corridors.
5(b) (Land Use Element) Neighborhood
commercial businesses should be
encouraged in all new residential and
industrial development of substantial size.
Policies
3.o.o. (Land Use Element) Provide mixed use for
the downtown commercial area and for the
expansion lands of East Area 1.
3.c.c.c. (Land Use Element) Provide for the
development of new school facilities to serve
new development in the expansion areas.

r

Potential Inconsistency
"

None
Proposed access to West Area 2 would include
Todd Lane, which at times is currently used as a
wildlife migration corridor (under SR 126).
Development of this roadway may be inconsistent
with this objective.
East Area 1 would accommodate about 900
dwelling units, but provides no neighborhood
commercial opportunities.

East Area 1 would accommodate about 900
dwelling units, but provides no neighborhood
commercial opportunities.
Fagan Canyon would accommodate about 450
dwelling units, but provides no school site.
Because of projected over enrollment, even with
the schools proposed, an additional school site
City of Santa Paula
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Potential Inconsistency

Proposed Statement *

4.m.m. (Land Use Element) Limit land
development south of the Santa Clara River
to low intensity development requiring few
public services or infrastructure such as
open space, agriculture, and public/private
recreational uses. Th is area shall remain
outside the City's Sphere of Influence and
shall not be developed with urban uses.
City infrastructure shall not be extended into
the South Mountain area.
4.x.x. (Land Use Element) The southern boundary
of the City's Sphere of Influence shall be the
public levy and bank protection line
illustrated on Figure LU-4.
Implementation Measures
40. (Land Use Element) [Development standards
for East Area 1 that describe, among other
things, the location of neighborhood
commercial development.]
(Land Use Element) Develop a plan to
49.
promote and enhance a Veterans Memorial
Park as a gathering place.

..

should be considered in Fagan Canyon.
Proposed development in the South Mountain area
is partially inconsistent with this policy. While
proposed development would be limited to low
intensity recreational uses, and would not require
the extension of infrastructure, the area would be
included in the City's Sphere of Influence. The
policy explicitly excludes this area from the
proposed Sphere of Influence.

The South Mountain area is beyond the proposed
Sphere of Influence boundary.

No neighborhood commercial development is
proposed in East Area 1.

Proposed commercial development at a Veterans
Memorial Park site is inconsistent with the park's
enhancement.

* All pol1c1es are from Land Use Element or Conservation and Open
in the other elements.

Space Element. No mcons1stenc1es were found

Italicized policy has been inherently changed through Council review and direction. It is to be deleted from the
proposed General Plan.

All potential policy inconsistencies are limited to the Land Use or Conservation and Open Space
Elements. Inconsistencies concern one of four broad topics: 1) inclusion of South Mountain in
the proposed Sphere of Influence; 2) school site location criteria; 3) the appropriate use of
existing downtown park fadlities; or 4) effects on wildlife corridors. Two options to address the
South Mountain issue are possible: either remove the South Mountain area from consideration,
or modify the appropriate policies and implementation measures, which have not yet been
formally adopted by the City Council. This dual approach holds true for other identified
inconsistencies with proposed policies and implementation measures.
Unlike the policies and implementation measures, the goals and objectives cannot be as easily
amended, since they have been formally endorsed by the City. The use of Todd Lane as a
primary access for West Area 2 may be inconsistent with Conservation and Open Space
Element Objective S(b), which seeks to preserve wildlife corridors. The Todd Lane underpass is
currently one of the few opportunities for wildlife movement across SR 126 to and from the
Santa Clara River. Expansion of this roadway and development along the roadway in West
Area 2 would undoubtedly degrade its continued use as a wildlife movement corridor.
The only other inconsistency with a goal or objective concerns the issue of providing
neighborhood commercial uses in large residential developments (Land Use Objective S(b)).
Residentially-oriented East Area 1 does not provide for such uses. It is therefore recommended
that the proposed land use pattern be modilied to allow 5 acres of neighborhood commercial
City of Santa Paula
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development with a corresponding reduction in residential development, rather than to amend
the adopted objective in question. 1his alteration should balance trips so that the net number of
trips generated would be similar to what is examined in this EIR. Eliminating 5 acres of
residential development from East Area 1 to accommodate neighborhood commercial
development would result in the reduction of 10 (SFR) to 68 (MFR, apartment style) housing
units, dependent upon the density of housing eliminated. 1his would result in a reduction of
about 100 to 400 trips, dependent again on the density of housing eliminated. This change
could result in slightly different impacts than those described in this EIR. For example, a slight
reduction in housing could result in a slightly reduced demand for public services or utilities.
On the other hand, elimination of housing (particularly high density housing) could reduce
future opportunities to provide a range of housing to meet all needs.
However, such differences would be minor, and would not substantially alter the conclusions
drawn in this EIR. The proposed change would result in about 1 % fewer homes, and about 5%
more commercial square footage than studied in this EIR. In the context of citywide
development, these differences are negligible.

5.2

GROWTH INDUCING EFFECTS

The CEQA Guidelines specify that an EIR include a discussion of the ways in which a project
could cultivate economic or population growth, either directly or indirectly.
The primary purpose of the General Plan update is to provide for anticipated growth and to
restructure the land use framework to allow for grow to be as beneficial as possible for the City
residents. As part of this overall objective, the General Plan update would require new
infrastructure to accommodate growth that could occur in Santa Paula's proposed Sphere of
Influence area. This is especially true in three of the expansion areas: Adams Canyon, Fagan
Canyon, and East Area 1. It is also true to a lesser degree in West Area 2 and East Area 2,
though these expansion areas are more immediately adjacent to existing urban infrastructure.
The expansion of major arterials roadways, water lines, water storage systems, and wastewater
conveyance and treatment systems would be required to accommodate the plans for
development into Adams Canyon, Fagan Canyon, and East Area 1. These infrastructure
systems are fully anticipated by the General Plan update. In the case of Adams and Fagan
Canyons, ultimate growth potential is limited by topography. The General Plan update would
allow for full development of these box canyons, and therefore growth inducement beyond the
watersheds of the two canyons would be limited, with one exception. Both canyons would
require emergency access roads connecting over the eastern ridgelines to SR 150 (Ojai Road),
thereby providing roadway infrastructure into Santa Paula Canyon. A second roadway
extension outside of the proposed Sphere of Influence in connecting to West Area 2 is also
anticipated. This roadway would connect westerly to Todd Road, thereby allowing traffic from
West Area 2 to access the Briggs Road interchange via an extension of Faulkner Road (the
frontage road along the north side of the SR 126). These two areas would therefore require
infrastructure extensions even though they are outside the proposed Sphere of Influence.
The extension of the Sphere of Influence southward across the Santa Clara River would not
require any major new infrastructure. Still, as the location for expanded active and passive
City of Santa Paula
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recreation facilities, it would greatly increase users to the south side of the river, and this may
generate demand for an economic incentive for increased land use development. However,
planned land uses would not accommodate such development as part of this plan.
In addition to these infrastructure extensions, the conversion of land areas currently used for
intensive agriculture to urban use may be viewed as growth inducing. This is because there is
commonly pressure on agricultural areas immediately adjacent to urban areas to also convert to
urban uses. These effects are also discussed in Section 4.1, Agriculture.

The General Plan includes several Land Use policies that, if fully implemented, would temper
growth-inducement. These include the following:

4.b.b.

Emphasize infill prior to annexations.

4.c.c.

Limit annexations and urban development to the City's amended_Sphere ofInfluence as
recommended in this element.

4.d.d.

Annex and develop the contiguous lands first.

4.n.n. Do not allow urban land development in the area easterly of Adams Barranca between
Foothill Road and the Sphere ofInfluence (West Area 2).
4w.w. The Santa Paula Canyon area (west of Santa Paula Creek), West Area 1 and the South
Mountain area are designated "target" areas for agricultural land preservation through
land acquisitions and easements.
For the reasons described above, the proposed project has the potential to indirectly induce
population and economic growth in the City. It should be recognized, however, that the
ultimate extent of urban expansion in Santa Paula will be largely dependent upon a variety of
other factors, including City of Santa Paula and County of Ventura land use policy and market
forces.
It should be noted that while the proposed project will be growth-inducing within the planning
area, growth is also a function of a complex range of cultural and economic conditions. The
proposed project may direct growth toward Santa Paula by accommodating it and thereby
attracting it from where it might otherwise occur. Human population has been growing
continuously, as has California's population. Recent U.S. Department of Census estimates
suggest that California's population may increase to 45 million people by the year 2020, from
the current 32 million people today.

5.3

SIGNIFICANT and IRREVERSIBLE ENVIRONMENTAL
EFFECTS

The CEQA Guidelines specify that an EIR include a discussion of "significant irreversible
environmental changes which would be involved in the proposed action should it be
implemented". This includes the use of resources (nonrenewable) during all phases of the
project; primary and secondary impacts, which commit the project areas to similar uses in the
City of Santa Paula
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future; and damage (irreversible) which may, as a result of the project, result in environmental
accidents.
Buildout under the Santa Paula General Plan update would involve movement of substantial
quantities of earth to accommodate new development in Adams Canyon and Fagan Canyon,
thereby changing the area topography and irreversibly altering views of the canyons.
Development in West Area 2, East Area 1, East Area 2, and to a lesser degree Fagan Canyon,
would significantly and irreversibly alter the visual landscape of the City.
The development of canyon areas and areas currently in agricultural production would
substantially alter visual conditions in many parts of the City's Area of Interest.
Development accommodated in the Adams and Fagan Canyon expansion areas would have the
potential to significantly affect important biological resources. As discussed in Section 4.8,
Biological Resources, impacts associated with the General Plan update would have significant
and unavoidable impacts to important habitats within the City's Area of Interest. In addition,
the overall effect of buildout of the project would be to contribute to the conversion of existing
open space in the planning area and outlying areas of the City to urban uses.
The proposed project accommodates new development of several thousand acres of
undeveloped land area and on land area that is in agricultural use. The proposed project would
irretrievably convert an estimated 650 acres of agricultural land considered prime or of
statewide importance. All of this acreage contributes to the scenic quality of the area, and its
urbanization will irreversibly change the nature of this scenic resource. Demand for water
resources would irreversibly increase upon buildout of the plan. Infiltration characteristics of
the local aquifer basins will be irreversibly altered by diminishing penetrable surface areas
associated with urbanization.
Development accommodated by the General Plan update would involve the use of substantial
quantities of buildfug materials and energy resources, some of which are non-renewable.
Consumption of construction materials, however, is not unique to this project.
The increased development potential anticipated as a result of buildout under the City General
Plan would accommodate increased traffic levels throughout the City. Increased air pollutant
emissions would contribute to the ongoing degradation of regional air quality, although the
easing of traffic congestion resulting from buildout of the roadway system would reduce
pollutant concentrations in some locations. Ambient noise levels would also increase along
proposed roadways due to the introduction of new noise sources. Though long-term noise
impacts would generally be mitigable, some of the techniques that may be used to reduce noise
impacts (sound walls, for instance) would irreversibly alter the visual character of the
community, and therefore may not be desired.

5.4

SHORT-TERM USES vs. LONG-TERM PRODUCTIVITY

Section 15126 [e] of the CEQA Guidelines specify that an EIR "describe the cumulative and longterm effects of the proposed project which adversely affect the state of the environment'' . This
includes assessment of the impacts that may "pose long term risks to health and safety'' or
con.strict the beneficial uses of the environment. Additionally, the reasons the proposed project

r
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is to be justified now, rather than reserving an option for further alternatives, should be
discussed.
Implementation of the General Plan update would represent a long-term commitment of
portions of the City's planning area to urban development and its incumbent infrastructure.
Long-term benefits of buildout of any of the alternatives considered for the General Plan update
include:

•
•
•
•

Accommodating the City's fair share ofgrowth anticipated by regional planning agencies;
Providing an infusion ofeconomic development that accompanies urban development;
Providing an expanded range of housing and job opportunities for the citi:zens of Santa Paula;
and
Establishing a model ofagricultural preservation for Ventura County through the adoption of
agricultural preservation policies and programs.

These benefits would enhance the long-term productivity of the Santa Clara Valley for human
development. Such development would, however, be at the expense of natural biological
habitats and open space areas, as discussed in Section 4.8, Biological Resources. City decisionmakers will need to consider these tradeoffs as they weigh against the proposed project.
The proposed General Plan update has been the subject of study and debate for over four years.
The City has examined numerous alternatives for citywide growth during that time, as
described in Section 2.0, Project Description. The proposed project examined in this report
represents the culmination of a decision-making process regarding competing issues that have
been raised during this planning exercise. Consequently, adoption and implementation of the
proposed General Plan or one of the alternative scenarios is considered justified now, rather
than continuing to examine further options.
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6.0 ALTERNATIVES
As required by CEQA, this section evaluates a range of reasonable alternatives to the proposed
project. Alternatives analyzed herein include: 1) Alternative 1, which includes General Plan
buildout without Fagan Canyon, East Area 1, or South Mountain; 2) Alternative 2, which
includes General Plan buildout without Adams Canyon or South Mountain; 3) the CEQA
required "no-project" alternative which.assumes buildout under the existing General Plan; and
4) another "no-project" alternative which assumes no development. Table 6-1 below,
summarizes the development potential under each of the alternatives. Buildout potential
associated with the proposed General Plan is also included for comparison purposes.

Table 6-1. Development Potential of Each Alternative
Land Use

Proposed
General Plan

1:

Alternative 1
(w/o Fagan
Cyn, East
Area 1, or S.
Mtn.)

Alternative 2
(w/oAdams
Cyn ors.
Mtn.)

No Project 1:
(Existing
General Plan
Buildout)

12,938
3,807 du
1,001,880 sf
4,856,900 sf
1,130 acres

8,932
2,707 du
925,700 sf
4,856,900 sf
350 acres

6,233
1,207 du
1,078,100 sf
4,856,900 sf
150 acres

3,368
207 du
228,600 sf
1, 154,300 sf
3 acres

2,908
0
0
0
0

3 schools

2 schools

1 school

0

0

I,.

Total Acreage
Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Parks/Open
Space/Golf
Course
Schools

6.1

No P.r oject 2(No
Development)
{'

'

ALTERNATIVE 1: General Plan Buildout without Fagan Canyon,
East Area 1, or South Mountain

This alternative considers a reduced development pattern as compared to the proposed
General Plan. This alternative envisions development within the City and its current sphere of
influence, East Area 2, West Area 2, and Adams Canyon at a similar intensity to the proposed
General Plan. Buildout potential would be reduced by eliminating Fagan Canyon, East Area 1,
and South Mountain from consideration as expansion areas. Nevertheless, the goals, policies,
and implementation measures contained in the proposed General Plan would still apply to this
alternative scenario (with the exception of those that are not applicable, such as policies
directed at land uses in Fagan Canyon, East Area 1, and South Mountain). Table 6-2 illustrates
the land use types, amounts, and buildout potential for this alternative.

6.1.1 Agriculture
This alternative would not result in development within Fagan Canyon, East Area 1 or South
Mountain, all of which support agricultural activities. Eliminating East Area 1 in particular

would reduce potential impacts to prime soils and intensively cultivated cropland. Impacts to
agricultural resources in the Adams Canyon, West Area 2, and East Area 2 expansion areas
would be similar to what is expected with the proposed project. In all, about 750 acres of
City of Santa Paula
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Table 6-2. Alternative 1:
Reduce Buildout Land Uses and Development Potential
Area

Density

Land Use/Build-Out

Acres

·-

Infill (vacant lands in City)

West Area 2
East Area 2

Adams Canyon

50 acres
33 acres
15 acres
106
125 acres
68 acres
50 acres
55 acres
31 acres
4,865 acres
45 acres
10 acres
10 acres
200 acres
20 acres min.
150 acres min.

153 SFR
54MFR
228,690 sf. COMM
1, 154,340 sf. IND
1,905,800 sf. R&D
740,500 sf. IND
544,500 sf. HC
718,700 sf. R&D
337,600 sf. IND
1,700 SFR
600 MF
200 MF/Apartment
152,500 SF
Golf course
2 Schools
Parkland

~.

0.35 FAR
0.25 FAR
0.35 FAR
0.25 FAR
0.25 FAR
0.30 FAR
0.25 FAR
1du. per 3 acre
10-15 dus. per acre
15-20 dus. per acre
0.35 FAR

cultivated cropland and 300 acres of prime and statewide importance lands would be affected
under this alternative.
Because this alternative would not result in any expansion into East Area 1, the City's existing
greenbelt agreement in this area would not be affected. However, as with the proposed project,
development in East Area 2 would affect a portion of the Santa Paula-Fillmore greenbelt
agreement. In all, about 24 acres would be removed from the greenbelt under this alternative.
Because less agricultural land and established greenbelt areas would be affected by this
alternative, impacts to agricultural resources would be less than those associated with buildout
of the proposed General Plan. However, impacts would still be significant.

6.1.2 Aesthetics and Community Design
Similar to the proposed project, buildout under this alternative would introduce new
development within East Area 2, West Area 2, Adams Canyon, and infill areas. Such
development (parti.Cularly in East Area 2 and West Area 2) would be visible to large numbers of
travelers, thereby altering sensitive viewsheds. Additionally, development in these areas
would alter the existing rural character. However, this alternative would not result in the
development of East Area 1, which is highly visible from SR 126. Therefore, this alternative
would have less of an overall aesthetic impact as compared to the proposed project.
Nevertheless, impacts would be significant, and in the case of changes to the City's rural
character, unavoidable.
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6.1.3 Transportation and Circulation
1bis alternative would generate 86,286 ADT and 8,505 peak hour trips, which is about 13% less
traffic than that which would be generated by the buildout under the proposed General Plan. ·
However, the traffic impacts of this alternative would be generally the same as the proposed
General Plan, with the exception of the eastern portion of the City. By deleting East Area 1,
from the plan, impacts would be reduced at the Hallock Drive/ SR 126 intersection, and the
need for extending Santa Paula Street across Santa Paula Creek to SR 126 would be eliminated.
Future volumes on Santa Paula Street, Main Street, Harvard Boulevard and SR 126 would be
reduced in the east end of the City.

The elimination of the Fagan Canyon development from this alternative would also reduce
future traffic volumes compared to proposed General Plan buildout on the residential streets
that serve to access that canyon (Ridge Crest Drive, Lassen Drive, Shasta Drive, Atmore Drive,
Cemetery Road, Glade Drive, and lQth Street).

6.1.4 Air Quality
1bis alternative would result in the development of Adams Canyon, East Area 2, and West
Area 2. Subsequent construction activity in these areas would generate temporary emissions of
air pollutants and fugitive dust. In addition, vehicle trips generated by development in these
areas would result in substantial emissions. However, these air emissions would be less than
those associated with the proposed project, as the proposed project also involves development
in Fagan Canyon and East Area 1. In all, this alternative would result in about 1,100 fewer
dwelling units and slightly less commercial area than the proposed project. Therefore,
construction activity and additional vehicle trips associated with this reduced buildout
alternative would result in lower air emissions as compared to the proposed project.

The anticipated population in the year 2020 for this alternative (34,620) is not expected to
exceed future growth projections that form the basis for the Air Pollution Control District's Air
Quality Management Plan (SCAG 2020 projected population of 38,324 and VCOG 2020
projected population of 38,496). Therefore, as with the proposed project, this alternative is
anticipated to be consistent with AQMP' s updated population forecast for the Santa Paula area.
Overall air quality impacts are considered to be less significant under this alternative as
compared to the proposed project.

6.1.5 Noise
Without development in Fagan Canyon, East Area 1, and South Mountain, there would be less
of an impact to rural ambient noise conditions. This would be particularly noticeable in Fagan
Canyon, which would remain in its somewhat isolated rural state under this scenario. Because
less development would occur, less traffic would be generated. Thus, noise impacts from
vehicular travel throughout the City and on SR 126 and 150 would be less than impacts
associated with the proposed project. Adjacent agricultural operations would not affect
development in East Area 1 or Fagan Canyon as no development would occur there.
Additionally, railroad traffic would not impact sensitive land uses in East Area 1 as it would
with the proposed project. Therefore, overall noise impacts would be somewhat lower than
City of Santa Paula
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those of the proposed project. However, significant impacts would remain, including those to
. the ambient noise levels in Adams Canyon.

6.1.6 Safety and Geologic Hazards
·This alternative which does not include buildout in Fagan Canyon, East Area 1, and South

Mountain would result in less exposure to safety and geologic hazards than the proposed
project. The reduction of development and human occupancy in these areas would reduce the
proximity of persons to the active San Cayetano Fault zone in the northern portion of the
Planning Area, and to the potentially active Oak Ridge Fault zone in the southern portion of the
Planning Area. Other geologic hazards including: liquefaction, expansive soil conditions, soils
prone to settlement, landslides, mud and debris flows, and rock falls would not need to be
mitigated in Fagan Canyon, East Area 1, and South Mountain as no development would occur
in areas prone to these hazards. In addition, safety hazards related to electromagnetic fields,
crude oil activities in the South Mountain area, crude oil and natural gas pipelines, and railroad
and highway accidents would be reduced. Therefore, overall safety and geologic hazards ·
would be less than those of the proposed project.

6.1.7 Flooding and Drainage
This alternative does not include development in Fagan Canyon, East Area 1, or South

Mountain. Consequently, drainage impacts to development 1n these areas will not occur.
However, flooding impacts to existing development downstream of Fagan Canyon may be
greater than under the proposed General Plan, as proposed flood control basins in Fagan
Canyon would not be built, as their construction is contingent on development of that area.
Otherwise, flooding impacts would be similar to those expected under the proposed project.
Because of the unmitigated flood potential from runoff from Fagan Canyon, overall impacts are
somewhat greater than expected under the proposed General Plan.

6.1.8 Bfological Resources
Under this alternative , substantially fewer acres would be converted to urban uses as
compared to the proposed project. Some of this area, particularly in Fagan Canyon, includes
important biological habitat. Because less natural area would be disturbed under this
alternative, overall biological impacts would be less than under the proposed project.

6.1.9 Cultural and Historic Resources
About 95% of the Santa Paula planning area has not yet been surveyed. Consequently, it can be
surmised that the potential to disturb archaeological resources is a function of the amount of
open land converted to urban development. Unlike the proposed project, this alternative
would not result in development within Fagan Canyon, East Area 1, or South Mountain. Of the
three areas, 2,173-acre Fagan Canyon has the highest potential for encountering resources.
Overall impacts to cultural resources would therefore be somewhat less under this alternative
as compared to buildout of the proposed General Plan.
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6.1.10 Public Services
Impacts to public services would be less under this alternative as there will be less demand for,
or burden on, fire and police services, parks and recreation facilities, and schools and libraries.
In all, about 1,100 fewer homes (or about 3,300 fewer people) could be accommodated under
this alternative. This is about 30% less population growth than anticipated under the proposed
General Plan. It can be surmised that future demand on police services, fire protection services,
and libraries would be reduced a like amount. In addition, the reduction of development in
high fire hazard zones (including Fagan Canyon) would decrease public exposure to such
hazards, thus reducing demands for fire protection.
Schools are a slightly different case. About 30% fewer than the roughly 3,000 students
anticipated under the proposed General Plan (about 900 less) would be expected. At the same
time, one fewer school site would be included in this alternative. This offsets the reduction in
student generation. Consequently, school impacts would be about the same under this
alternative compared to the proposed project.
This alternative provides 350 acres of parks/ open space/ golf course area which represents a
780-acre reduction in potential recreational opportunities as compared to the proposed project.
However, since projected population would be less, so would future demand. Because there
would be less of a demand for public services under this alternative, overall impacts to public
services are considered less than those of the proposed project.

6.1.11 Public Utilities
Reduced development potential under this alternative would reduced the future demands on
public utilities, including electricity, gas, solid waste, water, and wastewater. About 1,100
fewer homes (30% fewer) and 7% less commercial area are anticipated under this scenario.
Industrial area would be the same as the under the proposed General Plan. Gas and electrical
demand, and solid waste generation would be reduced proportionally. Since impacts for those
issues were less than significant under the proposed General Plan, they would also be less than
significant for this alternative.
Water demand from new development under this alternative would be about 2,180 AFY, about
600 AFY less than expected with buildout under the proposed project. However, an additional
source of water would still be required to serve new development. As under the proposed
General Plan, water demand impacts would be significant.
Wastewater generation would be about 0.5 mgd less than expected under the proposed General
Plan. Total wastewater flow at buildout would be about 3.7 mgd, which exceeds the current
treatment plant capacity of 2.75 mgd. Although impacts would be somewhat less than under
the proposed General Plan, they would still be significant, and would require a treatment plant
capacity increase.
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6.2

ALTERNATIVE 2: General Plan Buildoutwithout Adams Canyon
or South Mountain

Like the previous alternative, Alternative 2 considers another reduced development pattern as
compared to the proposed General Plan. This alternative envisions development within the
City and its current sphere of influence, East Area 1, East Area 2, West Area 2, and Fagan
Canyon at a similar intensity to the proposed General Plan. Buildout potential would be
reduced by eliminating Adams Canyon and South Mountain from consideration as expansion
areas. Nevertheless, the goals, policies, and implementation measures contained in the
proposed General Plan would still apply to this alternative scenario (with the exception of those
that are not applicable, such as policies directed at land uses in Adams Canyon). The table
below illustrates the land use types, amounts, and buildout potential for this alternative.

Table 6-3. Alternative 2:
Reduce Buildout Land Uses and Development Potential
Area
Infill (vacant lands in City)

East Area 1

West Area 2
East Area 2

Fagan Canyon

6.2.1

Acres
50 acres
33 acres
15 acres
106
300 acres
20 acres
20 acres
100 acres
10 acres min .
50 acres min.
125 acres
68 acres
50 acres
55 acres
31 acres
2,173 acres

Land Use/Build-Out
153 SFR
54MFR
228,690 sf. COMM
1,154,340 sf. IND
400 SFR
100 MF
304,920 sf. NC
One golf course
School(s)
Parks/Open Space
1,905,800 sf. R&D
740,500 sf. IND
544,500 sf. HC
718,700 sf. R&D
337,600 sf. IND
500 SFR

Density

0.35 FAR
0.25 FAR
1.3 du per acre
5 dus. per acre
0.35 FAR

0.35 FAR
0.25 FAR
0.25 FAR
0.30 FAR
0.25 FAR
1 du. per 4.3 acre

Agriculture

This alternative would not result in development within Adams Canyon or South Mountain,
both of which support agricultural activities. Eliminating Adams Canyon would slightly
reduce impacts to prime soils and irrigated farmland. Impacts to agricultural resources in the
Fagan Canyon, West Area 2, East Area 1, and East Area 2 expansion areas would be similar to
what is expected with the proposed project. In all, about 1,300 acres of cultivated cropland and
550 acres of prime and statewide importance lands would be affected under this al~ernative.
Greenbelt impacts would be similar to those exp ected under the proposed project, particularly
in East Area 1 and East Area 2. Development associated with this alternative would not occur
in Adams Canyon; thus, similar to the proposed project, buildout w ould not affect the City' s
existing greenbelt agreement with the City of Ventura.
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Overall, impacts to agriculture resources would be somewhat less than those of the proposed
project.

6.2.2 Aesthetics and Community Design
Like the proposed project, this alternative would result in development within Fagan Canyon,
East Area l, East Area 2, and West Area 2. This development would alter sensitive viewsheds
and alter the existing rural character to a more urban character. However, under this
alternative Adams Canyon, consisting of a total of 5,413 acres, would not be developed as
proposed under the General Plan update. Therefore, overall aesthetic impacts would be less
under this alternative. Nevertheless, visual impacts to the City's character would still be
significant and unavoidable.

6.2.3 Transportation and Circulation
This alternative would generate 76,339 ADT and 7,523 peak hour trips, which is about 23% less

than traffic that would be generated by the buildout under the proposed General Plan.
However, the traffic impacts of this alternative would be generally the same as the proposed
General Plan, with the exception of the western portion of the City. By deleting Adams Canyon
from the plan, impacts would be reduced along the Peck Road and Foothill Road corridors.
The need for improvements identified for these roadways would also be eliminated. Future
volumes on Santa Paula Street, Main Street, Harvard Boulevard, and SR 126 would also be
reduced in the west end of the City.

6.2.4 Air Quality
This alternative would not result in development within Adams Canyon and South Mountain
as would the proposed project. Temporary emissions of air pollutants and fugitive dust
generated by temporary construction activity within Adams Canyon would be less due to less
development. In addition, less vehicle trips would be generated under this alternative. These
air emissions (from construction activity and vehicular travel) would be less than emissions
associated with the proposed project as the proposed project includes the Adams Canyon and
South Mountain expansion areas in addition to the other expansion areas. Therefore,
construction activity and additional vehicle trips associated with this reduced buildout
alternative would result in lower air emissions as compared to the proposed project.

The anticipated population in the year 2020 for this alternative (30,120) is not expected to
exceed future growth projections that form the basis for the Air Pollution Control District's Air
Quality Management Plan (SCAG 2020 projected population of 38,324 and VCOG 2020
projected population of 38,496). Therefore, like the proposed project, this alternative would be
expected to be consistent with AQMP' s updated population forecast for the Santa Paula area.
Overall air quality impacts are considered to be less under this alternative as compared to the
proposed project.
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6.2.5

Noise

Without development in Adams Canyon or South Mountain, rural ambient noise levels would
not be increased as they would under the proposed project. In addition, less vehicular traffic
would be generated on Peck Road and Foothill Road, and an overall reduction in traffic (23 %
less) would occur throughout the City as compared to the proposed project. Thus, this
alternative would result in less noise generated by vehicular travel compared to noise impacts
associated with General Plan buildout. As no development would occur in Adams Canyon, no
impacts would occur from adjacent agricultural operations as would under the proposed
project. Overall noise impacts would be substantially less under this alternative as compared to
the proposed project.

6.2.6 · Safety and Geologic Hazards
This alternative, which does not include buildout in Adams Canyon and South Mountain,

would result in less exposure to safety and geologic hazards compared to the proposed project.
The reduction of development and human occupancy in these areas would reduce the
proximity of persons to the active San Cayetano Fault zone in the northern portion of the
planning area, and to the potentially active Oak Ridge Fault zone in the southern portion of the
planning area. Other geologic hazards including liquefaction, expansive soil conditions, soils
prone to settlement, landslides, mud and debris flows, and rock falls would not need to be
mitigated in Adams Canyon and South Mountain as no development would occur in areas
prone to these hazards. In addition, safety hazards related to electromagnetic fields, crude oil
activities north of the Adams Canyon area and in the South Mountain area, and crude oil and
natural gas pipelines in the South Mountain area would be reduced as compared to the
proposed project. Therefore, overall safety and geologic hazards would be somewhat less than
those of the proposed project.

6.2.7 Flooding and Drainage
Future flood protection efforts along Adams Barranca depend on development in Adams
Canyon to fund their implementation. With no development in Adams Canyon, no flood
control project along Adams Barranca would be built. Existing localized flooding would persist
at the western edge of the City, north of SR 126. This is a greater impact than the proposed
project. However, this alternative will eliminate the need for new and/ or upgraded storm
drains in the Adams Canyon area itself, as watershed runoff will not be increased beyond
existing conditions. Overall, this alternative would have none of the proposed project
beneficial effects (flood improvement projects in Adams Canyon) or its adverse impacts (storm
drain deficiencies). Flooding and drainage impacts are considered to be slightly greater than
those of the proposed project.

6.2.8 Biological Resources
Under this reduced buildout alternative, Adams Canyon and South Mountain would remain in
their current condition. Adams Canyon in particular provides significant wildlife habitat and
supports a variety of natural communities. Because a greater amount of undisturbed land
would be developed under the proposed project, impacts to biological resources are anticipated
City of Santa Paula
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to be lower under this alternative. However, impacts to biological resources in other expansion
areas, including Fagan Canyon, would still occur similar to the proposed project. Because less
natural area would be disturbed under this alternative, overall biological impacts would be less
than under the proposed project.

6.2.9 Cultural and Historic Resources
About 95% of the Santa Paula planning area has not yet been surveyed. Consequently, it can be
surmised that the potential to disturb archaeological resources is a function of the amount of
open land converted to urban development. Unlike the proposed project, this alternative
would not result in development within Adams Canyon or South Mountain. Of these areas,
5,413-acre Adams Canyon has the highest potential for encountering resources. Overall
impacts to cultural resources would therefore be somewhat less under this alternative as
compared to buildout of the proposed General Plan

6.2.10 Public Services
Impacts to public services would be less under this alternative as there will be less demand for,
or burden on, fire and police services, parks and recreation facilities, and schools and libraries.
In all, about 2,600 fewer homes (or about 7,800 fewer people) could be accommodated under
this alternative. This is about 69% less population growth than anticipated under the proposed
General Plan. It can be surmised that future demand on police services, fire protection services,
and libraries would be reduced a like amount. In addition, the reduction of development in
high fire hazard zones (including Fagan Canyon) would decrease public exposure to such
hazards, thus reducing demands for fire protection.
Schools are a slightly different case. About 69% fewer than the roughly 3,000 students
anticipated under the proposed General Plan (about 2,100 less) would be expected. At the same
time, two fewer school sites would be included in this alternative. This mostly offsets the
reduction in student generation. Consequently, school impacts would be about the same under
this alternative compared to the proposed project.
This alternative provides 150 acres of parks/ open space/ golf course area which represents a

980-acre reduction in potential recreational opportunities as compared to the proposed project.
However, since projected population would be less, so would future demand. Because there
would be less of a demand for public services under this alternative, overall impacts to public
services are considered less than those of ilie proposed project.

6.2.11 Public Utilities
Reduced development potential under this alternative would reduced the future demands on
public utilities, including electricity, gas, solid waste, water, and wastewater. About 2,600
fewer homes (69% fewer) are anticipated under this scenario. Commercial and industrial area
would be the same as the under the proposed General Plan. Gas and electrical demand, and
solid waste generation would be reduced proportionally. Since impacts for those issues were
less than significant under the proposed General Plan, they would also be less than significant
for this alternative.
City of Santa Paula
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Water demand from new development under this alternative would be about 1,480 AFY, about
1,300 AFY less than expected with buildout under the proposed project. However, an
additional source of water would still be required to serve new development. As under the
proposed General Plan, water demand impacts would be significant.
Wastewater generation would be about 1.0 mgd less than expected under the proposed General
Plan. Total wastewater flow at buildout would be about 3.2 mgd, which exceeds the current
treatment plant capacity of 2.75 mgd. Although impacts would be somewhat less than under
the proposed General Plan, they would still be significant, and would require a treatment plant
capacity increase.

6.3 NO PROJECT 1: Existing General Plan Buildout
This alternative envisions the impacts of buildout of the existing General Plan, and the
maintenance of the 1978 Sphere of Influence. Buildout would involve infill development
consistent with the existing General Plan. There would be no expansion of the existing Sphere
of Influence and none of the goals, policies, and implementation measures contained in the
proposed General Plan would be adopted or implemented by the City of Santa Paula. ·

Table 6-4. No Project 1:
Existing General Plan Buildout
Area
Infill (vacant lands in City)

Acres
50 acres
33 acres
15 acres
106

Land Use/Build-Out
153 SFR
54MFR
228,690 sf. COMM
1, 154,340 sf. IND

Density

0.35 FAR
0.25 FAR

6.3.1 Agriculture
Buildout within the City of Santa Paula's existing Sphere of Influence would result in the
conversion of about 150 acres of cropland, but almost no prime and statewide importance soils
would be converted. This alternative would result in substantially less conversion of
agricultural land as compared to the proposed project which would convert a total of
approximately 1,500 acres of cropland. However, implementation of this alternative would not
result in the adoption of agriculture preservation programs and policies proposed as part of the
General Plan update. This alternative would have lower impacts to agricultural resources as
compared to the proposed project.

6.3.2 Aesthetics and Community Design
Buildout of the existing General Plan would involve infill development within the existing
Sphere of Influence. No development would occur within the expansion areas as would with
the proposed project. Therefore, sensitive viewsheds would not be affected, nor would the
rural character of the Santa Paula area be altered to a suburban character. Implementation of
this alternative would not result in the adoption of City policies and implementation measures
aimed at improving the aesthetic environment within the City limits as proposed under the
City of Santa Paula
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General Plan update. Overall aesthetic impacts would be less than those of the proposed
project.

6.3.3 Transportation and Circulation
Buildout of the existing General Plan would generate substantially less traffic than under the
proposed General Plan. This alternative would generate an additional 19,334 ADT and 1,102
peak hour trips, which is about 80% less traffic than would be generated by the proposed
General Plan. The traffic impacts of this alternative would be substantially lower throughout
most of the City when compared to traffic generated under the proposed General Plan. Some
roadway widenings and gap closures would still be required under this scenario, but the
majority of the roadway and intersection improvements identified for the proposed General
Plan would not be required under this alternative.

6.3.4 Air Quality
Buildout of the existing General Plan would result in some additional residential, commercial,
and industrial development within the existing Sphere of Influence. This development would
generate temporary air emissions associated with construction. However, construction-related
emissions would be substantially less as compared to the proposed project. Additionally,
because no expansion of the existing Sphere of Influence would occur, vehicular emissions
would be less than the proposed project. The projected buildout population under this
alternative in the year 2020 of 27,120 persons does not exceed the AQMP population forecasts,
therefore, this alternative is anticipated to be consistent with the AQMP. Air quality impacts
are considered significantly less under this alternative as compared to the proposed General
Plan buildout.

6.3.5

Noise

Development limited within the existing Sphere of Influence would not impact rural ambient
noise conditions of the proposed expansion areas. Noise impacts from adjacent agricultural
operations would be less than the proposed project as there would not be as much interface
between agriculture and residential uses. Additionally, less traffic would be generated under
this alternative, thus resulting in lower noise levels from vehicle traffic as compared to the
proposed project. Therefore, overall noise levels would be substantially lower as compared to
the proposed project.

6.3.6 Safety and Geologic Hazards
This no project alternative which allows buildout of the existing General Plan would
substantially reduce safety and geologic hazards as no development would occur in the
expansion areas. The reduction of development and human occupancy in the canyon and other
outlying proposed expansion areas would reduce the proximity of persons to the.active San
Cayetano Fault zone in the northern portion of the planning area, and to the potentially active
Oak Ridge Fault zone in the southern portion of the planning area. Other geologic hazards
including liquefaction, expansive soil conditions, soils prone to settlement, landslides, mud and
debris flows, and rock falls that may occur in the expansion areas under the proposed project
City of Santa Paula
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would not impact buildout areas as no development would occur in areas prone to these
hazards.
Safety and geologic impacts related to urban infill and buildout within the existing Sphere of
Influence would be similar to those of the proposed project. The impacts to be mitigated would
include those related to areas with a high potential for liquefaction, upgrading of masonry
buildings to meet current seismic criteria, areas with a high potential for soil settlement, crude
oil and natural gas pipeline hazards, and railroad and highway accidents.
Although safety and geologic impacts related to urban infill would be similar to those of the
proposed project, overall impacts of safety and geologic hazards are considered substantially
less than those of the proposed project.

6.3.7 Flooding and Drainage
Reducing buildout to urban infill would not eliminate the impacts related to flooding in areas
downstream of Adams and Fagan Canyons, storm drain deficiencies within the City limits, or
point source contamination under existing NPDES permits. No flood improvement projects in
Adams and Fagan Canyons would be implemented to control flooding impacts as would occur
under the proposed project. However, under this alternative, less watershed runoff would be
created as a result of new development compared to the proposed project. Because of increased
flood potential from Adams and Fagan Canyon runoff when compared to the proposed general
plan, overall flooding and drainage impacts are considered similar to those of the proposed
project.

6.3.8

Biological Resources

Under this alternative, infill development would occur within the existing Sphere of Influence
in urbanized areas. Because no natural area would be disturbed under this alternative, overall
biological impacts would be significantly less than under the proposed project.

6.3.9

Cultural and Historic Resources

Unlike the proposed project, buildout of the existing General Plan would not result in
development of any expansion areas which have the potential to contain unknown and known
cultural resources. Overall impacts to cultural resources would be significantly less under this
alternative as compared to buildout of the proposed General Plan which would develop an
additional 8,000 acres of potentially sensitive areas.

6.3.10 Public Services
Impacts to public services would be less under this alternative as there will be less demand for,
or burden on, fire and police services, parks and recreation facilities, and schools and libraries.
In all, about 3,600 fewer homes (or about 11,800 fewer people) could be accommodated under
the existing general plan. This is about 95 % less population growth than anticipated under the
proposed General Plan. It can be surmised that future demand on police services, fire
protection services, and libraries would be reduced a like amount. In addition, the reduction of
City of Santa Paula
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development in high fire hazard zones (including Fagan Canyon) would decrease public
exposure to such hazards, thus reducing demands for fire protection.
Schools are a slightly different case. About 150 new students from City development would be
generated at buildout. At the same time, no new school sites would be included in this
alternative. Existing overcrowding would not be addressed by this alternative, and additional
student generation would exacerbate the existing impact. The net impacts to schools would be
about the same under this alternative compared to the proposed project.
This alternative provides almost no new park or open space acreage, but there would also be
substantially less additional demand for such area as compared to the demand created by
buildout of the proposed General Plan. Consequently, impacts would be about the same under
this scenario compared to the proposed project.
Overall, impacts to public services are considered less than those of the proposed project.

6.3.11 Public Utilities
Reduced development potential under this alternative would reduced the future demands on
public utilities, including electricity, gas, solid waste, water, and wastewater. About 11,700
fewer new homes (95% fewer) are anticipated under this scenario. Commercial and industrial
area would be the same as the under the proposed General Plan. Gas and electrical demand,
and solid waste generation would be reduced proportionally. Since impacts for those issues
were less than significant under the proposed General Plan, they would also be less than
significant for this alternative.
·
Water demand from new development under this alternative would be about 300 AFY, nearly
2,500 AFY less than expected with buildout under the proposed project. With conservation
efforts, no new source of water would be required to serve new development. Impacts would
be less than significant, and substantially less than under the proposed General Plan.
Wastewater generation would be about 2.1 mgd less than expected under the proposed General
Plan. Total wastewater flow at buildout would be about 2.1 mgd, which does not exceed the
current treatment plant capacity of 2.75 mgd. Impacts would be much less than under the
proposed General Plan, and would not require a treatment plant capacity increase.

6.4 NO PROJECT 2: No Development
Under this scenario, it is assumed that no further development would occur within the city
limits of Santa Paula or in expansion areas. Existing land uses would remain.

6.4.1 Agriculture
This alternative would not result in any additional impacts on agricultural resources.
Therefore, this alternative would have less overall impact upon agricultural resources.

City of Santa Paula
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6.4.2 Aesthetics and Community Design
This alternative would have no impact on the aesthetic conditions of the Santa Paula area.
Current land uses would remain. Overall, this no project alternative would have non of the
proposed project's adverse impacts (i.e. impacts to sensitive viewsheds, introduction of new
lighting and glare sources, alteration of rural character). Therefore, overall aesthetic impacts
are substantially lower under this no project alternative.

6.4.3 Transportation and Circulation
No additional traffic would be generated. Impacts would be less than significant.

6.4.4 Air Quality
Because no development would occur under this alternative, no construction-related air
emissions would occur. In addition, vehicular emissions would be substantially less as
population would not significantly increase and no infrastructure would be developed that
would cause a need for vehicular travel. The projected population under this alternative in
2020 (26,500) does not exceed the AQMP population forecasts, therefore, this alternative is
consistent with the AQMP. Air quality impacts are considered significantly less under this
alternative as compared to the proposed General Plan buildout.

6.4.5

Noise

This alternative would not impact any rural ambient noise conditions as the proposed project
would. With the population assumed to be relatively set at 26,500 without any development,
current traffic levels would be expected to be maintained. Thus, noise impacts generated by
traffic would be substantially less as compared to the proposed project which would result in
increased traffic-generated noise levels. Overall, noise impacts under the no development
alternative would be substantially less than those of the proposed project.

6.4.6 Safety and Geologic Hazards
The no project- no development alternative would eliminate most geologic hazard impacts
identified in the proposed General Plan. The main geologic hazards within the City limits are
seismically-induced liquefaction, and soils prone to settlement. Safety hazard impacts related
to crude oil and natural gas pipelines and activities, and railroad and highway accidents would
remain the same as those identified in the proposed General Plan. Overall impacts related to
safety and geologic hazards would be significantly lower compared to the proposed project.

6.4.7 Flooding and Drainage
The no project- no development alternative would not eliminate the impacts related to the 100year flood zone along Santa Paula Creek, storm drain deficiencies within the City limits, or
point source contamination under existing NPDES permits. Under this alternative, no flood
improvement projects associated with General Plan buildout would be implemented to control
flooding impact. However, no increase in watershed runoff would be created under this
City of Santa Paula
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alternative as would occur nnder the proposed project. Therefore, overall drainage and
flooding impacts would be similar nnder this alternative as compared to the proposed project.

6.4.8 Biological Resources
Under this alternative, no development would occur. Because no natural area would be
disturbed nnder this alternative, overall biological impacts would be significantly less than
nnder the proposed project.

6.4.9 Cultural and Historic Resources
Unlike the proposed project, nnder this no project alternative no development would occur that
could potentially affect cultural resources. Therefore, overall impacts to cultural resources
would be substantially less nnder this alternative as compared to buildout of the proposed
General Plan.

6.4.10 Public Services
Impacts to public services would be less nnder this alternative, as there will be much less of a
demand for, or burden on, fire and police services, parks and recreation facilities, and schools
and libraries. In addition, the restriction of development from high, and very high, fire hazard
zones would decrease hazards posed to public safety, thus reducing demands for public
services (police and fire protection). Overall impacts to public services are considered
substantially less nnder this alternative.

6.4.11 Public Utilities
No impacts to public utilities would occur, because no development would occur.

6.5

ENVIRONMENTALLY SUPERIOR ALTERNATIVE

Table 6-5 compares the impacts of each of the studied project alternatives to those of the
proposed project. As indicated, each alternative would reduce most impacts associated with
buildout nnder the proposed General Plan. Only flooding impacts would be greater nnder the
alternatives, as none of the alternatives would include flood control projects in both Adams and
Fagan Canyons to relieve flooding in infill areas.
While impacts would be much less nnder either No Project scenario, neither addresses the
adopted goals and objectives for the proposed General Plan, and neither allows for growth
necessary to improve the socio-economic stability of the City. Of the " reduced" versions of the
proposed General Plan, Alternative 2 would result in overall fewer impacts, as it envisions
development of a lesser intensity than Alternative 1 or the proposed project. It is therefore
considered the environmentally superior alternative among those scenarios that implement
adopted goals and objectives for the proposed General Plan.
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Table 6-5. Comparison of Alternatives to the Proposed Project
Issue Area

Alternative 1:
(w/o Fagan
Cyn, East Area
1, or ~. Mtn.)

Aesthetics and
Community Design

-

Transportation and
Circulation

-

Agriculture

·Alternative 2:
(w/oAdams
Cyn or S. Mtn.)

-

No Project 1:
Existing
General Plan
Buildout

No Project 2:
No
Development

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Safety and Geologic
Hazards

-

Flooding and Drainage

+

+

+

+

-

-

-

-

-

Air Quality
Noise

Biological Resources
Cultural and Historic
Resources
Public Services
Public Utilities

-

-

+

-

-

-

-

Overall impact lower than the proposed project
Overall impact similar to the proposed project
Overall impact greater than the proposed project
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Steve Stewart, City of Santa Paula Building Official
Paul Skeels, Santa Paula Fire Department
City of Santa Paula
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Rick Araiza, Santa Paula Fire Department
Walt Adair, Santa Paula Police Department
Judy Heart, Mupu School District
Paula Drisco, Santa Paula Union High School District
Dr. William Brand, Santa Paula Union High School District
Robin Jester, Ventura County Flood Control District
Chris Stephens, Ventura County Transportation Commission
Jack Schreder, Consultant, Santa Paula Elementary School District
Chuck Thomas, Ventura County Air Pollution Control District
Simon Choi, Sou them California Association of Governments

7.2 LIST OF PREPARERS
This EIR was prepared by Rincon Consultants, Inc. under contract to the City of Santa Paula.
Ms. Kathleen Mallory, AICP,.was the project manager for the City of Santa Paula Planning
Department. Persons involved in data gathering analysis, project management, and quality
control include:
Stephen Svete, AICP, Principal-in-charge
Jolm Rickenbach, Project Manager
Duane Vander Pluym, D. Env., Principal
Sondi Harris, Associate
Stephen Harrington, Associate
Keith Miles, Associate
Stephanie Vasconcellos, REA, Associate
R. Scott English, Associate
Jolm Johnson, Graphic Designer
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8.0 COMMENTS and RESPONSES
8.1 INTRODUCTION
This section includes all of the comments received during public review of the Draft
Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) for the proposed Santa Paula General Plan Update. The
DEIR was circulated for public review from November 5, 1997 to January 7, 1998. The comment
letters included herein were submitted by public agencies, citizens groups, and private citizens.
In addition, a public hearing was held on December 9, 1997 by the City of Santa Paula Planning
Commission in order to receive testimony on the Draft EIR. Comments received at this meeting
are also included in this document.

Responses to each of the comments received are addressed herein. This section also provides
discussion as to where and how the EIR addresses each comment.
The November 1997 Draft EIR and these Comments and Responses collectively comprise the Final
EIR for the Santa Paula General Plan Update project. Any changes made to the text of the Draft
EIR correcting information, data or intent, other than minor typographical corrections or minor
working changes, are noted in the Final EIR as changes to the Draft EIR.
The comment letters and individual comments have been numbered sequentially. References to
the responses to comments identify first the letter number, and secondly, the comment issue (e.g.,
6A).

8.2 COMMENTORS TO THE DRAFT EIR
A total of 34 letters were received, including comments from public agencies, private
organizations and individuals. They are listed below and include the following: state agencies,
regional and county agencies, neighboring cities, public citizens groups, and individuals.
Commenter
1. Antero A. Rivasplata, Otlef, State Oearinghouse, Governor's Office of Planning and Research,
State of California
2. Gregory Poseley, Manager, Farming Mapping and Monitoring Program, Department of
Conservation, State of California
3. Stephen J. Buswell, IGR/CEQA Program Manager, Department of Transportation, State of
California
4.

J. David Stein, Manager, Performance Assessment and Implementation, Southern California
Association of Governments

5. Arnold Dowdy, Executive Director, Ventura Local Agency Formation Commission

r
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6. Christopher Stephens, Manager of Plaruring & Highway Programs, Ventura County
Transportation Commission
7. Dana L. Wisehart, Manager, Public Affairs, United Water Conservation District
8. W. Earl McPhail, Agricultural Commissioner, County of Ventura
9. Alex Sheydayi, Deputy Director of Public Works, Flood Control Division, Public Works
Agency, County of Ventura
10. Lowell Preston, Ph.D., Manager, Water Resources Division, Public Works Agency, County
of Ventura
11. Robert B. Brownie, Principal Engineer, Transportation Department, Public Works Agency,
County of Ventura
12. Thomas Berg, Director, Resource Management Agency, County of Ventura
13. Bruce Smith, Manager, General Plan Section, Planning Division, Resource Management
Agency, County of Ventura
14. Keith A. Turner, Director, Planning Division, Resource Management Agency, County of
Ventura
15. Steve Chase, Chair, E~ Committee, City of San Buenaventura
16. D.H. Gunderson, Mayor, City of Fillmore
17. Robin Smith, et al, Board of Trustees, Mupu School District
18. William Brand, Ed.D., Superintendent, Santa Paula Union High School District
19. Rex Laird, Executive Director, Ventura County Farm Bureau
20. Ron Bottorff, Chair, Friends of the Santa Oara River
21. Erik P. Justesen, ASLA, Senior Vice President, Planning Department, RRM Design Group
22. Jesse R. Ornelas
23. Richard W. Pidduck
24. Benjamin F. Saiz
25. Rodney Fernandez
26. Manuel Barragan

~
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27. Rosa Barragon
28. Silvestre Posadas
29. Bob Borrego
The following letters were presented at or received shortly after the December 9, 1997 public hearing
before the Planning Commission:

30. David Sabedra, President, Cabrillo Economic Development Corporation
31. Mary M. Shore
32. Bob Borrego
33. Rebecca Ackerman
34. William Irion

8.3 COMMENT LETTERS AND RESPONSES
Each of the comment letters followed by a response to each letter is included in this section.

r
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1400 TENTH STREET
SACRAMENTO 95814

PAULF MINER

December 23, 1997

2 b ~]97

.

KATHLEEN MALLORY
CITY OF SANTA PAULA
970 VENTURA STREET
PO BOX 569
SANTA PAULA, CA 93061

'-'t

I

'

'"" '

~ -,~

., .-. 'l.'/...-;_

Subject: CITY OF SANTA PAULA GENERAL PLAN UPDATE SCH #: 97081084

Dear KATHLEEN MALLORY:

I

·

ACTING DIRECTOR

~OVERNOR

I~

CD

Of 'IAN.t

'i>_.....
~~

GOVERNOR'S OFFICE OF PLANNING AND RESEARCH
PETE WILSON

,,~t

~"'~'ft<.
<l'~l.t.
I
*
~~
~
, ~ ~E
...

The State Clearinghouse submitted the above named environmental
document to selected state agencies for review.
The review period
is closed and none of the state agencies have comments . Thi s
letter acknowledges that you have complied with the State
Clearinghouse review requirements for draft environmental
documents, pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act.
Please call at (9 16) 445-0613 if you have any questions regarding
the environmental review process. When contacting the
Clearinghouse in this matter, please use the eight -digit State
Clearinghouse number so that we may respond promptly.

~,4.~
ANTERO A. RIVASPLATA
Chief, State Clearinghouse
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~70 VENTURA STf1EET
SAN TA PAULA. CALIFORNIA 93061

' · (J_ F<J ~~ .,,

Ma111nq At1ci, c-;s

1-'0 Box :>69

Phone: sos 525-4478
FAX: 805 525-6278

NOTICE OF COMPLETION

~
Stale of California
Office of Planning and Research
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, California 95814
Project Title:

Fii ED

6

HOV

!n~7

STAT(

Cll'ARINGllOUSC

City of Santa Paula General Plan Update.

Project Location - Specific:
Within the City of Santa Paula. proper. and within six expansion areas that surround the City which
comprise 9.570 acres.
Project Location - County: Ventura County
Project Location - City: City of Santa Paula
Description of Nature, Purpose, and Beneficiaries of Project:
The proposed project is an update to the City of Santa Paula's General Plan. The Gener.ii Plan addresses
the community's vision for development during the planning horizon identified as the year 2020. An
important feature of the General Plan update is the amendment to the City's 1978 Sphere of Influence to
include six expansion areas. which would accommodate a variety ofland uses. The intent of including the
proposed expansion areas into the City's Sphere oflnfluence is to make land available for future growth.
These expansion areas are planned for both urban development and open space management. Planned
land uses include residential, commercial, industrial, active recreation and parks, passive open space, and
golf courses, including hotels. A total of9.570 acres are proposed to be added to the City's Sphere of
Influence. In addition to allowing buildout of the expansion areas, the General Plan allows for buildout of
vacant and under-developed lands within the City limits. Policies contained in the General Plan are
directed at improving the livability of existing neighborhoods and supporting local planning efforts to
improve the community.
Lead Agency
Division
Planning Departme nt
City of Santa Paula
Address Where Copy of EIR is Available
200 South Tenth Street. Santa Paula. CA 93060
Review Period
November 5, 1997 through January 7, 1998
Contact Person
Area Code
Kathleen Mallory, AICP
(805)

-------. ··-

State Clearinghouse Contact:

State Review Began:

Dept. Review to Agency

Mr. Chris Belsky
(916)445--0613

J.L-1.J..-

b -..!l.2
I S-

Ageoc:y Rev to SCH
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SCH COMPLIANCE

.'

J.. _ l)._

Phone
933-4244

Project Sent to the following State Agencies
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State/Coasamer Svcs

=Boating

General Services

Coastal Comm
- - CoastaJ Consv
- - ColOlldo Rvr Bd
- - Conserv.ition
_ L Fish&: Game # .)°"
Ocha Protection

Cal/EPA
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Please DOie SCH NnmMr OD all Comments
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Please forward late (ommHts dirc(tly 10 lhc
Lad Agency
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Parks&: Rec'OHP
_ _ Reclamation -
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Aeronautics
AQMDIAPCD
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Extension
None

CHP
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_ Trans Planning
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1
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Housing&. Devel

ARB
_ _ CA Waste Mgmt Bd
SWRCB: Grants
SWRCB: Ocha
_ _ SWRCB: Wrr Quality
_ _ SWRCB: Wrr Rights
_X_ Reg. WQCB #
OTSC/CTC

1

Ytb/Adlt Correc1io11s
Corrections
Independent Comm
_ _ Energy Comm
_ X_NAHC
_ _ PUC
_Santa Mn Mtns

Heahh & Welfare

__x_ Stale Lands Comm

Drinking H20
Medical Waste

_ _ Tahoe Rg l Plan
Other: -
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Letter 1
COMMENTOR:

Antero A Rivasplata, Chief, State Clearinghouse, State of California,
Governor's Office of Planning and Research

DATE:

December 22, 1997

RESPONSES:
The commentor states that he has distributed the Draft EIR to selected state agencies for review,
and that none of the state agencies had any comments. The cornmentor acknowledges that the
Lead Agency has complied with the State Clearinghouse review requirements for a draft
environmental impact report.

,..
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PETE WILSON, Governor

STATE OF CALIFORNIA- THE RESOURCES AGENCY

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION
DIVISION OF AOMNISTRATlON
DIVISION OF MNES ANO GEOLOGY

"

DIVISION OF OIL, GAS, AND GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES
DIVISION OF RECYct.H;

801KStreet,MS13-71
Sacramento, CA 95814-3528
Pbooe (916) 324-08S9

December 22, 1997

FAX (916) 327-3430
TDD (916) 324-2SSS

Joan E. Kus, Director
Santa Paula Planning Department
P.O. Box 569
Santa Paula, CA 93061
Dear Ms. Kus:
Please find enclosed the 1996 Important Farmland map and 1994-1996 Land
Use Conversion table for Ventura County.
In response to our stakeholders' comments, we have implemented an enhanced
publication process beginning with the 1996 inventory period. The Farmland Mapping
and Monitoring Program staff will provide Important Farm land data as soon as it is
compiled rather than wait until the mandated reporting period of June 30 of evennumbered years.

i~

You will note the new color format of the Important Farmland map which we
believe to be easier to read and interpret than the traditional blueprint maps we have
issued in previous years. This new map is also displayed in a new projection and
reflects a more accurate representation of the county boundary. These adjustments to
the map have resulted in a slightly different overall total acreage for the county than
had been previously reported.
We plan to issue you an additional copy of the Important Farmland map, in
blueprint format, early in 1998 on which you can submit corrections and/or comments to
update the map reflecting 1998 conditions. These corrections and comments will be
reflected on the subsequent 1998 Important Farmland map. Please feel free to contact
us for additional copies of the Important Farmland map or for more detailed black and
white overlays for selected areas. The comprehensive Farm land Conversion Report
1994-1996 is planned to be released in July, 1998.

~~

Gregory Poseley, Manager
Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program
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VENTURA COUNTY

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION
FARMLAND MAPPING AND MONITORING PROGRAM
DEFINITIONS FOR IMPORTANT FARMLAND MAP CATEGORIES

Note: The minimum mapping unit for all categories, unless specified, is 10 acres. Further details on map
categories are available in A Guide to the Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program, 1992, Department of
Conservation, Office of Land Conservation, Publication Number FM-92-01 .

Prime Farmland· - P
Prime Farmland is land which has the best combination of physical and chemical
characteristics for the production of crops. It has the soil quality, growing season, and
moisture supply needed to produce sustained high yields of crops when treated and
managed, including water management, according to current farming methods. Prime
Farmland must have been used for the production of irrigated crops at some time during the
two update cycles prior to the mapping date. Prime Farmland does not include publicly
owned lands for which there is an adopted policy preventing agricultural use.

Farmland of Statewide Importance· - S
Farmland of Statewide Importance is similar to Prime Farmland but with minor shortcomings,
such as greater slopes or less ability to hold and store moisture. Farmland of Statewide
Importance must have been used for the production of irrigated crops at some time during
the two update cycles prior to the mapping date. Farmland of Statewide Importance does
not include publicly owned lands for which there is an adopted policy preventing agricultural
use.

Unique Farmland - U
Unique Farmland is land of lesser quality soils used for the production of specific high
economic value crops (as listed in California Agriculture produced by the California
Department of Food and Agriculture) at some time during the two update cycles prior to the
mapping date. It has the special combination of soil quality, location, growing season, and
moisture supply needed to produce sustained high quality or high yields of a specific crop
when treated and managed according to current farming methods. Unique Farmland is
usually irrigated, but may include nonirrigated orchards or vineyards as found in some
climatic zones in California. Examples of crops on Unique Farmland include oranges, olives,
avocados, rice, grapes, and cut flowers. Unique Farmland does not include publicly owned
lands for which there is an adopted policy preventing agricultural use.

• Soil units qualifying for these two categories are provided by the USDA Soil Conservation Service.

r :.;., ·-· ·.
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Farmland of Local Importance - L
Farmland of Local Importance is land of importance to the local agricultural economy, and is
determined by each county's board of supervisors and local advisory committees. Examples -·
of Farmland of Local Importance could include dairies, dryland farming, aquaculture, and ·
uncultivated areas with soils qualifying for Prime Farmland and Farmland of Statewide
Importance. Farmland of Local Importance does not include publicly owned lands for which
there is an adopted policy preventing agricultural use. See A Guide to the Farmland
. Mapping and Monitoring Program for definitions specific to each county.

Grazing Land - G
Grazing Land is land on which the existing vegetation, whether grown naturally or through
management, is suitable for grazing or browsing of livestock. This category was developed
in cooperation with the California Cattlemen's Association, the University of California
Cooperative Exten~on Service, and other groups interested in the extent of grazing activities.
The minimum mapping unit for Grazing Land is 40 acres.

Urban and Built-up Land - D
Urban and Built-up Land is used for residential, industrial, commercial, construction,
institutional, public administrative purposes, railroad yards, cemeteries, airports, golf courses,
sanitary landfills, sewage treatment plants, water control structures, and other development
purposes. Highways, railroads, and other transportation facilities are mapped as a part of
Urban and Built-up Land if they are a part of a surrounding urban area.
The minimum mapping unit is 10 acres. Units of land smaller than 10 acres will be
incorporated into the surrounding map classifications. The building density must be at least
1 structure per 1.5 acres (or approximately 6 structures per 10 acres). Urban and Built-up
Land must contain man-made structures or the infrastructure required for development (e.g.,
a combination of paved roads, sewers, water, electricity, or in specific circumstances,
drainage or flood control facilities) that are specifically designed to serve that land. Parking
lots, storage and distribution facilities, and industrial uses such as large packing operations
for agricultural produce will generally be mapped as Urban and Built-up Land, even though
they are associated with agriculture.
Urban and Built-up Land does not include strip mines, borrow pits, gravel pits, farmsteads,
ranch headquarters, commercial feedlots, greenhouses, poultry facilities, and road systems
for freeway interchanges outside of areas classified as Urban and Built-up Land. Vacant and
nonagricultural land which is surrounded on all sides by urban development and is 40 acres
or less in size will be mapped as Urban and Built-up Land. Vacant and nonagricultural land
larger than 40 acres in size will be mapped as Other Land.

IMPORTANT FARMLAND CATEGORY DEFINITIONS
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Other Land - X
Other Land is that which is not included in any of the other mapping categories. The
following types of land are generally included:

a.

Rural development which has a building density of less than 1 structure per 1.5 acres,
but with at least 1 structure per 1O acres;

b.

Brush, timber, and other lands not suitable for livestock grazing;

c.

Government lands not available for agricultural use;

d.

Road systems for freeway interchanges outside of Urban and Built-up Land areas;

e.

Vacant and nonagricultural land larger than 40 acres in size and surrounded on all
sides by urban development;

f.

Confined livestock facilities of 10 or more acres unless accounted for by the county's
Farmland of Local Importance definition;

g.

Strip mines, borrow pits, gravel pits, and ranch headquarters larger than 10 acres.

h.

A variety of other rural land uses.

Water - W

Water areas with an extent of at least 40 acres.

Land Committed to Nonagricultural Use - C
(not shown on blueprint maps and overlays unless specified; see following page for qualifying
criteria)

The Land Committed to Nonagricultural Use category was developed in cooperation with
local government planning departments and county boards of supervisors during the public
workshop phase of tt:ie Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program's development in 1982.
Information on Land Committed to Nonagricultural Use is available as an optional overlay to
the Important Farmland Series maps (and Interim Farmland Maps).
Land Committed to Nonagricultural Use is land that is permanently committed by local
elected officials to nonagricultural development by virtue of decisions which cannot be
reversed simply by a majority vote of a city council or county board of supervisors. County
boards of supervisors and city councils will have the final authority to designate lands in this
category pursuant to the requirements of this section. The Department will work with city
and county planning staffs to obtain this information.

IMPORTANT FARMLAND CATEGORY DEFINITIONS
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Land Committed to Nonagricultural Use must be designated in an adopted, local general
plan for future nonagricultural development. The resulting development must meet the
requirements of Urban and Built-up Land or the rural development density criteria of Other
Land.
Land Committed to Nonagricultural Use must also meet the requirements of either (a) or
(b) below:

a.

It must have received one of the following final discretionary approvals:
1.

Tentative subdivision map (approved per the Subdivision Map Act);

2.

Tentative or final parcel map (approved per the Subdivision Map Act);

3.

Recorded development agreement (per Government Code§ 65864);

4.

Other decisions by a local government which are analogous to items #1-3
above and which exhibit the element of permanence discussed above. Zoning
by itSelf does riot qualify as a permanent commitment.

OR
b.

It must be the subje~t of one of the final commitments to finance the capital
improvements specifically required for future development of the land in question as
shown below:
1.

Recorded Resolution of Intent to form a district and levy an assessment;

2.

Payment of assessment;

3.

Sale of bonds;

4.

Binding contract, secured by bonds, guaranteeing installation of infrastructure;

5.

Other fiscal commitments which are analogous to items #1-4 above and exhibit
the element of permanence discussed above.

Land Committed to Nonagricultural Use will be mapped w11en the respective local
government notifies the Department that the land meets qualifying criteria and submits maps
at a scale of 1:24,000 identifying the area and showing its boundaries. The notification
referred to will be subject to verification by the Department. In the case of land identified per
Sections (a)4 and (b)S. the local government must also provide the Department with
documentation of the permanent commitment.
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Letter 2
COMMENTOR:

Gregorv Poselev, Manager, Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program,
Department of Conservation, State Of California

DATE:

December 22, 1997

RESPONSES:

Response2A
The Department of Conservation provided the 1996 Important Farmland Inventory (IFI) map
and the 1994-96 Land Use Conversion table for Ventura County. The EIR analysis is based on a
1994 version of the IFI map. However, the updated map is not substantially different from that
used in the EIR analysis. The primary difference is that the update accounts for lands that have
been converted to urban development, hence the inclusion of the Land Use Conversion table.
The quality and capability of the remaining farmland is essentially unchanged. (As the
commentor notes, the comprehensive Farmland Conversion report 1994-1996 will not be
available until July 1998.)
In Ventura County, about 885 acres of prime farmland (and 1,433 acres of non-grazing
farmland) have been converted to urban uses since 1994. Almost none of this has occurred
within the Santa Paula planning area. Consequently, the analysis as contained in the EIR
remains valid, and if anything may report slightly higher prime farmland totals than currently
exist.
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IOR/CEQA/DEIR/#971136/CP
Clty of Santa Paula General Plan Update
DEIR&. Traffic Study • Appendix B
Vic.: Y.EN·l26·VAR&.VEN-150-VAR
SCH# 97081084
Ms. Kathleen Mallory
Planning Deparuncnt
City of Santa Paula
Santa Paula, CA 93060

Dear Ms. Mallory:

Thank you for including the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) in the environmental
review process for the project referenced above. The proposed project is an update to the City of Santa
Paula's Gcnc:ral Plan. The General Plan addresses the community's vision for developmc::nt during the
planning horiwn identified as the year 2020.

3A

Based on our review of the DEIR. including the Traffic Study for the project, we have no comment at
this time. If we should identify any ·issues that should be brou&tit to yoW' attention ~ will contact you
further.
.

If you have any questions regarding this rcsponae please reference IGR/CEQA # 971136 and call me
at (213) 897-4429 or Cheryl Powell. the IGR/CEQA Coordinator for the project at (213) 897·3747.
Sincerely,

' >~ •"'"°''~ ,v..__
___
STEPHEN J. BUSWELL
IGtuCEQA Program Manager
Transportation Planning Office
cc:

Chris Belsky
State Clelrinsboule

®

City of Santa Paula General Plan Update EIR

Section 8.0 Comments and Responses

Letter 3
COMMENTOR:

Stephen J. Buswell, IGR/ CEQA Program manager, Transportation
Planning Office, Department of Transportation, State of California

DATE:

January 7, 1998

RESPONSES:
Response 3A
The commenter expresses no specific concerns regarding the General Plan update. No
response is necessary.

r
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Ms. Kathleen Mallory, AICP, Planner
Planning Department
City of Santa Paula
P.O. Box569
Santa Paula, CA 93061

ASSOCIATION of
GOVERNMENTS

RE:

..,;~flt ()
C11y

~,v

~ (.,;
fl- P410 7J'

OFS-4.tl
""p"1t11 '

Comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Report for the City

of Santa Paula Geaeral PJan Update~ SCAG No. 19700601
Dear Ms. Mallory:

Main Office

ese West Seventh Street

Thank you for submitting the Draft .Environmental Impact Report for the

12th Floor

City of Santa Paula General Plan Update to SCAG for review and comment.

Los Angeles, Ca llfornla

As areawide clearinghouse for regionally significant projects, SCAG assists

cities, counties and other agencies in reviewing projects and plans for consistency
with regional plans.

90011-V135

I (zt3) 2J~i8oo

The attached detailed comments are meant to provide guidance for considering
the proposed project within the context of our regional goals and policies. If you
have any questions regarding the attached comments, please contact Bill Boyd at
(213) 236-1960.
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COMMENTS ON 1llE CITY SANTA PAULA
GENERAL PLAN UPDA1E

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
PROJECT DESCRlPl'ION
The proposed Project addresses the community's vision for development during the planning

4A

horizon identified u the year 2020. An important feature is the amendment of the City's 1978
Sphere of Influence to include six expansion areas, which would aax>mmodate a variety of land
uses. The expansion areas are planned for both urban development and open space management.
Planned land uses include residential, commercial, industrial, active recreation and parks, passive
open space, and golf courses, including hotels. A total of 9,570 acres are proposed to be added to
the City's Sphere of Influence. In addition to allowing buildout of the expansion areas, the General
Plan allows buildout of vacant and under-developed lands within the City limits. Policies contained
in the General Plan arc directed at improving the livability of existing neighborhoods and
supporting local planning efforts to improve the community. The General Plan endorses and
suppons a variety of community and regional planning efforts such as, the Downtown
Revitalization P~ Santa Paula Branch Une Recreation Trail, the heritage Valley tourist
development Downtown Improvement Plan strategy, and the Santa Clam River Management and
Enhancement Plan. Finally, the General Plan encourages the incorporation of unincorporated
County islands into the City.

Four alternatives to the propo~ Project are oonsidercd in the Draft EIR:
•
•

•
•

Alternative 1: General Plan Buildout without Fapn Canyon, P.aat Area l , or South Mountain
considers a reduced development pattern u compaied to the proposed General Plan.
Alternative 2: Genend Plan Buildout without Adams Canyon or South Mountain considers
another reduced development scenario.
No Project 1: Existing General Plan Buildout envisions buildout under the existing General Plan
and current 1978 Sphere of Influence.
No Project 2: No Development assumes that no further development would occur within the
current City limits or expansion areas.

IN1RODUCI10N TO SCAG REVIEW PROCESS
The document that provides the primary reference for SCAG's project review activity ie the
Regional Comprehensive Plan and Guide (RCPG). The RCPG chapters fall into three categories:
core, ancillary, and bridge. The Growth Management (adopted June 1994), Regional Mobility
(adopted June 1994), Air Quality (adopted October 1995), Huardous Waste Management (adopted
November 1994), .and Water Quality (adopted January 1995) chapters constitute the core chapters.
These core chapters respond directly to federal and state planning requirements. The wre chapters
constitute the baac on which local governments ensure consistency of their plans with applicable
regional plans under CBQA. The Air Quality and Growth Management chapters contain both core
and ancillary policies, which are differentiated in the oomment portion of this letter. The Regional
Mobility Element (RMB) constitutes the region's Transpomtion Plan. The RMB policiea arc
incorporated into the RCPG.
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Ancillary chapters are those on the Economy, Housing, Human Resources and Services, Finance,
Open Space and Conservation, Water Resource&, Energy, and Integrated Solid Waste Management.
These chapters address important issues facing the region and may reflect other regional plans.
# Ancillary chapters, however, do not contain actions or policies required of local government.
(cl)l\t.) Hence, they are entirely advisory and establish no new mandates or policies for the region.

Bridge chapters include the Strategy and Implementation chapters, functioning as links between the
Core and Ancillary chapten of the RCPG.
~h of the applicable policies related to the proposed project arc identified by number and
reproduced below in italics followed by SCAO staff comments regarding the consistency of the
project with those policies.

Conslnency With Regional Comprthenstve Plan md Guide Polldes
1. The Growth Management Chapter ~GMfe> of the Regional Comprehensive Plan contains a
number of policies that are panicularlyapp 1Cib e to the General Plan Update.

a. <:ore Growth Managmrent Po/ides

3.01

'/he popu/lltion, housing, and jobs f<nraJStS, Wrich art adopted by SC.A.G's Regional
Council and that refltct loml plans and po/ides, shall bt ustd by SCAG in all phases of
impkmentation and review.

SCAG staff comments. As SCAG lw designated subregions, the project is situated in the
Ventura diinty Qrgani7.ation of Govemmenta subregion. The Draft EIR in Section 2.0
details the population, housing unit and employment uswnptions inherent in the 2020
buildout plan for the proposed sphere of influence expansion areas. These growth fon:casta
are all consistent with SCAG's RTP97 Final IJaseline (6-7-97) Population, Household and
Employntmt Forecasts for Stmta Paula. The Project is consistent with this core RCPG
policy.
"

4B

3.03

1ht timing, financing, and 1oa.iti.on of public facilities, 1"iJiJy systmrs, and transportation
systems shall be used 'l1y SC4G to implmu!nt the rtgion 's growth poUdes.
'

SCAG staff comments: The Draft EIR acknowledges that General Plan policies and
proposed Draft EIR mitigation meuurea govem the timin'-, firwtcing and location of public
facilities (police, fire, emergency, schools and parks), utility systems (water, sewer, storm
drainage, energy and solid waste) and transportation systems are included in the General
Plan. The Project ia consistent with this.core RCPG policy.
b. Andllary Gn1wdi ManagDMlll Policies

3.04

4c.

Encourage loazl jurisdictions' efforts to achieve a balance between the types of jobs they
suk to attnza and housing prlca.
SCAO S1aff comments. The Draft EIR lacks policy statements or mitigation measures
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3. OS

4b

which appropriately addresses this SCAG policy. The Project is not supportive of this
ancillary RCPG policy.

Encourage patterns of urban development and land use Wilch reduce costs on infrastructure
construaion Olld mah better use of existing fadlitie.s.
SCAG staff comments. The Draft BIR referencea policy statements and proposed
mitigation measures which appropriately address the coordination of land use development
with the provision of urban infrutructure. The Project is supportive of this ancillary RCPG
policy.

3.07

Support subregional polides that remgnit.t agriadturt as an indlistry, support the economic
viability of agricultural activities, preserw agricultural land, and provide compensation for
property OKfter.r holding lands in gretnbelt arms.
SCAG staff comments: The Draft EIR Section 4.1 (Agriculture) includes an extensive
discussion of agricultural productivity, agricultural land use pattern, soil suitability,
fannlands inventory, and regulatory ftamewodc for agricultural preaervation within the
expanded sphere of influence. 'The Drat\ EIR acknowledges that within the existing
city/sphere and expanded sphere of influence about 2,500 acres of cropland would be
oonverted to urban uses, of which &boot 650 acres include prime and statewide impor181lt
soils, and about 1,090 acres uc covered by Land Conservation Act contracts. Measures uc
included to compensate property owners holding lands in greenbelt areas. The Project is
supportive of this ancillary RCPO policy.

4t.

3.08

4-f

F;ncourage subregions to de/Int an economic stmtegy to maintain tM economic vilallty of
the subregion, including the IUvtlopmmt and use of marketing programs, and other
«OMmic incoitives, 'Khich support attainmmt ofsubregional goals and poUdes.
SCAG staff comments. The Draft BIR acknowledges that the proposed General Plan
includCS sufficient land planned and to be zoned for commercial and industrial uses which
are conaistmt with regional employment forccasta. The Draft EIR alao references policies
in the General Plan which will strengthen Downtown revitalization and encourage the
Heritage VaUey tourist development. The Project is supportive of this ancillary RCPG

policy. ·
3.09

4&

SCAG staff comments. The Draft EIR aclmowledgea extensive treatment in the General
Plin of policies which adcWss efforts to minimii.e the cost of infrutructure and public
service delivery. See previous SCAG staff comments on policies 3.01 and 3.03. The
Project is supportive of this ancillary RCPG policy.

3.10

4-f-I

Support load jurisdictions' efforts to minimiu thl cost of bifrmt1UCtUl'e and pubUc service
tklivery, and efforts to seelc new sourctS offunding for ~lopmmt Olld the provision of
services.

1

SUpport loml jurisdictions' actions to minimiz.e red tope and expedite the permitting process
to maintain economic vitality and compttitivene.ss.
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SCAG staff comment§. The Draft EJR acknowled~es the General Plan's use of flexible
growth management policies, development regulations, standards and design guidelines.
The Project is supportive of this ancillary RCPG policy.

4-k\
3.11

41

Support provisions and incentives created by loazl jurisdictions w attract housing growth in
Job rich subrrgions and job growth in housing subngions.
SCAG staff comments. By supporting SCAG's growth projections, the Draft EIR
irnpliciily 8CkllowlCdges that "the jobs/housing balance" is expected to remain near the
current rate through the year 2020. The Project is supportive of this ancillary RCPG
policy.

3.12

4-:f

Encourage ex/Jtfng or proposed lbml jurisdictions' programs aimed at designing land uses
Wrich encourage the use of transit and thus reduce IM need for roadv.vy upansion, reduce
the number of auto trips and vMicle milu traveled, and create opportunities for residents to
'KUlk and b~.
SCAG staff comments. The Draft EIR acknowledges that the General Plan include8 land
u1e and ttansportadon policies which support the improvement of transit service, encoorage
transportation demand management and trip reduction strategies, and create opponunities
for walking and bicycling. The Project is supportive of this ancillary RCPG policy.

3.14

Support loaJl plans to incrmse tknslty of future devtlopmmt loalted at strategic pointr
along 1M regional commuter mil. tnvuit systems, and activity centers.

3.JS

Support local jurisdictions' to establish miud-u.se cb.tsters and other rransit-oriented
developments around transit stations and along tmnsit corridors.

4K f 3.16 Enrourage developments in and around activity cmters, transponation node corridors,
underutilized ilifrastructurr systmu, and artas needing recycUng and redevelopment.
SCAG Staff comments. See staff comments under policy 3.13 which also address policies

3.14 through 3.16. The Draft EIR acknowledges that the Santa Paula Branch line is
proposed fo future Jong-range transit service connecting the Cities of Ventura and Santa
Clarita. Consideration should be given to planning for a future station location within Santa
Paula and land use strategies which increaae densitiea, support mixed-use clu81ers and
redevelopment as n~ around the station site. The Project is supportive of these three
ancillary RCPG policies.

3.18

Encoumge planned development in loaztions U!ast Ukely

to

azuse adverse environmental

impact.

4L

SCAG staff comments~ The Draft BIR acknowledges that the General Plan is designed in a
manner whiCh will minimize adverse environmental impacts. The General Plan includes
policiea which have been referenced in the Draft BIR and additional mitigation measures to
relieve any identified adverse envirorunental impacts. The adequacy of project specific
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mitigation and the feasibility of further mitigation for these impacts should be carefully
considered by the City of Santa Paula during the approval process for specific development
proposals. The Project is supportive of this ancillary RCPG policy.

3.19 Support poUdes and actions that pmerve open space areas identifid in lo<XJl, state, and
fetkral plans.
SCAG staff comments. The Draft BIR acknowledges that the General Plan include&
provisions within illC expansion areas for 69.S acres of active park/recreation areas and
1,058 acres of passive open space/golf course areas. Of partirular note, the General Plan
calls for the preservation as open space of the South Mountain expansion area. The Project
is supportive of this ancillary RCPG policy.

4M

3.20

SCAG staff comments. The Draft EIR acknowledges that the Project will have potentially
significant impacts on native plant communities within the expansion areas (oak woodlands,
oak savanna, walnut woodland, riparian communities, coastal sage scrub, and small areas of
cllapanal and cactus scrub), u well u wetlands along both sides of the Santa Clara River
and adjacent to intennittent suams in Adams and Fapn Canyons, but they can be
mitigated to less than significant levels with the implementation of the mcommended
mitigation measwcs. The Draft EIR notes that numerous species of sensitive plants and
animals are found within the expansion areas. Although most of the adverse impacts are
being mitigated, the Draft EIR acknowledges that the Geneml Plan will result in some
significant unavoidable adverse impacts. The Project is supportive of this ancillary RCPG
policy.
.

4tJ

3.21

Encoumge IM implementation of mtasUTt.S aimed at the preservation and protection of
m:orded and UJWCOTded adtural rtSOWUS and ardraeologiazl sites.
SCAG staff comments. The Draft BIR acknowledges that the proposed Project will have

potenti81 impacts on historiail, artheological and ailtural resources under all

40

three
development alternatives. Mitiption measures are proposed to address potential advme
impacts on cultural resources and ucheological sites or deposits uncarthened by the
development process. The Project is supportive of thia ancillary RCPG policy.

3.22

4P

Support~ prottction of vital raourca sudi as wnlands, groundwater rtcharge arms,
wood/ands, production lands, and land containing unique and endangtrtd pltJnt.T and
animol.s.

Discourage tkvtlopmtnt, or enaJUrage tht u.se ofspecial design Tf!quirtmmts, in arta.s ~
srup slopes, high.fire, flood, and stismic harJJrds.
SCAG staff comments. The Draft EIR acknowledges 1hat potential earth resource related
(land8lidC8, mud and debris flows. liquefaction of soils, ground-shaking, fault rupture,
expansive soil and differential aettlement, and soil subsidence), water related (stonn
drainage, flooding, NPDES pennits/point source discharge and watershed runoff), and high
fire huard impacts would result from new development under all three alternatives. '!be
Draft EIR includes mitigation measura which address these impacts, by both discouraging
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certain types of development and by special design features. Assuming these actions are
taken and prove effective, the Project would be supportive of this ancillary RCPG policy.
3.23

4Q

Encourage mitigation measuns that rtdua noise in certain locations, mtJaSUru aimed at
pmemztioo of biological and ecologiazl mourtt.r, measUJW that oould redllce expoSUrt to
seismic hamrds, minimize t!tl~ damage, and to ~lop ~rgmcy ruponse and
recovery plans.
SCAG staff comments. Discussion of mitigation measures for most of these environmental
factors is addICiSCd under SCAG policies 3.20 and 22. Additionally mitigation measure&
are proposed to reduce noise and environmental safety impacts below a level of
significance, for all but traffic noise in previous rural areas which is a significant
unavoidable impact. The Project is supportive of this ancillary RCPG policy.

3 .24

~I

Encourage efforts of k?caJ Jurisdictions in tht implementation of programs that increase tht
supply and quality of housing and proviM qffordabk housing as evaluated in the Regional
Housing Needs Assessment.
SCAG staff comments. The Draft EIR doea not state whether the General Plan update
includei provisions in the a Housing Element which addresses the provision of affordable
housing. We am not able to detcnninc whether the Project is supportive of this ancillary
RCPG policy.

3.27

4S

Support k>cal jurisdictions and othtr servi~ providers in tMir tjforts to develop suslllinable
communities and provide, equally to all membm of society, accessible and qfectivt services
such as: pubUc education, housing, h«Jllh azre, social services, rtCTtational facilities, law
enforcemmt, and fire protection.

SCAG staff comments. The Draft EIR acknowledges that the General Plan includes
policies WhiCh support the development of a sustainable community and more the provision
of csacndal public services and facilities. The Project is supportive of this ancillary RCPG
policy.
2. -=onal Mob¥\% Chapter {RMialso bu policies, all of which are core, that pertain to
the p
project.
s chapter hnks
goal of sustaining mobility with the goals of fostering
economic development, enh&:nclng the environment, reducing energy consumption. promoting
transportation-friendly development patterns, and encouraging fair and equitable access to residents
affected by socio-economic, gcogqphlc and commercial limitations. Among the relevant policies
in this chapter are the following:

4T I Transportation Demand Management and Regional Transit Program Policies
4.01

Promote Transportation Dtmalld MOlfagement programs along with transit and ridesharing
facilities cu a viable and desirabk part of the overall program -,..Jaile recognidng the
partiadar nml.s of individual subregions.

4.03

Support tht mension of 1DM program inf'lmlentation to non-commute trips for pubUc and
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private sector activiti~:

4.04

Support 1M coordination of land use and transportation thcisions mlh land use Olld
transportation capacity, taking into account tht potmtial for demand management strategies
to mitigate travel demand ifprovided for as a part of the mti~ package.

4.06

Support efforts to edumte till public on IN ejffcacy of dmtand management strategies and
increase dJl use of alternative trun.sportation.

4.Ul

Public mwportation programs should be considertd an essential public service becuuse of
thtiT social, eamomic, and environmental benefits.

L\T I

SCAG staff comments. The General Plan incorporates policies that reflect a aensitivity to
thC&e five RCPG policies. The Draft BIR includes, in both Sections 4.3 (Transponation
and Circulation) and 4.4 (Air Quality), specific mitigation measures which support the
provision of TOM and transit services. The Project is c.onsistent with the five core
TOM/transit RCPG policies.

4.()t)

4U

Specific service typts, levels and mifl.gumtim shoul.d be tktennined 'fly the loail transit
providers, tnwit users, lDml jurisdictions, and appliCXlb~ county transportlJtion
commissions.

a

0

Public transit setvict.r shall be designed tq provide tht maximum availability
at times convenient/or use.

b

0

Public transit serviw shaU be daignt!d to be available for use mdwut
impediments.

c

0

Public transit services should be daigned to provide maximum user utility.

d

0

N~ and

t

0

Loml jilnding rrsqun:es for transit shmlld be used to levtrage all available
jtUral funding soUl'C'D as appliazlik.

I

0

All txisting and ntw public transportation services, facilitil!S, and/or systems
shall be fully at::easib~ to ~ons with disabilitks as dtf/fned, mandated.
Olld required under the appliazble WI.ts and Sections of the Ameriauu With
Disabilities Act, 1990 and the Rehabilitation Act, 1974.

0

All existing and new pubUc transit services shall be provk:kd in a manner
'MUch does not preclude use on 1M basis of race, color, and/or national

g

expansion transit programs Miiich . are duigned to PMet 1M
objectives of Transpqrtation Control MtasUm contained in IN AQ,MP shall
m:eive priority for funding.
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origin as defined. mandated and mJuired under Title 6 of 1M Qvil Rlghls
Act, 1964.
h

4u

0

AU existing and new public transit services, facililie.s, and/or systems shall
evaluate the potential for private sector participation through the use of
competitive proa.tmMit based on Fully Alloazted Costing 1Mthodologies.

SCAG staff comment5. See previous comments on TDM/transit policies. The Project is

consistent Wlth this core RCPG policy.
Regional Streets and Highways Prognm Policies
4.20

Expanded trunsportation system management by lomljurisdictions -MU be encouraged.

4.23

ISM activities throughout the region shall be mordinated among jurisdictions.

4v

SCAG staff comments. The General Plan incorporates policies that reflect a sensitivity to
these two RCPG policies. The Draft EIR includes, in Section 4.3, specific mitigation
measures which support the provision of TSM services. The Project is consistent these two
core RCPG policies.

Regional Non-Motoriz.ed Transportation Program Policies
4.25

The development of the regional transportation system shoul.d incluU a rwn-motorlud
transponation system that p'f'OVida an tJftai:ve altemative to auto trrzvel for appropriate
trips. The planning and development of trrmsponation projects and systems should
inrorporate the following, as appropriate:

a

0

Provision of safe, convenimt, and continuous blcycl.e and pedestrian
lnftwt~

to and throughout arms mth aisling and pottntial demand
suda as activity a1m.S, ,sdllJoLs, rtermtional areas (including those arm.s
sowd by trails), Wrich wiU ulllma~ly offer the same or better accessibility
provided to the motorized vehicle.

4W'

b

0

Accessibility to and on tn.insit (bus tmninals, rail stations, Park-And-Ride
lots), "Khert tMrt is dtmand and "'11~ transit boarding time will not be
significantly ddayed.

c

0

Malntenan« of safe, convmient, and continuous non-motorized travtl
dilring and after 1M constnu:tion of transportation and geneml development
projeas. Existing biknwlys and pedatrlan ~s should not be removtd
without midgatton that is as ef!ectivt as the original fadlity.

SCAG staff comments. The General Plan incorporates numerous project design features
that reflect a sensitivity to this RCPG policy. The Draft EIR acknowledges specific policies
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and mitigation measures which support the provision of non-motorized bicycle, trail, and
pedestrian oriented improvements. The Project ls consistent with this oore RCPG policy.

4.27

41'

Urban fonn, land use and site-design poUcit.S should include requirements for safe and
convenient non-motorized trrm.rponation, including 1M development of bicycle and
petkstrian-fritndly environments ntar mm.sit.

SCAG staff comments. The General Plan includes urban fonn, land use and site-design

policies thit support non-motorir.ed transportation u noted previously under SCAG policies
3.12, 4.07 and 4.2S. The Project is consistent with this core RCPG policy.
3. The Air Quality Chapter (AQC) core actions that are generally applicable to the General Plan arc

u follows:
5.07

4Y

Dttennine sptdflc programs and associated actions neetkd (e.g., indirect source rules,
enhanced we of teleamrm1U1iaztions, provision of community based shuttle services,
provision of demand management based programs, or vehic:k-mila-mzvekdlmiission /ea)
so that options to command and control rtgulations am be assessed.
SCAG staff comments. TJie General Plan inoorporatcs project design features that reflect a
sensitivity to thiB RCPG policy. The Draft EIR includes Air Quality mitigation measure
AQ-2(e) which supports the provision of funds for alternative travel modes and new
transpor1ation technologies. The Project is consistent with this core RCPG policy.

5.11

1hrough 1M mvirrmmmtal dtJcummt review procm. msure that pl.ans at all levtls of
govmunent (rtgional, air basin, CD1111ty, subrtgional and loml) consider air quality, land
use, mwponation and economic rtlatlanships to ensurt mnsistency and minimiu conflicts.
SCAG staff comments. The Draft EIR ~knowledges that the Project incorporates regional
growth forecasts into the transportation and air quality modeling for the General Plan
through year 200S. Thereafter, the General Plan through year 2020 is consistent with
regional fmecasts which win b incoiporated Into the Ventura APCD Plans. Regional
transpol1ation impacts would therefore be mitigated. The Project is consistent with this core
RCPG policy.

4Z

1

4. The Water Quality Chapter ~ co~ recommendations and policy options relate to the two
water qli8lity goals: to restore
. maintain the chemical, physical and biological integrity of the
nation's water; and, to achieve and maintain water quality objectives that am nec:cssary to protect
all beneficial usea of all waters. The core recommendations and policy options that are particularly
applicable to the General Plan include the following:

4M 111.02

Encouroge •watershed managemmt" programs and strategies, recognizing the primary rok
of local governments in such efforts.

SCAG staff comments. The Draft EIR references a number of "waterlhcd management"
strategies th3i hive 6Ccii incorporated in the General Plan. Specific policies and mitigation
measures in the Sections 4.7 (Flooding and Drainage) and 4.11 (Public Utilities) of the

·- - ---· - · - - - - - - - - - - -- - -
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Draft EIR appropriately address the following water resource topics: Btonn water drainage,
flooding, water quality, water supply, ground water resources and ground water recharge.
We encourage the City of Santa Paula's continued participation in the Santa Clara River
Enhancement and Management Study, especially efforts to fund public levee and bank
protection along the north bank of the Santa Clara River. Furthennore, we support the
City's plana to keep areas swth of the river in open space use. The Project is consistent
with this core RCPG policy.

11. 05 Support 1Y!gional efforts to idtntifY and cooptratively plan I or wetlands to facili.tatL both
sustaining the amount and quality of wttlands in tM rrgion and aptditing the procas for
obtaining W6/Qnds ptrmits.

SCAG staff comments. The Draft EIR, in Sections 4.8 (Biological Resoun:cs) and 4.11
{Piiblic Utilities), addresses the preservation of wetland and riparian habitats and the
mitigation of adverse impacts. It acknowledges that flood control policies of the General
PJan may remit in significant unavoidable adverse impacts to wetlands and riparian habitat.
We support the Draft EIR's recommendation that the City consider preparing a Master
Environmental Impact Report to mitigate future flood control impacts, giving due
consideration to wctJand and riparian habitat preservation or restoration. The Project ia
consistalt with this core RCPG policy.

4B~

11. 07 &courage Mater rec:llimation throughout the ngion vkn it is cost-~ectivt, feaslb~, and
appropriate to mluce reliance on impo11ed 'Mater and ~ttr discharges. Cllmnt
administraJiw imptdimmts to inc:rtaSed use ofmuteKUte should be addresstd.

4cr.

SCAG staff comments. The Draft BIR addresses the potential use of reclaimed water
within CliiPtCr 5.9 (Public Utilitiea). Mitigation measure P-S(e) specifically addressea the
use of reclaimed wastewater for golf coune irrigation or groundwater recharge. The
Project is consistent with this core RCPG policy.
11. 08 "&sure "'1.StftWlttr trmtmmt agency facility planning and fadllry dnelopmmt bt consistent
with popllladon projections contain«/ in tM RCPG, l'Nk taking into acanmt the nttd to
buil.d MmttMGter trtatment fadlitle.s in cmt4«11.w incrtmmts of mpacity, the n~ed to
build lWll l!llOU8h in tuhruaa to 1Y!liably mut wumticipated service and storm oottr
dmlands, and ~ need to provilk standby capacity for public safety and environmental

pmtection objectives.

4~~ I

SCAG staff comments. The Draft EIR acknowledges that the Project would generate an
additional 2.2 MGD average flows of was1eWater and that this demand could not be handled
by the existing Santa Paula Wastewater Treatment Plant (SPWTP). Growth under all three
alternatives would require either an expansion of the SPWTP or the development of another
wutewa1Cr treatment P.lant. SCAG staff commentary on policy 3.1 notes that the project is
hued on SCAG's most rec:ent growth fOreaLStl. The Draft BIR acknowledgea that m"8.SUre
PU"'6(a) is in1mded to mitigate wutcwater impacts of the General Plan to the maximum
extent feasible. If the mitigation measures me implemented as proposed and the SCAG
growth forecasts are utilized in the design of future wasteWater treatment and interceptor
facilities, the Project would be consistent with this core RCPG policy.
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Conclusions and Reoommendatlons:
(1)

As noted in the staff comments, the proposed Santa Paula General Plan Update. Draft
Environmental Impact Report is consistent with or supports many of the oore and ancillary
policies in the Regional Comprehensive Plan and Guide.

(2)

All mitigation measures associated with the project should be monitored in accordance with
AB 3180 requirements:

4t£
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION OF GOVERNMENTS

Ro1'1 ad AulltoritU1
1llE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION OF GOVERNMENTS is a Jobtt Powtn Alflfe1
established under California Government Code Section 6502 ct seq. Under federal and stare Jaw, the
Association is desigoared as a Council of Governments (COG), a Regional Transponation Planning Agency
(RTPA), and a MetropOlitan Planning Organization (MPO). Among its other mandated roles and responsibilities,
the Associatian is:
• Designated by the federal government as tbe Region's M1tropollla11 Plaltnllfl Orpllhallon and mandated to
maintain a continuing, cooperative, and comprebemive transportation pluming process xesulting in a Regional
Tnnsponation Plan and a RegiUDlll Tnmportadon Improvement Program punuant to 23 U.s.c. §134(g)-(h), 49
U.S.C. §1607(f)..(g) et seq., 23 ~.F.R. 5450, and 49 C.F.R. '613. The Association is also the designated
Rtgional 1'1rm.rptRtDtlan. Plalllling Apaq, and as such is respomible for both preparation of the Regional
Transportation Plan (RTP) and Regional Trwportadon Improvement Progmn (R.TIP) under Calirornia
Government Code Section 65080.
• RcspoD5ible for developing the demographic projeetiom and the integrated land use, bouling, employment,
and transponation prognms, measures, and strategies portions of the Solllh Coast Air Quality Manapmtlll
Plan, pulSUIDt to Califomia Health and Sa~ Code ~tion 40460(b)-(c). The AHOciation is 1150 designated
UDder 42 u.s.c. 57504(1) IS. Co-Llod Alfllt1 for air quality Pl.llmlns for the Central Coast and Somheut
Dcscn Air Basin District.
• Responsible under the PedcraJ Clean Air Act tor deccrmlning Co1'formlq of Projects, Plans and Programs to
tbC State Implcmcncadon Plan, pursuant IO 42 U.S.C. §7506.

""°""'

• Responsible, pursuant to C&lifomla Government Code Secdon 6'089.2, for r"uwl111 all Co1111uto11
Mtu141tmtnl PIJJlu (CMPI) /or con.rlst111t1 wlth
ll'lllUpOIWlon plaits required by Section 65080 of the
Govemment Code. The Association must also evaluate the consistency and compatibility of such programs
within tbe region.
• Tbc authorized rePoaal agency for l'111U-Gonntllf1""'1 R"k" of Programs proposed for federal financial
assistance and direct development activities, pursu1Dt to Presidential Executive Order J2,372 (replacing A-95
Review).
• Responsible for reviewing, pursuant IO Sections 1S12S(b) and 15206 of the CEQA Guidelines, BnPll"oMltlllal
Impact RtJHH'lf of projects of regional sianiftcance for consiSlCDCy with regional plans .
• The authorized Annide WGJI• n.tnl•nt MllNIP''""' Pla..U., AgtMy, pursuant to 33
§1288(•)(2) (Sectim 208 of the Fedml Water Pollution Control Act)

• R.espomible for prq111Dtion of the RtfioNJl Homing Nttd.t &11um1nl,
Code Section 65584(1).

pumiant

u.s.c.

to California Government

• lle&pOlliible (along with the San Diego Association of Govemm.ents and the Santa Barbara County/Cities Arca
Cowcil) for preparing the Sorttltfnt ColV01"1da HOZlll'doru Wam Mana1tm111t PllllS pursuant to
Califomia Health and Safety Code Section 25135.3 .

P1umin&

City of Santa Paula General Plan Update EIR
Section 8.0 Comments and Responses

Letter 4
COMMENTOR:

J. David Stein, Manager, Performance Assessment and Implementation,
Southern California Association of Governments

DATE:

January 7, 1998

RESPONSES:
Response4A
The commenter summarizes the General Plan project description, and introduces the SCAG
review process. No response is necessary.
Response4B
SCAG finds that the proposed General Plan is consistent with its Core Growth Management
Policies related to growth forecasts, population, housing, employment, as well as the timing,
financing and location of public facilities and utilities (policies 3.01 and 3.03), as contained in its
Regional Comprehensive Plan and Guide (RCPG). Consistency with these policies indicates
Santa Paula' s adherence to SCAG' s regional growth forecasts, which form the basis for regional
transportation and air quality planning efforts. The level of growth anticipated in the City's
General Plan is consistent with the RCPG. No response is necessary.
Response4C
SCAG notes that the proposed General Plan does not include policy statements that address its
RCPG Ancillary Growth Management Policy 3.04, which encourages local jurisdictions to
achieve a balance between the types of jobs they seek and housing prices. In response, the
General Plan update would include a variety of housing types (high density to very low
density) within the expansion areas. Specific Plans would address the actual location of these
housing opportunities. The existing Housing Element includes policies related to affordable
housing; however, the Housing Element is not part of the General Plan update addressed in the
EIR. (The existing Housing Element is certified as being in compliance with state law.) The
Housing Element will be updated in the near future (in accordance with state law).
It should be noted that the City has met its affordable housing goals from the existing Housing
Element, and that there is an identified unmet demand for additional mid- and higher-income
housing.
Response4D
SCAG finds that the proposed General Plan is consistent with its RCPG Ancillary Growth
Management Policy 3.05, which addresses logical urban growth that reduces the cost of
infrastructure extension. No response is necessary.

~
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Response 4E
SCAG finds that the proposed General Plan is consistent with its RCPG Ancillary Growth
Management Policy 3.07, which addresses agricultural issues, including the preservation of
agricultural land, support for the economic viability of agricultural activities, and measures to
compensate for lost greenbelt areas. No response is necessary.
Response 4F
SCAG finds that the proposed General Plan is consistent with its RCPG Ancillary Growth
Management Policy 3.08, which addresses the need for subregional efforts to develop economic
strategies. No response is necessary.
Response 4G
SCAG finds that the proposed General Plan is consistent with its RCPG Ancillary Growth
Management Policy 3.09, which addresses the need to minimize infrastructure and public
service costs. No response is necessary.
Response4H
SCAG finds that the proposed General Plan is consistent with its RCPG Ancillary Growth
Management Policy 3.10, which addresses the need to minimize the permitting process to
maintain economic vitality and competitiveness. No response is necessary.
Response 41
SCAG finds that the proposed General Plan is consistent with its RCPG Ancillary Growth
Management Policy 3.11, which addresses jobs/housing balance issues. No response is
necessary.
Response 41
SCAG finds that the proposed General Plan is consistent with its RCPG Ancillary Growth
Management Policy 3.12, which encourages land use planning that encourages the use of
alternative modes of transportation. No response is necessary.
Response 4K
SCAG finds that the proposed General Plan is consistent with its RCPG Ancillary Growth
Management Policies 3.14 through 3.16, which further encourage land use planning supportive
of alternative modes of transportation. No response is necessary.

r
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Response 4L
SCAG finds that the proposed General Plan is consistent with its RCPG Ancillary Growth
Management Policy 3.18, which encourages planned development to occur in locations least
likely to cause adverse environmental impacts. No response is necessary.
Response4M
SCAG finds that the proposed General Plan is consistent with its RCPG Ancillary Growth
Management Policy 3.19, which encourages the preservation of open space. No response is
necessary.
Response 4N
SCAG finds that the proposed General Plan is consistent with its RCPG Ancillary Growth
Management Policy 3.20, which addresses impacts to wetlands, biological habitat, and
endangered species. No response is necessary.
Response40
SCAG finds that the proposed General Plan is consistent with its RCPG Ancillary Growth
Management Policy 3.21, which addresses impacts to cultural resources. No response is
necessary.
Response4P
SCAG finds that the proposed General Plan is consistent with its RCPG Ancillary Growth
Management Policy 3.22, which discourages development in hazardous areas, including steep
slopes, high fire hazard areas, flood areas, and seismic areas. No response is necessary.
Response40
SCAG finds that the proposed General Plan is consistent with its RCPG Ancillary Growth
Management Policy 3.23, which addresses noise issues. No response is necessary.
Response 4R
SCAG is unable to determine whether the proposed General Plan is consistent with its RCPG
Ancillary Growth Management Policy 3.24, which addresses housing issues. These issues will
be addressed when the City updates its Housing Element, in accordance with state law.
Response 45
SCAG finds that the proposed General Plan is consistent with its RCPG Ancillary Growth
Management Policy 3.27, which addresses the need for local jurisdictions to develop
sustainable communities. No response is necessary.

r
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Response 4T
SCAG finds that the proposed General Plan is consistent with Regional Mobility Chapter
(RMC) Policies 4.01, 4.03, 4.04, 4.06, and 4.07, which address transportation demand
management and regional transit issues within the RCPG. No response is necessary.
Response 4U
SCAG finds that the proposed General Plan is consistent with its RCPG Regional Mobility
Chapter Policy 4.09, which addresses additional transportation demand management and
regional transit issues. No response is necessary.
Response 4V
SCAG finds that the proposed General Plan is consistent with its RCPG Regional Mobility
Chapter Policies 4.20 and 4.23, which address transportation systems management issues. No
response is necessary.
Response 4W
SCAG finds that the proposed General Plan is consistent with its RCPG Regional Mobility
Chapter Policy 4.25, which addresses non-motorized transportation issues. No response is
n ecessary.
Response 4X
SCAG finds that the proposed General Plan is consistent with its RCPG Regional Mobility
Chapter Policy 4.27, which addresses land use and non-motorized transportation issues. No
response is necessary.
Response4Y
SCAG finds that the proposed General Plan is consistent with its RCPG Air Quality Chapter
Policy 5.07, which addresses strategies to reduce vehicle trips, that in turn would reduce air
emissions. No response is necessary.
Response 4Z
SCAG finds that the proposed General Plan is consistent with its RCPG Air Quality Chapter
Policy 5.11, which addresses air quality mitigation through environmental review. No
response is necessary.
Response 4AA
SCAG finds that the proposed General Plan is consistent with its RCPG Water Quality Chapter
Policy 11.02, which encourages watershed management strategies. No response is necessary.

r
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Response 4BB
SCAG finds that the proposed General Plan is consistent with its RCPG Water Quality Chapter
Policy 11.05, which addresses wetlands issues. No response is necessary.
Response 4CC
SCAG finds that the proposed General Plan is consistent with its RCPG Water Quality Chapter
Policy 11.07, which encourages the use of reclaimed wastewater. No response is necessary.
Response 4DD
SCAG finds that the proposed General Plan is consistent with its RCPG Water Quality Chapter
Policy 11.08, which addresses the need for consistency between growth forecasts and
wastewater treatment needs. No response is necessary.
Response 4EE
SCAG finds that overall the proposed General Plan is consistent with its Regional
Comprehensive Plan and Guide (RCPG) policies, and notes that mitigation measures proposed
under the plan should be monitored in accordance with AB 3180. No response is necessary.

,..
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Dear Ms. Mallory,
re: Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) for the General Plan Update

The following information relates to a review of the Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR)
for the General Plan Update for the City of Santa Paula. As staff to the Local Agency Formation
Commission (LAFCO), I would like to express my appreciation for the opportunity to review the
above noted document and to provide comments relating the completion of this important
planning tool for your city.

to

6~

The DEIR relates to a comprehensive General Plan Update which could result in the need to
process an application for a significant Sphere of Influence amendment and any resultant
annex:ations that might be considered as a result. LAFCO is responsible for a review of all
applications for proposed Sphere of Influence amendments and is also responsible for
consideration of any annexations that might result. In response to your request for comments on
the DEIR the concerns expressed will directly relate to issues that LAFCO must consider in the
review of applications for amendments to a Sphere of Influence and resultant annexations that
may occur.

-

The current Sphere of Influence for the City of Santa Paula was approved by LAFCO in the late
1970's and to my knowledge has not been amended since it's adoption. The DEIR proposes a
Sphere oflnfluence consideration that would increase the current Sphere by approximately 9,570
acres. Given that the current city limits comprise less than three thousand acres, this proposal
would provide for a future incorporated city limits approximately four times the current acreage.
The sheer size and scope of the proposed sphere changes require that the DEIR specifically
address all aspects of the requirements ofLAFCO for review of any proposed application. It is
therefore, critical that the DEIR be direct and on point as to the requirements under Cortese/Knox
and to those provisions adopted as policy by the Ventura Local Agency Formation Commission.
Chapter 4 of Cortese/Knox (Section 56425 and following) addresses the provisions of state law
that LAFCO must consider in its' review of any proposed Sphere ofinfluence amendment. It is
specifically requested that the DEIR incorporate studies, analysis, and conclusions that would lead
to a thorough review of these requirements .

•
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To assist you in your DEIR process the points required to be addressed by Cortese/Knox are as
follows:

6~

( l) The present and planned uses which should specifically address agricultural and open
space lands.
(2) The present and projected needs for public services and facilities within the area.

(3) The present capacity and adequacy of public services.
(4) The existence of any social or economic communities of interest.

One of the specific purposes of LAFCO as identified in Cortese/Knox is the detennination of
logical and orderly boundaries of public agencies. While the provisions of Cortese/Knox do not
address this as a requirement of Sphere of Influence lines, this same logical and orderly
requirement is and has been inherent in the practice of setting such boundaries.

6~

6~

When LAFCO approved the sphere lines for the City of Santa Paula the boundary made use of
natural physical constraints such as ridges, creeks and the Santa Clara River. The DEIR proposes
a rethinking of these lines and suggests the utilization of other physical boundaries. The DEIR
needs to address this subject of physical boundaries as a result of the proposed sphere changes.
The DEIR needs to specifically address why the proposed new boundaries are superior to those
already determined within the prior sphere selection.

An additional responsibility provided to LAFCO within the provisions of Cortese/Knox relates to
the preservation and protection of agriculture and open space. The DEIR has indicated that the
loss of prime and cultivated agricultural lands is not possible to be mitigated. The DEIR also
needs to address the issue of the loss of open space in a more adequate manner.
Section 563 77 of Cortese/Knox provides that LAFCO where possible guide development away_ .
from open space and agricultural lands. Wilh this provision in mind, the Ventura Local Agency
Formation Commission have adopted specific policies relating to this requirement. These policies
are contained within the Commissioners Handbook in Section XV111. These policies should be
reviewed as a part of the DEIR to insure compliance v-ith the current practices of.LAFCO.
The Ventura.Local Agency Formation Commission adopted policies relating to Agricultural and
Open Space Land Conservation are as follows:

6b

(1) The land must be contiguous to land developed with an urban use or which has
received all discretionary approvals for Ulban use.
(2) The proposed development must be consistent with a Sphere of Influence Plan.
(3) The land is likely to be developed within five years.
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(4) Proof that ther.e is insufficient non prime or open space land vvithin the existing
boundaries or Sphere of Influence for the same general type of development, must be
shown.

6b

(5) The proposed development must be shown to have no significant adverse effects on
the physical or economic integrity of other prime agriculture or open· space lands.
For added emphasis, the policy indicates that all of these conditions must be met.

0~

~

It is recognized that the City of Santa Paula did make a presentation to LAFCO regarding their
consideration of the DEIR and probable resultant Sphere of Influence changes. It is hoped that
the concerns expressed by the individual members of the LAFCO Commission has been
considered as a part of this DEIR.
You are also reminded that it was suggested that the City of Santa Paula might request that
LAFCO conduct a study session and tour of the existing city and the proposed boundary changes.
The purpose of such as session would be to insure that the Commission was afforded a full
understanding of your needs and plans for your city as a part of the DEIR process. It is suggested
that such a study session should occur prior to the final certification of the Environmental Impact
Report.
·
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment upon the Draft Environmental Impact
Report·relating to the General PJan Update.

-~
Executive Officer
c. Commissioners

Noel Klebaum

City of Santa Paula General Plan Update EIR

Section 8.0 Comments and Responses

Letter 5
COMMENTOR:

Arnold Dowdy, Executive Officer, Ventura Local Agency Formation
Commission

DATE:

January 7, 1998

RESPONSES:
Response SA
LAFCO expresses the concern that the DEIR address the Cortese/Knox requirements necessary
for sphere of influence boundary adjustments to be considered. The EIR addresses the four major
requirements cited, as summarized below:

Agricultural and Open Space Issues. The DEIR discusses the impacts of planned land uses to
agriculture in Section 4.1, Agriculture. In conducting the analysis, worst-case assumptions
regarding conversion of agricultural lands were made. In all, the analysis assumed 1,500 acres of
productive land, and 650 acres of high quality soils could be converted, if development within the
proposed expansion areas occurs as described. In all likelihood, impacts would be slightly less, as
specific plans guiding development in these areas (particularly East Area 1, Adams Canyon, and
Fagan Canyon) would try to avoid the most sensitive agricultural areas in siting development.
Section 2.0, Project Description, includes additional information regarding present and planned
land uses in the planning area. Open space issues are addressed in several sections of the
document, notably Sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.7, and 4.8 (Agriculture, Aesthetics, Flooding and Drainage, and
Biological Resources, respectively).

Present and Proposed Needs for Public Services and Facilities. The DEIR addresses public services and
utilities in Sections 4.10 and 4.11 of the document. Specifically, detailed information and
mitigation are provided regarding fire protection, police protection, parks and recreation, public
schools and libraries, emergency medical service, electricity, gas, solid waste, water and
wastewater.
The Present Co.pacihJ and Adequact; of Public Services. Section 4.10 of the DEIR (Public Services)
discusses the present capacity and adequacy of these services within its Setting section.
The Existence ofany Social or Economic Communities Interest. The EIR identifies several social and
economic communities of interest, including the agricultural industry, the need for additional
housing to serve the community, and the need for additional commercial and industrial
opportunities to improve the local economy. Many individuals and organizations representative
of these interests have participated in the EIR process, including public workshops and the formal
written review process that includes this letter. Please refer to Section 2.5 within the Project
Description of the DEIR, which defines the objectives of the proposed project. Proposed expansion
under the General Plan is the result of extensive public input during the planning process, and the
EIR analysis takes this input into account.
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Response SB
The comment concerns the need for the EIR to address orderly expansion and logical boundaries
with respect to potential sphere of influence adjustments. Section 2.0 of the DEIR, Project
Description, includes an overview regarding why the expansion of the City's boundaries are
necessary to facilitate economic growth, and to improve the level of service to existing residents.
One of the primary reasons for considering expansion into the canyons north of the City is to
protect, to the extent possible, valuable agricultural lands in the valley. By focusing efforts on the
canyons, commercial agriculture-which is central to the County's economy-could be protected.
The boundaries of the Adams and Fagan canyon expansion areas are based on the watersheds of
those areas, which is the logical physical boundary from a resource management and protection
perspective. By including these canyons in their entirety, the City can also better coordinate longterm flood control efforts. The proposed development densities in these canyons would be
adequate to allow clustering strategies to protect valuable natural resources. Expansion into East
Area 2 and West Area 2 are logical extensions of the City's existing orientation along State Route
126, and provide freeway-accessible areas to attract commercial and industrial development to
bolster the local economy. East Area 1 is another logical extension of the City, with good freeway
access and proximity to existing infrastructure within the City. Expansion into the South
Mountain area would allow the City to provide recreational and conservation opportunities that
are important to the City's economic and social health. The South Mountain area is adjacent to
the existing City limits, and would allow the City greater control over the preservation of natural
resources associated with the Santa Clara River and South Mountain.
Response SC
The DEIR adequately addresses impacts to agriculture and open space in accordance with CEQA
requirements. Please refer to the discussion regarding such issues under Response SA
Response SD
Expansion under the proposed General Plan would generally be directed away from the valuable
agricultural lands in the valley. For example, West Area 1 (west of Peck Road, north of existing
development near State Route 126) is not considered for expansion, even though it is not within
the Santa Paula-Ventura Greenbelt. The purpose of avoiding this area is to minimize impacts to
agriculture. The specific Cortese/Knox criteria related to agriculture and open space cited by the
commentor are addressed in turn below:

Land Must be Contiguous to Existing Urban Uses. Each of the expansion areas is adjacent to the
existing City limits.

Proposed Development Must be Consistent with a Sphere of Influence Plan. The DEIR addresses
potential development within the expansion areas as proposed under the General Plan update.
Specific Plans for certain expansion areas would be developed to refine the broad buildout
characteristics defined by the general plan, and would address land use siting, the extension of
infrastructure, community design elements, open space and agricultural preservation, and
mechanisms to implement such development.
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The Land is Likely to be Developed Within Five Years. The existing City is largely built out, since the
existing sphere of influence has not increased in size since 1978, and has in fact been slightly
contracted. A market study was conducted as part of the General Plan process, which indicated
that development within the proposed expansion areas would be desirable to improve socioeconomic conditions in the City. Land uses under the proposed General Plan respond to the
market opportunities identified in the study. The expansion areas were chosen in part because
development interest would be anticipated. Actual market forces would dictate the timing of
such development, which is part of an overall economic improvement strategy of the City.
Specific Plans for the larger expansion areas (such as Adams Canyon) would be prepared to
address orderly development and the timing of infrastructure needs.

Proof That There is Insufficient Non-Prime or Open Space within the Existing Sphere. The 2,908-acre
City is largely built out. Infill development was emphasized in the 1978 General Plan, a goal
largely accomplished. Table 2-2 of the DEIR Project Description shows the development potential
within the City' existing Sphere of Influence- about 207 homes, and 1.4 million square feet of
non-residential uses, on 204 usable vacant acres. However, some of this land has development
constraints, including environmental constraints, while other parcels are not anticipated to be for
sale.
There are about 237 acres within the existing Sphere of Influence, but outside the City limits, and
outside the flood protection zone of the Santa Clara River (Figure 2-2 within the DEIR Project
Description). About 90 acres are already developed with urban uses. Most of the remaining
acreage contains open space or cultivated agriculture. This acreage is generally non-contiguous,
located adjacent to the City in several areas, and is typically comprised of smaller parcels. The
largest contiguous parcels within the existing sphere of influence are about 50 acres in size. In
sum total, there is insufficient land in the existing City and sphere of influence to accommodate
the type of development recommended by the City's market analysis as necessary to improve the
City' s economy, which is the poorest in Ventura County.

Development Must be Shown to Have No Adverse Effect on Other Prime Agriculture or Open Space.
Section 4.1 of the DEIR discusses impacts to agriculture. Development under the General Plan
could remove up to 650 acres of prime soils and 1,500 acres of agricultural production. However,
development would not impact the physical or economic integrity of the remaining agricultural
lands, particularly with the implementation of the proposed mitigation measures. Such measures
include cluster development, the purchase of conservation easements, the establishment of an
agriculture and open space district, reaffirmation of existing greenbelt agreements, and ongoing
coordination with the County, farm interests, land trusts, and citizens groups concerned with
protecting open space and agriculture. A Right-to-Farm Ordinance would also be established, to
minimize impacts to commercial agricultural operations.
It should be noted that, historically, Santa Paula has been a model for agricultural preservation in
the County. The City's 1978 General Plan emphasized infill development, and as such the City's
Sphere of Influence was not expanded at that time. There have been no substantial development
proposals in the City that have converted agricultural lands east and west of the City in the past
30 years. If the proposed General Plan is adopted, up to 850 acres of agricultural land in the
valley floor (within East Area 1, East Area 2, and West Area 2) could be converted to urban uses
by 2020. This conversion of 850 productive acres in the valley floor in a 50-year period (1970-
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2020)-about 17 acres per year-would be an agricultural conversion rate substantially less than
nearly every other city in the County during that period.
Response SE
The concerns raised by individual LAFCO members in the City' s presentation to LAFCO have
been addressed in the DEIR. Please refer to the previous responses, as well as the responses to
comments raised by the various Ventura County and regional agencies (see Letters 6 through 14).
Response SF
The City intends to ask LAFCO to conduct a study session and tour of the city and proposed
expansion areas, as suggested by the commentor. The City welcomes an opportunity to discuss
with LAFCO about a mutually agreeable timeframe.
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Ms. Kathleen Mallory, Planner
City of Santa Paula
P.O. Box 569
Santa Paula, CA 93060
Subject:

General Plan Update Draft EIR

Dear Ms. Mallory:
Thank you for providing our office a copy of the subject document. We have completed our
review and offer the following comments:
l.

We appreciate the DEIR' s recognition of the flooding problems between Adams Canyon
and the Santa Clara River and concur with the recommended mitigation measure of
constructing facility improvements to handle storm run-off.

2.

VCTC did not receive a copy of the transportation appendix (Appendix B). We would
appreciate receiving a copy of that document to review the current and forecast peak hour
traffic volumes.

~A
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4.

The proposed circulation element includes a new westbound connection to State Route
126 east of town. Such a connection will require Caltrans approval and raises some
important issues. It would be useful if the DEIR included an analysis of the
SR126/Hallock Drive intersection both with and without this connection.

5.

The proposed roadway system changes in the southwest portion of the city (i.e. Beckwith
Road, Faulkner Road and Todd Lane) represent a significant improvement both with
respect to road system circulation and railroad crossings on the area.

6.

Although it is represented on the figures, it would be helpful if text was added indicating
that the current Loop Lane will be closed in association with the extension of Hallock
Drive into East Area 1.

(ot>

(of.
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Given the forecast volumes, we believe the intersection of State Route 126 and Hallock
Drive is a "key" intersection which should be included in all of the key intersection tables.

Santa Paula General Plan Update DEIR
December 24. 1997
Page 2

7.

~&

There is little comment on Haun Creek within the document . Given that Haun Creek is
very prone to flooding, often leading to flooding of agricultural areas proposed within
East Areas 1 and 2, the DEIR should address flooding impacts associated with the creek
and potential measures to prevent flooding of any new development in the area.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the DEIR. We look forward to receiving the
traffic appendix and may after review of that document offer additional comments. If you have
any questions or would like to discuss our comments further, please do not hesitate to call me at
642-1591, extension 105.

Christopher Stephens
Manager of Planning & Higfi way Programs

cc:

Norm Wilkinson, City of Santa Paula

VENTURA COUNTY
TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
950 County Square Drive Suite 207
Venwra. CA 93003
f805J 6 54-2888
f805J 6 42-1591
FAX f805J 6 42-4860

January 12, 1998
Ms. Kathleen Mallory, Planner
City of Santa Paula
P.O . Box 569
Santa Paula, CA 93060
Subject:
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General Plan Update Draft EIR Traffic Study

Dear Ms. Mallory:
Thank you for forwarding a copy of the Traffic Study for the General Plan Update DEIR. After
reviewing the document, we would like to offer the following comments in addition to those
transmitted to you earlier:

ii~i I:
12.

· - (p:r··

The final table in the study does not include a level of service analysis of the ''Existing
Condition" for the Hallock Drive intersection with Route 126. Such an analysis is
essential to evaluating the "Existing + Buildout" scenario.
According to Caitrans' traffic volume information for 1996, the peak hour volume on
Route 126 at Hallock Drive is 2,200 vehicles. The volumes shown in Table #24 for
"Existing + Buildout" are not in any way consistent with this type of traffic.

-·-· ·

J.

~1

What is the justification for the higher saturation flow rate (capacity) at the Hallock Drive
intersection as opposed to the others in the analysis?

Thank you again for the opportunity to review and comment on the DEIR Traffic Study. If you
have any questions regarding our comments above, please do not .hesitate to call me at 642-1591 ,
extension 105.

Christopher Stephens
Manager, Planning & Highway Programs
cc:

Norm Wilkinson, Santa Paula
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Letter 6
COMMENTOR:

Christopher Stephens, Manager of Planning & Highway Programs,
Ventura Countv Transportation Commission

DATE:

December 24, 1997 (supplemented January 12, 1998)

RESPONSES:
Response 6A
This comment concurs with the DEIR recommendation to construct flood control improvements

to address flooding problems between Adams Canyon and the Santa Clara River. No response is
necessary.
Response 6B
The commenter requests a copy of the transportation appendix of the DEIR. This appendix h as
since been sent to the commentor. No additional response is necessary.
Response 6C
The commentor expresses the opinion that the intersection of State Route 126 and Hallock Drive
should be included as an intersection in Table 4.3-2. Although the intersection is not included in
the table, levels of service for the intersection are discussed in the text and LOS calculations are
contained in Appendix B of the EIR. This information will be added to the table in the FEIR,
noting that the intersection would operate at LOS C (volume-to-capacity ratio of 0.77) at General
Plan buildout. This intersection will be more fully analyzed in conjunction with a Specific Plan
that would be prepared for East Area 1.
Response 6D
The commenter expresses the opinion that the intersection of State Route 126 and Hallock Drive
should be evaluated in greater detail with regard to a westbound connection to SR 126. Such a
connection would require Caltrans approval. It is anticipated that the connection would serve
about 10% of the inbound traffic to East Area 1. The resulting ±50 peak hour trips would not
significantly affect operations at the SR 126/ Hallock Drive intersection.
Response 6E
The cornmentor notes that the proposed roadway system changes in the southwestern portion of
the City represent a substantial improvement. No response is necessary.
Response 6F
The commenter requests that supporting text be added that indicates the closure of Loop Lane in
association with the extension of Hallock Drive, while acknowledging that this information is
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already shown on Figure 4.3-3. This information will be included in the text under Impact T-1,
Improvements For Expansion Areas (page 4.3-16 of the DEIR).
Response 6G
The comment addresses flood impacts associated with Haun Creek. The existing flood plain
associated with Haun Creek is shown on Figure 4.7-2 (page 4.7-5 of the DEIR). Impacts associated
with Haun Creek are included in Section 4.7, Flooding and Drainage, under Impact F-1 (see
discussion under East Area 1 heading). New development within East Areas 1 would be guided
by a Specific Plan, which would address appropriate site-specific flood control strategies for Haun
Creek. Such strategies may include physical improvements, or the location of development
outside the floodplain of the creek.
Response6H
The comment concerns the existing operation of the Hallock Drive/SR 126 intersection. Based on
observed operational characteristics, the intersection currently operates at LOS A/B, which
indicates freely-flowing traffic. Buildout volumes were estimated based on the traffic modeling
information developed for this project.
Response 61
The level of service sheet for the Hallock Drive/SR 126 intersection has been revised to include
future traffic volumes with anticipated growth along SR 126. The "peak hour" figure listed in the
Caltrans manual represents the highest 30th to 5Qth hour of the year for this type of highway. On
roads with seasonal fluctuations in traffic, such as SR 126, the peak hour is near the maximum for
the year and is generally higher than day-to-day averages.
Response 61
The level of service worksheet for the Hallock Drive/SR 126 intersection has been revised to
reflect a saturation flow rate of 1,600, as adopted by the VCTC. Based on this revised rate,
Mitigation Measure T-2(a) will be revised to indicate that the intersection of Hallock Drive/SR 126
would require the addition of right-tum lanes on SR 126 in both the eastbound and westbound
directions.
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UNITED WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT

General Mana ger
Fredenck J. G1entke

"Conserving Water Since I 92T'

December 4, 1997
City of Santa Paula, Planning Department
Ms. Kathleen Mallory, AICP, Planner
P.O. Box 569
Santa Paula, California 93061
SUBJECT:

Comments on DEIR for the General Plan

Dear Ms. Mallory:
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the Draft Environmental Impact
Report for the General Plan.

As mentioned in Section 4.11 Public Utilities, Adjudicated Ground Water Basin

'lA

1~

Agreement, United Water Conservation District is a party to the adjudicated agreement
for the Santa Paula Basin. The DEIB.. uses the safe-yield figure of 33,500 acre feet per
year (AFY). This figure is based on 1990 pumping and we do not agree that it accurately
reflects a true safe yield. The Law/Crandall Report prepared for United calculated a safe
yield of 24,200 AFY. United's staff hydrogeologists have been analyzing the basin and
have projected that safe yield might range between 26,000 AFY and 28,000 AFY. Until
the seven year study required by the adjudication agreement is complete, we would
caution you against using the 33,500 AFY safe yield figure as a basis for your general
plan. The DEIB.. recognizes that the figures could change, but continues to use the inflated
safe-yield estimate as a planning tool.
Section 4.11 Public Utilities, Additional Surface Water Rights, states that the City of
Santa Paula holds rights to 500 AFY from the Santa Paula Creek. Specifically, the
California Supreme Court in its 1896 decision in Santa Paula Water Works Ltd. et ...t . v.
Julio Peralta, confirmed the right to SPWW to 6 miner's inches of water which is an
annual equivalent of approximately 8670 acre-feet on a continuous flow basis. However,
in the opinion of United, the heretofore unused portion of that right has lapsed and we
seriously doubt that the claimed 500 AFY currently exists.
Water Code Section ·1202 (b) includes unappropriated water to be "all water appropriated
prior to December 14, 1914 . .. which has ceased to be put to some useful or beneficial
purpose." And the State Water Resources Control Board has declared, "once acquired, a
appropriative right can be maintained only by continuous beneficial use of water.
Regardless of the amount claimed in the original notice of appropriation or at the time
diversion and use first began, the amount which now can be rightfully claimed under an
J:admin'4ana\DEIRRESP.DOC
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City of Santa Paula
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appropriative right initiated prior to December 19, 1914, therefore has, in general, become
fixed by actual beneficial use as to both the amount and season of diversion." (See page 1
of the Board' s publication: "Information Pertaining to Water Rights in California," dated
1990.)

1t

United contends that the unused portion of the right to the extent that it can be beneficially
used, bas become part ofUnited' s water supply under License 10173 and Permit 18908
issued by the Water Board. Nevertheless, United will not oppose the City of Santa
Paula's proposal to inject 500 AFY into the Santa Paula groundwater basin, as we have
written to Ken Ortega on July 7, provided an agreement is executed that ( 1) should the
project prove infeasible, the water will be returned to the stream and (2) that our position
regarding this use of water is not regarded as a precedent.
Therefore, we ask that you carefully research the rights to the Santa Paula Creek water
before relying on the full amount to implement your general plan.

'JD

Have you calculated the total build out water demand? United is not certain that the
water resources are adequate to meet the demand. We would be pleased to discuss the
issue with your staff and consultants. Give me a call at 525-4431 . United is dedicated to
working with the City of Santa Paula and our other constituents to assure an adequate
water supply for all.
Again, we appreciate the opportunity to provide comments to the DEIR. If you have any
questions, please do not hesitate to call.

SLt~/tV~
Dana L. Wisehart
Manager
Public Affairs, Programs & Contracts

CC:

Ken Ortega, City of Santa Paula
Santa Clara Basin Pumping Association
Ron Calkins, City of San Buenaventura
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Letter 7
COMMENTOR:

Dana L. Wisehart, Manager, Public Affairs, Programs & Contracts, United
Water Conservation District

DATE:

December 4, 1997

RESPONSES:
Response 7A
Based on the adjudicated agreement for the Santa Paula Groundwater Basin, the City holds
sufficient water rights and has identified additional sources of water that collectively would
acconunodate growth anticipated under the General Plan. It is acknowledged that the 33,500 AFY
safe yield figure will likely undergo adjustment at the end of the 7-year study period (March 1996March 2003). The DEIR concludes that additional water sources would be required to
acconunodate buildout under the General Plan. To that end, the DEIR describes several potential
water sources that could acconunodate new development, including additional groundwater
rights or possibly State Water. As Specific Plans and environmental review for the expansion
areas are undertaken, the specific water requirements for new development will be more precisely
determined. Depending on the timing of these Specific Plans, the estimated safe yield of the
groundwater basin may have been further refined, which would be taken into account by
environmental documentation for those Specific Plans.
Response 7B
The comment expresses uncertainty that the City's claimed right to 500 AFY of surface water
from Santa Paula Creek still exists, on the basis that it has not been continually u sed since the
right was established by a court decision in 1896. To the City's knowledge, there has been no
lawsuit filed refuting the City's claim to this water right. If such a lawsuit were filed, a court of
law would make the determination concerning the validity of the City's contended water right.
Response 7C
United contends that the water right referenced in the previous comment has reverted to
United' s control. Nevertheless, the water district will not oppose the City's proposal to inject
500 AFY into the groundwater basin (from the surface water right) under conditions set forth in
the comment letter. Consequently, the net result of the proposed groundwater injection would
be the same whether the 500 AFY surface water right were held by the City or United. Please
refer to Response 7B above.
Response 7D
Total water demand upon General Plan buildout is shown in Table 4.11-5 in Section 4.11, Public
Utilities. It is estimated that new development would result in an increased water demand of
about 2,775 AFY, assuming no savings through water conservation.
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Agricultural Commissioner
W. Earl McPhail

Office Of

AGRICULTURAL COMMISSIONER
P.O. Box 889, Santa Paula, CA 93061
81 5 East Santa Barbara Street
Telephone: (805) 933-3165
(805) 647-5931
FAX: (805! 525-8922

January 7, 1998
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Kathleen Mallory
City of Santa Paula
Planning Deparonent
P.O. Box 569
Santa Paula, CA 93061
SUBJECT:

Chief Deputy
David B. Buettner

Draft Environmental Impact Report for the City of Santa Paula
General Plan Update

Dear Ms. Mallory:
The Ventura County Agricultural Commissioner' s Office has reviewed the Draft EIR (primarily
the Project Description, Agriculture Impacts, Long Tenn Impacts, and Alternatives Sections) and
has the following comments on the document.

BA

Page 2-10, third paragraph. The text states that the Santa Paula Sphere of Influence contains
approximately 460 acres, but that very little of this acreage is vacant non-agricultural land. The
text should clarify whether the 460 acres is presently undeveloped.

8ei

Page 3-2, last paragraph. The text states that the canyons north of the City typically support
non-irrigated pasture and grazing activities. These canyons also support substantial orchard
production, as described in Section 4 .1 of the Draft EIR. The text should be revised to be
consistent with the setting discussed in Section 4. 1.

~

Page 4-1, third paragraph. The text states that where a mitigation measure could have a
significant impact in another issue area, this impact is discussed as a residual effect. Residual
effects are the impacts that would remain following the imposition of a mitigation measure to
alleviate a particular impact. A secondary effect is the impact in another issue area that would be
created by the imposition of a mitigation measure. The text of the EIR should be revised to make
this distinction, where appropriate.

Bb

Page 4.1-1, fifth paragraph. A copy of the 1996 Ventura County Annual Crop and Livestock
Report issued by the Agricultural Commissioner' s Office was provided to the preparer of the Draft
EIR a couple of months ·ago. The crop values provided in this report should be used to update the
text and the information provided in Table 4.1-1 for ·avocados, oranges, lemons and other crops.
The infonnation found in The Value of Agriculture to Ventura County: An Economic Analysis
(Ventura County Agricultural Land Trust and Conservancy and the California State Coastal
Conservancy, 1996) is outdated. The use of the crop values included in the 1996 Crop Report was
recommended in our commemts on the Notice of Preparation (dated September 24, 1997).

-

Serving Ventura County since 1895 -

8~

Page ·4.1-3, first paragraph. The State of California Department of Conservation Farmland
Mapping and Monitoring Program classifies lands that have agricultural value. The mapping
system generated by the program is referred to as the Important Farmlands Inventory. The text
should be revised appropriately .

8F

.Page 4.1-5, second paragraph. As we noted in our comments on the Notice of Preparation, a
map showing the location of the Santa Paula-Ventura Greenbelt and the Santa Paula-Fillmore
Greenbelt should be provided in the document, or one of the existing maps in Section 4 .1 should be
revised to include the boundaries of the two greenbelts.

eJ:;

Page 4.1-5, third paragraph. The text should provide a brief discussion .of the Notice of Nonrenewal and cancellation processes, and the monetary penalties and increased property taxes
associated with the two mechanisms to eliminate an LCA contract.

814

~1.

1 Page 4.1-6, second paragraph. Enclosed is the mission statement for the Agriculture Policy
Working Group. The text should be revised appropriately._
Page 4.1-6, third paragraph. The Ventura County Right-to-Farm Ordinance was developed by
the Agricultural Policy Advisory Committee (separate group from the Agriculture Policy Working
Group [APWG]) at the direction of the County Board of Supervisors. The process to adopt the
Right-to-Fann Ordinance was entirely separate from the work undertaken by the APWG, and was
initiated the year prior to the creation of the APWG. The ordinance was adopted by the Board of
Supervisors on October 7 and became effective November 6, 1997. The Right-to-Fann Ordinance
protects properly conducted, commercial agricultural operations in unincorporated areas from
nuisance complaints. The text should be revised appropriately. In particular, we request that the
last sentence in this paragraph be revised as follows: ''To resolve potential disputes between
commercial agricultural operations and nearby non-agricultural uses or residents, the Agricultural
Commissioner's Office may provide non-binding mediation."
We also suggest that the proposed Save Open Space and Agricultural Resources (SOAR) Initiative
be briefly discussed. Although the initiative is not anticipated to be placed on the ballot until
November 1998, its passage would have a substantial effect on the City' s General Plan Update and
the additional properties that are proposed to be annexed to the City for development. We suggest
that the Draft EIR preparer contact our office to further discuss the proposed initiative, and to
obtain additional information concerning this issue.

e;:r

Page 4.1-6, fifth paragraph. The amount of "Prime" and "Statewide Importance" Farmland that
is considered to be significant if developed should be stated. The Ventura County Initial Study
Assessment Guidelines (November 1992) also determine that, depending on the acreage, the loss
of"Unique" farmland and "Fannlands of Local Importance" is considered to result in a significant
project impact. The loss of ''Unique" fannland · is also considered to contribute to a significant
cumulative impact. As we noted in our comments on the Notice of Preparation, the impacts of the
loss of these types of agricultural soils should be addressed in the EIR.

8\l.

Page 4.1-6, last paragraph. The Draft EIR states that removal of land under agricultural
production is considered a significant impact. The text should identify whether any loss of land in
agricultural production is considered significant, or if a certain acreage must be lost before the
impact is considered significant.

2
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Page 4.1-10, table. We question why Conservation/Open Space Element Implementation Measure
19 is applicable just to land in agricultural production located in an existing greenbelt. The City
should consider requiring this implementation measure for all agricultural properties that are lost to
development.

I

The italicized statement below the table notes that the italicized text indicates the text of the
General Plan that has been revised during the EIR process. However, the names of the elements
that the policies or implementation measures are found in are also in italics.

8M

Page 4.1-10, second paragraph. The policies and implementation measures noted in the table
would not document the viable prime agricultural lands.
This would be done by
Conservation/Open Space Implementation Policy 14. The Draft EIR should be revised to include
this policy in the table.

BrJ

Page 4.1-10, mitigation measure AG-l(a). We question whether the agricultural cluster
development would preserve commercial agricultural operations as a viable industry, rather than
merely agricultural land as pretty, green open space. Commercial agricultural operations require a
certain amount of acreage to remain viable. The amount of acreage can depend on the crop grown,
soil conditions, proximity to non-agricultural uses, and other factors. Would a developer lease the
agricultural land to a grower to be farmed commercially, or would the agricultural area be owned
by a homeowner' s association, and contracted to an agricultural management firm? Commercial
agricultural land preserved in this manner may still result in conflicts with the new clustered
homes. The feasibility of the mitigation measure to preserve commercial agricultural operations,
and the potential secondary effects of the measure should be addressed in the EIR.

80

Page 4.1-11, second paragraph. The Draft EIR does not address the economic value of the loss
of 1,500 acres of production agriculture, and the resulting effect on the agricultural industry. We
suggest that the economic value of the 1,500 acres be estimated, using the crop values from the
1996 Crop Report. The resulting economic loss should then be compared to the economic value of
the entire production agriculture within Ventura County, as well as the individual sectors that
would be affected (i.e., avocados, oranges and lemons). The discussion of the effect that the loss
of agriculture in Ventura County has on the agricultural industry and agriculture-support
businesses found in the Value ofAgriculture report should be used to determine the potential effect
that the loss of 1,500 acres of production agriculture would have on the industry. Section 15064 of
the State CEQA Guidelines states that "economic and social effects of a physical change may be
used as the basis for determining that the physical change is significant." We recognize that this
discussion would likely need to be qualitative in nature. We also caution you to recognize that the
findings of the economic analysis in the Value of Agriculture study are not universally supported
by the agricultural industry. However, we believe that the study is helpful in providing a
qualitative analysis and conclusion as to what effect the loss of 1,500 acres of production
agriculture has on the agricultural industry. In particular, please refer to the conclusions present
on pages 112 and 113 of the study. We suggest that you contact our office to discuss this analysis
further.
We find that without this analysis, the discussion presented in the Draft EIR of the agricultural
impacts of the proposed General Plan Update is not adequate. The loss of 1,500 acres of
production agriculture is not significant by itself; it is significant in the conte""'t of its relationship to
and the effect it has on the agricultural industry in Ventura County.
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Page 4.1-11, last paragraph. The discussion of LCA contracts should explain that the properties
under an LCA contract could not be developed until the Notice of Non-renewal period (10 years)
expires, or the contract is canceled. The penalties and property tax increases associated with both
methods should be addressed.
Page 4.1-12, table. Conservation/Open Space Element Implementation Measure 14 would
require "any new development on designated agricultural lands or designated prime agricultural
soils to provide infonnation on the viability of the agricultural soils and operations prior to
requesting approval for urban land uses" (emphasis added). Why would land designated for
" Agriculture" uses be included in the City at all? If land is to remain in agricultural production,
and is not planned to be developed under the Santa Paula General Plan Update, wouldn't it be more
appropriate for that land to remain in the unincorporated area? If the lands are designated for
agriculture, why would development occur on them? If development is planned under the General
Plan Update to occur on properties comprised of prime agricultural soils, why is infonnation on the
viability of the soils and agricultural operations required for the development to occur? This seems
unnecessary since the properties are proposed for development, and will not remain in agriculture.
Page 4.1-13, mitigation measure AG-2(a). We recommend that this mitigation measure be
evaluated further. Why purchase only ACEs within the expansion areas? Should high quality
agricultural lands that are under strong pressure to develop be included in the program (e.g.,
agricultural lands on the Oxnard Plain), regardless of where the properties are located? How is the
PACE program to be funded? Will conservation easements be purchased on lands with at least the
same agricultural quality and viability as those lands which have been lost to development under
the General Plan Update? Why should the City establish a program separate from the Ventura
County Agricultural Land Trust (VCALT)? The VCALT should be explored further as to whether
it's an appropriate mechanism for purchasing agricultural conservation easements on properties
within the City's expansion areas or elsewhere. The feasibility of the proposed PACE Program
also should be addressed in the EIR.
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Page 4.1-13, mitigation measure AG-2(b). The text states that the Agriculture and Open Space
District would be publicly funded. The text should clarify how this would occur. Would a ballot
measure be voted on by the public to allocate a sales tax increase to the district? Would fees be
imposed on developers to finance the district and to purchase conservation easements? Why would
lands currently in the City be included in the district? Aren't properties currently located in the
City proposed for development under the existing General Plan and the General Plan Update?
Why create a separate district if a mechanism to acquire conservation easements on agricultural
land (i.e., the VCALT) already exists? The measure states that the purpose of the district would be
to "acquire and manage open space and agricultural lands for public use or protection". We are
concerned that agricultural lands acquired for public use and protection would not remain
commercial agricultural operations, and that the lands are not being acquired to continue the
viability of the agricultural industry in Ventura County. The feasibility and the secondary effects
of this mitigation measure also should be addressed in the EIR. We suggest that the EIR preparer
contact this office to discuss this measure and its secondary effects further.
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Page 4.1-14, first paragraph. The Draft EIR states that with the implementation of the
recommended mitigation measures, the loss of 1,500 acres of production agriculture would be
reduced to less than significant. We question whether the loss of such a substantial acreage can be
reduced to a less than significant level, since even with the · implementation of the mitigation
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measures, there would be 1,500 fewer acres in cultivation in the Santa Paula Area of Interest.
Further, given the location and topography of the cultivated agricultural lands that are proposed for
development, it is unlikely that an additional 1,500 acres of like-quality agricultural properties in
the vicinity of the developed properties could be included in a PACE program. As noted above, we
believe the impact of the loss of 1,500 acres of production agriculture on the agricultural industry
needs to be addressed in the EIR, so the true impact of the loss of this acreage can be determined.
The feasibility of the recommended mitigation measures needs to be further assessed to determine
whether the resulting residual effects would be less than significant.
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Page 4.1-15, table. Policy 4.oo states that new lands should be included in the Santa PaulaFillmore Greenbelt to compensate for lands that may be removed from the greenbelt for
amendments to the current City Sphere of Influence. We recommend that the policy be revised to
state that the agricultural quality of the new lands should be the same as those that are removed
from the greenbelt for development.
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Page 4.1-15, mitigation measure AG-3(a). The mitigation states that for each acre removed from
the existing greenbelt as a result of development in the East Area 1 and 2 areas, one acre shall be
added to the greenbelt within other appropriate locations within the City' s Area of Interest. We
recommend that this mitigation require that the lands added to the greenbelt be of the same
agricultural quality as the lands removed for development. We further question whether this
mitigation is feasible, given the location, topography and agricultural quality of the properties that
would be removed from the greenbelt. To adequately address this issue, the EIR should address
the feasibility of the mitigation measure. A map showing the location of Rancho La Cuesta, and a
brief assessment of the size and agricultural quality of that property, and whether it compares to
the agricultural quality of the 565 acres in East Area 1 and 2 that would be removed from the
greenbelt, should be included in the EIR. It is our position that this mitigation measure would not
fully alleviate the identified impact unless the agricultural land that would be added to the greenbelt
is comparable in acreage and agricultural quality to the properties that would be removed.
Page 4.1-16, second and third paragraphs. As we discussed in our comments on the Notice of
Preparation, the text should note the potential increase in pests and disease in cultivated
agricultural areas that may be introduced by improperly maintained urban landscaping. The EIR
also should note that for those unincorporated agricultural areas that would remain near urban uses
developed in the expansion areas, the Ventura County Right-to-Farm Ordinance would afford
protections to properly-conducted commercial agricultural operations from nuisance complaints.
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The proposed Circulation Element for the General Plan Update includes the development of the
Santa Paula Branch Line Recreational Trail along the rail right-of-way through the City of Santa
Paula and the agricultural properties to the west and east of the City, as illustrated on Figure 2-6 of
the EIR. However, the discussion of the impacts on agricultural uses from buildout under the
Update does not address the potential impacts associated with recreational users of the proposed
trail. These impacts include potential vandalism, trespassing, safety effects due to the use of
pesticides in nearby agricultural properties, and the resulting liability that would need to be
assumed by the farmer. These issues have been previously discussed with staff of the Ventura
County Transportation Commission (VCTC) and the consultant for the Santa Paula Branch Line
Recreational Trail. We suggest that you contact Chris Stephens or Ginger Gherardi with VCTC,
Erick Justesen with RRM Design Group, and Rex Laird of the Ventura County Farm Bureau to
discuss this further. The land use conflicts associated with the proposed location of the trail should
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be discussed to insure an adequate assessment of the potential impacts of all the components of the
<tJ~ I General
Plan Update on agricultural resources.
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Page 4.1-16, table. Implementation Measure 17 states that City staff should work with farmers in
and around the City to address any identified noise problems related to the use of farm equipment.
If the recommended Right-to-Fann Ordinance mitigation measure discussed below is adopted by
the City, the implementation measure would not be necessary. Further, the wording "work with
farmers .. to address identified noise problems" is not clear. What does this mean? Farm
equipment will generate noise that may affect nearby property owners; however, State and County
law currently protect properly conducted commercial farming operations located both in the city
limits and in the unincorporated area from nuisance complaints.
Page 4.1-17, mitigation measures AG-4(a) and AG-4(b). We recommend that the preparer of
the Draft EIR contact this office to discuss these measures further. With respect to measure AG4(a), State law already protects properly conducted commercial agricultural operations from
nuisance complaints. The recently adopted Ventura County Right-to-Fann Ordinance combines
the two measures in one ordinance. Mitigation measure AG-4(b) provides that all property owners
in the City and potential homebuyers within 1,000 feet of farmland be notified that they may be
subject to nuisances from agricultural operations. Based on our staff's experience in developing
the County Right-to-Farm Ordinance, we recommend that no radius for notification be included in
the ·city's ordinance. Some of the inconveniences or nuisances associated with commercial
agricultural operations, including noise from agricultural equipment, fertilizer odors, or slowmoving agricultural vehicles, do not respect distances. As a result, we believe that it is important
to notice (educate) all purchasers (not only homebuyers) that they are buying property in a
commercial agricultural area, with the potential for nuisances or inconveniences, thereby reducing
the possibility that new property owners will make nuisance complaints. We also recommend that
the City's ordinance not establish a specific buffer between commercial agricultural operations and
new urban development. Appropriate buffers differ depending on the type of crop that is grown
and the urban use located in proximity to it. It is our experience that buffers are more
appropriately established as conditions of approval at the time of review of proposed subdivision
maps and other entitlements, and should be specific to the situation. We would welcome the
opportunity to discuss these measures further with City staff or the EIR preparer. You also should
be apprised that following the enaction of the County Right-to-Farm Ordinance, the Chair of the
County Board of Supervisors transmitted a letter to the City's Mayor and Council recommending
that the City adopt an ordinance providing for notification to purchasers of property of the
protections afforded by the State and the County to properly conducted commercial agricultural
operations, and of the potential inconveniences that may be experienced by the purchasers.
Page 4.1-17, mitigation measure AG-l(a). We previously expressed our concern that this
measure would not alleviate the proposal ' s impacts on commercial agricultural operations, nor
insure that those operations remain viable. This measure may also increase the potential land use
conflicts that occur between commercial agricultural operations and nearby urban uses. Please see
our comments above on mitigation measure AG-l(a).
Page 4.11-2, water. Our comments on the Notice of Preparation stated that the EIR should assess
the potential impacts that buildout under the General Plan Update would have on the quality and
quantity of groundwater currently available to growers for the irrigation of agriculture. While the
Draft EIR discusses the adjudicated Santa Paula Groundwater Basin Agreement, the current water
allocation to urban users and farmers, and how additional water supplies for new development
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could be provided, the EIR should be revised to state specifically whether the increased use of
groundwater due to buildout in the expansion areas will adversely impact the quality or quantity of
groundwater available to agricultural interests.
Pages 5-1 and 5-5. The California Environmental Quality Act Guidelines no longer require that
the relationship between short-tenn uses and long-tenn productivity be addressed in an EIR. See
the discussion under Sections 15126 and 15127 of the Guidelines.
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Page 5-1, Table 5-1. The loss of approximately 650 acres of prime and statewide importance
agricultural soils and 1,500 acres of production agriculture appears to be inconsistent with the
policies included in the General Plan Update to protect and preserve agriculture. We recommend
that these inconsistencies be addressed in the discussion of internal policy inconsistencies and listed
in Table 5-1. This issue was addressed in our comments on the Notice of Preparation.
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Page 5-2, first paragraph. The text notes that internal policy inconsistencies in the General Plan
Update comprise four broad topics. We believe that a fifth topic, the inconsistencies of the
proposed development with the agricultural policies in the General Plan Update, should be
addressed.
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Page 5-6, first paragraph. The text states that "Long-tenn benefits of buildout of any of the
alternatives considered for the General Plan Update include ... establishing a model of agricultural
preservation for Ventura County through the adoption of agricultural preservation policies and
programs." Due to the substantial amount of prime and statewide importance agricultural soils
and lands currently in agricultural production that would be lost to development under the General
Plan buildout, we question how the Update is a model for agricultural preservation in Ventura
County, despite the agricultural preservation policies and programs that are included in the
document.
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, Page 6-6, Section 6.2.1. The text states that development associated with Alternative 2 would not
occur in Adams Canyon; therefore, buildout would not affect the City's existing greenbelt
agreement with the City of Ventura. The last paragraph on page 4.1.:.14 states that under the City's
interpretation of the boundaries of the Ventura-Santa Paula Greenbelt, development in Adams
Canyon would not affect the existing greenbelt agreement. The statement on this page should be
revised to be consistent with the text on page 4 .1-14.
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Page 6-10, Section 6.3.1. The text should be clarified to state that the 150 acres of agricultural
land that would be developed under the No Project l Alternative are currently in production, and
that implementation of this alternative would substantially reduce impacts to agricultural resources
as compared to the proposed General Plan Update.
Page 6-13, Section 6.4.1. The te>..i should be revised to noted that the No Project 2 Alternative
would have a substantially reduced impact on agricultural resources as compared to the proposed
General Plan Update.
Page 7-2, Section 7.1.2.
Commissioner's Office".

Please revise the office indicated for Julie Bulla to "Agricultural
.
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Thank you for the opportunity to review the Draft EIR. We commend the effort that was made by
the EIR preparer to assess the complex issue of the impacts of the General Plan Update on
agricultural resources, and to develop mitigation measures to at least partially alleviate identified
impacts. We would appreciate the opportunity to discuss or to clarify our comments further,
especialiy those related to the recommended mitigation measures, with City staff and the project
manager for the document. Please contact Julie Bulla of my office at (805) 647-5931.
Sincerely,

~ Cadlm£/1fa¥'
W. Earl McPhail
Agricultural Commissioner
WEM:jb
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Dr aft Mission Statement2

(Agriculture Policy Working Group)
• The purpose of the Ventura County Agriculture Policy Working Group is
to develop and recommend· a set of strategies and actions which will
validate or establish a framework for the retention and protection of
agricultural land and for the long term survival of agriculture as a viable
and profitable industry in the County that is in balance with other
economic activities, our cities and our unique lifestyle and resources.

Bi' ised Composite Vision Statement
(Agriculture Policy Working Group)
• Ventura County will be a unique place in California that is distinguished
by its agricultural lands and greenbelts that are in balance with its cities,
by a thriving agricultural industry that is a strong force in a diverse,
productive economy and by its success in providing for the safety,
· --~ducatiQn,_b_e.alth..ancleconomic-and -cultural-w-eU-being··of-all·of·its people;

/

: From Agriculture Policy Working Group Proceedings on September 12 . I997

City of Santa Paula General Plan Update EIR
Section 8.0 Comments and Responses

Letter 8
COMMENTOR:

W. Earl McPhail, Agricultural Commissioner, Ventura County Agricultural
Commissioner's Office

DATE:

January 7, 199S

RESPONSES:
Response SA
Most of the 237 acres within the City's Sphere of Influence (but outside the current City limit, and
outside the floodway of the Santa Clara River) are in agriculture. Within this area, about SO acres
support residential development, and about 10 acres contain industrial or commercial
development. In general, areas supporting non-agricultural development are either along State
Route 150 north of the current city limits (mostly residential), east of Santa Paula Creek near State
Route 126 (mixed), or in two small county islands in the western part of town near Peck Road
(residential).
Response SB
The commenter requests clarification concerning agricultural practices in the canyons north of
Santa Paula. Page 3-2 will be amended to reflect that the canyons support orchard production in
addition to the predominant grazing activities in those areas.
Response SC
The comment clarifies the difference between a residual effect and a secondary effect. Where
appropriate, the EIR will be amended to use the proper term as needed.
Response SD
The cornmentor requests updated crop values based on the 1996 Ventura County Annual Crop and
Livestock Report. This information will be included in Table 4.1-1 of the FEIR. However, the
updated crop values will not alter the conclusions contained in the document.
Response SE
The commentor provides clarification regarding the use of terminology concerning the Important
Farmlands Mapping system. The text on page 4.1-3 will be revised accordingly.
Response 8F
The commentor requests that a map be included showing the present greenbelt boundaries
involving Santa Paula. Although this information is described in the text, Figure 4.1-1 will be
modified to show existing greenbelt boundaries with the cities of Ventura and Fillmore.
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Response8G
The commentor requests the EIR describe the LCA contract Notice of Non-Renewal process in
more detail. This information will be included on page 4.1-5, but will not alter the conclusions
drawn in the EIR analysis.
Response8H
The commentor notes the correct title of the Agriculture Policy Working Group (APWG), which
will be used in the EIR.
Response 81
The commentor discusses county-wide agriculture preservation programs currently being
considered, including the recently adopted Right-to-Farm Ordinance and the proposed Save
Open Space and Agricultural Resources (SOAR) initiative. The relationship of the Right-to-Farm
ordinance to the APWG will be clarified on page 4.1-6 of the EIR, and a discussion of the
proposed SOAR initiative will be included.
Response 81
The commentor requests clarification regarding the significance thresholds used in the
Agriculture Analysis. Based on the County's Initial Study Assessment Guidelines, the loss of
Unique farmland would be considered significant, in addition to the Prime and Statewide
Importance farmland already addressed in the EIR. (Unique farmland is land containing lesser
quality soils that are used for high value crops.) The EIR found that about 650 acres of Prime and
Statewide Importance farmland would be lost as a result of General Plan buildout, which was
identified as a Oass I (significant and unmitigable) impact. Buildout would also convert Unique
farmland within the expansion areas. Within East Area 1, about 200 acres support Unique
farmland (about 90% of the 541-acre area is either Prime or Unique farmland). Substantial
portions of the lower reaches of Adams and Fagan canyons also include Unique farmland. In all,
about 500 acres of Unique farmland area is evenly divided between the two canyons. No Unique
farmland is contained in either East Area 2 or West Area 2. However, portions of the existing
Sphere of Influence include Unique farmland, particularly the large agricultural parcel north of
Foothill Road and Anacapa Terrace, southwest of Fagan Canyon. In all, an estimated 800 acres of
Unique farmland could be lost due to buildout under the General Plan. This loss would
contribute to the Oass I project-specific and cumulative impact already identified under Impact
AG-1 under the Agriculture analysis. However, this information would not change the overall
conclusions of the analysis, nor the proposed mitigation measures. (It should be noted that the
collective loss of Prime, Statewide Importance, and Unique farmland roughly corresponds to the
amount of agricultural production lost within the planning area -1,500 acres - an impact
described more fully under Impact AG-2.)
Response8K
The commenter requests clarification regarding the significance threshold for the loss of
agricultural production. As stated on page 4.1-6 of the DEIR, any loss of agricultural production
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would be considered significant. Impact AG-2 fonnd the loss of 1,500 acres within the planning
area to be significant. The mitigation measures provided would mitigate the impact to agricultural
production; however, they would not mitigate the conversion of prime soils and soils of statewide
importance, which has been identified as a significant, unavoidable impact.
Response SL
The commentor would like to have Conservation/ Open Space Element Implementation Measure
19 be applicable to all agricultural lands, not just those in existing greenbelts. The City of Santa
Paula adopted greenbelt agreements with the neighboring cities of Ventura and Fillmore in 1967
and 19SO, respectively. The purpose was to protect agriculture and open space and to maintain
the separation of the three communities. The City remains committed to the preservation of
agricultural land surrounding the City, as exhibited by various General Plan policies and
implementation measures. Implementation Measure 19 requires that applicants for development
of land in agricultural production that is within an existing greenbelt provide funds to the County
land trust for the purchase of agricultural lands and/ or easements. It is the opinion of the City
that it would not be appropriate to implement this requirement outside the greenbelt area.
Although Implementation Measure 19 applies only to lands within an existing greenbelt,
Implementation Measure 18 of the Conservation/ Open Space Element applies to all agricultural
lands both inside and outside the greenbelt and requires the use of planning tools to protect
agricultural lands, prime agricultural soils, and viable agricultural operations.
For clarification, italicized text within the DEIR' s Policy tables refers to text changed during the
EIR process. The exception to this rule involves the titles prior to the policy or implementation
measure (for example, Land Use Element), which are italicized to offset them from the subsequent
text.
Response SM
The commenter correctly notes that Conservation/Open Space Implementation Measure 14
would provide documentation for viable prime agricultural lands. The policy table within Impact
AG-1 will be modified to include this measure, which is already described under the policy table
for Impact AG-2 (see page 4.1-12 of the DEIR).
Response SN
The commenter questions whether Mitigation Measure AG-l(a) as worded (Agricultural Cluster
Development) would effectively help maintain commercial agriculture as a viable industry.
Accordingly, the measure will be revised slightly, to include language to the effect that clustering,
where it occurs, shall be cognizant of existing parcel boundaries, striving to cluster development
on smaller or non-viable parcels. The purpose of this approach is to keep large existing parcels
intact to facilitate continued commercial agricultural operations. Clustering techniques to
preserve agriculture have been used successfully in other jurisdictions, including San Luis Obispo
County, Riverside County, San Joaquin County, and Fresno County. (It should also be kept in
mind that the proposed General Plan land use pattern was designed in large part to avoid much
of the most viable agricultural acreage in the valley, to avoid the need for excessive cluster
development.)
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Response SO
The commenter suggests that EIR analyze the economic loss resulting from the conversion of
1,500 acres of productive agriculture, within the context of the Countywide agricultural industry.
The commenter correctly notes that Section 15064 of the CEQA Guidelines states that "economic
and social effects of a physical change may be used as the basis for determining that the physical
change is significant."
In response, the physical change (the loss of 1,500 acres of agricultural production) was analyzed
as part of Impact AG-2, and found to be significant. One basis of this determination was the
economic loss. This in fact is a primary reason why agriculture is typically one of the only
industries examined in EIRs, in recognition of its importance to the local and state economy.

From a CEQA perspective, the analysis contained in the EIR is sound. Section 15131(a) of the
State CEQA Guidelines is clear:

"Economic or social effects of a project shall not be treated as significant effects on the
environment. An EIR may trace a chain of cause and effect ...from a proposed ... project.
[However,] the intermediate economic or social changes need not be analyzed in any detail greater
than necessary to trace the chain ofcause and effect. The focus ofanalysis shall be on the physical
changes." (emphasis added; also see Citizens For Sensible Development of Bishop Area v.
County of Inyo. 172 Cal.App.3d 151, 171)
The "cause and effect" of agricultural impacts is that the physical conversion of productive
farmland would likely have economic consequences for the agriculture industry. Such effects are
acknowledged, and are a major reason why the physical loss of agricultural land is considered
significant. The background economic information contained in the setting of the Agriculture
section of the EIR testifies to the importance of the industry, and this information will be updated
with data from the 1996 Ventura Countt; Annual Crop and Livestock Report (see the response to
Comment 8D).
The commenter also expresses the opinion that without additional economic analysis, the
discussion of agricultural impacts within the DEIR is inadequate. In response, Section 15151 of
the CEQA Guidelines states that:

.. .An evaluation of the environmental effects of a proposed project need not be exhaustive, but
the sufficiena; of an EIR is to be reviewed in light of what is reasonably feasible. Disagreement
among experts does not make an EIR inadequate, but the EIR should summarize the main points
of disagreement among the experts. The courts have not looked for perfection but for adequacy,
completeness, and a good faith effort at full disclosure." [emphasis added]
The DEIR makes a good faith effort at fully disclosing the nature of environmental impacts
related to agriculture, and acknowledges that there is disagreement among experts regarding
the severity of such impacts. One conclusion of the Hansen Trust study (1996) is that a loss of
37% of the County's total crop acreage could be withstood, before a substantial economic
impact regarding agricultural production would be realized (The Value of Agriculture to Ventura
County: An Economic Analysis, page 112). The commenter disagrees with this conclusion, which
implies that the loss of 1,500 acres of agricultural production (about 10% of the crop production
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in the City's Area of Interest) would be less than significant. The DEIR takes a compromise
approach, concluding impacts to agricultural production would b e significant, but that they can
be mitigated through the measures described in the DEIR document. This reflects the City' s
desire to cooperate with the County, agricultural, and business interests in efforts to sustain the
agricultural economy while allowing reasonable growth under the General Plan.
Response BP
The commentor notes that the development of land under LCA contract cannot occur until the
10-year Notice of Non-Renewal period expires, or if the contract is canceled. Background
information regarding LCA contracts may be found on page 4.1-5 of the DEIR. Other requested
information (such as financial penalties and taxes) has no direct bearing on the physical impact
associated with development on LCA contract lands. Such impacts are evaluated to indicate
potential physical constraints to development caused by regulatory requirements.
Response 80
The commentor raises questions concerning the purpose and application of the City' s proposed
Conservation/Open Space Element Implementation Measure 14. Specifically, the commentor is
concerned about the provision regarding potential development on designated agricultural
lands. The purpose of this Implementation Measure is to ensure that development, when it
occurs, is done appropriately by evaluating the agricultural potential of developable areas. The
measure acknowledges the fact that development would occur over time, and would be phased
according to specific plans for lands currently under agricultural use, such as East Area 1. In
addition, the City's proposed Agriculture land use designation (see Table 2-3, page 2-8, of the
DEIR) is intended to maintain agriculture within the Sphere of Influence, as appropriate. As
stated in Table 2-3, this designation would apply to lands in the South Mountain expansion
area, and a triangle of land west of Peck Road.
Response SR
The commentor raises several questions with regard to Mitigation Measure AG-2(a), Purchase
of Agricultural Conservation Easements (PACE). The program as written only applies to lands
under Santa Paula's control, or lands potentially under the City' s control, such as the proposed
expansion areas. If the County is amenable, the program could be expanded to include other
lands within its jurisdiction. The program's funding would likely be developer driven, and will
be addressed in the Mitigation Monitoring Program for this project. The intent is to purchase
conservation easements on land of similar quality as that being converted, to the extent
possible, and on lands facing development potential. The intent of the measure is not to
establish a program separate from one administered by the Ventura County Agricultural Land
Trust (VCALT), but to work within the framework of VCALT' s program. The City would have
a liaison to VCALT, and policies within the General Plan would support the City's efforts to
this end.
The mitigation measure will be clarified to reflect these points.
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Response 8S
The commentor raises several questions with regard to Mitigation Measure AG-2(b),
Agricultural and Open Space District. To clarify, the program would be privately funded, from
proceeds raised through developers. The following types of land would be included within the
district: designated agriculture (such as that included in the South Mountain expansion area),
designated conservation (passive) open space (such as Santa Clara River lands within the South
Mountain expansion area), or lands within the current City limits most appropriately
maintained as agriculture or open space.
The mitigation measure will be clarified to reflect this information.
Response 8T
Section 15151 of the CEQA Guidelines allows for a disagreement among experts in an EIR
analysis. It is the City's position that impacts to agricultural production can be reduced to a
less than significant level with implementation of the proposed mitigation measures. The
successful implementation of these measures will require ongoing cooperation between the
City, County, development community, and agricultural interests. It is incumbent upon the
County in cooperation with the City to identify target sites where such conservation easements
could most effectively be implemented. The measures suggested in the DEIR have been
implemented successfully in other jurisdictions around the state, including San Luis Obispo
County, San Joaquin County, Riverside County, and Fresno County.
A survey of agricultural businesses included in the Hansen Trust study (1996) found the longterm viability of agricultural production in the County could be maintained even with some
loss of agricultural acreage. Page 112 of that study indicates that some loss of acreage in
agricultural production would not significantly effect overall productivity in the County. The
Hansen Study estimates that a loss of as much as 37% of productive land in the County could
be withstood (a figure disputed by segments of the agricultural industry as too high). The loss
of 1,500 acres of productive agriculture under the proposed General Plan represents about 10%
of the 14,400 acres of non-grazing land under production within Santa Paula's Area of Interest
(Baseline Conditions Assessment, 1994). In the context of the Hansen study, this loss is
relatively small, and substantially less than the percentage identified as the critical threshold.
Please also refer to Response 80.
Response8U
The commentor suggests a revision to proposed Land Use Element policy 4.o.o to state that
lands added to the greenbelt should be of a quality similar to those lost to development. The
policy as written allows for flexibility in its application, as it would be difficult to find lands
that had identical characteristics as those lost to development. It should be noted that
greenbelts do not always contain high quality agricultural lands. While the intent of a
greenbelt is to preserve agriculture, greenbelt boundaries are politically determined, and often
include areas containing non-agricultural rural land uses.
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Response 8V
The commenter expands on the same concerns raised in Comment 8U, this time in the context
of proposed mitigation measure AG-3(a). Developers must cooperate with the County and City
to locate land of sufficient quality and quantity to replace acreage within the greenbelt lost to
development. Please also refer to Responses 8T and 8U.
Response8W
The commenter expresses concerns regarding conflicts between agriculture and urban land
uses. Specifically, the concern that inappropriate pesticides used in urban landscaping could
impact adjacent agriculture. This impact augments the others described on page 4.1-16 of the
DEIR. The commenter further notes that the County's Right-to-Farm Ordinance would afford
some measure of protection to existing commercial agriculture adjacent to proposed residential
uses. Mitigation Measure AG-4(a) would require a similar ordinance be enacted in the City to
provide further protection.
The commenter is also concerned about potential agricultural/urban conflicts with respect to
the proposed Santa Paula Branch Line Recreational Trail, which would traverse 32 miles within
the County, part of which would go through Santa Paula. The Branch Line Trail is a separate
project of another agency undergoing separate environmental review. Land use conflicts
arising from development of the trail would be analyzed in that document. The proposed
General Plan supports the development of the trail as a recreational and transportation amenity
that would serve the Santa Clara Valley. However, any mitigation measures recommended by
the environmental documentation for the trail project will be implemented by the City, as
appropriate.
Response 8X
The commenter notes that Noise Element Implementation Measure 17 would not be necessary
if the City adopted a Right-to-Farm Ordinance in accordance with proposed mitigation
measure AG-4(a). If the proposed Right-to-Farm mitigation measure is adopted, the
Implementation Measure would be revised to reflect the provisions of the Ordinance.
Response 8Y
The commenter offers insight into the application of proposed Mitigation Measures AG-4(a)
and AG-4(b), recommending they be combined into one measure. Further, the commenter
recommends that no specific notification radius be specified; instead, all new development
should be informed about the nature of commercial agricultural operations near the City.
Finally, the commenter recommends that no specific buffer distance be established between
agriculture and urban development; instead, such buffers should be determined on a case-bycase basis depending on the type of land uses involved. The two measures will be revised to
reflect these recommendations as they apply to the expansion areas.
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Response 8Z
The commentor states the opinion that cluster development would not mitigate potential
urban/ agricultural land use conflicts, and may exacerbate such conflicts. Cluster development,
applied properly, would convert fewer agricultural parcels to urban development, and reduce
the physical interface between urban and agricultural uses. In this way, it is an appropriate
measure to reduce potential land use conflicts.
Response SAA
The commentor requests clarification concerning whether increased urban use of groundwater
would have adverse impacts on the quality and quantity of groundwater available to
agriculture. Section 4.11 of the DEIR, Public Utilities, contains a detailed analysis of the
groundwater situation in the area. The assumption inherent in the EIR is that the City will be
limited to its current allocation of 6,085 AFY of groundwater per the current legal agreement,
and the recognition that other water sources would be needed if the City expands. The City
could acquire additional water in several ways. If State Water is obtained, no additional
impacts to groundwater quality or quantity would be anticipated. Another option is to either
trade existing surface water rights from Santa Paula Creek for additional groundwater, or
purchase groundwater rights from other users within the Santa Paula Pumpers Association.
Such users include both agricultural and non-agricultural interests, and they collectively
control about 21,415 AFY within the basin. Increased use of groundwater by the City would be
accompanied by a like decrease on the part of one or more of the existing users. Hence, no
decrease of groundwater available to agriculture would be expected. A proportional increase
in the municipal use of groundwater would also not be expected to decrease water quality,
particularly compared to agricultural uses, which can leach pesticides and other contaminants
into the soil and underlying aquifer.
Response BBB
The commenter correctly notes that a discussion of Short-Term Uses Versus Long-Term
Productivity (Section 5.4 of the DEIR) is no longer required under CEQA. Nevertheless, the
section is included to more completely disclose potential impacts.
Response 8CC
The commentor expresses the opinion that proposed expansion is inherently inconsistent with
agricultural preservation policies included in the proposed General Plan. The General Plan
land use pattern was designed to avoid most of the highly productive agricultural land on the
valley floor while providing for adequate City expansion. While some agricultural lands
would be converted to urban uses as the City expands, the proposed policies are intended to
minimize impacts to agriculture as development occurs. Specific Plans that address the
location of land uses within the expansion areas will be guided in part by these policies.
Without these policies, future Specific Plans would not be constrained to avoid productive
agricultural land or prime farmlands where possible. Through careful site planning, it may be
possible to convert fewer acres of prime farmland or productive farmland than the worst-case
scenario assumed by the EIR. It is acknowledged, in both the General Plan and EIR, that
agricultural lands will be converted in order to facilitate growth.
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Response 8DD
The commentor expands on the policy consistency discussion raised in the previous comment.
Please see Response 8CC.
Response 8EE
The commentor expresses the opinion that the General Plan update is not a model for
agricultural preservation in the County. In response, the mitigation strategies and
implementation measures contained in the proposed plan go farther than most jurisdictions in
attempting to address potential impacts to agriculture. The City is willing to work with the
appropriate County agencies to refine its agricultural preservation efforts, and seeks the benefit
of the County's experience in this matter.
Response 8FF
The commentor notes an inconsistency in the text between pages 6-6 and 4.1-14. This minor
inconsistency will be resolved in the Final EIR.
Response 8GG
The commentor suggests a minor clarification concerning the agricultural impacts of the No
Project Alternative. The analysis concurs with this comment.
Response 8HH
The commentor states that the No Project 2 Alternative would have a substantially less
agricultural impact compared to the proposed project. The DEIR already acknowledges that
the No Project 2 Alternative would have less of an impact than the proposed project.
Response 8II
The name of the commentor' s office was incorrectly given in the DEIR. It will be revised to be
correct (Agricultural Commissioner's Office).
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Alex Sheydayi

Planning Department
ATTN: Ms. Kathleen Mallory

Flood Control

P.O. Box 569
Santa Paula. CA 93061
RE:

Comments to the Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the General Plan

Dear Ms. Mallory:
The Ventura County Flood Control District has reviewed the above referenced EIR and have the

following comments:

£1 ~ I

1. Table ES-1 , Page ES-19, Flooding and Drainage, 3rd introductory paragraph: The peak flow from
the entire range of stonns from annual (2 year) to 100 year from each of the channels shall not
exceed pre-development discharge, not just at the Santa Clara River.

2. Table ES-1 , page ES-20, Impact F-3: The impact speaks to stonn water runoff in general however
the Mitigation Measure only speaks to runoff from industrial areas. The City is a co-permittee to
NPDES Permit No. CAS063339 and must address stormwater pollution from all land uses and
other sources. The Ventura County Stormwater Quality Management Program is not a program
that enforces the state' s general industrial pemllt. It deals with a11 land uses and other sources
C1f>
concentrating on pollution sources not covered by the state (such as a11 land development projects
regardless of use, construction activity on sites not covered by the general construction permit,
businesses not covered by the general industrial pennit, residents, and public infrastructure
activities).

qc.13.
G\I>

*

Table ES-1 , page ES-21 ~ Impact B-2, Mitigation Measures: This should refer to the NPDES Permit
and the Ventura County Stonnwater Quality Management Plan, not just the requirements.

4.7-1 , Page 4.7-3: Please change ''Existing County Facilities'' to "Existing Flood Control
,4. Figure
District Facilities".

800 South Victoria Avenue, Ventura. CA 93009-1600
FAX (805) 654·3952
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5. Section 4.7, Flooding and Drainage, Page 4.7-4, 1st paragraph: The docwnents should reflect that
the City of Santa Paula is a co-permittee covered by NPDES Permit No. CAS063339 and describe
the types of discharges covered by the permit. The last half of this paragraph is confusing and
appears to be incorrect based upon the NPDES pennit. It general mentions point source permits,
but needs to address the municipal pennit. Mitigation measures should be added to 1) comply with
applicable NPDES permits and 2) Include Best Management Practices, source and/or treatment
control to prevent pollutants from entering the environment to the maximum extent practicable.
6. Section 4.7, Flooding and Drainage, Page 4.7-4, item c.: The document should include a
description of the US Anny Corps of Engineers' flood control improvement project currently being
constructed in Santa Paula Creek. The discussion needs to include the purpose of the project and
the anticipated reduction in the floodplain. The Impact Analysis and Mitigation Measures include
this project,. but it should first be explained in the existing setting.

· 7. Table 4.7-2, Page 4.7-5: The Santa Clara River flood plain is being revised for the revised FEMA
4GI flow rates. The Flood Control District will be submitting a Letter of Map Revision (LO.MR), which
will officially revise the FIRM map from what is shown on Figure 4.7-2.
·

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the document. ff you have questions, please contact me
at (805) 654-2040.
Very truly yours,

fl(Kf

~heydayi

2:5

d

~/

Deputy Director of Public Works
Flood Control Department
cc:

.Kim Hocking. RMA
Carole Trigg. Development and Inspection Services
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Letter 9
COMMENTOR:

Alex Sheydayi, Deputy Director of Public Works, Flood Control
Department, County of Ventura

DATE:

January 6, 1998

RESPONSES:
Response 9A
The comment concerns peak flood flow from drainages in the planning area. The text will be
modified to state that peak runoff shall not exceed pre-development flows at all drainages, not
just the Santa Clara River. Specific Plans to be prepared for the expansion areas will address sitespecific flood control methods to reduce peak discharges along all drainage channels in the
planning area, and would address a broad range of storms (2-year to 100-year). A more detailed
analysis of flood impacts may be found in Section 4.7, Flooding and Drainage.
Response 9B
Impact F-3, which deals with water quality issues, will be clarified to address the cornmentor' s
concern. Specifically, page 4.7-10 will include a description of n on-point source contributors to
water quality impacts, and the existing mitigation measure (F-3(a)) will be expanded to address
non-point source impacts. Specific Plans for the expansion areas will include water quality plans
to address specific impacts associated with proposed development in these areas. The City is
committed to continued participation in the NPDES program.
Response 9C
The discussion for Impact B-2, which addresses construction runoff, will be modified to refer to
the NPDES permit and Ventura County Stormwater Management Plan.
Response9D
Requests minor text modification to Figure 4.7-1, on page 4.7-3. The modification will be made,
and will not affect the purpose of the figure, which depicts existing drainage facilities in the
planning area.
Response 9E
Impact F-3, which deals with water quality issues, will be clarified to address the commentor' s
concern. Please refer to Response 9B.
Response 9F
The commentor requests more information regarding proposed flood control improvements
currently being constructed on Santa Paula Creek. This project is briefly described within the
DEIR in several places, notably on pages 2-14 and 4.7-4. To expand on this information, the U.S.
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Army Corps of Engineers is currently improving the flood control characteristics of Santa Paula
Creek along 1.6 miles of the waterway, just north of the Santa Clara River. The purpose of the
project is to remove much of the eastern half of the City from the creek's 100-year flood plain. The
creek would be modified as a soft-bottomed, deep trapezoidal channel, with rip-rapped sides.
The debris storage capacity of the channel will be improved by the project, which has undergone
separate environmental review. The project is scheduled for completion in 1999.
Response 9G
The comment states that the existing FEMA flood plain for the Santa Clara River shown in Figure
4.7-2 is in the process of being revised. The General Plan's bank protection line (see Figure 2-2 in
Section 2.0, Project Description) is based on the June 1996 Final Draft of the Santa Clara River
Report for the Santa Clara River Enhancement and Management Plan (prepared by the Ventura
County Flood Control District). The report is consistent with the pending application for a Letter
of Map Revision (LOMAR) as confirmed in a phone conversation with Mr. Sheydayi on January
28, 1998. No development would be allowed south of the bank protection line shown in Figure 22 of the DEIR, and all development will be consistent with the revised Flood Insurance Rate Map.
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COUNTY OF VENTURA
PUBLIC WORKS AGENCY
WATER RESOURCES & ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

MEMORANDUM
January 6, 1998
To:

Kim Hocking
AMA/Planning Department

From:

Lowell Preston, Ph.D.,
Water Resources Division

~

.

Subject:

'

REF 97..1.S, CITY OF SANTA PAULA 2020 GENERAL PLAN UPDATE

We have reviewed the ·subject Draft Environmental Impact Report dated November
1997 for the City of Santa Paula General Plan Update and have the following water
resources"!related comments:
The Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) for the subject project for proposed
growth through year 2020, adding a total of 9,570 acres to the city's Sphere of
Influence, is Incomplete from a water resources perspective due · to a lack of
IDA Idiscussion conceming present and future wastewater treatment plant effluent impacts
and the potential groundwater quantity impacts. To be less than significant, the project
must be conducted so that the resulting treatment plant effluent flow does not cause the
contaminant load to the Santa· Clara River to increase and does not cause the net
impact to groundwater quantity to increase.

Project Description:
The proposed project is an update to the City of Santa Paula's General Plan. The pro-posed expansion would provide for a 25% increase in commercial square footage, a
1170/o increase in industrial area, and about 45% more residential units than currently
exist in Santa ~aula. Most of the urban expansion will occur on land presently being
fanned. The fifty·percent projected increase in Urban Water Demand and Supply
quantities presented in the DEIR equals the existing (agricultural) water use in the
expansion area. Data are readily available to verify these figures because existing
agricultural water use in the expansion area is documented. A large portion of the
IDB Iexpansion area has been in irrigated agricultural use for many years. Records from all
area water users are filed semi-annually with the United Water Conservation District in
Santa Paula.

The area is entirety dependent upon local groundwater supplies, except for 500 AFY
santa Paula Creek surface rights. Potentially, up to 2,000 AFY State Water could be
delivered to the city in the future to blend with groundwater supplies for improved
municipal water quality.
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The City of Santa Paula is served by a 2. 75 million gallon-per-day (mgd) wastewater
treatment plant, which is operated by the Ventura Regional Sanitation District. The
total wastewater flow at buildout would be about 4.2 mgd. Therefore, treatment plant
capacity must be increased. In addition to constructing new collection lines in the
expansion area, about 14,000 feet of existing sewer line is in need of replacement. The
wastewater treatment plant discharges into the Santa Clara River under a permit issued
by the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board.
PROBLEMS.
The DEIR for the proposed general plan does not fully explore the impact on water
resources in respect to the following concerns:

Groundwater Quantity
(1) The groundwater demand for this project could be Less than SlgnHlcant because

Jot

the urban expansion will occur on land that is presently being irrigated using local
groundwater supplies. Estimates of Increased urban water use of 2,989 acre-feet
per year (AFY) are presented in Table 4.11-5. The groundwater presently used on
agricultural land could yield up to 3,000 AFY as an offset. However, none of the
existing agricultural irrigation return water in the expansion area reaches the river
as underflow. Therefore, due to the project, additional treated wastewater will
become available as river flow and the agricultural return water presently deep
percolating will no longer be available to recharge the Santa Paula Basin. This may,
or may not, be significant, but a full explanation of the quantity aspects of the
project is needed.
·
·

Groundwater Quality: The impact of this project will be influenced by the following
factors:

lDb

(1) The total dissolved solids (TDS) content of local groundwater exceeds the upper
limit of 1,000 mg/I for domestic use. This problem has caused many families to
install home-regenerated water softening systems.
(2) Less fertilizer and pesticides will be used when the expansion area is converted to
urban use, compared to the existing orchards and row crops.
(3) Industrial facilities along with municipal uses will change and/or increase the
dissolved solids and other contaminants flowing into the treatment facilities.
(4) Many of the municipal and industrial uses will be subject to discharge permits.
(5) Additional water treatment will be required to accommodate some uses.
(6) Improvement in groundwater quality could occur, if ·salt balance pumping is initiat~d.
(7) Improvement in groundwater quality could occur, if State Water becomes available
for blending with focal groundwater.
.
(8) Improvement in groundwater quality could occur, if groundwater recharge facilities.
are constructed.
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These impacts need to be analyzed concurrently with the planned expansion and
upgrading of the treatment plant.

Surface Water Quantity: The impact of this project is Less than Significant because
the increase in flow of surface water during storm events will be mitigated by the
construction of detention facilities in canyons above Santa Paula. These facilities will
ID~ compensate for the flow increase due to the streets, parking lots and buildings.
The project will result in increased base flow in the Santa Clara River due to increased
treatment plant discharges

10F

Surface Water Quality: The impact of this project on surface water quality partially
depends upon the level of treatment prior to release of effluent from the wastewater
treatment plant. Again, this portion of the DEIR needs to be expanded to explain the
treatment standards planned and available to mitigate these problems.

Finally, The City of Santa Paula Well Ordinance requires that existing water wells
with in the project area, except for those that will supply water for the project, shall be
IDGI destroyed. An existing City/County service agreement requires that well destruction
work must be perfonned under a permit to be issued by the Water Resources Division.
If you have any questions please contact me at (805) 654-2088.

RLP:ATP:LCHllh

cc:

Carole Trigg
Development & Inspection Services Division
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Letter 10
COMMENTOR:

Lowell Preston, Ph.D., Manager, Water Resources Division, Public Works
Agency, County of Ventura

DATE:

January 6, 1998

RESPONSES:
Response lOA
The commentor expresses the opinion that the DEIR is incomplete because it needs to address
wastewater treatment plant effluent impacts and water quality impacts. Wastewater impacts are
discussed in Section 4.11, Public Utilities. This section includes a discussion of the existing
treatment plant capacity, and potential impacts (Impact PU-6). Water quality impacts are
addressed as Impact F-3 within Section 4.7, Flooding ad Drainage (also refer to the responses to
Letter 9). These portions of the DEIR adequately address these issues.
Response lOB
The comment summarizes the proposed General Plan buildout characteristics, and its impacts to
the wastewater treatment plant as described under Impact PU-6 in Section 4.11, Public Utilities.
Response lOC
The comment concerns the quantity of groundwater needed by buildout under the General Plan,
concluding such impacts could be less than significant. The commentor is also concerned that
municipal use of groundwater currently used by agriculture may result in less water available to
recharge the groundwater basin. Mitigation Measure F-4(a) calls for retention basins to be
constructed in the expansion areas, which could be designed to improve groundwater recharge.
These would be designed in conjunction with Specific Plans for the expansion areas.
While impacts such as those described by the commentor could occur, the magnitude and specific
impacts to groundwater quantity are speculative. Such impacts may be more precisely
determined when site-specific hydrogeologic studies are conducted in conjunction with eventual
Specific Plans. A related speculative impact might be the possible improvement in surface water
quality resulting from less return of agricultural runoff, which could contain harmful chemicals
used during farming operations. The EIR can only address impacts that are reasonably
understood based on the information available.
Response lOD
The comment notes several factors that would influence the proposed project's impact on
groundwater quality. These factors are appropriately applied when conducting a detailed
hydrogeologic report, which may be called for during the preparation for Specific Plans for the
expansion areas. The DEIR found that impacts to water quantity and quality would occur upon
General Plan buildout, including impacts to wastewater treatment capacity, and recommends
several program level mitigation measures to address such impacts.
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Response 10E
The commentor notes that impacts to surface water quantity would be less than significant
because of proposed detention facilities. Increased flows from treated wastewater can be
recycled, and used for industrial or landscaping purposes. Please refer to Response lOC.
Response 10F
This comment concerns surface water quality. Such impacts are analyzed at a program level in
Section 4.7, Flooding and Drainage, Impact F-3. Please refer to Responses 10A, lOC, 9B, and 9E.

Response 10G
The comment concerns the City's Well Ordinance, and that destruction of existing water wells be
performed under a permit to be issued by the County's Water Resources Division. This provision
does not conflict with any aspect of the proposed General Plan or DEIR.
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TO:

Resource Management Agency, Planning Division

.Attention: Kim Hocking
FROM:

Robert B. Brownie, Principal Engineer

SUBJECT:

Review of Document Number 97-1.5
Dlaft Environmental Impact Report
General Plan Land Use-Update

~{';()

The City of SANTA PAULA

The Tnmspo1 tation Department has reviewed the subject Draft Environmental Impact Report for the
Santa Paula General Plan Land Use Update. We previously reviewed the Notice of General Plan
Advisory Committee meeting 111d provided commerrts in our Janwuy 13, 1997, February 24, 1997 and
June 3, 1997 memoranda. We also reviewed the Initial Study and Notice of Preparation of a Draft
Environmental Impact Report and provided comments in our September 15, 1997 memorandum. We
offer the following comments:
The Draft Environmental Impact Report does not adequately ·address issues raised in our previous
Overall, the Draft Environmental Impact
Report ignores the cumulative impacts of this and other projects in the City of Santa Paula on Ventura

I comments on other projects within the City of Santa Paula.

11 A

County's Regional Road Network.

This project has the potemial to create a significant cumulative adverse traffic impact on the County
Regional Road Network. To place the impact of this General Plan update in context, the full build
out of the Genera!Plan will generate (based on the traffic study within the DEIR.) 98, 167 ADT or
vehicle trips per day. The entire Newhall Ranch project will generate only 7, 740 additional vehicle
trips per day on Ventura County Roadways. The Santa Paula General Plan Update generates over
11
11 o 12 tints the volume oftraftic on Ventura County roadways that is anticipated to be generated by the
Newhall Ranch project.

I

It is unrealistic to consider that traf& generated by this project will be limited to the Santa Paula City
Limits and will not cumuJatively adversely impact the County maintained roadways or state highways

in the unincorporated area..

A project will normally have a significant environmental impact if it will cause a traffic increase that
is substantial in relation to existing traffic load and capacity. CEQA establishes a duty for public
agencies to avoid or minimize environment.al damage where feasible, and a public agency may not
approve a project as proposed if there are mitigation measures available that would substantially
l l ~ tessen any significant effects that the project would have on the environment. There is a mitigation
measure available to mitigate the cumulative adverse traffic impacts of this project. The cumulative
impact of additional traffic on the County Regional Road Network should be mitigated through

I
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payment of an appropriate traffic impact fee. This can be accomplished through a reciprocal traffic
\\Ct impact mitigation agreement or other mechanism to cause projects approved by the City of Santa
Paula. in accordance with this _General Plan Update, to pay an appropriate traffic impact fee.

I

Each trip generated by a project has a specific and a cumulative impact on the level of service of a
roadway. Individually the impact of one trip may be insignificant, and traditionally projects anticipated

\\~

to generate less than a minimum volume of traffic are ignored in traffic analysis. However, the
ammlarive impact of each individual trip is to gradually but relentlessly contribute to the degradation
ofthe level of service of the roadways in the Regional Road Network, until the useable capacity of
the roadway is exhausted. Without a traffic mitigation fee or other similar program, the first projects
approved in essence get a "free ride". The first project to come up for approval after this capacity is
cumulatively used up, would be required to pay the full cost of all needed improvements, no matter
how slight the traffic impact of such project, or how high the cost of needed improvements. That is
the purpose of traffic impact mitigation fees. They apportion a "fair-share" proportional amount to
each trip generated by a project approved by an agency based on an analysis of the cumulative impact
of projects projected within whatever planning horizon is chosen for the analysis.

Unless the adverse cumulatiV\11 impacts of the project are appropriately mitigated the County is
obligated under the COtJDfy General Plan to oppose discretionary development and annexation for the
purpose of development
Please call me at extension 2080 with questions.
c:

Art Goulet, Richard Herrera,. Duane Flaten, Carol Trigg

RBWRHIDRF:a
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Letter 11
COMMENTOR:

Robert B. Brownie, Principal Engineer, Transportation Department Public
Works Agency, County of Ventura

DATE:

December 18, 1997

RESPONSES:
Response 1lA
The commentor expresses the opinion that the EIR does not adequately address impacts to the
County's Regional Road Network. In fact, the EIR does address the issue. Growth anticipated
under the proposed General Plan is consistent with regional population and employment growth
projections (see Letter 4, from the Southern California Association of Governments, particularly
Comments 4B, 4D, 4G and 41)). The amount of housing and non-residential development allowed
under the General Plan was in fact planned such that it would not exceed regional growth
forecasts, which form the basis for regional transportation and air quality planning efforts. In
addition, the amount of residential development accommodated under the General Plan is
consistent with the City' s existing Growth Management Ordinance, which allows the issuance of
a building permit for 124 dwelling units per year. Consequently, regional impacts from planned
local growth were previously considered in conjunction with the adoption of the City' s
Ordinance, SCAG' s Regional Comprehensive Plan and Guide, and VCTC Regional
Transportation Plan. Planned improvements to the County's Regional Roadway Network are
based on expected regional growth forecasts, which the City' s General Plan does not exceed.
It should also be noted that while buildout of the General Plan would generate an estimated
98,000 trips, much of this traffic would occur in infill areas within the City, and would not affect
regional roadways. Further, the trip generation estimates are "trip ends" and many of the new
land uses will interact with one another. For example, many new homes in the City may generate
trips that end up at new commercial establishments in the City. The traffic model would count
this as two trips. In order to address the City's share of regional roadway impacts, the City will be
participating in the County's regional traffic mitigation fee program. Please refer to Response
llC.
Response 11B
The comment states that the projected traffic increase under the proposed General Plan would
have a significant impact on the County's Regional Road Network. The commentor suggests that
because the 98,167 additional daily trips generated by buildout is about 12 times that of the
Newhall Ranch project, its impact must be significant. While the trip generation figure cited by
the commentor is correct, those trips will be dispersed over the entire Santa Paula roadway
network. Only a portion will leave or come from outside the area.
Table 4.3-4 (in Section 4.3, Transportation and Circulation) shows that the traffic on State Route 126
west of town would increase from 35,000 to 68,900; east of town it would go from 21,000 to 26,000.
The increase, particularly west of town, can be attributed in part to Santa Paula's growth, and in
part to increased economic opportunities and retail attractors in Ventura and Oxnard that draw
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Santa Clara Valley residents to those cities. The model used in the analysis accounts for regional
growth, which is one reason why the traffic increase is expected to be so much greater on the west
side of town than on the east side. Please refer to response UC regarding mitigation for such
impacts.
Response 11C
The comment concerns mitigating impacts to the County's Regional Road Network. To address
its share of regional impacts, the City will be participating in the County's regional traffic
mitigation fee program. This will be explicitly stated as a mitigation measure in the FEIR. Please
refer to Responses 11A and UB for additional discussion regarding regional traffic issues.
Response 11D
The comment provides additional discussion concerning mitigation for impacts to the Regional
Road Network. Please refer to Responses UA, UB and UC.
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805 654 3683

RMA PLANN ING

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AGENCY

county of ventara

'THOMAS BERG

"«-tc'f Director

Monday, January 05, 1998

Kathleen Mallory
Santa Paula
FAX 525-6660
Subject: General Plan Update

;
i

-

Dear Ms. Mallory:

11.1\

Thank Y9U for the opportunity to review the subject documents. These notices were
circulated for review. The responses are attached. Please forward your reply to our
comments as appropriate.
j

Please call Kim Hocking if you have questions and he will direct you to the appropriate
person, 805· 654-2414.

Reference No. 97-1.5

cc: Trigg, PWA - L#l600
Attachment

Gavllmmelt Cam. Hiii ot Adlhirisbatiut1, ll1700

800 S. V1ctolia Ave., Ventura,

ca. !BXS (805) '54-21i1151 FAX 648-Q212

P .01
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Letter 12
COMMENTOR:

Thomas Berg, Director, Resource Management Agency, County of Ventura

DATE:

January 5, 1998

RESPONSES:
Response 12A
This letter serves as a cover letter for the comments provided by the various Resource

Management Agency divisions. Please refer to Letters 13and14 from the comments from the
RMA' s Planning Division.
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County of Ventura
Planning Division

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

TO:

December 29, 1997

Kim Hocking
Progxarn Administrawr
0~

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Bruce Smith, Manager
Gmeral.Plan Sedicn
Draft F.nvimmnmm1 Impact Report for General Plan Update (City of Sama Paula) -

Reference No. 97-1.5
The Ventura County Planning Division has reviewed the above Draft E.nvirmmenta1 Impact Report (DEIR).
We offer 1he fullowing cxmmients~
General Comment. The Initial Study dim1buted wi1h 1he NOP in Augam indicall!s 1hat 1he project will
have potentially siglliiicaot impaas with respect 1o Land Use and Planning, Popu1atim and Homing. Wmm
Quality, Emrgy and Mineral Resources, Hazards (hazardom mmials, health hazards and fire lmarm) and
I3A I R.ecreation. None of these ~ ~ addressed in 1he DEIR 1'bere is no indication in 1he E1R. as to 'why
1hese ~ were subsequendy deemed to be less-than-significimt. The DEIR. needs to be revised to address
all ofthe issues idmtified as potentially significant fur this p~ect and re-circulated for review.

Apiadture. Page 4.1-6, 1he County thresbolds of sigaificance also apply to farmland clasmied a,,
"unique". The County 1breshold standards vary based on the type of farmland bemg i• •qMed. We believe
138 I that the potmlial I~ of hundreds ofams of"unique" fannland should be idemified as a significant adverse
impact

Page 4.1-15. Mitigaticn measures AG-3(a) and AG-3(b) should be revised 1o require 1har:1he replacemmt
12t. lands added to the greenbelt comain lands at least comparable in agricultural value to 1he lands being deleted.

I

Traffic aad Ciradstion. While the EIR. appears to adequately address traffic impacts and traffic mitigatim
measures wiihin 1he City of Sama Paula, the EIR ~ 10 appropriately address traffic impacts en the
County's Regiooal Road Network. The EIR. should assess the impact to the County's Regional Road
13bl Network and evaluate mitigation measures such as entering into a Recip!Dcal Traffic M"ttigatim Agreement
witl the County.
Altenaati+es. The Elk should comider an additimal alternative dl8t would be designed 1D reduce
agricultural impacts. From an agricultural RSOUrCe peaspel.1ive, it appeals 1hat exp-ansion into the Fagan
Canym and Adams Canyon are&'; "MJUld be preferable 1o eicpamim mto 1he West and East Areas and 1he
South Mountain area Thi.9 alternative would also minimi1.e visual impacts mm SR 126 and ~ reduce
13EI impacts to the Sama Clara River corridor. An additional alternative which ought to be given serious
amsidemim would be 10 allow fur higher densit;y developmmt within 1he existing Sphere of Infiuence, 1hus

minimi:zlng the need for expanding into important farmland and bio1ogically semitive areas.
~
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Letter 13
COMMENTOR:

Bruce Smith, Manager, General Plan Section, Planning Division, Resource
Management Agency, County of Ventura

DATE:

December 29, 1997

RESPONSES:
Response 13A
The commentor believes that several issues identified as potentially significant in the NOP were
not addressed in the EIR, including Land Use and Planning, Population and Housing, Water
Quality, Energy and Mineral Resources, Hazards and Recreation. These issues are in fact
addressed in the EIR. Some confusion may have resulted because they are not organized as in the
same fashion as described in the NOP. Land use and planning issues are covered in Sections 4.1
(Agriculture), 4.2 (Aesthetics and CommunihJ Design), 4.4 (Air Quality), 4.5 (Noise) and 5.2 (GrowthInducing Effects). In addition, each EIR section evaluates proposed General Plan policies and their
effect on development. Population and housing issues are addressed in Sections 4.10 (Public
Services), 4.11 (Public Utilities), and 5.2 (Growth-Inducing Effects). Water quality issues are
evaluated in Sections 4.7 (Flooding and Drainage) and 4.11 (Public Utilities). Energy and mineral
resources are addressed in Sections 4.6 (Safeh; and Geologic Hazards) and 4.11 (Public Utilities).
Hazards are addressed in Sections 4.6 (Safeh; and Geologic Hazards), 4.7 (Flooding and Drainage),
and 4.10 (Public Services). Recreation is addressed in Section 4.10 (Public Services).
Response 13B
The comment concerns agricultural issues. Please refer to the responses to Letter 8, from the
Ventura County Agricultural Commissioner's Office.
Response 13C
The comment concerns agricultural issues. Please refer to the responses to Letter 8, from the
Ventura County Agricultural Commissioner's Office.
Response 13D
The comment addresses potential impacts to the County's Regional Road Network. Please refer
to the responses to Letter 10, from the Ventura County Public Works Agency.
Response 13E
The commentor suggests the evaluation of an additional alternative. CEQA requires that an EIR
evaluate a reasonable range of alternatives that would feasibly attain most of the basic objectives
of the proposed project (CEQA Guidelines, Section 15126[d]). The DEIR evaluates four
alternatives, including Alternative 1, which would avoid development on East Area 1, Fagan
Canyon and South Mountain. Alternative 2 looks at a buildout scenario that avoids Adams
Canyon and South Mountain. Each alternative (Alternative 1 in particular) was found to have

r
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lesser impacts to agriculture than the proposed project. Specific Plans for the expansion areas will
establish actual land use patterns in these areas, with a primary goal being to avoid to the extent
possible the m ost sensitive areas supporting agricultural production.
The concept of promoting higher densities within the existing City limits was a focus of the
existing General Plan (1978), and the City is now mostly built out. The City now h as the highest
p opulation density in the County (6,228 persons per square mile), slightly higher than Oxnard
(6,207 persons per square mile). The lowest densities are found in Thousand Oaks and Ojai, both
less than 2,000 p ersons per square mile.
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Keith A . Turner
Direct or
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January 6, 1998

P410 9J'
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"'

Kathleen Mallory, AICP
City of Santa Paula
P. 0 . Box 569
Santa Paula, CA 93061

Dear Ms. Mallory:
Please consider this as an addendum to the Resource Management Agency's earlier
comments on the draft Santa Paula General Plan EIR.

Agricultural Resources

/4A

/4f)

*

The EIR suggests that adding land in Santa Paula Canyon to the Santa Paula/Fillmore
Greenbelt, combined with the possible purchase of an agricultural conservation easement
over the canyon property, will compensate for the loss of land in East Areas 1 and 2 on a
1: 1 basis, leaving no residual impacts. In order to make that determination, there must be a
thorough evaluation of the relative agricultural values of each of these properties. But
over and above this evaluation, there must also be an evaluation of the relative ability of
the Santa Paula Canyon property to reduce the growth inducing impacts on properties
along Highway 126 between Santa Paula and Fillmore. While the addition to the Greenbelt
of the Santa Paula Canyon property may well reduce the growth inducing impacts from
the development of Adams and Fagan canyons, it is not likely to reduce the growth
inducing impacts associated with the development of East Areas 1 and 2.

The General Plan EIR recommends a mitigation measure that would formalize the Santa
Paula/Fillmore Greenbelt, but would also attach an expiration date of 2020. This proposed
change may create a false expectation on the part of property owners that in the year 2020
they will be permitted to develop their property with a more intensive use. Since the
impact addressed by this mitigation measure (i.e., the development of agricultural land), is
permanent, the mitigation measure should have more pennanence.

800 South Victoria Avenue, L #1740, Ventura , CA 93009
Pnnted on Recycled Paper

(805) 654-2481

FAX (805) 654-2509

@

Letter to Kathleen Mallory, AICP
January 6, 1998
Page 2

Biological Resources

{4t.

There is a very significant loss of habitat and open space associated with the development
of Fagan and Adams canyons. In the last few years there is an apparent increase in the
number and seriousness of encounters between man and the larger native mammals. The
potential loss of such a wide area of habitat can only increase the tensions. At this time,
several neighborhoods in Ventura County are trying to trap and relocate coyotes. Further,
there is an expectation that County Animal Regulation will somehow solve this conflict.
While some of the proposed mitigation measures will reduce these conflicts, everything
that can be done to protect habitat should be done.

14b

The EIR. should include mitigation measures requiring the City to develop a set of
standards and educational requirements prior to the approval of any projects in Adams and
Fagan canyons. New residents in habitat areas should be given guidelines regarding
appropriate landscaping and fencing to ensure that native species have access to sufficient
habitat to meet their needs. New residents should also be strongly encouraged to change
their urban habits in order to live peacefully with wildlife. While these measures will not
reduce the biological impacts to a level of insignificance, they are reasonable and therefore
should be implemented.
Should you have any questions, please contact me at 654-2481.
Sinc~rely,
i I
~
~--~~~~~::=::::::::=.---

\rurr----

ftg,zU '.

~. TURNER

Director, Planning Division
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Letter 14
COMMENTOR:

Keith A. Turner, Director, Planning Division, Resource Management
Agency, County of Ventura

DATE:

January 6, 1998

RESPONSES:
Response 14A
The comment concerns greenbelt issues involving East Areas 1 and 2, and the potential to replace
converted greenbelt areas in accordance with Mitigation Measure AG-3(a). Section 15151 of the
CEQA Guidelines allows for a disagreement among experts in an EIR analysis. It is the City's
position that impacts to agricultural production can be reduced to a less than significant level
with implementation of the proposed mitigation measures. The successful implementation of
these measures will require ongoing cooperation between the City, County, development
community, and agricultural interests. It is incumbent upon the County in cooperation with
the City to identify target sites where such conservation easements could most effectively be
implemented. The measures su ggested in the DEIR have been implemented successfully in
other jurisdictions around the state, including San Luis Obispo County, San Joaquin County,
Riverside County, and Fresno County. Please also refer to Letter 8 (from the Agricultural
Commissioner's Office), particularly Responses 8T, 8U and 8V.
The comment also states the opinion that a revised greenbelt with Fillmore that excludes East
Areas 1 and 2 would not reduce growth-inducing impacts associated with development in those
areas. However, the agricultural areas to the east of East Areas 1and2 would remain in the
greenbelt, under the control of the County, outside the City's sphere of influence. Any growth
that occurs in such areas would have to be approved by the County, not the City.
Response 14B
The comment refers to Conservation/Open Space Element Implementation Measure 15, which
implies a 2020 date attached to a greenbelt agreement with Fillmore. The intent of this measure
was not to attach an expiration date as much as it was intended to coincide with the planning
horizon addressed in the General Plan. The policy will be amended to delete the reference to a
specific year.
Response 14C
The comment discusses conflicts between human habitation and encroachment on wild animal
habitat, including coyotes. These issues are addressed in Section 4.8, Biological Resources, as
Impacts B-4, B-5, B-7, B-8, and B-9. The mitigation measures proposed, as well as the appropriate
implementation measures within the General Plan, would reduce potential impacts. It is agreed
that the City must work closely with various County and private animal protection agencies to
continually monitor and reduce human/ animal conflicts, particularly since the rugged
backcountry near Santa Paula contains substantial habitat for a variety of animals.

,..
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Response 14D
The commentor' s suggestion that new residents in the canyon areas be educated to the use of
landscaping and fencing practices appropriate to reduce impacts to wildlife has m erit, and will be
added as a mitigation measure under Impact B-9 as follows:

B-9(c)

Resident Wildlife Education. Homebuyers of property in the Adams
Canyon and Fagan Canyon shall be issued educational literature
describing the types of wildlife habitat in which they live, and the
appropriate methods of interacting with such animals, including coyotes,
deer, m ountain lions and various smaller mammals, birds, reptiles and
amphibians. Appropriate m ethods of reducing disturbance to such
animals, including lighting, landscaping and fencing methods, shall be
addressed. Such literature shall be developed at the expense of the
developers of these areas. This mitigation measure will be included in
Specific Plans for these expansion areas.

It should be noted that this mitigation m easure would not reduce Impact B-9 to a less than
significant level, and it will remain a significant unavoidable (Class I) impact, as described in the
DEIR.

,..
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City of Santa Paula
Planning Department
Ms. Kathleen Mallory
AICP Planner
P.O. Box 569
Santa Paula CA 93061

c,,,, , . .•.

RE: Draft Environmental Impact Report- General Plan Update

... ;.::;

Dear Ms. Mallory
Thank you for the opportunity to review a~d comment on the Draft Environmental
Impact Report prepared for your City's General Plan Update. The City of San
Buenaventura Environmental Impact Report (EIR) Committee considered the
document at their meeting on December 17, 1997 and offers the following
comments.

A~ri~~~~~·· · ,.;:;<'.~::~,~--~i·· \:'.·.. ~· ~~·-~L.:i.:·~Yt~:-:*~'-:~>;:;.·.'.::p:7~. '. ::~.::~-:~~ ..
16A
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Page 4.1-5 notes that the Santa Paula/San Buenaventura Greenbelt agreement
runs from the Adams Barranca ·westward 'to the Franklin Barranca. Also
referenced i~ a map prepared by Ventura County 'Resource· Management Agency
that sho'!YsJh~ _lirn_~s ~f the Greenbelt. A ?>PY of the .map should be included the
document to delineate the existing ..boundaries. · _..~:·:.· ·· ·
~-·
;:··..:;~ :~~:;
~: ~ ~
-~ --·~~ : ~-·· ~-~:.;_: ::~:..: _:;:·:~~-> :.. ::~~:. . . . --~h
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The statement on Page 4.1-15 item AG-3(b) reco~mends that the Greenbelt
agreement between the City of Santa Paula and the City of San Buenaventura
be reaffirm.eel. lliis
supported - ~nd ·encouraged by 'the Cit}' of San
Bueariveritura ·anq we .welcome .~he . opportunify to work with the City of Santa
Paula, 'the Counfy ·of Ventura, and LAFCO to define the northern.and southern
boundaries~ TIU;>e sure that the pro.posed development.in upper Adams Canyon
does not limit ttie establishment of those boundanes, it is recommended that the
ctarificatioii.occut prlor to anY--a'ct1ang·~ . lifthe~· Sphere-·c;nnfluence boundaries.
Again the inclusion of the map would be a helpful starting point.
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Page 4.1~1-7':: ii~~, -i)ri;p~sed niitig~tiO.rf ;;,ea~;~res' . related to potential impacts of
farming on adjacent residents. Item AG-4(a) provides for the adoption of a Right15C.. to-Farm Ordinance. It is recommended that the Ordinance be adopted prior to
any developmeiifadjacent to are~slfiat "a_r~ 'to-remalii"'ai;iricuitl.ire. ,- - :::..,.. ~ :· .
.
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Air Quality

J5b

Page 4.4-6 indicates that the City's Growth Management Ordinance would limit
the number of housing units to 124 per year. A brief summary to define the
parameters of the Ordinance should be included so there is assurance that the
Ordinance does limit growth to no more than 124 per year.
Transportation and Circulation
Two issues relating to transportation and circulation were noted during the Notice
of Preparation, but have not been included in the analysis.

1.

The traffic analysis for the General Plan update shows that the traffic on SR
126 would almost double with an increase of 33,900 trips per day west of
the City of Santa Paula. Most of these trips will impact the City of San
Buenaventura, tor which no analysis was done. The westbound ramp traffic
at Victoria Ave·nue currently backs up almost to the point of blocking the
westbound onramp traffic during peak hours. The additional trips generated
will.'significantly add to this queue and ·block free flow of on-ramp traffic.
Since there is no direct westbound SR 126 to southbound US 101, traffic
uses Victoria Avenue to proceed southbound on US 101, from westbound
SR 126. .An ·analysis should be provided for the impacts on this Victoria
Avenue corridor and all feasible mitigation measures should be developed if
impacts are f~und to be significant.

2.

The SR 126 on-ramps and off-ramps at Wells Road (SR 118) could also
potentially be impacted by additional trips generated by growth of the City of
San Paula. Wells Road is frequently used as a way of getting to
southbound .us 101, eastbound SR 118, and into the City of Oxnard. An
analysis should be provided for the impacts on the SR 126 and SR 118
intercHange and all feasible mitigation· measures should be developed if
irnpacls are found to be significant.
. . ....
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Page 4.11-8 - Impact PU-5, states the urban water use would increase by 35%,
from 6,000 AFY to.9,000 AFY. We've calculated this to be a 50% increase. The
15GEIR needs to explain how the 35% figure was derived.
..
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Table 4.11-5 on ·page 4.11-9 identifies quantities of additional water available to
meet the proposed increased demands. The EIR needs to provide information,
15"~ which verifies all n~quired water rights and explains how the water from these .
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water rights would be incorporated into their water system.

16-i:.

Page 4.11-10 - identifies three potential sources to provide the additional 2,500
AFY needed to support the proposed development that would be accommodated
by the expansion area. With regards to the proposed transfer of Santa Paula
Creek surface water rights for ground water rights (an estimated 500 AFY),
United Water Conservation District has raised a concern relating to these rights.
The EIR needs to address this concern.
·

161

While the Santa Paula Basin Groundwater Settlement Agreement says there is
·6,085.5 AFY allocation for the City of Santa Paula, there are conflicts in Santa
Paula's asserted groundwater rights. These conflicts include a value reported in
the Final Order of Condemnation of 5,631 AFY, a value in the MOU Transfer
indicates 5,431 AFY, the reported value to the PUC was 5,227 AFY, and the
Recordation Data .combined with PUC Data is reported as 3,996 AFY. This
conflict of reported' ·groundwater rights needs to be addressed and reconciled in
- · ' ,~:; ... ~- :-: ' · =:.;::> :. ' ;~~:-~:~:.::::r: ·< :=: ':.~.~-: . :-:: .·.=: :: ..
the Final EIR.
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Wrth
4.11-1 o
through 4.11-11, PU-5 (b), (c), (d) and (e), (apparently mistakenly referred to in
the Executive -~iJ.n,:imary as "PS" rather than "PU-5j the EIR needs to quantify the
amounts of water that will be made avaiiable through each of these mitigation
measures. It is also recommended that the mitiga.tion n.ieasi.fre. listed in PU-5 (b)
require that the ad,~p~_ion of a·water.nghts ordinar:i~~o~~-ut ·r:;_
ao.r t() _c.-ny expanded
development being.permitted or the subdivision of agricultural property.
. ..
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All the various aCtions that are grouped under the he~ding of Mitigation Measure
PU-5, are ttt~f.ilse~~$. dis~r~t.ionary ___ projects .tn~.. could · have potential
environmental E!,ff~~ .c.!nd are, iri any event, co~tingent on fljrther discretionary
decisions by the City of Santa Paula and, in some cases, .. other agencies. A
feasible mitiga.tion measure that would better demonstrate a commitment on the
-water
would be a
part of the City of"Santa Paula to avoid impaCts.
water-supplypolicy I mandating that no~"ilew' 'devefopm.e nt projects
be approved unless and until the availability of-adequate' water supplies to serve
that project and th~t e_~pansion of the city's planningjirea· is verified. We suggest
that such an overarchlag __ mtfasure be set forth in the· Final EIR and adopted in
order to demcinstra_
t e Santa Paula's commitment fo avoiding or minimizing the
effects that growth under its updated .G~:meral Plan could have on regional water
· .-':;f,,iS~~~~P7 ':~::s~-..'" : ~·>:::;:.-; ; :::··' .: 1·" : ·......
supplies.
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Again, thank you for the opportunity to review the Draft EIR for the proposed
General Plan update. We look forward to your response on the above and if you
have questions, please contact Marion Thompson at 654-7726.
Sincerely,

#~Steve Chase
Chair, EIR Committee
Cc

Greg Morehead; Utilities
Tom Mericle, Engineering Division
EIR Committee

City of Santa Paula General Plan Update EIR
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Letter 15
COMMENTOR:

Steve Chase, Chair, EIR Committee, City of San Buenaventura

DATE:

December 31, 1997

RESPONSES:

Response 15A
The existing greenbelt boundaries with both Ventura and Fillmore will be added to Figure 4.1-1 of
the EIR.
Response 15B
The commentor concurs with Mitigation Measure AG-3(b), calling for affirmation of the Santa
Paula-Ventura Greenbelt Agreement. The City agrees that the northern and southern boundaries
of the greenbelt should be resolved as quickly as possible, and acknowledges the City of
Ventura's position on this issue.
Response 15C
The comment recommends that the proposed Right-to-Farm Ordinance (Mitigation Measure AG4(a)) be adopted prior to development of areas adjacent to agriculture. The ti.ming of mitigation
measures will be addressed in the mitigation monitoring plan for this project, and is influenced by
political considerations related to LAFCO and County cooperation.
Response 15D
The City's Growth Management Ordinance is described in the DEIR on page 2-5 of Section 2.0,
Project Description. The Ordinance limits growth to 124 residential dwelling units per year.
Presently, there is a surplus of 944 allocations (as of April 1997). These allocations may be utilized
during a specific year.
Response 15E
The comment addresses potential traffic impacts to freeway interchanges in Ventura. Please refer
to Letter 11, particularly Response 11B, which addresses regional traffic impacts.
Response 15F
The comment addresses potential traffic impacts to freeway interchanges in Ventura. Please refer
to Letter 11, particularly Response 11B, which addresses regional traffic impacts.
Response 15G
Existing and projected water demand is shown in Table 4.11-5 (page 4.11-9) of the DEIR. The
projected 35% increase is based on net water demand, which is currently an estimated 6,321 AFY,

rr
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and is projected to increase by 2,275 AFY. The impact discussion rounds these figures, and in the
case of the projected increase, is based on the gross water demand increase, which is 2,775 AFY.
The resulting confusion makes it appear as if the projected increase is 50% (from 6,000 AFY to
9,000 AFY). The text will be clarified to match Table 4.11-5, which shows the correct increase of
35%.
Response 15H
Page 4.11-2 of the DEIR discusses the adjudicated groundwater basin agreement to which the City
of Santa Paula is a party. That discussion describes the City' s existing water rights, and explains
potential sources of water that could be made available to the City. Mitigation Measure PU-5(a)
requires that the City acquire sufficient water supplies to satisfy new development. The DEIR has
identified ample water sources to meet the demands anticipated by growth under the General
Plan. The framework for acquiring additional rights, whether from State Water, or transferred
groundwater rights, will be addressed prior to when development occurs. Specific Plans
associated with large-scale development in Adams Canyon, Fagan Canyon, and East Area 1
would identify water sources prior to Specific Plan approval.
Response 151
The United Water Conservation District's concerns regarding the City's rights to Santa Paula
Creek surface water are discussed in the responses to Letter 7. Please refer to that letter for
additional infonnation.
Response 151
The comment requests clarification of several water volume numbers associated with the Santa
Paula Groundwater Basin Settlement Agreement. An explanation of these numbers follows:

Santa Paula's Allocation of 6,085.5 AFY is in accordance with the Stipulated Judgment adjudicating
that right. The City of Santa Paula has rights to 6,086 memberships effective June 4, 1996.
The Final Order of Condemnation provides for 5,631 AFY of water right transferred to the City of
Santa Paula effective January 2, 1996. The value reported in the MOU Transfer is 5,431 AFY. The
200 AFY difference between the final order of condemnation and the value reported in the MOU
Transfer is the additional water right obtained by the City of Santa Paula through a separate water
right exchange agreement between the City and Park Water Company. Park Water Company
would have otherwise retained a 200 AFY vested interest in the Santa Paula Basin had the City
not included it in the final purchase agreement.
The Value Reported to the PUC is 5,227 AFY. The Recordation +PUC Data reported value is 3,996
AFY. Both represent volumes of water sold and subsequently reported to the PUC. Neither value
is related in any way to water rights. In fact, all values reported to the PUC were prior to the
Stipulated Judgment/Settlement Agreement, and adjudication of the Santa Paula Basin water
rights. The difference lies in the fact that the Value Reported to the PUC includes both
groundwater extractions and surface water diversions. Whereas the value reported to the
Recordation + PUC Data only represents groundwater extractions.
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Response 15K
Table 4.11-5 describes several additional sources of water that could be available to the City to
serve new development. At this time, the precise allocation from these sources has not been
determined. As Specific Plans for the expansion areas are developed, specific water sources to
serve development under those plans will be identified. Please also refer to Response 15H. The
minor text error in the Executive Summary noted in the comment will be corrected.
Response 15L
Proposed General Plan Land Use Element policy 8.d.d and Conservation/ Open Space Element
policy 9.1.l require that water be made available prior to approval of new development. These
policies, in conjunction with proposed mitigation measures P-S(a) through (e), would ensure
adequate water supply to serve new development. Please also refer to Responses 15H and 15K.
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CITY OF FILLMORE
CENTRAL PARK PLAZA
2SO Central Avenue
Fillmore, California 93015-1907
(805) 524·3701 • FA.~ (805) 524-57117

January 7, 1998

Kathleen Mallory, AICP
Planning Department
City of Santa Paula
970 Ventura St.
Santa Paula, CA 93061
RE:

COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT (BIR} FOR THE
PROPOSED GENERAL PLAN UPDATE

Dear Ms. Mallory:
Thank you for the opportunity to review the Draft EIR for the
Santa Paula General Plan Update. The City of Fillmore responded
to the Notice of Preparation in a letter dated September 26, 1997
which identifies the City's specific concerns regarding the
General Plan Update. Many of these concerns were addressed in
the Draft BIR; however, there are still a few issues which have
not been addressed which may require further review.
The City of Fillmore is verx concerned about the conversion of
agricultural land to urban uses within East Area l and 2 and the
removal of this area from the Greenbelt Agreement. While the
Draft BIR provide$ mitigation measures, it also states that no
measures to fully mitigate potential impacts due to conversion of
I~ prime agricul.tural lands to urban uses are available. The ~raft
EIR also suggests amending the existing Greenbelt and including
additional agricultural acreage to compensate for lands that may
be removed. The Ci ty of Fillmore has not agreed to amending the
Greenbelt and has concerns about the precendent this may set for
allowing urban sprawl to encroach into the area between our
current boundaries.

In addition to the impacts due to agricultural land conversion,
the City of Fillmore is also concerned about the resulting
urbanization and the visual impacts to East Area l and 2 from
Highway 126. The Draft BIR states that proposed development in
l~~ the ~ansion areas will unavoidably alter the existing rural
visual character of those areas and that such impacts are
considered significant and unavoidable. Again, the City of
Fillmore is concerned about the precedent this may set for
allowing urban sprawl to encroach into the Santa Clara Valley .
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The City of Fillmore also has concerns regarding water issues.
The EIR states that there will be a significant but mitigable
impact due to a 35\ increase in water use. The EIR also
describes logical approaches to developing the additional water
within the Santa Paula basin ~d by using the City's State Water
allocation.
However, the proposed General Plan revision includes moving the
future Santa Paula City boundary to the east to include a portion
of the Fillmore Ground Water Basin. Should the City of Santa
Paula desire to take water from the Fillmore Ground Water Basin,
the City must first analyze the environmental impact extracting
additional water from the Fillmore Ground Water Basin.

Thank you for consideration regarding these comments. If you
have any questions or need additional clarification, please
contact Christine Silver, Planner, at 524-1500, ext. 115.
Sincerely,

,/,f~- ~L.-.J

D.H. Gunderson

Mayor

cc:

Santa Paula City Council
Arnold Dowdy, LAFCO
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Letter 16
COMMENTOR:

D.H. Gunderson, Mayor, City of Fillmore

DATE:

January 7, 1998

RESPONSES:
Response 16A
The City of Fillmore expresses concerns regarding an amended greenbelt between Santa Paula
and Fillmore. Any amendment to the greenbelt must be approved by both cities. Please refer to
Letter 8 for a full discussion of agricultural issues, particularly Responses 8F, 8T, 8U and 8V.
Response 16B
The comment concerns visual impacts resulting from urbanization. As noted by the commentor,
the DEIR concludes that visual impacts related to a changing the area's existing rural character are
significant and unavoidable. Growth-inducing impacts of the proposed project are discussed in
Section 5.2.
Response 16C
The comment concerns water issues, particularly with regard to the Fillmore Groundwater Basin.
The DEIR identifies several potential water sources, including groundwater. If groundwater
were used, it would not likely come from the Fillmore Basin. Only a small portion of the Fillmore
Basin west of Haun Creek underlies any portion of Santa Paula's proposed expansion (in this
case, the easternmost portion of East Area 1). When a Specific Plan is developed for East Area 1,
water sources to serve new development will be identified, outside the Fillmore Basin. It is
anticipated that one or more of the sources identified in the DEIR will be used, which would not
directly impact groundwater in the Fillmore Basin.
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Jeanine Gore
Principal

Post Office Box 1031
Santa Paula. California 93061-1031
Telephone (805) 525-2302
FAX (805) 525-2871

TRUSTEES:
Robin Smith
Douglas Hawkins
Lisa Darling-Daniel

1gore@mupu.k12.ca.us

Linda Kean
Business Manager
lkean @mupu.k12.ca.us

December 23, 1997
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City of Santa Paula
Planning Department
Kathleen Mallory, AICP, Planner
P. 0. Box 569
Santa Paula, CA 93061

RE:
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Draft Environmental Impact Report
City of Santa Paula General Plan Update, Volume I

Dear Ms. Mallory:
This letter is in response to the Draft Environmental Impact Report for the City of
Santa Paula General Plan Update.
There are several issues relating to the impact of the proposed expansion of
Fagan Canyon on the Mupu Elementary School District that need to be
addressed.
Erroneous Information

1qPt

Incorrect information regarding the Mupu Elementary School District has been
included in the Draft. The consultants who gathered the data on the Mupu
Elementary School District did not speak to a district representative as stated in
the report. A caller spoke briefly to a Receptionist/School Clerk about the
number of students enrolled for School Year 1996-97. When the caller asked the
School Clerk about student capacity, she assumed she was answering a general
information question regarding Mupu School's ability to serve students at
established district residences. She replied, in effect, that if a student moves into
a house located in the district that we are obligated to serve that student. She
did not understand the nature of the call and does not have authority to act as a
district representative. Furthermore, the caller did not identify him/herself as a
consultant gathering data for the City of Santa Paula General Plan. Had the
caller properly identified her/himself and stated the reason for the question, the
School Clerk would have directed the call to a District Administrator or to the

Governing Board . At no time did the consultants speak with district
representatives, who would include the Principal, Business Manager, or
Members of the Governing Board.

/1A

The School Clerk did not answer any other questions; therefore, it is unclear how
the consultants collected the data on Mupu School. The District is concerned
that the consultants would use such phrases as "according to district
representatives" when no such communication occurred .

The following items need to be amended:

1. Section 4.10-6
The document states that the student capacity at Mupu Elementary
School is 150.
This is not correct information.
contacted regarding this.

District representatives were not

The student capacity of Mupu Elementary School is not 150 students.
Combination classes are necessary because there are only five
available classrooms. Because of the nature of combined classes, the
Governing Board has an adopted policy (Board Policy #5117) that
seeks to limit combination class sizes to 27 students. The Kindergarten
class size is limited to 14 students in order not to overcrowd the
combined First/Second Class the following year. There are four
combined classes and one Kindergarten.

111 f?

The student capacity for four combination classes and one
Kindergarten is 122 students. The Governing Board realizes that due
to unforeseen or special circumstances that the class size limit of 27
students can't always be enforced and has allowed for the possibility of
130 students schoolwide.

Please amend the General Plan to reflect that the student capacity
of the Mupu Elementary School District is 130 students and that
the District desires to keep the population below 120 students.
2. Section 4.10-8
The document states that "According to District representatives , there
is room for expansion if necessary."

l'1 C., I

This information is incorrect.
contacted regarding this.

2

District representatives were not

ir1 c.,

The Mupu Elementary School District is trying to implement Class Size
Reduction (twenty or fewer students per classroom). Because of the
lack of classroom space, the district implements Class Size Reduction
for the First/Second combination class on a half-time basis, using the
Kindergarten classroom in the afternoon for this purpose. The goal is
to implement Class Size Reduction on a full-time basis, incorporating
more classes when possible. In the spirit of Class Size Reduction, the
goal is not to expand class sizes, but to decrease class sizes. The
district has not been able to implement Class Size Reduction in the
Third/Fo1.,1rth Grade Class due to space limitations.

Please amend the General Plan to state that the Mupu Elementary
School District is seeking to decrease classroom overcrowding
and is committed to finding ways to implement Class Size
Reduction. There is not room for expansion.
· 3. Section 4.10-18
The document states, " .. .full buildout of the General Plan will generate
an additional 135 students who would attend Mupu Elementary
School .. .however, there is room for expansion on the school grounds."
This information is not correct.
contacted regarding this.

\1 t>

District representatives were not

A visit to the site of Mupu Elementary School will confirm that there is
no room for expansion on the school grounds without losing more
athletic and activity area which is already inadequate. In fact, the site
lost over 3,000 square feet of its field in 1995 when the Santa Paula
Creek washed it away. Lunch and recess times must be staggered in
order for the small playground and field to accommodate the student
population. When a new portable classroom was added two years
ago, the school's only basketball court had to be used as the site for
the classroom. The installation of a new basketball court further
diminished the size of the field .
The Mupu Elementary School site is surrounded by State Highway
150, the Santa Paula Creek, and two neighbors. There is no place to
build or expand. There is no cafeteria, no auditorium, and no multipurpose room. There are four toilet stalls for the female students and
three toilet stalls for the male students. The Principal and the Business
Manager must share one room in which to conduct district business,
school business, and student discipline. There is no teachers'
lounge/workroom. Almost every available space is used by more than
one person and for more than one function. If there were room for

3
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expansion, the district would have expanded years ago to meet
current needs.
Please amend the plan to state that there is no room for
expansion at the Mupu Elementary School site.

Mitigation Measures
The Draft Plan makes several suggestions to mitigate the impact on schools in
the expansion areas. The Governing Board of the Mupu Elementary School
District would like to address one suggestion in particular.
Section 4.10-21
Item P-6(c) suggests "A Unified School District should be established ... "
The Mupu Elementary School District vigorously opposes this suggestion.
The Governing Board of the Mupu Elementary School District would like to
propose an alternative suggestion.

\1 ~

Special Note: The Draft of the General Plan did not reach the District
Office of Mupu Elementary School until mid-November. There has
not been enough time for district officials from Mupu Elementary to
meet with district officials from Santa Paula Elementary School
District to discuss the impact of the General Plan. Since th ~ City of
Santa Paula is requiring a reply by January 7, Mupu Elementary is
responding, despite having been unable to meet with officials from
Santa Paula Elementary. With both districts recessing for winter
vacation, there is a possibility that dialog will not commence until
after the winter recess. Certain assumptions have been made
regarding Santa Paula Elementary School District's reaction to the
expansions outlined in the General Plan.
Since the impact on the Santa Paula Elementary School District is so
great, there is an assumption that there has been dialog between the City
of Santa Paula and the Santa Paula Elementary School District regarding
the areas of expansion. It is also assumed that the Santa Paula
Elementary School District favors the idea of expanding the size of the
school district.
The Mupu Elementary School District proposes that Mupu Elementary
School District and the Santa Paula Elementary School District redraw the
districts' boundary lines so that all of Fagan Canyon is within the Santa
Paula Elementary School District. The Mupu Elementary School District
would like to begin a discussion with the Santa Paula Elementary School
District to explore this possibility.

4
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With the current boundaries in place and the proposed expansion
implemented , the Mupu Elementary School District would receive 135
additional students, increasing the current enrollment by 115% and
exceeding the school's capacity by 107%, on a site for which there is no
expansion possibility. Santa Paula Elementary School District would incur
2,149 students. By redrawing the districts' boundary lines, the Mupu
Elementary School District would not be impacted by the expansion area
and the 135 additional students to the Santa Paula Elementary School
District would not represent a major expansion factor. The required or
proposed new school in the Fagan Canyon area could be built to
accommodate these students if included in the General Plan.

Please amend the General Plan to include the suggestion of redrawing district boundaries so that Fagan Canyon lies entirely in the
Santa Paula Elementary School District.
Other Concerns
The Mupu Elementary School has other concerns regarding the possibility of an
increase in its student population.
State Highway 150 and the Safety of Students, Parents, and Staff

11F

The parking lot of the school site and two of the five classrooms are a few
feet off of State Highway 150 and at a blind curve. There are currently
sixteen parking spaces and a very limited "drop off' zone. These spaces
must accommodate a staff of twelve people in addition to parents bringing
or picking their children up from school. Even with a student population of
100, it is a very crowded and hazardous situation before and after school
when students are being dropped off and picked up from school and must
be monitored closely. Because many of the parents do not want their
children walking along the highway, there is traffic congestion in a very
small area just a few feet away from the highway. While additional
student impact on the classrooms and availability of area for school
expansion is of great concern, it is not as important as the safety and well
being of our students, their parents, and the school staff. School functions
now require parking of vehicles on the athletic field in order to maintain
some margin of safety. Though this situation negatively affects the field , it
is regrettably necessary.
We believe that a more thorough and comprehensive investigation of the
school site and its resources as well as consultation with authorized
representatives of the district would reveal a situation that differs greatly
from the report.

5

Please inform the Mupu Elementary School District of any further steps it must
take to ensure that these changes. suggestions, and concerns are included in the
General Plan for the City of Santa Paula.
Respectfully submitted by the Governing Board of the Mupu Elementary School
District.

.~£L~-AL,~

I
Lisa Darling-Daniel
Member, Board of Trustees

~d~~

ouala!
.... ~Hawkins
Member, Board of Trustees

%rj -,·v1.
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Robin Smith
Member, Board of Trustees
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Letter 17
COMMENTOR:

Robin Smith, et al, Board of Trustees, Mupu School District

DATE:

December 23, 1997

RESPONSES:
Response 17A
We apologize for the confusion regarding the collection of information concerning Mupu School
District, and any erroneous information will be corrected in the Final EIR. It should be noted that
the corrected information regarding enrollment and capacity does not change the conclusions or
mitigation measures contained in the EIR.
Response 17B
The comment provides updated information regarding student capacity of Mupu Elementary
School. This information will be incorporated into the FEIR.
Response 17C
The comment provides updated information regarding the possibility of expansion at Mupu
Elementary School. This information will be incorporated into the FEIR.
Response 17D
The comment provides updated information regarding the possibility of expansion at Mupu
Elementary School. This information will be incorporated into the FEIR.
Response 17E
The Mupu School District notes its opposition to the formation of a unified school district, as
proposed as Mitigation Measure P-6(c). The comment also expresses uncertainty regarding Santa
Paula Elementary School District's position on this matter. There have been ample opportunities
for public input regarding both the proposed General Plan and DEIR for the plan. The DEIR was
circulated for public review on November 5, 1997. The public comment period closed on January
7, 1998. The 64-day review period was substantially longer than required under the law (45 days).
An additional public hearing in front of the planning commission was held on December 9, 1997.
Since there was no input from Santa Paula Elementary School District, no response to their
position can be made at this time.
The commenter's suggestion that the two school districts negotiate to redefine their boundaries
may be a viable solution to potential overcrowding, provided both districts agree. Similarly, the
DEIR' s suggestion that a unified school district be formed would also require cooperation
between the school districts. The City has no power to change school district boundaries. The
DEIR suggests one possibility for solving overcrowding in schools throughout the City.

r
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Response 17F
The DEIR for the proposed General Plan is a program level document, meaning it identifies broad
impacts and program-level mitigation measures. The site-specific safety and parking concerns at
Mupu School cannot be addressed in this document, but are more appropriately addressed
outside the framework of the General Plan. The City will cooperate with school district officials,
with the intent to make sure the current safety and parking situation is not made worse.
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SANTA PAULA UNION HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
Superintendent
William j. Brand, Ed.D.

500 East Santa Barbara St.
Santa Paula, CA 93060
(805) 525·0988
Fax (805) 525·6128

Director of Business and
Administrative Services
Paula R. Driscoll
Director of Educational Services
Sergio Robles

November 19, 1997

A~c

City of Santa Paula
Plaruring Department
P.O. Box S69
Santa Paula, CA 93061
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Dear Planning Department:

RE: Draft Environmental Impact Report for the General Plan

If)~

1hls letter is being written on behalf of the Santa Paula Union High School District in
support of the General Plan for the City of Santa Paula. However, the district wants the
Plaruring Department to realize the impact of the General Plan on the future student
enrollment in the Santa Paula Union High School District.

I

· Once the General Plan expansion begins, the enrollment of students in the secondary
school will increase with each new development. It is essential that the future needs of
these students be considered as part of this Environmental Impact Report.
It would appear that new schools will have to be built to accommodate the growth from
the General Plan. Safety to and from the schools would be an essential consideration.

1ee>

The quality of the school system in Santa Paula will be a very important factor, as future
residents consider the opportunities that the General Plan will afford them. Residents
will not want their children to attend overcrowded, unsafe schools.
I am asking that the Planning Department place this letter on file as a major consideration
of the General Plan and this Environmental Impact Report.
Respectfully,

LJ J.1.-:_

f3,.. .. .L

William Brand, Ed.D.
Superintendent

Providing Each Student with the Skills Necessary for Productive Employment or College Entrance

City of Santa Paula General Plan Update EIR
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Letter 18
COMMENTOR:

William Brand, Ed.D, Superintendent, Santa Paula Union High School
District

DATE:

N overnber 19, 1997

RESPONSES:
Response 18A
The commenter expresses support of the General Plan, and that the EIR should address the future
needs of students accommodated by growth under the plan. Section 4.10 of the DEIR, Public
Services, addresses impacts to schools and the General Plan's ability to meet these needs.
However, the school districts themselves are responsible for their own facility planning which
will have to be coordinated between the districts and the City.
Response 18B
The comment concerns the need for safe and uncrowded schools. The City will work with the
school districts and development community to ensure that schools are provided to accommodate
growth, and that they are safe for students. The City's General Plan Circulation Element
addresses the need to provide adequate sidewalks and bicycle trails in the City, in part to
accommodate students and others who do not rely on automobiles as their primary mode of
transportation.
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®
Ventura County·Fa rm Bureau
5156 MCGRATH STREET
POST OFFICE BOX 3160
VENTURA. CALIFORNIA 9.3006
PHONE /8051 656-3552 .
FAX 1eos1 658-0Z95

January 7, 1998

Kathleen Mallory
. City·of Santa PauJa Planning Dept.
P.O. Box 569
Santa Paula, CA 93061-0569 ·
.

.

.

Subj: Draft Environmental Impact:Report for the City of Sa~ta . Paula's General Plan Update
Dear Ms Mallory:.

·. The Ventura County Farm Bureau welcomes the opportunity to. ·comment on the draft EIR for
the General Plan Update. Our comments.will be fairly ·narrow in focused arid will be limited to
those items that we feel need to.~e either expanded, turther e·xplained, or those items that we
feel are inadequate Within the report.
·
·
·

. Page 4.1-11 . The draft document does riot ·address ·the ecQnomic value of the loss cf the 1,500
acres of agricultural lan.d and iii the conteXt of its impact on·the agricultural industry as a whole.
The EIR would be.greatly enhanced if you were to·u~e the most current (1996) Crop Report as
published by theAgricultural·Commissioner's office. Atthough:the '.'Value of Agricultural" (which
is referenced in the. document) has reeeived 'wide distribution the statistics in that document are
several
years old and not as valuable for this '.tYJ>e of presentation as the most current Crcp
~Pt
Report. ·

··

·

The resulting economic loss ·as a resuH of the propos.ed.project sh~uJdbe compared and ·
described in the context ofthe·entire 1igrieultural production withinVentu.ra County. Also, the
individual commoditieS that·ar'3 currently groWn on the property described should be compared
in the conteXt of how the}' relate to the overall production of that.particular commodity within the
county. This .is very easily prepared through utilizing the statisties contained within the
aforementioned Crop Report. Additicnaliy, ·although the 1, 500 l;ICres are diminished in
significance in comparison to the estimated 100,000 acres of lmgated·ag .land in Ventura
County, it should be reviewed arid valu~d in the context of other acreage that are going out of
production within existing city limits and spheres of influenee oHhe 9ther cities of the county.
To·coin a phrase, it may seem like an insignificant amount for this specific project but 1,500
acres here and. 1,500 acres there and·soon we are talking 'about significant reduction in the .
productive agricultural .lands.of Ventura County.
·

~

Print<d '"' ~h!d ,,..,,.,,

SERVING VENTURA COUNTY AGRICULTURE.SINCE 1914
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· Page 2, continued: ·

It is our opinion that without the aforementioned analysis the document will be generally lacking
in the discussion of the value of agriculture for the General Plan Update.

~~

Page 4.1-13, Mitigation Measures AG-2 (a). We recommend that this mitigation measure
described as the "Pace" Program be given a thorough re-review. Not only is the program
inadequately described.within the document but we feel that.the preparer of the document
should give serious thought to the "Ventura County Survey of Public Opinion on Agricultural
Issues" prepared for the Hansen Trust dated May 17, 1997, by Strong an·d Associates of
Oakland, C~lifomia. Aserious revieW .of this survey ·is required before this program is seen as a
serious mitigation measure. Withoutgoing.intc)·the entire detail cf the report, this survey raises
serious questions abOut the ability of any entity, be it county or specific city, to raise funds for
this type of program from the taxpayers. ·.We were further puzzled by why the city would be
required to establish its own program when the Ventura C.oun·ty Agricultural Land Trust has
been in existence for a number of year$ and would be eager to participate in this type of a
program provided that .the necessary.funding was available.

f1C,

Page 4.1;..13, Mitigation Measure -AG-2 (b). The same eonimimts that we made with the above
paragraph would sis~ apply to this mitig~tion measure and·the discussion within the document
publicly funded. The
on .the agricu.lture and open space district wtiich is also alleged tO
same reservations aboUt this type of program are validated through· the aforementioned survey
in the previous paragraph.

\t1D

Page 4.1.:14, First Paragraph.: The draft document states that the implementation of the
recommended mitigation measure would reduce the .IOss cf the ·1,500 aeres of production
agriculture to less than significant: We l:lave ~rious doubts about-the validity of this statement.
We would offer for your consideration the co·ncept ·that unless moneys are raised for the
acquisition of development rights and those moneys are applied for conservation .easements
within existing spheres of influence.of other cities you·have not realiy mitigated the impact of the
loss of 1,500 acres or. irrespectiVe of the number of _acres involved. Unless the moneys are
directed to an area within another city that are trµly impacted by potential development. what
have you protected, therefore, what have you mitigated?. The Ventura County Farm Bureau in
its Land Use Policy (which we. have enclosed for your ref~rence) clearly states our support for
the Vemura County Agricultural Land Trust with certain provisions. · But this program.must be
viewed from an honest F>ti!rspective in ·order to qualify. .a true-mitigation measure. This whole
area of the acquisition of cons.ervation easements in·other areas as a -mitigation measure. needs
to be fully explained and analyzed before it can truly l;>evalid~

be

.

.

as

Page.4.1 -15, MitiQation·Measure AG.;3 (a). This mitigati9n st~tes that for each arid every acre
removed from the· existing greenbelt as a·rasult of the· arinexatton the city (specifically in East
Area 1 and 2) that one acre shall be add~d to the greenbelt With another appropriate locations
within the city's area of Interest. !Us our opinion that in order- for this mitigation to be valid, that
the lands to be added to the greenbelf be the same or higher qualitative agricultural production ·
and value as the lands removed from development. · Again in the spirit of the previous
pan:agraph we feelthat ·these mitigation measures must be truly be valid in order to be counted
iri this process. The use of Rancho La Questa and its discussion as a mitigation·measure fo be

to
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Page 3, continued:
included in comparison to the agricultural .productivity and quality of the 565 acres in East Area
1 and 2 could certainly be open to debate by those iri the agricultural community familiar with
~€;. two properties. We feel that this proposal needs further.review to once again insure that this
process is truly an accurate and truthful mitigation measure. ·

The circulation element of the General Plan as reviewed in the docume~t includes the
discussion of the development of the Santa Pali
Line Recreational Trail :along the
right-of-way through the City of Santa Paula and the agricultural properties to the west and east
of the city. The discussion of the impacts on agricu~ral uses built.out under the plan does not
address the potential impactS. associated with the entire use ofthis trail and the recreational
~r developments impact on.the adjoining properties outside the city. · Although this EIR is being
prepared on the behalf ofth~ City of Santa Paula, it can ..not be '.considered as an island unless
we review the context of the·entire Santa Clara Valley. Therefore, the impacts associated with
this project which included·bill not limited to vandalism, trespass; and other urban/ag interface
issues must be discussed the .context of how the entire trail will .impact agriculture not just
that portion included within the general.confines of th.e General·Plan Update~

la BranCh

(_ I

in

We would also suggest th.at yot1 refer to the Land U.se Polley.from the Ventura County·Farm
fl&

Bureau previously referenced in' our letter, specifically paragraph ·1.5 where there is a detailed
discussion on prime versus ricin-prime agricultural land. We would ·call your attention to the
Farm Bureau's policy in which our support for the General Plan is stated in paragraph 1.3 and
also the discussion of ·city .~oundaries· is found .unde·r paragraph 1.4..
These are but a few of our narrowly focuse(j issues that we·wish to raise. Again, we appreciate
the opportunity to participate ih this· review process and we hope that .you find these comments .
to be helpful· and constructri.e and we would be more than ·happy. to· enter into a ongoing dialog
with you or.the preparer of the document as you should see·fit. You can rest assured.that the
Ventura County Farm Bureau ·is keenly interested in the City's General Plan Update process
.and .you can look forward to our continued participation: .
Sincerely,
EAU ·

Rex Laird .
Executive Direetor
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VCFB MISSION STATEMENT

"We represent the collective interests of the agricultural industry, for the
benefit of our members, in political and policy interactions with our urban and
rural neighbors. We seek to be aggressive in promoting the interests of our
members and are conunitted to the long-term success of agriculture in Ventura
County".
I.

LANDUSE

PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVE. The purpose of this policy is to provide the association with
framework by which it can measure, address, and direct land use issues that affect Ventura
County agriculture. The Ventura County Farm Bureau seeks to influence a land use policy in
the county that is arrived at by order1y and representative means using the best resources of
local government. It also seeks a land use policy that not only benefits agriculture, but also
works for the overall, comprehensive public good. The fundamental objective of VCFB's

policy is to maintain the long term integrity and viability of commercial agriculture as a
major contributor to the county's economic base.
1.1

PROCESS. Land use decisions should be made using the orderly due
processes of local representative govemment in administering laws and
regulations promulgated by state legislative action. In Ventura County, VCFB
supports the full use of the General Plan process, the Guidelines for Orderly
Development, and the Local Agency Formation Commission in addressing land
use issues.
VCFB believes that judicious and sound land use decisions cannot be made
using the initiative or referendum processes. Land use is a complicated issue
having profound economic and social consequences for the entire community
over the long term. Deliberative government processes which take into account
the interests of all stakeholders, including landowners, result in the most
appropriate land use decisions.

1.2

AGRICULTURE AN ULTIMA'IE ZONING. Agriculture is an important land
use providing substantial long term economic and social benefits fo the
community. The stature of agricultural zoning should be considered equal to that
of other permanent zoning designations.
Agriculture is sometimes viewed as a temporary land use until a different higher
and better use surfaces, or as a resource of inexpensive or remote land for
particular government or private projects. This attitude leads to an impairment to
the integrity of agricultural zoning designations and threatens the viability of long
term commercial agriculture.
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Agriculture by its very nature provides to the urban communities the amenity of
open space. However, this is an incidental benefit and must always rest upon
land use policies which are guided by a recognition of genuine commercial,
economic agriculture value. Where open space or parkland attributes are
paramount, then the urban communities should share in the provision of those
benefits, especially when agricultural land becomes landlocked within a city's
boundaries.
1.3

ADHERENCE TO GENERAL PLAN. The county General Plan is the
fundamental building block for determining long term land use policy in Ventura
County. As such it must be adhered to by county government. The county
General Plan further should not be exposed to predations from other government
entities seeking to expand their land bases. Agriculturally zoned areas must be
protected from encroachments by cities seeking to expand into areas outside of
their own general plans or in areas outside of their spheres of influence. Cities'
amendments to their general plans should be limited to areas within their
spheres of Influence. Similarly, public schools, federal and state institutions and
other governmental entities with the power of eminent domain should respect the
agricultural designations of the General Plan.

l .4

CITY BOUNDARIES. If agriculture is to be preserved in Ventura County, it
is necessary to consider that cities must accept finite geographical
boundaries, beyond which further expansion Is not envisioned. The urban
needs of the cities should, in the future, be met within these established city
boundaries. VCFB supports development within established city boundaries,
and believes consideration should particularly be given to high density and
redevelopment type projects. If encroachment on to agricultural land must
occur, then it should be done in a manner that is an efficient use of the land and
that minimizes the impact to agriculture. ft must also be recognized that any

encroachment adversely affects the long term viability of agriculture in

Ventura County.
Restrictive urban boundaries are essential for the free market to recognize the
values of urban land. By adhering to boundaries, value within the cities is
created to promote re-development. Conversely, restrictive urban boundaries
al~o protect agriculturally zoned lands by relieving from them speculative values
created by urbanization pressures. Farmland that enjoys a free market based on
agricultural values is essential for land to remain in long-tenn agricultural
production.
1.5

GREENBELTS. Currently, agricultural greenbelts agreements are non-binding
joint or co-adopted resolutions by cities, the county (when applicable), and
LAFCO to agree to cooperatively administer a policy of non-annexation and nondevelopment in specific areas. As cities determine their boundaries, an
important consideration should be agriculture's need to have contiguous lands.
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Commercial agriculture is dramatically impeded where it is reduced to operating
in "islandsn within broader urban areas. Currently there is physical linkage
between prime fami lands in the Santa Clara and Las Posas Valleys and the
Oxnard Plain. This connection is extremely important to the long term success
of Ventura County agriculture.
Therefore, VCFB strongly supports the strengthening of General Plan and other
zoning regulations to stiffen and uphold the intent of agricultural greenbelts. In
some cases, minor enhancements are needed to hannonize existing greenbelts
areas, such as in Santa Paula Canyon, and in linking the greenbelts east and
west of Santa Paula. In view of proposed development in adjacent Los Angeles
County, VCFB further supports the establishment of an additional greenbelt to
run from the City of Fmmore's eastern boundary east to the county line, with an
exclusion area for the Plru unincorporated urban center.

1.6

..PRIME" VERSUS "NON-PRIME" AORICULTIJRAL LAND. A reasonable
distinction between prime and non-prime agricultural land needs to be
established and respected. "Prime" agricultural lands are generally defined as
those being on plains and valley floor areas enjoying rich, deep soils, good
drainage, and sound water supplies. "Non-prime" lands are normally those other
lands In agricultural production without these amenities such as hillsides and
some canyons. These lands are less intensively farmed and generally support
only low per acre crop values.
VCFB land use policy is concerned with all agricultural land. but it is specifically
directed towards the preservation of •prime" agricultural land which supports
long-term, high value crop production. Recognizing that some additional
agricultural lands will be absorbed by the cities as they rationalize their growth
needs, general plans sl_lould direct this growth, where it is necessary, into ''nonprime" areas.
Ventura County must accommodate a variety of sometimes competing land
uses. It Is recognized that some key ~prime" land parcels, because of location,
must be looked at situationally. In these cases care must be taken not to subvert
ttle overall county General Plan with regard to agriculture lands.

1.7

ECONOMIC UNITS OF PRODUCTION. VCFB supports the maintenance of
parcel sizes in agricultural zoned areas that provide realistic economic units for
commercial agricultural production. Once established, deviation from General
Plan property sizes should not be allowed. Efforts to reduce parcel sizes and
provide for the division of agricultural lands into smaller units are not in the
Interest cf rong-tenn agriculture and should be scrutinized very carefully in the
planning process. Subdivision of •prime" agricultural lands should be permitted
only withth established city general plan boundaries, and "non-prime" subdivision
should be allowed only in areas contiguous to existing urban developments.

.
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1.8

RIGHT TO FARM. Viable agriculture means profitable agriculture. Agriculture
in Ventura County is characterized by a growing interface with the urban
community. It is important that agriculture have at its disposal the tools, cultural
practices, and infrastructure necessary to produce crops that can succeed in a
competitive marketplace. At the same time it is important that farmers be good
neighbors to their urban neighbors. To protect agriculture's growing space and
to insulate farmers from nuisances that can arise from the urban dWellers lack of
understanding about necessary cultural practices, VCFB strongly urges that
county government and cities adopt comprehensive right to farm ordinances.
These ordinances should not only recognize basic farm practices but also the
need for related farm services such as transportation and packing house
facilities.

1.9

CONSERVATION PROGRAMS. VCFB promotes the long term vitality of
commercial agriculture in Ventura County. In general, we favor maintaining
agricultural land without deed restrictions to provide agricultural owners with the
maximum ability to manage their resources. However, we realize in an
urbanizing environment it is sometimes practical to allow deed restrictions in
order to provide for continued commercial agriculture. As such, we support
programs such as voluntary conservation easements and development rights
transference, and more importantly, the property tax benefits as provided under
the Land Conservation (Williamson) Act, in order to maintain the long term
economic agricultural productivity of farmland.
Agricultural land trusts have proven useful vehicles in other counties for holding
property restrictions and provide an additional estate planning tool for farmers.
VCFB supports the Ventura County Agricultural Land Trust provided no
mandatory government programs are associated with it and provided no taxes
are imposed on agriculture in its support. Participation in a VCALT program
must be voluntary and not conditioned upon permit approval, property transfer,
estate planning execution or any other right normally associated with property
ownership.
VCFB believes VCALT, in conjunction with the urban communities. has an
important role to play in preserving agricultural productivity in farm areas under
pressures of urbanization, provided the prime motivation remains the economic
viability of agriculture and not the provision of inexpensive open space to the
urban dweller.
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Letter 19
COMMENTOR:

Rex Laird, Executive Director, Ventura County Farm Bureau

DATE:

January 7, 1998

RESPONSES:

Response 19A
The commenter requests additional economic information related to agriculture be included in
the EIR analysis. Table 4.1-1 will be updated to include information from the 1996 Ventura County
Annual Crop and Livestock Report.
The commenter suggests that EIR analyze the economic loss resulting from the conversion of
1,500 acres of productive agriculture, within the context of the Countywide agricultural industry.
The commenter correctly notes that Section 15064 of the CEQA Guidelines states that" economic
and social effects of a physical change may be used as the basis for determining that the physical
change is significant."
In response, the physical change (the loss of 1,500 acres of agricultural production) was analyzed
as part of Impact AG-2, and found to be significant. One basis of this determination was the
economic loss. This in fact is a primary reason why agriculture is typically one of the only
industries examined in EIRs, in recognition of its importance to the local and state economy.
From a CEQA perspective, the analysis contained in the EIR is sound. Section 15131(a) of the
State CEQA Guidelines is clear:

"Economic or social effects of a project shall not be treated as significant effects on the
environment. An EIR may trace a chain ofcause and effect ...from a proposed ... project.
[However,] the intermediate economic or social changes need not be analyzed in any detail greater
than necessary to trace the chain ofcause and effect. The focus ofanalysis shall be on the physical
changes." (emphasis added; also see Citizens For Sensible Development of Bishop Area v.
County of Inyo. 172Cal.App.3d151, 171)
The "cause and effect" of agricultural impacts is that the physical conversion of productive
farmland would likely have economic consequences for the agriculture industry. Such effects are
acknowledged, and are a major reason why the physical loss of agricultural land is considered
significant. The background economic information contained in the setting of the Agriculture
section of the EIR testifies to the importance of the industry, and this information will be updated
with data from the 1996 Ventura County Annual Crop and Livestock Report (see the response to
Comment 8D).
The comment also expresses the opinion that without additional economic analysis, the
discussion of agricultural impacts within the DEIR is inadequate. In response, Section 15151 of
the CEQA Guidelines states that:

~
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.. .An evaluation of the environmental effects of a proposed project need not be exhaustive, but
the sufficienctJ of an EIR is to be reviewed in light of what is reasonably feasible. Disagreement
among experts does not make an EIR inadequate, but the EIR should summarize the main points
of disagreement among the experts. The courts have not looked for perfection but for adequacy,
completeness, and a good faith effort at full disclosure." [emphasis added]
The DEIR makes a good faith effort at fully disclosing the nature of environmental impacts
related to agriculture, and acknowledges that there is disagreement among experts regarding
the severity of such impacts. One conclusion of the Hansen Trust study (1996) is that a loss of
37% of the County's total crop acreage could be withstood, before a substantial economic
impact regarding agricultural production would be realized (The Value of Agriculture to Ventura
County: An Economic Analysis, page 112). The commentor disagrees with this conclusion, which
implies that the loss of 1,500 acres of agricultural production (about 10% of the crop production
in the City's Area of Interest) would be less than significant. The DEIR takes a compromise
approach, concluding impacts to agricultural production would be significant, but that they can
be mitigated through the measures described in the DEIR document. This reflects the City's
desire to cooperate with the County, agricultural, and business interests in efforts to sustain the
agricultural economy while allowing reasonable growth under the General Plan.
Section 15151 of the CEQA Guidelines allows for a disagreement among experts in an EIR
analysis. It is the City's position that impacts to agricultural production can be reduced to a
less than significant level with implementation of the proposed mitigation measures. The
successful implementation of these measures will require ongoing cooperation between the
City, County, development community, and agricultural interests. It is incumbent upon the
County in cooperation with the City to identify target sites where such conservation easements
could most effectively be implemented. The measures suggested in the DEIR have been
implemented successfully in other jurisdictions around the state, including San Luis Obispo
County, San Joaquin County, Riverside County, and Fresno County.
Response 19B
The commenter raises several questions with regard to Mitigation Measure AG-2(a), Purchase
of Agricultural Conservation Easements (PACE). The program as written only applies to lands
under Santa Paula's control, or lands potentially under the City's control, such as the proposed
expansion areas. If the County is amenable, the program could be expanded to include other
lands within its jurisdiction. The program's funding would likely be developer driven, and will
be addressed in the Mitigation Monitoring Program for this project. The intent is to purchase
conservation easements on land of similar quality as that being converted, to the extent
possible, and on lands facing development potential. The intent of the measure is not to
establish a program separate from one administered by the Ventura County Agricultural Land
Trust (VCALT), but to work within the framework of VCALT's program. The City would have
a liaison to VCALT, and policies within the General Plan would support the City's efforts to
this end.
The mitigation measure will be clarified to reflect these points.

r
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Response 19C
The commenter raises several questions with regard to Mitigation Measure AG-2(b),
Agricultural and Open Space District. To clarify, the program would be privately funded, from
proceeds raised through developers. The following types of land would be included within the
district: designated agriculture (such as that included in the South Mountain expansion area),
designated conservation (passive) open space (such as Santa Clara River lands within the South
Mountain expansion area), or lands within the current City limits most appropriately
maintained as agriculture or open space.
The mitigation measure will be clarified to reflect this information.
Response 19D
The commenter questions the effectiveness of the measures proposed to mitigate Impact AG-2,
which addresses the loss of 1,500 acres of productive farmland. Please refer to Responses 19A,
19B and 19C.
Response 19E
The commenter questions the effectiveness of proposed mitigation measure AG-3(a), regarding
the replacement of lost greenbelt acreage. The mitigation measure as written allows for
flexibility in its application, as it would be difficult to find lands that had identical
characteristics as those lost to development. It should be noted that greenbelts do not always
contain high quality agricultural lands. While the intent of a greenbelt is to preserve
agriculture, greenbelt boundaries are politically determined, and often include areas containing
non-agricultural rural land uses.
Please also refer to Response 19A.
Response 19F
The commenter raises issues regarding impacts related to the proposed Santa Paula Branch Line
Recreational Trail. The Branch Line Trail is a separate project of a different agency undergoing
separate environmental review. Land use conflicts arising from development of the trail would
be analyzed in that document. Please also refer to Response 8W in conjunction with the letter
from the Agricultural Commissioner's Office.
Response 19G
The commenter clarifies its positions on prime vs. non-prime lands, the County's general plan,
and the City's boundaries. Oarification is provided within the Farm Bureau's Mission Statement,
which is attached to its letter and incorporated by reference.
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!j)) ~I 3. Implementation Measure number 27, page 4. 8- 16, should include avoidance of construction in

stream corridors during the steelhead migration period, normally January through March.
4. Under Implementation Measure number 38, "Santa Clara River Valley Management and
'2J)t> r Enhancement Plan" should read "Santa Clara River Enhancement and Management Plan".

'2.DG-I

5. Under Mitigation Measure B-5, we would recommend inclusion of a recommended buffer zone
width, with 100 feet as perhaps a minimum effective buffer. As B-5 is presently written, a 10-foot
buffer width would comply, which would obviously be ineffective.

?Sf

6. Implementation Measure 27, page 4.8-18, should state that biological surveys must be done
before removal of arundo donax, since there are areas of arundo containing least Bell's vireo nests
(Ref Santa Clara River Enhancement and Management Plan, Biological Resources Report, June
1996, Appendix A, Letter from Jim Greaves, P. 4).

2fh I

7. Friends strongly concurs with the statement on page 4.8-20 that the City should prepare a
Master Environmental Impact Report with mitigations for all future flood control efforts. The
severe impacts of flood control projects on biological resources makes this imperative.

2.01-i[

8. Under Mitigation Measure B-7(b), page 4.8-20, "100" should read "100-foot".
9. Mitigation Measure B-7(c), page 4.8-20, should state that bio-technical means ofbank
stabilization are to be preferred. Three projects have recently been funded by the State Coastal

2P1'1

'}j)J r

Conservancy under the Santa Clara River Enhancement and Management Plan to demonstrate
bio-technical bank stabilization. These projects are all slated for the Santa Clara River in the
vicinity of Santa Paula.
10. Mitigation Measure B-7(e) should state that construction near streams during migratiort
periods of the southern steelhead should in general be avoided.
Friends appreciates the opportunity to comment on the Santa Paula General Plan Draft EIR and
wishes to compliment the City of Santa Paula and Rincon Consultants on the quality and
thoroughness of the document.
Sincerely,

~~

Ron BottortI: Chair

City of Santa Paula General Plan Update EIR
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Letter 20
COMMENTOR:

Ron Bottorff, Chair, Friends of the Santa Clara River

DATE:

January 3, 1998

RESPONSES:
Response 20A
The comment concurs with the DEIR that development within the floodplains near the City could
result in significant impacts. The comment refers to forthcoming recommendations of the state's
Flood Plain Management Task Force, which have not yet been released. The City welcomes the
opportunity to incorporate any appropriate flood control recommendations in the Specific Plans
that will be prepared for the individual expansion areas.
Response 20B
The commentor notes that southern steelhead have been identified as occurring in Santa Paula
Creek. This information will be added to the FEIR, which will not change the impacts or
mitigation measures identified for the project.
Response 20C
Specific Plans that include development near creeks will incorporate appropriate construction
protocols, including avoidance of steelhead migration periods.
Response 20D
The proper name of the Santa Clara Valley Enhancement and Management Plan will be used in
the FEIR.
Response 20E
The width of buffers called for in Mitigation Measure B-5(a) would be determined based on the
site characteristics specific to a given location. In some cases, a very wide buffer may be
necessary, in others, a less restrictive buffer may be appropriate. Developers will work with City
staff and appropriate resource agencies to determine the appropriate buffer width.
Response 20F
Specific Plans that include development near least Bell' s vireo habitat will incorporate appropriate
biological survey protocols prior to development.
Response 20G
The comment concurs with the DEIR statement that a master EIR be prepared for all future flood
control efforts. No response is necessary.

rr
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Response 20H
The comment notes a minor typographical error, which will be corrected in the FEIR.
Response 201
The comment suggests that biotechnical methods of bank stabilization are environmentally
preferable. The City concurs, and Mitigation Measure B-7(c) will be revised accordingly.
Response 201
Mitigation Measure B-7(e) provides the basis for Specific Plans to determine construction
protocols regarding avoidance of sensitive species. The cornmentor's suggestion to avoid
construction near streams during steelhead migration would be more appropriately incorporated
into these Specific Plans.

~
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January 7, 1998
Via Fax 525-6660

Ms. Kathleen Mallory, AICP
Project Manager

City of Santa Paula
200 South Tenth Street

Santa Paula, CA 93060

Re:

General Plan Update EIR Comments

Dear Ms. Mallory:
The following are comments on the Public Review Draft EIR for the City of Santa Paula General Plan
Update:

'l\ Po.

1) Page 4.1-7. Figure 4.l-2 appears to be in error in identifying East Area 1 as an LCA property. The
Land Conservarion Contract expires in 1998. All other references to the LCA on this property
should be corrected.
2) As requested in our September 3, 1997 letter, we request that the EIR consider an alternative land use
program for East Area 1. The existing land use mix calls for the development of a golf course, hotel,
and school, with the remainder of the land dedicated exclusively to residential uses. We believe that
a greater mix of residential, commercial, business, shopping and visitor serving uses arc more
appropriate and would better meet the City's economic and mixed land use objectives.
We 1·equest that the EIR evaluate the following as an alternative to the proposed land uses in East Area 1.
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Eut Areal:
Village Center (approximately 30 acres)
Hotel I Inn, 150 rooms, main lodge with guest cotrages (8 acres)
• , B &B (2acres)
Village Commercial.. i.e. produce markets, cafes, specialty shops, historic displays (20
acres)
Train I Transit Stop (2 to 3 acre.~)
Agricultural Museum (3 acres)
Neighborhood Commercial Shopping (10 acres)
Elementary School Site ( 10 acres)
Park, two soccer and two ball fields (10 acres)
Community Center (2 to 3 acres)
Residential areas (approx.imately 190 acres)
6 to IOK sflots (250 lots)

10 to 12K sflots (l 2S lots)
15 to 20K sf lots (90 lot.-;)
Cottage I MF@ 8du/ac (5 acres)
Sn r~ Lu i!' 0 11i •;n11 ..
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Ms. Kathleen Mallory
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Corporate Office Sites (5 to IO acres)
Office ( 5 acres)
Business Park (15 acres)
Open Space I Grecnways. Trails and Bikeways. Parks. Orchards ( 80 at:res)
Hillside Ag .I Open Space (130 acres)
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We believe che above-mentioned land use program should be included in the EIR analysis as an
alternative to the proposed Jand use scenario. Thank you for your consideration of these comments.

Sincerely,

Enclosure
c/p96444\govt\tj-EIR comment !tr.Mallory

City of Santa Paula General Plan Update EIR
Section 8.0 Comments and Responses

Letter 21
COMMENTOR:

Erik P. Justesen, ASLA, Senior Vice President, Planning Department, RRM
Design Group

DATE:

January 7, 1998

RESPONSES:
Response 21A
Figure 4.1-2 shows the LCA boundaries that were correct as of the time the DEIR was published.
The FEIR and Figure 4.1-2 will note that the LCA contracts within east Area 1 expire as of 1998.
Response 21 B
The commenter requests that an alternative land use pattern for East Area 1 be evaluated in the
DEIR. The DEIR evaluates a reasonable range of alternatives in accordance with CEQA. The
alternatives evaluated in the DEIR were based on different possibilities of expansion patterns.
The general mix of land uses within each expansion area was determined as a result of various
public meetings regarding the General Plan. The overall number of residential units within the
expansion areas coincides within the number of dwelling units allowed under the City's Growth
Management Ordinance through 2020. Specific Plans will be prepared for each of the expansion
areas, including East Area 1, to be generally consistent with the overall development mix
evaluated in the EIR. Additional site-specific environmental documentation will be necessary for
these Specific Plans.
By way of comparison, the commenter's proposed mix of land uses for East Area 1 is more
commercially-oriented, but less residentially-oriented than that studied in the EIR. It envisions
about 400 fewer homes, but about 70 acres of commercial and office development. Depending on
the intensity of non-residential development envisaged, the commenter's proposal may have
environmental impacts of a similar magnitude as the East Area 1 land use pattern evaluated in the
DEIR.
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Kathleen Mallory, ACIP, Planner
City of Santa Paula
Planning Department
P.O. Box 569
Santa Paula, CA 93060
Re:
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Draft Environmental Impact Report for General Plan Update

Dear Ms. Mallory:
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It is a safe bet that if the General Plan Update is approved as
currently presented, Santa Paula, as we know it today, will be
lost forever. It is also a safe bet that the General Plan
Update in its current form will result in the loss of young
couples and young families due to the lack of a comprehensive
jobs strategy program and the lack of a housing strategy that
provides shelter for all residents within their financial means.
It is also a safe bet that the current overcrowding crisis will
intensify. These occurrences will doom Santa Paula.
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In addition, the buildou t under the General Plan Update will
unavoidably alter the small town atmosphere and character of the
City of Santa Paula. The proposed developments in Adams and
Fagan canyons and East Area 1 will result in the loss of
significant agriculture land, and will forever change the
agricultural, open space and grazing land use patterns in those
areas into a more suburban residential environment. Overall,
buildout of the General Plan, regardless of the mitigation
measures proposed, results in the loss of the City's small town
character.
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The buildout allowed under the General Plan, is overly
ambitious. The Draft Environmental Impact Report does not
identify the costs associated with buildout, nor the resources
(financial, human, social, physical) required to provide the
public services that full buildout will necessitate. Is
buildout economically feasible? Who will pay for the new schools
(as many as five)? Who will pay for the additional police
officers? Who will pay for the additional fire protection,
roads, sewers, flood control, recreation, water , administrators,
teachers, maintenance workers, equipment, etc~, required to
provide the services? More importantly, who benefits from the
buildout, as proposed in the General Plan Update? Who suffers?
All these critical questions require answers before t he General
Plan or any portion of the General Plan Update is adopt ed and
implemented!
Over t he past two months, the Lat ino c ommunity, in a seri e s of
meeting, has analyzed the General Plan Update and Draft
1

Environment Impact Report. The time invested represents over 400
hours. I believe the sentiment of the people that attended the
meeting is that the General Plan Update creates the mechanism
for the elimination of farm land, the urbanization of Santa
Paula, and sets into motion the process to end the city's small
town character. In addition, the General plan Update does not
address the housing, employment, youth, and growth needs of the
current 26,500 residents. Rather, it address the need for
growths to accommodate "outsiders" to come to our city.
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We are convinced that what is needed is a strategy to bring high
technology and bio-technology jobs, as well as other highly
specialized employment opportunities to our community. The new
employment opportunities should be tied to a jobs training
component that will train the local labor pool to become job
ready for these jobs. We also need to improve the schools and
school requirements to graduate students who are job and or
.college ready. This approach, coupled with a diversified housing
strategy, is the way to improve the quality of life in Santa
Paula, and increase the city's tax revenue base.
In addition, we need to improve relations between the two
cultures in the community. This includes embracing the Spanish
language, the Latino merchants downtown and throughout the cit y,
recognizing and holding activities honoring the Mexican culture
and its contributions to the city , and respect for different
cultures and their people.
Absent respect for and embracing of both cultures; absent an
enriched educational setting; absent an employment strategy for
the new high paying jobs; absent a job training component for
the new jobs we seek; and absent a housing goal for all income
levels, Santa Paula's quality of life and its tax revenue base
will continue to lag farther behind other cities in Ventura
County and California, ultimately resulting in losing Santa
Paula as we have known it for the past 35 years - a city with a
small town atmosphere, excellent air quality, beautiful rural
setting, and a rich multi-cultural population .
The following is a list of issues relating to the Draft
Environmental Impact Report on the General Plan Update.
Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR)
ISSUES :
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2 . 3 EXISTING CONDITIONS (page 2-4)
Table 2.1 Existing Land Use Distribution
Mobile homes are identified as 344 Parcels. It is not
clear to the reader if the number (34 4) represents the
number of mobile homes in the city or parcels of land on
which a specific number of mobile homes are s ituated.
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Can you please clarify what the number 344 actually represents.
2.3.3 Existing Population and Growth Characteristics
(page 2-5)
a . Growth Management
Based on the City's Growth Management Ordinance of 124
residential units per year, over the next 23 years, the
planning period of the General Plan update, and 944 units
accumulated, a grand total of 3,796 units could be
constructed by the year 2020.
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b. Population ( page 2-5)
Based on Santa Paula's 1997 population of 26,500, and
according to the Draft EIR (page 2-7), the new residential
development could result in a population increase of
11,388. The population could increase by 11,420 with full
buildout o f the 3,801 dwelling units as proposed in the
General Plan Update. According to the Draft EIR, the
population increase would result in a population of 37,920
by the year 2020. The Draft EIR assumes that death,
births, in-migration and out-migration of the existing
26,500 residents will be neutral. In reality, the city's
population based on f ull buildout under the proposed 3,807
dwelling units, and a population increase of 2 percent per
year since 1980, would result in a population increase of
23,000 , for a city population of approximately 47,000 in
the year 2020. The 2020 population of 47,000 amounts to a
77% increase over the 1997 population of 26,500.
Please clarify how the City's current population and its
growth potential through the year 2020 is accounted for in
the Draft EIR .
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2.4.3 Physical Development Under the Proposed General Plan Update.
c. Land Use Changes within the Present City Limits (Pages 2-152-17).
The recommended uses ignore the single biggest need
existing in Santa Paula - affordable rental housing for
lar~e families.
It is recommended by the Planning
Department, with input from the Santa Paula community
through the General Plan Advisory Committee, that the
southerly half of New Street between Ojai and Oak Street s
be designated Medium High Density Residential. While this
is a start, it is insufficient. Table 2.2 shows 88 acres
out of the 204 potential acres available for buildout of
existing vacant land within the City. The 88 acres should
be re-evaluated for higher density single family and multifamily residential . Additionally, certain industrial
parcels on the westside of town should be evaluated for
higher density residential, especially rentals. The impact
of providing more multi-family rentals for large families
would reduce the current overcrowding in Santa Paula. The
Draft EIR Report does not address the·issue o f overcrowding
nor does it provide measures to mitigate same .
3
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Please elaborate on the City's plan to address the issue of
overcrowding. As you are aware, Project Clean and Safe
plans to develop or rehab 4 units over the next two years .
This approach hardly addresses the iss ue.
2.4.3 Physical Development Under the Proposed General Pl an
Table 2-4 Development Potential with in the Expansion Areas (page
2- 16)
Adams Canyon - 5,413 acres to be used as follows:
• 4,694 acres to build 1980 dwelling units , with a gross
density of 0. 42 du per acre.
(on average, each du will occupy 2.37 acres o f space • 4,694 / 1980)
• 15 acres to build 180 multi family dwel ling units, with a
gross density of 13.3 du per acre.
• 5 acres to build 90 multi family dwel l ing units, with a
gross density of 20 du per acre.
• 25 acres for two schools
• 380 acres for two golf courses and two hote l s
• 220 acres o f open space.
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The proposed land use for Adams Canyon i ncorporates 87% of
the land for high end housing, .004% for multi family,
. 005% for two schools, and the balance for two golf
courses, two hotels, and open space. No entry level or
moderate income housing is proposed for Adams Canyon . The
270 multi family dwelling units are insufficient to addr ess
the current overcrowding problem that exists in Santa
Paula. Current land use as proposed is 1) detrimental to
the environment based on t he number o f acres proposed for
the high end/expensive homes, and 2) does not provide a
housing mix to adequately a ddress t he hous ing needs of the
current residents of the city at all economic levels.
Fagan Canyon - 2 , 173 acres to be used as follows:
• 1 , 953 acres to build 450 dwelling units , with a gross
density of 0 . 23 du per acre .
(on average, each du will occupy 4.34 acres 1 , 953 /4 50)
• a ' 5 acr e neighborhood community,
• a 7 acres for a park
• 208 acres for open space.
The proposed land use for Fagan Canyon, incorporates 90% of
the land for high end housing , and 20% for a neighborhood
community, a park, and open space . No entry l evel or
moderate housing is proposed for Fagan Canyon. No multifamily dwelling units are proposed to address the current
overcrowding problem that exists in Santa Paula. Current
land use as proposed is 1 ) detrimental to the environment
based on the number of acres proposed for the high
end/expensive homes , and 2) does not provide a housing
4

mix to adequately address the housing needs of the
residents of the city at all economic levels.
East Area 1 - 541 acres to be used as follows:
• 342 acres to build 742 dwelling units, with a gross
density of 2.2 du per acre.
(on average, each du will occupy 1/2 acres - 342/742)
• 20 acres to build 90 multi family dwelling units, with a
gross density of 5 du per acre.
• 5 acres to build 68 multi family dwelling units, with a
gross density of 15 du per acre.
• one school
• one golf course and hotel
• open space.
The balance is for a 5 acre neighborhood community, 7 acres
for a park and 208 acres for ope~ space.
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The proposed land use for East Area 1 incorporates 68% o f
the land for high end housing, and 28% for a hotel and golf
course, 2% for a park, and 2% for a school. No entry level
or moderate income housing is proposed for East Area 1. No
multi family dwelling units are proposed to address the
current overcrowding problem that exists in Santa Paula.
Current land use as proposed is: 1) detrimental to the
environment based on t he number of acres proposed for t h e
high end/expensive homes, and 2) does not provide a hous ing
mix to adequately address the housing needs of the
residents of the city at all economic levels.
The proposed land use, as presented, will forever change
t he rural nature of the Adams and Fagan Canyons, and East
Area 1. Such impacts are significant and cannot be
mitigated. In addi tion, Adams Canyon, Fagan Canyon , a nd
East Area 1 would become communities within themselves,
removed from what is currently Santa Paula. This
separation will result in a uthey" and "we" mentality, with
the residents of Adams and Fagan Canyons, and East Area 1
as the wealthy, come lately outsiders.
I

The proposed land use, as presented, will c arry a very high
price tag. It is not clear that it can pay for itself, in
terms of the costs associated to develop, the schools
required, and for the city services it will require.
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The Plan, as presented, requires roads to be widened, a
secondary access road for Adams Canyon a nd Fagan Canyon out
to State Route 150/0jai Road, extension of sewer services
and other utilities, including water and new water wells,
major mitigation to flooding concerns, and considerable
impacts on wildlife.
Are the costs associated with these needs solely the
responsibility of the new residents?
5
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Does the City plan to assure the existing 26,500 residents
that they wil l not have to pay for the improvements and
costs for the new schools, new roads, new water wells, new
sewer needs, for t he additi onal f ire protection, flood
control, recreation, administrators, teachers, maintenance
workers, equipment, etc., required to provide the services ?
These are critical questions the citizens of Santa Paula
need to know. Please provide answers to these critic al
questions before the General Plan or any portion o f the
General Plan is adopted and implemented.
The General Plan Update, as presented, ignores existing
housing needs of current residents and future entry and
moderate income level residents. Can you please tell us
why the General Plan has not provided for a more balanced
housing mix from the 3,807 housing units that will be built
over the life the Plan.
OBSERVATIONS
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• The housing, as presented, does nothing to alleviate the
current overcrowding condition affecting the city .
• The housing, as presented, does not provide for multi
family housing for very low and low-income residents (the
vast majority of the current residents are very low and
low-income) .
• The housing, as presented, does not have a housing mix
for all economic segments of the community.
• The housing, as presented, does not help the local
population become homeowners.
• Housing planned needs to address existing housing
concerns, as a federal fair housing policy issues.
According to the Draft EIR Report (page 2-13), "Specific
Plans will be developed in accordance with Government Code
section 65450 et. Seq. The Specific Plans will reflect the
land use buildout and other development policies as
described in this General Plan."
If the Specific Plans
reflect the land use as described in the General Plan
Update and as currently presented in this Draft EIR Report,
the Specific Plans will address only high end housing. No
provisions will be required to address the housing needs of
all residents at all economic levels. The Draft EIR Report
does not address the housing needs of the current residents
of Santa Paula, regardless of income.
No mitigation
measures are presented in the Report to alleviate the
current overcrowding problem in the city, and no mitigation
measure is presented to address the need for entry level
and moderate price housing. Can you please explain how the
city plans to address these needs.
I feel any plan involving future housing needs, needs to
address the existing and future housing needs for all

6
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residents at all economic levels. Otherwise, the City
c reates a housing price / income gap so detrimental to the
existing residents, that the outcome will only lead to out migration of young couples and young famili es with
children, and the rise in the already alarmingly high
overcrodwing situation.
2.4.3 Population (page 2-18)
Projected population based on 3,807 additional dwelling
units at full buildout ( 207 within existing city limits and
3,600 from Adams, Fagan and East Area 1 ) , based o n 3 persons
per household, results in a city population of 37,920 . This
projection assumes existing population will remain stagnant
at 26,500, with equal births, death, in- migration and out migration. A more accurate representation of the population
in the year 2020 is 11,420 form the 3,807 new dwellings
units and a 2% growth from the existing residents per year
(page 2-5 Draft EIR) for about 9,454 additional r esidents .
The 11,420 and 9,454 represent a population increase of
20,874 by 2020, for a city population of 47,373 . The
population increase represents a 77% increase of the 1997
city population of 26,500. The environmental impact and
subsequent mitigation measures for a 77% increase in
population have not been addressed in the Draft EIR .
Please address the mitigation measures that reflect a
population based on full buildout and growth from the
existing residents.
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2.4.3 Employment (page 2-18)
Given the lack of a comprehensive job generation plan
designe d to develop the skills of the predominantly l ow and
semi- skilled labor force, and the lack of an aggressive
campaign to seek out manufacturing and industrial
opportunities in a high technological employment fiel d
(e . g . bio technology, micro chip, computer / software
development), or other industries with similar h igh paying
employment opportunities, t he new jobs tha t will be created
by the proposed General Plan Update will be service
oriented, predominantly low paying jobs. Based on the
Hausrath study, about 4,280 new employment opportuni t ies
will be created by 2020 . The new employment opportunities
will lag behind the labor force, when population
projections based on buildout and existing residents are
t aken into account . The results are three-fold : 1 ) the
continued high unemployment rate, espec ially high
unemployment rate among teenagers, 2) the continued high
number of welfare recipients in the city, and 3) Santa
Paula will lag farther behind in median income level as
compared to the rest o f the county and will continue to
demonstrate low sales receipts . The results are
devastating to the city.
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The Draft EIR does not mention what type of jobs wil l be
gener ated at full buildout. Based on the buildout ,
calling for two golf courses and hotels, it c an generally
be speculated the new jobs wi ll be low wage jobs. The
impact of additional low wage jobs has not been addressed
nor mitigated i n the Draft EIR .
Please address what type of j obs wil l be generated by full
buildout and what wage scale i s expected.
2.4 . 3 e . Modifications to the Circulation System (page 2-1 9)
Changes to exi sting Roadways .
Who pays?
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Proposed Roadways t o Access Expansion Areas.
Will proposed roadways to access expansion areas (Adams,
Fagan, and East Area 1) be at the sole expense of the
developer; hence the new residents?
Table 4.1-3 Summary o f Farmland Conversation Impact by Area
(page 4.1-9)
Table demonstrates l,500 acres (does not include 110 acres
in Sphere of Influence in East Area 2 and 68 acres in West
area 2) that would be lost to agriculture forever ! This
loss is irreversible, extremely significant, and cannot be
mitigated!
4.9 CULTURAL and HISTORIC RESOURCES (page 4.9-1 )
The search leading to list of cultural and historic
resources identified, is lacking . For instance, Our Lady
of Guadalupe Church on Oak Street is not on the list . Our
Lady of Guadalupe Church has been in existence since 1929.
The El Brillante Market, on Main Street, has been serving
the residents of Santa Paula from the same l ocation since
1943, and as a family owned business since 1929, i s the
oldest family owned business in Santa Paula.
Additional work is necessary to substantiate other cultural
an~ historic resources, particularly of Mexican/Chicano
origin, in the City's Sphere of Influence .
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Section 4.10 Publ ic Services (pages 4.10-17- 4.10 - 21)
Impact P-6
Full buildout wi ll generate an additional 1, 615 students i n
grades K-5, 669 students in grades 6-9, and 742 high school
students. This will significantly impact existing schools.
Existing schools are already at over capacity. With the
implementation of smaller class sizes, additional class
rooms are needed in existing schools, or additional schools
will be required to handle the existing students. With the
students from buildout, it appears 5 schools will be
required. The 5 schools will accommodate the anticipated
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new students, but do not take into accounc growch from the
existing 26,500 residents.
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What is the real impact on our school needs, with an
accurate population (accounting for the existing population
and growth)? Is it known by the c ity if t he development
proposed pay for the required 5 schools. Wil l the current
26,500 residencs be required to pay for t he new schools
full buildout brings? What will be the real need if class
size reduction is implemented, and the "Mira" rule is null
and void as a means t o finance the new schools?
Critical issue(s) not addressed by Draft Environmental Impact
Report
The Lat ino community feels i t is critical the Draft EIR
address the cultural, economic, political, and population
displacement that the Latino community will incur if full
or any portion of bui ldout, as proposed in the General Plan
Update, is carried out.
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Currently the city of Santa Paula has a population o f
26,500 residents, with 15,900 (60%) of the 26,500 being
Latinos. The number of registered voters in Santa Paula is
11,000, with 4,730 (43%) of the 11,000 being Latino
registered voters. The City's population between 5 a nd 17
years of age is predominately Latino. The Latino
population, by the year 2002, will be a majority o f
registe red voters in the Ci ty . It has been well over 100
years since the Latino community was at comparable
political strength in Santa Paula . For over 100 years, the
Latino community has had virtually no political say o r
influence in Santa Paula . We have had to e ndure loss of
l and, s egregation , intimidation, a nd opportunities . The
results have been f e lt by our lack of income, lack o f
education, lack of employment in upper levels o f
management, lack of decent, sanitaJ:Y and adequate housing,
lack of c ultural enrichment, etc. An example o f the lack
o f employment oppor t unity experienced by Latinos in Santa
Paula is demonstrated in the local elernentaJ:Y school
sys tem. Currently, the elernentaJ:Y school has only 25
Latino teachers out of 148 teachers. Yet, t he 3,600
student composition is 83% or more Latino. Why so few
Latino teachers ? Lack of influence due to under
representat i on at the school board l evel . We are j ust now
beginning to realize the voting potential t o impact
positively the needs o f the Latino community - better
s chools, a more representative balance in teachers as ro le
models for our Latino Students, better e ducati on, col l ege,
better jobs, better housing, t h e e xpression of our culture,
and better opportunities i n our community .
Full buildout in Adams Canyon, Fagan Canyon , and East Area
l , will result in 3,600 new homes with 88% of the home for
9

high income familie s. It is safe to assume that the new
families purchasing the costly homes will be mostly of
Anglo-American descent . The impact of full buildout, or
any portion of buildout, will result in a diminishing o f
the Lat ino conununity's political strength, and will change
the ethnic composition of the city to an Anglo majority.
The results is a shifts in the political and population
balance of Santa Paula. The results could bring
unacceptable consequences to the Latino conununity. It
could result in setting back the Latino conununity in Santa
Paula, politically and ethnically, for the next 100 years.
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The City has an obligation to address the affects the
Proposed General Plan Update will have on the Latino
community, and what it means to them. This has Civil
Rights implications.
The Draft Environmental Impact Report needs to address the
displacement of the Latino community before it is adopted
and implemented.
RECOMMENDATION
At this time, the General Plan Update is not ready to be
approved, nor is it ready to be submitted to LAFCO for review
and approval.
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I recommend the City delay it decision on the various
alternatives outlined in the Draft EIR. I recommend the LAFCO
CITIZEN ACTION COMMITTEE "LCAC", be given appropriate time to
work on the issues as outlined above, and that additional
community input be solicited to study the economic, social,
political, and cultural implications o f the plan. In addition ,
the community should be made aware that the city's rural
character will be replaced with an urban character. The small
town atmosphere we love will be replaced with a urban bedroom
community atmosphere.
The community has a right to know before action is taken .
Thank you for the opportunity to conunent.
Sincerely,

ct?:~
919 La Vuelta Place
Santa Paula, CA 93060
cc:

City Council, City of Santa Paula
Planning Commission, City o f Santa Paula
LAFCO, County of Ventura
10

City of Santa Paula General Plan Update EIR
Section 8.0 Comments and Responses

Letter 22
COMMENTOR:

Jesse R. Ornelas

DATE:

January 6, 1998

RESPONSES:
Response 22A
The comment expresses the opinion that the changes that could result because of General Plan
buildout would be detrimental to the City of Santa Paula. The DEIR discloses the magnitude of
environmental impacts. However, many of the social impacts described in the commenter's letter
cannot be addressed in the EIR, which focuses on environmental ini.pacts.
Response 22B
The comment expresses the opinion that the small-town character of the City will be changed
with General Plan buildout, particularly within the visually prominent East Area 1. The DEIR
acknowledges this in Impact AES-6 (page 4.2-15), noting that such changes would be significant
and unavoidable.
Response 22C
The commentor is concerned that inadequate public services would be available to accommodate
potential buildout under the General Plan. Impacts to public services and utilities are evaluated
in Sections 4.10 and 4.11 of the DEIR, respectively. The analysis identifies possible funding
sources for such services. However, a detailed analysis of funding for public services is outside
the purpose of an EIR, which focuses on describing environmental impacts.
Response 22D
The General Plan provides the long-term development framework for the City. The process of
updating the General Plan requires extensive public input, and many meetings involving the
entire Santa Paula community have been conducted since 1993 (see Response 23A for a list of
these meetings). The General Plan concurs that additional high technology jobs would be
desirable to stimulate the local economy, and the programs envisioned by the commenter to train
the local labor force are consistent with the General Plan. The General Plan provides for a variety
of housing densities, which implies a variety of housing costs. The Housing Element of the
General Plan would address these concerns in greater detail. However, the Housing Element is
not being updated at this time. When it is updated, the provisions of the Housing Element will
undergo separate environmental review.
Response 22E
The comment calls for better relations between the Latino and non-Latino communities within
Santa Paula. While the City concurs with this, it does not reflect on any environmental issues
analyzed in the EIR.
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Response 22F
The commenter summarizes his previous comments. Please refer to responses 22A through 22E.
Response 22G
The 344 parcels referred to in Table 2-1 of the DEIR refers to the number of parcels in the City
containing mobile homes. Some parcels contain more than one mobile home. There are 824
mobile homes in the City. The table will be clarified to incorporate this information.
Response 22H
The comment concerns the nature of population growth projections inherent in the proposed
General Plan. Population projections are a function of the number of dwelling units, the expected
vacancy rates, and to a smaller extent, the average household size. The projected 2020 population
is based on an average of 3 persons per new dwelling unit (the typical household size in the City
based on U.S. Census data), plus the existing population. This assumes that the average
household size of existing homes will not significantly increase or decrease. It also assumes full
occupancy, with no vacant dwelling units (an unlikely occurrence). Since 1990, Santa Paula' s
average household size has remained fairly constant (a little over 3 people per home), and has
actually declined slightly since 1994 (State Department of Finance, Report E-5, 1990-97).
Consequently, the projected 2020 population of described in the DEIR is an accurate projection
based on available data.
The commenter refers to a 2% average annual growth rate experienced in the City since 1980.
This rate is incorrect. The actual annual growth rate since 1980 has been 1.4% (a population
increase from 20,658in1980 to 26,500in1997), and less than 1 % since1990 (when the population
was 25,062). The declining growth rate has been a function of fewer houses being built. Historic
growth rates cannot accurately predict future population if housing is not made available to
accommodate growth, and cannot be used in housing-based population projections.
Response 22I
This comment addresses issues related to the provision of affordable housing and overcrowding,
and the EIR' s role in evaluating such issues. Please refer to Responses 22D and 4C. The
commenter also expresses the opinion that a greater proportion of the remaining vacant land in
the City should be redesignated to accommodate higher density residential uses to help alleviate
overcrowded conditions in the City' s housing stock. It should be noted that the City of Santa
Paula has among the most affordable housing of any city in Ventura County, with a relatively
higher percentage of affordable homes and apartments than any other city in the county.

Response 221
The commentor expresses the opinion that the proposed mix of land uses in the three
residentially-oriented expansion areas (Adams Canyon, Fagan Canyon and East Area 1) would
not accommodate sufficient high density residential units to help alleviate overcrowding in the
City. In all, about 428 medium and high density multi-family dwelling units could be
accommodated between the three expansion areas as currently proposed. When combined with
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the 54 additional infill multi-family residential units, General Plan buildout would accommodate
up to 482 new multi-family dwellings. This is a 24 % increase over the current multi-family
housing stock of 1,969 dwelling units (see revised Table 2-2 in Section 2.0, Project Description).
This housing could be used to meet the needs of the lower and moderate income level households
within the City.
The commentor' s opinion that the number of acres proposed for "high-end" homes would be
detrimental to the environment is noted. The environmental impacts of this conversion of land to
low density residential uses (about 6,989 acres between East Area 1, Adams Canyon, and Fagan
Canyon) have been documented in the DEIR. The possibility that the new expansion areas could
be socially isolated from the core of the City is possible, but such effects cannot be adequately
addressed in an EIR, which focuses on environmental impacts. The Specific Plans for the major
expansion areas can address these issues in greater detail.
Response 22K
The comment briefly describes several possible impacts related to growth, including the need for
additional public services, road infrastructure, utilities, and drainage facilities. These issues are
addressed in the DEIR. The costs associated with providing new facilities will largely be the
responsibility of new development. This issue will be more fully addressed within the Specific
plans to be developed for the expansion areas.
Response 22L
Please refer to Response 22K.
Response 22M
The comment concerns various issues related to housing, particularly the provision of adequate
low-income housing. Please refer to Responses 22D, 22J, and 4C.
Response 22N
The comment concerns appropriate methods of projecting population growth. Please refer to
Response 22H.
Response 220
The comment concerns the need for training the local labor force to be ready for when job
opportunities present themselves within the City under the General Plan. Please refer to
Response 22D. The comment also requests clarification concerning what kind of jobs will be
available upon full Gen eral Plan buildout. Buildout envisions a mix of commercial, industrial,
light industrial, and office uses (Table 2-3, on page 2-9 of the DEIR), in addition to continued
agricultural and recreational job opportunities. In all, buildout of 4.4 million square feet of nonresidential uses would potentially accommodate about 11,000 new jobs in all sectors (see Table 27, on page 2-19 of the DEIR). The timing of employment and actual job types would be a function
of market forces, and the availability of these jobs to the local populace would depend on their
skills and training at the time of job availability.
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Response 22P
The cost of providing new infrastructure within the expansion areas will be largely borne by the
developers, who may in turn pass some of these costs to new residents.
Response 220
The comment expresses the opinion that the loss of 1,500 acres of productive farmland is
significant and unavoidable. Please refer to the responses to Letter 8, particularly Responses 8K,
80, and 8T.
Response 22R
The commenter expresses the opinion that structures be included as historic other than those
already listed in the DEIR, based on their age. The determination of the historic value of
structures is partly based on age, and partly based on other factors, including architectural
uniqueness, and historical context within the community. The structures described by the
commenter undoubtedly contribute to the overall historic character of the City. The City will be
conducting further historical surveys in the.future.
Response 225
The commenter raises questions regarding school impacts, based on the population growth
methodology suggested earlier in his letter. Please refer to Response 22H. The possible financing
for new facilities is described on pages 4.10-20 and 4.10-21 of the DEIR, based on the current fee
structure and laws in place at this time.
Response 22T
The commenter expresses the concern that the DEIR discuss cultural, economic, political and
population issues important to the Latino community. These issues are indirectly addressed to
the extent that they result in physical impacts (in particular, see Sections 4.1 [Agriculture], 4.2
[Aesthetics], 4.9 [Cultural Resources], 4.10 [Public Seroices], 4.11 [Public Utilities], and 5.2 [GrowthInducing Effects] of the DEIR). Section 15131(a) of the State CEQA Guidelines is clear:

"Economic or social effects ofa project shall not be treated as significant effects on the
environment. An EIR may trace a chain of cause and effect.. .from a proposed ... project.
[However,] the intermediate economic or social changes need not be analyzed in any detail greater
than necessary to trace the chain of cause and effect. The focus ofanalysis shall be on the phvsical
changes." (emphasis added; also see Citizens For Sensible Development of Bishop Area v.
CounhJ of Inyo. 172Cal.App.3d151, 171)
The "cause and effect" regarding social and economic impacts to the Latino (or any other)
community within Santa Paula is that the physical changes under the proposed General Plan may
cause social and economic effects. The extent of such impacts is not known, and may be both
positive and n egative. The City should continue to work with the Latino community to resolve
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the issues raised by the commenter through the appropriate forums provided by City Council
meetings and other public outreach programs.
Response 22U
The commenter summarizes the concerns raised in the previous comments, and expresses the
opinion that the General Plan as proposed not be approved as presented, based on these
concerns. Please refer to the responses to the previous comments.
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RICHARD W. PIDDUCK
5450 Rafferty Road
Santa Paula, California 93060
805 525-6611 , Fax 805 525-6650

January 6, 1998
Ms. Kathleen Mallory
Planning Department
City of Santa Paula
PO Box 569
Santa Paula, CA 93061
RE: Comments on DEIR for General Plan Update
My limited involvement with the public meeting process and review of the resulting DEIR
has given rise to several concerns addressed below.
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1. PROCESS
The public hearings were designed to elicit citizen input into the general plan update
process. Despite good efforts on the part of the city, the effort was badly flawed . Few
citizens participated and large segments of the community were not represented. Further,
city staff regularly participated in the discussions in such a manner as to possibly guide
the results. The curs9ry red card/green card voting and the selection of options was
hurried and could be yiewed as lacking thoughtful analysis. Finally, the ·packaging of
alternative scenarios left an inability to analyze or rank the individual components as to
which might make the ·mast sense for thoughtful city growth. The objective seemed to be
to get maximum growth potential included in the GP now, with analysis as to what might
make sense to come sometime later. In sum, the public input process elicited a narrow
range of views from a relatively small segment of the community. As such, the DEIR may
fail to provide a sound platform for further steps in the GP update process.
2. OBJECTIVE
Underlying the GP update process seems to be an unspoken realization that the city finds
itself in an unpromising financial condition , and an assumption that the way out of this box
is through growth in an ·effort to increase the city's tax base. This assumption should be
closely examined. Many cities have attempted to "grow" into a sound economic base;
unfortunately many of these cities have also found that the costs of services and
infrastructure imposed by new growth have been greater than the increase in tax
revenues.
Without doubt small cities such as Santa Paula in the vicinity of larger ones such as
Ventura and Camarillo are severely disadvantaged by the state's inequitable method of
distributing sales tax income to site of purchase. Unfortunately, not all towns can become
mall, auto sales, or big box centers. Santa Paula needs to become involved in a
concerted effort at the state level to modify the existing sales tax arrangement. This is a
difficult issue because the "haves" do not want to share the golden goose, yet Santa
Paula's future may be more affected by this sales tax issue than by any GP growth
scenarios.
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3. AGRICULTURE
Santa Paula is surrounded by agricultural lands and rightly views agriculture as critical to
its economy, its sense of community, and to its quality of life. As such the city should be
very cautious about considering East Area 1 (Teague-McKevett) for inclusion in its GP.
This area is prime agricultural land and a vital part of the SP/Fillmore Greenbelt stretching
intact from the banks of Santa Paula Creek to the banks of Sespe Creek. To encroach
into this area when other avenues for growth are available would greatly undercut Santa
Paula's image as an agriculture and open space friendly city, and might profoundly affect
land-use patterns elsewhere in the Santa Clara Valley. The agricultural community would
have great difficulty in accommodating growth across Santa Paula Creek into East Area 1.
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It makes far more sense to channel growth into the non-prime canyons north of Santa
Paula, first into Fagan and then into Adams. Fagan in particular is likely to result in a
growth in retail activity in the city, as these residents will be less apt to make the easy
freeway connection to Ventura and Camarillo. Unfortunately, there was not a scenario in
the DEIR that paired Fagan and Adams Canyons for consideration.
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The DEIR is very accurate in describing expansion into East Area 1 as a taking of prime
agricultural land that is a "significant unavoidable impact," with no mitigation measures
available. This is a strong red flag the city should carefully consider.
Several references are made to developing a "trail system" along the railroad right-of-way
to from Santa Paula to Ventura. The city should be aware that agriculture strongly
opposes this extension as not compatible with the requirements of modern production
agriculture. There are a host of issues, from protection of property and crops, to potential
for chemical exposures, to necessary cultural activities, to pedestrian safety and owner
liability that indicate trails in prime agricultural areas are a dubious proposition at best.
4. COMMERCIAL
The DEIR envisions significant additions of commercial acreage in East Area 2 and West
Area 2. This is a commendable effort to increase the local economy and provide
employment, yet it would require the city to garner many times its expected share of
commercial development in its market area over the next twenty years. A dose of realism
may be applicable here, a lack of which seems to extend into other areas of the DEIR as
well, such as proposed destination resort type development in Adams Canyon.
It is very difficult for a citizen to break apart the many elements of the DEIR. Therefore I
have confined my comments at this time to fairly broad-brush strokes, with the hope that
they might engender consideration of some significant modifications to the final EIR. The
GP update is very important in charting the future success of Santa Paula, it needs to be
founded on realism and the needs of all segments of the community.
Cordially,

~U, ~
Richard W. Pidduck
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Letter 23
COMMENTOR:

Richard W. Pidduck

DATE:

January 6, 1998

RESPONSES:
Response 23A
The commentor is critical of the public review process as it has been applied to the General Plan
process. To date, there have been 28 public meetings on the General Plan process since 1993.
Public input gathered from each meeting built upon the process, and was used to guide the
policies and mix of land uses and expansion areas now under consideration in the EIR. The
public review period for the Draft EIR was from November 5, 1997 to January 7, 1998 (64 days; 21
longer than typically given for a Draft EIR). As such, the General Plan as proposed is the
culmination of over 4 years of work and public input, including market studies and preliminary
environmental constraints studies.
The following table summarizes the public meetings held with regard to the General Plan and
EIR:
Meeting#

Date

Notes

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

August 19, 1993
October 11, 1993
October 13, 1993
October 14, 1993
January 27, 1994
February 3, 1994
February 17, 1994
March 3 , 1994
March 22, 1994
March 29, 1994
April26, 1994
December 7, 1994
March 7, 1995
April 19, 1995
May 24, 1995
January 15, 1997
February 19, 1997
March 20, 1997
April 1, 1997
April 16, 1997
May 21, 1997
June 18, 1997
July 30, 1997
August 12, 1997
September 3, 1997
November 22, 1997
November 5, 1997
to January 7 , 1998
December 9, 1997

Joint City Council/Planning Commission meeting to begin General Plan update
42 attendees
20 attendees
39 attendees
Public Notice in newspaper; also mailed to Advisory Group
Public Notice in newspaper; also mailed to Advisory Group
Public Notice in newspaper; also mailed to Advisory Group
Public Notice in newspaper; also mailed to Advisory Group
Public Notice in newspaper; also mailed to Advisory Group
Public Notice in newspaper; also mailed to Advisory Group
Joint City Council/Planning Commission Meeting on General Plan goals
Public Notice in newspaper; also mailed to Advisory Group
Public Notice in newspaper; also mailed to Advisory Group
Public Notice in newspaper; also mailed to Advisory Group
Public Notice in newspaper; also mailed to Advisory Group
Public Notice in newspaper; also mailed to Advisory Group
Public Notice in newspaper; also mailed to Advisory Group
Public Notice in newspaper; also mailed to Advisory Group
Joint City Council/Planning Commission meetinQ
Public Notice in newspaper; also mailed to Advisory Group
Public Notice in newspaper; also mailed to Advisory Group
Public Notice in newspaper; also mailed to Advisory Group
Public Notice in newspaper; also mailed to Advisory Group
Joint City Council/Planning Commission meeting
Public Scoping Meeting for EIR; numerous public notices in newspaper
Meeting specifically with Latino Town Hall Group
Public review period for the Draft EIR; noticed in English and Spanish, posted and
in the newspaper
Public meeting before the Planning Commission on the Draft EIR

22
23
24
25
26
27
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Response 23B
The commenter is correct in noting that the General Plan update is motivated in part by the need
to improve the local economy. Currently, there is very little acreage remaining within the City
that is available for development. Therefore, it is difficult for the City to attract new development.
Several fiscal and market studies have been conducted that confirm the need to improve the
economy. The proposed General Plan land use pattern is based in part on the results of these
studies, which call for capturing a greater segment of the regional retail commercial market.
Further, policies in the proposed General Plan would require development projects to absorb the
full cost of their development.
Response 23C
The comment concerns impacts to agriculture, particularly in East Area 1. The commentor
recommends that growth be channeled into the canyons, and further suggests that an alternative
evaluating growth into the two large canyons (without East Area 1) be evaluated. In response,
please refer to Letter 8 (from the Agricultural Commissioner's Office) regarding agricultural
issues. Please also refer to Responses 13E and 21B regarding the issue of additional alternatives.
These issues will be considered by the City Council in their adoption of the General Plan, along
with the adoption of Findings and Overriding Considerations for the General Plan.
Response 23D
The commentor concurs with the DEIR conclusion that converting prime agricultural land within
East Area 1 would be a significant unavoidable impact.
Response 23E
The comment is concerned with potential land use conflicts with agriculture resulting from the
proposed Santa Paula Branch Line Recreational Trail. Please refer to Responses SW and 19F.
Response 23F
The commentor is concerned whether proposed commercial land uses will translate into a
stimulated local economy. The effectiveness of this plan can only be determined with certainty in
the future. However, the land use mixture allows the City to respond to and take advantage of
market forces that may present themselves in the future. Please refer to Responses 220 and 23B.
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Santa Paula City Council & City Planning Commission
TO:
~
!- Santa Paula City Council & Planning Commission
FROM: ·
enjamin F. Saiz
553 N. Mill St Santa Paula, CA
SUBJE . Santa Paula General Plan-Draft Environmental Impact Report
DATE:
ln/98

Attn:

Ms. Kathleen Mallory, Planning Department
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I would like to respond to several items/issues contained in the General plan and its' anticipated or
projected affect on the city of Santa Paula, and I would like to have my concerns addressed in
layman terms.
a) Costs related to the development of the city have not been addressed, i.e., social services,
schools, water quality, air quality, additional fire and police services, greater use of existing
facilities-existing schools, streets, roads, water, and probably the most significant question or
concern is, who is going to pay for this ? ( How much is the projected cost, and, what is the
liability to the average tax payer ? )
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b) I understand that there are several major earthquake faults in the area and they happen to
traverse the proposed areas of the general plan, has there already been sufficient geological study to
include or exclude the areas of consideration?

Endangered species- Are there any endangered animal or plant life which will be adversely
iA{;I c)
affected in the proposed General Plan?
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d) Native American burial grounds-Does this plan infringe upon any of the Native American
Burial grounds in the area, i.e., Mupu, Chumash, etc. ?
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e) Historical sites-Are any historical sites being included or excluded in the incorporation of the
plan, and do they take into consideration of the people and who helped make the city what it is
today?

I or concerns regarding the general plan?

nAf f) Is any consideration given to the significant Mexican American population and its contributions
J,.-

2.46

g) Housing Affordability-Will the average wage earner in Santa Paula be able to purchase their
own home and raise their family in Santa Paula under the proposed general plan? Wtll there be an
economic segregation in homes? ( I raise the issue because as we all know there previously existed
school, employment and housing segregation here in Santa Paula which separated Mexican
Americans and the anglo community )

h) Population-What are the acrual projected numbers in population which will increase the overall
total population in Santa Paula? I understand that there are approximately 27,000 people living in
Santa Paula, are we looking at adding another 2,000-3,000-4,000-5,000 or more people? Who
will be these people? My estimate is that if housing prices are above the median income level of the
average wage earner in Santa Paula, then we will be attracting people from another area who
IJ.4" basically have no knowledge or experience of the diverse culture that exists in Santa Paula, and
perhaps negatively affect the image of the city. {Draft EIR-pages 2-7 2.4.3-- projects a growth of
11, 420 persons, I tend to believe that those numbers are under projected and that in fact are quite
larger.} I don't believe that the General plan has adequately addressed these concerns.

2 of 3
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I) Employment-2.4.3- pages 2-18 EIR
Employment is critical in Santa Paula. the largest
employer in the city of Santa Paula is the Santa Paula Eementary School District The general
plan does not provide a significant plan to address this obvious need. Employment introduced in
the new plan should include opportunities for residents to obtain an above average income or an
income which will sustain the family and perhaps to even afford one of them new fandangled
homes that will be built Hi-Tech, agriculture/biotech, low emission type of employment
opportunities need to be addressed and provided for. On the other side of the coin, what will be
the impact of having a predominantly low wage generating employment program and what will be
its' effects on the overall new community?
j) Circulation system-EIR 2.4.3 e-table 4.1-3 Summary of Farmland Conv. Impact by Area page
4.1-9
Does this impact actually take away 110 acres of agricultural land which is not replaceable?
k) Cultural and Historical Resources 4. 9 page 4 .9-1
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This "search" of cultural and historic resources is obviously lacking of "other" significant
contributions within the city, and perhaps due to lack of information available to the
"searchers"the list has not been enhanced, again, addressing an unfortunate neglect of the city's'
major cultural and ethnic population.
I) Land Use Changes within the Present City Limits 2.4.3-pages 2-15-17
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I am concerned about overcrowding, and the EIR does not direct itself to this major issue. Are
there other areas in Santa Paula which would mitigate overcrowding?
m) Development Potential 2.4.3 table 2-4, pages 2-16
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Adams Canyon, Fagan Canyon, East Area 1, do not adequately address the housing needs of the
current residents of Santa Paula. As I understand the proposed plan, it appears to me, that in fact
there will be rather significant ' high-end' homes affordable to high income earners, therefore
eHminaring a serious idea or dream of buying any of these homes from the average income earners
in Santa Paula. My concern in this area is that I believe that the idea of having high end homes is
to raise revenue for the city, however, how much revenue can it raise to pay for itself? Who in
reality, does pay for it? If history has been correct, it is the average income earners. Who really
benefits from this?

n) Voting Districts-If development does take place in all of the areas, are districts per area a
possibility for many disenfranchised people who live in Santa Paula? If so, then this also needs
to be addressed in the General Plan in order that the City of Santa Paula ensure that there is fair
representation across all sectors of the community, and at this point, I did not see this significant
issue addressed.

3 of 3

Overview and conclusion:
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I am of the opinion that we all need more time to not only look at the proposed plan which will
affect us in the long future, but also to have an opportunity 'shake out' some of the wrinkles and
fuzziness in the plan as well as to continue to provide outreach to the entire community in order
that we can reach the largest amount of people.

I would also like to see some sort of graph or layout which describes in layman terms what is
really going to take place in the proposed areas, what are the actual costs, impacts, and effects on the
everyday lives of the people of Santa Paula. I am opposed to the General Plan as it exists.
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Letter 24
COMMENTOR:

Benjamin F. Saiz

DATE:

January 7, 1998

RESPONSES:

Response 24A
The comment concerns the cost of public services needed to accommodate development. The
mitigation measures in Section 4.10 and 4.11 of the DEIR describe broad financing mechanisms,
which will be refined as Specific Plans are developed for the expansion areas. A program level
DEIR for a General Plan cannot address financing concerns in great detail, because the precise
level of development has not been refined. The Specific Plans for the expansion areas would
address development in greater detail, including the location of development, the precise mix of
land uses, design guidelines, infrastructure, and methods of financing such development.
Response 24B
Section 4.6 of the DEIR evaluates potential impacts due to seismic activity, which is common
throughout southern California. In areas traversed by earthquake faults or other geologic
hazards, additional geotechnical studies may be necessary in conjunction with new development
to assure public safety, pursuant to proposed General Plan Safety Element Policy 1.a.a. In
summary, this policy states that "the City shall require, prior to approval of a project in a seismic
hazard zone, a geotechnical report defining and delineating the seismic hazard." This is an
appropriate measure to include in a program level EIR, and this measure will be implemented in
conjunction with Specific Plans developed for some of the expansion areas.
Response 24C
Impacts to endangered species are evaluated in Section 4.8, Biological Resources. Endangered
species that potentially occur in the planning area are listed in Tables 4.8-1and4.8-2 (pages 4$-8
and 4.8-10) of the DEIR.
Response 24D
-It is not anticipated that proposed development would disturb any known Native American
burial grounds. However, Mitigation Measures CH-l(a) through CH-1(£) (pages 4.9-5 through
4.9-9) of the DEIR would ensure the protection of any cultural resources encountered during the
course of development.
Response 24E
It is not anticipated that proposed development would disturb any identified historical resources.
However, Mitigation Measures CH-2(a) and CH-2(b) (pages 4.9-9 and 4.9-10 of the DEIR) would
ensure the protection of any historic resources in the planning area.
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Response 24F
The contributions of the Mexican American community in Santa Paula are an important aspect of
the proposed General Plan. The General Plan includes several policies and implementation
measures to preserve the City's cultural heritage. Specifically, Implementation Measures 30
through 34 of the Conservation/ Open Space Element call for protecting historic neighborhoods, a
comprehensive historic preservation study, evaluation of cultural resources and full mitigation,
and the establishment of historic districts. The determination of the historic significance of
structures and neighborhoods would depend in large part on their contribution to the City's
multi-cultural heritage.
Response 24G
The comment concerns housing affordability issues. Please refer to Reponses 4C, 22D, 221, and
22P.
.
Response 24H
The comment concerns population projections inherent in the General Plan, expressing the
opinion that the DEIR has underestimated projected population at buildout. Please refer to
Response 22H.
Response 241
The comment concerns future employment in the City. Please refer to Responses 22D and 220.
There are several businesses that employ more City residents than Santa Paula Elementary School
District, including Limoneira, DW Burhoe, KMart and Weyerhauser, to name a few examples.
Response 24!
The comment is not clearly stated, so a response is not possible.
Response 24K
The comment addresses cultural and historic resources. Please refer to Responses 22R and 24E.
Response 24L
The comment concerns housing, particularly regarding overcrowding. Please refer to Response
22J.
Response 24M
The commenter expresses the opinion that predominantly high-end housing in the expansion
areas will not address the housing needs of the City's residents. Please refer to Responses 4C, 22D
and22J.
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Response 24N
The comment addresses the use of voting districts to ensure adequate representation of all aspects
of the community. While this is an important issue, it is beyond the scope of an EIR analysis.
Response 240
The commentor expresses the opinion that more time is needed to review the proposed General
Plan, and expresses opposition the General Plan. Commentor would also like to see additional
information regarding proposed uses in the expansion areas, costs, and impacts. This information
is contained in the Section 2.0, Project Description, and Section 4.0, Environmental Impact Analysis, of
the Draft EIR. For further information regarding the proposed General Plan, please contact the
Santa Paula Planning Department at (805)933-4244.
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January 7, 1998
Kathleen Mallory,
City of Santa Paula
ACIP, Planner
Planning Department
P. 0 .. Box 569
Sant a Paula, CA 93060
Re:
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Draft Environmental Impact Report for the General Plan Update

Dear Ms. Mallory :
This letter is submitted as a formal comment letter on the above
referenced City of Santa Paula Draft Envi ronmental Impact Report for the
General Plan Update, proposing to amend the city's General Plan .
The Planning Commission, City Council, and the State of California
should deny the adequacy o f the Environment Impact Report for failure to
satisfy basis CEQA thresholds, for the following reasons:
1.

i6~

While the City has attempted to provide for public review, the reality
is that t he process has not led to an adequate level of public input and
revi ew. Public input and review for such an important matter as the
future growth of the city, requires extensive outreach, education,
community vision setting, and development of alternative scenarios for
growth. The public input and review process has been largely to promote
a pre-determined level of growth, and who would benefit, not to create a
discussion and common community vi sion. While the City may c laim to
meet the l etter of the law, in reality there has been very little public
input and review .
2.

~e>

Inadequate Environmental Review:

The EIR document is faulty at its core, because the population
pr ojections do not take into account the present populations projected
growth to the year 2020. Therefore, the city's population projections
will exceed the city 's Growth Management population caps, as agreed to
between the City and the County o f Ventura. This means , that the
significant environmental impacts must be re-evaluated, along with the
feasibility of any a nd all over riding mitigation measures.
3.

15~

Inadequacy of Public Review and Comment:

Residential Land Use Proposals Do Not Adequately Provide for
Existing Community Needs:

The residential land u se proposa ls in the main, ignore the needs and
opportunities for future decent housing for the City 's exist ing
population. Over 90% of the proposed residential land use densities are
at levels that will provide for quarter acre to five acre high end
housing to estate homes .
The General Plan Update, as proposed , in fact provi des virtually no
traditional 4,000 to 5 ,00 0 square foot r esident ial densities. In
addition, the proposals for medium to high density land uses, those that
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would provide for multi-family residential uses, are at insufficient
levels, g iven the city's severe over crowding, lack of affordable
apartments, and lack of existing significant properly zoned land. ~he
plan is also deficient, in that it does not set forth as a policy to
encourage and promote family farmworker housing, which for a cormnunir.y
that for over 100 years has relied on agriculture, should be put forward
as a strong policy commitment.
It is not there.
The present plan brings into question a potential legal question, as to
whether the present population of Santa Paula would be denied federal
fair housing opportunities.
It is clear under the residential land use
proposa l that the present population is not being provided adequate
housing opportuniti es.
4.

~t)

Excessive Environmental Degradation:

In light of no over riding proposal to improve the housing conditions of
the cities current population , the proposal is excessive in its
degradation of both open space and prime agricultural lands. While
Santa Paula needs to grow, if it is to encroach both on open space and
prime agricultural lands, then it needs to be done at a moderate not
excessive level, and it needs to provide a significant ove r riding
public benefit, such as providing a balanced housing opportunity.
For these reasons,

the following should occur:

A.

The EIR should be denied as inadequate and not meeting
basic CEQA thresholds.

B.

The public review process should be extended, and the
process amended .

c.

The General Plan Update would then be amended based on a
round of public discussion.

D.

The EIR should then be amended.

Sincerely,

Ro~·~H

537 Glade Drive
Santa Paula, CA 93060
cc:

Santa Paula Planni ng Commission
Santa Paula City Council
Ventura County/LAFCO
State of California, CEQA Division

new
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Letter 25
COMMENTOR:

Rodney Fernandez

DATE:

January 7, 1998

RESPONSES:
Response 25A
The comment expresses the opinion that inadequate public review has taken place concerning the
proposed General Plan. To date, at least 28 public meetings have occurred over a four-year
period, with public noting in the local newspaper.
The following table summarizes the public meetings held with regard to the General Plan and
EIR:
Meeting#

Date

Notes

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

August 19, 1993
October 11, 1993
October 13, 1993
October 14, 1993
January 27, 1994
February 3, 1994
February 17, 1994
March 3, 1994
March 22, 1994
March 29, 1994
April26, 1994
December 7, 1994
March 7, 1995
April 19, 1995
May 24, 1995
January 15, 1997
February 19, 1997
March 20, 1997
April 1, 1997
April16, 1997
May21, 1997
June 18, 1997
July 30, 1997
August 12, 1997
September 3, 1997
November 22, 1997
November 5, 1997
to January 7, 1998
December9, 1997

Joint City Council/Planning Commission meeting to begin General Plan update
42 attendees
20 attendees
39 attendees
Public Notice in newspaper; also mailed to Advisory Group
Public Notice in newspaper; also mailed to Advisory Group
Public Notice in newspaper; also mailed to Advisory Group
Public Notice in newspaper; also mailed to Advisory Group
Public Notice in newspaper; also mailed to Advisory Group
Public Notice in newspaper; also mailed to Advisory Group
Joint City Council/Planning Commission Meeting on General Plan goals
Public Notice in newspaper; also mailed to Advisory Group
Public Notice in newspaper; also mailed to Advisory Group
Public Notice in newspaper; also mailed to Advisory Group
Public Notice in newspaper; also mailed to Advisory Group
Public Notice in newspaper; also mailed to Advisory Group
Public Notice in newspaper, also mailed to Advisory Group
Public Notice in newspaper; also mailed to Advisory Group
Joint City Council/Planning Commission meeting
Public Notice in newspaper; also mailed to Advisory Group
Public Notice in newspaper; also mailed to Advisory Group
Public Notice in newspaper; also mailed to Advisory Group
Public Notice in newspaper; also mailed to Advisory Group
Joint City Council/Planning Commission meeting
Public Scoping Meeting for EIR; numerous public notices in newspaper
Meeting specifically with Latino Town Hall Group
Public review period for the Draft EIR; noticed in English and Spanish, posted and
in the newspaper
Public meeting before the Planning Commission on the Draft EIR

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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Response 25C
The commentor expresses the opinion there is inadequate housing accommodated under the
proposed General Plan f~r lower income households. Please refer to Responses 22D, 22J and 4C.
Response 25D
The commentor expresses the opinion that the General Plan does not adequately address housing
and environmental degradation issues. For these reasons, he recommends denial of the EIR and
General Plan, and suggests additional public review. Please refer to the responses to the previous
comments in this letter. The EIR process has complied with CEQA requirements, including
public noticing, public review, disclosure of impacts, and the provision of information necessary
to guide decision-makers. Housing issues will be addressed in greater detail in accordance with
state law when the Housing Element is updated in the near future.
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Kathleen Mallory, ACIP, Planner
City of Santa Paula
Planning Department
P.O. Box 569
Santa Paula, CA 93060
Re:

, ,..

Draft Environmental Impact Report for General Plan Update

Dear Ms. Mallory:
I am a home owner, and have a labor contractor business in Santa Paula.
I would like to comment on the proposed uses for Adams Canyon, Fagan Canyon, and East
Area 1. It seems that most of the land in three areas is designated for housing. A total of 3,600
units are proposed, assuming full buildout.

~~

As I see the Plan, the housing will be very expensive. It hardly makes sense to me to use up
virtually all the housing allocation available through the year 2020 to accommodate the housing
in the three areas mentioned above. If this occurs, no allocations will be available for entry
level, moderate level and multi-family units for the rest of us. The effect of using the housing
allocations, as proposed, will result in our young couples and low to moderate income families
having to depart Santa Paula, in order to accommodate their housing needs. If they decide to
stay, they will have to purchase a home with an others family, or simply double, paying rent
to the owner. The proposed use of the housing allocations in the General Plan Update will
result in the promotion of over crowding. And, as you are well aware, Santa Paula is already
experiencing an over crowding situation.
The General Plan Update, in its present form is unacceptable. It fails to address the housing
needs of the current residents, while benefiting and accommodating a new, wealthier member
to the community. I would like for the General Plan Update to first address the current
housing needs of Santa Paula, at all economic levels, then address the housing needs for new
urban immigrants to our community.
Alternative number 2, with the buildout of Fagan and East Area 1, would permit for 2,250
housing allocations to be made available, and used to accommodate the housing needs of all
residents regardless of income levels. Alternative 2, however, does not identify sites to
accommodate entry, moderate and multi-family rentals for families with low to moderate
incomes. If Alternative 2 is adopted, it should be adopted only if it is refined to accommodate
the housing needs all families regardless of income.
Please address the housing needs of the current residents of Santa Paula, before addressing the
housing needs of non-residents.
Sincerely,
. ''l'
/
"" -Ir.

.

t~
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Manuel Barragan
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Letter 26
COMMENTOR:

Manuel Barragan

DATE:

January 2, 1998

RESPONSES:
Response 26A
The letter is concerned with housing issues, and expresses the particular concern that inadequate
planning has been done to address the lower income housing needs and overcrowded conditions
within the community. The General Plan as proposed would accommodate a variety of housing
densities, from rural density to high density (up to 29 units per acre). In all, about 428 medium
and high-density residential units would be accommodated under the General Plan, a 24 %
increase over the current stock of 1,969 medium and high density units. These new units could be
used to help alleviate current overcrowding experienced in the City. Overall, the range of
housing types would accommodate a variety of income levels.
In reference to Alternative 2, Specific Plans for Fagan Canyon and East Area 1 would be

developed to address the siting of housing within those areas, in part to ensure that a variety of
housing is provided in desirable locations. These Specific Plans will undergo public review prior
to their adoption. Please refer to Responses 4C, 22D and 22J.
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Kathleen Mallory, ACIP, Planner
City of Santa Paula
Planning Department
P. 0 . Box 569
Santa Paula, CA 93060
Re :

:

~- ~

Draft Environmental Impact Report for General Plan Update

Dear Ms . Mallory :

vP..

I wish to commend the City for its efforts to improve the
quality of life in Santa Paula, through the General Plan Update.
I have had the opportunity to review the Draft Environmental
Impact Report, and would like to comment on the proposal . It is
my opinion the buildout proposed under the General Plan will
require the current residents to contribute economically , yet I
see no benefit from the plan for the current residents . I would
like for the City to identify how it plans to fund such an
undertaking, before committing the city to the plan . I do not
wish to be forced to pay for the buildout, especially since the
buildout does note appears to be beneficial to the local
residents. For instance, the housing proposed will be out of
the financial means of most Santa Paulan. The developments
proposed in Adams, Fagan, and East Area 1 will create three
separate, distinct communities. Only people with high incomes
will be able to afford to live in the new areas of expansion.
I, therefore, do not see any reason why any plan to buildout the
city should incur an economic burden on the current resident.
I would like for t he City to respond to the following:
1)
Who will pay for the new schools (as many as five)?
2)
Who will pay for the additional police officers?
2)
Who will pay for the additional fire protection,
4)
Who will pay for the new roads, sewers, water, flood control,
5)
Who will pay for maintenance workers, equipment, etc.?
6)
How' do current residents benefit from the Plan?

i,<\~

Wouldn't it be better if the City prepared a plan that would
bring employment opportunities to our community.
Wouldn't it
be better if the City prepared a plan that would provide job
training component to train the local labor pool to become job
ready. Wouldn't it be better to provide housing for all?
Your responses are appreciated .
Sincerely,

.?t- }t'-"' &'\l...{;'1f~V
Rosa Barragon
1
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Letter 27
COMMENTOR:

Rosa Barragan

DATE:

January 6, 1998

RESPONSES:

Response 27A
The comment concerns funding for public services needed to serve new development, and
potential social impacts associated with General Plan buildout. While these are important
concerns, they are beyond the scope of what is included in a program level EIR. Please also
refer to Responses SR, 22C, 22J, 225, and 22T for additional information.
Response 27B
The comment concerns employment opportunities in the City accommodated by the proposed
General Plan. Buildout envisions a mix of commercial, industrial, light industrial, and office uses
(Table 2-3, on page 2-9 of the DEIR), in addition to continued agricultural and recreational job
opportunities. In all, buildout of 4.4 million square feet of non-residential uses would potentially
accommodate about 11,000 new jobs in all sectors (see Table 2-7, on page 2-19 of the DEIR). The
timing of employment and actual job types would be a function of market forces, and the
availability of these jobs to the local populace would depend on their skills and training at the
time of job availability. Please also refer to Response 22D.
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Kathleen Mallory, ACIP, Planner
City of Santa Paula
Planning Department
P. 0. Box 569
Santa Paula, CA 93060
Re:
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Draft Environmental Impact Report for General Plan Update

Dear Ms . Mallory:
As a father with two college students, I propose the General Plan
Update do more to accommodate the needs of our young adults. Soon my
two collage age kids will be returning to Santa Paula to, hopefully,
take up residence.
I am concerned with the proposed plan to build housing on three
separate sites. Why? I do not see how the costs associated with
building the homes can result in entry level housing. While I hope my
two college age kids will obtain well paying jobs to sustain them in
life, I can not see how they can afford housing in Santa Paula,
especially in the proposed areas for development.

r;,eP--

The Plan needs to ensure that any housing proposed through the year
2020 accommodates the current and future needs of all Santa Paulan,
regardless of income level. In addition, the Plan should address the
current overcrowding condition. As it stand right now, the Plan only
addresses the housing needs of people that will be moving to Santa
Paula, people with high incomes.
If the City is to consider expansion, Alternative 2 is a more balanced
option, especially if a better housing mix is presented. If
Alternative 2 is to cater to high income residents only, as proposed,
then the City should consider alternative sites to accommodate the
housing needs of the rest of Santa Paula, regardless of their income.
In closing, I would appreciate it if the City could address the
housing issues, and employment needs of our community. I do not see
in the General Plan Update how the City plans to bring to town better
paying jobs . I see the creation of low skill, l ow paying jobs through
the employment of hotel maids, cooks, etc., and grounds keepers at the
golf course clubs .
Sincerely,

-,\ ;It.~ :ft~ j .
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Silvestre Posadas
320 N. Citrus Street
Santa Paula, CA 93060
1
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Letter 28
COMMENTOR:

Silvestre Posadas

DATE:

January 6, 1998

RESPONSES:

Response 28A
The comment concerns housing and employment issues, particularly with regard to the
provision for housing and jobs suited to the needs of the community.
The General Plan provides the long-term development framework for the City. The process of
updating the General Plan requires extensive public input, and many meetings involving the
entire Santa Paula community have been conducted since 1993 (see Response 23A for a list of
these meetings). The General Plan concurs that additional high technology jobs would be
desirable to stimulate the local economy, and the programs envisioned by the cornmentor to train
the local labor force are consistent with the General Plan. The General Plan provides for a variety
of housing densities, which implies a variety of housing costs. The Housing Element of the
General Plan would address these concerns in greater detail. However, the Housing Element is
not being updated at this time. When it is updated, the provisions of the Housing Element will
undergo separate environmental review.
Please also refer to Responses 4C, 22D, 220 and 22J.
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January 7, 19 98
City Council
~lann i ng Commission
City of Santa Paula
970 Ventura Street
Santa Paula, California 93060
Dear Members:

rfp.

io..
~

I have reviewed the City of Santa Paula General Plan EIR and
have found two areas o f concern. The first is the roadway
widening of SR 150. Widening of SR 150 south of Oakdale Place
is not feasible and as the EIR states, it would be very
disruptive to adjacent properties and very expensive.
Therefore, I believe the EIR should state that this a traffic
bottle neck impact that can not be mitigated.
The other item of concern is that of schools. There are no
provisions in the EIR to deal with t he negativ e impact on city
schools during the build out of areas proposed for
development. As the areas targeted for development will
likely be built in incremental stages there will not be
sufficient developer fees to construct new schools until the
projects are built out.
I suggest that this impact be
mitigated by developer rental or purchase of temporary
classrooms to be placed at t he proposed school sites to meet
the needs of the new student population until such time as new
schools are built.
Thank y ou for your consideration of these comme nts.
Sincerely,
Bob Borrego

/.'
'ip
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Letter 29
COMMENTOR:

Bob Borrego

DATE:

January 7, 1998

RESPONSES:

Response 29A
The commentor states the opinion that State Route 150 cannot be widened south of Oakdale Place
as suggested in the General Plan and DEIR, without disrupting adjacent land uses. According to
the City Engineer, this widening could easily be accommodated to Say Road, without displacing
adjacent land uses. South of Say Road, road widening to 50 feet would be possible without
disruption, but only within the 60-foot right-of-way.
Response 29B
The comment concerns impacts to schools. These concerns are related to school district facility
planning needs, which will be addressed by the districts. The development of a facility plan by
the school districts would address growth expected under the City's General Plan, and would not
result in environmental impacts. Please refer to Section 4.10, Public Services, for a full discussion of
impacts regarding schools.
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Cabrillo Economic Development Corporation
11011 Azahar Street. Saticoy, California 93004 (805) 659-3791

Fax (805) 659-3195
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Mr. William H. Nash
Chairman
Planning Commission
CITY OF SANTA PAULA
970 Ventura
Santa Paula, CA 93060
Dear Mr Nash.

SECRETARY
BARBARA A. JOURNET
Conmunlty RepresentalMI
Oxnard
ASSISTANT SECRETARYI
CORPORATE BROKER
JOHN J. VACCA
Attorney
RENE CORADO

Corrmunity Representative

CU. Velasquez
c.n.tillo
RICH.ABO FRANCIS
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Corrmunity Representative

Fillmore
JESSICA MURRAY

The Cabrillo Economic Development Corporation (CEDC ) wishes
to comment on the draft EIR for the City of Santa Paula
General Plan update. The CEDC is the primary nonprofit
housing developer serving Ventura County. Since 1981, we
have developed 724 units serving 10 cornmunities. Our
mission is to develop affordable housing for low to
moderate income families. We have served Santa Paula by
developing the 150 unit Santa Paulan seniors complex in
1992. We also have a 14 unit family rental project on
Garcia Street in process.

Cormulity Representalive

Mon190mt<Y Oaks Conm.Jnity
Homes. Inc.. Ojai
DEAN A. PALIUS
People Helping People

SISTER CARMEN RODRIGUEZ
St.John's

Corrmunity Outreacn
Oxnard
FATHER MIKE WALSH
St. John's Seminary

On December 4, 1997, the CEDC Board of Directors resolved,
to comment on the Draft EIR, in regards to the proposed
residential housing land uses that are set forth in the
document.
The City of Santa Paula is composed in large part on a
significant low to moderate income populat ion. Land use
proposals cannot lose sight of this fact

AIN!SQRY BOARD

RONLHERTEL
Hertel Conslructors
BARBARA MACRI-ORTIZ
Channel Counties
cegal Services

Association
RICHARD McNISH
Stra!hmore Homes

AL ZAPANTA
Al1antic Richfield

Company

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
ROONEY E. FERNANDEZ
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We find t hat the Draft EIR and the General Plan Update to
be deficient in this regard . Specifically, the bulk of
the proposed housing would be for estate homes on acreage
lots, far beyond the fi nancial capacity of the majority of
Santa Paulans. The proposed residential land use
designations must provide housing opportunities for Santa
Paula's exist ing families and the next generation. This is
not adequately provided for in the present Draft.
The Draft General Plan Update calls for 3,600 units to be
developed. A full ninety one percent, or 3262 units of
these are designated as upscale housing with densities
ranging from .23-2.2 dwelling units per acre. These are
not densities that will afford working families, the core

G:t
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of the Santa Paula ' s current population, an opportunity to
improve their housing or get into decent affordabl e for
sale or rental housing within their financial means . Based
on Santa Paula 's experience in attempting to develop higher
i ncome market rate housing s ince 1980, we also find that
the market and economic feasibility of these proposals to
be highly questionable.
The CEDC Board recommends that the General Plan Update, or
any segment of it t hat might be recommended to LAFCO for
expansion of its current City boundaries inc lude the
following;

?JJ t.

~l>

1.

A balanced housing mix that provides meaningful
opportunities for Santa Paula's families, future young
familie, existing adults and youth.

2.

The proposed housing mix needs to draw a balance been
attracting new high income families to higher income
market rate homes and providing housing opportuni ties
for current residents.

3.

There shou ld be a greater balance between densities
that support entry level single family homes and
multi-fami ly units.

4.

Given Santa Paula's overcrowded conditions , lack of
rental housing, and its historical relianc e on the
agricultural industry, there should be more units that
would provide multifamly housing. The current Plan
proposes 9% , or 428 units which is insufficient given
the needs of the community.

The CEDC Board recommends that the City Council and the
Planni ng Commission place the current p roposal on hold, so
it can hold greater cornrnunity input sessions in a ll
neighborhoods across t he City . The residential land use
p l ans should be amended accordingly.
The CEDC Board recognizes that Santa Paula needs to grow.
However, t his growth needs to be done in a way that is
environmentally sensitive, economically feasible and
focused on its present populations.
1

Sincerely,

D~\ Stl~ec.\ Y-l\.~
David Sabe dra
President
cc:

Santa Paula Council
LAFCO

City of Santa Paula General Plan Update EIR
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Letter 30
COMMENTOR:

David Sabreda, President, Cabrillo Economic Development Corporation

DATE:

December 9, 1997

RESPONSES:
Response 30A
The comment expresses the opinion that insufficient affordable housing would be provided under
the proposed General Plan. In all, the proposed General Plan would accommodate up to 428
units of medium and high density housing, a 24 % increase over the existing stock of 1,969 multifamily units. The City's Housing Element will be updated in the near future to address all issues
related to housing, including affordability. Please refer to Responses 4C, 22D, 221, 22J, and 22P.
Response 30B
The General Plan will accommodate a wide range of residential densities, which will include
housing available to households of varying income levels. The provision of low-income housing
is an important need of the community, and is one of many issues taken into consideration in the
development of the proposed land use pattern envisioned under the General Plan. Please refer to
Response 22J and 30A above.
Response 30C
The commenter recommends that the General Plan allow a mix of housing types and densities
that address the issues of affordability and overcrowding. The General Plan supports the
suggestions put forth by the commenter, which are more fully addressed by the City's existing
Housing Element which will be updated in the near future. By state law, the Housing Element of
the General Plan must address all issues related to housing, including affordability and
overcrowding.
Response 30D
The comment suggests additional public input before going forward with the General Plan. The
proposed General Plan has been developed through extensive public input, dating back to 1993.
Since then, there have been over 28 public workshops and hearings held to solicit input on
proposed General Plan policies and land use patterns. Many suggestions and concerns raised in
those meetings were incorporated into the proposed plan now undergoing environmental review.
The EIR process provides additional opportunity for public input, and many of the impacts
identified through this process will be incorporated into the proposed General Plan.
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19659 E. ;elegrapn ~ d.
Santa Paula, GA 93060
December 9, :997
To:
City of Santa Paula, Planning Department
Ms. Kathleen Mallory, AICP , Planner
P.O. Box 569
Santa Paula, CA 93061
From:
Mary M. Shore
RE:
General Plan Update. DEIR
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the DEIR.

'5\~

I would like to ask that a "Glossary of Terms" be a dded
at the beginning or end of the report.
Words or phrases to
include:
Conservation Easement
Cluster Development
Greenbelt
Prime Ag Land
City Sphere of Influence
City area of influence
Buff er
Land Trust

~\0

Page ES-4
Mitigation Measures: Expansion could be on non
agricultural lands.

~\ t,
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Page ES-5
The idea of "land trust" is only in the conceptual
stage and is a very weak mitigation measure .
Page 2-19
Adams Canyon- It is unclear what is being planned
for the improvement of Foothill Road and Briggs Road.
Some
consideration should be given to the relationship of
widening of roads and the affect on agricultural operations.
Widening Peck road and leaving Foothill and Br i ggs Roads
single lane with safety improvements like shoulders and t urn
pockets would blend agricultural operations and i ncreased
traffic better than 4 land highways.
Page 4 . 10-7
The map shows Briggs in the east a rea.
read SANTA CLARA SCHOOL .

It should

31 f=

3\&

Page 4.9-9
Historic Districts: I would like to suggest that
Santa Paula Street between 10th and 7th be included as a
District.
Page 4.9-3
"A number 0£ ranch buildings and residences
dating £ram circa 1910-20 are located adjacent and east of
the Teague-McKevett Ranch, along Orcutt Road and Peres
Lane." This land is to the east of Haun Creek and I a m
wondering why this is included i n this report?
Page 6-15

<6.5)
growth could improve the socio-economic
stability of the city it also could adversely affect the ·
economic viability of agriculture by reducing AG . land a nd
causing leas business £or the AG •• related businesses which
exist now.
~hile

3\ rt

Thank you.
Sincerely,

~1NJ1»~
Mary M. Shore

City of Santa Paula General Plan Update EIR
Section 8.0 Comments and Responses

Letter 31
COMMENTOR:

Mary M. Shore

DATE:

December 9, 1997

RESPONSES:
Response 31A
The commentor requests definitions for several terms used in the EIR. For clarification, brief
definitions of the requested terms are listed below. These definitions will be made a part of the
record as they will be incorporated into the responses to comments in the Final EIR.

Conservation Easement. A conservation easement is a deed restriction on a parcel of land
that restricts its future development. Tax benefits are given to land owners entering into
such agreements. A conservation easement is used as a tool to preserve land in
agricultural production.

Cluster Development. This is an agriculture/ open space preservation tool, where future
development is clustered in a relatively small portion of a large area, so that the remaining
area can remain in agriculture or open space.
Greenbelt. Greenbelts are voluntary agreements between cities or counties to limit
development within specified areas. Santa Paula has greenbelt agreements with the
neighboring cities of Ventura and Fillmore. Much of the level farmland between these
cities is within greenbelts (see Figure 4.1-1, within Section 4.1, Agriculture). However, it
should be noted that greenbelts are not the same as land in agricultural production. For
example, Briggs School and the new County jail facility west of Santa Paula are within a
greenbelt, but are not agricultural land uses.

Prime Ag Land. This is short for prime agricultural land, which refers to land that is highly
suitable for farming because of its soil and drainage characteristics. The State of California
has established a number of criteria to determine prime agricultural land.

Cihj Sphere ofInfluence. This is a boundary surrounding each city in Ventura County, in
which the city can plan for future development. The intent of the city sphere of influence
is to keep cities from competing for space. However, in order to actually develop lands
outside the city, but within the sphere of influence, the city must first annex these lands.
Cihj Area of Influence. "Area of Influence" is not a commonly used term. In Ventura
County, a City's Area of Interest refers to a large area surrounding the city and its sphere of
influence. Lands outside of a City's Area of Interest cannot be considered when a City
wishes to apply for an expanded Sphere of Influence.
Buffer. A buffer is a piece of open land, usually between two incompatible land uses.
Typically, landscaped buffers are used to separate housing from industrial uses or housing
from agriculture.
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Land Trust. A land trust is a public or private organization that owns or manages land in
order to preserve its natural, scenic, historic or recreational values.
Response 31B
The comment suggests that city expansion could be on non-agricultural lands. Because of its
location in the heart of an agricultural area, expansion would necessarily impact some farmland.
However, by directing much of the proposed growth up Fagan and Adams canyons, the General
Plan strives to the extent possible to avoid impacts to the most productive lands in the valley
floor.
Response 31C
The commenter expresses the opinion that land trusts are a weak mitigation measure. Land trusts
have been used successfully in Ventura County for the purpose of preserving agriculture.
Response 31D
Figure 2-5 (on page 2-21 of the DEIR) shows the proposed roadway configuration into Adams
Canyon. Access to Adams Canyon would be provided by a four-lane roadway. West of Adams
Canyon, Foothill Road would remain as a two-lane road. Impacts to agriculture caused by road
widenings could occur. Overall land development under the General Plan (including road
construction) could convert up to 650 acres of prime soils, and 1,500 acres in agricultural
production (see Section 4.1, Agriculture of the EIR).
Response 31E
Figure 4.10-3 will be corrected to show that the Santa Oara School District, and not the Briggs
School District, is east of the City. This change does not affect any conclusions made in the EIR
analysis.
Response 31F
The commenter suggests that Santa Paula Street between 10th Street and 7th Street be included
in an historic district. Proposed Mitigation Measure CH-2(a) would include this area within the
Downtown Residential historic district. The text of page 4.9-9 of the DEIR notes that the
downtown residential and commercial districts would include most of the area east of Palm
Avenue and west of 10th Street, between Virginia Terrace and Main Street.
Response 31G
The land described by the commentor is within the City's Area of Interest (see Response 31A).
Consequently, it is described in the DEIR. However, the City's proposed General Plan does not
envision additional expansion east of Haun Creek.
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Response 31H
The comments concern agricultural issues related to the economic impacts. While economic
impacts are an important concern, the focus of an EIR must be on environmental impacts. Please
refer to Response 80, in Letter 8 from the Agricultural Commissioner's Office.
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December 9, 1997

City of Santa Paula
Planning Commission
Mr. Wiiiiam R. Herrerra
Planning Commission Chair
530 W. Main Street
Santa Paula, CA 93960
RE: Community Participation in tha General Plan Proe.ess
t--/.4 !). /..l
Dear Mr. Henw+a;
As a resident of Santa Paula and active member in our community, I would like to
pr&sent you with an update en some very exciting activity that is occurring within
our Community.

A:& we are all aware, the General Plan Update is moving fofward in going tmugh
the various phases of the approval precess. In this precess, many members of
our community were for one reason or another, not able to participate and give
input as to the future plans for our city.

?f~P..

Various residents of our community have recognized the importance of filling this
gap. 'Mth this in mind, Community outreach workshops have taken place at our
Lady of Guadalupe Church. These VtOrkshopa have provided our community
with a snapshot of the overall process. Thia information has included but
certainty not limited to the reasons for a Generat Plan, the process for approval
and most importantly, the opportunities that remain open for community input.

It gives me great pride and pleasure to inform you that this has resulted in
igniting a genuine interest and excitement within our community that was
represented at these workshops. Various individuals have come forward with a
strong desire to learn more about this decision making precess and express their
views and concerns.

\Nlth regard to the General Plan and the future of our City, we will continue to
meet with the Intent of fUrther de~etoping the awareness and participation within
our community.
Respectfully

Bob Borrego

City of Santa Paula General Plan Update EIR
Section 8.0 Comments and Responses

Letter 32
COMMENTOR:

Bob Borrego

DATE:

December 9, 1997

RESPONSES:

Response 32A
The commentor describes independent community outreach workshops conducted to inform
citizens of the General Plan update process. These informal workshops have contributed to the
General Plan process, and heightened community awareness. To date, there have been 28 public
meetings on the General Plan process since 1993. Spanish translators have participated in every
meeting held since 1993 to ensure that the entire community of Santa Paula has an opportunity to
participate in the planning process.
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Santa Paula Planning Commission,

,

/99?

·~-,0;
' •'f

-!)!>"'

Regarding the plans to add approximately 3600 homes to our city. GroVv1h is fine v..ithin
reason and needed in this city. My concern is with the existing school situation and how
the new homes will affect it.
The children in this town have no cafeterias. They eat outside in windy weather, light rain,
cold weather. !fit is too rainy they walk in the rain to get their food and bring it back to
their classroom to eat. If a school has a cafeteria area it is used for extra classroom space.
We need classrooms and cafeterias.
If a new school is built will it be in its own district? Will the children that are attending
existing schools need a district transfer to attend the new school ? lf a new school is built
and opened to all children which child will get priority? Which children will get the luxury
of a new school? Which children will have to make do with the existing conditions?
We must update all of our current schools to attract people to this town to buy the new
homes and establish businesses in the new commercial buildings.
In order to upgrade our city's reputation, we must upgrade our school system.

Rebecca Ackerman

City of Santa Paula General Plan Update EIR
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Letter 33
COMMENTOR:

Rebecca Ackerman

DATE:

December 10, 1997

RESPONSES:
Response 33A
The comment concerns school impacts. The General Plan provides a framework for growth, and
the EIR can project the total number of students likely to need educational services. The details
concerning school district boundaries, and the specific facilities to be included in new schools,
must be planned and determined by the existing districts. It is unlikely that a new school district
would be created. The EIR and General Plan provide the districts with information that will help
them develop their long-term facilities planning efforts.
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Irion Enterprises

1000 Elderberry Court
Santa Paula. CA 93060 U.S.A
(805) 933-1887
Fax: (805) 525-0304
irion@wirion.com
http://www.wirion.com

December17, 1997
City of Santa Paula, Planning Department
Ms. Kathleen Mallory, AICP, Planner
P.O. Bax569
Santa Paula, CA 93061
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RE: Comments DEIR

Dear Ms. Mallory:

~f\

On impact N-6 Trcin Noise identified on page ES 15, a Class I Impact I 'MX.lld suggest that historical
use of this rail line in the past be noted in the report. This rail line while na used extensively at the
current time was in the past a regular freight and passengers line with varying amounts of use and
noise. The.new usage and projected future uses are more of a restoration of past noise levels.

1

_.,hf
·Cl'

I would like to make the follcming additional comments to the Draft Environmental Impact Report
(DEIR) for the General Plan of the City of Santa Palia. 'Mlile realizing that environmental impact
reports are generally not positive in their nature, orty one beneficial effect (Oass IV) is identified in this
report. Are there no other beneficial effects in all that is planned to be done?

Sincerely,

A»~~~
William Irion

City of Santa Paula General Plan Update EIR
Section 8.0 Comments and Responses

Letter 34
COMMENTOR:

William Irion

DATE:

December 17, 1997

RESPONSES:

Response 34A
The primary purposes of an EIR are to provide information, and to disclose potential
environmental impacts. By its nature, an EIR must focus primarily on adverse impacts. The
mitigation measures suggested in the EIR are intended to improve any adverse impacts that may
result from General Plan buildout.
Response 34B
The comment notes the past use of the rail line serving Santa Paula. While future use of this line
may result in noise impacts similar to what were experienced in the past, an EIR must focus on
changes from the current condition, and not a comparison to a past condition.
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9.0 CHANGES TO THE DRAFT EIR
Several revisions have been made to the Draft EIR as a result of comments submitted during the
public review period (see Section 8.0, Comments and Responses). These revisions clarify, amplify or
make minor modifications to the Draft EIR. None of the revisions represent significant new
information that identifies a new significant impact, increases the severity of an impact identified
in the Draft EIR, or results in a new or more severe impact as a consequence of a new mitigation
measure proposed for the project. The proposed revisions are summarized below and hereby
incorporated as changes to the Draft EIR. The numbering used below corresponds to that used in
the Draft EIR to allow for easy cross-reference.
The following changes have been made to the appropriate pages of the Draft EIR. These pages,
identified with an "F" preceding the page number, follow the summary of changes below and
should be inserted into the Draft EIR to facilitate future use by the public, planning staff, and
City officials.
TABLE OF CONTENTS
The Table of Contents for the DEIR has been amended to reflect minor pagination changes made
as a result of inserting revisions. References to Volume I and Volume II are also deleted as the
appendices are no longer a separate volume from the DEIR, rather the appendices are to be
located at the conclusion of this document. The incorrect page number prefix of ES (indicating
pages of the Executive Summary) has been deleted.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Amended pages of the summary table are included to reflect the changes made elsewhere in the
document, as described below.
1.0

INTRODUCTION

There are no changes or clarifications to this section.
2.0

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Page 2-4, Table 2-1. For clarification, Table 2-1 has been modified to show the number of dwelling
units in the City, in addition to the number of parcels already shown in the table.
3.0

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

Page 3-2, last paragraph. The text has been modified to indicate that canyons north of the City
support orchard production in addition to the predominant grazing activities in those areas.
4.0

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS

Page 4-1, third paragraph. The text has been modified to use the proper term secondary" effect,
/1

/1

where the text currently states residual" effect.
City of Santa Paula
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4.1

AGRICULTURE

Page 4.1-2, Table 4.1-2. The current text in Table 4.1-2uses1993 crop values. The table has been
updated to reflect 1996 crop values. The change will not affect the EIR analysis.

Page 4.1-3, second full paragraph. Additional text has been added to clarify the use of the
Important Farmlands Mapping system.
Page 4.1-4, Figure 4.1-1. The figure has been modified to show the existing greenbelt boundaries
with the cities of Ventura and Fillmore.

Page 4.1-5, last paragraph. Additional setting information has been provided regarding the
Notice of Non-Renewal process for Land Conservation Act (LCA) contract lands. In addition,
the discussion has been revised to note that LCA contracts within East Area 1 expire as of 1998.

Page 4.1-6, discussion under "Current Political Initiatives." Additional setting information is now
provided regarding current political initiatives, specifically the Save Openspace and
Agricultural Resources (SOAR) initiative. The text now also reflects the correct title of the
Agriculture Policy Working Group (incorrectly called the" Agricultural. ..." in the Draft EIR).
Page 4.1-7, Figure 4.1-2. Figure 4.1-2 shows the LCA boundaries that were correct as of the time
the DEIR was published. Figure 4.1-2 is now amended to note that the LCA contracts within East
Area 1 expire as of 1998.

Page 4. 1-8, Table 4.1-2. Reference to the Farmland Preservation Ordinance as a mitigation
measure has been deleted from Table 4.1-2 because the ordinance has been combined with the
Right-to-Farm Ordinance into one mitigation measure, called out as Mitigation Measure AG4(a). Note that this mitigation m easure is discussed on page F-4.1-18 of the Final EIR.

Page 4.1-10, table. Conservation/Open Space Element Implementation Measure 14 is now
included in this table, as it is relevant to the stated impact. This measure is already shown in
the Draft EIR in the tables on pages 4.1-12 and 4.1-17. The change will not affect the EIR
analysis.
Page 4.1-10, Mitigation Measure AG-l(a). This mitigation measure promotes cluster development
to help preserve commercial agriculture. The measure was modified to include language to the
effect that clustering, where it occurs, shall be cognizant of existing parcel boundaries, striving to
cluster development on smaller or non-viable parcels. The purpose of this approach is to keep
large existing parcels intact to facilitate continued commercial agricultural operations. Note that
this mitigation measure is now found on page F-4.1-11 of the Final EIR. The change will not
affect the EIR analysis.
Page 4.1-13, Mitigation Measure AG-2(a). This mitigation measure calls for a Purchase of
Agricultural Conservation Easements program. The program as written in the DEIR would only
apply to lands under Santa Paula's control, or lands potentially under the City's control, such
as the proposed expansion areas. The mitigation measure has been modified to indicate that
the program could be expanded to include the purchase of easements on other lands within the
County's jurisdiction. The measure has also been revised to indicate that developers will
City of Santa Paula
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provide funding for the program. The intent of the measure has been clarified, to the effect that
the City will work within the framework of the Ventura County Agricultural Land Trust's
program. Note that this mitigation measure is now found on page F-4.1-14 of the Final EIR. The
change will not affect the EIR analysis.

Page 4.1-13, Mitigation Measure AG-2(b). This mitigation measure calls for the establishment of
an Agriculture and Open Space District. The mitigation measure has been clarified to indicate
that, the establishment of the district would be privately funded, from proceeds raised through
developers. The following types of land would be included within the district: designated
agriculture (such as that included in the South Mountain expansion area), designated
conservation (passive) open space (such as Santa Clara River lands within the South Mountain
expansion area), or lands within the current City limits most appropriately maintained as
agriculture or open space. Note that this mitigation measure is now found on page F-4.1-14 of
the Final EIR. The change will not affect the EIR analysis.
Page 4.1-13, table; Page 4.1-15, table. Conservation/ Open Space Element Implementation
Measure 15 and Land Use Element Implementation Measure 31 currently include a 2020 date in
connection with greenbelt agreements. The intent of these measures was not to attach an
expiration date as much as it was intended to coincide with the planning horizon addressed in the
General Plan. The policies have been amended to delete the reference to a specific year.
Page 4.1-16, table. Noise Element Implementation Measure 17 has been revised to reflect the
provisions of a Right-to-Farm Ordinance, developed in accordance with mitigation Measure
AG-4(a). Note that this implementation measure is now found on page F-4.1-17 of the Final EIR.
The change will not affect the EIR analysis.
Page 4.1-17, Mitigation Measures AG-4(a) and AG-4(b). These mitigation measures call for the
establishment of a Right-to-Farm Ordinance and a Farmland Preservation Ordinance. Since
these ordinances have overlapping purposes, they are now combined into one mitigation
measure, called out as Mitigation Measure AG-4(a). Note that this mitigation measure is now
found on page F-4.1-18 of the Final EIR. The change will not affect the EIR analysis.
NOTE: Due to the extent of revisions to Section 4.1, Agriculture, and subsequent pagination
changes, the section was reprinted in its entirety and is included as a replacement section for
the Draft EIR. Section 4.1, as well as all other revised pages, follow this summary of changes to
the Draft EIR and are to be inserted into the Draft EIR.

4.2

AESTHETICS AND COMMUNITY DESIGN

There are no changes or clarifications to this section.

4.3

TRANSPORTATION AND CIRCULATION

Page 4.3-7, Table 4.3-2; and Page 4.3-18, Table 4.3-6. These tables show the existing and projected
levels of service at roadway intersections throughout the City. The tables have been amended to
include information for the intersection of State Route 126 and Hallock Drive. It is noted that the
intersection currently operates at LOS A/B, and will operate at LOS C at General Plan buildout.

City of Santa Paula
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Page 4.3-11, impact statement. The impact statement has been revised to reference impacts to the
County's roadway system, as well as the City's system.
Page 4.3-16, second paragraph. Information has been added to the text indicating the closure of
Loop Lane in association with the extension of Hallock Drive as General Plan buildout occurs.
This information is already included in Figure 4.3-3 of the DEIR.

Page 4.3-16, Mitigation Measure T-1 (c). The City has indicated that it intends to participate in the
County's regional traffic mitigation fee program. Thus, Mitigation Measure T-l(c) is now
expanded to include City participation in the County's fee program in addition to
implementation of a City traffic improvement fee program. This program will help fund the
other mitigation measures proposed to reduce traffic impacts to a less than significant level.

Page 4.3-20, Mitigation Measure T-2(a). This mitigation measure describes intersection
improvements needed to accommodate General Plan buildout. Based on a saturation flow rate
adopted by the Ventura County Transportation Commission (VCTC), Mitigation Measure T-2(a)
has been revised to indicate that the intersection of Hallock Drive/SR 126 would require the
addition of right-tum lanes on SR 126 in both the eastbound and westbound directions.
Page 4.3-27, Impact T-6. The impact is identified as less than significant, which should be
classified as a Class III impact rather than a Class II impact. The text has been modified to
reflect the impact's correct classification as Class III, less than significant. This would not
change the conclusions of the EIR.
4.4

AIR QUALITY

There are no changes or clarifications to this section.
4.5

NOISE

There are n o changes or clarifications to this section.
4.6

SAFETY AND GEOLOGIC HAZARDS

There are no changes or clarifications to this section.
4.7

FLOODING AND DRAINAGE

Page 4.7-1, SummanJ. The text has been revised to state that peak runoff shall not exceed
current, pre-development flows into all drainages, not just the Santa Clara River. In addition,
rather than requiring storm drain and flood control improvements to be completed prior to
development, the text has been modified to reflect that these improvements may be completed
as part of any proposed developments.

Page 4. 7-10, Impact F-3. Impact F-3 concerns water quality issues. The discussion has been
clarified to include a description of non-point source contributors to water qu'ality impacts. The
mitigation discussion was revised to address mitigation for all land uses, not only industrial uses.

City of Santa Paula
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The existing recommended mitigation measure (Mitigation Measure F-3(a)) is now expanded to
address non-point source impacts.
4.8

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES

Page 4.8-11, fourth paragraph. This paragraph is now amended to describe that southern steelhead
have been observed in Santa Paula Creek.
Page 4.8-16, table. In the DEIR, Conservation/Open Space Element Implementation Measure 38
uses the incorrect title for the plan being prepared to address the protection of resources in the
Santa Clara River. The text has now been modified to use the correct title, the Santa Clara Valley
Enhancement and Management Plan.
Page 4.8-16, second paragraph. The discussion for " significance after mitigation" for Impact B-2,
which addresses construction runoff, has been modified to refer to the NPDES permit and
Ventura County Stormwater Management Plan in addition to other listed requirements.
Page 4.8-20, Mitigation Measure B-7(b). The text in the DEIR includes a minor typographical error.
The text has now been corrected to indicate a "100-foot buffer", not a "100 buffer."
Page 4.8-20, Mitigation Measure B-7(c). The mitigation measure addresses flood control design
recommendations. The text of the measure has now been refined to indicate biotechnical methods
of bank stabilization are an environmentally preferable design.
Page 4.8-21, Mitigation Measure B-8(c). The mitigation measure directed at prohibiting dogs and
requiring leashes in biologically-sensitive recreational areas has been deleted from the text.
This will not affect the conclusions of the EIR as the remaining mitigation measures would
serve to reduce impacts to less than significant levels.
Page 4.8-22, Impact B-9, Mitigation Measures. An additional mitigation measure promoting public
information regarding area wildlife has now been added. The specific text is as follows:
B-9(c)

Resident Wildlife Education. Homebuyers of property in the Adams
Canyon and Fagan Canyon shall be issued educational literature
describing the types of wildlife habitat in which they live, and the
appropriate methods of interacting with such animals, including coyotes,
deer, mountain lions and various smaller mammals, birds, reptiles and
amphibians. Appropriate methods of reducing disturbance to such
animals, including lighting, landscaping and fencing methods, shall be
addressed. Such literature shall be developed at the expense of the
developers of these areas. This mitigation measure will be included in
Specific Plans for these expansion areas.

It should be noted that this mitigation measure would not reduce Impact B-9 to a less than
significant level, and it will remain a significant unavoidable impact, as described in the DEIR.

City of Santa Paula
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4.9

CULTURAL AND HISTORIC RESOURCES

There are no changes or clarifications to this section.
4.10

PUBLIC SERVICES

Page 4.10-6, Table 4.10-2. The student capacity, enrolhnent, and percent capacity utilization for
Mupu Elementary School were incorrect. The table has been revised to included corrected
values for Mupu Elementary School. This change does not affect the conclusions of the EIR
analysis.
Page 4.10-7, Figure 4.10-3. In the DEIR, Figure 4.10-3 incorrectly labels the Santa Clara School
District as the Briggs School District. This error has now been corrected. However, this does
not affect the conclusions of the EIR analysis.
Page 4.10-8, second full paragraph. The DEIR includes erroneous information regarding existing
enrolhnent and capacity in the Mupu School District. This information has now been corrected.
However, this does not affect the conclusions of the EIR analysis.
Page 4.10-8, fourth full paragraph. Santa Paula Union High School District operates the
Renaissance Alternative High School and an adult school located at 333 North Palm. This text
has been revised to include this information. However, this does not affect the conclusions of
the EIR analysis.
Page 4.10-18, fourth full paragraph. The text has been revised to state that there is no room for
expansion at the Mupu Elementary School site. Additionally, the exceeded capacity value of
102 students was changed to 127 students due to changes to the Mupu Elementary School's
capacity value. This does not affect the conclusions of the EIR analysis.
Page 4.10-19, Table 4.10-4. The table was modified to include corrected values for Mupu
Elementary School's current enrolhnent, projected enrolhnent, current capacity, and exceeded
capacity. This does not affect the conclusions of the EIR analysis.
4.11

PUBLIC UTILITIES

Page 4.11-8, Impact PU-5. The DEIR text describes a 35% increase in net water demand, but uses
rounded figures that do not support this percentage. The resulting confusion makes it appear as
if the projected increase is 50%. The text has now been modified to match the actual figures used
in Table 4.11-5, which shows the correct increase of 35%.
Pages 4.11-10 and 11, mitigation measures. The mitigation measures were incorrectly labeled in
the DEIR. Mitigation measures P-5(a-e) were revised to correspond to the impact as PU-S(a-e).
5.0

LONG-TERM IMPACTS

There are no changes or clarifications to this section.
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6.0

ALTERNATIVES

Page 6-6, Section 6.2.1. The DEIR text includes a minor inconsistency in the description of the
Santa Paula-Ventura greenbelt as compared to that contained on page 4.1-14 of the DEIR. The
text has now been modified to be consistent with page 4.1-14.
7.0

REFERENCES AND PREPARERS

Pages 7-2 and 7-3, Section 7.1.2. The correct name of the Ventura County Agricultural
Commissioner's Office is now used in the list of references for the EIR. Also, five individuals
from the City of Santa Paula were included in the list of individuals contacted as they were not
previously listed.
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LEVEL OF SERVICE DEFINITIONS
In rating roadway and intersection operating conditions with existing or future traffic
volumes, "Levels of Service" (LOS) A through F are used, w ith LOS A indicating very good
operation and LOS F ind icating poor operation. Levels of service at signalized and
unsignalized intersections are closely associated with vehicle delays experienced in seconds
per vehi cle. More complete level of service definitions and delay data for signal and stop
sign controlled intersections are contained in the following table.

De lay (a)
LOS

LOS A

LOS B

LOS C

LOS D

LOSE

LOS F

V/C Range

Stop

Definition

< 5.0

Low volumes; primarily free flow operations. Density
is low and vehicles can freely maneuver vvithin traffic
stream. Drivers can maintain their desired speeds with
little or no de lay.

5.1 - 15.0

5.1 - 10.0

Stable flow with potential for some restriction of
operating speeds due to traffic conditions. Maneuvering
is only slightly restricted. The stopped delays are not
bothersome and drivers are not subject to appreciable
tension .

15.1 - 25.0

Stable operations, however, the ability to maneuver is
more restricted by the increase in trafiic volumes.
10.1 - 20.0 Relatively satisfactory operating speeds prevail, but
adverse signed coordination or longer queues cause
delays.

25.1 - 40.0

Approaching unstable traffic flow where small increases
in volume could cause substantial delays. Most drivers
20.1 - 30.0 are restricted in their ability to maneuver and their
selection of trave l speeds. Comfort and convenience
are low, but tolerable.

0.91 - 1.00 40. l - 60.0

Operations characterized by significant approach
delays and average trave l speeds of one-half to onethird the free flow speed.
Flow is unstable and
30. l - 45.0
potential for stoppages of brief duration. High signal
density, extensive queuing, or signal progression/timing
are the typical ca uses of delays.

0.00 - 0.60

0.61 - 0.70

0.71 - 0.80

0.81 - 0.90

> 1.00

Signal

< 5.0

> 60.0

> 45.0

Forced flow operations with high approach delays at
critical signalized intersections. Speeds are reduced
substantially and stoppages may occur for short or long
periods oi time because of downstream congestion.

(a) Average stop delay at intersection expressed in seconds per vehicle.

Notice of Preparation of a Draft Environmental Impact Report
for the
City of Santa Paula General Plan Update
Lead Agency:

Consulting Firm:

City of Santa Paula
Planning Department
P.O. Box 569
Santa Paula, California 93061

Rincon Consultants, Inc.
790 East Santa Clara Street
Ventura, California 93001

Contact:
Kathleen Mallory, AICP, Associate Planner

Contact:
Stephen Svete, AICP, Principal

Summary: The City of Santa Paula will be the Lead Agency and will prepare an
Envirorunental Impact Report (EIR) for the project identified below. We request your agency's
inpufas to the scope and content of environmental information which is germane to your
agency's statutory responsibilities in connection with the proposed project. The EIR is
intended to serve as an information document to inform decision-makers and the general
public of the environmental consequences of the proposed action.
Your input is important because your agency may need to use the EIR when considering
permitting or any other approval activities that it may have in connection with the proposed
project. Attached for your use is a copy of the project description, a project map, and a copy of
the initial study prepared for this project. Copies of the Draft General Plan are available at the
City of Santa Paula.
Due to the time limits mandated by State law, your response to this notice must be sent at the
earliest possible date but not later than 30 days from receipt of this notice.
Please send your response to Kathleen Mallory at the address shown above. We will need to
know the appropriate contact person in your agency.
Project Title:

City of Santa Paula General Plan Update Environmental Impact Report

Project Location: City of Santa Paula, Ventura County, California
Project Description: The project is a General Plan Update for the City of Santa Paula, hereafter
referred to as the General Plan. The General Plan addresses the community's vision for
development during the planning horizon, identified as the year 2020. The General Plan
includes a map of proposed urban boundaries and planned land uses. It also contains goals,
objectives and policies that will govern the growth of the City of Santa Paula and the

CITY OF SANTA PAULA
ENVIRONMENTAL CHECKLIST FORM

1.

Project Title :

City of Santa Paula General Plan Update EIR
2.

Lead Agency Name and Address:

City of Santa Paula, P.O. Box 569, Santa Paula, CA 93061
3.

Contact Person and Phone Number:

Kathleen Mallory, AICP, Associate Planner (805) 933-4244
4.

Project Location:

City of Santa Paula Area of Interest
5.

Project Sponsor' s Name and Address:

City of Santa Paula, P.O. Box 569, Santa Paula, CA 93061
6.

General Plan Designation:

N/A
7.

Zoning: ·

N/A
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ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS POTENTIALLY AFFECTED:

The environmental factors checked below would be potentially affected by this project,
involving at least one impact that is a "Potentially Significant Impact" as indicated by
the checklist on the following pages.

x

Land Use and Planning

x

Biological Resources

x

Aesthetics

x

Population and
Housing

x

Energy and Mineral
Resources

x

Cultural Resources

x

Geological Problems

x

Hazards

x

Recreation

x

Water

x

Noise

x

Mandatory Findings of
Significance

x

Air Quality

x

Public Services

x

Transportation and
Circulation

x

Utilities and Service
Systems
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EVALUATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS:
1)

A brief explanation is required for all answers except "No Impact " answers that are adequately
supported by the information sources a lead agency cites in the parentheses following each
question. A "No Impact" answer is adequately supported if the referenced information sources
show that the impact simply does not apply to projects like the one involved (e. g. the project
falls outside a fault rupture zone). A "No Impact" answer should be explained where it is based
on project-specific factors as well as general standards (e. g. t he project will not expose
sensitive receptors to pollutants, based on a project-specific screening analysis).

2)

All answers must take account of the whole action involved, including off-site as well as on-site,
cumulative as well as project-level, indirect as well as direct, and construction as w ell as
operational impacts.

3)

"Potentially Significant Impact" is appropriate if there is substantial evidence that ao effect is
significant. If there are one or more "Potentially Significant Impact" entries when the
determination is made, an EIR is required .

4)

"Potentially Significant Unless Mitigation Incorporated" applies where the incorporation of
mitigation measures has reduced an effect from "Potentially Significant Impact" to a "Less than
Significant Impact." The lead agency must describe the mitigation measures, and briefly explain
how they reduce the effect to a less than significant level (mitigation measures from Section 17,
"Earlier Analysis," may be cross-referenced).

5)

Earlier analysis may be used where, pursuant to the tiering, program EIR, or other CEQA process,
an effect has been adequately analyzed in an earlier EIR or negative declaration. Section 15063
(c) (3) (DJ. Earlier analyses are discussed in Section 17 at the end of the checklist.

6)

Lead agencies are encouraged to incorporate into the checklist references to information sources
for potential impacts (e.g. general plans, zoning ordinances). Reference to a previously prepared
or outside document should, where appropriate, include a reference to the page or pages where
the statement is substantiated. A source list should be attached, and ot her sources used or
individuals contacted should be cited in the discussion.
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Source

Issues and Supporting Information Sources

Potentially
Significant
Issues

I

4. WATER. Would the proposal result in :

1

x

1, 2

x

c) Discharge into surface waters or other alteration of
surface water quality (e .g . temperature, dissolved
oxygen or turbidity?

1

x

d) Changes in the amount of surface water in any water
body?

1

x

el Changes in currents, or the course or direction of water
movements?

1

x

fl Change in the quantity of ground waters, either through
direct additions or withdrawals, or through interception
of an aquifer by cuts or excavations or through
substantial loss of groundwater recharge capability?

1

x

g) Altered direction or rate of flow of groundwater?

1

x

h) Impacts to groundwater quality?

1

x

i)

1

x

al Violate any air quality standard or contribute to an
exiting or projected air quality violation?

1

x

bl Expose sensitive receptors to pollutants

1

cl Alter air movement, moisture, or temperature, or cause
any change in climate?

1

x
x

d) Create objectionable odors?

1

x

a) Changes in absorption rates, drainage patterns, or the
rate and amount of surface runoff?
b) Exposure of people or property to water related hazards
such as flooding?

Substantial reduction in the amount of groundwater
otherwise available for public water supplies?

5. AIR QUALITY . Would the proposal:

6. TRANSPORTATION/CIRCULATION. Would the proposal result in:
a) Increased vehicle trips or traffic congestion?

1, 2

bl Hazards to safety from design features (e.g. sharp
curves or dangerous intersections) or incompatible uses
(e.g. farm equipment))?
I

9

1, 2

x
x

Potentially
Significant
Unless
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

Source

Issues and Supporting Information Sources

Potentially
Significant
Issues

I

1

d) Exposure of people to existing sources of potential
health hazards?

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

x
x

1, 2

e) Increased fire hazard in areas with flammable brush,
grass of trees?

Potentially
Significant
Unless
Mitigation
Incorporated

10. NOISE. Would the proposal result in:
a) Increase in existing noise levels?

1, 2

x

b) Exposure of people to severe noise levels?

1, 2

x

11 .

PUBLIC SERVICES. Would the proposal have an effect upon, or result in a need for new or altered
government services in any of the foll owing areas:

al Fire protection?

1, 2

x

bl Police protection?

1, 2

x

cl Schools?

1, 2

x
x
x

') Maintenance of public facilities, incl uding roads?

1, 2

el Other governmental services?
12.

1, 2

UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS. Would the proposal result in a need for new systems or supplies, or
substantial alterations to the following utilities:

al Power or natural gas?

1

bl Communications systems?

1

cl Local or regional water treatment or distribution
facilities?

1, 2

di Sewer or septic tanks?

1, 2

el Storm water drainage?

1, 2

fl Solid waste disposal?

1, 2

gl Local or regional water supplies?

1, 2

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

13. AESTHETICS. Would the proposal:
a) Affect a scenic vista or scenic highway?

1, 2

h) Have a demonstrable negative aesthetic effect?

I cl

1

Create light or glare?

1

11

x
x
x

17. EARLIER ANALYSES.
The proposed General Plan will be the subject of a program EIR, providing a level of environmental evaluation
commensurate with known or anticipated environmental effects for the buildout of the General Plan. For the
geographical areas included in the proposed expansion areas, Specific Plans will be required to be developed. Annexation
would occur on a case-by-case basis after the completion of a Specific Plan. Environmental review in accordance with
CEQA would be required for each annexation action. The General Plan will serve as a reference from which future
documents prepared during the environmental review process will be tiered.
Earlier analysis may be used where, pursuant to the tiering, program EIR, or other CEQA process, one or more effects
have been adequately analyzed in an earlier EIR or Negative Declaration . Section 15063 (c) (3) (D). In this case a
discussion should identify the following items:
a) Earlier analysis used. Identify earlier analyses and state where they are available for review .
1978 Environmental Element of the General Plan, City of Santa Paula
bl Impacts adequately addressed . Identify which effects from the above checklist w ere within the scope of and
adequately analyzed in an earlier document pursuant to applicable legal standards, and state whether such effects
were addressed by mitigation measures based on the earlier analysis.
NIA
- • Mitigation measures. For effects that are "Less than Significant with Mitigation Incorporated," describe the mitigation
measures which were incorporated or refined from the earlier document and the extent to which they address sitespecific conditions of the project.
N/A
Authority: Public Resources Code Sections 21083 and 21087 .
Reference: Public Resources Code Sections 21080 (c), 21080.1, 21080.3, 21082. 1, 21083 , 21083.3, 21093,
32 1 094, 211 51 ; Sundstrom v. County of Mendocino, 202 Cal. App. 3d 296 (1988); leonofff v. 11 Monterey Board
of Supervisors, 222 Cal . App. 3d 1337 (1990).
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3 a-i

I 3 a-i. The General Plan has been developed to recognize the geologic conditions in the City and proposed
Sphere of Influence. Its policies will control the density and type of development permitted in areas with
identified geologic constraints. Throughout the City and proposed Sphere of Influence, seismic and
geologic hazards occur. These constraints will need to be considered when development is planned in
potentially hazardous areas.
Santa Paula is located in a seismically active region. The proposed expansion areas (specifically Adams
Canyon and northern Fagans Canyon) are located in an Alquist-Priolo Special Studies Zone associated with
the San Cayetano Fault. Seismic hazards of greatest concern include seismically-induced groundshaking
and fault rupture. The EIR will include a discussion of potential seismic hazards.
Geologic hazards that pose the greatest concern in the City of Santa Paula Planning Area include
liquefaction, slope stability (landslides, debris and mud flows, and rock falls),expansive soils, settlement,
and subsidence. Grading associated w ith development would disturb these unstable soils resulting in
additional geologic hazards . These impacts will be discussed in the EIR. Additional geologic and soils
analysis may be recommended in the EIR to ensure adequate mitigation of geologic hazards.

4 a-i

I 4 a-i. The City of Santa Paula General Plan Update Baseline Conditions Assessment (1994) indicates areas
of storm drain deficiency. Drainage patterns may be altered as a result of General Plan buildout. In
addition, development in undeveloped areas will result in changes to absorption rates and the rate and
amount of surface runoff. Drainage issues will be discussed in the EIR.
Potential flooding impacts affect both developed properties in the City and undeveloped lands in the City's
expansion areas. Approximately half of the City is located in the 100-year floodplain. The boundary of the
floodplain will be greatly reduced with the implementation of improvements to Santa Paula Creek. Ot her
portions of the planning area are in the Santa Clara River, Santa Paula Creek, Haun Creek, Fagan Barranca,
and Adams Barranca floodplains. In addition, dam failure could result in potential inundation within the
Planning Area. The General Plan includes policies designated to mitigate such hazards. Flooding issues will
be addressed in the EIR .
Buildout of the General Plan would result in increased water consumption in the planning area, t hus
potentially requiring additional groundwater pumping. Development may also affect the quality and
quantity of ground water. The EIR will discuss possible impacts to ground water sources including impacts
resulting from lost recharge and increased pumping.
Surface waters may be significantly affected by development associated with the General Plan buildout.
Future land uses replacing undeveloped areas may discharge substantial pollutants into surface waters
including Santa Clara River and Santa Paula Creek. Development is also anticipated to result in increased
surface runoff that has the potential to affect surface water quantities. Potential impacts to the quality
and quantity of surface water will be identified and discussed in the EIR.

5 a-d

I 5 a-d . The proposed General Plan permits a buildout potential greater than the existing population.
Projected population levels are in accordance with the Ventura County Air Pollution Control District's Air
Quality Management Plan. The increase in population may result in an increase in vehicular traffic, that
may result in the marginal degradation of the air quality of the Oxnard Air Basin. Future development may
also increase air pollution due to construction activities and energy generation for utilities serving the
developments. Additional buildings and pavement areas could contribute to a change in air movement and
temperature in the immediate vicinity.

.....

Development in a predominantly agricultural area may expose sensitive receptors to the aerial spray drift of
fertilizers and/or pesticides. Buildout of the proposed General Plan could result in the creation of isolated
objectionable odors, such as from construction. Air quality impacts associated w ith the General Plan
buildout will be assessed in the EIR .

15

a-e 1 9 a-e. The storage and handling of hazardous materials does occur within the planning area.
Consequently, there is the on-going possibility of exposure of people to potential health hazards . In
addition, although buildout of the General Plan is not anticipated to create any health hazards , development
in undeveloped expansion areas may expose people to hazards including oil production, energy mining, and
agricultural operations. The introduction of activities and development in the expansion areas which are
considered high fire hazard zones, has the potential to result in increased fire hazards . Finally, buildout of
the General Plan may affect existing emergency response plans . Due to these issues, potential hazards will
be examined in the EIR.
0 ab

1 ab

12
g

110 a-b.

As a result of implementation of the General Plan, currently vacant and undeveloped areas may be
developed. The development of these areas may produce increased noise levels. Future noise sources in
the planning area include Santa Paula Airport, Santa Paula Branch Line Railroad, and industrial, commercial,
and agricultural operations . The General Plan contains policies to minimize noise impacts, however, noise
issues will be addressed in the EIR .

111 a-e.

Increased development within the planning area may result in a need for additional fire and police
protection services. Although 22.5 acres have been designated for future school uses in the expansion
area, additional residential development in vacant and undeveloped areas may have an effect on the area
schools. In addition, 54. 5 acres for future active parks have been designated in the expansion areas;
however, the increase in population due to General Plan buildout may require additional park and
recreational facilities . Increased population may also increase maintenance costs of public facilities,
including roads and result in a need for additional municipal services including administration, planning, and
public works. The EIR will address public services.

112 a-g. Electricity and natural gas is supplied by Southern California Edison and the Southern California
Gas Company, respectively. It is anticipated that these providers could supply sufficient amounts of
electrical power and natural gas to accommodate the anticipated growth in Santa Paula. The General Plan
includes goals directed at meeting the community need and accommodating growth by providing adequate
infrastructure. The EIR will discuss issues related to electrical and natural gas infrastructures.
The City of Santa Paula owns and operates over fifty miles of sewer lines and a wastewater treatment
plant. The proposed General Plan would accommodate development that would increase the demand on
sewer systems serving the planning area . This issue will be addressed in the EIR.
There are currently deficiencies in the City's storm drainage facilities. Buildout of the General Plan may
result in a need for additional stormwater drainage facilities . This will be addressed in the EIR.
The City provides refuse collection and disposal through direct service and through contracts with private
haulers. The refuse is currently disposed of at the Chiquita Canyon Landfill. However the Toland Landfill
is also available for the City to use during the planning period. The increase in solid waste that will occur
with the General Plan buildout may be substantial. The General Plan includes polices that support recycling
to reduce the amount of solid waste sent to the landfill. The amount of solid waste expected to be
generated within the General Plan planning area will be addressed in the EIR.
The City obtains most of its water supply from the Santa Paula Ground Water Basin. Buildout of the
General Plan would result in increased water consumption in the planning area. New water sources will be
needed to serve future growth within the current City boundaries and in the expansion areas. Local water
resources are available to serve as the water supply for future development. The General Plan includes
goals and policies to provide adequate water to serve new development in the planning area. The EIR will
discuss impacts related to water supply and storage.
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PO Box 1569
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Reference: Comments on City Expansion Plans

In regards to the proposed building sites in Fagan Canyon, an EIR. is necessary to consider
the effect it would have on Highway 150 and 1olh Street. The traffic problem at the
111
intersection of Ojai Road and 10 Street is currently very bad Any increased load from
Fagan canyon is not acceptable. It appear that Fagan canyon cannot be developed without
an alternate route, other than Highway 150.

In regards to the development East of town, the new traffic load could also impact on 101t1
Street, in town, and northward. Again, a new route should be considered.
A new highway, east of Santa Paula creek, running north from Highway 126, should again
be included for consideration in the development of these two parcels.

VTY.
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William H. Armbruster
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CITY OF SANTA PAULA GENERAL PLAN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
Public Scoping Meeting - September 3, 1997 - 6:30 PM

Comment Sheet
We want to know your concerns, so we can address them in the EIR...
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Please return to: Kathleen Mallory, AICP, Associate Planner
City of Santa Paula
200 South Tenth Street, Santa Paula, CA 93060
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Kathaleen Mallory, AICP
City of Santa Paula
P.O. Box 569
Santa Paula, CA 93061
Dear Ms. Mallory:
Thank you for the opportunity to review the draft Environmental Impact
report for the proposed General Plan Update for the City of Santa Paula.
Our review at this time has not identified any areas of significant concern to
our company. However, we will be monitoring the process, and will comment
upon any additional issues if they arise during the public hearing process.
As Public Affairs Region Manager, I look forward to being involved in this
exciting city project.

Sincerely,

.~:J;~f
/l~ 'Jf/.
JI-&~
M.

WILLIAMS
Region Manager
NMW/val
cc: Joan E. Kus

: ,1l.Jt-li T:! ..:~ruph RJ.
\ ,·mur:.i. ( '. \ '1il'(.l7

4. Arrangements can be made with a local trash/recyclables hauling company for
materials collection or the applicant may arrange for self-hauling to an authorized
facility which accepts recyclable materials.
Please call me at (805) 648-9225 if you should have any questions.
c: Carole Trigg, Public Works Agency
Charmaine Yambao, City of Santa Paula

VENTURA COUNTY SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT
SOLID WASTE PROJECT IMPACT CALCULATION
PROJECT:

Santa Paula General Plan

09/10/97

MATERIAL TYPE

(values in tons/year)
RESIDENTIAL
COMMERICAL
INDUSTRIAL

CARDBOARD
MIXED PAPER
NEWSPAPER
LEDGER
NONRECYCLABLE PAPER
PAPER TOTAL

246.348
510.798
1165.830
65 . 787
322.919
2311.555

724.364
193.530
137 .4 92
84 . 571
408.284
1548.231

5234.259
2005.903
2953.725
796.553
1375.322
12365.762

6204.971
2710.231
4257.047
946.910
2106.525
16225.548

HOPE
PET
FILM PLASTIC
OTHER PLASTIC
PLASTICS TOTAL

39.955
36. 3'62
98.966
160.236
335.421

8.907
3.632
99.531
114.458
226.545

23 . 618
11.836
506.262
8244.057
8785 . 850

72.480
51.829
704.759
8518.750
9347.817

RECYCLABLE GLASS
NONRECYCLABLE GLASS
GLASS TOTAL

501 . 953
6.552
508.445

185 . 559
28.474
214 . 034

455.720
263.881
719.574

1143.232
298.907
1442.052

ALUMINUM
FERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
WHITE GOODS
METAL TOTAL

87.068
229.647
31.716
165.419
513.725

14 . 033
225.759
19.438
34.777
294.017

153.697
3206.856
747.740
0.000
4108.243

254.798
3662.263
798 . 893
200 . 196
4915.985

2560.256

294.913

488.484

3343.654

1174.006
96 . 165
14.060
68.935
1353.008

962.870
140 . 326
48.682
232.403
1384.280

836.037
426.106
356.880
3361.097
4980.094

2972.912
662.597
419.622
3662.435
7717.383

431.270
92.762
524.031

148.801
91.689
240 .4 92

3872.321
155.842
4028.137

4452.392
340 . 293
4792.661

0.000
1.303
1.303

o.ooo

o.ooo

o.ooo

20.761
20.761

5.169
5.169

27.233
27.233

8108.001

4223.271

35481.260

47812.532

TOTAL

=======================================================================

YARD WASTE
· ORGANIC COMPOSTABLES
ORG . NONCOMPOSTABLES
TIRES AND RUBBER
WOOD WASTES
ORGANIC TOTAL
INERT SOLIDS
HHW

OTHER SPEC. WASTE TOTL
SLUDGE
OTHER SPECIAL WASTE
SPECIAL WASTE TOTAL
TOTAL WASTE
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DATE: September 22. 1997

FROM:

Chuck Thomas

SUBJECT:

Request for Review of Notice of Preparation of a Draft Environmental
Impact Report for the Proposed General Plan Update, City of Santa Paula

APCD staff has reviewed the subject Notice of Preparation for the Santa Paula General
Plan Update and concurs that it may result in significant impacts on air quality. District
staff recommends that the air quality section of the dnsft environmental impact report be
prepared in accordance with Ventura County's Guidelin8f for the Preparation of Air
Quality Impact Analyses. Specifically, the air quality assessmimt should consider
reactive orgame compound, nitrogai oxide, and PM, 0 emissions from potential
development that may OC(;llr as resUlt of the General Plan Update. If such air quality
imp~ are found significant> appropriate mitigation measures should be identified and
iru:luded in the enviromnental impact repon.

The General Plan Update may increase traffic on roadways in the city. TheiefoJe, the
draft EIR. also should contain a carbon monoxide (CO) screening analysis 'for any
roadway intersection currently operating, or that is expected to operate at, Levels
Service D, E, or F. or at any roadway intersection where there may be a CO hotspot. Ha
potential hotspot is identified, the District recommends that a complete CALINE3 or
CALINE4 carbon monoxide analysis be conducted for that intersection.

of

Since air quality impacts may result for development under the Geo.end Plan Update, the
District recommends that the General Plan Update contain air quality go~ objectives~
and programs to help the cowxtywide effort towards .attaining state and federal clean air
stan~~ It would be best if such goals, objectives, and programs are in a separate air
quality element. However, if that is not desirable or possible, they can be included 'Within
the Conservation and Open Space Elem~t. To help the City fonnulate ap1'ropriate air
quality goals. objectives, and programs, we Will send the City the following three
documents: Air Quali'ty Elemenr Guide~ Appendix A·94, Energy Efficiency and
Conservation, of the 1994 Ventura County Air Management Plan. and Appeodix A,
Goals and Policies, from the San Joaquin Valley Unified Air Pollution Control District's
document entitled Model Air Quality Element. We would be happy to review any air
quality goals, objectives, and programs that the City thinks appropriate for its. General
Plan Update prior to being considered by the Santa Paula City Planning Commission and
City Council.
If you have any questions, please call me at 645-1427.
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Ms. Joan Kus
NOP-24-97
September 24, 1997

If the proposed Sphere of Influence changes or land use changes would affect any of
the agriculturally designated land in the Santa PaulaNentura Greenbelt area, we
request that the EIR fully evaluate the potential effects of that occurrence. This would
include increased development densities directly adjacent to the Greenbelt and indirect
a1 ;J cumulative impacts.
Santa Clara River
The City of Ventura is concerned about down-river effects of any alterations to the
banks of the Santa Cla!Cl River as well as any changas to land use adjacent to the river.
The concerns relate to flooding and increase in debris transportation to downstream
areas, effect on beach replenishment, and effect on river habitat.
Transportation and Circulation

The EIR should include an analysis of the increase in traffic volumes on State Route
126. The increase in traffic along this corridor will impact several intersections and
interchanges in the County while potentially accelerating the need to widen these
faelllt\es in the future.
The SR 126 westbound onramp and offramp at Victoria Avenue could potentially be
impacted by the additional trips generated in the City of Santa Paula. The westbound
ramp traffic currenUy backs up almost to the point of blocking the westbound onramp
traffic during the peak hours. The additional trips generated could add to this queue
and block free flow of onramp traffic. Since there is no direct westbound SR 126 to
southbound US 101 route. traffic uses Victoria Avenue to procaed southbound on US
101 from westbound SR 126. An analysis should be provided for the impacts on the
Victoria Avenue corridor.
The SR 126 onramps and offramps at Wells Road (SR 118) could potentially be
impacted by the additional trips generated in the City of Santa Paula. Wells Road is
commonly used as a way of getting to southbound US 101, eastbound SR 118, and into
Oxnard.
Water Supplies

The City of Santa Paula's only source of water is the Santa Paula basin . This is an
adjudicated basin and extractions are controlled by the settlement The EIR needs to
clearly CJddress water demands and show adequate supplies to meet new growth
envisioned by the General Plan.
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Ms. Kathleen Mllllory, AICP
Septanber 24, 1997

General Plan. The Draft General Plan states that 565 acres of agricultural property
within the Santa Paula/Fillmore Greenbelt (East Areas 1 and 2) would be
converted to urban uses. However, the Draft General Plan does not indicate how
much agricultural land in West Area 2, and Adams and Fagan Canyons are
proposed for development.
The EIR should address the total amount of
agriculture that would be converted to other uses, and assess the significance of
this loss of farmland.
4.

The discussion states that "buildout of the [Draft]General Plan would result in
increased water consumption in the planning area, thus potentially requiring
additional roundwater pumping. Development may also affect the quality and
quantity of groundwater." The EIR. ·-should assess the potential impacts that
buildout will have on the quality and quantity of groundwater currently available
for irrigation of agriculture.

5.

The discussion notes that "development in a predominantly agricultural area may
expose sensitive receptors to the aerial spray drift of fertilizers and/or pesticides."
Under the Draft General Plan, development of urban uses would occur adjacent to
properties that would remain in agriculture. The EIR should address the potential
for land use conflicts (i.e., noise from farm equipment, dust, odors, traffic,
application of fertilizers and pesticides) caused by the .introduction of urban uses
into a commercial agricultural area.

Scope of Agricultural Resources Impact Analysis

This office recommends that the following issues be assessed in the agricultural resources
impact analysis prepared for the ElR:

Regional and Site-Specific Setting
•

•
•

•

•

General discussion of the importance of agriculture to the Santa Paula ecpnomy and
the amount of agriculture located within the City's Area of Interest (see discussion in
the Draft Conservation and Open Space Element):
Discussion of location of proposed expansion areas, the amount of agricultural soils in
each area, and the acreage of cultivated fannland in each area;
Type of agricultural soils in each expansion area, as identified by the Soil Conservation
Service Important Fcll71zlands Inventory;
Discussion of the agricultural crop value and estimated onsite crop yields of the
fannland in each expansion area, based on the 1996 Ventura County Agricultural
Commissioner's Almual Crop Report (the Draft Conservation and Open Space
Element uses data from the 1992 Crop Report);
Description of the · Santa Paula-Fillmore and Ventura-Santa .Paula Greenbelt
agreements, and their relationship to the proposed expansion areas (include the
discussion from the Draft Conservation and Open Space Element). The EIR should
include a map showing the greenbelt boundaries (one is not included in the Draft
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Ms. Kathleen Mallory, AICP
September 24, 199?

Residual Impacts. The significance of the residual impacts on agricultural resources that
would occur follo-wing implementation of the mitigation measures should be addressed.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Notice of Preparation/Initial Study for
the Draft EIR on the proposed General Plan Update. If you or the EIR consultant have
any questions regarding these comments, please contact Julie Bulla of my office at (805)
933-3165.
Sincerely,

Vµ/#'~

~

W.Earl McPhail
Agricultural Commissioner
\VEM:jb
cc: Kim Hocking, Ventura County Plannirig Division
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2 ac.
5 ac .

Any project Which would not meet the above criteria, although
it cculd result in the incremental loss of some agricultural
soils, is considered as having a de minimus contribution to an
other\i.lise significant cumulative impact.

c.

METHODOLO$Y: The staff person responsible fer administering
the project shall 1) review the project site plan (s) to

determining how much land vould be directly removed or
permanently overcovered by buildings,
parking
areas,
driveways, etc., 2) review the General Plan Land Use Maps and
IFI Maps on file with the Graphics Section of RMA, and 3)
determine if the project meets or exceeds the criteria listed
above.
If the project would not result in removal or overcoverin9 of
soils classified under the IFI, the project would have no
impact (check "N" on Initial Study Checklist and so state in
section "C" of the Initial Study).
If the project would result in a less than significant impact
for both project impacts and cumulative impacts , the "LS ..
columns should be checked and an explanation provided in
Section "C" of the Initial Study.
the project would result in a significant project or
cumulative impact, the project description (including site
plan} shall be forwarded to the Agricultural Department for
revie~ and comment as to possible mitigation measures .

I:f

If a project would result in the loss of an agricultural tree
row which would increase the potential for wind erosion, or
would result in the loss of agricultural soils due to increase
water erosion, the Agricultural Departlaent shall be consulted
to determine significance and possible mitigation measures, if
necessary.
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COMMENTS ON THE NOTICE OF PREPARATION
OF A DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
FOR THE PROPOSED SANTA PAULA GENERAL PLAN UPDATE
PROJECT DESCR.IPTION

The General Plan Update far the City of Santa Paula addresses the rommunity's vision for
development during the plannjng hori7.on, identified as year 2020. It includes six of the seven
mandated elements~ Land Use, Circulation,. Conservation, Open Space, Noise and Safety. An
important feature of the General Plan is the amendment of the City's Sphere of Influence to include
six expansion~. increasing the sphere by 8,918 acres.
CONSISTENCY WITH REGIONAL COMPREHENSIVE PLAN AND GUIPE POUQBS

The Growth Management Chapter (GMC) of the Regional Comprehensive Plan and Guide (RCPG)
oontains the following policies that are panicularly applicable and should be ad~ in the Drclft
BIR for the Project.
o

1he popuJariQn, housing, and jobs forecasts, which are adbpted by SCA.G's Regional
Council and thaz rejlea lDca1. plans and policie.s, shall be used by SCAG in all phases of
implemenrarion and review.

o

IM timing, ftnandng, and location <(public fad!ities, utiJizy sysrems, and transportation
systems shall be used by SCtG ro implement the region's gruwth policil!s.

The Regional Mobility Element (RME) also has policies pertinent to this proposed proje.ct1. This
chapter ~ the goal of sustaining mobility "With the goals of .fostering eoonomic development,
~g the environment, zeducing energy consumption, promoting transportation-friendly
development patterns, and encouxag.ing fair and equitable access to residents affected by socioeconoinic, geographic and commercial limitations. Among the relevant policies of this chapter are
the following:

Promote Transporrtllicn Demand Management (IDM) programs along with transit and
ridesharing facilities as a viabk and desirable part of the ()VeraJI mt>bility program while
m:ognizing the panicuiar 11eeds uf individual subregions.

o

Suppon IN e:xrensiQn of TDM program impkmentarion to non-commute rrlps for public and

o

privale secror acrivities.
1

See Endnote.
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Ms. Kathleen Mallory
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and required under the applicali/e Titles and Sections of the Americans Wuh
Disabilities Act, 1990 aNi the RehabilitatU>n A.a, 1974.

g

0

All existing and new public "ansit .services .shall be provided in a manner
Which does nor preclude use on the basis of race, color, and/or naJicnaJ,
origin as defined, mmuioted and required under Title 6 of the Civil Rights
Act,

h

0

1964.

All existing anl1 new public transit servias, facilities, Olldlor systems shall

evablate the porenlial for privale secwr participation "through the use of

cumpetilive procureme111 based on Fully A1Jocated Costing merhodologier.
o

o

The d£velopmelll of the regional transportation sysrem s>wuld inclutk a non-mot(>rized
tran.sponamm system thal provides an qfeaive ailernartve to auto travel fer appropriate
trips. The p'/anning and develcpment of mznsportalion projects and systems should
incorpor~ the following, as oppropnau:
a

0

Provision of safe, ctm\IDliem, and Cbnlinuous bicycle and pedestrian
infrasrrUctu1'e to and throughbul areas 'With existing and poientiaI demand
such as activity areas, schools, recre.alional aTeas (including those areas
suvtd by trails), ~will u1timatdy offer rhe same or better- accessibility
provided to the mot()rit.ed Yehicle.

b

0

Acce.ssibilily to and on transil (bus tennilllJ1s, rail stations, Park-mid-Rilk
lots), Where there is dmumd and where tTa1ISit boarding time Will not be
significantly delayed.

c

0

Mainlenance of sqfe, convenienz, and conrinuou.s non-motorized cravel
dwing and after rhe construction of transportation t111d general deve"/opmolt
projects. Existing bikeways and pedestrian wal.broys s'luNJd Mt be removed
wilhtJ111 mitigation thar is as ejfective as the original facility.

Entilies and programs that currenlly suppon the auro should be encouraged to provide the

same types of services for non-mororiud rranspo11tltion, induding education, promotion,
and enjorcemenl.
o

Growth in the demand for g«xis movement will be ~ through the provision of
adequate mulli-modal and inlermodaJ. infrasrrucnue that is consistent with overall regional
goals, objectives, and policies.

o

Pricing straregies will be considered ar one of the Strategies to reduce peak-period
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(including IVHS), public suppon for HOV (including conversion) within thR. corridor, and
pricing, as well as the legal. and environmental ramijicarions of each specific projea.
o

Necessary Sleps ro develop and implemmt anerial HOVfacilities in support of Iran.sit and
rideshare activities shall be initiated.

o

Necessary steps to develop and implonent Smart Corridors and Sman Streezs to achieve
ngion.aL mobility objectives .r.ha11 be initiated.
. ...
~

o

Methods to improve safety and reduce incidents on the regional mmsportation system will
be consutered.

GMC POUCP» :RfilATEP TO 1lffi

RCPG

GOAL TO IMPROVE

THE

REQIONAL

STANDARD OF LIVING

The Growth Management goals to develop U%ban fonns that enable individuals to spcxi less income
on housing cost, that minimize public and private development costs, and that enable firms to be
more competitive, strengthen the regional sttategic goal to stimulate the regional a;onomy. The
evaluation of the proposed project in mation to the following policies would be intended to guide
efforts toward ac.hievement of such goals and docs not infer regional interference with local land

use powers.
o

Encourage local jurisdictions' efforts to achieve a balana between the types of jobs they
seek ro attraa and housing p~.
·

o

E';ncowage pattems of urban development and land use 'Which miuce costs on ir(rastruau:re
constrUCtion and make betto we of existingfacilities.

o

Encmuage subregio11S to define an economic stroregy ro maintain the economic vitality of
fM subregion, including the deve1opmen1 and use of marlceting programs, and o1hu
economic incenlives, YHlich suppon Olll1inme1ll ofsubregional gools and polides.

GMC POUQFS BELATED TO THE
QJJALITY OF LIFE

RCPG

GOAL TO IMPRQVE

THE

REGIONAL

The Growth Management gools to attain mobility and clean air goals and to develop urban forms
that enhance quality of life, that accommodate a diversity of life styles, that preserve open space
and natural resour=, and that are aesthetically pleasing and preserve the character of communities,
enhance the regional. strategic goal of maintaining the regional quality of life. The evaluation of the
proposed project in relation to the following policies would be intended to provide direction for
plan implementation, and does not allude to regional mandates.
o

Suppon provisWns 01ld iTlcentives created by local jurisdiaions to anraa housing growth in
job rich subregions and job growth in housing rich subregions.

o

Ena>urage existing or proposed local jurisdictions' programs aimed at desi.gni.ng land uses

SEP-29-97 MUN 1c: cU PM
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Page8
infer regional mandates and interference with local land use powers.
o

Encourage ejfom of loca1 jurisdiaicns in the implementation ofprograms that tncrease !hi
supply and qua1iry of housing and provide qffordable housing as evaluaud in the Reglonlll.
Housing Needs Assts.rmeru.

o

Suppon local jurisdictioru and other service providers in !Mir ejfons w ~V!ltJp sustainahk
communities and proviili!, equally to all mnnbers ofsociely, accessible and ejfective servicu
such as: public education, housing. hea1if! care, social services. recreatilmal facilities, law
eTforcement, and fire protection.

AIR QUALITY CHAPTER CORE ACTIQNS
The Air Quality Chapter core actions related to the proposed project include:
o

Determine specific programs and associaled actions nudLd (e.g., indirect source 7'U1es,
enhanced use of re'lecommuniCIJlians. p'fl1Vi.sion of corrvnunizy based shuJt"f£ servias,
provision of demand managemmz bas'4 programs, or veldck-miles·travekdlemission fllSJ
so thal options to rommand and conrrol regulalions can be assessed.

o

Through the environmental document review proass, ensure that plans at all levels of
govmrmenJ (regional, air basin, county, subregio'lf(J] and local) consider air quality, land
use, transp0nazion and ec<>Mmic rekltionships w e1JSUl'e consistency and minimiu conflicts.

WATER OUALITX CHAP1ER. RF.cOMMENDATIONS AND POLICY OPI10NS
The Water Q.Jality Olapter core recommendations and policy options relate to the two water quality
goals: to restore and maintain the chemical, physical and biological integrity of the nation· s water,
and, to achieve and maintain water quality objectives that are necessary to protect all beneficial uses
of all waters.
o

Sueamline lWlleT 'quality regulatory implementation. JdmJifJ and e'/iminale overlaps with
other regulatory programs to reduce economic impacts on local businesses.

o

Encourage •wotosiu!JJ. management• programs and strategies, recognizing the primary role
of Weal govemmenzs in such ejfom.

o

Coordinale watershed management planning 01 the subregio7UJl level by (1) providing
consislerit regicnal daza; (2.) serving as a liaison belween a/fecte.d local, Slllle, (l1ld fe.deral
~hed 1TUU11Jgement agencies; and {3) ensuring that warershed p'laMing is consisrent
wilh other planning objecrives (e.g., transporration, ai,rqualizy, Wa1e7' sup1ily).

o

&courage opportunities for poUurion reduction mmkeling and other" markel-incenrive wacu
quality programs as an a"Jremarive w strict command-and-control regulalion.

SEP-29-97 MON 12:21 PM

CITY OF SANTA PAULA CDEV

FAXNO. 805 525 6660

P. 11

September 24, 1997
Ms. Katble$ Mallory
Page 10

CONCLUSIONS

All feasible .measures needed to mitigate any potentially negative regional impacts associated with
the proposed project should be implemented and monito~ as reqUi.red by CEQA.
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September 26. 1997
Ms Kalhleen Mallory - Associate Planner
City of Santa Paula

P.O. Box 569
200 South Tenth Street
Santa .Paula, CA 93060
Dear Ms. Mallory,
This letter is in response to the request for public comment on the City of Santa Paula General Plan
Update. United realizes that this is a general plan however, given the magnitude of increased demand
for water, a section adequately addressing water resources needs to be included. The City of Santa
Paula is currently allocated 6,085.5 AF/YR under the court settlement resulting from the Santa Paula
basin litigation. The proposed population increase of 11,500 people, by the year 2010, would
increase the present water demand by approximately 3>000 to 3,800 AF/YR.
The water resources section of the EIR should identify potential sources for increased water supply.
The coun settlement allocates the groundwater associated with Santa Paula basin. Any new pumpage
of groundwater would require the transfer of allocation from an existing pumper. The cumulative

amount of increased effiuent discharge and storm water runoff also needs to be adequately addressed.
If you have questions please contact either Dana Wisehan or myself at (805) 525-4431.
Sincerely,

K~I/~

Kenneth H Turner
Groundwater Manager

cc: BDRF

KIIT/mk
file: Santa Paula Basin TAC
j :gwlkm\UWCDISJ>sp997.doc:

-====
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Greenbelt.

In the Conservation Element, Figure C0-3, illustrating the
trade-off areas for inclusion in the Greenbelt, is not
clear. A new map should be provided in the Draft EIR
identifying these properties.
3.

The potential for Growth Inducement caused by increasing ehe
· Sphere of Influence needs co be discussed in the Draft BIR .
The City is concerned about the future pressure for urban
development in the Santa Clara Valley . Strong policies need
to be identified in the General Plan for aevelopment ac the
"Urban Edge" to protect the adjacent agricultural lands and

prevent urban sprawl.

4.

Additional analysis for Scenic Resources needs to be
included to Qetermine if there are any potential impacts due
to conversion of agricultural lands. The City of Fillmore is
very s~pportive of the Heritage Valley marketing and tourism
concept and is concerned that the conversion of agricultural
land may have an impact on the designation ·of Highway 126 as

a Scenic Highway.

s.

Potential impacts to the City of Fillmore Groundwater Basin,

the city's water supply, need to be discussed in the Draft
As stated in the NOP Initial Study,

EIR.
11

Buildout of the General Plan would result in increased

water consumption in the pla.n:oing area, thus
potentially requiri.:lg additional groundwater pumping.
Development may also affect the quality and quantity of
ground water. The BIR ~ill disouss possible impacts to
ground water sourc~s including impacts resulting from
lost recharge and increased pumping . "

As identified on the attached map, the Fillmore Groundwater
Basin is located adjacent to the area proposed for expansion
of the Sphere of Influence, to the east of Santa Paula. Arr¥
impacts to Santa Paula's ground water identified in the
Draft EIR could also potentially create indirect impacts to
Fillmore's water supply. These potential impacts nee~ to be
addressed in the Draft E!R. In addition, if there are any
plans to withdraw water directly from the Fillmore
Groundwater Basin, this needs to be addres3ed in the Oraf t
BIR and potential impacts to Fillmore's water supply need to
be discussed and mitigated.

6.

Potential traffic impacts caused by increased traffic on
Highway 126 in the City of Fillmore need to be analyzed in
the Draft EIR. Tlle City is concerned about the e~isting
level of traffic through the City of Fi1lmore on Highway
126. Any potential traffic impacts within the City of

·
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PIRU, SESPE, AND
SANTA PAULA SUBUNITS OF
THE SANTA CLARA RIVER
HYDROLOGICAL UNIT

~

,1>

UI
(J1

a) To better serve our customers, the Gas Company has a one-call
support center for our future commercial and industrial customers at 1800-GAS-2000, Mon.-Fri.,7a.m.-Midnight, Sat. 8a.m.-5p.m. We provide
customers with assistance and information on billing questions,
equipment replacement incentives, business assistance services, air
quality, new construction incentives and other energy & money saving
programs & services. This one stop referral has trained program
specialists with a quick response mechanism.
1-800-GAS-2000.
,,_
b) Downey is the site of the Gas Company's ENERGY RESOURCE
CENTER The ERC is a one-stop center for energy information and air
quality/environmental permit assistance. Call 1-800-427-6584 for more
ERC information.
Service would be in accordance with our policies and extension. rules on file with
the California Public Utilities Commission at the time contractual arrangements are
made. The availability of natural gas service, as set forth in this letter, is based on
present conditions of gas supply and regulatory policies. As a public utility,
Southern California Gas Company is under the jurisdiction of the California Public
Utilities Commission. We can also be affected by actions of federal regulatory
agencies. Should these agencies·take any action which affects gas supply or the
condition under which service is available, gas service will be provided in
accordance .with the revised conditions.
When an individual project has final approval by the city or county engineer, please
contact our area Construction Services Planner at (805) 385-4828. It may require
up to 90 days to process the application for the installation of gas lines in a
particular project.

c: D. Tobey, Oxnard District Base
M. Secord, Regional Affairs
H. Corralejo, Environmental Compliance
S. Svete, Rincon Consultants, Inc. (via FAX)
City Correspondence File

c: !Files\Agency comments\Sta.Paula.doc

City of Santa Paula General Plan Update EIR
Appendix

APPENDIXB

Traffic Study

,..

City of Santa Paula

TECHNICAL APPENDIX

CONTENTS:

LEVEL OF SERVICE DEFINITIONS
VENTURA COUNTY CMP ICU CALCULATION PROCEDURES
GENERAL PLAN BUILDOUT TRIP GENERATION CALCULATIONS
TRAFFIC VOLUMES AND ICU CALCULATION WORKSHEETS

DEVELOPING A UNIFORM METHOD FOR CALCULATING IHTERSECTIOH
LEVEL OF SERVICE FOR COHGESTIOH MAHAGEMEHT PROGRAMS
BY
ITE Southern California Section, Ventura-Santa Barbara Chapter , Technical
Committee on Congestion Management Programs
COMM ITTEE MEMBERS:
Jano Baghdanian, City of Thousand Oaks
Tom Fox, City of Camarillo
Bill Golubics, City of Simi Valley
Nazir Lalani, City of Ventura
Steve Manz, Ventura County
Chris Stevens, Ve ntura County Transportation Commission
Bob Weithofer, City of Oxnard
Mark Wesse l, Willdan Associates
BACKGROUND
When California voters passed Proposit i on 111 to increase the gas tax to
fund transportation improvements, urbanized counties were required to
develop congestion management programs to improve coordination between
development and transportation.
For all counties required to prepare a
Congestion Management Program (CMP) , a key component of the CMP is to set
a Co unt y-wide Level of Service standard for critical intersections.
Every year, each agency has to calculate the Levels of Service at critical
intersections on the CMP Network within that agency's jurisdiction based
on existing peak hour turn i ng movement volumes and report these to the
Reg i onal Transportation Planning Agency.
If a Level of Service does not
meet the county-wide standard at a particular intersection, the agency in
which the intersection is located has to su bmi t a deficiency plan i denti In order to make sure that
fying how the deficiency wi 11 be corrected.
all agencies will be calculating Levels of Service using a uniform methodology, transportation engineers representing pub lic agenci es in Vent ura
County formed a committee in order to develop a standard method.
This
paper out l ines data that we re collected in order to reach a un iform method
of calcu l ation. It is anticipated that the process used by the Committee
and the data col lected during the preparation of th i s standa rd methodo lo gy
wi ll be of intere st to other agencies facing the same chal lenges.
SELECTI ON OF METHODOLOGY
The Congestion Management Program l eg i slat i on permitted agencies to use
Transportation Research Circular 212(1), Highway Capacity Manual(2)
Operations/Planning analysis or compatible methods to ca lcu late Levels of
Service. The committee felt that the Highway Capacity Manual operations
method did not lend itself to an easy way to standardize Le vel of Service
calculations for all agencies and required large amounts of data which
would have made calculating Level of Serv ice for ~ritical intersections in
each agency complicated and time-consuming. The Highway Capacity Manual
planning method did not provide the Level of Service designations A

...
vehicle on the succeeding phase would be the same as the average saturated
flow headway.
Any amount of time between vehicles entering the intersection that is greater than the average headway, can be considered t o be
l ost time.
Tables 2 and 3 l is t the results of the data collect i on
efforts, wh ich yielded an average lost time of 2.5 seconds between the
last vehicle entering t he intersection on a phase and the first vehicle
entering on the next phase excluding the 2.0 second average saturated flow
headway .
The City of Ventura also obtained data, shown in Table 2, to determine how
much time elapsed between the last ve hicle entering the intersection on a
phase and the fourth vehic le entering on the next phase. This data showed
that an additional second was lost by the first through fourth vehicles
over and above the average saturated flow headway.
Therefore, the total lost time per phase was calculated to be 3. 5 seconds.
It is important to note that there are the same number of lost time
periods per eye 1e as the number of opposi ng s i gna 1 phases.
In Ventura
County, the majority of the intersections on the CMP network have four
opposing phases. As a result, 14 seconds of lost time occurs each cycle.
Since most of the cycle lengths range near 100 seconds , 14% of each cycle
is l ost t ime that is not available to move traffi c.
Right Turn on Red/R ight Turn Overlap Phases
The committee discussed vehicles turning right on red and how they should
be accounted for in the calculations. The data obtained in Table 4 indicate that when a separate right turn lane is provided (or there is enough
room for right turning vehicles to squeeze by through traffic) the right
turn on red percentages varied from a fl ow of 11% to a high of 60%. The
average percentage of right turns on red was approximately 40%. The committee decided that whenever a separate right turn lane was provided, the
through l ane vol ume would typically be used in .the LOS calculations and
not the right turn volume even if the right turn volume was higher because
after adjusting for the number of ve hicles turning right on red, the
through vo lume would be higher at almost all typical intersections.
Wherever right turn volumes are sufficiently high to warrant a separate
right turn overlap phase, the overlapping left turn volume would be subtracted from the right turn volume and then the remaining right turn
volume would be compared to the through volume per lane to determine the
critical movement.
Lane Distribution
The committee discussed
bution and agreed that
ditions, traffic would
therefore, unifo rm lane

the issue of allowing for non-uniform lane distribecause the analysis is based on saturated conbe uniformly distributed among all the lanes and
distribution was a reasonable assumption.

Peak Hour Period and Calculation Accuracy
In order to calculate the level of service , it was agreed that the single
continuous hour with the highest volume within the 7-9 a.m. and 4-6 p.m.
peak periods would be used for calculating a.m. and p.m. peak hour levels
of service and peak hour factors wo uld not be used for Congestion Management Program Level of Service calculations.

RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that any agency using ICU or the Circular 212 planning
methodology to calculate Leve l of Service follow a process similar to the
one used by the Ventura County agencies to establish a standard method of
calcu l ating levels of service.
Local data should be obtained for such
items as saturation flow and lost time to account for local conditions as
much as possible in developing a county-wide standard.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
For additional information, please contact Nazir Lalani, City Transportation Engineer, P.O. Box 99, Ventura, CA 93002, 805-654-7881.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
The committee would like to thank George Gerth, Transportation and Park ing
Manager of the City of Santa Barbara, for providing some of the Right Turn
on Red data summarized in Table 4.
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TABLE 2

LOST TIME AND START-UP DELAY DATA FROM
CITY OF VENTURA AND CITY OF OXNARD
(SECONDS)

HARBOR & SEAWARD*
LAST - FIRST
VEHICLE VEHICLE

MILLS &MAIN*

CHANNEL ISLANDS/ SAVIERS**

LAST - FOURTH
VEHICLE VEHICLE

LAST - FIRST
VEHICLE VEHICLE

LAST - FOURTH
VEHICLE VEHICLE

5.00
5.60
5.50
5.20
5.50
7.00
4.40
7.00
7.00
7.50

12.00
11.80
13.00
10.00
13.50
11.00
7.50
10 .30
11.40
12.00

6.70
4.30
5.70
5.20
5.50
4.60
6.20
5.30
5.30
5.80

14.50
13.80
12.50
13.20
10.80
13 . 20
10.50
13.80
10.50
13.20

4.22
3.50
4.60
4.14
4. 44
5.40
3.80
4.00
3.46
3 .10

3.23
2.51
4.94
2.56
2.24
3 .55
3.87
5.07
4.26
4.65

59.70

112 . so

54.60

126.00

4.35

3.85

AVERAGES 5.97

11.25

5.46

12 .60

3.90

TOTALS

* City of Ventu ra
**City of Oxnard
NL/12-305

LAST - FIRST
VEHICLE VEHICLE

LAST
VEHICLE

N/A

- FOURTH
VEHICLE

TAB LE 4
RIGHT TURH OH RED (RTOR) STUDY

LOCATION

DIR

*
Cali fornia/Thompson NB
Cal i fornia/Thompson SB
Victor i a/Ralston*
Victoria/Ralston

PEAK
TOTAL
HOUR RIGHT TURNS

RTOR
TURNS

I LOS I

V/C

A
A

0.48
0.48

AM
AM

133
24

44
11

33
46

B
B

0.62
0.62

AM
AM

166
128

98
12

59
10

c o. 77
c 0.72

PM
PM

173
223

139
49

81
22

EB
NB

%

RTOR

Mi 11 s/Ma in*
Seward/Thompson

NB

Victoria/Ralston*
Victoria/Ralston

EB

NB

0
0

0.81
0.81

PM
PM

319
180

127
39

40
22

Victoria/Te l egraph*
Victor i a/Te l egraph

NB
SB

E
E

0.93
0.93

PM
PM

223
28

69
7

31
25

NB
SB

0.36
0.36
0.36
0.36
0.46
0. 46
0.46
0.46
0.83
0.83
0.56
0.56
0.82
0.82
0.41
0.41
0.41
0.4 1
0.59
0.59
0. 78
0. 78
0.75
0. 75
0. 75
0.65
0. 65

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

51
65
38
53
35
54
124
60
57
1014
47
138
257
406
19
30
130
60
130
100
154
587
390
326
260
464
187

25
26
18

Mission/State**

WB
NB
SB

A
A
A
A
A

13

Figueroa/State**

NB

EB

EB

WB
US 101 NB/Caril l o**
NB
WB
Bath/Mission**
NB
SB
Las Positas/US 101* SB
N/B * EB
NB
State/Valer i o**
SB .
EB

Hope/State**
USlOl SB/Mission**

WB
NB
SB
NB

WB
NB
Los Positos/State**

EB

WB
SB
USlOl SB/Carillo**

EB

A

A
A
D
D

A
A
D
0

A
A
A
A
A
A

c
c
c
c
c
B

B

AVERAGE
**City of Santa Barbara
NL:9-803

195

17
7
10
13
6
50
15
23
323
29
64
102
177
2
6
17
29
74
61
67
276
198
61

130
202
98
76

18

37
11
40
25
40
32
61
46

4044
11
20
13
48
56
61
44
47
50
20
50
43
52
39

Associated Transportation Engineers
Trip Generation Worksheet - With In/Out Splits

Land Use
WEST 2
1. R&D
2 . IND

I

:Multi-Trip I
Factor !
Size i

1,905,750
740,520

1.00
1.00

-AtYT- I
Rate :
Trips 1

-

P.M.
Rate l

Trips !

In %1

-

-

-

- -

Trips I Out %1

l

Trips I

4.240
4.240

8,080
3,140
11,220

0.590
0.590

1, 124
437
1,561

12%
12%

135
52
187

88%
88%

989
384
1,374

0.85 9.550
0.85 5.860
0.85 6.870
0.15 60.000
0. 15 5.000
0.85 37.590

6,023
448
397
90
10
575
7,543

1.010
0.550
0.630
3.000
0.400
3.360

637
42
36
5
1
51
772

65%
65%
63%
29%
50%
52%

414
27
23
1
0
27
493

35%
35%
37%
71 %
50%
48%

223
15
13
3
0
25
279

EAST 2
1 . AUTO SALES (ACRES)
50
544,500
2. BIG BOX
718,740
3. R&D
4. IND
337,590
Totals:

1 .00300.000 1 5,000 24.000
1 .00 37.430 20,381
3.550
1.00 4.240 3,047 0.590
1.00 4 .240 1,431 0.590
39,859

1 ,200
1,933
424
199
3,756

41%
49%
12%
12%

492
947
51
24
1,514

59%
51 %
88%
88%

708
986
373
175
2,242

ADAMS CYN
1 ,980
SFR
CONDO
180
APT
90
NC COMM
152,460
SCHOOL (ACRES)
25
PARK (ACRES)
34
HOTEL
230
GOLF COURSES (HOLES)
36
Totals:

0.85 9.550 16,073
0.85 5.860
897
0.85 6.870
526
0.15 40.670
930
0.15 60.000
225
0.15 5.000
26
1.00 8.700 2,001
0.85 37.590 1, 150
21,828

1.010
0.550
0.630
3.660
3.000
0.400
0.760
3.360

1,700
84
48
84
11
2
175
103
2,207

65%
65%
63%
50%
29%
50%
54%
52%

1, 105
55
30
42
3
1
94
53
1,384

35%
35%
37%
50%
71 %
50%
46%
48%

595
29
18
42
8
1
80
49
823

0 .90 9 .550
0.15 40.670
0.15 5.000

1.010
3.660
0.400

409
42
0
451

65%
50%
50%

266
21
0
287

35%
50%
50%

143
21
0
164

Totals:
EAST 1
SFR
CONDO
APT
SCHOOL (ACRES)
PARK (ACRES)
GOLF COURSE (HOLES)
Totals:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

742
90
68
10
13.5
18

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

FAGAN CYN

1 . SFR
2. NC COMM
3. PARK (ACRES)
Totals:

GRAND TOTAL

450
76,230
7

3,868
465
5
4,338

84,788

8,748

3 ,865

4,882
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SANTA PAULA CIRCULATION ELEMENT EIR

REF. #3

INTERSECTION CAPACITY UTILIZATION CALCULATIONS
P.M. PEAK HOUR CONDITIONS
N/S STREET: PECK ROAD
E1W STREET: SANTA PAULA STREET
CONTROL: 4-WAY STOP (EXISTING). SIGNAL (BUILDOUT).
NORTHBOUND

EXISTING

L

SOUTHBOUND

T

R

L

T

65

10

78

37

R

VOLUMES:

3

LANES:

. . . . . .
LTR

CRITICAL MOVEMENTS:
N/S VOLUMES:

EfW VOLUMES :
TOTAL VOLUMES:
CAPACITY:
ICU:

R

L

T

R

54

28

51

17

41

. . . . . .
LTR

LT R

'A'

EXISTING+
BUILDOUT

NORTHBOUND
L

3
0

VOLUMES (a):
LANES:
CAPACITY:
PER LANE ICU :

T

632
2
3200
0.20

.

CRITICAL MOVEMENTS:

0.25

TOTAL CRITICAL ICU (b):

Notes:

LTR

7

T

195
198
393
1900
0.21

LEVEL OF SERVICE:

LEVEL OF SERVICE:

2

WESTBOUND

EASTBOUND
L

'A'

R

10
0

SOUTHBOUND
L

201
1
1600
0.13

T

374
2
3200
0.12

R

2
0

WESTBOUND

EASTBOUND
L

7
1
1600
0.00

.

T

R

L

54

28
0

51

1
1600
0.05

0

T

17
1
1600
0.04

.

R

249
1
1600
0.16

SANTA PAULA CIRCULATION ELEMENT EIR

REF.#4 &#5

INTERSECTION CAPACITY UTILIZATION CALCULATIONS
P.M. PEAK HOUR CONDITIONS
N/S STREET: PECK ROAD
E/W STREET: MAIN STREET, TELEGRAPH ROAD, HARVARD BOULEVARD
CONTROL: SIGNAL
NORTHBOUND

SOUTHBOUND

EASTBOUND

L

T

R

L

T

R

L

T

R

L

VOLUMES (a):

62

262

203

26

142

79

111

223

19

139

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

CAPACITY:

1600

1600

1600

1600

1600

1600

1600

PER LANE ICU:

0.04

0.29

0.02

0.14

0.07

0.14

0.01

LANES:

CRmCAL MOVEMENTS:

.

.

.

WBHARVARD

WBMAINST

EXISTING

T

R

L

T

R

0

17

146

149

43

0

1

1

1

1

1600

1600

1600

1600

1600

0.09

0.01

0.09

0.09

0.03

.

.

0.63

TOTAL CRITICAL ICU
LEVEL OF SERVICE: 'B'

EXISTING+
BUILDOUT

NORTHBOUND
L

62
1
1600
0.04

VOLUMES (a):
LANES:
CAPACITY:
PER LANE ICU:

CRITICAL MOVEMENTS:
TOTAL CRITICAL ICU
0.79
LEVEL OF SERVICE:

T

484
1
1600
0.30

.

R(b)

568
1
1600
0.36

SOUTHBOUND
L

108
1
1600
0.07

.

T

274
1
1600
0.17

'C'

Notes: (a) NB right-tum volume reduced for 21% R. T.O.R.
EB right-tum volume reduced for 59% R. T.O.R.
(b) Free Right Tum

R

79
1
1600
0.05

WBMAINST

EASTBOUND
L

111
1
1600
0.07

T

223
1
1600
0.14

.

R

19
1
1600
0.01

L

224
1
16-00

.

0.14

T

0
0

R

17
1
1600
0.01

WBHARVARO
L

221
1
1600
0.14

.

T

149
1
1600
0.09

R

181
1
1600
0.11

REF. #6

SANTA PAULA CIRCULATION ELEMENT EIR
INTERSECTION CAPACITY UTILIZATION CALCULATIONS
P.M. PEAK HOUR CONDITIONS
N/S STREET: SR 126 WB RAMPS
EfN STREET: FAULKNER ROAD
CONTROL: 4-WAY STOP
NORTHBOUND

EXISTING

L

R

L

20

60

59

VOLUMES:

3

LANES:

. .

CRITICAL MOVEMENTS:
N/S VOLUMES:

E/W VO LUMES:
TOTAL VOLUMES:
CAPACITY:
ICU:
LEVEL OF SERVICE:

EXISTING+
BUILDOUT
VOLUMES:
LANES:
CRITICAL MOVEMENTS:
N/S VOLUMES:

E/W VOLUMES:
TOTAL VOLUMES:
CAPACITY:
ICU:
LEVEL OF SERVICE:
Notes:

LT R

.

EASTBOUND

SOUTHBOUND

T

T

.

R

4

3

. .

LT TR

T

L

0

.

WESTBOUND

R

33

L

8

.

.

LT TR

T

234

2

R

80

. . .
L T TR

149
357
506
2880
0.18

'A'
NORTHBOUND
L

67

T

R

L

20

74

59

. .
LT R

227
739
966
2880
0.34

'A'

.

.

T

4

R

3

. .

LT TR

WESTBOUND

EASTBOUND

SOUTHBOUND
L

0

.

T

R

L

33

283

341

.

L T TR

.

T

2

R

80

. . .
L T TR

REF. #7

SANTA PAULA CIRCULATION ELEMENT EIR
INTERSECTION CAPACITY UTILIZATION CALCULATIONS
P.M. PEAK HOUR CONDITIONS
N/S STREET: PECK ROAD
ENI STREET: SR 126 EB RAMPS
CONTROL: 4-WAY STOP (EXISTING). SIGNAL (BUILDOUT).
SOUTHBOUN D

NORTHBOUND

EXISTING

L

T

VOLUMES:

7

30

LANES:

. .
LTR

CRITICAL MOVEMENTS:
N/S VOLUMES:

E/W VOLUMES:
TOTAL VOLUMES:
CAPACITY:
ICU:

.

T

R

L

T

77

24

66

481

55

.

.

LTR

.

R

6

L

T

4

R

4

80

. . . . . .
LT TR

LT

TR

EASTBOUND

WESTBOUND

'A'

EXISTING+
BUI LOO UT

NORTHBOUND
L

474
2
3200
0.15

VOLUMES (a):
LANES:
CAPACITY:

.

PER LANE ICU:
CRITICAL MOVEMENTS:

0.48

TOTAL CRITICAL ICU (b):

Notes:

3

WESTBOUND

EASTBOUND

L

207
630
837
2240
0.37

LEVEL OF SERVICE:

LEVEL OF SERVICE:

R

'A'

T

167
1
1600
0.11

R

3
0

SOUTHBOUND
L
77

0

T

43
1
1600
0.08

.

R

233
1
1600
0.15

L

804
2
3200
0.25

.

T

55
1
1600
0.09

R

81
0

L

4
0

T

4

R

192

1

1

1600
0.01

1600
0.12

.

SANTA PAULA CIRCULATION ELEMENT EIR

REF. #8

INTERSECTION CAPACITY UTILIZATION CALCULATIONS
P.M. PEAK HOUR CONDITIONS
N/S STREET: STECKEL DRIVE
ENI STREET: SANTA PAULA STREET
CONTROL: 4-WAY STOP
NORTHBOUND

EXISTING

L

VOLUMES:

20

LANES:
CRITICAL MOVEMENTS:
N/S VOLUMES :

E/W VOLUMES :
TOTAL VOLUMES:
CAPACITY:
ICU:
LEVEL OF SERVICE:

.

VOLUMES:

20

TOTAL VOLUMES:
CAPACITY:
ICU:
LEVEL OF SERVICE:
Notes:

R

L

12

77

10

LTR

.

.

T

.

R

14
LTR

.

L

3

4

.

.

WESTBOUND

T

R

L

187

10

51

LTR

.

.

.

T

R

163

19

LTR

. .

'A'
L

N/S VOLUMES :
E/W VOLUMES:

T

EASTBOUND

136
434
570
1500
0.38

EXISTING+
BUI LOO UT

LANES:
CRITICAL MOVEMENTS:

SOUTHBOUND

NORTHBOUND

.
351
814
1165
1500
0.78

'C'

LTR

R

L

12

223

79

.

.

.

EASTBOUND

SOUTHBOUND

T

T

LTR

R

L

14

3

4

.

.

.

WESTBOUND

T

R

L

269

10

135

.

.

.

LTR

T

R

301

95

LTR

.

.
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REF. #10

SANTA PAULA CIRCULATION ELEMENT EIR
INTERSECTION CAPACITY UTILIZATION CALCULATIONS
P.M. PEAK HOUR CONDITIONS
N/S STREET: STECKEL DRIVE
E1W STREET: HARVARD BOULEVARD
CONTROL: SIGNAL
NORTHBOUND

SOUTHBOUND

WESTBOUND

EASTBOUND

EXISTING

L

T

R

L

T

R

L

T

R

L

T

R

VOLUMES (a):

14

27

17

95

32

13

60

385

26

66

331

126

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

2

0

1

2

0

1600

1600

1600

1600

1600

3200

1600

3200

0.03

0.01

0.08

0.01

0.04

0.13

0.04

0.14

LANES:
CAPACITY:
PER LANE ICU:

.

CRITICAL MOVEMENTS:

'A'

EXISTING+
BUILDOUT

L

VOLUMES (a):
LANES:

14
0

NORTHBOUND

CAPACITY:
PER LANE ICU:
CRITICAL MOVEMENTS:

T

27
1
1600
0.03

R

17
1
1600
0.01

SOUTHBOUND

T

L

97
0

32
1
1600
0.08

0.38

TOTAL CRITICAL ICU
LEVEL OF SERVICE:

.

0.26

TOTAL CRITICAL ICU
LEVEL OF SERVICE:

.

'A'

Notes: (a) NB right-tum volume reduced for 64% R. T.O.R.
SB right-tum volume reduced for 63% R.T.O.R.
EB right-tum volume reduced for 34% R.T.O.R.
WB riciht-tum volume reduced for 19% R. T.O.R.

.

R

79
1
1600
0.05

EASTBOUND
L

175
1
1600
0.11

.

T

492
2
3200
0.16

R

26
0

WESTBOUND
L

66
1
1600
0.04

T

483
2
3200
0.19

.

R

129
0
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2
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1
1
6
2
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1
1
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Flew Rate
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~
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SANTA PAULA CIRCULATION ELEMENT EIR

REF. #12

INTERSECTION CAPACITY UTILIZATION CALCULATIONS
P.M. PEAK HOUR CONDITIONS
N/S STREET: PALM AVENUE
E/W STREET: MAIN STREET
CONTROL: SIGNAL
NORTHBOUND

EASTBOUND

SOUTHBOUND

WESTBOUND

EXISTING

L

T

R

L

T

R

L

T

R

L

T

R

VOLUMES (a):

40

176

153

16

163

41

39

211

41

124

183

16

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

CAPACITY:

1600

1600

1600

1600

1600

1600

1600

1600

1600

1600

PER LANE ICU:

0.03

0.11

0.10

0.11

0.03

0.02

0.13

0.03

0.08

LANES:

.

CRITICAL MOVEMENTS:
TOTAL CRITICAL ICU:
LEVEL OF SERVICE:

EXISTING+
BUILDOUT

.

.

.

0.12

0.35

'A'
NORTHBOUND
L

T

R

SOUTHBOUND
L

VOLUMES (a):
40
357
265
16
LANES:
1
1
1
0
CAPACITY:
1600 1600 1600
PER LANE ICU:
0.03
0.22
0.17
CRITICAL MOVEMENTS:
TOTAL CRITICAL ICU:
0.50
LEVEL OF SERVICE:
'A'
Notes: (a) SB right-tum volume reduced for 24% R. T.O.R.
EB right-tum volume reduced for 35% R. T.O.R.
WB right-tum volume reduced for 22% R. T.O.R.

.

T

248
1
1600
0.17

R

41
1
1600
0.03

EASTBOUND
L

39
1
1600
0.02

T

236
1
1600
0.15

.

R

41
1
1600
0.03

WESTBOUND
L

200
1
1600
0.13

.

T

197
1
1600
0.13

R

16
0

REF. #14

SANTA PAULA CIRCULATION ELEMENT EIR
INTERSECTION CAPACITY UTILIZATION CALCULATIONS
P.M. PEAK HOUR CONDITIONS
N/S STREET: PALM AVENUE

Ef'N STREET: SR 126 WB RAMPS
CONTROL: 2-WAY STOP
NORTHBOUND

EXISTING

L

T

VOLUMES:

23

422

LANES:
CRITICAL MOVEMENTS:

.

R

TOTAL VOLUMES:
DELAY PER VEHICLE:

939
7.6 SECONDS

LEVEL OF SERVICE:

'B'

EXISTING+
BUILDOUT

L

T

VOLUMES:

23

895
LT

.

.

1531

E1W VOLUMES:
TOTAL VOLUMES:

1658

DELAY PER VEHICLE:

10.7 SECONDS

127

·c·

T

R

178

189

EASTBOUND
L

0

T

0

WESTBOUND

R

0

. .

R

0

0

T

R

424

189

.

TR

.

T

20

R

0

107

L TR

SOUTHBOUND
L

L

. . .

TR

NORTHBOUND

CRITICAL MOVEMENTS:
N/S VOLUMES:

Notes:

0

.

812
127

LEVEL OF SERVICE:

L

LT

N/S VOLUMES:
E1W VOLUMES:

LANES:

0

SOUTHBOUND

EASTBOUND
L

0

T

0

WESTBOUND

R

0

L

20

.

T

0
L TR

.

R
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REF. #17

SANTA PAULA CIRCULATION ELEMENT EIR
INTERSECTION CAPACITY UTILIZATION CALCULATIONS
P.M. PEAK HOUR CONDITIONS
N/S STREET: 10TH STREET
E/W STREET: MAIN STREET
CONTROL: SIGNAL
NORTHBOUND

SOUTHBOUND

WESTBOUND

EASTBOUND

EXISTING

L

T

R

L

T

R

L

T

R

VOLUMES (a):

25

456

57

38

379

52

69

187

45

62

170

33

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

2

0

0

2

0

LANES:
CAPACITY:

1600

1600

1600

3200

0.02

0.32

0.02

0.27

0.09

0.08

TOTAL CRITICAL ICU (b):
LEVEL OF SERVICE:

.

.

'A'

EXISTING+
BUILDOUT

CAPACITY:
PER LANE ICU:
CRITICAL MOVEMENTS:

.

0.48

TOTAL CRITICAL ICU (b):

LANES:

R

1600

CRITICAL MOVEMENTS:

VOLUMES (a):

T

3200

PER LANE ICU:

LEVEL OF SERVICE:

L

NORTHBOUND
L

88
1
1600
0.06

·c·

T

691
1
1600
0.51

.

SOUTHBOUND

R

120
0

L

38
1
1600
0.02

.

0.77

Notes: (a) NB right-tum volume reduced for 19% R. T.O.R.
SB right-tum volume reduced for 15% R. T.O.R.
EB right-tum volume reduced for 37% R. T.O.R.
WB right-tum volume reduced for 31% R. T.O.R.
(b) Includes 0.04 ICU for WB left turns (shared lane).

T
453
1
1600
0.32

EASTBOUND

R

L

52
0

69
0

T
498
2
3200
0.20

.

WESTBOUND

R

L

73
0

90
0

T

459
2
3200
0.18

R

33
0

SANTA PAULA CIRCULATION ELEMENT EIR

REF. #19

INTERSECTION CAPACITY UTILIZATION CALCULATIONS
P.M. PEAK HOUR CONDITIONS
N/S STREET: 10TH STREET
E/W STREET: SR 126 WB RAMPS
CONTROL: 2-WAY STOP
NORTHBOUND

EXISTING

L

R

T

VOLUMES:

5

LANES:

. .

CRITICAL MOVEMENTS :
N/S VOLUMES:
EflN VOLUMES:
TOTAL VOLUMES:
DELAY PER VEHICLE:
LEVEL OF SERVICE:

500

19

956

LEVEL OF SERVICE:

Notes:
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.

L

0

0

WESTBOUND

R

0
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L

T

0

.

R

0

100

. .

L TR
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R
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.
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L
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Critical
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~(tg)
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5.50
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911
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c
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0.0

A
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A
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REF. #22

SANTA PAULA CIRCULATION ELEMENT EIR
INTERSECTION CAPACITY UTILIZATION CALCULATIONS
P.M. PEAK HOUR CONDITIONS
N/S STREET: 12TH STREET
E/W STREET: HARVARD BOULEVARD
CONTROL: SIGNAL
NORTHBOUND

SOUTHBOUND

EASTBOUND

EXISTING

L

T

R

VOLUMES (a):

127

87

10

1

1

1

1

1

1

1600

1600

1600

1600

1600

1600

0.08

0.05

0.01

0.01

O.Q3

0.03

0.08

LANES:
CAPACITY:
PER LANE ICU:

.

CRITICAL MOVEMENTS:

R

L

T

R

L

T

47

54

133

96

56

11

132

6

1

1

0

0

1

0

1600

1600

1600

0.10

0.09

.

.

R

.

'A'

EXISTING+
BUILDOUT

NORTHBOUND
L

130
1
1600
0.08

VOLUMES (a):
LANES:
CAPACITY:
PER LANE ICU:
CRITICAL MOVEMENTS:
TOTAL CRITICAL ICU:
LEVEL OF SERVICE:

9

WESTBOUND

T

0.29

TOTAL CRITICAL ICU:
LEVEL OF SERVICE:

L

T

205
1
1600
0.13

.

SOUTHBOUND

R

19
1
1600
0.01

L

47
1
1600
0.03

0.45

'A'

Notes: (a) NB right-tum volume reduced for 48% R. T.O.R.
SB right-turn volume reduced for 48% R. T. D.R.
EB right-tum volume reduced for 26% R. T.O.R.
WB right-tum volume reduced for 47% R. T.O.R.

.

T
75
1
1600
0.05

R

54
1
1600
0.03

WESTBOUND

EASTBOUND
L

133
1
1600
0.08

.

T
265
1
1600
0.20

R

L

58
0

24
0

T

273
1
1600
0.21

.

R

45
0
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City of Santa Paula General Plan Update EIR
Appendix

APPENDIXC

Air Emission Calculations

,..

City of Santa Paula

Table 2-1
Ambient Air Quality Standards

Pollu1211t

Averaging
Tune

Ozone

I Hour

Carbon
Monoxide

8 Hour

I Hour

Kitrogen
Dioxide

Annual
Average
I Hour

Cali!ornia Standard.s1
Concentratioa>

· Primarr'

Sccondary2• '

0.09 ppm
(180 ug/m'}

0.12 ppm
(23S ug/m')

Same as
Primary Std.

9ppm

9 ppm

(10 mglm')

(10 mg/m'}

20 ppm
(23 mglm'}

(<W mglm')

0.2S ppm
(470 uglm')

Sulfur
Dioxide

Annual
Average

-

24 Hour

0.04 ppm'
! OS uglm'}

3 Hour

I Hour

Suspended
Panieulate
Marter

Natiolla) St.and.ardsl

3S ppm
O.OS3 ppm
(100 ug/m')

80 uglm'
(0.03 ppm)

36S uglm'
(0.14 ppm)

-

30 uglm'

24 Hour

50 uglm'

Mean

-

(0.5 ppm)

-

-

150 uglm' ·
Same as
Primuy Stds.

(PM,.>
Annual
Arithmetic

Same as
Primary Stds.

1,300 uglm'

0.25 ppm
(6S5 uglm')

AMual
(i(ometrie
Mean

Same as
Primary Stds.

-

50 uglm'

-

Sulfates

24 Hour

25 ug/m'

30 Day
Average

1.5 uglm'

Lead

-

-

Calendar
Quancr

-

1.5 uglm'

Same &S
Primuy Std.

Hydrogen
Sulfide

l Hour

0.03 ppm
(42 uglm')

Vinyl Chloride
(chloroethene)

24 Hour

0.010 ppm

Visibility
Reducing
Particles

l Observation

(26 uglm')
In sufficient amount to reduce the prevailing
visibility' to Jess than
10 miles when the reL1tive humidity
is less than 70 %

-

?ROJECT NAME: stplfubl

Date: 09-23-1997

? roject Area: South Central Coast (Santa Barbara/ San Luis Obispo)
An~ - y sis

Year: 2020

Temperature (F) : 50

Season: Winter

ZMFAC Version: Emfac7fl.1(12/93)
Summary of Land Uses:
Unit Type
Single Family Housing
-~partment, Low Rise
Apartment, High Rise
Slementary School
High School
Community Shop. Cntr. 200k Sqft
Neighborhood Shop. Cntr. 50k Sqft
General Light Industry
3eneral Heavy Industry

Trip Rate
9.6/Unit
6.6/Unit
4.2/Unit
10.7 / 1000
10.9/1000
54.5/1000
92.0/1000
7.0 / 1000
1.5/1000

Sqft
Sqft
Sqft
Sqft
Sqft
Sqft

Size
3351
228
228
200
100
661
341
3448
1409

Tot Trips
32170
1505
958
2140
1090
36025
31372
24136
2114

vehicle Assumptions:
r leet Mix:
Vehicle Type
Light Duty Autos
Lioht Duty Trucks
Me Jm Duty Trucks
Heavy Duty Trucks
Heavy Duty Trucks
:1otorcycles

Percent Type
72.8
14 .3
4.3
3.8
3.8
1. 0

Non-Catalyst
0.0
0.0
0.0
11.0
N/A
100 . 0

Catalyst
100.0
100.0
100 .0
89.0
N/A
N/A

Diesel
0.0
0.0
0.0
N/A
100 . 0
N/A

Travel Conditions:
I'rip Length
Started Cold
Trip Speed
Percent Trip

%"

Residential
Home-Work
Home-Shop
8.4
l .7
88 . 7
40.5
40
30
27.3
21.2

Home-Other
3.9
59 . 0
35
51 . 5

Commercial
Work
Non-Work
7.4
3.7
78.0
27.8
35
35

Santa Paula General Plan EIR

Emissions From the Combustion of
Natural Gas
Pollutant
Units

Land Use

co

Usage Factor

3,750
456
5,858,700
300,000

6665
4011.5
2.9
2.9
4.8

NOx

PM10

Emission Factor, lbs/1 OA6 cu. ft.
20
5.3
80
120
20
5.3
Emissions, lbs/day
16.66
4.42
66.65
4.88
1.22
0.32
11.33
3.00
67.96
3.48
0.58
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00

Residential
Non-residential
SF Residential
MFR
Com/Ind
School
Hotel

ROC

cu. ft./uniUmo
cu. ft./uniUmo
cu. ft./sq ft/mo
cu. ft./sq ft/mo
cu. ft./sq ft/mo

Total:

29.79

7.89

142.97

0.2
0.2
0.17
0.01
0.11
0.01
0.00

0.30

Offsite Emissions From the Generation of
Electricity
Pollutant
Land Use

Residential
Public Facilities
Office
Restaurant
Commercial
Warehouse
Industrial
Recreation
School
Hotel

Units

3,807
0
0
0
1001800
0
4856900
0
300000
0

co

Usage Factor

5626.5
10.5
12.95
47 .45
13.55
4.35
10.5
10.5
6.3
6.8

kwh/uniUyear
kwh/sq ft/year
kwh/sq ft/year
kwh/sq ft/year
kwh/sq ft/year
kwh/sq ft/year
kwh/sq ft/year
kwh/sq ft/year
kwh/sq ft/year
kwh/sq ft/year

Total:
Methodology and Emissions Source:

ROC

NOx

Emission Factor, lbs/megawatt hour.
1.15
0.2
0.01
Emissions, lbs/day
11 .74
67.49
0.59
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
7.44
42.77
0.37
0.00
0.00
0.00
27.94
1.40
160.68
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.04
0.05
5.95
0.00
0.00
0.00

48.15

2.41

276.89

South Coast Air Quality Management District, 1993. CEQA Air Quality Handbook
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PM10
0.04
2.35
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.49
0.00
5.59
0.00
0.21
0.00

9.63

QXIQN3:ddV

X!puadd\f
~13 atepdn ue1d 1eJaua9 e1ned etues JO

Ali::>

ROADWAY TRAFFIC NOISE
Project No.

Project:
Date:

Santa Paula Noise Element

Roadway:

HWY 126 between Briggs Road and Peck Road - existing

1-Jul-97

PROJECT DATA and ASSUMPTIONS
FHWA
Vehicle Noise Emission Levels (CALVENO or FHWA)
100 feet
Distance to Receptor:
soft
Site Condition (Hard or Soft):
0%
Upgrade longer than 1 mile:
35,000 vehicles
Existing Total Traffic Volume (ADT) :
0.0%
Ambient Growth Factor:
0
Future Year:
Total Project Volume (ADT):
0 vehicles
Total Cumulative Growth Volume (ADT) :
0 vehicles
Source of Traffic Data Associated Tmasportation Engineers
Daily Vehicle Mix

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Existing

Project

Future

89.7%
6.4%
3.9%

89.7%
6.4%
3.9%

89.7%
6.4%
3.9%

Source: CalTrans

Percentage of Daily Traffic

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Existing and Future
Day (7 am-7 pm) Evening (7-10 pm) Night (10 pm - 7 am)
77.5%
12.9%
9.6%
84.8%
4.9%
10.3%
86.5%
10.8%
2.7%
Source: Default Assumption

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Project
Day (7 am-7 pm) Evening (7-10 pm) Night (10 pm - 7 am)
77.5%
12.9%
9.6%
84.8%
10.3%
4.9%
86.5%
10.8%
2.7%
Source: Assumed

Average Speed

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Day (7 am-7 pm)
65
65
65

Existing
Evening (7-10 pm)
65
65
65

Night (10 pm - 7 am)
65
65
65

Future
Evening (7-10 pm)
65
65
65

Night (10 pm - 7 am)
65
65
65

Source: default assumption

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Day (7 am-7 pm)
65
65
65
Source: default assumption
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Rincon Consultants

ROADWAY TRAFFIC NOISE
Project No.

Project:
Date:

Santa Paula Noise Element

Roadway:

HWY 126 between Briggs Road and Peck Road - future

1-Jul-97

PROJECT DATA and ASSUMPTIONS
Vehicle Noise Emission Levels (CALVENO or FHWA)
FHWA
Distance to Receptor:
100 feet
Site Condition (Hard or Soft) :
soft
Upgrade longer than 1 mile:
0 %
Existing Total Traffic Volume (ADT) :
70 ,100 vehicles
0.0%
Ambient Growth Factor:
Future Year:
2020
Total Project Volume (ADT):
0 vehicles
Total Cumulative Growth Volume (ADT):
O vehicles
Source of Traffic Data Associated Tmasportation Engineers
Daily Vehicle Mix

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Existing

Project

Future

89.7%
6.4%
3.9%

89.7%
6.4%
3.9%

89.7%
6.4%
3.9%

Source: CalTrans

Percentage of Daily Traffic

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Existing and Future
Day (7 am-7 pm) Evening (7-10 pm) Night (10 pm - 7 am)
77.5%
12.9%
9.6%
84.8%
4.9%
10.3%
86.5%
2.7%
10.8%
Source: Default Assumption

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Project
Day (7 am-7 pm) Evening (7- 10 pm) Night (10 pm - 7 am)
77.5%
12.9%
9.6%
84.8%
10.3%
4.9%
86.5%
2.7%
10.8%
Source: Assumed

Average Speed

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Day (7 am-7 pm)
65
65
65

Existing
Evening (7-10 pm)
65
65
65

Night (10 pm - 7 am)
65
65
65

Future
Evening (7-10 pm)
65
65
65

Night (10 pm - 7 am)
65
65
65

Source: default assumption

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Day (7 am-7 pm)
65
65
65
Source: default assumption
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Rincon Consultants

ROADWAY TRAFFIC NOISE
Project No.

Project:
Date:

Santa Paula Noise Element

Roadway:

HWY 126 east of Hallock Drive - existing

1-Jul-97

PROJECT DATA and ASSUMPTIONS
FHWA
Vehicle Noise Emission Levels (CALVENO or FHWA)
100 feet
Distance to Receptor:
soft
Site Condition (Hard or Soft):
0%
Upgrade longer than 1 mile:
21,000
vehicles
Existing Total Traffic Volume (ADD:
0.0%
Ambient Growth Factor:
Future Year:
0
Total Project Volume (ADD :
O vehicles
0 vehicles
Total Cumulative Growth Volume (ADD:
Source of Traffic Data Associated Tmasportation Engineers
Daily Vehicle Mix

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Existing

Project

Future

89.7%

89.7%

89.7%

6.4%

6.4%
3.9%

6.4%
3.9%

3.9%
Source: CalTrans

Percentage of Daily Traffic

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Existing and Future
Day (7 am-7 pm) Evening (7-10 pm) Night (10 pm - 7 am)
77.5%
12.9%
9.6%
84.8%
4.9%
10.3%
10.8%
86.5%
2.7%
Source: Default Assumption

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Project
Day (7 am-7 pm) Evening (7-10 pm) Night (10 pm - 7 am)
77.5%
12.9%
9.6%
84.8%
10.3%
4.9%
10.8%
2.7%
86.5%
Source: Assumed

Average Speed

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Day (7 am-7 pm)
65
65
65

Existing
Evening (7-10 pm)
65
65
65

Night (10 pm - 7 am)
65
65
65

Future
Evening (7-10 pm)
65
65
65

Night (10 pm - 7 am)
65
65
65

Source: default assumption

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Day (7 am-7 pm)
65
65
65
Source: default assumption
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Rincon Consultants

ROADWAY TRAFFIC NOISE
Project No.

Project:
Date:

Santa Paula Noise Element

Roadway:

HWY 126 east of Hallock Drive - future

1-Jul-97

PROJECT DATA and ASSUMPTIONS
FHWA
Vehicle Noise Emission Levels (CALVENO or FHWA)
100 feet
Distance to Receptor:
soft
Site Condition (Hard or Soft):
0%
Upgrade longer than 1 mile:
32,000 vehicles
Existing Total Traffic Volume (ADD:
.0.0%
Ambient Growth Factor:
2020
Future Year:
0 vehicles
Total Project Volume (ADD :
0 vehicles
Total Cumulative Growth Volume (ADD:
Source of Traffic Data Associated Trnasportation Engineers
Daily Vehicle Mix

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Existing

Project

Future

89.7%
6.4%
3.9%

89.7%
6.4%
3.9%

89.7%
6.4%
3.9%

Source: CalTrans

Percentage of Daily Traffic

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Existing and Future
Day (7 am-7 pm) Evening (7-10 pm) Night (10 pm - 7 am)
77.5%
12.9%
9.6%
84.8%
4.9%
10.3%
86.5%
10.8%
2.7%
Source: Default Assumption

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Project
Day (7 am-7 pm) Evening (7-10 pm) Night (10 pm - 7 am)
9.6%
77.5%
12.9%
84.8%
10.3%
4.9%
86.5%
10.8%
2.7%
Source: Assumed

Average Speed

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Day (7 am-7 pm)
65
65
65

Existing
Evening (7-10 pm)
65
65
65

Night (10 pm - 7 am)
65
65
65

Future
Evening (7-10 pm)
65
65
65

Night (10 pm - 7 am)
65
65
65

Source: default assumption

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Day (7 am-7 pm)
65
65
65
Source: default assumption
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ROADWAY TRAFFIC NOISE
Project No.

Project:
Date:

Santa Paula Noise Element

Roadway:

HWY 150 between Santa Barbara and Telegraph existing

1-Jul-97

PROJECT DATA and ASSUMPTIONS
Vehicle Noise Emission Levels (CALVENO or FHWA)
FHWA
100 feet
Distance to Receptor:
Site Condition (Hard or Soft):
soft
0%
Upgrade longer than 1 mile:
Existing Total Traffic Volume (ADT):
14,000 vehicles
0.0%
Ambient Growth Factor:
Future Year:
0
Total Project Volume (ADT):
0 vehicles
Total Cumulative Growth Volume (ADT):
0 vehicles
Source of Traffic Data Associated Traffic Engineers
Daily Vehicle Mix

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Existing

Project

Future

97.5%
1.8%
0.7%

97.5%
1.8%
0.7%

97.5%
1.8%
0.7%

Source: Default Assumption

Percentage of Daily Traffic

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Existing and Future
Day (7 am-7 pm) Evening (7-10 pm) Night (10 pm - 7 am)
77.5%
12.9%
9.6%
84.8%
4.9%
10.3%
86.5%
2.7%
10.8%
Source: Default Assumption

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Project
Day (7 am-7 pm) Evening (7-10 pm) Night (10 pm - 7 am)
77.5%
12.9%
9.6%
8~.8%
4.9%
10.3%
86.5%
2.7%
10.8%
Source: Assumed

Average Speed

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Day (7 am-7 pm)
25
25
25

Existing
Evening (7-10 pm)
25
25
25

Night (10 pm - 7 am)
25
25
25

Source: City Public Works Department

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Day (7 am-7 pm)
25
25
25

Future
Evening (7-10 pm)
25
25
25

Night (10 pm - 7 am)
25
25
25

Source: Default assumtion
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ROADWAY TRAFFIC NOISE
Project No.

Project:
Date:

Santa Paula Noise Element

Roadway:

HWY 150 between Santa Barbara and Harvard

1-Jul-97

?.,...,.-_....._!..
~

PROJECT DATA and ASSUMPTIONS
FHWA
Vehicle Noise Emission Levels (CALVENO or FHWA)
100 feet
Distance to Receptor:
soft
Site Condition (Hard or Soft):
0%
Upgrade longer than 1 mile:
22,000
vehicles
Existing Total Traffic Volume (ADD :
0.0%
Ambient Growth Factor:
0
Future Year:
Total Project Volume (ADD:
0 vehicles
Total Cumulative Growth Volume (ADD:
O vehicles
Source of Traffic Data Associated Traffic Engineers
Daily Vehicle Mix

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Existing

Project

Future

97.5%
1.8%
0.7%

97.5%
1.8%
0.7%

97.5%
1.8%
0.7%

Source: default assumption

Percentage of Daily Traffic

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Existing and Future
Day (7 am-7 pm) Evening (7-10 pm) Night (10 pm - 7 am)
77.5%
12.9%
9.6%
4.9%
10.3%
84.8%
2.7%
10.8%
86.5%
Source: Default Assumption

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Project
Day (7 am-7 pm) Evening (7-10 pm) Night (10 pm - 7 am)
77.5%
12.9%
9.6%
10.3%
84.8%
4.9%
10.8%
2.7%
86.5%
Source: Assumed

Average Speed

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Day (7 am-7 pm)
25
25
25

Existing
Evening (7-10 pm)
25
25
25

Night (10 pm - 7 am)
25
25
25

Future
Evening (7-10 pm)
25
25
25

Night (10 pm - 7 am)
25
25
25

Source: defualt assumption

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Day (7 am-7 pm)
25
25
25
Source: defualt assumption
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ROADWAY TRAFFIC NOISE
Project No.

Project:
Date:

Santa Paula Noise Element

Roadway:

HWY 150 between Santa Barbara and Main existing

1-Jul-97

PROJECT DATA and ASSUMPTIONS
Vehicle Noise Emission Levels (CALVENO or FHWA)
FHWA
100 feet
Distance to Receptor:
soft
Site Condition (Hard or Soft):
0%
Upgrade longer than 1 mile:
14,000 vehicles
Existing Total Traffic Volume (ADD:
0.0%
Ambient Growth Factor:
0
Future Year:
Total Project Volume (ADD :
0 vehicles
Total Cumulative Growth Volume (ADD:
0 vehicles
Source of Traffic Data Associated Traffic Engineers
Daily Vehicle Mix

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Existing

Project

Future

93.7%
5.5%
0.8%

93.7%
5.5%
0.8%

93.7%
5.5%
0.8%

Source: Default Assumption

Percentage of Daily Traffic

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Existing and Future
Day (7 am-7 pm) Evening (7-10 pm) Night (10 pm - 7 am)
77.5%
12.9%
9.6%
84.8%
4.9%
10.3%
2.7%
10.8% .
86.5%
Source: Default Assumption

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Project
Day (7 am-7 pm) Evening (7-10 pm) Night (10 pm - 7 am)
77.5%
12.9%
9.6%
84.8%
10.3%
4.9%
86.5%
2.7%
10.8%
Source: Assumed

Average Speed

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Day (7 am-7 pm)
25
25
25

Existing
Evening (7-10 pm)
25
25
25

Night (10 pm - 7 am)
25
25
25

Source: City Public Works Department

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Day (7 am-7 pm)
25
25
25

Future
Evening (7-10 pm)
25
25
25

Night (10 pm - 7 am)
25
25
25

Source: Default assumtion
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ROADWAY TRAFFIC NOISE
Project No.

Project:
Date:

Santa Paula Noise Element

Roadway:

HWY 150 between Santa Barbara and Main future

1-Jul-97

PROJECT DATA and ASSUMPTIONS
FHWA
Vehicle Noise Emission Levels (CALVENO or FHWA)
Distance to Receptor:
100 feet
soft
Site Condition (Hard or Soft):
0%
Upgrade longer than 1 mile:
22,000 vehicles
Existing Total Traffic Volume (ADD :
Ambient Growth Factor:
0.0%
Future Year:
2020
0 vehicles
Total Project Volume (ADD:
Total Cumulative Growth Volume (ADD:
O vehicles
Source of Traffic Data Associated Traffic Engineers
Daily Vehicle Mix

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Existing

Project

Future

93.7%
5.5%
0.8%

93.7%
5.5%
0.8%

93.7%
5.5%
0.8%

Source: Default Assumption

Percentage of Daily Traffic

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Existing and Future
Day (7 am-7 pm) Evening (7-10 pm) Night (10 pm - 7 am)
77.5%
12.9%
9.6%
84.8%
4.9%
10.3%
86.5%
2.7%
10.8%
Source: Default Assumption

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Project
Day (7 am-7 pm) Evening (7-10 pm) Night (10 pm - 7 am)
77.5%
12.9%
9.6%
84.8%
4.9%
10.3%
86.5%
2.7%
10.8%
Source: Assumed

Average Speed

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Day (7 am-7 pm)
25
25
25

Existing
Evening (7-10 pm)
25
25
25

Night (10 pm - 7 am)
25
25
25

Source: City Public Works Department

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Day (7 am-7 pm)
25
25
25

Future
Evening (7-10 pm)
25
25
25

Night (10 pm - 7 am)
25
25
25

Source: Default assumtion
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ROADWAY TRAFFIC NOISE
Project No.

Project:
Date :

Santa Paula Noise Element

Roadway:

HWY 150 between Santa Paula and Say Rd. future

1-Jul-97

PROJECT DATA and ASSUMPTIONS
Vehicle Noise Emission Levels (CALYENO or FHWA)
FHWA
Distance to Receptor:
100 feet
Site Condition (Hard or Soft):
soft
Upgrade longer than 1 mi le:
0%
Existing Total Traffic Volume (ADT) :
16,300 vehicles
Ambient Growth Factor:
0.0%
Future Year:
2020
Total Project Volume (ADT) :
O vehicles
Total Cumulative Growth Volume (ADT):
0 vehicles
Source of Traffic Data Associated Traffic Engineers

Daily Vehicle Mix

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Existing

Project

Future

97.5%

97.5%

97.5%

1.8%
0.7%

1.8%
0.7%

1.8%
0.7%

Source: default assumption

Percentage of Daily Traffic
Day (7 am- 7 pm)

Existing and Future
Evening (7-10 pm) Night (10 pm - 7 am)

77.5%
84.8%
86.5%

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

12.9%
4.9%
2.7%

9.6%
10.3%
10.8%

Source: Default Assumption

Day (7 am-7 pm)

Project
Evening (7-10 pm)

77.5%
84.8%
86.5%

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Night (10 pm - 7 am)

12.9%

9.6%
10.3%
10.8%

4.9%

2.7%

Source: Assumed

Average Speed
Day (7 am-7 pm)
Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Existing
Evening (7-10 pm)

35

Night (10 pm - 7 am)

35
35

35

35

35

35

35

35

Source: City Public Wor1cs Department

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Future
Evening (7-10 pm)

Day (7 am-7 pm)
35

35

Night (10 pm - 7 am)
35

35

35

35

35

35

35

Source: assumed

Rincon Consultants
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ROADWAY TRAFFIC NOISE
Project No.

Project:
Date:

Santa Paula Noise Element

Roadway:

HWY 150 between Santa Paula and Say Rd. existing

1-Jul-97

PROJECT DATA and ASSUMPTIONS
FHWA
Vehicle Noise Emission Levels (CALVENO or FHWA)
100 feet
Distance to Receptor:
Site Condition (Hard or Soft):
soft
0%
Upgrade longer than 1 mile:
12,000 vehicles
Existing Total Traffic Volume (ADT) :
Ambient Growth Factor:
0.0%
0
Future Year:
Total Project Volume (ADT):
0 vehicles
Total Cumulative Growth Volume (ADT):
0 vehicles
Source of Traffic Data Associated Traffic Engineers
Daily Vehicle Mix

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Existing

Project

Future

93.7%
5.5%
0.8%

93.7%
5.5%
0.8%

93.7%
5.5%
0.8%

Source: default assumption

Percentage of Daily Traffic

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Existing and Future
Day (7 am-7 pm) Evening (7-10 pm) Night (10 pm - 7 am)
77.5%
12.9%
9.6%
84.8%
10.3%
4.9%
10.8%
2.7%
86.5%
Source: Default Assumption

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Project
Day (7 am-7 pm) Evening (7-10 pm) Night (10 pm - 7 am)
77.5%
9.6%
12.9%
84.8%
10.3%
4.9%
86.5%
10.8%
2.7%
Source: Assumed

Average Speed

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Day (7 am-7 pm)
35
35
35

Existing
Evening (7-10 pm)
35
35
35

Night (10 pm - 7 am)
35
35
35

Source: City Public Worb Department

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Day (7 am-7 pm)
35
35
35

Future
Evening (7-10 pm)
35
35
35

Night (10 pm - 7 am)
35
35
35

Source: City Public Worb Department
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ROADWAY TRAFFIC NOISE
Project No.

Project:
Date:

Santa Paula Noise Element

Roadway:

Harvard between Steckel and Peck

2-Jul-97

PROJECT DATA and ASSUMPTIONS
Vehicle Noise Emission Levels (CALVENO or FHWA)
FHWA
100 feet
Distance to Receptor:
Site Condition (Hard or Soft):
soft
Upgrade longer than 1 mile:
0%
10,800 vehicles
Existing Total Traffic Volume (ADT):
0.0%
Ambient Growth Factor:
0
Future Year :
O vehicles
Total Project Volume (ADT):
0 vehicles
Total Cumulative Growth Volume (ADT):
Source of T raffic Data Associated Traffic Engineers
Daily Vehicle Mix

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Existing

Project

Future

97.5%
1.8%
0.7%

97.5%
1.8%
0.7%

97.5%
1.8%
0.7%

Source: default assumption

Percentage of Daily Traffic

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Existing and Future
Day (7 am-7 pm) Evening (7-10 pm) Night (10 pm - 7 am)
77.5%
12.9%
9.6%
4.9%
10.3%
84.8%
86.5%
2.7%
10.8%
Source: Default Assumption

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Project
Day (7 am-7 pm) Evening (7-10 pm) Night (10 pm - 7 am)
9.6%
77.5%
12.9%
10.3%
84.8%
4.9%
2.7%
10.8%
86.5%
Source: Assumed

Average Speed

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Day (7 am-7 pm)
35
35
35

Existing
Evening (7-10 pm)
35
35
35

Night (10 pm - 7 am)
35
35
35

Future
Evening (7-10 pm)
35
35
35

Night (10 pm - 7 am)
35
35
35

Source: defuatt assumption

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Day (7 am-7 pm)
35
35
35
Source: defualt assumption
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ROADWAY TRAFFIC NOISE
Project No.

Project:
Date :

Santa Paula Noise Element

Roadway:

Harvard between Steckle and Peck

1-Jul-97

PROJECT DATA and ASSUMPTIONS
FHWA
Vehicle Noise Emission Levels (CALVENO or FHWA)
100 feet
Distance to Receptor:
Site Condition (Hard or Soft) :
soft
0%
Upgrade longer than 1 mile:
23,700 vehicles
Existing Total Traffic Volume (ADT):
0.0%
Ambient Growth Factor:
Future Year:
2020
Total Project Volume (ADT):
0 vehicles
0 vehicles
Total Cumulative Growth Volume (ADT):
Source of Traffic Data Associated Traffic Engineers
Daily Vehicle Mix

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Existing

Project

Future

97.5%
1.8%
0.7%

97.5%
1.8%
0.7%

97.5%
1.8%
0.7%

Source: default assumption

Percentage of Daily Traffic
Day (7 am-7 pm)

Existing and Future
Evening (7- 10 pm) Night (10 pm - 7 am)

77.5%
84.8%
86.5%

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

12.9%
4.9%
2.7%

9.6%
10.3%
10.8%

Source: Default Assumption

Day (7 am-7 pm)

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Project
Evening (7-10 pm)

77.5%
84.8%
86.5%

Night (10 pm - 7 am)

12.9%
4.9%
2.7%

9.6%
10.3%
10.8%

Source: Assumed

Average Speed

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Day (7 am- 7 pm)

Existing
Evening (7-10 pm)

Night (10 pm - 7 am)

35
35
35

35
35
35

35
35
35

Day (7 am-7 pm)

Future
Evening (7-10 pm)

Night (10 pm - 7 am)

35
35
35

35
35
35

35
35
35

Source: City Public Works Department

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Source: defualt assumption
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ROADWAY TRAFFIC NOISE
Project:
Date:

Santa Paula Noise Element

Roadway:

Adams Canyon future

Project No.

1-Jul-97

PROJECT DATA and ASSUMPTIONS
FHWA
Vehicle Noise Emission Levels (CALVENO or FHWA)
100 feet
Distance to Receptor:
Site Condition (Hard or Soft) :
soft
0 %
Upgrade longer than 1 mile:
Existing Total Traffic Volume (ADT):
23,600 vehicles
0.0% .
Ambient Growth Factor:
Future Year:
2020
0 vehicles
Total Project Volume (ADT) :
0 vehicles
Total Cumulative Growth Volume (ADT):
Source of Traffic Data Associated Traffic Engineers
Daily Vehicle Mix

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Existing

Project

Future

97.5%
1.8%
0.7%

97.5%
1.8%
0.7%

97.5%
1.8%
0.7%

Source: Default Assumption

Percentage of Daily Traffic

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Existing and Future
Day (7 am-7 pm) Evening (7-10 pm) Night (10 pm - 7 am)
77.5%
12.9%
9.6%
10.3%
84.8%
4.9%
86.5%
10.8%
2.7%
Source: Default Assumption

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Project
Day (7 am-7 pm) Evening (7-10 pm) Night (10 pm - 7 am)
9.6%
77.5%
12.9%
10.3%
84.8%
4.9%
10.8%
86.5%
2.7%
Source: Assumed

Average Speed

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Day (7 am-7 pm)
30
30
30

Existing
Evening (7- 10 pm)
30
30
30

Night (10 pm - 7 am)
30
30
30

Future
Evening (7-10 pm)
30
30
30

Night (10 pm - 7 am)
30
30
30

Source: default assupmtion

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Day (7 am-7 pm)
30
30
30
Source: Default assumtion
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ROADWAY TRAFFIC

NOIS~
Project No.

Project:
Date:

Santa Paula Noise Element

Roadway:

Peck Road between Santa Paula and Telegraph existing

1-Jul-97

PROJECT DATA and ASSUMPTIONS
Vehicle Noise Emission Levels (CALVENO or FHWA)
Distance to Receptor:
Site Condition (Hard or Soft) :
Upgrade longer than 1 mile:
Existing Total Traffic Volume (ADT):
Ambient Growth Factor:
Future Year:
Total Project Volume (ADT):
Total Cumulative Growth Volume (ADT):
Source of Traffic Data Associated Traffic Engineers

FHWA
100 feet
soft
0%
4,100 vehicles
0.0%

0
0 vehicles
0 vehicles

Daily Vehicle Mix

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Existing

Project

Future

97.5%
1.8%
0.7%

97.5%
1.8%
0.7%

97.5%
1.8%
0.7%

Source: Default Assumption

Percentage of Daily Traffic

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Existing and Future
Day (7 am-7 pm) Evening (7- 10 pm) Night (10 pm - 7 am)
12.9%
9.6%
77.5%
4.9%
10.3%
84.8%
2.7%
10.8%
86.5%
Source: Default Assumption

·i'

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Project
Day (7 am-7 pm) Evening (7-10 pm) Night (10 pm - 7 am)
77.5%
12.9%
9.6%
4.9%
84.8%
10.3%
10.8%
86.5%
2.7%
Source: Assumed

Average Speed

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Day (7 am-7 pm)
35
35
35

Existing
Evening (7-10 pm)
35
35
35

Night (10 pm - 7 am)
35
35
35

Source: City Public Works Department

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Day (7 am-7 pm)
35
35
35

Future
Evening (7-10 pm)
35
35
35

Night (10 pm - 7 am)
35
35
35

Source: Default assumtion
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ROADWAY TRAFFIC NOISE
Project No.

Project:
Date:

Santa Paula Noise Element

Roadway:

Foothill Road between Briggs and Peck existing

1-Jul-97

PROJECT DATA and ASSUMPTIONS
Vehicle Noise Emission Levels (CALVENO or FHWA)
Distance to Receptor:
Site Condition (Hard or Soft) :
Upgrade longer than 1 mile:
Existing Total Traffic Volume (ADT) :
Ambient Growth Factor:
Future Year:
Total Project Volume (ADT):
Total Cumulative Growth Volume (ADT) :
Source of Traffic Data Associated Traffic Engineers

FHWA
100 feet
soft
0%
1,400 vehicles
0.0%

0
0 vehicles
0 vehicles

Daily Vehicle Mix

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Existing

Project

Future

97.5%
1.8%
0.7%

97.5%
1.8%
0.7%

97.5%
1.8%
0.7%

Source: Default Assumption

Percentage of Daily Traffic

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Existing and Future
Day (7 am-7 pm) Evening (7-10 pm) Night (10 pm - 7 am)
77.5%
12.9%
9.6%
84.8%
4.9%
10.3%
86.5%
2.7%
10.8%
Source: Default Assumption

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Project
Day (7 am-7 pm) Evening (7-10 pm) Night (10 pm - 7 am)
9.6%
77.5%
12.9%
10.3%
84.8%
4.9%
10.8%
86.5%
2.7%
Source: Assumed

Average Speed

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Day (7 am-7 pm)
45
45
45

Existing
Evening (7-10 pm)
45
45
45

Night (10 pm - 7 am)
45
45
45

Source: City Public Works Department

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Day (7 am-7 pm)
45
45
45

Future
Evening (7-10 pm)
45
45
45

Night (10 pm - 7 am)
45
45
45

Source: Default assumtion
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ROADWAY TRAFFIC NOISE
Project No.

Project:
Date :

Santa Paula Noise Element

Roadway:

Foothill Road between Briggs and Peck future

1-Jul-97

PROJECT DATA and ASSUMPTIONS
FHWA
Vehicle Noise Emission Levels (CALVENO or FHWA)
100 feet
Distance to Receptor:
Site Condition (Hard or Soft):
soft
0%
Upgrade longer than 1 mile:
12,500
vehicles
Existing Total Traffic Volume (ADT):
0.0%
Ambient Growth Factor:
Future Year:
2020
Total Project Volume (ADT):
0 vehicles
Total Cumulative Growth Volume (ADT):
O vehicles
Source of Traffic Data Associated Traffic Engineers
Daily Vehicle Mix

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Existing

Project

Future

97.5%
1.8%
0.7%

97.5%
1.8%
0.7%

97.5%
1.8%
0.7%

Source: Default Assumption

Percentage of Daily Traffic

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Existing and Future
Day (7 am-7 pm) Evening (7-10 pm) Night (10 pm - 7 am)
12.9%
9.6%
77.5%
4.9%
10.3%
84.8%
2.7%
10.8%
86.5%
Source: Default Assumption

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Project
Day (7 am-7 pm) Evening (7-10 pm) Night (10 pm - 7 am)
77.5%
12.9%
9.6%
84.8%
10.3%
4.9%
86.5%
10.8%
2.7%
Source: Assumed

Average Speed

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Day (7 am-7 pm)
45
45
45

Existing
Evening (7-10 pm)
45
45
45

Night (10 pm - 7 am)
45
45
45

Source: City Public Works Department

Automobile
Medium Truck
Heavy Truck

Day (7 am-7 pm)
45
45
45

Future
Evening (7-10 pm)
45
45
45

Night (10 pm - 7 am)
45
45
45

Source: Default assumtion
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